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SYNOPSIS

This book presents a developmental history of aeronautical

and aerospace medical science, analyzes of aeronautical and

space navigation environmental conditions, especially the aero-

nautical and space navigation environmental conditions related

to medical science, and explores the general laws of man's re-

lation to aeronautical and space navigation environmental

effects. This book also introduces medical science problems re-

lated to gravitational changes and powered flight, analyzes the

influence of weightlessness on the human body and offers relevant

medical measures. Furthermore, it also introduces the effects of

oxygen deficiency, radiation and environmental temperature on the

human body and relevant medical guarantees.

This book can act as a reference for aeronautical doctors,

aerospace medical personnel, flight physical health inspection

doctors, flight personnel, astronauts and those engineers and

technicians engaged in aircraft and airship design.

Published by the National Defense Industry Publishers
Distributed by the New China Book Store, Peking
First edition: June, 1979
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PREFACE

Although aeronautics and space navigation have differences

in altitude, speed, time and range of manoeuvers, their environ-

mental factors influencing the human body are generally the same.

Moreover, aerospace medical science developed on the foundation of

aeronautical medical science and because of this, it is quite

suitable to place the two together for discussion.

This book uses the following three aspects to introduce the

basic knowledge of aeronautical and aerospace medical science:

1. We do not follow the traditional style of writing about

aeronautical medical science but rather we summarized the envir-

onmental factors in aircraft cabins and aerospace areas touched

upon in modern aeronautical technology. We chose an expositori

style of concrete analysis for concrete things and divided the

chapters to discuss the influences of these factors on the human

body and protective methods against them. The various environ-

mental factors acting on the human body in flight produce the

objective material basis of aeronautical and aerospace medical

science and without these environmental factors acting on the

human body there can be no modern aeronautical and aerospace

medical science. Therefore, it can be said that aeronautical and

aerospace medical science is a particular type of environmental

medical science.

2. Following the deeper recognition by mankind of this

iv
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particular branch of environmental science, its application has

been expanded and its division within the scientific world has

become more detailed. Not only is common aeronautical medical

science taken as a major problem in military aeronautical medical

science but it has also taken on special features in civilian

aeronautical medical science, aerospace medical science and

aeronautical human body engineering. This has caused modern aero-

nautical and aerospace medical science to split off and tend to

become an applied science and basic knowledge. This book mainly

elaborates on the fundamental knowledge of aeronautical and aero-

space medical science.

3. The depth and breadth of environmental medical science

knowledge needed by aeronautical doctors, flight physical examin-

ation doctors, aircraft and airship design personnel, aerospace

medical personnel, flight personnel, astronauts and navigators

in their work is different. To satisfy their common needs, this

book introduces things of a general nature whereby the various

common environmental factors in flight, their effects on the

human body and their physiopathological characteristics and

mechanisms are taken as starting points for the various disciplines

studying aeronautical and aerospace medical science.

In addition, sometimes environmental health problems also

occur in national defense construction, industrial production,

communications and transportation and physical motion similar to

those in aeronautics and space navigation.

For example, there are the well known severe cold and lack
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of oxygen in high mountains and plateaus and the noise, vibra-

tions, high temperatures, radiation, atmospheric pollution,

motion sickness and decompression sickness in national defense

construction, industrial production and communications and trans-

portation. The phenomena and theoretical knowledge narrated in

this book also have reference value for health care personnel and

engineers and technicians working in these fields.

The above was boldly attempted when the authors were writing

this book. Because the levels of the authors are limited, it was

difficult to avoid mistakes. It is hoped that readers will offer

criticism and point out the mistakes.

In the process of writing this book we received great support

from leading comrades of the General Logistics Department and

Health Office of the Chinese Civil Aviation Bureau and the entire

manuscript was checked over by comrade Meng Fanrong of the Fourth

People's Hospital in Peking. Here we would like to express our

thanks to those comrades who helped in the work for this book.

vi



PART ONE

GENERAL DISCUSSION

General Remarks

The overall purpose of socialist medical science is ensur-

ing the people's health and this is also the general task of

China's aeronautical and aerospace medical science. For medical

science to ensure the people's health, it is necessary to start

in several areas. Generally speaking, they are paying attention

to hygiene, preventing illness, curing illness, strengthening the

physique and in special work it is necessary to guarantee life

safety and maintain work efficiency (labor protection).

Aeronautical and aerospace medical science is a synthesis

which developed in the practice of aeronautics and space naviga-

tion, is a branch of many types of medicine and is a particular

environmental medical science. Environment can be divided into

natural environment and aircraft cabin environment. Natural

environment points to the physical condition and factors in the

sky and outer space and cabin environment indicates the environ-

ment that flight personnel come in direct contact with. The en-

vironmental conditions and factors that can cause the human body

to produce effects, whether they are from the natural world, from

aircraft motion or from the human body itself are all problems

that are discussed in this book.

The reason why environmental conditions and factors are

-1-



important is because they can cause a series of physiological

effects. Among them, the strong ones which last quite long or

change very quickly cause physiological effects that are exces-

sively severe and which people cannot endure. This influences

flight operation, can cause the development of a pathological

process or functional and organ injury.

When compared with ground conditions, aeronautical and

space navigation conditions are more particular and the proper-

cies of each factor are different toward human body actions.

Moreover, the body is influenced by the independent action of a

single factor or the combined actions of many factors, the

length of action time and the changes of stimulant strength.

Therefore, physiological effects and pathological changes are

varied. For convenience of discussion, we must break down the

whole aeronautical and space navigation environment into certain

factors. Some of these factors arise from the atmospheric envir-

onment and outer space; for example, upper atmospheric low pres-

sure, iow temperature, ozone, radiation etc. Some occur in the

movement of the aircraft and the waste material from navigation

personnel; for example, the overload produced by acceleration and

airflow shock, high speed turns, deceleration and impact in the

ejection life saving process, the vibrations and jolts produced

when an aircraft is changing position, the vibrating noise and

heat produced by the power equipment, and the high temperature,

carbon dioxide and stink produced when cabin ventilation is un-

satisfactory. These environmental factors influence the human

2-
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body and make up the major contents of this book.

The human body's reaction to aeronautical and astrona-

vigational special environmental factors is also very complex.

The human body is an organic whole and unless the central nervous

system and the body fluid transmission system are injured, the

activities of each organ and each system in the human body should

ce coordinated. However, the reactions of certain factors in

specific conditions and in fixed times are emphasized as their

local reactions are very noticeable. For convenience of narration,

we distinguished the physiological effects to narrate the reactions

of each organ and each system. This book uses a great deal of space

to discuss the human body's endurance, protection, adaptation and

acclimation to aeronautical and space navigational environmental

conditions. The aim of providing all of the parameters of medical

assurances, medical supervision and aircraft design is to provide

a basis of engineering and medical measures for seeking safety

guarantees.

-3-
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CHAPTER ONE

THE DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY OF AERONAUTICAL AND AEROSPACE
MEDICAL SCIENCE

Very early man possessed the ideal of going into space.

Chinese ancient myths also have these types of fantasies such as

the stories of ",.hang E fleeing to the moon" and "great havoc in

heaven". On the other hand, che working people of ancient China

designed and constructed various types of flying machines to soar

into space such as kites, Kong Ming's light, bamboo dragonflies,

wooden birds and rockets. Yet, because China was under feudalism

for so long and was invaded and enslaved by imperialism during the

last over one hundred years, there was no aeronautical and aero-

space medical science to speak of.

After liberation, under the care of the party and government,

China's aeronautics industry developed quickly and there were many

successful launchings of earth satellites which showed that Chinese

aerospace technology had entered a new stage. In the field of

aeronautical and aerospace medical science, China not only has

independent training schools and research organizations but also

has a scientific research contingency and large group of aeron-

autical doctors thus forming China's aeronautical medical science

contingency.

In the West, the development of ancient aviation was about

several hundred to one thousand years behind that of China. For

-4-
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example, the predecessor of the balloon, the smoke bag, which is

like China's small spherical light (the Kong Ming light) was in-

vented one thousand years later than the ones in China. Rockets

were first invented in China during the Tang dynasty and by the

Yuan and Ming periods they were used as weapons to resist aggres-

sion. Only at the beginning of the nineteenth century did foreign

reference begin to mention "Chinese rockets" and they were only

quoted as strange tales.

The development of capitalist production in the West during

the eighteenth century provided an opportunity for scientific and

technological development. The predecessor of the balloon, the

smoke bag, was invented and gave rise to attempts for balloon

launchings. In 1783, the first balloon was successfully sent up to

an altitude of 450 meters. During the 100 years up to 1875, many

balloons were sent up and some carried people up to an altitude of

over 8,000 meters. During that time, many accidents occured;

some suffered frostbite because of the cold and others lost con-

sciousness because of lack of oxygen. Finally, in 1875, three

Frenchmen used a balloon with a suspended basket to ascend to over

8,000 meters. Because of lack of oxygen two died and when the re-

maining man fell to earth he seemed to have lost consciousness.

After this, the fervor of balloon aviation gradually declined.

During this period, there were people who made atmospheric pressure

cabins for people to use and carried out a great deal of experi-

iental research related to low pressure, pressurization and low

pressure. This stage can be said to be the embryonic period of

u l______________________ _ .



LV.

aviation medicine.

Modern aircraft design and manufacture began at the end of

the nineteenth century, but actual flight tests began in the begin-

ning of this century and aircraft were first generally used during

the First World War (1914-1917). At that time, the highest air-

craft flight was only one to two thousand meters and speed did not

exceed 500 kilometers per hour. Although this being the case, there

still were medical problems that awaited resolution. For example,

airsickness, ianding accidents, aircraft collisions, injuries from

enemy gunfire, forced landings and the problems of first aid,

checkups, selection and training closely related to these accidents.

The practical needs of warfare brought about the emergence of

aviation medicine. The armed forces required aviation doctors and

aviation doctors needed to research and solve aviation medical pro-

blems. In the latter part of a war or the period after a war, each

participating nation, -specially the defeated, sets up a special

aviation medicine organization responsible for training and research.

During the period after World War One, there was stagnation in

aviation development and thus the progress of aviation medicine was

also relatively slow. When World War Two was brewing activity was

again restored. During the war, because of aircraft flight altitudes

and the extension of flight time, unprecedented problems emerged,

such as frostbite, hypoxia, decompression sickness, flight fatigue,

sight obstruction and overload which urgently needed timely research

and solution. During this period, many nations vied to set up

special organizations and carried out aviation medical research and

-6-



training. There were many achievements in the field of aviation

medicine. The jet type airplane appeared near the close of World

War Two. After the war, supersonic jets advanced at a tremendous

pace. Flight altitude, speed and range notably increased and at

the same time there was even faster development in aviation medi-

cine.

After World War Two, the fast development of rocket tech-

nology promoted the development of space navigation. From the

1949 biorocket (a rocket carrying a living being into space) to

animals in circum-earth orbit, in less than ten years, man elimin-

ated the obstruction of going to outer space. Aerospace medicine

developed quickly on the basis of general medicine and aviation

medicine. Now, mankind can not only orbit the earth for long per-

ods of time, but, for example, man can stay in a space laboratory

for several months and has already landed, traveled and made in-

vestigations on the moon. Navigators, whether in space stations,

on the surface of the moon or in flight have shown no impairment

to their health or had any serious influence on their work. These

phenomena cannot but be attributed to the achievements of aero-

nautical and aerospace medical science. Looking forward to the

future of interplanetary flight the development of aeronautical

and aerospace medical science has a very broad future.

The development of space navigational technology also pro-

moted the development of aeronautical technology. At present,

supersonic aircraft can fly in isothermal layers and the health

and safety of people in these aircraft can also be guaranteed.

-7-



It can be said that aircraft flight environment is progressively

approaching that of spaceships thus causing closer relationships

of aviation medicine and aerospace medicine. Actually, they have

already been merged and it is hard to draw a sharp line between

the two.



CHAPTER TWO

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS OF AVIATION AND SPACE NAVIGATION

Section One - Space Environment, Inner Cabin Environment and

Environment in the Human Body

There are many differences in the environmental conditions

encountered in aviation and space navigation and the environmental

conditions of life on the earth's surface. The environmental con-

ditions of aviation and space navigation can generally be divided

into three types. The first type is the aircraft environment which

is the environment of the outside of the aircraft and spaceship

cabin. The second type is the environment inside the cabin which

is the small environment which is the environment inside the air-

craft and spaceship cabin which some people call the "microclimatic

environment". In high altitude flight and space navigation, because

the environment is not suitable to human existence, it is necessary

that the aircraft and spaceship use an airtight cabin to guarantee

that the environment inside the cabin is suitable to the needs of

the human body. In low altitude flight, aircraft generally do not

require the use of an airtight cabin because when in low altitude

flight the environment inside and outside of the cabin is basically

the same. 2he above mentioned two types can be generally desig-

nated as "the environment outside the human body". The third type

is the body cell environment which is called the "internal envir-

onment" of the human body. Because of the human body's own regula-

iions, che internal environment is basically stable and is

-9-



maintained in a dynamic equilibrium. When changes occur in the

outside environment or because of illness human biological activ-

ity cannot proceed normally, imbalance and instability can occur

in people's internal environment. If these types of imbalanced

and unstable phenomena surpass the body's own regulation capacity

and level of endurance and they cannot be reversed and restored

quickly, this can cause pathological changes, injury and even

death.

As regards the specific conditions of aviation and space

navigation, outside environmental changes, especially aircraft

environment changes, are often the major aspect of a contra-

diction. The higher the flight, che faster the speed, and the greater

the difference between the environment and the earth's surface the

more intense the influence on the human body. To guarantee bodily

safety, it is necessary to use an airtight cabin to create an en-

vironment inside the cabin suitable to the needs of the human body.

Yet, the surrounding environment has an enormous influence on the

environment inside the cabin. When the internal cabin environment

safeguard system breaks down, chese influences become even greater.

These changes in the outside environment acting on the human body,

in view of the body's physiological mechanisms and internal regula-

tions, cause the internal environment to produce various reactions

and changes. Therefore, before discussing the specific contents

of aeronautical and aerospace medical science, we need to first

introduce the environmental conditions of aviation and space naviga-

tion which are the environments inside and outside of the cabin.

-10-



Furtnermore, the atmospheric conditions in the environment outside

the cabin are very important.

Section Two - Atmospheric Conditions

In aviation and space navigation, the space range not only

includes the earth's atmosphere but also includes cosmic space

outside the atmosphere. Yet, when discussing atmospheric conditions,

it is essential to speak of the earth's atmosphere.

.ehe atmosphere encircling the earth follows the rotation of

the earth and revolves. From the earth's surface upwards, it gra-

ually changes from dense to thin and therefore the higher the al-

titude the lower the atmospheric density and pressure. At an alti-

tude of 50-QO kilometers, airlift is basically lost. The atmospheric

air power resistance limit is approximately above 3,200 kilometers.

Based on statistics, the centrifugal force and centripetal force

positions of the revolving atmosphere are at an altitude of several

ten thousand kilometers over the equator which is the ideal alti-

ude of the earth's atmospheric layer. This is called the outside

realm of the atmospheric layer. Even though the spatial distribu-

tion of the atmosphere is very extensive yet 99% of the atmosphere

lies at an altitude less than 32 kilometers. Meteorological pheno-

mena are directly related to atmospheric movements. Therefore,

complex meteorological problems are mainly in the less than 32

kilometer range. The relation of meteorological phenomena and avia-

tion is especially great and after spaceships leave the earth,

meteorological influences do not exist. Yet, during takeoff and

-11-



return to earth there is no way of eliminating the influences of

meteorological phenomena. The reader is referred to table 1-1 for

the seperate layers of the atmosphere.

Table 1-1. Separate layers of the atmosp.crc.

- ' M 0-0.002 -- I- 8
90.002-2 -4 -+4

att 2-8 4f 10 -40 1 20--43

(visa) 9M -,o -70 -6 -o-.,oo i

n "4( ) tooF 1 o3-400 ? +60+109

i +ia~ I 400__00__ T + 1200(y)
q.M >800 ? + 2000()

1. Atmospheric layer
2. Sublayer
3. Altitude
4. Temperature (*C)
5. Lower position
6. upper position
7. Extreme value
8. Base layer
9. Troposphere

10. Stratosphere
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Li. Ionosphere (warm layer)
12. Outer layer of the atmosphere (dissipation layer, scatter

layer.
13. Base bottom layer
14. Upper layer
15. Translatory layer
16. Top layer of atmosphere
17. Isothermic layer (stratosphere)
18. Inversion layer
19. Mixed layer
20. Middle layer
21. E layer
22. F layer
23. Atomic layer
24. uuter layer of atmosphere

1. Aviation Atmospheric Conditions

Aviation is carried out in the atmosphere at an elevation

below 50-100 kilometers. Based on modern meteorological data, the

atmospheric layer includes the base layer, troposphere and strato-

sphere.

The atmosphere's base layer is the lowest layer which encir-

cles the earth and its altitude is below 2 kilometers. The layer

can be further divided into two sublayers: the lowest layer is

called the base bottom layer and is only two meters from the earth;

the higher layer is called the upper layer and is 2-2,000 meters

from the earth. Because the base layer is greatly effected by

topographic height, solar radiation intensity and the seasons, the

changes of airflow and wind and clouds are more frequent and com-

plex. Moreover, there is also the takeoff and landing space and

therefore ground and air personnel must pay particular attention to

the meteorological layer.



The troposphere, also called the changing temperature layer,

is above the base layer. This layer derived its name from the fact

that its upper and lower air usually produce convection. This

layer occupies approximately 79% of the total atmosphere and holds

almost all of the vapor and microdust in the atmosphere. Its

altitude follows the different earth latitudes and thus is diverse.

For example, 16-i8 kilometers above the equator, the mid-latitude

area is 10-12 kilometers and the two extreme areas are 7-10

kilometers. In this layer, temperature gradually drops in accor-

dance with the higher altitude. The temperature drops an average

0.65*C per 100 meter ascent. Within this layer, there are usually

the meteorological changes of wind, clouds, rain, fog, ice and hail

and this layer is a main activity area in modern aviation.

Above the troposphere is the stratosphere. Its lower altitude

is 12 kilometers and its upper altitude extends to 85 kilometers.

This layer can be divided into three sublayers: the isothermic

layer, inversion layer and mixed layer. The latter two are jointly

called the middle layer. The isothermal layer is also called the

stratosphere. Its lower section lies on the upper part of the

stratosphere and its upper section extends to about 34 kilometers.

The airflow in this layer is relatively stable. Under 25 kilometers,

the temperature is generally maintained at about -55*C and above

25 kilometers, the temperature increases in accordance with the

rise in altitude. The air in this layer occupies about 20% of the

total atmosphere. The amount of vapor and microdust in this layer

-14-



is small, atmospheric pressure is very low and furthermore there is

an ozone component.

The middle layer is the transitional moving layer of the

isothermal layer toward the ionosphere. Its inversion layer extends

from the apex of the isothermal layer to an elevation close to 48

kilometers and this layer seems to have no vertical movement of air.

Yet, atmospheric temperature rises in accordance with altitude

increases and the highest temperatures can reach to -3 to +50*C.

The space range of the mixed layer is at an altitude of 48-85

kilometers and it has corresponding strong upper and lower airflow

movement. Its atmospheric pressure drops radically in accordance

with altitude increases and the temperature at the highest point

can decrease to -830 to -113 0C.

2. Atmospheric Conditions of Space Navigation

The space range of space navigation includes the atmosphere's

ionosphere and dissipation layer and the vast cosmic space outside

the earth's atmosphere. Generally speaking, the atmosphere in this

space range is very thin, the cosmic space outside the atmosphere is

close to being a vacuum and the actions of meteorological factors

are very small. However, meteorological factors have a certain

amount of action in the ionosheric and dissipation layers relatively

near to the earth's surface.

The ionosphere is also called the warm layer and its distri-

.bution in the 85-dOO kilometer altitude range can be divided into the

-15-



E layer, F layer and atomic layer. Atmospheric temperature in

the ionosphere quickly increases in

accordance with increases in altitude. The temperature at its

highest point is 500-i,2000 C but its air capacity only occupies

0.5% of the earth's total atmosphere. Because the air is very

thin, therefore atmospheric temperature has very little influence

:n flight and the air's transmission of sound has also basically

disappeared. The atmosphere of this layer is not only very thin

but is also in an ionization state. Because of this, radio waves can

attain long distance transmissions around the earth. The iono-

sphere is greatly influenced by solar activity and it is an essential

space layer for satellites orbiting the earth.

Phe dissipation layer is the outermost layer of the atmosphere

and is also called the scatter layer. The altitude of this layer

is above bOO kilometers and reaches up to several ten thousand

kilometers. This layer's air is extremely thin and continually dis-

sipates toward interplanetary space. Since the air is already thin

there is basically no effect on flight. The physical conditions of

this layer's atmosphere are more or less the same as interplanetary

space conditions. Cosmic space outside the atmosphere is close to

a vacuum and its gas composition is shown in table 1-2. To provide

the reader with a general idea of the end altitude of various

physical characteristics on the earth's surface, table 1-3 is given

for reference.

-16-



,able 1-2. TheraeayGas Cornosition

1f 106 05 1
I 1 o02XLs 0.12-4.8

1A' lo P1 0.05

4A08-0 II 16 0.3-1.6

1.Particle

2. Number of particles per square meter of gas
3. Particle
4. Number of particles per square meter of gas
5. Elections
6. Hydrogen
7. Helium
8. Oxygen
9. Sodium

10. Potassium
11. Calcium
12. Titanium
13. Carbohydrate
14. Cyanogen

Table 1-3. End Altitude of Various Physical Conditions on
the Earth's Surface.
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Table !-3I (Key-next page)
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1. Physical condition
2. End altitude (kilometers)
3. Remarks
4. Atmospheric temperature
5. When entering isothermal layer, temperature as low as

-56WC
6. Oxygen pressure (lack of oxygen)
7. Above 2 kilometers light symptions of lack of oxygen can

appear; over 3 kilometers symptons are apparent; over
6 kilometers there is no oxygen supply and the danger of
loss of consciousness; over 7-9 kilometers there is no
oxygen supply and this can cause death.

8. Atmospheric pressure (body fluid boiling)
9. Over 7 kilometers decompression symptoms begin to appear;

over 8-i0 kilometers internal air bubbles and gas embol-
isms can appear; over 18 kilometers it is necessary to
use a pressure suit to maintain life safety.

10. Airtight cabin
11. At altitudes over 40-d0 kilometers, airtight cabins cannot

use compressed surrounding air to supply gas in the cabin.
12. Primary cosmic radiation
13. Aside from terrestrial radiation areas, cosmic radiation

strength is similar to that in outer space
14. Solar electro-magnetic radiation
15. Above this altitude solar electro-magnetic strength reaches

the same as that in cosmic space
16. Cosmic darkness
17. Above this altitude, atmospheric and dust light scattering

basically disappear
18. Meteors
19. Generally, meteors burn up above altitudes of 70-140 kilo-

meters and only a minority of larger meteors can reach
below an altitude of 70 kilometers

20. Cosmic stillness
21. Above the end altitude, air transmission of sound is lost
22. Terminal point of air thermodynamic action
23. Above the created altitude, there is no means of atmosph-

eric heat action
24. Terminal point of air dynamics
25. Here satellites are not effected by air resistance and

friction and the altitude of destruction is 1,000 kilo-
meters. Generally the air lift terminal point is 50
kilometers

26. Internal radiation zone
27. Upper bound 10,000
28. From above an area of southern latitude 350 to northern lat-

itude 350, lower bound is 350-1,500 kilometers
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29. External radiation zone
30. Upper bound 50,000-64,000
31. From above an area of southern latitude 350 to northern

latitude 350, lower bound is 10,000-30,000 kilometers
32. Atmospheric layer
33. 10,000-100,000
34. Generally, under 2,000-3,000 kilometers
35. Earth's internal gravitational field
36. Upper bound 1 million to 1 million 500 thousand
37. Equilibrium point of earth and moon gravitational field
38. 340,000

Section Three - Medically Related Aviation and Space Navigation

Environmental Conditions

The special environmental conditions in aviation and space

navigation related to medicine can be generally divided into five

major categories: (1) environmental conditions related to gravit-

ational changes and dynamic flight; (2) gas environmental conditions;

(3) temperature environmental conditions; (4) radiation environment-

al conditions; (5) sanitation conditions in spaceship cabin.

1. Conditions Related to Gravitational Changes and Dynamic Flight

Under dynamic flight conditions, aircraft and spaceships pro-

duce a series of physical conditions which cause many physiological

reactions in the human body and some even cause injury. The follow-

ing several types are the major ones among these conditions:

1) Acceleration and deceleration: overweightness is the prin-

cipal reaction produced on the human body.

2) Impact: this is when aircraft and spaceships have impact

with the earth or other substances. Although the time is very short

(<0.3 seconds), it is still a type of deceleration with a very high
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overweight growth rate.

3) Airflow shock: the very high speed airflow shock en-

countered the instant a human body is ejected from an aircraft.

4) Vibration: there is a definite influence by aircraft and

spaceship vibration on the human body.

5) Shaking: aircraft shaking can be encountered in low al-

:itude, high speed flight.

6) Rotation, vibration and turning somersaults: when an air-

craft does stunt flying and ejection, unfavorable airship control

system functioning and other conditions arise.

7) Noise: aircraft and spaceship noise are produced by the

power equipment and has a certain influence on hearing and work

efficiency.

Besides the above mentioned conditioE related to dynamic

flight, ahen an aircraft is in parabolic flight, when a spaceship

orbiting the earth and when a spaceship carries out non-powered

free flight in outer space, the disappearance of gravity is called

weightlessness. When a spaceship lands on another celestial body,

because the other celestial body's gravitional conditions are dif-

ferent from earth's, for example, the moon's gravitational force

is only one-sixth that of earth's and people are subject to long

periods of low gravity. Therefore, the control of the influence

of weightlessness and low gravity is one subject within aerospace

medicine.

2. Aviation and Space Navigation Gas Environment

There is a great difference between the aviation and space
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navigation gas environment and that of earth. It is composed of

atmospheric pressure and density and follows altitude changes.

Below we introduce the main related environmental conditions.

1) Low pressure lack of oxygen: because at high altitudes

air pressure is very low there is a lack of oxygen which causes

anoxia.

2) Decompression: at high altitudes atmospheric pressure is

very low and when an aircraft ascends very quickly this can produce

rapid decompression and bring about decompression sickness.

3)Explosive decompression: because of fighting, meteor col-

lision or other accidents causing air leaks in the airtight cabin,

pressure within the cabin suddenly drops. This type of explosive

decompression causes the gas in a person's sinuses to quickly

expand thus bringing about various types of injuries.

4) Oxygen poisoning: if the air supply system in aviation

and space navigation is imperfect or breaks down, this causes the

oxygen pressure to become too high which can poison the human body.

The major oxygen poisoning encountered in aviation and space nav-

igation occurs when oxygen pressure exceeds 176 millimeter mercury

column to under one atmospheric pressure.

3. Temperature Environment

In the areas of atmospheric temperature and meteorological

conditions, it is possible both in aviation and space navigation

to encounter complex temperature changes from low temperatures to

high temperatures. 6esides atmospheric and meteorological
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conditions, it is also possible to encounter a particular type

of temperature condition. For example, because an aircraft in

high speed flight has air friction, there is produced high temper-

ature. During spaceship takeoff and return, when extremely high

speeds are used to penetrate the dense atmospheric layer, this

can also produce high temperatures because of air friction. Even

though a series of radiator and heat insulation measures were used

In construction technology, it was still difficult to avoid en-

countering a fixed level of high temperature. When the temperature

regulation system of an aircraft or spaceship breaks down, this can

be even more serious. When a spaceship is in flight, outside the

atmospheric layer, because there is very little surrounding air,

heat convection seems to be non-existent. Yet, when one side of

the spaceship is in the sunshine, temperature can rise over 100

degrees and when one side has the earth's shadow temperature can

lower to minus several ten degrees. Aside from this, if the pilots

or astronauts because of an accident or bad landing put down in

the north or south poles, in a torrid zone or in the ocean,they

will then be able to encounter earth conditions of low or high tem-

peratures.

Generally, it is possible in aviation and space navigation

to encounter low temperatures of minus several tens of degrees to

high temperatures of several hundred degrees above zero. The

environmental temperature change range is quite broad and to pro-

tect man's safety and flight capabilities, it is necessary to

adopt appropriate safeguard measures against these temperature

environments.
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4. Radiation Environment

Cosmic space ionization radiation is a dangerous element to

the human body. There are three major origins of cosmic radiation:

(1) that from the sun is called solar cosmic radiation; (2) radia-

tion from each direction of the Milky Way system (actually vast

outer space) is called Milky Way cosmic radiation; (3) from the

earth's radiation zone (inner radiation zone and outer radiation

zone).

Aside from ionization radiation, the sun also regularly emits

various types of non-ionization electromagnetic radiation, from

ultraviolet rays to visible light, infrared rays and various diff-

erent frequency, electromagnetic waves. The strength of solar electro-

magnetic radiation can reach a level strong enough to harm the human

body and therefore it is necessary to pay attention to the harm of

ultraviolet ray, visible light and infrared ray electromagnetic

radiation on the human body and adopt appropriate safeguard measures.

Besides solar electromagnetic radiation, because of the expanded

use of laser, infrared and microwave technology in recent years, the

problem of the influence and safeguarding of electromagnetic radia-

ion on the human body has become a topic of concern.

5. Cabin Environmental Pollution and Medical Safeguards

High altitude aircraft and spaceship flight both use airtight

cabins to gaurantee bodily safety. The problem of environmental

pollution on the inside of airtight cabins has also become a special

environmental condition. There are three major reasons for pollution
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inside aircraft and spaceship cabins: (1) from the outside environ-

ment such as ozone; (2) from the spaceship's power devices such as

the gas pollution created by the flame-out device, the fuel and

spent gas pollution of the aircraft and spaceship power devices, the

pollutants sent forth from the coating and rubber, the pollutants

emitted from the electronic devices and the dust and germs inside

the cabin; (3) from human body pollution such as exhaled carbon

dioxide and carbon monoxide, the stench of perspiration and excre-

ment and germ pollution.
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CHAPTER THREE

GENERAL LAWS OF AVIATION AND SPACE NAVIGATION

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON THE HUMAN BODY

Section One - Preface

In the last chapter, we described the special qualities and

features of the aviation and space navigation environment. The effects

of these environmental conditions on the human body are actually

brought about within various complex relations. The so-called action

of a single condition is only the most outstanding manifestation in

a certain dynamic process. Because of this, the physiological changes

and pathological process of the human body in space navigation as

well as their reasons and reaction mechanisms should all be concretely

analyzed. Generally speaking, the effects of these particular en-

;ironmental conditions on the human body are conditioned by the

following factors: (1) the qualities and composition of the environ-

mental factors; (2) the functioning state of the organism at the time;

(3) man's subjective dynamic role. Below we will first discuss the

qualities and composition of the environmental factors.

Section Two - Quality and Composition Characteristics of Environmental
Effects

From the point of view of materiality, some of the qualities

of aviation and space navigation environmental conditions are

mechanical (such as overweightness), some are physical (such as
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ionization radiation) , some are chemical (such as gas components)

and some are physiological (such as cosmic stillness). Stimulant

qualities are different and the induced physiological effects are

also different. For example, the influence of overweightness

causes organ shifts, che blood to be static and changes in dyna-

mics; the prominent action of ionization radiation is the des-

truction of certain important cells; the aim of gas components

such as oxygen is to supply the needs of tissue metabolism and if

there is too little or too much this can bring about bad effects.

in all environmental conditions, no matter which type of

factor, if the action on the human body is not excessive, the

action time is not too long, the quantity does not increase too

quickly and the position and area of the action on the human body

is not too concentrated, then there will be no harm. For example,

ionization radiation was originally a type of harmful factor, but

a small dosage is not only harmless but can also be used to cure

illness. For beneficial substances such as oxygen, the absorption

of too much can cause poisoning and too little can create anoxia.

Such facts can be said to be true and found everywhere in aero-

nautical and aerospace medical science.

2he relation of environmental conditions and the organism

include the following several characteristics:

1. The Strength of Environmental Stimulation

Taking acceleration (overweightness) as an example, the G

number represents strength. On the earth's surface, people are

subject to 1 G gravitational acceleration and this is the normal
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gravitational force on earth. When a person is subject to about

2 G overweightness while sitting in an aircraft or starting an

automobile, che human body can totally endure this and this does

not cause any great physiological effects. From 2 G upwards, the

human body begins to show unhealthy reactions. By 4-5 G, people

generally have impaired vision and at even higher G factor over-

weightness there is blackness (there is a strip of black in front

of the eyes, and the person cannot see anything) and even loss of

consciousness.

2. Action Time

Originally, certain environmental conditions did not cause

harmful physiological effects but if their action time is too long,

qood effects can change to bad effects and even cause illness. For

example, for severe cold which did not cause freezing, when ex-

posure time is long this can cause freezing injury to the feet and

hands.

3. Growth Rate of Action Quantity

Generally speaking, if the strength of environmental condition

actions increase slowly, cheir physiological effects are usually

weaker. However, if the growth rate is very fast, then physiological

reactions can become acute. For example, when an aircraft goes up,

the higher the altitude the lower the atmospheric pressure. If the

aircraft does not ascend too quickly, this does not usually cause

decompression sickness but if the climbing rate exceeds 1,200 meters

per second this can bring about. decompression sickness, for example,

pains in the joints. This is caused by a too fast decompression

speed.
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4. Position and Area of Action

This is most noticable in the overweight effect. The longi-

tudinal axis of overweight action on the human body is much

greater than the lateral physiological influence on the human body.

If the action area is excessively small and too concentrated, this

can cause localized injury such as high temperature causing local-

ized burns. However, if the action area is too great, this can

cause strong reactions for the whole body and if the problem is

exposure to low temperatures, this can cause freezing to stiffness.

The above mentioned mutually acting factors of environmental

conditions and an organism are universal for actions in aviation

and space navigation environments toward the human body. However,

item "4" sometimes shows certain deviations. Generally, if the

strength of the actions of environmental factors on the organism

are great, the time long, the action fast and the action area

large, then its influences cannot be overlooked.

Another problem of environmental condition reactions is the

simultaneous action of many factors and the contradiction of the

primary and secondary. It has already been pointed out previously

that aviation and space navigation environments are very complex

and include many factors. The majority of these factors act on

the human body continuously and simultaneously and in one time

phase the most outstanding are a link in a whole chain. In other

words, in each moment the actions of environmental condition

factors should be divided into primary and secondary. At the same

time, it is also necessary to pay attention to their mutual
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relations, mutual contradictions and mutual coordination. For

example, light lack of oxygen decreased anti-overweight endurance,

yet, under conditions of lack of oxygen, the endurance of the human

body to ionization radiation was raised. Judging from this type of

contradiction, lack of oxygen is still a secondary factor. This

type of secondary factor causes opposite actions for the two

types of different quality primary factors and it is best to say

it is a secondary factor and not a primary factor. Naturally,

primary factors and secondary factors can change. Motion sickness

(airsickness) that occurs in aviation is a typical case. Everyone

knows that aircraft vibration and bumping is the reason for air-

sickness. New flight student sufferers are quite numerous. How-

ever, when they hear any emergency command, airsickness usually

disappears immediately. This shows that from its occupying a

ma~or position, vibration and bumping can retreat to a secondary

place. After the emergency command is removed, airsickness often

returns which explains that at this time the aircraft vibrations

and bumping stimulation again return to a dominate position.

Section Three General Laws of Physiological Effects

1. Basic Viewpoints on Physiological Effects

Before discussing the specific phenomena and mechanisms of

physiological effects, we will first introduce a few basic view-

points.

1) Organic Viewpoint

The human body is an organic whole and by means of the nervous
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and body fluid regulatory system, the functions of each organ

are mutually related, mutually conditioned, mutually coordinated

and form a unified whole. As such, the reactions of any aviation

and space navigation environmental conditions and factors on the

human body always maintain a unified whole and thus the person is

not subjected to harm. This is not to say that under certain given

conditicns the reactions of organs and systems all follow the same

qualitative and quantitative patterns. On the contrary, the re-

actions of each organ are not only different in any given moment

but some are original which is the first level of environmental

factors, some are continuous which is the second and third levels

induced from the first level of reactions; some are strengthened

actions and some are weakened actions; some reactions are

mutually coordinated and some are mutually opposed; some are

excited and some are restricted. However, no matter what the organ

reaction, coordinated or opposed, strengthened or weakened, their

physiological tendencies are unified which is the maintenance

and recovery of normal physiological functions, the preserving

of relative stability of the body's internal environment and the

reaching of a balanced state in the actions of each organ and

system.

2) Generality and Particularity

The qualitative and quantitative differences of each organ

reaction mentioned above are manifestations of their particular-

ities. Moreover, zhe tendency of their actions tend towards

maintaining a balanced state in the body's internal environment
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and function. This is their generality. Generality and particul-

arity can hold a great deal of meaning in the field of particular

environmental medicine such as in individual differences (partic-

ularity) and colony averages (generality). The larger part of this

book represents the average of the colony. What we want to call

attention to here is that the colony average does not represent

the parameter of the individual and therefore, when using it in

concrete situations, we cannot overlook individual differences such

as the functioning state of an individual at a given time and the

subjective activities of an individual.

3) Internal and External Causes

"External causes are the conditions of change, internal

causes are the basis of change and external causes become opera-

hive through internal causes". In the field of aeronautical and

aerospace medical science, environmental conditions are external

causes while the functioning state (including each organ) of the

body's internal environment and functioning and subjective flex-

ibility and initiative make up the internal causes. The actions

of external environmental conditions on the human body are real-

ized through the functions of the body's internal environment and

each organ and system. Whatever the functioning state at the time

and whether or not subjective flexibility and initiative play a

role, it can greatly change the effects of external causes. For

example, acclimation, training and exercise can raise a person's

endurance to certain harmful environmental factors and this re-

sults in raising the body's functioning state and subjective
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flexibility. It cannot be denied that the capacity of the human

body to overcome particular environmental harm has fixed limita-

tions. People cannot endure surpassing these fixed limitations

with the result of the development of sickness or harm to the

organs. Even if it is thus, external causes always become oper-

ative through internal causes.

i. Qualities and Characteristics of Physiological Effects

The reactions of the human body towards particular aviation

and space navigation environmental conditions is extremely com-

plex and the consequences are also varied. The various patterns

of physiological effects can be divided and discussed in three

categories.

1. Light and Middle Degree Harmful Environmental Effects

So-called light and middle degree environmental effects

point to the effects of the human body's ability to ccmpensate,

adapt and acclimate. If the human body can produce permanent

compensation, adaptation and acclimation it is necessary that:

1) the human body have time to develop compensation and adapt-

ation; 2) the external environmental conditions continue to

exist or be able to have repeated action; 3) the body's func-

tioning state be normal. If we use low pressure lack of oxygen

as an example, the organism's compensation action is multi-

faceted, some are very fast or occur immediately and some only

act after a specific amount of time. If the amount of breath

taken in the lungs and cardiac output are increased there is a
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fast reaction and if the red blood cells and haemoglobin are

increased then it is slower so that the lungs' abilities are thor-

oughly improved and there is economizing of oxygen in metabolism,

,:hen it is necessary to have a longer period of time. It is

necessary to recognize that for the environmental conditions

most people can adapt to, there is a minority of people who cannot.

Using the example of low pressure lack of oxygen again, for some

people, no matter how long they live in a high mountain or

plateau area, they still show indications of sickness. For these

people, most important is that the internal causes have defects,

for example, congenital sickle cell anemia. There is also a very

small minority of people who because their adaptation was vigorous,

?roduced "many symptons of adaptation sickness". This is because

in the adaptation process the chain reaction of nerve - anterior

pituity - adrenal cortex too often caused the exhaustion of cortex

normones.

2. Effects Qn Heavy Degree Harmful Environments

So-called heavy degree indicates break out with great force

and the aDriied force is also very great. This type of effect often

causes serious harm to the extent of threatening life and the human

body has no chance to regulate or compensate. We can only take

protective measures beforehand for this type of situation. For

example, situations in which an airtight cabin suddenly leaks gas

and causes explosive decompression or the surgical wounds caused

by aircraft collisions are very dangerous. For the most part, these

types of injuries occur on unexpected occasions and are not too
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Likely to occur in most aircraft and spaceships.

3. Compensation, Adaptation and Acclimation

Compensation, adaptation and acclimation are important types

of physiological safeguard mechanisms for the human body to deal

with particular environmental factors. They are limited to actions

that are not too strong or violent and do not at one time cause harm

to the organism. Because compensation, adaptation and acclimation

require a specific amount of time, when the organism has already

been severely injured, only emergency clinical treatment and cure

can be used. Compensation mechanisms differ in accordance with the

various stimulated factors and for the most part involve the trans-

forming of many physiological functions. This is the basis of

adaptation. 4hen an organism reaches the adaptation stage of a

harmful environment, the previous harmful effect will not occur

again. So-called acclimation is the development of adaptation to its

highest stage wherein people will not again, subjectively or

objectively, have harmful feelings and reactions toward a harmful

environment.
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PART TWO

MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF GRAVITATIONAL CHANGES AND POWERED FLIGHT

General Remarks

When an aircraft is in aerial flight, it can be divided

into two types of situations. One type draws support from en-

gine thrust which is called powered flight. The other type is

when there is no engine thrust and there is only support from

the aircraft's inertia. This is called powerless flight. Pow-

ered flight can cause bumping, vibration, oscillation, turning

somersaults and noise and overweightness can be produced by the

motions of acceleration and deceleration. The relation of the

qualities of these factors and an organism have already been

briefly described in chapter two. This part will discuss the

qualities of particular conditions under three major groups.

The first group is related to gravitational changes. For

example, overweightness is a large increase in gravitational

force; impact is a type of overweightness wherein the time is very

short (- 0.3 seconds), the numerical value is extremely large and

the overweight growth rate is very high; vibration is a type of

.-eneralized overweightness in which the numerical value and dir-

ectional period often change repeatedly. All of these belong to

the changes of gravitational force, that is, overweightness.

The second group is related to angular acceleration. For
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example, dhen turning or performing a somersault there is angul-

ar speed and oscillation are the angular acceleration in which

the numerical value and directional period often change repeatedly.

Angular acceleration is also a type of gravitational change, but

aside from the larger overweightness created in high speed turns

and somersaults, the physiological effects of most angular accel-

eration are related to the reactions of the vestibular organ and

the vestibule-autonomic nervous system reactions and motion sick-

ness caused by the acceleration. Because the physiological effects

are caused by gravitational changes from angular acceleration, they

are in a secondary position. Therefore, there are physiological

differences between the conditions of the first and second groups.

The third group is noise produced by air vibration. This

air vibration effects the human body.

In aviation and space navigation, there can also be weight-

iessness and low gravity, for example, the weightlessness after a

spaceship enters an orbit around the eart and low gravity en-

countered after landing on a celestial body (for example, the

moon). Although they are not produced from powered flight, yet

because all belong to the category of gravitational change, qual-

itatively, they belong to the same category as the conditions of

the first group. For convenience of narration, we also placed it

in this part of the book on powered flight.

Generally speaking, in this part of the book, we investigated

the possible gravity change conditions encountered in aviation and

space navigation as well as the possible environmental conditions
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encountered in powered flight and their influences on the human

body and safeguard methods against them.
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CHAPTER FOUR

INJURY AND PROTECTION OF OVERWEIGHTNESS

Section One - Preface

1. Attraction Force Acceleration, Acceleration, Gravitalational

Force, Overweightness

When any aircraft is in aerial flight it is always the

result of the action of force and the changes of this type of

force necessarily become the responsibility of the controllers

and passengers. Most aviation and space navigation is variable

motion and the path of motion is the result of the combined force

action of various forces (gravitational force/ attraction force,

lift force, the pulling force/thrust of an engine). The changes

of force can have physiological effects on people.

Although the earth moves at a uniform speed of 24.9 kilo-

meters per minute, people on the earth's .urface do not suffer

any feelings of uncomfort. This is because uniform speed has no

changes of force and does not cause reactions in the organism. In

most situations, changes in force can cause stimulation and re-

actions in the organism. This is one physiological law of the

effect of outside forces on the human body.

When in flight, because of speed and course changes the

reacting forces of directional reversals and large and small phases

can produce effects in the organism, thus there appear shifts,

vibrations and extruding of the tissues. Physiologically, organ
* ead as- excess acceleration- "'31s"

_osLt'ie overweIhtness= + '3's

Negative overwelghtness= - 3's (38)



tissue weight changes appear first which are the increases and

decreases of gravity.

Because of the earth's attraction the human body can also

produce specific gravitational force (weight). On a latitude of

450, the gravitational force produced by the earth's attraction

causes the acceleration of a substance formed from the descent

(the earth's attraction acceleration) to be -

2

G = 9.8 meters/second

The above formula shows that the gravitational unit G is indicat-

ed by its produced acceleration.

Lf the human body is influenced by powered flight and causes

the gravitational force (the normal weight on the earth), the

normal state of tissue organs to produce changes, when the numer-

ical value of this type of change is greater than one G it is

called overweightness and when it is smaller than one G it is

called low weight. If G is equal to 0, this is called weightless-

ness. Because of this, the word overweight is a physiological term.

Overweight points to a specific time when the human body is under

outside force and the tissue organs are in a gravitational state

greater than its normal state on the earth's surface. The physio-

logical process which is manifested from the effect of the force

on the body is the so-called overweight physiological state. The

measurement of weight of this type of state, besides some indices

in medicine and physiology (such as heart rate and breathing

changes), is still commonly used to indicate the size of the grav-

itational acceleration of G.
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The physiological effects of overweightness are conditioned by

the following physical factors: the size of the outside force

load, the transformation rate of the load (the speed of the in-

creases and decreases of G), the length of action time and the dir-

ection of the force's action. It can be said that the human body's

reaction to overweightness depends mainly on the sizes and changes

of the above mentioned various physical factors.

The gravitational force acceleration of G cannot only be

used to weigh the mechanical state of human body organs - over-

weightness, low weight and weightlessness but it can also be used

to measure the size of the action of aircraft speed changes on the

human body. This is also saying that it can be used to weigh the

size of the outside force load created on the bodies of operators

and passengers in powered flight. As for the human body load, when

the outside force load produced in powered flight is under 3 G, it

can be called lignt overweightness, when the load is 3-8 G, it can

be called medium overweightness, and when the load is above 8 G,

it can be called heavy overweightness.

Most powered flights are variable motion which is also in-

creased speed or decreased speed motion. The increases and de-

creases of flight speed are in essence a type of acceleration

motion. Increased speed is positive directional acceleration and

decreased speed is reverse directional acceleration.

The changes in flight speed not only change the action of the

outside force load on the flight personnel but at the same time also

change the position oZ the human body in space. If an aircraft
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carries a human body to a new celestial body, the organism's

gravitational force will then change according to the celestial

body's attraction changes. This is a direct reason for the chang-

ing of a person's normal mechanical state when on the earth's

surface. Because of this, when analyzing the human body mechan-

ical effects of leaving earth and entering an outer space environ-

ment, besides needing to understand the actions of powered flight

acceleration, we should also look at the celestial body's attrac-

tion changes caused by the environmental shifts of the celestial

body. This is also an important reason for the change of a

person's normal mechanical state.

2. Aircraft and Spaceship Overweightness

Overweightness can be encountered in everyday life. For ex-

cmple, when a fast car takes off suddenly the passenger feels his

body is being pressed backwards and when a car comes to a sudden

stop he feels his body is charging forward. These are all human

body reactions caused by overweightness. dowever, in daily life

on the earth's surface, the numerical value of overweight feel-

ings is relatively small and the time is short. People do not feel

unwell and therefore do not pay attention to it. Yet, in aviation

and space navigation, the numerical value encountered is relatively

high and overweight time is longer. This type of overweightness

causes people to feel quite badly and can even cause injury. There-

fore, in aviation and space navigation, overweightness is a problem

worthy of close attention.
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When an aircraft is in straight flight, if there are speed

changes, then overweightness is produced from the existing ac-

celeration or deceleration. For example, when taking off, over-

weightness is produced from acceleration and when landing, over-

weightness is produced from deceleration. When a fighter plane is

performing stunt flying (such as dives and climbs), 2-4 G over-

weightness can be produced and can reach as high as 8-9 G. How-

ever, the time in the highest limit is very short - otherwise a

person cannot endure it. Generally, overweightness in transport

planes and civil aircraft occurs mainly during takeoff and landing

and the numerical value is usually in the area of 2-3 G. Most

people can endure this type of overweightness and therefore over-

weightness is not a serious problem in civil aviation.

When spaceships are in powered flight, for example, when

they take off and return to earth and enter a dense atmosphere,

overweightness occurs in accelerated and decelerated flight. If the

spaceship uses a multistage rocket takeoff, after each rocket stage

is launched, the overweight numerical value gradually increases

and when nearing burn out it reaches peak value. After the rocket

burns out, overweightness suddenly drops and then ignition of the

second rocket stage begins and again overweightness gradually in-

creases. This is repeated until the third and fourth stages.

Therefore, if a multistage rocket is used to launch a spaceship,

it is often necessary to go through several sawtooth overweight

increase and decrease processes during takeoff. The peak value of

overweightness is then limited to the 6-8 G range. Chart 2-1 shows
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the overweightness of a three stage rocket in the process of

launching a spaceship. When a spaceship is returning into the

dense atmosphere, larger overweightness occurs. This is due to

the relatively large deceleration from the air resistance on the

spaceship. The highest overweightness of an airship is generally

controlled to 6-8 G and action time is controlled to within sev-

eral tens of seconds.

14-
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Chart 2-1 Acceleration of a Three Stage Rocket

1. Acceleration (G)
2. Time (minutes)

Besides straight acceleration, when aircraft or spaceships

make large angle turns or circles, overweightness is produced by

centrifugal force and is called ray overweightness. Transport planes

and civil aircraft make turns very slowly and the centrifugal force
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produced is not large so that it very rarely exceeds 2 G. When

fighter planes perform spiral stunts, overweightness can reach

2-4 G. If the position control system of a spaceship is normal,

its turning and circling centrifugal force is not very large.

Only when the position control system is abnormal is there the

possibility of falling into a high speed spin wherein the cen-

trifugal force reaches to more than several G.

Section Two - Physiological Influences of Overweightness

The influence of overweightness on the human body is a type

of intertial reaction mechanical force. It can cause relaxed and

suspended organ shifts, soft tissues to be crushed, blood to

undergo kinetic changes, the body to shift, influence limb move-

ment and arouse a series of reflex and compensations reactions.

As soon as acceleration stops, the mechanical force disappears

and organ, tissue and influenced body parts then quickly restore

to health. If overweight strength and time do not exceed the level

of the organism's injury or the body is safeguarded and over-

weightness stops no other illness can be produced. Overweightness

as a type of mechanical force is closely related to the effects

on the human body and its direction of action. For example, over-

weightness in th= head - foot direction causes the suspended

organs of the human body (such as the chest, abdomen and internal

organs) to shift downwards and causes the blood to flow down to

the lower half of the body. If the direction of overweightness is

from the chest - back, the body's organs and blood shift from the
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chest to the back. Obviously, the shift range of the former is

much greater than that of the latter and therefore the influence

of positive overweightness on the human body is much stronger than

that of lateral and horizontal overweightness. Because overweight-

ness in different directions have different effects on the human

body, it is necessary to distinguish them.

In aeronautical and aerospace medical science, the over-

4eightness in different directions are given different names. The

names of overweightness directly precede the direction of the over-

weightness. For example, head - foot overweightness indicates

overweightness from the head towards the feet. When a person

stands on the earth's surface, the direction of the earth's attrac-

tion is the head - foot direction and therefore in aeronautical and

aerospace medical science overweightness in the head -foot direction

is called positive overweightness. Overweightness in the foot -

head direction is called negative overweightness. These two are

jointly called vertical overweightness. Chest - back and back

chest overweightness are jointly called horizontal overweightness.

Left - right and right - left overweightness are jointly called

lateral overweightness. Acceleration is a physics term and over-

weightness is a physiological term which some people in science

and technology call "overload". Its significance, symbol and

mutual relations are listed in table 2-1 and a figured schematic

chart (chart 2-2) indicates it for easy comprehension and recall.
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(a) (6)

Chart 2-2

a. Acceleration direction and name
b. Overweight direction and name

1. Head direction (foot - head) acceleration
2. Right -, left acceleration
3. Back - chest acceleration
4. Foot direction (head - foot) acceleration
5. Left - right acceleration
6. Chest - back acceleration
7. Foot direction (head - foot) overweightness (positive

overweightness)
8. Left - right overweightness
9. Chest - back overweightness

10. Head direction (foot head) overweightness (negative
overweightness)

11. Right left overweightness
12. Back chest overweightness
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Tabie 2-1 (Key-next page)
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Table 2-1 Physics and Physiological Names of Acceleration and
Overweightness

1. Acceleration properties
2. Acceleration direction
3. Acceleration name
4. Symbol
5. Common name
6. Overweight name
7. Physiological name
8. Symbol
9. Common name

10. Straight and ray acceleration (centrifugal force)
11. Forward
12. Backwards
13. Up
14. Down
15. Right
16. Left
17. Forward acceleration
18. Backwards acceleration
19. Head acceleration
20. Foot acceleration
21. Right side acceleration
22. Left side acceleration
23. Forward and back horizontal overweightness, upwards over-

weightness, chest - back overweightness
24. Back and forward horizontal overweightness, downward over-

weightness, back - chest overweightness
25. Positive overweightness or head - foot overweightness
26. Negative overweightness or foot - head overweightness
27. Left side overweightness or right - left overweightness
28. Right side overweightness or left - right overweightness
29. Concave eyeball
30. Convex eyeball
31. Downward eyeball
32. Upward eyeball
33. Eyeball toward the left
34. Eyeball toward the right
35. See chart 2-2 a
36. See chart 2-2 b

Vertical seating is most common in aircraft and thus most

overweightness is in the head - foot or foot - head directions.

The lying down position is most commonly used in spaceships and

overweightness is mainly horizontal.
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Among the effects of overweightness on the human body, the

most prominent are blood kinetic reactions and suspended organ

and suspended tissue shifts. Yet, following the directional and

time differences in the action of overweightness, their primary

and secondary positions are also different. Taking upright over-

weightness and negative overweightness as an example, the blood

kinetic effects are usually greater than the effects of organ and

tissue shifts. This is because the aorta chiefly distributes

vertically and therefore the blood's up and down flow in overweight

action is greater and the reaction is faster and stronger. In

horizontal and lateral overweightness, because most of the dis-

tribution in the horizontal and lateral directions is in small

blood vessels and has many branches, the short blood flow re-

actions are relatively small. Therefore, the shifts and pressure of

suspended organs (especially in the thoracic cavity - the heart and

lungs) occupy an important position. Aside from this, certain

suspended tissues in the limbs, such as shank muscles, often suffer

pain because of shifts and pressure. These influences then become

important restricting factors for the endurance of horizontal over-

weightness.

in overweight action time, because the blood flows relatively

fast in the initial period of overweightness, the effect caused by

the blood kinetic reaction appears early and then follows the effects

of suspended organ shifts. Human body compensation reactions occur

relatively late and generally require several seconds to over ten

seconds to appear. Some even require a longer period of time and

only after repeated actions do they appear.
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I. Physiological Effects of Positive Overweightness

The physiological effects of positive overweightness appear

mainly in kinetic changes in the blood, imbalance in the function-

ing of heart blood vessels, changes in respiratory movement and

functions and nervous system and internal organ functions. Among

these, blood circulation reactions are the most outstanding.

1. Blood Kinetic Changes and Their Physiological Effects

(1) Loss of Blood Distribution Equilibrium in the Upper and
Lower Body

When an organism has upright overweightness, blood weight

naturally increases drastically which causes blood distribution

in the upper and lower body to lose normalcy. For example, when

overweightness reaches 7 G, the blood seems as heavy as molten

iron and when it reaches 8-10 G, the blood seems as heavy as mer-

cury. According to the direction of the overweight action, in-

creases in blood weight cause the peripheral blood vessels to fall

to the lower half of the body, cause blood pressure in the lower

half of the body to rise and blood capacity to increase.At the

same time, this creates a deficiency of blood in the upper half

of the body and the supply of blood to certain important organs

(the brain, eyes etc.) is insufficient. As a result, the symptoms

of pale facial coloring, uncomfortable pain and sight deficiency

appear.

After the human body is subjected to 2.5 - 4.0 G positive

overweightness for 15 seconds, the average growth of blood cap-

acity in the lower limbs is 30-40 milliliters and the pressure of

the great saphenous veins increases 40-60 millimeters on the mer-

cury column. When blackened vision occurs the leg tissues in-

crease 1.3 milliliter volume per 100 milliliters. If blood
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pressure in an upper arm artery has a rise in compensation and

the heart beat becomes slower, it is only necesaary to have the

overweightness to continue to exist and the blood capacity will

continue to increase until it arrives at a specific numerical

value. Increases in the lower limb blood capacity forms a linear

relationship with the overweight value. For each rise of 1 G

in common positive overweightness, the average shank volume in-

crease is about 30-150 milliliters. The pattern of finger volume

changes is more or less the same as shank volume changes but of

course the absolute value is much smaller. These facts imply that

the changes of volume in suspended parts of the lower and upper

limbs are mainly caused by the changes of blood statics and

kinetics.

(2) Insufficient Blood Supply to the Brain and Eyes

Positive overweightness forces the volume of the blood to

drop to the lower half of the body and this brings on anemia in

the upper half of the body and in its organs. The brain and visual

organs are especially sensitive to this type of condition. When

overweightness reaches 3.5-5 G in a healthy young person, there

can be a serious shortage of blood to the retina which produces

symptoms of grey or blackened vision. Thus, for trained fighter

pilots, when the average reaches 6 G, they experience grey or black-

ened vision. So-called grey vision indicates that the functioning

of the periphery of the retina is lost but the center of the

retina still functions. At this time, the person feels that there

is grey before their eyes and at the same time their peripheral
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vision is lost. If the overweight value further increases, vision

goes from grey to black and temporarily there is complete loss of

vision. There is the feeling that there is a strip of black be-

fore the eyes and the person cannot see anything. Grey and black-

ened vision are the effects of overweightness on the human body

which has reached a serious level. At this time, the ability to

operate an aircraft has been destroyed. In aeronautical and areo-

space medical science, grey and blackened vision are often used as

a norm for people's limit of endurance towards positive overweight-

ness.

ilackened vision is not only a sign of vision loss but at

the same time it also shows that when the human body's highest

nerve center (the brain) is in a state of blood deficiency, this

is a prelude to the functional impairment of the central nervous

system. If after blackened vision occurs overweightness increases

or is maintained, then it is difficult to avoid dizziness, ob-

scured consciousness and even loss of consciousness. If con-

sciousness is not lost for a long time, then consciousness and

vision can be quickly restored after overweightness stops or its

numerical value drops and there will be no after effects. On the

contrary, if consciousness is lost for a long period of time, this

can cause irreversible damage to the brain and there is the pos-

sioility of a remaining after effect.

The occurence of vision impairment and an insufficient

supply of blood to the retina are directly related and this has

already been proven in laboratory experiments. For the close
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relationship of lack of blood in the eyes and vision impairment

caused by overweightness, see charts 2-3 and 2-4.

4GG

6G OG,.

Chart 2-3 Schematic Drawing of a Blood Vessel in the Retina
Shrinking According to the Increases of the Over-
weight Numerical Value

(d) (b)

Ce) Cd)

Chart 2- 4 (Key, next page)
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Chart 2-4 Changes of a Subject's Retina Blood Vessels When There is
Overweightness

a. Prior to acceleration
b. The first period of 4-5 G (+ Gz)
c. Grey vision occurs
d. After acceleration is stopped

(3) Blood or Body Fluid Seepage

Positive overweightness causes blood to flow down to the

lower half of the body and forces certain tissues to amass too

much blood in this region of the body. Sometimes blood causes

lateral pressure on the walls of blood vessels to continually in-

crease to a specific level. This can bring about extravasted

blood or splits in tiny blood vessels which produces redness and

swelling or purple spots especially at the bends of the body and

in pressure areas.

If positive overweightness is excessively large and is main-

tained for a long period of time, then because lower limb vein

pressure increases, blood flow in veins returning to the heart

is blocked. This causes blood circulation in the tiny blood vessels

of the lower limbs to be obstructed. At this time, there is an in-

crease in the internal pressure of arterial capillaries, plasma

seeps into the tissues, there are splits in the capillaries and

ecchymosis is produced. At the same time as this, the flow of

returning blood in the veins is blocked, the inner pressure in the

venous capillaries increases, the return flow of the body fluid

in the cells is blocked and this causes body fluid stasis and

tissue swelling in the lower limbs. Because the internal pres-

sure of the tissues has increased and produced extruding, there is
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zhe possibility of limb or hanging position pain and expansion

of surface veins.

2. Heart Blood Vessel Reactions

Overweightness causes the weight of circulating blood in

the vessels to increase and aside from bringing about the above

mentioned series of reactions, it can also cause changes in heart

blood vessel functioning and produce compensating reactions.

Positive overweightness causes blood to flow to the lower

half of the body, brings about a decrease in the flow of blood

returning to the heart and creates a lack of blood in the heart

and cardiac muscle. This then brings about a decrease in heart

load capacity and an increase in blood weight further causes an

increase in heart load. This forms two levels of constriction for

the heart which seriously effects its functioning and notably

decreases heart output. It has been experimentally proven

that when less than 2.5 G positive overweightness last for a long

time, heart output decreases to only 60% of normal rest time.

When positive overweightness continually increases, this can cause

an insufficient supply of blood to the heart coronary and a de-

crease in the amount of blood returning to the heart. At the same

time, it can also cause the heart beat to become faster and the

load of the heart to become even heavier. If, at this moment,

the overweightness is not eliminated or lightened this can cause

rise to cardiac contraction weakness, lowering of blood pressure

and can even cause heart injury and the heart beat to suddenly stop.

(54)
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The reaction of the heart to overweightness can also be

shown on an electrocardiogram. For example, in the sinus tachy-

cardia the P-R and Q-T segment shortens, the P wave drops, the S

wave deepens and the T wave levels or inverts. The QRS wave group time

is extended. If there is an accompanying T wave reversal at the same

time as the S-T segment drop, this signifies an insufficient supply

of blood to the coronary artery which can cause the possibility of

lack of oxygen to the cardiac muscle and the danger of heart failure.

However, the cardiac muscle has a specific oxygen reserve so that

there is no serious lack of oxygen to the cardiac muscle within a

few seconds. This is to say that generally, a few seconds of over-

weightness does not cause the above mentioned symptoms.

Because positive overweightness causes a large amount of blood

to shift to the lower part of the body, the blood pressure in places

above the level of the heart (such as the carotid artery) drops and

blood pressure in places below the heart (such as the femoral

artery) rises. Blood pressure of the brachial artery is above the

level of the heart. When overweightness reaches a specific numer-

ical value, brachial artery blood pressure drops rapidly and very

quickly reaches the lowest point. At this time, even though over-

deightness is still maintained at a constant value, brachial

artery blood pressure begins to rise again because of the compen-

sation reaction. After overweightness stops,blood pressure often

rises to a level higher than the original. For the effects of

overweightness on heart rate, blood pressure and ear non-trans-

parency see chart 2-5.
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Chart 2-5 The Action of Foot Head Overweightness on Vision,
Heart Rate and Head Area Circulation

1. Heart rate (times/minute)
2. Ear non-transparency
3. Head area artery blood pressure (millimeters on the

mercury column)

Below: A. Loss of peripheral vision (grey vision)
B. Peripheral and center vision completely lost (blackened

vision)

Arterial pressure gradually rises when overweightness has

not yet stopped. This is the result of the pressor reflex of the

carotid sinus and aortic sinus. Chart 2-6 is a mechanical diagram

of this type of nerve reflex regulation. In the main artery walls

there are abundant pressure receptors. When blood pressure rises

this arouses the depressor reflex and when blood pressure falls to

a critical level this arouses the pressor reflex. The pressor

reflex includes strengthening and speeding up palpitations and

peripheral small artery spasms increase resistance which raises

artery pressure. This type of compensation reaction prevents the
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dropping of the blood pressure and it is gradually restored to

its original level. The reflexive and conscious tightening of

the abdomen also helps the blood pressure to rise. Experienced

fighter pilots have a higher endurance to overweightness. This

is not only because their reflex compensation function is good

but it is also because their subjective activity is higher which

enables them to regulate body position and muscle tension and

thus overcome the decrease in blood pressure.

~'C' @2 P
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Chart 2-6 (Key, next page)
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Chart 2-6 Schematic Drawing of One Ring of Heart Blood Vessel
Self Regulation

A. Heart inhibitory center
B. Blood vessel motor center
C. Respiratory center
D. Carotid arterial body
E. Carotid sinus
F. Aortal arc
G. Aortal body
H. Arteriole
I. Pulmonary artery
J. Upper and lower cavity veins
K. Heart

1 and 3 separately represent the carotid artery and aortal nerve
fiber transmission of an impulse, caused by lack of oxygen, to the
cerebral respiration center to regulate respiration; 2 and 4 sep-
arately represent the sinus nerve and arc nerve transmission of
an impulse, caused by a drastic rise (or fall) in blood pressure,
to the blood vessel motor center and heart inhibitory center. It
passes through the pneumogastric nerve (6) and main vessel nerve
(7) which causes the heart rate to slow down and blood pressure
to decrease (blood pressure decrease causes the opposite action).
Rise in blood pressure in the pulmonary artery, right atrium and
upper and lower cavity veins causes the heart to palpitate
quickly and vein pressure to rise.

The level of the blood pressure drop is related to the level

of the separated heart. Concretely speaking, at eye level with

each increase of 1 G, the average systolic pressure decrease is

32 millimeters on the mercury column and the diastolic pressure

decrease is 20 millimeters on the mercury column. The lowest blood

pressure appears in a continuous 7 seconds of overweightness and

after this it gradually rises. Generally speaking, when eye level

blood pressure is in a 50 millileter mercury column, vision is/
normal and no harm is. susta ,n . On the contrary, when systolic

pressure drops to under 30 millimeters on the mercury column, this

can cause lower power of vision or blackened vision. When it drops

to beow 20 millimeters on the mercury column, vision is completely

lost. At heart level, with each increase of 1 G overweightness,
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the average blood pressure decrease is 4 millimeters on the

mercury column and the diastolic pressure does not change. After

overweightness is stopped, heart level systolic pressure rises

and this rise can reach to more than 20-70 millimeters on the

mercury column higher than before the overweightness.

under positive overweightness, the organisn's compensation

reaction causes the heart rate to quicke4 heart contractions to

become stronger and arterial blood pressure to rise. These com-

pensation reactions generally require a 4-7 second latent period.

under 3 G positive overweightness, the average heart rate is

120-130 times/minute, when it is 4 G the average rate is 130-150

times/minute, when it is 5.8 G the rate is 155 times/minute, when

it is 6.2 G the rate is 160 times/minute, when it is 7-9 G the

rate is 160-180 times/minute and at even higher overweightness the

rate is close to collapsing. This is also to say that stronger

heart contraction reactions generally only occur when overweight-

ness is not very high. Under positive overweightness, limb

muscles become tense, peripheral blood vessels of the limbs con-

tract and the blood vessel contractions of the lower limb blood

gathered area are even more intense. It can be inferred from

this that the reflex reactions caused by the blood vessel and

muscle receptor input signals give rise to important action in the

above mentioned heart blood vessel compensation reactions.

To sum up, the entire heart blood vessel reaction can

roughly be divided into four phases.

The first is the latent phase. Many physiological imbalance
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short, it is possible that the third and fourth phases will not

occur. If the overweight value is excessively high and growth

rate very fast it is possible that the third phase will not occur

but rather directly enter the fourth phase. For example, if the

fourth phase extends very long, it is possible that after over-

weightness stops the organism will have after effects. Some-

times after the third phase begins, overweightness stops and then

certain physiological reactions continue for some time and are

regained later. This is the so-called after reaction.

3. Respiratory Reactions

When a person is under positive overweightness, the lung

area bangs down and there is extruding of the diaphragm muscle

which causes respiratory difficulty. Its main feature is the in-

2rease of the inhaled air/exhaled air ratio. When positive over-

weightness reaches to over 4-5 G respiration becomes verl irreg-

ular which is manifested in slow and weak inhaling, forced ex-

haling and even temporary respiratory stoppage. Some people in-

crease their respiration rate and their respiration depth becomes

shallow. Because of increases in respiration rate and greater

humidity, the number of breaths taken by the lungs increases. At

5 G, lung breathing is about 250% under normal weight. However,

after overweightness continues for 5-10 minutes, lung breathing

then tends to become normal.

Another manifestation of respiratory reactions is an in-

crease in the amount of oxygen consumed and a decrease in the
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and compensation reactions do not occur as soon as overweight-

ness begins but rather they only begin to occur after a latent

phase of 4-7 seconds.

The second is the circulation blockage development phase.

At this time, the heart rate quickens, heart output decreases,

blood pressure drops, ear artery pulsation gradually becomes

smaller and finally disappears, and lower limb volume gradually

enlarges. The longer the overweight numerical value, the longer

the continuous time and the more serious the circulation blockage.

The third is the compensation reaction phase. The pre-

viously mentioned heart blood vessel reaction which stimulated

the blood vessel and muscle receptors and was caused by over-

weightness, reflexively aroused the organism to produce a series

of compensati.on reactions, blocked the continuous development of

these imbalance factors and improved the functioning state of the

organism. Thus, there was a gradual restoration of the heart rate,

the number of heartbeats gradually increased, blood pressure rose

and the ear artery resumed a strong pulse.

2he fourth is the compensation incapacity phase. 'hen the

overweight value is excessively large or the continuous time is

very long, the human body finds this difficult to bear and becomes

incapacitated. Thus, blood pressure continues to drop and finally

collapses and the heart rate is too fast or heart rhythm is ab-

iormal until palpitations stop and the person dies.

The above four phases are not absolute and in reality have

variations. For example, overwei~ht action time varies the
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amount of carbon dioxide exhaled. When positive overweightness

reaches 2 G, lung activity decreases about 5% and at 3 G it de-

creases about 16%. The respiratory quotient increases. For ex-

ample, when positive overweightness is increased from 4 G to 6 G,

oxygen intake increases 280 milliliters/minute to 380 milliliters/

minute and the respiratory quotient increases close to 1. When

positive overweightness is 4 G, the artery blood oxygen degree

of saturation is about 90% of its normal state. When positive

overweightness occurs, oxygen intake and lung breathing while

carrying out physical movements is lower than normal. At the

same time, respiration tract obstruction increases and respira-

tion becomes increasingly difficult.

Positive overweightness causes changes in blood distribu-

tion in the lungs, the lower part of the lungs fill with blood

and there is a deficiency of blood in the upper half. When in

a mormal standing position, the blood flow proportion of the

lower half and upper half is 2.7:1 and when under 2 G overweight-

ness it is 5.9:1. If overweightness further increases, there is

a peak lack of blood in the upper half of the lungs. The changes

in the relationship of lung volume and intrapulmonic pressure

under positive overweightness are shown in chart 2-7. The chart

shows that when overweightness is 3 2, intrapulmonic pressure

increases and lung volume becomes smaller.
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Chart 2-7 Thoracic Wall Relaxation Pressure at 1 G and 3 G

Longitudinal coordinate - lung volume (milliliters) ; horizontal
coordinate - intrapulmonic pressure (centimeters in water column);
line 1 is 1 G; line 2 is 3 G.

Without a doubt, intrapulmonic blood distribution caused

by positive overweightness is uneven, pulmonary circulation is ob-

structed and pulmonary tissue elasticity is limited. These all are

basic factors which cause abnormalities in external respiration.

The far separated organs, especially the reflex actions of the cir-

culation system and intrapulmonic receptors, are the physiological

basis for regulating respiratory abnormalities. Overweightness

(positive) causes the respiration rate to rise and the amount of

air intake to increase. Actually, this is a type of compensation
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reaction. 2his type of compensation reaction requires a latent

phase of more than 6-10 seconds and after overweightness is fin-

.shed, 10-1! minutes more are required for recovery.

4. The Effects on Motor Organs

Positive overweightness causes related muscles and suspended

areas to increase in weight, drop in pressure and activity to be

limited. The drawn out reflex of the receptors in the motor organs

causes muscle tension to increase and even the feeling of pain. When

positive overweightness is 3-5 G the head cannot be lifted up and it

is difficult to raise the four limbs. The cheeks, lips and lower

jaw hang down and spasms and pain in the gastrocnemius are possible.

After relatively high overweightness, this pain can continue for

several days. An electrogram of the muscle showed that the ampli-

tude became larger and motor units increased. The strengthening of

muscle capability was beneficial to pressure of the peripheral

blood vessels which forced the blood to flow back into the heart.

This is also one of the organism's compensation reactions.

5. The Effects on Internal Organs

Positive overweightness causes the abdominal cavity to hang

and internal organ tenesmus. The digestive tract is pulled by the

weight which causes nausea and an increase in rectal secretion.

At this time, intestinal peristalsis is stronger and periodic pain

can occur in the abdomen. When positive overweightness is relative-

Ly great, a drastic increase in otoconial gravity and pressure on
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its lower tissues can cause light oedema and bleeding in the

otoconial organ.

6. Cerebral Function Changes - the Electroencephalogram

The compensation reactions of the human body are controlled to

a very great degree by the central nervous system. One of

the after effects of an overweight value increase is cerebral anemia.

This causes large or small obstruction of the functioning of the

central nervous system. Changes related to sensory perception and

flight capability will be introduced in a later chapter. Here we

will briefly discuss the reactions of the electroencephalogram.

Research carried out on humans and animals has proved that

positive and horizontal overweightness cause basically similar

rhythm changes in the electroencephalogram. However, horizontal

overweightness requires a higher overweight value to be able to

bring about similar electroencephalogram changes. For the most

part, the electroencephalogram changes caused by positive over-

weightness can be divided into four phases or traits.

The first phase shows medium increases in 3 rhythm ampli-

tude and the a rhythm and slow wave changes are not large. This

p hase Dften appears between 3-4 G positive overweightness and 5-8

3 horizontal overweightness. if overweightness continues to

..crease at the same time as the a wave and non-synchronic wave
increase in strength, a rhythm synchronic change can be seen to

follow. The spectrum and amplitude of the slow wave do not

show any notable changes.

The second phase occurs under 5 G positive overweightness
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and 8 G horizontal overweightness and especially when the

rhythm is strengthened and the a rhythm is synchronized.

The third phase occurs under 6-7 G positive overweightness

and 9-10 G horizontal overweightness. Its special characteristics

are that the a and B rhythms gradually decrease and are replaced

by the 9 rhythm and 6 rhythms.

The fourth phase occurs under even greater overweightness

and its special feature is that the electroencephalogram uses a

1-7 cycle/second slow wave.Following increases in overweightness,

frequency becomes lower and lower and finally loss of conscious-

ness occurs. At this time, the electroencephalographic wave com-

pletely disappears.

At present, we still have only a smattering of knowledge

about the physiological significance of the electroencephalogram

and because of this, exactly what cerebral processes the above

four phases represent is still difficult to precisely explain.

7. Other Physiological Effects

Besides the above mentioned physiological effects, positive

overweightness can also cause an organism's metabolism to increase

as well as active changes in the number of red blood cells and

internal secretion. It can also bring about a lowering of skin

resistance, a decrease in urine quantity and zunctional changes in

the autonomic nervous system. These all show that the organism's

reaction to positive overweightness is an organic multi-faceted

chain effect.
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II. Physiological Effects of Negative Overweightness

Negative overweightness is overweightness in the foot

head direction and is equivalent to a person's head facing down-

wards while hanging by the feet. This type of overweightness occurs

in aircraft and space ships during inverted flight, when turning

somersaults and during rapid deceleration. The effects of negative

overweightness on the organism can be discussed within the follow-

ing areas.

1. Blood Circulation

Negative overweightness causes the blood to flow to the

upper half of the body, blood pressure in the head to rise and

blood pressure in the lower limbs to drop. For example, when neg-

ative overweightness is 3 G, carotid artery pressure rises to 80

millimeters on the mercury column, at 5.2 G, it rises to 110

millimeters and at 7 G, it rises to 200 millimeters. Beginning

from 1 G, the average carotid artery pressure increase for each

negative G raise is 20 millimeters on the mercury column. There is

a rise in the blood pressure of the upper half of the body and

after negative overweightness is finished, it still continues for

about 15-20 seconds. Because there is an excess of blood flowing

into the head, the head area fills with too much blood which can

cause palpitations in the temple artery, scalp tenseness, head-

aches, swelling of the head, plumpness in the throat area and

swelling in the face. The seriousness of the face area filling

with blood is the hemorrhaging of blood capillaries which cause

ecchymosis and brings on severe pain. Under relatively large
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negative overweightness, tissue fluid in the face and neck areas

can seep out from the cells which can cause dropsy of the face

and neck and even form blisters. Excessive filling of blood in

the conjunctiva can also cause the feelings of a foreign body or

more serious cases can bring about hemorrhaging of the conjunct-

iva and nose.

2. Eye and Brain Area Hyperemia

Negative overweightness over 3-4.5 induces hyperemia in

the head area, brain area and eyes which causes a person to feel

that their head is swelling and is going to crack, their eyes are

protruding and similar pressing feelings. When the eyeballs

swell with pain, conjunctiva hyperemia can reach a level of stab-

bing pain and a brilliant red appears in the field of vision which

is called "red vision". There is still no unified acknowledgment

of the reasons for red vision. Some people think that it is

caused by retina hyperemia; some people then deduce that it is

because the lower eyelids shift upwards, cover the cornea and when

light rays pass through the eyelid blood vessels, this produces

red vision. There are also people who hypothesize that it is due

to conjunctiva hemorrhaging which causes tears to become a red

color and these tears are spread on the cornea.

When negative overweightness is larger and action time is

longer (over several seconds), this can further cause halting

movements, directional obstruction,blurriness and even loss of

consciousness. Yet, generally speaking, negative overweightness

which does not last long does not cause brain hemorrhaging.
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When negative overweightness is relatively great, it can cause

a slow wave on the electroencephalogram and after negative over-

weightness ends, the slow wave can continue for several seconds

to several tens of seconds.

3. Heart Blood Vessel Reactions

When the amount of blood doubles because of negative

overweightness, to maintain circulation, the heart works

to accommodate this acute increase and therefore produces a

specific change in its function - a two phase change in the

heart rate. If negative overweightness is under 3 G, the heart

rate decreases in accordance with the increase in negative over-

weightness. The heart rate drop is the reflex result of the

pressure receptor induced by the rise in carotid artery pressure.

Thus, when negative overweightness is relatively great, the heart

rate increases due to the compensation functions of the organism.

An electrocardiogram indicates that when a person is exposed to

3.5 G negative overweightness for 10-15 seconds, the heart rate

drops 4-6 times/minute and sometimes a temporary (several seconds)

stop of palpitations and heart rate irregularities can be ob-

served. These types of symptoms increase in accordance with the

increases of the overweight value. The electrocardiogram of nega-

tive overweightness seen in chart 2-8 shows the electrocardio-

graphic changes when negative overweightness is 3-4 G. The heart

pulse becomes slow because the carotid artery pressure rises

which induced a type of depressor reflex. Other heart changes,

whether they are due to mechanical pressure or reflex results
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aroused by blood filling the head area and heart shifts, are

still not completely clear. X rays showed that without a doubt

the small changes and shifts of the heart outline could effect

the electrocardiogram.

'jj~m j1(jvjj 1111!

Chart 2-8 Electrocardiogram of a Dog Under Negative Overweight-
ness (-Gz )

1. Catalectic systole
2. Extra systole
3. Slow palpitations
4. Distant PR waves

Blood pressure changes are also important signs brought

ab-,ut by negative overweightness. Chart 2-9 shows the arterio-

venous pressure, electrocardiagram and respiration of a dog under

5 negative cvermeihtness. It can be seen that carotid artery pres-

sure and venous pressure both rose, cardiac movement was slow

and irregular and respiration was suspended. When carotid

arterypressure rose very high it reached to 300 millimeters on

the mercury column. This is because the action direction of
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liquid static pressure and the kinetic direction of the heart's

pumping of blood are the same and when the two are placed to-

gether, very high blood pressure is created. High blood pressure

of the carotid artery increases brain blood pressure and only be-

cause of limitations by the skull and because the cranial cavity

volume does not change, the blood vessels and amount of blood can-

not expand unrestricted. Moreover, high pressure in the skull

advances cerabral vein blood flow and thus alleviates the tend-

ency for brain blood pressure to rise. Besides this, high arter-

ial pressure stimulates the carotid artery sinus to arouse a de-

pressor reflex and the heart rate to become slower thus causing

the arteriovenous pressure difference in the brain area to be-

come smaller.

I

,3
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Chart 2-9 Respiratory and Circulation Changes of an Anesthe-
tized Dog Under Negative Overweightness (-5 G)

1. Electrocardiogram
2. G value
3. Arterial pressure
4. Venous pressure
5. Respiration rate indicates overweightness begins

(7"1)
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6. Time (seconds

7. Millimeters on mercury column

Some people think that the obstruction of consciousness

caused by foot - head overweightness is not necessarily due to

hyperemia in the brain area but is partially due to the mechan-

ism of analogous carotid sinus syndrome. The facts listed in

chart 2-6 show that the excessively high blood pressure of the

carotid artery formed a strong stimulation of the inner pressure

receptor which reflexively caused the heart pulse to suddenly

stop and then the blood pressure dropped to a very low level. At

this moment, cerebral anemia and fainting are possible and the

length of heart palpitations determine the length of fainting.

In this way, negative overweight action time cannot be very long

for when it is very long it is difficult to endure.

4. Respiratory Reactions

Respiration difficulty is mainly created by shifts of the

diaphragm and pressure on the lung area. At the same time,, one

of the reasons for respiration difficulty is the abundance of

blood in lung circulation. Under 3 G negative overweightness,

the respiration rate rises slightly (the increase is under 3-4

times/minute) owing to the compensation function of the human

body, moisture volume drops 120-1.50 milliliters and lung act-

ivity decreases (lowers about 1,000 milliliters). Yet, under

3 G negative overweightness, the respiration rate drops. Very

high negative overweightness can also cause respiration to stop

completely.Arterial blood oxygen saturation is also decreased by
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the impairment of respiration.

5. Upward Shifts of Organs and Tissues

Negative overweightness causes suspended organs and tissues

to shift upwards. Diaphragm upward shifts force the heart and

lung outlines to shrink. Upward shifts of the eyeballs cause the

feeling that the eyeballs are protruding out of the eye sockets

and that the eyelids are difficult to move. Upward shifts of the

limbs causes difficulty in muscle movement.

III. Physiological Reactions of Horizontal Overweightness

In horizontal overweightness, whether it is back - chest

or chest - back, the physiological reactions caused by body

fluid weight increases are generally lighter than in positive

and negative overweightness. This is especially true in blood

kinetics because the great majority of large blood vessels in

the body are distributed along the long axis of the body and thus

their blood flow is effected little by horizontal overweightness.

Body fluid forward and backward (chest - back or back - chest)

shifts are limited to smaller blood vessels and therefore do not

seriously influence the supply of blood to the head. The internal

organ shifts created by horizontal overweightness are naturally

in the forward and backward directions and they are less serious

than those in negative overweightness. Below we will describe

the main actions of horizontal overweightness.

1. Influence on Respiration

When horizontal overweightness is below 6 G, besides feelings
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of specific pressure maintained in weight areas, there are gen-

erally no other feelings. Sometimes there are feelings of spec-

ific pressure in the back area and sometimes there are feelings

that the chest and rib bones are pressing the lung area, yet

they are relatively weak. This is because pressure distribution

is relatively even and the bearing area is wide and therefore

is not easily detected.

Starting from 6-8G pressing on the chest-abdomenal area

becomes gradually more noticeable, respiration difficulty grad-

ually increases and chest stuffiness and pain sometimes occurs.

It can be seen from an X ray that compression of the lungs

presses on the ribs and spine in the back. If the direction of

overweightness is from the back to the chest, besides lying in

a reclining position, pressure will be lighter because the

'-east bone can shift outwards from the pressure. Mechanical

pressure on the lung tissues will cause a series of respiratory

abnormalities. When pressure acts in an appropriately main-

tained area such as the back resting on a chair or bed, there

are no uncomfortable feelings. On the contrary, although pres-

sure from the back to the chest is relatively light, it is

easy to feel uncomfortable. X ray fluoroscopy shows that under

chest - back overweightness, upward diaphragm shifts are

caused by pressure on the lung cavity and this is also one

reason for respiration difficulty.

Respiration difficulty and chest pains are one limiting

factor of endurance to horizontal overweightness. The starting
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point of respiration difficulty follows the different directions

of overweightness. Those from the back to chest occur earlier

because the chest and backbone can move and the abdomen has no

bone covering. At the same time, it is also necessary to sus-

tain the weight of the spinal column and pelvis and safeguard

single flexible ribs as their sustaining ability is weak. If

the action of overweightness is from the chest to the back, pres-

sure is on the spinal column and the internal organs in the

chest-abdominal cavity press towards the back. Because the back

has the support of a chair or bed, support is relatively strong

and thus respiration difficulty and chest pains are relatively

mild. Generally speaking, the respiration difficulties caused

by horizontal overweightness occur at over 8 G.

Under horizontal overweightness, very large variability

and diversity appear in respiration recordings. It not only

follows the size and variation of the G number but also has dif-

ferences according to the individual's reactions. Although the

malority of people begin to show exhaled carbon dioxide lung

,>rne, lung activity, moisture content and pulmonary alveolus

r -- eases when chest back overweightness is over 4 G, respir-

rite and exhaled oxygen content rise. Beginning from 5 G,

m'hanges are more noticeable. They appear in respir-

increases and moisture and the highest respiration

-. ases, For example, when chest back overweight-

ne highest respiration volume drops to 60Z of

.. and when overweightness is even higher, this
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causes respiration irregularities and suffocation. Sometimes

inhalation stops midway which results in rapid respiration.

Aside from this, many other respiratory irregularities occur.

In spite of this, under 12 G, voluntary respiration is not ob-

structed. Proceeding from this point, it can be said that en-

durance to horizontal overweightness is relatively high. Tables

2-2, 2-3 and 2-4 outline the tendencies of respiratory changes

under horizontal overweightness.

a 9 S 5G 4G 10G 12G

ft) 13-14 22 3P 39
Ma' 9t (R 491-590 491 i, 411 -- ".6

/8-8. 1 ', 1 13

XA1 i 1 3-1.6 1.6 1.5 - 1.4

274-306 .~333 4;8 584-

Table 2-2 Respiratory Reactions of Chest Back Overweightness

1. Item
2. Comparative value
3. Respiration rate (times/minute)
4. Moisture volume (milliliters)
5. Respiration volume per minute (liters/minute)
6. Nitrogen discharge (liters/30 seconds)
7. Oxygen consumption (milliliters/minute)
8. Pulmonary activity

2t)! SG SQ8 X 12G

of4 it/3)13.8±4.01 ZZ.2± 6.4! 13.4±4.2 29.0± 14.2 14.4 ±4.4 39. 2 *9.2

1t v(t) 580±125 491±179 635±204 411±+140 5")t243 3181±206

8.0±1.2 10.9±2.6 8.5,± 2.6 12.2±2.0 8.6±1.8 12.5'5.6

Table 2-3 (Key, next page)
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Table 2-3 The Effects of Chest--4 Back Overweightness on Res-
piration Rate, Moisture Volume and Respiration
Volume Per Minute

1. Compari~son
2. Comparison
3. Comparison
4. Respiration rate (times/minute)
5. Moisture volume (milliliters)
6. Respiration volume per minute (liters/minute)

~~. ~ II G 4G SG OG

A4.1±0.45 2.78±0.67 1.46±0.67-

B 1 V~2 4.3±0.41 4.37±0.52 2.256±0.70 1.50t0.45

Table 2-4 The Effects of Chest -~ Back Overweightness on Pul-

monary Activity

1. overweight Direction

Following the shrinking of moisture volume, t here is pul-

monary extravasated blood and lack of blood in the pulmonary lobe

and cardiac output decreases. Blood oxygen saturation began to

decrease 13% after one-half minute at 6 G and at 8 G it decreased

2-25%.

Another effect of horizontal overweightness on the lungs is

.te uneven distribution of blood in the lungs. Chest -,.back over-

weightness causes blood to collect in the back side of the lungs

and back -~chest overweightness causes it to collect in the front

side of the lungs. Because of this, there is created partial pul-

monary alveolus deficiency of blood and partial pulmonary alveolus

hyperemia. This influenced the gas exchange between the pulmonary

alveolus and blood and caused a decrease in arterial blood oxygen
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saturation.

The adoption of a suitable posture can decrease respira-

tion difficulty caused by chest , back overweightness and per-

haps produce respiration symptoms under higher overweightness.

For example, when the body is inclined forward 250, there is a

withdrawal of 2 G of moisture volume as compared to when in a

positive seated position. At the same time, there is improve-

ment in other respiratory targets.

Back -. chest overweightness and chest back overweight-

ness are dissimilar, that is, the internal organs press forward

and not back. Because of this, chest and abdominal pains occur.

These pains often become a restricting factor in endurance to

back - chest overweightness. When the chest-abdominal area is

firmly bound, the above mentioned situation can be improved and

endurance can then correspond to chest - back overweightness.

The mechanical pressure sustained by the chest area under back

chest overweightness is smaller than under chest , back over-

weightness and therefore respiration obstruction is relatively

small. When back - chest overweightness is under 8 G, this gen-

erally produces serious respiration difficulty.

2. Influence on the Cardiac Blood Vessel System

Horizontal overweightness causes pressure on the chest and

the heart undergoes position shifts and changes in shape. The

outline of the heart shrinks, the heart's front outline is level

and the heart shifts towards the back. The large veins in the
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thoracic cavity and the left and right atria receive the most

pressure because the pressure on the inside of the thin walls

is small and the pressure there is the easiest to subside. When

chest - back overweightness is over 12 G, this area's circula-

tion system blood flow stops, thus causing a decrease of filling

in the right side of the heart, a great decrease of blood supply

to the lungs and even causes a severe lack of blood saturation.

Fortunately, the surrounding of the pulmonary artery and right

atrium have soft tissue or body fluid so that aside from when

the overweight value is very large, they are generally unlikely

to be pressed to complete blockage. However, its influence can-

not be overlooked. Chart 2-10 shows the changes of an electro-

cardiogram, the volume of the left side of the heart and the

pressure in the left ventricle. If a curve of the relationship

of volume and pressure is drawn, it can be seen that the pressure

drop cannot cause the volume to produce a corresponding increase.

This is because at this time there is a decrease of blood in the

pulmonary vein entering the heart. Only if the volume increases to

a specific level can there be an increase in pressure and yet when

the pressure increase is slow it does not increase in proportion

to the volume. This is because the amount of work of each heart

beat has decreased. The changes of the electrocardiogram re-

corded in chart 2-10 have still not yet appeared. Yet, at over

12 G, we often see extra systole, T wave inversion, atrium weak-

ening and serious sinal rhythm irregularity.
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Chart 2-10 Cardiac Blood Vessel Kinetic Data on a Typical Case
(Anesthetized Dog) of the Effect of Horizontal
Overweightness

a. Relation of left ventricle volume and its pressure: when

there is overweightness, the left ventricle volume greatly de-

creases and the amount of work per pulse (the volume-pressure

circle area can be taken as representative) also decreases and

thus pressure also continues to decrease. This shows that when

pressure is put on the heart, it becomes harder and easily ex-

pands.

1. Electrocardiogram
2. Ventricular pressure
3. Heart volume

b. Relation of left ventricular pressure and its volume

4. Left ventricul volume (milliliters)
5. 0.1 seconds
6. Left ventricular pressure (millimeters on mer-

cury column)
7. Left ventricular pressure (millimeters on mer-

cury column)
8. Left ventricular volume (milliliters). (Heart

rate=ll0 times/minute)

If horizontal overweightness is not very large and exposure
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time is not very long, then the heart rate generally rises. For

example, at normal gravity, the heart rate averages 75 times/

minute, when chest ' back overweightness is 6 G the heart rate

speeds up to 140-150 times/minute and at 8-12 G it can increase

to 180-190 times/minute. If the overweight value is even greater,

then the heart rate lowers and when the overweight value is over

15 G the heart rate can become very slow and the accompanying

rhythm is lost. If overweight time is excessively long, the heart

rate also drops and after 15-20 seconds of exposure to chest -

back overweightness of 12 G, the heart rate can decrease 50%. If

there is only 2 G chest - back overweightness and if exposure

time is excessively long, this can also cause the heart rate to

lower.

Blood pressure rises under horizontal overweightness and

its developmental trend is similar to that of positive overweight-

ness. However, it only occurs when the overweight value is rela-

tively large. Under horizontal overweightness, peripheral blood

vessel resistance hyperfunction can also be observed. When

chest - back overweightness is 4-5 G, peripheral blood vessel re-

sistance increases 29-38% and after overweightness ends, peri-

pheral blood vessel resistance is 37% higher than normal. One of

the mechanisms of human body compensation for horizontal over-

weightness is continuous storing up of blood in the pulmonary

artery which is shown in pulmonary movement, rises in venous

blood pressure and the unbalanced systole volume in the left and

right ventricles. An increase in overweightness causes blood
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pressure in the right atrium to increase and 5 G overweightness

can cause a threefold increase in its pressure.

Under horizontal overweightness, blood pressure changes in

the whole body are relatively small. This is because blood pres-

sures changes are determined by the level height of the distantly

separated heart. If lying on the back, lying on the stomach or

lying on the side postures are adopted, although the head is above

the level of the heart, the difference in height is very small and

therefore the liquid static changes are not large and the effect

on blood pressure is also relatively small. Further, for the in-

fluences of horizontal overweightness on blood kinetics, besides

the already mentioned pressed cavity veins and atrium, the others

are not worth mentioning. This is because the influence of horiz-

ontal overweightness on side vessel fluid static pressure is not

great. Therefore, if the overweight value reaches 12 G, vision

obstruction is very rarely observed.

3. Effects on Digestive and Excretory Functions

Horizontal overweightness has a specific effect on the

secretion of gastric juices. After 30 seconds exposure to 3-5 G

overweightness, the secretion of gastric juices is seriously re-

stricted. This can last for 10-30 minutes and later change to be-

come an excitation stage wherein there is a drastic three to five

fold increase in secretion. When the chest - back overweight

value reaches the limit of endurance, overwe.*ghtness is excessive-

ly strong and the restricting effect of the secretion of gastric

juices can continue for as long as three days. Acidity rises and
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enzyme activity decreases. At the same time, certain digestive

enzyme protein synthesis functions are also inhibited.

Horizontal overweightness can also cause the appearance of

red and white blood cells and a small amount of protein in the

urine. The urine discharge rate increases and there is a large

increase in the amount of potassium and chlorine discharged. Under

greater overweightness, liver cells show adipose infiltration.

This type of effect can last 2-30 days after overweightness has

stopped.

4. Crush Injuries of Places on the Body That Are Pressurized

When the horizontal overweight value is very great, the

growth rate very fast and action time relatively long, there is a

lack of flexibility on the back as well as a deficient binding

and support system, then it is possible for the body to sustain

injury from pressure. Centrifugal machine experiments showed

that under chest - back overweightness, the pressure of the

area on the back receiving pressure increased, sometimes back

pains and purple spots appeared, chest-abdominal muscle activity

strengthened, amplitude increased and upper and lower limb bend-

ing and pressured areas sometimes produced pain. Limb crushing

injuries and pain is often one of the factors limiting endurance

to horizontal overweightness. Yet, after using suitable pro-

tective measures such as binding straps, soft cushions and sup-

port systems, it can be lightened or avoided.

5. Electroencephalogram Changes

The basis tendency is similar to positive overweightness but
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it appears at a higher overweight level. For the general situa-

tion, see the previous section on the electroencephalogram of

positive overweightness. Below we will further discuss the

special characteristics of related central electric activity

changes under the skin. Horizontal overweightness of 3-5 G causes

the electric activity of a cat's brain reticular structure to

have specific phase changes. The first phase is frequency rise,

the second phase is the transition phase and the third phase is

the stationary phase. Under horizontal overweightness, electric

activity changes of the reticular structure and lower thalamus

often appear prior to cerebral cortex electrogram changes.

Because of this, some people infer that this is because the

reticular structure, mesencephalon and lower thalamus are more

sensitive to lack of oxygen and therefore are effected by

functional changes even earlier than the cerebral cortex. This

explanation seems to be upheld in view of the corresponding re-

lationship of carotid artery pressure decrease and electro-

encephalographic changes.However, some research data has con-

firmed that during the initial period of horizontal overweight-

ness, before blood kinetic changes have appeared, there were

changes in the electric activity of the reticular structure. We

can see that it is not necessarily related to blood circulation

changes.

6. Presenting Symptoms

When horizontal overweightness is under 6 G, generally, aside

from feelings of pressure, there are very rarely any other unhealthy
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feelings. Uncomfortable symptons begin to occur from 6-8 G on

and the most common are cerebral pains, abdomenal pains, muscle

pains, eyelid pains and the flow of tears. Very high horizontal

overweightness can also cause respiration difficulty and heart

rate imbalance. When over 12 G, it can bring on vision defects

and loss of consciousness which is very dangerous. If we con-

sider that it is possible to encounter this type of high horizon-

tal overweightness, then we must give attention to stronger pro-

tective measures.

IV Physiological Reactions to Lateral Overweightness

The increases in body fluid weight and the physiological

changes produced from this which are brought about by lateral

overweightness have no differences in the left and right direc-

tions and its effects are smaller than that of positive over-

weightness. The physiological reactions to lateral overweight-

ness are more or less similar to those of horizontal overweight-

ness, but the directions are different. To avoid repetition, we

will only give a brief account of the special characteristics of

lateral overweightness.

1. Organ Shifts

When lateral overweightness is greater than 6-7 G, the

heart and lungs shift laterally causing left and right imbalance

of the diaphragm and clockwise or counter clockwise turning of

the heart. On one side there is compression and on the other

side there is dilation and on the dilated side there is a
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deficiency of blood. All of these actions seriously effect the

functions of the lungs and heart, especially the heart. Some-

times pains are felt in the brain and there is the uncomfort-

able feeling of trachial pulling as well as respiration dif-

ficulty.

2. Pressure and Tissues

Lateral overweightness can cause stomach intestinal tract

and abdominal organ pressure towards one side. Only because the

abdominal walls relax does there exist a large amount of gas that

can flow within the internal organs and this, aside from when

overweightness is very large, is very critical; or when action

time is excessively long there are usually no apparent unendurable

and uncomfortable feelings. On the contrary, sometimes violent

and continuous lateral overweightness can cause abdominal pains

and the left and right sides to suffer pressure pains.

3. Blood Gathering on One Side of the Body

Because lateral blood vessels are relatively tiny, blood

flow is slow and aside from when overweight time is very long,

it generally does bring about serious symptoms.

Generally speaking, the physiological effects of lateral

overweightness are mainly in heart and lung shifts which greatly

influence the human body. In other physiological reactions,

aside from when overweightness is very large(,. there is drastic

growth and when action time is excessively long, they are gen-

erally not sufficient to cause people discomfort. Although this

being the case, heart and lung lateral shifts easily bring about
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serious after effects and therefore create a limiting factor for

people's endurance to lateral overweightness. Lateral overweight-

ness can generally not compare with horizontal overweightness

when in a suitable posture.

Section Three The Effects of Overweightness on Flight Capabilities

The effects of overweightness on flight capabilities is, in

practice, a very worthwhile problem to examine, especially because

sometimes prior to the serious physiological reactions brought on

by overweightness, flight and fighting capacities have already

been weakened. This occurs in aviation and space navigation and

therefore we must fully consider the effects of overweightness on

flight capabilities.

The effects of overweightness on flight capabilities mainly

appear in the failing of visible space direction and operating

capabilities and especially in the effects on visual capabilities.

This is because sense of vision is a sense passage that occupies

a controlling position for the pilot. Under negative overweight-

ness effects, vision obstruction also occupies an important place.

The unfavorable effect of overweightness on space directional

capabilities lies in its causing errors in vision and mistakes

in control. The effects of overweightness on limb activity is

centered on the acute increase of limb weight which causes people

to feel heavy and their activities to be difficult. In this way,

control movements necessarily suffer unfavorable effects. Tremend-

ous overweightness can cause limb heaviness to reach a level of
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basic immovability. Yet, the effect on limb movement capabil-

ities when there is a non-parallel overweight direction is re-

latively small.

When overweightness reaches a specific level, the functions

of the central nervous system can also be damaged which is shown

in non-clarity of consciousness. When serious, there can also be

loss of consciousness. However, this situation cannot be allowed

to appear and is an unshirkable responsibility to be guaranteed

in engineering and medicine. This section focuses on introducing

the effects of overweightness on sense of vision, space direc-

tion and control capabilities. It does not stress the effects of

overweightness on consciousness, thinking etc.

I. The Effects of Overweightness on Consciousness

Consciousness is the reflection of things in the outside

world on the brain. It originates in the peripheral receptors,

undergoes nerve signal transmission and finally is the outcome

of going through high level nerve centers. Accordingly, because

the emitted signal receptor is obstructed by overweightness,

consciousness is effected, the central analysor is injured (for

example, lack of oxygen, deficiency of blood, vibrations, strong

stimulations etc.) and it can also disturb consciousness and

space directional capabilities. At the same time, it can also

cause many defects in controlling movements. This chain of

physiological changes can, on the one hand, no doubt excite an

increase in limb weight. On the other hand, we cannot overlook
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the direct effect of overweightness on the high level center

movement control area. To control the above mentioned physio-

logical change links, below we will cite numerous facts which

are not difficult to explain.

Among the various effects of overweightness on conscious-

ness, sense of vision is the most outstanding. Sense of vision

is essential for flight operation and therefore we will give

a more detailed account below of the major abnormalities causes

in the area of sense of vision.

1. General Vision Obstruction

Positive and negative overweightness can both cause vision

obstruction. If horizontal overweightness does not have the

mixed component of positive overweightness, then it will probably

not cause vision obstruction. Thus, when overweightness causes

the nerve center to become seriously obstructed, it will natur-

ally also be accompanies by vision failure (see tables 2-5 and

2-6).

WIN**iS J(jMI Q(G S(G) 19 (G)

X W 4.1 0.7 2.2-7.1

4.7 0.1 2.7-7.S

S.4 0.9 3.0-8.4

Table 2-5 Numerical Values of Vision Obstruction Caused by Positive
Overweightness (1,000 testees, overweight growth rate
was 1 G/second)
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1. Vision and consciousness obstruction
2. Average overweight value (G)
3. Standard deviation (G)
4. Total distance (G)
5. Grey vision
6. Blackened vision
7. Loss of consciousness

A A It it (G)

2 2 3 4 5

t ~Ew *S I 0 o 40% - -

0 0 40% _ -

a20 0 10% 20% 30%

ILi *1 f L0 0 0 0- 0

Table 2-6 Occurence Rate of Vision Obstruction Under Negative
Overweightness (exposure time - 10 seconds)

1. Vision obstruction
2. Negative overweight value (G)
3. Without protection
4. Used pressure face guard protection
5. Eye conjunctiva oozes blood
6. Vision capabilities decrease
7. Vision capabilities decrease
8. Eye conjunctiva oozes blood

Note: in the table, the numerical values are the
occurence rates.

2. Visual Threshold

Positive overweightness causes the visual brightness thres-

hold (the seen brightness value) to radically rise (becomes poor).

Yet, if a person is wearing anti-load clothing (which is anti-

overweight clothing) for protection, then this type of effect

weakens. The numerical values of the effects of positive over-

weightness on the visual brightness threshold can be seen in

chart 2-11. The effect of horizontal over weightness is much
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smaller than that of positive overweightness.

67.2- 63.8-
41 A .

7.0 - .8.

S .
idr sio3.

*4C.

2 3 4 6 0 4 5

Chart 2-11 The Effect of Positive Overweightness on the Visual
Brightness Threshold

a. Central pit vision
b. Peripheral vision

1. Central pit visual brightness threshold (log
pi colight)

2. Positive overweightness (+ G)
3. Peripheral vision brightness (threshold (log

picolight)
4. Positive overweightness (+ Gz )

Positive overweightness causes the visual luminosity ratio

threshold (the perceiving brightness deviation) to rise (become

poor). Only in situations in which stimulant strength is weaker

does horizontal overweightness have an effect on the luminosity

discrimination threshold (see chart 2-12).

20, 20-

IM 12

44
0 1 3 3 4+ a -) 8 , 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Chart 2-12 (Key, next page)



Chart 2-12 The Effect of Overweightness on the Visual Brightness
Discrimination Threshold

a. Central pit vision
b. Peripheral vision

1. Background brightness 0.03 feet- light
2. Background brightness 0.29 feet' light
3. Background brightness 2.9 feet* light
4. Background brightness 31.2 feet. light
5. Brightness ratio (%)
6. Positive overweiqhtness (+ G )
7. Brightness ratio (%) z
8. Horizontal overweightness (+ G

x

3. Vision Sensitivity and Visual Power

When positive overweightness increases, visual power (visual

dissociation power) becomes poor yet the effect of horizontal over-

weightness is much smaller than that of positive overweightness

and when target brightness is relatively high, the effect is small-

er. When horizontal overweightness is over 8 G, sometimes blurry

vision is created from the accumulation of tears and cornea de-

formation.

4. Range of Vision

Positive overweightness causes range of vision to shrink. The

general pattern of shrinkage begins with a loss of brightness in

peripheral vision and finally prior to approaching blackened vision
0 0

there is only a small 5 - 10 range of vision in which things can

be seen. If there is protection on the outside of the eyes, when

horizontal cverweightness is over 4 G, blurry vision and range

of vision shrinkage can be caused by the accumulation of tears and

focusing difficulties. However, the use of suitable protection can
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guarantee peripheral and central range of vision when chest

back overweightness reaches 12-14 G.

5. Instrument Reading

When positive overweightness is under 3 G, the effect is

generally not very great. When it is over 3-4 G, the effect is

noticeable which causes reading to be slow and mistakes to in-

crease.

6. The Effect of Overweightness on the Electrograms of the
Pupils, Regulation, Eye Movement and the Retina

Positive overweightness causes the pupils to enlarge and

after blackened vision occurs, the pupils enlarge to their ex-

treme degree.Negative overweightness can cause eye regulation

capabilities to decline. When positive overweightness nears grey

vision, voluntary eyeball movement is lost. Positive overweight-

ness over 6 G causes the eyelids to droop and it is not easy to

open them. Yet, prior to the occurence of grey vision, color

discrimination is not explicitly effected.

7. Hearing

When overweightness causes vision loss, the ability to hear

can generally be maintained. In the initial period of loss of

consciousness there is sometimes a hearing reflex reaction, but

under higher overweightness hearing reaction time can be extended.

8. Consciousness of Time

It is estimated that positive overweightness of 3-4 G will

cause the stimulant action time of a person to lower and at 6-8 G

it will become higher. On the contrary, when exposure time under

23-25 G chest - back overweightness is short there is no damage
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suffered. The error of this type of assessment is possibly the

result of lack of oxygen to the brain. There are many other ex-

amples of errors in assessment and discernment as well as slow

reactions similar to those mentioned above.

II The Effect of Overweightness on Flight Operation Capabilities

1. Hand Position Movement

During the initial period of overweightness, hand position

is not precise enough. For example, when the hand is extended

quickly upwards from a specific distance errors in using a finger

to press a button increase. When there is positive overweightness,

the finger position tends toward the bottom or top of the target.

2. Operating Power

It goes without saying that under overweightness, limb and

operation weight is double or several times greater than normal

and to carry out the same operation it is necessary to expend a

corresponding amount of increased strength. Thus, the tenseness

of related muscles increases and before long there is the feeling

of exhaustion. When the movement is in the opposite direction of

the overweightness, the increase in the use of power by related

muscles is very evident. When the movement is parallel to the

direction of the overweightness, there is relatively little in-

crease in the use of muscle power. For example, when there is

positive overweightness, lifting of the hand requires the use of

a great amount of power but not much power is needed for movements

to the left and right. Overweightness not only causes the use of
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power in manipulations to increase, but also causes accuracy

decline because of irregularities in the use of power for oper-

ations.

3. Movements to Escape Danger

The first step for a pilot ejecting to escape danger is to

pull the screen below so as to start the ejection equipment. It

was practically shown that when anti-load clothes were worn to

sustain 5-7 G positive overweightness, 16% of the pilots were un-

able to complete this first step and at 7-8 G, the great majority

of pilots were unable to complete this task. However, if at the

time an individual's subjective activity can be aroused and a

suitable extended hand position adopted, then, even if overweight-

ness is greater, they will still be able to complete the operat-

ing task. Because of this, it is necessary to strengthen political

and ideological education and carry out appropriate ejection

training for the pilots.This will guarantee the necessary safe

escape from danger.

When escaping danger in transport aircraft and bombers, it

is sometimes necessary for passengers to put parachutes on them-

selves, walk towards the cabin door and jump out. Under positive

overweightness, the average time for putting on a parachute is

17 seconds, yet when positive overweightness is 2 G it is ex-

tended to 41 seconds, at 3 G it is extended to 75 seconds and

when over 4 G, most people find it difficult to put on a para-

chute. In reality, very rarely does overweightness reach 4 G in

transport aircraft. Overweightness can sometimes reach 4 G in
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bombers and therefore it is best that passengers put on para-

chutes beforehand and carry out serious technical training.

4. Operating Switches and Knobs

Positive overweightness of 5 G causes an increase of 15%

in the time needed to operate buttons and knobs. If the hand is

relatively distant from the buttons, then this type of movement

is very difficult. The power for the hand operation of knobs and

levers is closely related to the direction of overweightness.

When the hand movement plane is parallel to the direction of

overweightness, for example, when there is positive or negative

overweightness, the upward and downward movements of the hands

are very difficult and operation errors are greater. On the con-

trary, if movement and overweight direction is perpendicular,

for example, when there is positive and negative overweightness,

forward, backward, left and right directional movements are less

difficult. When utilizing a body form couch or anti-load cloth-

ing, even if chest - back overweightness reaches 20 G, the

wrist joint can still move up and down and to the left and right.

On the contrary, if the elbow joint is used for forward and back-

ward operations, then even if the range of movement is relatively

small there is still great difficulty and even total inability.

It can be seen from this that in operation design large range moves

should, as far as possible, be avoided that are parallel with the

overweight direction. Moreover, operations should be carried out

with the wrist joint or ankle joint as much as possible and move-
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ments using joints above the elbow or knee should be avoided.

5. Pilot Control

Generally speaking,the effect of positive and negative over-

weightness on flight operation is greater than that of horizontal

and lateral overweightness. Positive and negative overweightness

over 3-4 G can cause unfavorable effects on flight operational

activities. When exposure time is over 10 seconds, operation errors

increase. On the contrary, when horizontal overweightness is under

8-12 G, the effect on operation efficiency is generally not very

great and when it is over 12-14 G, unfavorable effects can be seen.

These mainly appear in the occurence of visual symptoms, opera-

tion difficulties and an increase in errors. After there is

a good binding strap system protection, at horizontal overweight-

ness of 16 G. they can still manage to complete flight tasks but

operation efficiency is relatively poor. Practical experience in

space navigation has shown that with proper protective measures,

when a space ship is taking off and returning, the encountered

horizontal overweightness does not obstruct the completion of

assigned flight control tasks.

6. Discernment Capabilities

The effect of relatively little overweightness on man's

ability to discern is very small. When positive overueightness is

over 3 G, it begins to have a bad effect on discernment capabil-

ities. For example, there ate different levels of errors in read-

ing speeds, distinguishing images, mental arithmetics and memory.

At 4-5 G, the ability to carry out mental arithmetics notably
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declines, at over 6 G the attention span shrinks, at 5-8 G

navigation ability becomes poor and at 6-7 G pilots generally

cannot calculate the number of spiral circles. However, when

overweightness has not yet caused grey vision, its effect on in-

stantaneous recall is still not great. When overweight value

approaches its limit, if grey vision, blackened vision and loss

of consciousness are produced or when acute abdominal and cere-

bral pains occur, then the decline of discernment capabilities

is more severe. If overweightness has not yet brought on loss

of consciousness and it has not lasted for very long, then after

overweightness disappears, normal intellectual activity is im-

mediately restored.

Section Four Endurance to Overweightness

I. Positive Overweightness Endurance

Endurance to overweightness is related to overweight dir-

ection, growth rate, action time and the many factors of an in-

dividual's condition. Action direction is one of the essential

factors among these. Therefore, when writing about endurance to

overweightness, it is necessary to first distinguish the action

directions of overweightness. Aerospace medicine often takes

positive overweightness as the standard of endurance to over-

weightness and here we will also begin with endurance to posi-

tive overweightness.
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Fig. 2-13 Endurance Time When Positive Overweightness is at

Peak Value

Upper right curve lines 1, 2 and 3 separately use loss of

consciousness, blackened vision and grey vision as the critical

index of endurance; left and lower curve lines A, B and C sep-

arately indicate the use of the different growth rates of 7 G/

second, 1 G/second and 4 G/second, for the endurance peak value

when exposed to overweightness.

4. Positive overweightness peak value (G)

5. Endurance time (seconds) when positive overweightness
is at peak value

Based3 on different actual requirements, people establish

many different critical indices for the endurance limit to over-

weightness. According to the differences of the critical in-

dices, the overweight critical indices also possess differences.

Among the commonly used critical indices, there are the grey

vision threshold, blackened vision threshold, loss of conscious-

ness threshold and major endurance. Chart 2-13 shows endurance

to overweightness and chart 2-14 shows the relation of overweight-

ness rate and endurance to positive overweightness.
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Chart 2-14 Endurance to Positive Overweightness at Different
Overweight Growth Rates

1. Positive overweight peak value (G)
2. Total time of overweightness from beginning to end

(seconds)
3. Grey vision
4. Blackened vision
5. Blurriness with possibility of loss of consciousness
6. Loss of consciousness

The oblique line shows the overweight growth rate (G/second);
the dots and circles are the possible reactions - see upper
right corner of chart; curve A shows a person's endurance
to overweightness; the dotted line arrow direction posi-
tions show the occurence of symptoms at overweight peak
value.

Based on the results of centrifuge tests on 1,000 people,

positive overweightness sustained in a seated posture reached a

grey vision threshold value of 4.1 G, blackened vision was at

4.7 G and loss of consciousness was at 5.4 G. If the overweight
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value was very great and the growth rate was very high, then

loss of consciousness occured very quickly. In this way, it was

not easy to separate grey vision, blackened vision and loss of

consciousness. For the times from grey vision to loss of con-

sciousness at different overweight growth rates, see table 2-7.

2.5 1.6 . 5 .0 0.9 1.5
3.0 1.3 2.3 .0. 1.4

3.5 1.2 2.1 6.0 0.7 1.2
4.0 1.1 t  1.8 5.5 0.6 1.1

4.5 1.0 17 7.0 0.5 1.0

Table 2-7 The Times (Seconds) From Grey Vision to Loss of Con-
sciousness Under Positive Overweightness

1. overweight growth rate (G/second)
2. Shortest time (seconds)
3. Average time (seconds)
4. overweight growth rate (G/second)
5. Shortest time (seconds)
6. Average time (seconds)

II Endurance to Overweightness in Different Postures

For the purpose of comparison we combined the observed

data of endurance to overweightness in different postures and

different directions into tables 2-8 to 2-12. It can be seen from

the tables that a person's endurance to negative overweightness

is lowest and at 5 G, generally does not exceed several seconds.

The main obstructions are blurry vision, face pains and dizziness

which people find difficult to endure. Next is positive over-

weightness to which people's endurance is also very low. The

limiting factors are production of grey vision, blackened vision
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and loss of consciousness. If the speed of overweight growth is

slow (below 0.1 G/second) and the overweight value is below 3-4 G,

then this can be endured for a long time without the occurence of

vision and consciousness obstruction. Naturally, the symptoms of

exhaustion, weakness and headaches are difficult for a person to

endure for a long time. Chart 2-15 shows four types of endurance

to overweightness curves and indicates that endurance to negative

overweightness is poorest, next is positive overweightness and

the best is endurance to horizontal overweightness.

80

40

20
10 3

4 4

I * * j I I . I I I i I I

0.020.04 0.1 0.2 0.40.8 2 4 6 10 20 40

Chart 2-15 Several Types of Endurance to Overweightness

1. Positive overweightness
2. Negative overweightness
3. Chest - back overweightness
4. Back z :hest overweightness
5. Overweightness (G)
6. Endurance time (minutes)
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Table 2-8 A Person's Endurance to Positive Overweightness

1. Posture
2. Overweight directions
3. Endurance
4. Overweight value (G)
5. Action Time
6. Overweight growth rate (G/second)
7. Major symptoms
8. (1) Verticle seated posture
9. (2) Back reclining seated posture

10. Long time
11. 15-25 minutes
12. 60 minutes
13. 15 seconds
14. 10-15 seconds
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15. 5-10 seconds
16. 1-3 seconds
17. Endurance
18. Major endurance limit
19. Some people cannot endure this up to 22 minutes
20. Grey vision, blackened vision
21. Major endurance limit
22. Loss of consciousness
23. Loss of consciousness
24. 5 seconds
25. 5 seconds
26. 5 seconds
27. 5 seconds
28. Grey vision
29. Grey vision
30. Grey vision
31. Exhaustion, nausea, paleness, perspiring, headaches,

back aches and sometimes blackened vision

•E G10)ill
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Table 2-9 A Person's Endurance to Negative Overweightness

(Pilots)

1. Posture

2. Overweightness direction
3. Endurance
4. Overweight value
5. Action time (seconds)
6. Overweight growth rate (G/second)
7. Major symptoms
8. Vertical seated posture
9. Major endurance limit

10. Major Endurance limit
11. Major endurance limit
12. Major endurance limit
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1. Posture
2. Overweight direction
3. Endurance
4. Overweight value (G)
5. Action time
6. Overweight growth rate (G/second)
7. Major Symptoms
8. (1) Vertical seated posture
9. (2) Standing erect

10. (3) Lying on the back
11. (4) Leaning forward in seated posture
12. Bent
13. 15-20 minutes
14. 5 minutes
15. 5-10 minutes
16. 13 seconds
17. 7.5 minutes
18. 2-5 minutes
19. 8-60 seconds
20. , 180 seconds
21. 40. seconds (including overweight rise and

decreased time)
22. Several tens of seconds
23. 11 minutes
24. 3-4 minutes
25. 28-30 seconds
26. 15-18 seconds
27. 218 seconds
28. 60 seconds
29. 2-14 seconds
30. Major endurance limit, respiration difficulties,

chest pains
31. Major endurance limit, respiration difficulties,

chest pains
32. Major endurance limit, respiration difficulties,

chest pains
33. Chest pains
34. Suffocation, chest pains
35. Respiration difficulties, chest pains
36. Endurable
37. Chest pains, respiration difficulties
38. Major endurance limit
39. Peripheral vision lost, blackened vision, chest

tightness (body form couch protection)
40. With a body form couch and binding straps to help

lighten chest pains, there is no occurence of
blackened vision and one is able to complete lit
button activity

41. Endurable with help of binding straps
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42. Major endurance limit
43. Acute pains in shank, respiration difficulties
44. Acute pains in shank, respiration difficulties
45. Grey vision, blackened vision
46. Posture
47. Overweight direction
48. Endurance
49. Overweight value
50. Action time
51. Overweight growth rate
52. Major symptoms
53. (5) Lying back in seated posture
54. (6) Body raised lying on the back
55. Double that of positive overweightness
56. 1-13 seconds
57. Chest pains
58. Severe headaches
59. Chest pains
60. Grey vision
61. Grey Vision
62. 30 seconds
63. 30 seconds
64. Endurable
65. Respiration strenuous
66. Suffocation, chest pains
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1. Posture
2. Overweight direction
3. Endurance
4. Overweight value (G)
5. Action time
6. Overweight growth rate (G/second)
7. Major symptoms
8. (1) Vertical seated position
8a. (Using binding straps)
8b.Stretched out
9. (2) Lying prostrate

10. (3) Reclining forward in seated posture
11. (4) Front and back lying postures
12. 16 (individuals)
13. 0.5 - 1 minute
14. 6 seconds
15. 5 seconds
16. 118 seconds
17. 41 seconds
18. 4 seconds
19. 3 minutes
20. 5 seconds
21. 11 minutes
22. 57.6 seconds
23. 5 seconds
24. About 1 minute
25. 30 seconds
26. Major endurance limit
27. Major endurance limit, leg pains
28. Dizziness, suffocation, blood spots
29. Shank pains, medium suffocation, exhaustion,

dizziness
30. Shank pains, medium suffocation, exhaustion,

dizziness
32. Acute pains in thighs, calfs and intestinal

muscles
33. Major endurance limit
34. Blood spots on back and chest
35. Holding of breath, exhaustion, respiration

difficulties and loss of consciousness for a
minority of people

36. Loss of consciousness
37. Major endurance limit
38. Defective vision
39. Chest pains
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Chart 2-12 A Person's Endurance to Lateral Overweightness

1. Posture
2. Overweight direction
3. Endurance
4. Overweight value (G)
5. Action time (seconds)
6. Overweight growth rate (G/second)
7. Major symptoms

8. Standing erect
9. 30 (including overweight rise and decrease in

time)
10. Grey vision
11. Blood vessels seriously fill with blood, hang-

ing forearm and elbow pain, cardiac shifts and
turning, chest pains and occasional tracheal
pulling

12. Major endurance limit, chest pains, elbow pains

If there is a gradual 400 backward inclination from a

positive seated posture, there are no evident changes in endur-

ance to and symptoms of positive overweightness. However, when

the backward incline is greater than 40*, endurance gradually

increases and only in the 400 - 650 range is the increase not

very large. The major limitation of symptoms is grey vision

and blackened vision which is shown in chart 2-16. It can be

seen from this chart that when the body reclines backwards 200,

the connecting line and overweight action direction of the
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retina and aorta only form a 30 included angle; when there is

a 650 backward reclining angle it forms a 501 included angle

and at 850 it forms a 750 included angle. Therefore, when the

body's backward reclining angle is less than 60° , the effect

of overweightness on deficiency of blood in the retina is quite

large. Only when the body backward inclining angle is over 650

can the retina - aorta line form an angle over 500 with the

overweight direction. After this, the restricting symptoms then

become excessive in chest pains, irregular heart rhythm and

respiration difficulties. These few symptoms are the major

factors of endurance to horizontal overweightness. Thus, it can

be said that when the body's backward reclining angle is over

650, endurance to overweightness is mainly controlled by the

overweight vector horizontal component and not the positive over-

weight component. Because a person's endurance to horizontal

overweightness is much higher than towards positive overweight-

ness, when the backward reclining angle is over 650, endurance

to overweightness is raised tremendously.

J,

1() (j) (C)

Chart 2-16. The retina-arota included angle
in different seated nostures.
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a. Backward reclining angle of 200
b. Backward reclining angle of 650
c. Backward reclining angle of 850

The dotted line in the chart indicates the retina -

aorta included angle.

When endurance to horizontal overweightness is relatively

high but the posture is not good, endurance can also decline.

For example, endurance to chest - back overweightness in the

standing erect and lying on the back postures is slightly lower

than vertically upright seating. There are the following advant-

ages if the legs are bent when in an upright seated position:

(l) the vertical distance between the lower limbs and heart

is shortened;

(2) overweightness on the thighs forces the blood to flow

back into the heart;

(3) a minute lightening of pressure and tension in the ab-

dominal area which raises the abdominal area's endurance to the

pressure of horizontal overweightness.

The best posture for horizontal overweightness is a seated

posture in which the body inclines forward to 120 and the leg

and knee joints are each bent 100*. The endurance of the posture

can reach a peak value of 16.5 G and a total time of 170 seconds

(including overweight increases and decreases in time - see

chart 2-17). If the protective measures of a binded strap system,

a body form couch and respiration of pure oxygen are used simul-
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taneously, the highest endurance can reach to over 26 seconds

at 6 G or 1-2 seconds at 29-30 G. The most outstanding points

of this posture are that when the body is inclined forward 120,

this can cause pressure on the chest area to lighten, and it can

shorten the vertical distance between the head and heart when

the legs can extend slightly and in doing so decrease pressure

on the shanks, and it can also avoid shan, muscle pains. Yet, if

the body inclines too much, this is not good. Using an incline

of over 250 as an example, endurance decreases close to that

of positive overweightness. Chart 2-17 shows that when a good

posture is adopted, the body can endure space ship overweight-

ness.
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Chart 2-17 The Endurance of a Person to Overweightness When in

a Good Posture

Curve 1 - When a good posture, as shown in the upper left

corner of the chart, is used a person can endure overweightness;

curve 2, 3 and 4 - the overweightness produced in different

space ship rising and return times is used to make a comparison

with curve 1.

1. Overweightness (G)
2. Body posture
3. Time (seconds)

The body in a backward inclined posture is not advantage-

ous towards chest - back overweightness because:

(1) backward inclination causes pressure on the chest area
to increase;

2) backward inclination produces symptoms of negative over-
weightness

Generally, endurance to back - chest overweightness is

lower than that of chest - back overweightness. If binding

strap protection is used at the same time, then the highest en-

durance is 5 seconds at 15 G. The main reasons for endurance limit-

ations are:

(1) the chest and abdomen lack support, and respiration is ir-
regular which causes suffocation and exhaustion;

(2) shank pain - If a good binding strap system is used to
support the chest - abdominal area and avoids hanging of the
shank muscles, then endurance to back - chest overweightness
can be equal to that of chest -,back overweightness and can
even surpass it.

Endurance to lateral overweightness generally does not ex-

ceed 10 G and the main obstructions are due to heart and lung

shifts and turns which cause functional obstructions to these

two organs.
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III Factors Effecting Endurance to Overweightness

Overweightness' strength, action time, growth rate and the

effect of its action direction on the human body have been men-

tioned previously and we will not repeat them. Instead, we will

supplement it with the following few points:

1. Accumulated Effects of Overweightness

If many experiments on overweightness are carried out, the

interval between each experiment should be several hours to sev-

eral days. If at the time the overweightness does not cause in-

jury, then afterwards there cannot be the accumulated effects of

protracted after effects and overweightness. Some people have

reported that during a three year period, 4 male subjects under-

went 246-1,198 positive overweightness experiments. Some of the

subjects had grey vision 87-248 times, blackened vision 47-299

times and loss of consciousness 3-23 times. The total time of

grey vision was 8-22 minutes, the time of blackened vision was

altogether 4-30 minutes and the time of loss of consciousness

was 0.4-4.9 minutes. The results were that no protracted after

effects and accumulated effects were seen. Yet, animal exper-

iments have shown that if the interval between each time of

overweightness was very short, say 1-15 minutes, then unden-

iable accumulated effects were observed. In other words, accum-

ulated effects occured only when the action interval time was

not very long, but when recovery time was not sufficient. then

they could appear.
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2. The Coordinated Action of Overweightness and Environ-

mental Factors

Various factors are often encountered in aviation and

space navigation that coordinate with or are supplementary to

overweightness. The joint action of these factors, such as

high temperature, low temperature, ionization radiation etc.

can cause endurance to overweightness to decrease (see table

2-13).
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Table 2-13 Coordinated Action of Various Conditions and Over-
weightness

1. Condition classification
2. High temperature
3. Low temperature
4. Anoxia
5. Excessive breathing
6. Respiration gas component
7. Diet and nutrition
8. Radiation
9. Long period of lying in bed

10. Weightlessness
11. Combined conditions
12. Atmospheric temperature 360C, relative humidity

77%
13. Atmospheric temperature 240 - 380 C
14. Atmospheric pressure 380 - 71°C
15. Skin temperature 37°C
16. Skin temperature 250C
17. Altitude greater than 3,300 meters
18. Altitude greater than 3,600 meters
19. Excessive breathing
20. Suitable increase of oxygen or carbon dioxide
21. 1.5-2 hours after food intake
22. After large amount of drink
23. Injection of insulin causes drop in venous

blood sugar
24. Intake of a large amount of glucose
25. Drinking of wine
26. Lack of sodium in human body
27. After 250-850 rontgen radiation, overweightness

for 1-9 days
28. 14-120 days
29. 7-60 days
30. after weightless flight for several tens of seconds

or after long weightlessness stops
31. Endurance to overweightness
32. No change
33. No change

Note: t indicate rise in endurance to overweightness
and , indicates decrease in endurance.

3. Individual Conditions

When their constitution is strong and more people carry out

single and double parallel bar, gyro wheel, double ring and rot-

ational physical training and flight experience, endurance to
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overweightness is relatively high. However, exhaustion, insomnia,

body weakness and low blood pressure can cause endurance to over-

weightness to decline. The carrying out of suitably patterned ex-

ercises in a centrifuge and aircraft have a specific advantage to

raising endurance to overweightness but excesses should be avoided.

Generally, an individual's constitution, ideological conscious-

ness and present body and functional state can all effect endur-

ance to overweightness.

Section Five Protective Measures Against Overweightness

Protective measures against overweightness can more or less

be divided into two major categories. The first category is the

adoption of engineering technological means to decrease the over-

weight numerical value of space ships and aircraft. These are very

important protective channels and they are especially important

for space ships. However, the sole reliance on engineering

measures cannot completely resolve the problems, because some-

times, for reasons of fighting demands, aircraft cannot avoid sus-

taining high overweightness. To lighten the weight of technical

equipment, a space ship cannot decrease the overweight numerical

value as low as is hoped. Aside from this, the second category

of protective measures are means to raise the human body's en-

durance to overweightness.

1. Appropriate Postures and Controllers

This was already described in detail previously and here

we need only to mention it briefly. The use of a 100 - 120 for-

ward inclined seated posture and 1000 bent legs provides highest

endurance for chest - back overweightness - 170 seconds at
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16.5 G. To resist the unfavorable effects of overweightness, the

closer the distance of the hands and feet to the position of the

controller the better. Furthermore, it is best for the plane of

control activities to be perpendicular to the direction of over-

weightness and control activities should be separately limited

to the use of the ankle, wrist and finger joints.

2. Resisting Movements

Muscle tension can raise endurance to overweightness. For

example, pressure to the front of the body and tightening of the

abdominal muscles can cause the blood to flow back into the heart,

can shorten the distance between the eyes and heart and thus raise

endurance to overweightness. After experienced pilots undergo

training, immediately before approaching overweightness they carry

out tense muscle movements. For example, the shank exerts force

on the rudder, the thighs tighten the binding straps, the hands

and elbows cause the neck and abdominal muscles to tighten and

thoracic respiration increases pressure in the chest so that the

individual's endurance to overweightness is raised. These meas-

ures are especially effective for positive overweightness.

3. Anti-Load Clothing, Also Called Anti-Overweight Clothing
or Anti-G Clothing

There are many styles but there is one basic principle of

design. The air-filled method is used to air-fill a gasbag

tightly on the abdomen and the two sides of the shanks and thighs.

Also, air tube gasbag pressure on the lower limbs and abdomen

area is used to draw tight the elastic band outside the tube to

constrict the abdomenal and lower limb areas. In this way, the
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flow of blood in the large blood vessels to the lower half of

the body caused by positive overweightness can be decreased,

thus raising endurance to overweightness (1 - 1.2 G). Side tube

anti-load clothing can raise endurance to overweightness 1.7 -

2.0 G. There is also a type of anti-load clothing which uses an

air-filled sleeve suit around the four limbs and can raise endur-

ance to 2.6 G.

Chart 2-18 is a schematic drawing of five bag and side tube anti-

load clothing.

33

(b)

Chart 2-18 Schematic Drawing of the Structures of Two Types of
Anti-Load Clothing

a. Five bag type
b. Lateral vessel type

Five bag type anti-load clothing is made of five joined bags

placed in trousers (1). In the trousers, one bag is for pressure

on the abdomenal area (2), two bags are separated inside for pres-

sure on the two thighs (3) and two bags are for pressure on the
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left and right shanks (4). This rubberized bag opens to a pressure

regulator and air compression case (5). When there is overweight-

ness, the pressure regulator opens automatically allowing the bag

to fill with air thus pressing on the abdomenal area, thighs and

shanks. This controls expansion in these areas.

Side tube type anti-load clothing also uses a rubber bag to

press on the abdomenal area (1). When only expansion of the two

legs is being controlled, the system uses the filled air of the

side tube (3) on the two sides of the trousers to pull the belt

outside the tube tight, thus controlling the expansion of the

trousers (5). The source of air and the pressure regulator are

the same as that of the five bag style only the pressure generally

needs to be higher.

4. Binding Strap System

Generally, they are used jointly with compensation and

space or anti-load clothing (see charts 2-19 and 2-20). Binding

strap systems are very important in raising endurance to back -

overweightness. When a person is subjected to over 4 G back

chest overweightness, the head bends toward the chest and cannot

be lifted up. At this time, pilots cannot carry out observation

and control. The use of a binding strap system to fix the head

can allow the head to remain vertical under any overweightness.

Under back - chest overweightness, pressure is increased on the

safety belts for the chest and abdomenal areas. Common safety

belts are not suitable and it is necessary to use specially made

binding straps to prevent the arms from going forward.. The use

of a good binding strap system for chest + back overweightness
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can be used to maintain the body in a good posture so as to raise

the effects of endurance.
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Chart 2-19 The Combined Use of a Binding Strap System and Space
Clothing

1. Binding straps
2. Parachute
3. Navigator's supply equipment tightening buckle
4. Lifesaving bag
5. Binding strap release road
6. Inertial controller
7. Binding strap tightening buckle

Chart - 2-20 The Use of Binding Straps as Protection Against
Overweightness

To prevent shifting, different straps are needed for each

part of the body which is shown in chart 2-21. When overweight-

ness is greater than the numerical values shown in the chart, if
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there is no binding strap protection, then that part of the body

will have difficulty moving in the direction oi the arrows shown

in the chart.

7G

Chart 2-21 The Effect of Overweightness on Operating

5. Form Fitting Couch Equipment

The use of a couch that contours to the human shape to

maintain the body in a fixed posture can, to a large extent,

raise a person's endurance to overweightness. Its advantages are:

(i) it causes the body to maintain the best posture;

(2) it causes the pressure on an area to be evenly distri-
buted and that area to be in contact with the soft
couch;

(3) it decreases muscle shifts;
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(4) for the pressure on the limbs caused by overweightness
and which presses on the peripheral blood vessels, the
form fitting couch impels the blood to flow back into
the heart.

A good form fitting couch can allow a person to endure 25 G

chest - back overweightness for 40 seconds. Chart 2-22 is a model

of a form fitting couch.

The posture of the form fitting couch shown in the chart has

the legs slightly higher than the level of the heart and head so

that under 10 G overweightness, a person can still maintain con-

sciousness because the hydrostatic pressure difference is not

large, equal to about 72 millimeters on the mercury column. At

this heart level, carotid artery pressure is 120 millimeters on

the mercury column and this can effectively supply blood to the

brain. Therefore, the form fitting couch shown in the chart can

raise endurance to chest - back overweightness to 6-8 G for

4-5 minutes, to back - chest to 6-8 G for 4-5 minutes and to

positive overweightness to 6-8 G for 3-4 minutes. When exposure

time is relatively short, the effects of anti-overweightness can

be even higher. After the use of these form fitting couches,

when a person is under 6 G back - chest overweightness and 12 G

chest - back overweightness, they can very naturally complete

spaceship and aircraft control tasks.
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Chart 2-22 The Use of a Form Fitting Couch and the Effect of
Adopting a Suitable Body Posture for Protecting the
Body Against Horizontal Overweightness

1. 72 millimeters on the mercury column
2. 10 centimeters
3. 120 millimeters on the mercury column

A netted couch is a net structured soft couch made from

nylon rope. It is said to be able to raise endurance to overweight-

ness zy 1.7 G, yet because it effects control movements, at pre-

sent it is still not being used.

Aside from this, there is also the changing posture seat.

This type of seat can change in the direction of the overweightness

and when overweightneo, exceeds a specific numerical value, it

automatically changes the posture thus raising endurance.

6. Regulating Respiration of Gases

(1) Pressor Respiration

Chest - back overweightness causes increased pressure on the

chest which brings about respiration difficulties. The use of

pressor respiration can sometimes more than double endurance. A

type of airtight helmet can also be used for negative overweight-
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ness and pressurized air is fed into the helmet. The use of this

type of helmet can tighten hyperemia in the face area, headaches

and acceleration of the heart rate.

(2) The Breathing of Pure Oxygen and Pressurized Supply of

of Oxygen

The breathing of pure oxygen can raise endurance to over-

weightness and the effects of pressurized supply of oxygen are

even better. However, the pressure of pressurization must be equal

to the numerical value of the overweightness and approximately for

each increase of iG, the pressure should increase 17.5 milli-

meters on the mercury column. It is necessary to take care that

the time not be too long, for when the time is too long, it can

create oxygen poisoning (see chapter 14 on oxygen poisoning).

(3) Raising Carbon Dioxide Concentration in Respirated
Gases

Some people have discovered that breathing air with 4-6% carbon

dioxide can raise endurance to positive overweightness about 0.5 G,

but the reason for this has still not been explained.

7. Training for Overweightness

Practical experience in space navigation has proven that

training for overweightness is very significant for raising endur-

ance to overweightness. After complete training on the ground and

in the air, endurance to overweightness can be raised tremend-

ously.

Regular physical training such as cartwheels, swinqing,

somersaults, single and double parallel bars, mountain climbing,

gymnastics, sprinting etc., as well as training in the centrifuge
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and other physical excercisers are advantageous to raising en-

durance to overweightness. Stunt flight training is naturally

even more of an aid to raising endurance. However, it is nec-

essary to stress that training in overweightness cannot be ex-

cessive and if it is done to the extent of harming one's health

it will cause endurance to lower. From a medical standpoint,

this is absolutely not permissable.

In training, it is also necessary to stress the revolu-

tionary optimistic spirit and revolutionary will of the trainee

so that they are able to bear great hardships, stand hard work,

maintain confidence in times of difficulty and emergency and

put forth great effort to give full play to their subjective act-

ivities. This is not only necessary for conquering overweightness

and other various non-advantageous factors, but they are also

important measures for training pilots and astronauts of good

quality.

8. The Combined Use of Various Protective Measures

The various protective measures previously mentioned each

have their advantages. Chart 2-23 shows the different sizes of

several protective measures for raising endurance to overweight-

ness and the endurance time is used to indicate it.

It is best to use the various protective measures in com-

bination so as to gain the coordinated effect of joint action.

To jointly utilize several types of protective measures it is

only necessary that there are no contradictions between the

actions of each measure and then, without a doubt, this will be
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able to raise endurance to overweightness. Citing an example

can illustrate the problem. For example, when anti-load cloth-

ing is worn and the angle lying on the back is 170 or 100, if

added effort is given to increasing muscle tension and a binding

strap system is further added to support side expansion of the

chest, this can cause a person's endurance to horizontal over-

weightness to be raised to 20 G and the total action time to be

54 seconds. Furthermore, if at the same time the lying on the

back posture is 100, one breaths pure oxygen and a form fitting

couch is used, then endurance to horizontal overweightness can be

raised to 22 G for 50 seconds and 26.5 G for 8 seconds.

Oe 1..
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Chart 2-23 The Use of Several Types of Protective Measures for
the Human Body to endurance Overweightness

1. Endurance without protection
2. Endurance limit in orbital flight
3. A person's endurance to overweightness when the best

aircraft seat is used
4. A person's endurance when a form fitting couch is used
5. A person's endurance when immersed in water

The striped area on the right side of the chart represents

a person's endurance to the impact of overweightness when the best
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aircraft seat is used.

6. Overweightness (G)
7. 15 minutes
8. 5 minutes
9. 2 minutes

10. 30 seconds
11. 10 seconds
12. 5 seconds
13. 1 second
14. 0.5 seconds
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CHAPTER FIVE

HARMFULNESS OF VIOLENT IMPACT AND AIRFLOW SHOCKS

Section One - Preface

Impact points to the impact of the human body with certain

substances and in most situations is the result of a sudden slow-

ing down from a very high speed. The physiological effect of de-

celeration is overweightness. The special features of impact over-

weightness are that the time is short ( < 0.3 seconds) and the num-

erical value is great. Therefore, the growth rate of overweight-

ness is very high.

Impact is possible in aircraft and spaceships and most often

occurs at the time of accidents. Yet, sometimes, it also occurs

under normal situations. Generally, when an aircraft or space-

ship is landing normally there is a specific level of impact but

the impact is at a level endurable to the human body. In para-

chuting from an aircraft, when the parachute opens and the human

body touches the ground, light impact occurs and when ejecting

from an aircraft, the impact overload is relatively stronger and

can even imperil life. This type of impact is created at great

acceleration. The conditions of several types of frequently ob-

served impact and their overweight values are listed in charts

2-24 to 2-26.
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Chart 2-24 The Overweightness Process of Experimental Ejection

1. Determined value of seat position
2. Determined value of buttocks
3. Overweightness (G)
4. Time (seconds)
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Chart 2-25 When an accident occurs during takeoff or landing

there is a relationship between the numerical values of aircraft

speed, stopping distance and deceleration (overweightness) - (the

numerical value on the curves indicates aircraft speed and the

unit is nautical miles/hour).

1. Aircraft deceleration (G)
2. Stopping distance (feet)
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Chart 2-26 The Impact Overweight Numerical Value. When the Para-
chute Opens at Different Altitudes (Results of Human
Body Model Tests)

A - Nylon parachute with 28 foot diameter used
B - Nylon parachute with 24 foot diameter used

The numbers on the curves indicate the different parachut-

ing altitudes (1,000 feet). Aircraft air speed was fixed at 115

nautical miles/hour.

1. Impact overweightness when parachute opens
2. Air density ratio

Below we will briefly describe the general circumstances of

landing impact and ejected parachute impact.

1. Landing Impact

Generally, when an aircraft or spaceship touches down there

is a light degree of impact. The landing speed of an aircraft is

3 meters/second, impact overweightness when touching down is 38.5 G,

the time is 0.03 seconds and the overweight growth rate if 5,480 G/

second. When landing speed is 6 meters/second and impact overweight-

ness is 40-60 G, the overweight growth rate is 5-8 thousand G/

second. A spaceship's best landing speed is 7-9 meters/second and
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when sometimes it reaches 20-30 meters/second it is necessary to'

observe whether the landing is on the ground or on water as well

as the meteorological conditions. Water can sustain a greater

impact force and therefore the landing speed on water can be

greater. The larger the landing speed, the larger the impact

overweightness and the greater the possibility of harm to the

human body. For this reason, it is best for spaceship landing

speed not to exceed 12.2 meters/second. However, for the human

body the impact of this type of landing speed is quite large.

For safety, besides lowering landing speed as much as possible,

it is also necessary to utilize protective measures, for ex-

ample, the use of a landing cabin, a spring mattress seat and

braking equipment.

2. Ejection and Parachute Impact

When aircraft speed does not exceed 150 kilometers/hour,

a pilot can voluntarily parachute out of an aircraft. When the

speed is over 250 kilometers/hour, parachuting is difficult and

technical training is required to be able to complete it. When

the speed is greater than 400 kilometers/hour, it is impossible

for a pilot to complete parachuting by himself. If he is able

to jump out, there will be the danger of impact with the air-

craft tail. Because of this, it is necessary to use an ejection

system to be able to leave the aircraft. Ejection is the firing

of a shell or rocket from a tube below the seat. odern para-

chuting and ejection equipment have relatively complex automatic

devices so that after the pilot switches the button on, all of

the steps are carried out automatically and this guarantees
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safety. Emergency equipment in modern aircraft should at least be

able to guarantee ejection at an altitude below 25,000 meters

and at an air speed of 300-1,200 kilometers/hour. Yet, up to now,

there have been many accidents in ejection and parachuting that

have resulted in injury and death. This is not a problem in en-

gineering technology but most are due to human errors. Based on

statistics from many countries, the rate of occurence of para-

chuting and ejection injuries is 10-30%. The injuries are mainly

due to impact overweightness. Therefore, impact and protection

against it are very important problems for safety in ejection

and parachuting.

The ejection and parachuting process can be divided into

the following several stages: (1) emergency preparations in air-

craft; (2) ejection from an aircraft. (3) free fall before the

parachute opens; (4) parachute opens; (5) falling with parachute;

(6) touching ground. In stage (2), deceleration impact and air-

flow impact are sustained when ejecting, in stage (3) there is

the possibility of going into high speed rotation or somersaults.

In stages (4) and (5), it is also possible to encounter impact,

that is the impact of the parachute opening and the impact at the

moment when touching down on the ground. In the stages that have

impact overweightness and rotation and somersaults, a person's

physiological reactions are more violent and there is the hiah-

est chance of danger. Chart 2-27 shows the changing process of

the heart rate and respiration rate when parachuting.

It can be seen from chart 2-27 that in periods '.and D, the

action of shock overweightness causes the heart rate and respira-

tion rate to rise.
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Chart 2-27 Heart Rate (a) and Respiration Rate (b) in the

Ejection and Parachuting Processes

1. Comparative values when sitting normally
2. Numerical value when sittinc in an aircraft
3. Numerical value when parachuting
4. Numerical value in free fall
5. Numerical value when parachute opens
6. Numerical value when falling with parachute
7. Numerical value when landing
8. Numerical value after landing
9. Heart rate (times/minute)

10. Respiration rate (times/minute)

The main dangers in ejection and parachuting are:

(1) the impact injury when ejecting or leaving an
aircraft;

(2) impact overweightness and airflow shock injuries
when ejecting: if it is raining when one is
ejecting it is also possible to be harmed by
raindrops;

(3) injuries from the impact of a parachute opening
(because in free fall when the human body gains
a great deal of speed and suddenly there is de-
celeration from the parachute openingF impact
overweightness can occur;
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(4) injuries from landing impact

To avoid the last of these types of impact injuries, the

most suitable landing posture should be adopted. Chart 2-28 shows

several good and bad postures for parachute landing.

Chart 2-28 Good Posture (1) and Bad Postures (2-6) For Parachute
Landing

(1) Good posture
(2) Too relaxed
(3) Too tense and too vertical
(4) Foot touches the ground
(5) Feet separated and shaking
(6) Standing erect touching the ground

[Note]: In the chart +.indicates the impact injury is
produced.

Another problem to pay attention to is that the body is an

elastic system and has elastic dynamic reactions. Therefore, an

impact overweightness even greater than the seat is often vro-

duced during ejection. This is called "overweightness surpassed".

when using an elastic seat cushion, this overweightness surpassed

phenomenon is even more severe and the curves shown in chart 2-29
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are the observed results of certain of these phenomena. In the

chart, the solid line area is greater than that of the dotted

line and so is the "overweightness surpassed". Overweightness in

the ejection process which surpasses human body endurance,

is one reason for injuries.

Chart 2-29 The Impact Overweightness Measured from a Subject's
Shoulder (1) and Seat (2) in a Downward Ejection
Test

3. Impact overweightness (G)
4. Time (seconds)

Section Two Head Impact Injury and Endurance

The harm of impact to the human body and its action area,

direction and time as well as the person's posture are all re-

lated. When a person is seated, the danger of head impact is

greatest. The harm of impact to the human body is determined by

the numerical value (the unit is G) and time (seconds) of impact

overweightness. When impact is less than 1 millisecond, the limit

of head endurance (which does not cause the skull to crack) is

300-400 G. Yet, the head can only endure 70-80 C when impact

lasts 30-40 seconds. When greater than this value there can be
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cracking of the head. Commonly observed impact time is 3-4

milliseconds and the skull's effective endurance load is 100 G.

If there is no skull cracking when the head sustains im-

pact a series of pathological symptoms can be produced because

of a cerebral concussion which is due to violent shifts of the

brain in the skull. Endurance to head impact cerebral concus-

sions is related to the natural concussion period of the human

brain.

Head impact injuries are not only determined by the size

of impact force and the time and course of the impact, but they

also depend on the impact area and the shape of the impact sub-

stance. For example, a pointed object can stab into the skull

with little impact and become a dangerous injury. Impact injur-

ies by smooth and relatively large objects are smaller. If rein-

forced plate glass is in front of the face, when the head col-

lides with the plate glass this can cause the glass to smash

and the head to go through to the outside of the window. This can

possibly cause no injury or perhaps just a small injury. However,

if the head collides with relatively thin plate glass, this can

cause the head to go into the smashed glass wherein the glass

pieces will cut and draw blood from the soft tissues in the head,

face and neck.

To estimate the force (overweight threshold value) which

caused a serious head impact injury, we could not directly use

people for testing. Because of this, we could only obtain refer-

ence numerical values from impact accident cases that had al-

ready happened. Some ten people have shown temporary loss of
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consciousness after impact but did not suffer any serious injury.

When the patients were examined, it was discovered that they had

suffered the impact of an object 3-5 centimeters in diameter and

that its impact overweightness was between 115-450 G. Because

they had already come close to a serious injury, the above men-

tioned numerical value could act as a reference for the serious

harm created by head impact. Chart 2-30 is an illustrated invest-

igative summary of 3,000 cases of cerebral concussion. The re-

lationship of their initial and later symptoms and the force of

the impact are really worth consulting. In the chart, V is the

impact speed (meters/second); the black areas in the middle of

the circles indicate the patient's condition; the obliaue line

areas indicate that the patient's condition is not good; the

blank areas show that the condition is good. The skull drawings

show the injured areas and the number outside the circles indic-

ate the percentage each of the various injuries occupies.
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Prior to head impact reaching serious injury, there is

usually the feeling of not being able to endure the impact.

Because of this, the major endurance limit of head impact is

much lower than the threshold value of a serious injury. Table

2-14 shows the major endurance limit of the head impact (when

wearing a helmet) when a hammer is used to hit the head. It can

be seen from the table that the major endurance limit of a
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person's head to local impact is about 20 G and the overweight

qrowth rate is 3,500 - 5,600 G/second. The major limitations to

endurance are local contussions and pains, neck tie area pains

and general discomfort. The secondary limitations are cervical

vertebra pains and general head pains.

a tI"1 11.7 1.5 1.7

54 57 51 44

SNd (G) 23 22 20 18

W A(GI 4800 5600 3500 3700

Table 2-14 Major Endurance Limitations of Human Head Area
(Wearing a Helmet) to Impact

1. Top impact
2. Front impact
3. Side impact
4. Back Impact
5. Impact speed (meters/second)
6. Impact force (kilograms, centimeters)
7. Impact cverweightness (G)
8. Impact overweightness growth rate (G/second)

Section Three General Injuries of Impact on the Whole Body

The physiological effects of impact on the whole body are

injuries caused by violent impact and occur mainly in the heart,

musculoskeletal system. Its main symptoms are acute pains in the

heart and chest-abdominal area, headaches and muscle and joint

pains in the neck, heels and knees. Clinical examinations have

expanded this to fractures, muscle and skin injuries, blood spots,

muscle tension and weakness, heart and intracranial hemorrhaging,

cerebral shaking and even shock and death. Under relativelv light

impact, the heart rate and respiration rate quicken and under
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severe impact these rates lower or weaken. The heart shifts

which occur during impact are also important physiological

reactions.

Table 15 summarizes the symptoms and physiological effects

of impact on the whole body and thus shows the general picture

of the physiological effects of impact on the whole bOody.
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Table 2-15 Physiological Effects and Symptoms of Impact on the
Whole Body

1. Test equipment
2. Impact overweightness conditions
3. Overweightness direction
4. Peak value of overweightness (G)
5. Overweightness growth rate (G)
6. Action time (seconds)
7. Symptoms
8. Sunken tower
9. Swinging

10. Foot . head
11. Horizontal
12. Head area 17.2
13. Head area 18.8
14. Head area 21
15. Speed changes
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16. Abdomenal area 4-22
17. Largest 1,950
18. Average 850
19. Largest 5,080
20. Average 1,230
21. Largest 2,060
22. Average 872
23. 2.44 meters/second
24. Light pain at the top of the head, no other

symptoms
25. Acute pains in shoulder area, yet they immed-

iately disappear: after impact, movements are
normal, there is full consciousness, electro-
cardiogram sinus tachvcardia

26. Pains in the forehead, right oblique muscles,
left ear upper skull and neck area and elbow
skin injury

27. Chills, headaches, shank muscle pains, pains
below sternum, spreading pains, no serious
injury

28. Sudden acute forehead pains and sharp pains
in the buttocks disappear 15 seconds after
impact. There are no movement obstructions,
electrocardiogram sinus tachycardia

29. Relatively large discomfort in buttock area,
when descending there is the feeling that the
buttocks are rising, when there is impact
there is the feeling of the buttocks collid-
ing with a hard object, after impact move-
ment is good, there is full consciousness and
electrocardiogram sinus tachycardia

30. Blood in the urine continues for one month
31. Sharp pains in shank and torso, there some-

times appear temporary pains below the sternum
and pains in the back of the head; the liver
shifts 4 centimeters and approaches major en-
durance limit

32. Pains in abdominal area and digestive tract

Section Four Injury and Endurance of Vertical Impact on the Whole

Body

Vertical impact on the whole body during ejection, when the

parachute opens and landing is relatively had, there is size-

able injury to the vertebra and the after effects are quite

severe. Using ejection as a basis for analysis, the occurence

rate of vertebra injury reaches to about 43% and most of the
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injuries are to the vertebra in the lower thoracic area. For

the relationship of acceleration speed and its action time

causing vertebra injury, see chart 2-31.

201 . '. .- . • . . '. .°

:,.. .........,'...",

I .._ . , ,

10

Chart 2-31 Static Endurance (the right side of ) and Dynamic

Endurance (the left side of ) of the Human Vertebra

In the chart, the black spotted area indicates non-endurance.

1. Impact overweightness (G)
2. Time (seconds)

Endurance to vertical impact is closely related to a per-

son's posture. The situation is shown in chart 2-32. This chart

can be viewed as the safety endurance limit of a person falling

in a seated posture. In the chart, the black area is the impact

overweightness numerical value and the oblique line area is the

determined impact overweightness numerical value of the shoulder

area. The endurance limitations are: (1) severe pains (chest

vertebra, head, adbomenal area); (2) shock Cmedium to heavy deareel.
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Chart 2-32 Endurance to Vertical Impact in a Seated Posture
(Seated in a Hard Chair)

1. Impact overweightness (G)
2. Time (seconds)

Most of the cases of injuries sustained in high altitude

falling occured in the feet, buttocks and head area upon touch-

ing down on the ground and these injuries were relatively ser-

ious. The injuries sustained in the hands, knees and side of the

body upon touching down were relatively light and injuries suf-

fered from falling on the back were smallest in number.

Chart 2-33 shows that the endurance limit and injury thres-

hold value of impact overweightness when ejecting upwards can

offer a precise safety range and reference for engineering

design.
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Chart 2-33 Endurance and Safety Range of a Person to Upward
Ejection Overweightness During Ejection

1. Overweightness (G)
2. Time (seconds)
3. 1,500 G/second
4. Collapse and death
5. Injury area
6. 1,000 G/second
7. Safety area

Why is endurance to vertical impact closely related to the

posture of the human body? There are two major reasons:

(1) overweightness is closely related to the body's
physiological effects and oosture which has
already been detailed in chapter two;

(2) the vertebra's ability to sustain impact is
closely related to the posture of the torso

The normal state of the vertebra is not perfectly straight

but is double curved. Because of this, when there is up to down

action on the vertebra, there are differences in the sustained

force on each of its sections. When the sustained force is larqe

it is easy to suffer injury and in weak places, even if the sus-

tained force is equal, it is still easy to suffer injury. When

the vertebra is in an erect posture, the greatest impact area is
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on the vertebra and this can sustain the greatest force. Even

if there is 30 G overweightness with a growth rate of 500 G/

second, there will still be no injury. On the contrary, if the

body bends forward and causes the vertebra to be arched, then

9-14 G overweightness with a growth rate smaller than 500 G/

second can cause sphenocracks in the first and second lumbar

vertebra. The lumbar vertebra inclines forward and when the

front edge of the vertebra is subjected to a concentration of

negative overweightness, fractures occur.

If the posture is suitable and there is also solid helmet

equipment and shoulder straps, then a person can endure 33 G im-

pact overweightness with a growth rate of 500 G/second. For ab-

solute safety, jet fighter upward ejection cannot exceed 20 G

and actio, time is limited to within 0.1-0.2 seconds. The qreat-

est overweightness for downward ejection when the growth rate is

200 G/seconds cannot exceed 10 G. Supersonic aircraft use rocket

ejection or rocket and shell combined and the action time is

extended to over 0.25 seconds. Because of this, the highest

endurable G value can decrease so that the limit for upward

ejection can be 18 G/0.25 seconds. when rocket ejection is used,

the G value growth rate is relatively slow and therefore the peak

value of endurance to overweightness does not necessarily de-

crease. However, there is still no final solution to this problem.

Upward ejection most easily causes vertebra injury and

therefore past research has concentrated on how to strengthen

vertebra erectness and cause the head to be fixed. The seat bind-

ing strap systems in modern supersonic jets are all for the
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purpose of fixing the body, head and feet so as to raise endur-

ance to ejection and to avoid injury. Besides demanding safety

and unobstructed ejection movement, people have also researched

automatic shoulder straps and elastic seat cushions, attempted

to make the upper body erect and shifted the buttocks back in

order to raise endurance.

Downward ejection is used in different places in large

scale jet bombers and transport planes. Downward ejection is not

limited by wing altitude and therefore ejection power can be re-

latively small. Only because blood shifts can cause the head to

fill up with blood, bring about carotid sinus reflex and easily

cause coma, the highest G number must not exceed 10 G (presum-

ing the action time reaches 0.5 seconds). If it does, then there

is the danger of red vision and loss of consciousness.

Section Five The Effect of and Endurance to Horizontal Impact

Endurance to horizontal impact on the whole body is hiqher

than endurance to longitudinal (vertical) impact and it is also

greater than the body's endurance to horizontal overweightness.

When an aircraft or spaceship collides with an object, when the

human body carries out horizontal ejection and when a spaceship

returns and opens its parachute, there are the possibilities of

encountering horizontal impact. The illustrations in charts

2-34 and 2-35 show the endurance to horizontal impact.
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Chart 2-34 The Endurance Range to Chest Back Overweightness
in a Seated Posture (Based on Rocket Test Results)

A. Deceleration growth rate
B. G peak value
C. Action time

Data on injury and death is based on the results of tests

on large Animals.

I. Death area
A 5,000 G/second

C =1-5 seconds

B 200. G

II. area
A = 5,000 G/second

B = 60 G
C = 1-5 seconds

III. Endurance limit
(1) A = 5,000 G/second

B = 40 G
C = 0.15 seconds

(2) A = 600 G/second
B = 50 G
C = 0.25 seconds

(3) A = 1,000 G/second
B = 25 G
C = 1.0 seconds

4. Back - chest overweightness

(150)
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When in a Seated Posture (In the Chart, Data on
Injury and Death is Based on Inferences from Rocket

Tests on Animals)

A. Deceleration growth rate
B. G peak value
C. Action time

I. Endurance limit
A = 1,600 G/second
B =40 G
C = 0.25 seconds

II. Injury area
A = 5,000 G/second
B =90 G
C = 0.1 - 0.5 seconds

III. Death area
A = 5,000 G/second
B = 200 G

4. Back - chest overweightness

Generally speaking, when impact is greater than 50 G, the

growth rate exceeds 500 G/second and the action time is longer
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0.25 seconds. This can cause a large or small amount of injury

symptoms and indicates that the highest endurance limit has al-

ready been surpassed. However, when impact is 40 G with a growth

rate of 500 G/second and action time is less than 0.2 seconds,

this can be viewed as the greatest endurance limit to horizontal

impact overweightness and therefore the safety range is below

this limit.

At the low speeds of common safe landings and lateral

ejections, overweightness is below this endurance limit. Based on

the rules of landing after parachuting from an aircraft, landing

speed cannot exceed 6 meters/second and lifesaving bag and

spaceship landing speed cannot exceed 8 meters/second. The latter

two both have cushion shockproof equipment and, therefore, if

this type of landing speed is used and the deceleration G number

is very low, landing is completely safe.

Simulated aircraft and spaceship tests on landing impact

have shown that when the descending landing speed of an aircraft

or spaceship is below 6 meters/second, then there will not be

any bodily threat no matter what the impact. With the use of a

form fitting couch, endurance is even higher. With good binding

strap protection a person can very well sustain longitudinal

impact overweightness of 15 G and horizontal impact overweight-

ness of 60 G with an action time of 0.05 seconds.

Section Six Protection Against Impact

1. Helmet Protection

A helmet is a good assurance for protection against
skull fractures
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Firstly, the use of a helmet can distribute the impact

":ad to a greater surface area so as to avoid the concentration

of the load. Secondly, it can, as far as possible, extend the

ime 3f the impact thus lowering the transmitted neack value

force. The first use mentioned above makes use of the hardness

-f the helmet's outer shell and the second makes use of the soft

-ishcn on the inside of the helmet. However, the limitation of

:,e ize _f the helmet does not allow the impact time to extend

-,er 0 milliseconds. Because of this, the use of a helmet

is stil unable to completely prevent cerebral oscillation.

Binding straps should be used for the prevention of cerebral

-osiiiaion. This decreases the head angle shift during impact.

Zee Figure 2-36 for the circumstances of different types of

imta-t to the head.

) (6) (a) ()

(1) (2) (3)

Fig. 2-36 Different types of impacts (a and b are subtypes)

i - Sharp object strikes head; 2 - Flat object

strikes head; 3 - Undergoing collision when

overweight, headt not impacting.

Fiure 2- 36 shows under type (1) impact conditions, the better -he

quality of the helmet, the better the effect of protection.

zecause impact force equals quality X acceleration, the more the

4uality is increased, the more the acceleration value ratio

shrinks; under b of type (2) impact, the heavier the helmet, the

..cre beneficial it is. This is because the heavier the helmet the

more beneficial it is in chLinging the shape of the impact cbject.
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Yet, if the helmet's changed shape threshold value is lower

than the impact object's changed shape threshold value, this

will create injury. When a of type (2) impact is under the same

impact acceleration (assuming the form of the impact object can-

not be molded), the greater the helmet quality, then the greater

the impact force on the helmet. This is because the auality of

the helmet is combined with the weight of the person's neck.

Under type (3) impact conditions (including a and b) an increase

in helmet weight can cause larger injury. This is because under

similar collision acceleration, the greater the helmet quality

the greater the force on the joining area of the torso and neck.

At this time, it is easy to incur injuries caused by excessive

stretching of the neck.

Another problem worthy of attention in the field of

helmet design is that the helmet should have a device to prevent

it from falling off. This is because in ejection or falling ac-

cidents, there are many occurences of the helmet falling off

which is mainly due to the kinetic action of ejection and the

violent tumbling in air. Thus, if the helmet is not tied tightly

beforehand, it falls off easily.

In helmet design, aside from the need to consider its pro-

tective capabilities, it is also necessary to consider its effect

on control. For example, a person's head can endure a weiaht of

1.8 - 2.3 kilograms for several hours (assuming the pressure is

even and there is no pressure point) without sensing any pain.

If the weight is increased, the head will feel pain and operation

movements will be effected. If the distribution of the force is
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not even, then even if the pressure point is not too heavy, under

several hours of sustained weight there will be feelings of dis-

comfort. If the weight of the helmet exceeds 1.8 - 2.3 kilograms

and is used for more than several hours, the head and neck can

feel tired and sore.

2. Elastic Seat, Binding Straps and Form Fitting Couch

When a person sits on an elastic seat, endurance to impact

can be noticeably raised. The effects of a foamed plastic or foam

rubber soft cushion are relatively good.

The use of an appropriate binding strap system can prevent

internal organ shifts and lighten limb impact injuries. Chart

2-37 shows several examples of the use of binding straps to raise

the human body's endurance to impact overweightness.

(a) (b) (e)

Chart 2-37 Three Types of Binding Strap Models for Fixing a
Person in a Chair

a. shoulder straps and waist straps connected
b. shoulder straps, waist straps and leg straps

connected
c. shoulder strps, chest straps, waist straps and

leg straps connecte

One of the major reasons for vertebra injury during ejec-

tion is that the person's head and body are bent forward.
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Therefore, the binding strap desijFn should consider the use of

relatively tight shoulder straps and a back of a chair that re-

clines backwards to decrease this type of injury.

A form fitting couch which should be used in a spaceship

is a relatively advantageous type of anti-impact eauipment - see

chart 2-22. It uses form fitting for the back area and a soft

cushion with straps for the chest. A forward inclined posture of

550 above the horizontal level is used for the head and hindina

straps are used to fix it in place. Chart 2-37 which shows three

types of binding strap models for fixing a person in a chair can

be used for a form fitting couch but naturally it is necessary to

make suitable adjustments. The protective effects of a form fitting

couch are better than simple straps. The use of a 7.5 centimeter

thick form fitting soft cushion is better than one that is 2.5

centimeters thick.

3. Suitable Postures

Man's endurance to horizontal overweightness is relatively

high and his endurance to longitudinal overweightness is relatively

low. This has already been discussed. In aircraft and spaceship

design, the possibility of large impact to a person's transverse

axis should be considered. The design of binding straps should

take into consideration the possibility of correcting bad postures

during impact so as to raise endurance.

4. Anti-Impact Equipment and Measures

To avoid the human body culliding with equipment in aircraft

and spaceships, necessary measures must be considered for the
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design structure so as to avoid a person's head and face colliding

with pointed objects.

Section Seven Airflow Shock

When a person is flying at high speed in the atmosphere, if

they are suddenly ejected or parachute from the aircraft, they

sustain airflow shock. The pressure of airflow shock is called

"shock pressure" or "speed pressure" and can be calculated by the

following formula:

In the formula, Q is the shock pressure, Pis the medium (air)

density and v is the medium (air) correct velocity.

Because of the different air densities at different alti-

tudes, there are also differences in airflow shock pressure. For

the different airflow shock pressures sustained by man when

leaving an aircraft at different altitudes and speeds see table

2-16. Calculating from formula (1) and the data listed in the

table, the following conclusions can be drawn: at an altitude

above 12 kilometers, when a person ejects from an aircraft or

spaceship at a flight speed of 2.4 M (speed of sound), sustained

2
area on a person is 0.9 meters , then the initial shock pressure

is 6 tons. Assuming the weight of the human body after eouipment

is added is 162 kilograms, sustained weight is ecrual to 33.3 G.

This type of shock overweightness decreases to under 5 G in about

1.5 seconds which is to say that it is equal to ten times tlie

overweight value during a collision accident.
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100-200 0.05 0.02

300 024 0.10

600 1.21 0.54

600 1.74 1.06

900 3.09 1.55

lOnO 4.76 2.90

1200 6.94 4.85

1300 8.15

1400 9.45

1500 10.9

2000 19.3 8.00

Table 2-16 Airflow Shock Pressure When Leaving an Aircraft at
Different Flight Speeds

1. Flight speed (kilometers/hour) 2
2. Airflow shock pressure (tons/meter
3. Active pressure on human body (tons)

The major injuries of airflow shock pressure to the human

body are in the head and there are sprains, fractures and dis-

locations of the four limbs when binding straps are not used.

There is also tearing and bleeding sustained by soft surface tissues

such as in the nose and mouth when there is very strong airflow.

When airflow strength is greater than respiration power, air can

charge straight into the nose and mouth and proceed to cause lunq

and stomach injury, especially the ripping of blood vessels. A

pilot's individual equipment can also be blown away by the hiqh

speed airflow shock. Generally speaking, when the speed is 550

kilometers per hour and the airflow shock speed pressure is below

21,400 kilograms/meter , this causes the forehead and face to

change in shape and at 600 kilometers per hour with the airflow

speed pressure above 1,700 kilograms/meter 2 , there is pain in the

forehead and face and the chest feels pressurized. Airflow speed
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pressure of about 2,600 kilograms/meter 2 (740-750 kilometers/

hour) causes light injury to the head. Without any protection,

when the speed is 750-800 kilometers/hour and airflow speed

2pressure is above 3,000 kilograms/meter , shock to the face

causes cracking, hemorrhaging and extravasated blood. Speeds of

1,100 kilometers/hour and speed pressure above 5,600-5,800 kilo-

grams/meter 2 can cause bone fractures and dislocations and in-

juries to the internal organs (lungs, stomach etc.). Speeds of

740 kilometers/hour and airflow shock speed pressure above 2,600

kilograms/meter 2 can generally cause loss of motor abilities.

2able 2-17 summarizes the effects of airflow shock on the human

body and chart 2-38 shows the endurance of the human body to

airflow shock superpressure.

Table 2-17. The effects of airflow shock on the human bcd,

a EE
850-900 to00lfo t 44f ff~I:P!t 2%tEAfWfC.

0 0 , E$tytpiq' Q T FA EU it

3.50. *- , . K .a. A 1e .W
dp* 81 t i .

SUB, xiih-* UEMR. 14%tt3as, dd*M~f,

Table 2-17 (Key, next page)
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1. Speed
2. velocity pressure
3. Symptoms
4. 850-900 (kilometers/hour)2)
5. 170-180 (grams/centimeter2
6. 260-280 (grams/Tntimeter
7. 3.5 (tons/meter 2)
8. 4.0, 5.2 (tons/Teter
9. 5.5 (tons/meter2 )

10. 6.2 (tons/meter)
11. Within a short period of time respiration stops

and there are usually electrocardiogram sinus
cardiac rhythm changes. Airflow action directly
on the head, face and upper and lower limbs is
the most harmful

12. Lower limb injuries
13. Soft tissues in the hand are injured
14. Approaches a person's major endurance limit
15. There is no appearance of injury, but there is

severe discomfort. The heart rate auickens,
the electrical axis of the heart shifts and
blood pressure rises, suffocation, purple spots
on the limbs, the eyeballs become red, the leg
pressure load is very large, leg pains and move-
ments are limit

16. After testing, the face becomes red and later
becomes white and purple, there is respiratory
asthma (once every 5-8 seconds), the two eves
protrude and there are blood spots in the upper
and lower conjunctiva, blood bubbles outside the
upper left eyelid and oedema around the eve.
Within a short time after testing, it was stated
that only light spots could be seen, peripheral
vision was reddish brown and it was difficult to
open the eyelids. Muscles and bones were weak
and it was difficult to maintain body weight.
Sometimes there occurs unclaritv of consciousness,
headaches and nosebleeds. There is odema in the
face, nose, chest, shoulders and leqs, the
shoulders and legs show bruises and purple spots,
motor ability is greatly weakened, the pulse and
respiration become weaker, body temperature
drops and blood pressure reaches the shock level.

17. After tests, the conjunctiva hemorrhaged, there
was deep shock and 18 hours later the symptoms
became serious so that it was necessary to be
hospitalized for six months
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1. Peak value of superpressure (pounds/inch2

2. Superpressure time (seconds)

In chart 2-38, the section below the grey area is the

safety zone. The left border of the grey area follows the lenqth-

ening of superpressure growth time (superpressure growth speed

becomes slower) and shifts to the right as shown by the dotted

line in the chart. Curve 1 indicates that superpressure growth

time is several tens of microseconds, curves 2,3 and 4 separately

indicate that following the lengthening of superpressure growth

time, the endurance range has a great tendency to shift towards

the left.

Modern ejection equipment has suitable guards, shock wave

poles and face masks to prevent or lighten airflow shock or a

small ejection cabin wherein the cabin and person are ejected

together or the aircraft airshield and person are ejected to-

gether as a shield to the human body, or a spacesuit and good

binding strap system are used to fasten the hands, feet and torso.

Chart 2-39 is a type of ejection seat euipped with a shock wave

pole.
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Chart 2-39 A Type of Ejection Seat Equipped with a Shock Wave
Pole (Uses a Partially Deflected Airflow)
1. Shock wave pole

2. Airflow direction

Aside from this, some are designed with a decormosition (ejection)

cabin so that when there is an accident the cabin and aircraft

blow apart and thus the aircraft is allowed to fall and the cabin

safely lands by means of a parachute. Some people think that this

design is excellent and should be used in civilian transports.
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CHAPTER SIX

HUMAN BODY REACTION TO VIBRATION

Section One Preface

From the point of view of physics, vibration is a type of

periodic acceleration and deceleration and a type of specially

shaped gravitational change. The action of vibration on the human

body can be divided into local vibrations and whole body vibra-

tions.

Local vibrations occur mainly in vibratinq implements con-

trolled by the hands (for example, the bit used in a large elect-

ric drill). Early, at the end of the nineteenth century, there

were people who wrote about a type of hand occupational disease

caused by long term use of vibrating implements. The symptoms

were that the fingertips became white or purple, shook, became

numb and burned. This especially appeared when it was cold and

was called Raynaud's symptom. There are three general cateaories

of hand and arm vibration disease:

(1) tension changes in the blood vessels;
(2) wrist and palm decalcification, as well as shoulder,

elbow and wrist arthritis;
(3) injury to soft tissues such as tendon contraction and

thickening and the formation of cysts as well as ulna
nerve injury

The above symptoms often occur when operating vibrating

machines and implements and coldness of the whole bodv typicallv

precedes it.
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Aircraft workers use more high speed revolving implements whose

resonant peak frequency is 166-833 cycles/second. There are

differences between local hand vibration diseases caused by this

and the symptoms mentioned above - the hand is often seen to be

swollen and red. It is different from Raynaud's symptom and does

not necessarily occur after feeling cold.

The more significant vibrations in aircraft and spaceships

are whole body vibrations, not local vibrations. The hiahest

section of vibrational energy lies in the low frequency range of

under 200 cycles/second, especially vibrations of 1-10 cycles/

second. This often has a greater effect on the human bodv. Chart

2-40 shows the frequency and strength of vibrations during launch.

Because low frequency whole body vibrations in aircraft and

spaceships have a greater effect, this book focuses its narration

on the effect of low frequency vibration on the whole body and

the problem of protection against it while devoting less atten-

tion to local vibration

Vibrations act as a physical stimulant which includes fre-

quency and amplitude. The former is the number of vibrations per

second and is indicated by cycles/second or hertz and the latter

is the vertical distance of the highest and lowest points in a

sine vibration wave which is represented by the distance of the

point away from the center between the two extremes. This is

called peak - peak amplitude or double peak amplitude and is

measured in millimeters. Vibration force is determined by vibra-

tion size and acceleration amplitude (uses G for measurement).
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Chart 2-41 uses a linear graph to show the relation of the

vibration frequency shift amplitude and acceleration amplitude

in a sine vibration system.

Example: The dotted line in chart 2-41 indicates that the

vibration frequency is 6 cycles/second and when its shift ampli-

tude is 1 inch (semi-wave amplitude), the acceleration amplitude

is 4 G. If we use a straight line to join the two points of a

frequency of 6 cycles/second and a shift amplitude of 1 inch,

the coordinate intersecting line is the acceleration amplitude

numerical value.

The human body is an elastic system so that the physio-

logical effects of different frequency vibrations are different

and there is a noticeable effect of vibration direction on the

body's physiological effects. Based on this, when explaining the

effects of vibration on the human body it is necessary to cite

its direction; when vibration is parallel with the head - foot

axis it is called vertical vibration; when parallel with the

chest - back axis it is called horizontal vibration; when oaral-

lel with the right - left axis it is called lateral vibration.
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2 Vibration Frequency of a Rocket

1. The first, second and third stages of a rocket are

combined- model no. I has longitudinal vibration; model no. 3

has lateral vibration; model no. 2 has lateral vibration; model

no. 2 has lateral vibration.

2.The second and third stages of a rocket: model no. 2

has longitudinal vibration; model no. 2 has lateral vibration;

model no. 1 has lateral vibration.

3. The third stage of a rocket: model no. 1 has lateral

vibration.

4. Frequency (cycles/second)
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Chart 2-41 The Relation of Sine Vibration Frecruency, Acceler-
ation Amplitude and Shift Amplitude

1. Vibration frequency (cycle/second)
2. Acceleration amplitude (G)
3. Shift amplitude (inches) - (half of peak-

peak amplitude)

Section Two Human Body Vibration Transmission

The human body possesses elastic tissues which can be

regarded as a elastomer for vibration reactions. The simplest

elastomer is the so-called single particle -spring system re-

sembling the one shown in chart 2-41. It includes a particle

(mass is m), a spring (elastic constant is k) and the damping

constant is C. When different human bodies are in a single part-

icle-spring system or in a multi-weight particle-spring system,

we can only approximate in using chart 2-42 to describe it.
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To simplify this, in practice we often use the single particle-

spring system shown in chart 2-43 for analogy. This is generally

acknowledged but no doubt has its flaws.

Because the human body resembles an elastic system, there

is a special relation between the vibration frequency of an ob-

ject (i.e. a chair) and the transmission of vibration power in

the human body and vibration of the human body. Because of this,

the active strength of vibration on the human body is not only

determined by the strength of the vibration itself but also

depends on the body's vibration characteristics and the size of

the transmission force of different vibration frequencies in the

human body. If vibrations of similar strength are harmonious

with the resonant frequency of the human body then their trans-

mission power in the human body will be much stronger than other

frequencies. The effects on the human body produced from this

will also be stronger. Charts 2-44 to 2-46 separately show the

calculated results of vibration transmission of the body in

vertical, longitudinal axis and seated postures.

These charts show that when the whole body is vertical and

vibration is in 4-8 cycle/second frequency, there is the greatest

resonant peak which is called the first resonant peak. The vibra-

tions of this frequency have the greatest transmission in the

human body. There are two relatively small resonant peaks in the

10-12 cycles/second and 20-25 cycles/second range and are separ-

ately called the second and third resonant peaks. They also have

relatively large transmission in the human body.
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The first resonant peak is mainly determined by chest

measurement resonance and it has the greatest effect on the

internal organs in the chest. The second resonant peak is deter-

mined by abdominal area internal organ resonance and its effect

on the internal organs in the abdominal area is relatively large.

P C

Single narticle-spring system

Chart 2-42 Seat or Vibro-Bench

1. Human body particle m
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Chart 2-43 Multi-Weight Particle-Sprinq System

1. Arm and shoulder system
2. Vertebra spring
3. Head
4. Chest and abdominal system
5. Pelvis
6. Leg
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Chart 2-44 The Peak-Peak Shift Amplitude Ratio of the Head (1),
Shoulder (2) and Vibro-Bench When Starting Erect
(Verticle Vibration)

In the top chart, the shift amplitude of the virbro-

bench is 100 and in the bottom chart the shoulder amplitude is 100.

1. Amplitude ratio
2. Vibration frequencv (cycles/second)
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Chart 2-45 The Transmission Coefficient of Human Body Longi-

tudinal Axis Vibrations

Line 1 - Vibration transmission coefficient
Line 2 - Phase Angle

1. Vibration transmission coefficient (abdominal
wall acceleration ) (vibro-bench acceleration)

2. Phase angle (degrees)
3. Vibration frequency (cycles/second)
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Chart 2-46 Vibration Transmission Factor T^Then in a Seated
Posture (Vertical vibration)

Line 1 - Head-buttocks transmission factor
Line 2 - Buttocks/seat transmission factor

Key-cont.4nued next page
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Line 3 - Head/seat transmission factor

A - Chest measurement and chest muscle discomfort
B - Unclear vision and abdominal area discomfort
C - Unclear vision

4. Human body vibration transmission factor wh'en in
a seated posture (% G)

5. Frequency (cycles/second)
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Chart 2-47 Relation of Human Body Vibration (Horizontal)
Transmission Coefficient and Overweight
Numerical Value

1. Human body vibration (horizontal) transmission
coefficient

2. Vibration frequency (cycles/second)

The above represents the situation under normal gravita-

tion on the earth's surface. If gravity is increased then there

can be shifts of the human body's resonant peak. Followina the

increases of overweightness, the resonant peak has a tendency

to shift towards a relatively high frequency. Under 5 G positive

overweightness, the human body's first resonant peak can shift

from 4-8 cycles/second to 12 cycles/second. It can be seen from

the curves in chart 2-47 that the greater the overweight numer-

ical value the more the resonant peak frequency shifts towards a
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high frequency direction.

When the human body sustains vibrations in different dir-

ections, besides vibrations produced in the above mentioned dir-

ection, vibrations can also occur in the other directions. For

example, when vibrations are sustained by a person in a standing

or seated posture, the head can produce elliptical movements

which is indicated by the existence of the upper and lower vibra-

tion components. This is explained by the simplified recordings

in chart 2-48. When low frequency vibrations are below 5 cycles/

second, the higher the vibration frequency, the more the head

tends to move vertically. When horizontal vibrations are 4-5

cycles/second, head movements seem to become vertical, It can be

seen from chart 2-48 that when vibrations are 1 cycle/second,

the head basically has horizontal movement. When vibration fre-

quency gradually increases, head vibrations tend more and more

towards vertical vibration.
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Chart 2-48 Elliptical Vibrations of the Head When There are
Horizontal Vibrations

The numbers in the chart are the vibration frequencies

(cycles/second)

1. Vibro-bench

The above discusses resonance in the who e body when it is

vibrating. Under whole body vibration, there is also local reson-

ance. Resonance frequency of the chest-abdomen internal organs

are separated into 4-8 cycles/second and 10-12 cycles/second. The

spinal column is 30 cycles/second, resonant frequency of the eyes

is 18-50 cycles/second, the head is 2-30 and 500-1,000 cycles/

second, the hands are 30-40 cycles/second, the nervous system is

2750 cycles/second, the sinus cavity, nose and throat are

1,000-1 ,500 cycles/secona and the resonant frequency of the

ipper and lower 4aw are 6-8 cycles/second.
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After vibrations are transmitted by the bones and diffused,

sometimes the lever action of the bones causes amplitude enlarge-

ment or shrinkage in certain parts of the human body. If low fre-

quency and high high amplitude vibrations are greater than the

body's contact area, this can often effect individual organs and

the whole body. When there are less than 3 cycles/second fre-

quency and over 0.5 centimeter amplitude vibrations, this can

effect the whole body. When the vibration center is in the lumbar

vertebra and the body shakes, head shaking is greater than that of

the lumbar vertebra. When the vibration contact surface is on the

bottom of the feet, in a seated posture, vibration is not trans-

mitted to the torso or when it is, the amplitude is already very

small.

Section Three Reception and Major Symptoms of Vibrations

1. Local Vibration Feelings

People can only produce vibration feelings when vibrations

are 10-1,500 cycles/second. When vibrations are lower than this,

a single stabbing feeling is perceived and when vibrations are

above 1,000 cycles/second, there is the feeling of continual

itching, numbness or stabbing pain. People are most sensitive to

vibrations of 200-300 cycles/second which can be felt at only

0.001 micrometer amplitude. More specifically, when vibrations

are in the 1,000 cycles/second range a person often feels itchy,

at several thousand cycles/second a person feels stabbing or pains

and when vibrations are in the 20,000 cycles/second range, under

very low strength, there are feelings of softness. Following the
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increase of vibration strength there is a burning feeling and

supersonic frequency vibration (> 900 kilocycles) feelings often

last 10-20 seconds wherein there is mainly a burning feeling.

When skin vibrations are in the 50 cycles/second range and strength

exceeds 0.1 G, feelings of discomfort begin and when above 0.4 G

it is unendurable.

2. Vibration Reception in the Whole Body

The feeling threshold of horizontal vibrations in the whole

body lies in the 0.00036-0.002 G acceleration amplitude range. The

subjective feeling of less than 50 cycles/second sine vibrations

in the whole body change according to vibration frequency and am-

plitude. See details in table 2-18.
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Table 2 (Key-next pa17e)
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Table 2-18 Major Symptoms of Vertical Sine Vibrations in the
Whole Body (A Person Sitting Upright in a Hand Chair)

1. Vibration frequency (cycles/second)
2. Acceleration amplitude (G)
3. Chief complaints
4. Vibrating feeling in head
5. After continuing for several minutes, a person

sensitive to vibration feels uncomfortable
6. Muscle pains
7. Long time action causes a person to feel drowsy
8. When the muscles relax, there are vibration

feelings in the waist, chest and shouxlders
9. Discomfort, ill feelings, respiration and speech

are disrupted
10. The body center feels like it is shifting down-

wards and there is waist and abdominal flutter-
ing.

11. Face, cheek and neck fluttering; vision dis-
rupted

12. Uncomfortable feelings, relatively low frequency
vibrations are light

13. If vibration strength is not especially great,
the feelings are limited to the buttocks and
other areas with many muscles. There is some-
times pain in these areas

Aside from these feelings, if there are relatively strong

vibrations in the whole body, then there are feelings of discomfort

and a series of major symptoms. When vibration strength is not

very great, the symptoms are generally discomfort, exhaustion,

drowsiness and short attention span. People who are more sensitive

to vibrations may face dizziness and headaches. If vibration

strength is even stronger and action time longer, this can cause

perspiring, difficulty in speech, unclear pronunciation, lack of

mental concentration, obstruction to posture balance and impair-

ment in space direction. In serious cases, there can even be ring-

ing in the ears, nose bleeds and buttock and perineum pains.

Vibrations that last a long time can cause the human body to become
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weak and emaciated. Chart 2-49 demonstrates the chief complaints,

feelings and various physiological reactions brought on by vibra-

tions in the whole body. Chart 2-50 shows that when vibration

frequency is lower than 10 cycles/second, the major complaints

are in the chest-abdominal area; when vibration frequency is

greater than 10 cycles/second, then the major complaints are in

the head area.
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Chart 2-49 Feelings and Symptoms Caused by Different Frequency
Sine Vibrations in Different Parts of the Body
(Limited to Actions in the Endurable Range of 1-20
Cycles/Second Along the Longitudinal Axis of the
Body)

1. General discomfort, 4-9 cycles/ oeccnd
2. Lower jaw, 6-8 cycles/second
3. Chest pains, 5-7 cycles/second
4. Air is obstructed and so difficulty in

exhaling, 4.5 - 10 cycles/second
5. Asthma, 1-3 cycles/second
6. Voluntary muscle contractions, 4-9 cycles/

second
7. Abdominal pains, 4.5-10 cycles/second
8. Head sensations, 13-20 cycles/second
9. Speech, 13-20 cycles/second
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10. Pharynx and larynx, 12-16 cycles/speed
11. Respiration, 4-8 cycles/second
12. Back and waist pains, 8-12 cycles/second
13. Defecation, 10.5-16 cycles/second
14. Urination, 10-18 cycles/second
15. Muscle tension, 13-20 cycles/second

40t
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Chart 2-50 Occurrence Rate of Major Complaints in Different
Parts of the Body Caused by Different Frequency
Vibrations

Line 1 - Head complaints
Line 2 - Complaints of the four limbs
Line 3 - Complaints of the chest and abdominal

areas
4 - Relative occurrence of chief complaints
5 - Vibration frequency (cycles/seconds)

The reason for the major symptoms and feelings are complex

and multiple and without a doubt the mechanical effects occupy

a dominant position. However, it is a very complex matter to dis-

cuss the physiological mechanisms of these effects. We must point

out that the human body is an organism and the feelings and com-

plaints arise from the cerebral cortex. The reason the cerebral

cortex produces these processes is because the receptors of the

peripheral organs and tissues receive vibration stimulation and

provide impulses and the impulses are transmitted by the nerves
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to the higher center, are synchronized and later produce feel-

ings and major complaints. For example, head discomfort and pain

are partially due to shifts and distortions of facial skin and

subcutaneous tissue, thus stimulating their receptors, and im-

pulses are sent to the cerebrum. Eyeball resonance occurs at over

50 cycles/second, yet lower frequency vibrations can cause vision

impairment. This is possibly related to human body and head area

resonance. Further, if upper and lower jaw resonant freauency is

6-8 cycles/second, this vibration can cause vision and speech

disruption. The larynx and pharynx seem to feel as if they are

being pulled by an object and this causes pain.

Chest pains occur when there are 5-9 cycles/second and they

are related to the horizontal movements of the diaphragm. Under

these conditions, asthma usually occurs due to shifts of the

heart and lungs. Abdominal pains occur at 4-10 cycle/second fre-

quency which is most likely due to the ligaments of the ileum,

caecum, transverse colon and liver being elongated. Vibrations

in the colon, rectum and bladder often cause a desire to defecate

and urinate. When there are vibrations many symptoms such as

nausea, vomiting, perspiring, vertigo, trembling of the eyes,

posture imbalance and space direction impairment occur. All of

these, which belong to the motion sickness category, are mainly

due to vibration stimulation of the vestibular organs which causes

vestibular autonomic reactions.

From a physiological point of view, we must stress that,

aside from the recognized joined and integrative actions of the
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peripheric receptors and the central nervous system, we are

unable to penetrate the physiological qualities of these sur-

face phenomena. Obviously, peripheric organ reception of vibra-

tion stimulation is feeling and is the basic source of major

complaints and symptoms.

Section Four Physiological Effects of Vibration

The main effects of vibration on the human body are

mechanical effects, a fact which has been repeatedly pointed out

in earlier sections. This section will separately describe the

physiological effects on each system and each organ. Generally

speaking, weak vibrations mainly cause shifts and pressure on

tissues and organs which effect their functionin4. Strong vibra-

tions cause mechanical injury to organs and tissues, such as im-

pact, pressure and tearing injuries. The human body's reflexive

and compensation reactions to vibrations are an important aspect

of the physiological effects of vibrations and this will be ex-

plained below.

1. The Cardiac Blood Vessel System

The reactions of this system to vibrations are quickening

of the heart rate, a rise in blood pressure, an increase in pulse

pressure and peripheric blood vessel systolis. Strong vibrations

above 50 cycles/second in the whole body can cause blood vessel

spasms. These cardiac blood vessel reactions are mostly reflex-

ive and are possibly completed by the sympathetic nerve - adrenal

gland system.
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2. Respiratory System

The most obvious reaction of the respiratory system to

vibration is excessive breathing. When the frequency is greater

than 4 cycles/second and the amplitude of the whole body vertical

vibration is close to 2.5 millimeters, pulmonary breathing notice-

ably increases. When vibration amplitude is higher than 6 cycles/

second, oxygen consumption increases and the respiratory auotient

rises. An increase in pulmonary breathing is mainly causd by an

increase of moisture volume and the respiratory rate does not rise

much. However, in 0.1-1 G vibration, there is very little change

in the moisture volume. Increases in pulmonary breathing volume

begin to occur when vibration is above 0.3 G and the greatest

effect is when vibration is 4-5 cycles/second. If acceleration

amplitude is fixed and does not change, oxygen consumption in-

creases because of vibration and reaches its highest peak at 2

cycles/second. Vibration can also cause the arterial carbon diox-

ide component to decrease. Whether or not the above mentioned

respiratory changes cause growth in metabolism brought on by vibra-

tions and this causes respiratory changes cannot be answered at

present.

Strong vibrations can cause pulmonary tissue tearing and

pulmonary bleeding. The major symptoms are respiratory pains,

chest pains, infarztion and suffocation. These are naturally the

result of mechanical injuties directly sustained by the pulmonary

tissues.

3. Digestion and Secretion Systems

Strong low frequency vibrations inhibit gastrointestinal
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tract peristalsis and digestive juice secretion. This is a

type of reflexive reaction and is unquestionably sympathetic

nerve excitation, vagus nerve inhibition or the result produced

by both of these. The stimulation of these autonomic nerves

arises from the impulses of the receptors. Strong vibrations

can also mechanically produce gastrointestinal tract injuries

which result in gastrointestinal bleeding, abdominal pains,

secretion, blood in the stool and gastric juice secretion dis-

orders.

4. Motion Sickness and Hearing

Vibrations in the head stimulate the otolith, especially the

lentiform capsule otolith. This induces vestibulo - autonomic

nerve reactions and motion sickness. This type of effect is not

noticeable when vibrations are 0.1-1 cycle/second. The combina-

tion of vibrations and very strong noise can also strengthen

occupational deafness and cochlea neuritis.

5. The Musculoskeletal System

Medium strength, relatively long term vibrations, can

easily cause head, neck, back and lower limb muscle tension,

muscle exhaustion and a decline in motor abilities. Strong and

long term vibrations cause muscular atrophy and tension decrease,

and sometimes muscular spasms, sciatica, buttock and pudenda

pains occur. Vibrations in the trachea and larynx muscles cause

speech to be inconvenient and uncomfortable and these muscles

to feel swollen. Large vibrations can cause an unsteady posture

and produce a grasping defense reflex. Even stronger vibratiors
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can cause musculoskeletal system injuries and blood spots.

6. Effects on the Nervous System

The major effects are on energy such as exhaustion and

insomnia. Yet, sometimes it can also cause conditional reflex

and unconditioned reflex abnormalities. The effect of vibrations

on higher nerve activity is mainly inhibition. In the area of

direct injuries, strong vibrations can produce morphological

changes in the nervous system.

7. Effects on Flight Capability

Vibrations affect vision, speech and operation activities.

Among these, the effects on vision are most prominent and some-

times vision can decrease several fold. When there are vibra-

tions, there is an unfavorable effect on firing precision. Other

visual work such as instrument reading also becomes inferior.

This area is directly affected by vibration and causes the field

of vision to tremble and be unsteady and causes inaccuracy in

muscle and joint control. On the other hand, there is exhaustion

and thus lack of concentration which is a factor which cannot be

overlooked.

Vibrations can affect speech quality and cause the voice to

shake. When vibration is 6-8 cycles/second, speech comprehen-

sibility is most deficient.

The effect of vibration on operation activities is directly

related to shaking in the hands and lack of precision in move-

ments. A decline in operation effeciency is clearly related to

acceleration amplitude. The larger the G number, the greater the
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decline of operation efficiency.

Table 2-19 and chart 2-51 summarize the physiological

effects of vibration on each organ and system.

I I

X X

1. Vibrtio freqenc (cyclessecond

X X , xX X X X xx xx

Table 2-2. Majo omplaint ande sympretoms ato reun

3. Abdominal pains
4. Chest pains
5. Orchiodynia
6. Head symptoms
7. Respiration difficulty
8. Anxiety
9X General discomfort

Note: in the chart, the more "x" marks that are indicated,
the higher the cdeDreie f rate
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Chart 2-51 Curve of Human Safety Limit to Vibration

Line 1. Safety limit
Line 2. Anterior cardiac area
Line 3. Nausea, abdominal tic and blood in stool
Line 4. Instrument reading difficult

5. Shift of amplitude (inches)
6. Vibration frequency (cycles/second)

Section Five Endurance to Vibration

There are generally two criteria for measuring a person's

endurance to vibration. The first begins when there are feelings

of discomfort and is called the discomfort threshold. The second

is demarcated by feelings of non-endurance and is called the major

endurance limit.

The major endurance limit of the whole body to vibration

is related to exposure time to vibration. For a comparison of

vibration for a short period of time (the strength continually in-

creases according to a 0.75 millimeter peak-peak amplitude/second

growth rate and suddently stops at the major endurance limit) and

vibration for a long period of time (1-3 minutes) see chart 2-52.

It can be seen from this chart that the three endurance limit

values are different and the lowest is 3 minutes.
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Chart 2-52 Whole Body Sine Endurance Curve (Indicated by
Acceleration)

Line 1. 3 minute endurance limit
Line 2. 1 minute endurance limit
Line 3. Short time (shorter than 1 minute) endurance

limit
4. Vibration acceleration (G)
5. Vibration frequency (cycles/second)

In summary, a person's lowest endurance to vibration is

within 4-8 cycles/second. This frequency is the human body's

resonant frequency and it has a great physiological effect on the

human body.

The question of the vibration discomfort threshold of the

whole body can be summed up as follows: vibration below 20 cycles/

second and acceleration amplitude above 0.01 G can call people's

attention and when over 0.048-0.05 G, this can cause people to

be unhappy.

The major endurance limit of vibration in the whole body

wnen one is doing physical labor can be summarized as follows:

(l) When acceleration amplitude value is 6-20 cycles/second,

the vibrations in the whole body do not exceed 0.33 G;
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(2) when the peak-peak amplitude decrease rate is 20-60

cycles/second, it does not exceed 2.6 millimeters/second.

Section Six Protection Against Vibration

1. Anti-Vibration Elastic Cushion

This is a protective measure against vibration commonly

used in aircraft and spaceships. A well designed elastic cushion

can cause vibration in an aircraft and spaceship to weaken so

that very little vibration is transmitted to the human body. How-

ever, if there is only vibration protection to the human body and

vibration protection is neglected for instruments and controllers,

then a contradiction occurs between the relative static of the

human body and the relative vibration of the instruments and con-

trollers and as a result there can be a decline in operation

efficiency. This is a problem which must be given attention to in

technical design.

(2) Binding Strap System

One of the most important effects of vibration is the shifts

of internal organs in the chest-abdominal area and because of this

chest-abdominal pains and respiration difficulty occur. Therefore,

the design of a binding strap system must focus on limiting the

shifts of internal organs in the chest-abdominal area. At the same

time, it is necessary to consider the problems of anti-overweight-

ness and anti-impact and to make unified, rational and universal

binding strap equipment.

(3) Suitable Postures

Vibration transmission is different when the human body is
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in different postures. Because of this, in work, it is necessary

to select suitable postures to decrease the effect of vibration.

To complete this point, reliance on a single voluntary control is

difficult and can easily lead to exhaustion. It is best to use a

chair with a suitable sitting posture.

(4) Training

Repeated vibrations which can cause a person to feel dis-

comfort, autonomic nerve obstruction and negative effects on the

central nervous system mechanism can be gradually lightened or

eliminated. Yet, one must pay attention to see that training is

not excessive; otherwise it can be harmful to the health. Because

the actual effects of training against vibrations are not very

great and it is easy to use supplementary actions, many people do

not agree on its use.

(5) The Adoption of Aircraft Technical Designs and Tech-
nical Measures to Decrease Vibration Causes it to be
Below Safety Standards

These are the most positive and important measures of pro-

tection against vibration. However, the specific design, devel-

opment and installation of anti-vibration measures belong to the

area of engineering technology which this book does not deal with

in detail. Vibration safety standard data is provided below for

reference. When vibration frequency is greater than I cycles/second

amplitude should not exceed 0.6 millimeters; when vibration is

--3 cycles/second, each frequency increase of 1 cycle/second allows

the amplitude to decrease 0.2 millimeters; vibrations of 4 cycles/

second allow the amplitude to be 0.1 millimeters; vibrations of

5-7 cycles/second allow the amplitude to be 0.07-1.0 millimeters;
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vibrations of 8 cycles/second are 0.05 millimeters; each increase

of 1 cycle/second in later frequencies allows the amplitude mean

to decrease 0.005 millimeters and vibrations about 11 cycles/second

allow the vibration speed to be 0.22-0.27 centimeters/second.

Spaceships very rarely receive high frequency vibrations and there-

fore their safety standards are not given.

Section Seven Trembling

In recent years, for low air attacks and reconnaissance

needed in military affairs, aircraft were required to carry out

low altitude (under 300 meters), high speed flights, sometimes

flight altitude was only 30 meters or less. In future spaceships,

to carry out high speed photography and examination of celestial

body surfaces, it will also be possible to carry out flights sim-

ilar to this. An important feature of low altitude, high speed

flight is that air resistance is great, there is a lot of earth

surface dirt, the aircraft moves up and down following the uneven-

ness of the earth's surface and thus causes shock vibration. This

type of vibration is called trembling. The biophysical definition

of trembling is the combination of single vibrations when head

acceleration is greater than 0.1 G. Chart 2-53 is the trembling

recorded in an aircraft and is an imagized case in point.
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Chart 2-53 One Example of a Power Frequency Spectrum Density
of Severe Trembling in Low Altitude, High Speed
Flight - Pilots Complain of "Severe Turbulence"

i. Power frequency spectrum density

2. Frequency (cycles/second)

Tests carried out on aircraft have shown that trembling

in low altitude, high speed flight mainly occur in the up and

down directions and very rarely in level flight. Under these

types of flying conditions, a pilot's heart rate increases 16-36

times/minute and his respiration rate increases 10-15 times/

minute. The chief complaints by pilots are difficulties in map

and instrument reading and in writing. Because of this, they can

only raise their eyes to sight ground targets when in flight.

There were also difficulties in operating the switches. When there

was trembling, they felt discomfort and vexation. Individual

pilots sustained severe head pains when there was trembling due

to their heads colliding with the cockpit cover. At the same time,

they suffered shoulder pains when the trembling caused shoulder

strap pressure to increase.
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The physiological effects of trembling on the human body

are closely related to trembling frequency. Trembling at 1-20

cycles/second has a great physiological effect on the human body

and is about 15 times greater than trembling at <).2 and >100

cycles/second. This is possibly related to human body resonance.

When there is trembling, a person's operating abilities

and signal monitoring efficiency are noticeably decreased and when

the G number increases, these types of effects increase. Some-

times these types of effects continue for a specific time after

trembling stops and then disappear. Table 2-20 lists the major

complaints and major endurance limits to trembling. It can be

seen from the table that the mean square G value of the trembling

determines the essential objective factor of these two numerizal

values. Naturally, this does not remove the effects of other

physical and physiological factors.
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Table 2-20 A Person's Reception of and Major Endurance Limit
to Vertical Trembling

1. Tremblingmean square G value (G ) calculated

from the equipment z z

2. Trembling mean square G value (Gz) measured
in the cockpit z

3. Endurance time
4. Major complaints
5. Several hours
6. Several hours
7. > 3 hours
8. Several hours
9. 4 hours

10. > 30 minutes
11. 5 minutes
12. 5 minutes
13. 100 seconds
14. 5-15 seconds
15. Comfortable, only felt load created by

operating item
16. No uncomfortable feelings, light disturbing

airflow
17. No uncomfortable reactions
18. There were uncomfortable reactions after a

long time
19. Major endurance limit
20. Felt very severe disturbing air flow, exhaustion
21. This type of trembling did not occur more than

once in each flight
22. Nausea and uncomfortable reactions
23. Major endurance limit
24. Blackened or blurry vision
25. [Note] Positive values are positive overweight-

ness and negative values are negative over-
weightness. The mean square G value indicates
the mean derived after each trembling over-
weight numerical value (G value) is squared
and then the numerical value is derived from

the extraction of the root
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE EFFECTS OF ROTATION AND OSCILLATION - AERIAL SICKNESS

Section One Rotation and Loops

In both aircraft and spaceships there is the possibility

of sustaining various different axial rotations. In physical

terms, rotation is angular speed motion and angular accelera-

tion motion. When an aircraft makes a tight turn, spirals,

rolls, loops etc. as well as when a person is ejected out of the

cabin, due to airflow swaying different levels of rotational

motion can be produced. Under weightlessness, when a spaceship's

attitude control system is not good, any minute force can cause

the spaceship to float and vibrate. If the force is excessively

large on one side, this can cause the ship to turn to the side.

This type of turning is possible to the left, right, up and down

and when the turning is very violent it can form rotation. The

production of rotation by a spaceship in flight is very common.

Aside from this, when an astronaut leaves the cabin and moves in

outer space, if he only uses a safety rope for binding, as soon

as each part of his body uses force unevenly he cannot avoid

having his body rotate or roll. When using a jet gun to help

change direction and move about, because the jet force and its

action direction control are improper, rotation, rolling and

somersaults can be produced on each axis line. When a person
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lives in a rotating artificial gravity space station, all day

he dwells in a rotating environment. Generally, the effect of

rotation on the human body in a spaceship is a problem of act-

ual existence.

I. Rotation and Gravitational Receptors

It is difficult for the human body to directly feel rota-

tion when the large radius is steady. The earth itself is con-

tinually rotating and also revolving around the sun but people

living on the earth do not feel the earth's revolving nor the con-

tinual turning of the earth. If we try placing a person in a

continuously rotating room, after a certain amount of time they

will still not feel the rotation. In reality, people directly

feel rotation (not seeking aid from sight, hearing and touch)

mainly because of angular acceleration and not because of angular

speed of the body. Thus, when rotation begins or the moment

rotation stops, as well as when rotation changes, people can feel

it. Why is this? This is because a person's feeling of rotation is

governed by a receptor located in the inner ear called the laby-

rinth receptor. The labyrinth receptor only reacts to angular

acceleration.

Chart 2-54 shows the position of the labyrinth receptor in

the head and its shape with the otolith and cochlea hearing organs.
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Chart 2-54 The Labyrinth Receptor

a. Normal position of the inner ear on the left side of
the head

1. Interior semi-circular canal
2. Posterior canal
3. External canal (horizontal canal)
4. Utricle
5. Lenticular sac
6. Cochlea canal
7. Endolymphatic tube
8. Ampulla
9. Three semi-circular canals

b. An enlargement of chart a (the position seen from the
the front side)

This chart shows that the labyrinth organ is composed of

three semi-circular canals. Among them, one lies on the outside

horizontal position and is called the external canal. The other

two lie on the inside and both are vertical to the ground; one

is a bit higher and is called the anterior canal; the other is a

bit lower and is called the posterior canal. They form a right

angle with each other. The inside of the semi-circular canals

is filled with lymphatic fluid. The center of each semi-circular

canal has an expanded area called the ampulla and the ampulla of
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each canal has a receptive unit called the "auditory ridge".

These terms are taken from the structural mechanisms of lower

animals and among the higher animals which includes man - the

auditory ridges have no hearing functions. They are the angular

acceleration receptors. The auditory ridge ciliated cells are

clustered together and are covered by a cap-shaped colloid. The

whole structure seems to be in an upside down clock cover.

Chart 2-55 shows the microstructure of an auditory ridge.

Chart 2-55 Schematic Diagram of a Semi-Circular Canal Ampulla's
Auditory Ridge Hair Cells and Colloid Cap Structure

1. Semi-circular canal
2. Common epithelial cells
3. Ampulla
4. Colloid cap
5. Hair cell cilia
6. Labyrinth nerves

The Colloid cap and hair cell fibers on the auditory ridge

do not shift or change shape because of rectilinear acceleration.

Yet, each time angular acceleration is sustained by the head or

whole body, the endolymphatic fluid in the membraneous canal

flows causing the colloid cap and fibers to shift. After angular
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speed is steady and unchanging, the colloid cap and cilia

gradually return to their original positions and do not again

produce any stimulation action. The labyrinth receptor can only

react to angular acceleration and cannot arouse a receptive

mechanism to angular speed. Each semi-circular receptor sustains

angular acceleration stimulation from different directions and

at the same time causes the reflex reactions of eye shaking and

head trembling in different directions.

Besides causing the feeling of rotation, angular accelera-

tion can also produce gravitational changes. The centrifugal

force when in rotation can also cause overweightness. Therefore,

rotation often simultaneously causes illusions in posture balance

and space direction. Below we will briefly introduce the human

gravitational receptor.

There are two main types of human body gravitational re-

ceptors. One type is called the body receptor and is mainly dis-

tributed in the human body's skin, muscles and internal organs.

When gravity causes muscle load pulling and shifts and change

of shape in the skin and internal organs, these receptors are

pressure distorted and send "afferent nerve impulse" signals to

the cerebrum. The body receptors are composed of two large

systems:

(l) skin, subcutaneous and internal organ gravity and
contiguous receptors;

(2) muscle, tendon, joint expansion and tension receptors

The other type of gravity receptor is called the special

type gravity receptor which is the vestibular otolith. The

utricle and lenticular sac make up the vestibular otolith. The
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fixed position of the utricle and lenticular sac have special

structures being composed of several layers of cells. There

are two types of cells: one is the supporting cells and one is

a special type of epidermic cell. The latter have minute

cilia on them and are called ciliated cells and are the recept-

ors of sense mechanical stimulations. The cilia of the ciliated

cells extend into the cavity. There is a layer of colloid cover-

ing the surface and periphery of the cilia. The eighth vestibule

tips of the cerebral nerves stop in the ciliated cells.

The places where the ciliated cells gather in the utricle and

lentiform sac are called acoustic spots (which are not related to

the sense of hearing). When the head is in a vertical posture, the

position of the utricle acoustic spots is on a longitudiral plane

and when the lenticular sacs lie on a vertical surface they are

forward and downward. There are many calcium carbonate particles

on the cilia called otoliths. The proportion of otoliths is greater

than endolymphs and thus shift according to the direction and size

of the inertial force or gravitational force. When the head is

slanted, they then shift in the direction of the slant. Otolith

shifts force the cilia of the ciliated cells to change shape. This

type of mechanical stimulation excites the vestibular nerve end-

ings around the ciliated cells to produce impulses and when the

information is transmitted to the brain stem center, this can cause

various reflexes in regulating posture. When transmitted to the

cerebrum, after analysis, the information causes various voluntary

regulation actions in the perception and recognition of the head

position. Changes in head position cause changes in angular
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acceleration and gravity. Therefore, the otoliths which sense

this type of change are called special gravity receptors.

The microstructure of an otolith is shown in chart 2-56

and the chart indicates that there are many calcium carbonate

crystals on the surface of the sensory cell cilia bundle in the

colloid.

Chart 2-56 Microstructure of an Otolith

1. Supporting cells
2. Colloidal membrane and otoliths in it
3. Colloidal matter
4. Sensory cell cilia
5. Sensory cells (cell bodies)
6. Bottom membrane
7. Nerves

Chart 2-57 shows the action mechanism of the Otolith.
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Chart 2-57 The Effect of Head Position on the Otolith

1. Auditory nerve labyrinth supporting fibers
2. Neuromere cells
3. Epithelial cells
4. Otolith (composed of calcium carbonate crystals

and colloidal fluid; the arrows indicate the
direction of the earth's gravity)

a. The otolith pulls the hair cell cilia straight
down

b. Pressing the cilia towards the side
c. Pressing the cilia down (because the directions

of pulling and pressing of the hair cell cilia
are different which causes feelings and re-
action , o-: 'e head in different positions)

Whatever position the otolith is in, it can pressure dis-

tort the cilia. However, tho moment the position is stable, it

loses the effect of stimulation due to the adaptation of the

sensory cells. Adaptation is a universal law of all receptors but

adaptation times differ greatly according to the various receptors.

When stimulation strength changes or the stimulation position

shifts, adaptation is immediately lost. This explains the reason

why after the head is fixed in a certain position, the ciliated
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cells cannot be excited again and it also accounts for why, when

in a vertical posture and the otoliths are in the cilia, stimula-

tion is relatively weaker (in life, more time in the vertical

position is taken). When the head inclines forward or backwards

or slants or oscillates to the left or right, the power of the

otoliths to pull and distort the cilia is relatively strong. In

the latter question, mechanical factors and physiological factors

(sense organ adaptation) are possibly activitated.

II. Illusions of Rotation and Threshold Acceleration

There are two main effects of rotation on the human body.

The first is the production of illusions in space direction and the

second is the production of motion sickness. Section three in the

latter part of this chapter will discuss the auestion of motion

sickness but here we will first write on illusions in space dir-

ection caused by rotation. There are two types of illusions in

space direction:

1. When rotation begins and finishes, angular acceleration

stimulates the semi-circular canal which causes people to feel that

there is rotation. At the same time, the auditory ridge in the semi-

secular canal sustains angular acceleration and after shifting pro-

duces elastic reduction. In the reduction process there is also

some vacillation. Because of this, there is a series of illusions

produced during this process. For example, not long after rotation

begins, there is sometimes the feeling of turning in the reverse

direction. This type of illusion is called the reverse rotation

illusion. Not long after rotation stops, there is first the feeling
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of turning in the reverse direction and later there is the feel-

ing of turning in the positive direction and this is repeated 4-5

times. This type of illusion is called the post-rotation illusion.

The reaction which accompanies these illusions is reflexive eye

quivering which causes visual illusions of rotation and reverse

rotation and intensifies the above mentioned illusions. This is

one of the main reasons for rotation and reverse rotation illu-

sions by pilots and it has an obvious negative effect on air dir-

ection and flight operation.

Besides illusions in space direction, rotation sensations

and illusions can also cause a lowering of operation capability.

2. Illusions in Threshold Acceleration

On the course of rotation, if the body (especially the head)

undergoes linear or angular motion, for example, lifting the head

to look out of the cabin or lowering the head to read instruments,

threshold acceleration reactions can occur. Threshold acceleration

is a major cause of motion sickness. Aside from causing motion

sickness, threshold acceleration can also stimulate the vestibula

otoliths and because they produce abnormal signals various illu-

sions are induced, the body suddenly feels as if it is tumbling,

in a somersault or falling. These illusions are one reason why

pilots produce flight illusions in the air. They not only affect

space direction but can also negatively affect flight operation.

Based on results determined in a laboratory, the threshold value

produced by a threshold reaction was 0.06 radian 2/second 2 and the

2threshold value produced by a nausea reaction was 0.6 radian2/

2
second 2 When high speed rotation caused the head to move 900,
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the threshold value produced by the threshold reaction had a

rotational speed of 2.4 cycles/minute. When there was a slow

20o-400 movement of the head when the subject was lying on his

back in a ground training aircraft, the threshold value of the

threshold reaction was 6.0 cycles/minute. In normal motion, the

body and head produce a relatively evident threshold reaction

body rotational speed which generally lies in the range of 2

cycles/minute (0.21 radian/second). It can be seen from this that

in order to eliminate threshold reactions, when the aircraft rot-

ates, turning of the head should be avoided as much as possible.

Section Two The Danger of High Speed Rotation and Somersaults

When a person ejects from an aircraft or spaceship in high

speed flight, this very possibly produces high speed rotation or

somersaulting of the body. A somersault indicates that the body's

lateral axis is the turning of a turning axis or other axis dir-

ection. This is because when ejecting, the strength of the head to

the shock of tremendous airflow and the aerodynamic actions in

each direction are different. At this time, rotational speed can

reach 60-180 cycles/minute. It generally begins 0.1 seconds after

ejection from the aircraft and rotational speed reaches its great-

est value 0.5-1.2 seconds after ejection. Such fast rotation can

cause injury to the human body.

The main effects of high speed rotation and somersaults on

the human body are caused by the simultaneous action of directional

and reverse overweightness (centrifugal force) on the relative

position of the human body. The vestibular vegetative reaction
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produced from this is a negative effect which is difficult to

inhibit. For example, when the heart is taken as the turning center,

the upper half of the body sustains negative overweightness and

the bottom half of the body sustains positive overweightness. There

is a series of symptoms produced from this. The main symptoms are

rise of heart rate and respiration rate, drop of pulse pressure,

bleeding of eyeball and retina, pains and oozing of blood in the head

area, internal organ shifts and difficulty in swallowing. At this

time, the eye level hydrostatic pressure is 95 millimeters on the

mercury column and foot level hydrostatic pressure is 540 milli-

meters on the mercury column which causes blood to leave the heart

and to fill the peripheral blood vessels of the head, four limbs

and abdominal area. As a result, the arteriovenous pressure dif-

ference becomes smaller, pulse pressure drops, there is skin

color cyanosis, heart output drops anJ the heart rate quickens.

If the spines of ilium are taken as the turning center, the

main symptoms are lowering of the heart rate and respiration rate

and the other symptoms are similar to when the heart is taken as

the turning center. Here, however, they appear earlier and are

more severe. One of the serious physiological effects of high

speed somersaults on the human body is circulation collapse which

is mainly due to the hydrostatic pressure changes in the head and

legs.

If the buttock area is taken as the turning center, then

heart output decreases and carotid artery pressure rises which

causes the heart rate to slow down and the peripheral blood ves-

sels to fill with blood and become heavy. Because of this, heart
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output drops even more but carotid artery blood volume does not

decrease and thus the severity of circulation collapse is rela-

tively light. When the buttock area is the turning center, the

character of cerebral injuries is similar to those suffered

under negative overweightness, the retina, oral cavity mucosa and

nose bleed and sometimes purple spots appear on the feet and back.

If rotational speed is slow and steady, a person can maintain

consciousness and work ability is not completely destroyed. How-

ever, when rotational speed suddenly changes, this can possibly

cause vertigo and loss of consciousness. If the head is the turn-

ing center, the cerebral injuries easily occur.

See table 2-21 for man's endurance to somersaults and

rotation. The danger of high speed somersaults can be seen from

this table.
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Table 2-21 A Person's Ability to Adapt to Somersaults

1. Turning center
2. Rotational speed (cycles/minute)
3. The time vertigo is reached (seconds)
4. Symptoms
5. Heart
6. Buttock area
7. Under 2 G overweightnss, vertigo does

not appear
8. Major endurance limit
9. Eye hemorrhaging (begins after 120-150

seconds)
10. Retina hemorrhaging
11. Eye hemorrhaging, feet numb
12. Major endurance limit, nausea, vomiting,

space direction impairment
13. Eye hemorrhaging (begins after 10-15 seconds),

4-5 G negative overweightness on forehead
14. Carotid artery sinus and arch of aorta blood

pressure decrease, lower limb venous pressure
rises
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15. Retina hemorrhaging threshold
16. Similar to 6-9 G negative overweightness,

pain and spreading pains
17. Major endurance limit
18. Estimated 9-10 G overweightness on forehead
19. Major endurance limit
20. Loss of consciousness
21. Retina hemorrhaging
22. Eye hemorrhaging (begins after 120 seconds)
23. Major endurance limit
24. Pressure on head, discomfort
25. Major endurance limit
26. Pressure on head, discomfort, approaching non-

endurance
27. When rotational speed is steady, conscious-

ness good and rotational speed suddenly changes,
there is vertigo

28. Several minutes
29. Equal to ejection at a speed of 800 kilometers/

hour
30. Note: each horizontal line in this table is

cited from one source and there are possibly
places which do not agree

To prevent somersaults when ejecting or free falling a small

stable parachute can be added on to the ejection seat or when free

falling and if the stable parachute works normally, somersaults

can be greatly decreased or even completely eliminated.

Section Three The Effects of Oscillation

Oscillation indicates the swaying back and forth of each

axis line on the human body. There are many forms? some resemble

the swaying of a pendulum, some resemble the left and right and

back and forth turning of a compass and some resemble the swaying

of a tumbler. The special characteristic of vibration is its

linear back and forth motion and the special characteristic of

oscillation is its back and forth angular motion. Both aircraft

and spaceships can have oscillation. The oscillation which a
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Mercury model spaceship undergoes when returning is shown in

chart 2-58.
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Chart 2-58 Oscillation Curve of a Mercury Model Spaceship
During Return

Line 1. Amplitude
Line 2. Acceleration
Line 3. Frequency
4. Largest oscillation amplitude (degrees)
5. Frequency (cycles/second)
6. Time (seconds)

The measured results of the human body's endurance to

rolling oscillation in an aircraft are shown in chart 2-59.
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Chart 2-59 Man's Endurance to Rolling Oscillation

1. Permissible area
2. Still permissible area
3. Permissible area for short time exposure
4. Non-permissible area when a spaceship enters
5. Lateral overweightness
6. Rolling oscillation frequency (cycles/second)

oscillation can be perceived but there is a time differ-

ence (phase difference) between real oscillation and human body

perception. Because oscillation has unpatterned, multidirect-

Jonal repeated turns, it therefore violently and repeatedly

stimulates the inner ear vestibular organ and causes vestibular

vegetative nerve reactions which result in symptoms of motion

sickness.

Endurance to oscillation and motion sickness have a cause

and effect relationship: oscillation is the cause and motion

sickness is the effect. A very large degree of endurance to

oscillation limits motion sickness.
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When chere is pitching and left and right oblique oscil-

lation, the heart rate changes according to the oscillating

period; when the G number increases, the heart rate is rela-

tively high; when the G number decreases, the heart rate is

relatively low. The higher the oscillation frequency, the

smaller the increases and decreases in fluctuations of the

heart rate during oscillation.

The tracking control errors during left and right turninq

oscillation and pitching oscillation change according to the

periodic changes of oscillation angular speed. When angular

speed increases, errors increase and then decrease. Left and

right turn oscillation is similar to pitching oscillation. The

raising of instrument illumination can decrease these types of

errors.

Because oscillation has a negative effect on the human body

and also obstructs flight control and space direction ability,

aircraft and spaceships must decrease or avoid oscillation

through technological means and at the least lower oscillation

strength to a level of human endurance.

Section Four Aerial Sickness (Aerial Motion Sickness)

I. Aerial Sickness and Other Major Symptoms

Aerial sickness, also called airsickness, is a relatively

common type of illness that occurs in aviation. Its symptoms

and mechanisms are the same as those of carsickness and seasick-

ness and medically they are jointly called motion sickness. They
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are called motion sickness because this type of illness mainly

occurs during motions of cars, boats or aircraft. Motion sick-

ness is often the result of the simultaneous and repeated

actions of speed changes, various directional acceleration and

angular acceleration. Thus, there is no denying the fact that in

certain situations, the vigor of certain individuals affects

motion sickness.

After a pilot produces aerial sickness, this will naturally

seriously affect flight and fighting capabilities and even cause

operation errors and aerial incapacity. It also threatens flight

safety but if appropriate protective measures were to be

taken beforehand, aerial sickness can be prevented or overcome.

Although pilots easily produce flight illusions after having

vertigo, yet there are differences in the principles in the

qualities and mechanisms of aerial sickness and flight illusions.

There are great individual discrepancies in the incidence of

aerial sickness, that is, it does not basically occur in some

people while a percentage of others often find it difficult to

continue flight because of aerial sickness.

The major symptoms of aerial sickness are not completely

the same because the patients' conditions are different, there

are great individual differences, the lengths of time are dif-

ferent and the places are different. The most commonly seen

(yet not everyone has airsickness each time) symptoms are head

swelling, headaches, dizziness, vertigo, nausea, paleness, per-

spiring, salivating, exhaustion, trembling of the eyes and
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hands, yawning, chest tightness and aversion to food. In more

serious cases, there can also be center symptoms such as con-

fusion and double vision as well as the respiratory symptoms

of asthma and choking. When classical aerial sickness begins,

a person feels discomfort, that the head is swollen and heavy

and slight nausea. However, when lying down the person feels

better. If the patient's condition continues to develop, then

nausea will be heavier, there will be dizziness, heat and

swelling in the head,the whole body will feel weak and the

patient will begin to perspire. If the patient's condition fur-

ther develops, then he will often feel dizzy, unsteady when

standing, depressed and even feel like vomiting. After vomit-

ing, the patient will feel more comfortable. Some people only

vomit once but only fully recover several minutes to 1-2 hours

after the aircraft lands. Because there are often emergency

tasks while flying, pilots must have a high and concentrated

attention span so that they can immediately inhibit aerial sick-

ness and complete their tasks and then after landing they can

have aerial sickness. There are also some people who do not

have any preliminary symptoms but suddenly become nauseous and

vomit, and there are also those who become nauseous but do not

vomit. If the vomit goes into the helmet or face guard, this

can block the respiratory tract which is very dangerous. How-

ever, this rarely happens because on the one hand, the pilot's

positive political sense of responsibility inhibits the occur-

rence of aerial sickness and, on the other hand, when aerial
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sickness begins, it is very slight so that as soon as it occurs,

he will certainly try to land quickly and then the sickness will

not become serious. Most student pilots who easily come down

with aerial sickness must take precautionary measures to avoid

it. Those who have relatively light cases of aerial sickness

usually only have dizziness, slight nausea and a weak feelir. The

rate of student pilots with this type of slight aerial sickness

is relatively high and should be given attention to by teachers.

II Aerial Sickness and Its Production Mechanisms

The production mechanismsof aerial sickness are relatively

complex and the factors are also numerous. The more important of

them are vestibular vegetative reactions. There are many factors

which bring on vestibular vegetative reactions and threshold

acceleration stimulation deserves the most attention. When an

aircraft in flight encounters airflow bumping, turning, tumblina

and when in various maneuvers, this can produce threshold accel-

eration action. It is even easier to cause a threshold accelera-

tion effect when a pilot moves his head or body. Aside from this,

excessive stimulation by angular acceleration (rotation) of the

semi-circular canals, stimulation by the up and down movement

and left and right vacillation of the utricle and stimulation

by head movements of the lenticular sac - otolith receptor can

jointly cause strong vegetative nerve impulses. These impulses

pass through the vestibular nuclei, are diffused in the medulla

oblongata and then are transmitted to the cerebellum and
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hypothalamus which causes the reflex reactions of neck - back

and limb muscle tension as well as eye trembling and central

reactions such as dizziness. Nerve excitation is transmitted to

the medulla oblongata's labyrinth nerve center which further

causes a series of labyrinth vegetative nerve reactions includ-

ing perspiring, slowing of the heart rate, a drop in blood

pressure and paleness. When these reactions become more serious,

nausea, vomiting, muddled consciousness and respiratory block-

age cannot be avoided. It can be said that these symptoms orig-

inate from vestibular receptor stimulation and thus cause a

series of visceral vegetative nerve reactions. Therefore, in

medicine and physiology they are called the vestibular vegeta-

tive symptom group. Naturally, during the development of these

symptoms, they cannot be separated from the restricting action

of the cerebral cortex on the lower center. When these symptoms

develop to a serious level, they conversely effect the mechan-

isms of the higher nerve center.

When the visceral and somatic receptors are subject to

angular acceleration and threshold acceleration movement stimu-

lation, this can cause vegetative nervous system reflex re-

actions and the most important among them is the action of

stomach stimulation. Therefore, fullness and excessive hunger

easily cause motion sickness. The reason for nausea when motion

sickness occurs is, on the one hand, due to the medulla oblong-

ata vomiting center being affected by vestibular nuclei excit-

ation impulse diffusion and, on the other hand, originates from
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the reversed peristalsis of the duodenum and stomach, ahe

1requent occurrence of reversed peristalsis causes disorders in

the functioning of the vegetative nervous system including the

medulla oblongata vomiting center. Nausea and vomiting both

signify that vegetative nervous system function disorder has

already reached a serious level.

Furthermore, the medulla vestibular nuclei excitation dif-

-usion to the third, fourth and sixth cerebral nerve nuclei or

the rotation and shaking of the field of vision cause eye trem-

bling and can also sometimes bring about vegetative reactions.

It must be pointed out that the human body is an organic

whole and when its physiological functions are in disorder and

not yet in an absolutely harmonious or disintegrated state, the

reaction of the human body to acute stimulation is not likely to

be limited to one organ or one system and even less so can the

reacting organ induce nerve fluid action to affect the whole body.

7rying to observe the diffusion of the vegetative nerve reaction

and the subjective feelings caused by the afferent nerve pulses

to the cerebrum compels and wills the temporary action of inhib-

iting motion sickness. However, special odors and the hearing of

other people being nauseous and vomiting can induce symptoms of

airsickness and with these facts people must naturally acknowl-

edge the complexity of the mechanism that brings on motion sick-

ness. In this section, we will only discuss the essentials of

the vestibular vegetative reactions.
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It is also necessary to explain that although many

factors can advance the occurrence and severity of aerial sick-

ness, not all are primary so that their remote and secondary

causes must be clearly distinguished and these cannot be spoken

of together. For example, a lack of oxygen, a deficiency of

fresh air, a hot environment, poor digestion, body discomfort,

hunger, overeating and sadness can all promote aerial sickness,

yet these factors are not the major cause of aerial sickness.

III Methods for the Prevention and Cure of Aerial Sickness

The major negative prevention and cure of aerial sickness

is medicine while the more important positive prevention and

cure is training.

1) Training for Motion Sickness

Motion sickness can be prevented by means of training. Very

experienced pilots rarely have motion sickness because flight

practice produces training results. It was proven in aviation

practice that the former commonly used rotation seat employed

for rotation training and simple rotation training were not ideal

for preventing and overcoming aerial sickness. During the last

few years, many aviation units have tended towards the use of

threshold acceleration training. Specifically, this is rotating

in a turning chair or continually moving the head according to

a fixed sequence while on a four pillar swing.It was practically

proven that this type of training is effective for preventing

and overconing aerial sickness. For example, each day while
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rotating on the turning chair or swinging, the head was bent

forward, raised back, inclined to the right and inclined to

the left 7-8 times or the above mentioned head movements were

continuously performed until they felt dizzy. This was prac-

ticed continuously for 7-8 days and endurance to motion sick-

ness more than doubled. Besides this, constant physical exer-

cises on a swing, gyrowheel, double rings as well as rotation

and swimming are advantageous.

2) Physiological Selection

Because there are great individual differences of endur-

ance to motion sickness, the selection of a person with high

2ndurance to shoulder the responsibility of flight work is also

one effective measure for the prevention of aerial sickness. The

basic method of selection is the use of threshold acceleration

stimulation. The subject is required to sit in a rotating chair

and carry out a series of head movements according to a fixed

procedure until the subject has aerial sickness. The greater the

number of endured head movements the higher the endurance to

aerial sickness. A specific example is: as the subject sits in

a rotating chair, the chair begins to rotate in a counter-clock-

wise direction at a speed of 18 cycles/minute and 2 minutes

after rotational speed stabilizes, the subject is required to

incline his head 30' to the left (completed within 3 seconds)

and then 2 minutes later returns his head to a vertical position;

2 minutes later, the subject is required to incline his head 300

to the right (completely within 3 seconds) and 2 minutes later
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returns it to a vertical position. The head is repeatedly

moved in this way 8 times. If the subject does not do this 8

times but shows symptoms of aerial sickness then the time in

which the head moved and aerial sickness occurred is recorded as

his endurance index. Subjects who move their head 8 times and

show no symptoms of aerial sickness are approved. This selec-

tion method has a specific coincidence rate with later occur-

rences of aerial sickness. There are also other selection

methods which are basically the same as the one above only

there are slight differences in concrete methodology.

3) Drugs for Prevention and Cure

Selection and training methods can be employed to decrease

the occurrences rate to a very low level and if there is con-

scious inhibition, especially when a revolutionary sense of

responsibility dominates the cerebral cortex, motion sickness

can be inhibited. Because of this, in principle, it is not

necessary to advocate the use of drugs.

At present, there are already some relatively effective

drugs for aerial sickness. Chart 2-60 shows the prevention and

curing results of some drugs. The index of endurance to motion

sickness indicates the numerical value, after the comparative

value, when useless drugs (placebos) have been decreased, of the

number of times the head has moved up until the appearance of

inotion sickness when the subject turning in a rotating chair

carries out a specific procedure of head movements. The higher

the numerical value, the better the endurance to motion sickness
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and the more effective the drug. The names of the drugs listed

in the chart are:

1. Phenemine, 20 milligrams
2. Miltown, 400 milligrams
3. Peroxy-acid triethyl propantheline, 10 milligrams
4. Peroxy-acid triethyl propantheline, 30 milligrams
5. histamine, 4 milligrams
6. Trimethylbenzene, 250 milligrams
7. Trimethylbenzene, 750 milligrams
8. Scoline, 25 milligrams
9. Pipecoline chlorpromazine, 5 milligrams

10. Pipecoline chlorpromazine, 15 milligrams
11. "EXP 999", 10 milligrams
12. "EXP 999", 25 milligrams
13. Bianluxing*, 3 milligrams
14. Meclizine (buclizine), 50 milligrams
15. Meclizine (buclizine), 50 milligrams + amiline, 10

milligrams
16. Meclizine (buclizine), 150 milligrams
17. Xi Na La Xin*, 50 milligrams
18. XiKe Li Xin*, 50 milligrams
19. Ephedrine, 50 milligrams
20. Benzedrine, 10 milligrams
21. Benzedrine, 20 milligrams
22. Dramamine, 50 milligrams
23. Benzedrine, 50 milligrams
24. Promethazine, 25 milligrams
25. Scopolamine, 0.3 milligrams
26. Scopolamine, 0.6 milligrams
27. Scopolamine, 1.2 milligrams
28. Promethazine, 25 milligrams + ephedrine, 50 milligrams
29. Scopolamine, 0.6 milligrams + ephedrine, 50 milligrams
30. Scopolamine, 0.3 milligrams + benzedrine, 5 milligrams
31. Promethazine, 25 milligrams + benzedrine, 10 milligrams
32. Scopolamine, 0.6 milligrams + benzedrine, i0milligrams
33. Scopolamine, 1.2 milligrams + benzedrine, 20 milligrams

Some people who take drugs for a long time can have side-

effects of dizziness, drowsiness, weakness and faintness. Thus,

it is not beneficial to take drugs for a long period of time and it

is safer to take them only when necessary. At present, scopolamine

is the drug which has been most often used clinically and taking

* Chinese romanization given, translator is unable to find English

equivalent.
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a 0.6-0.8 milligram dosage one-half to one hour before takeoff

will cause most sensitive people not to produce motion sickness.

This drug should be taken again after about 8 hours. After motion

sickness occurs, the taking of belladonna and phenobarbital to-

gether has a certain curing effect.
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Chart 2-60 Comparison of the Results of Several Types of Drugs
for the Prevention and Cure of Motion Sickness

1. Index of endurance to motion sickness
2. Sympa'-etic nerve drug
3. Antihistamine
4. Sympathicomimetic nerve drug
5. Antihistamine
6. Parasympathetic nerve drug
7. Sympathicomimetic and parasympathetic nerve drug

4) Because aerial sickness often has a specific relationship

with head movement (threshold acceleration is produced from this)
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in linear or angular acceleration, thus for those pilots more

sensitive to aerial sickness, head and body movements are

strictly forbidden at this time. To increase control, the use of

a suitable head frame or binding straps can provide very good

protection.

5) For passengers who are relatively sensitive to aerial

sickness, they should take an appropriate amount of anti-

airsickness drugs beforehand and it is even better if they can

select a seat in the cabin where vibration and bumping is

relatively light. When an aircraft is turning, going through

clouds, descending to land or has a great deal of bumping and

vibration, the passengers should as far as possible decrease

movements, especially head movements. When necessary, they should

close their eyes, lie on their backs, look at things outside the

cabin as little as possible and not become too full or too

hungry. Besides these, binding tight the waist also has specific

advantages. Those who vomit or even have a loss of water because

of aerial sickness should at the right time replenish the

physiological saline.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

FLIGHT ILLUSIONS

Section One Preface

Flight illusions by pilots are a common type of space

illusion and mainly occur when the pilot's perception or judg-

ment of flight conditions and actual flight conditions do not

coincide. For example, when an aircraft is in level flight, the

pilot feels that the aircraft seems to be slanted; or when the

aircraft is climbing, the pilot feels that the aircraft is in

level flight. When flight illusions are relatively serious,

errors can sometimes exceed 90o For example, when an aircraft

is in level flight, the pilot feels that he is flying upside

down. When a pilot is in the air, he sometimes mistakes the

direction (directional illusion) which in aviation terms is

called "losing one's bearings." Sometimes a pilot can also mis-

take objects, for example, mistaking the sky for the sea, the

stars for a wing plane or enemy plane and these are called

recognition illusions.

Flight illusions are an important problem in aviation and

are especially important for fighter planes where they cannot

be overlooked. They not only affect flight quality and fighting

power but are undeniably one basic reason for flight mishaps.
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Based on the investigative statistics from many nations, flight

mishaps caused by flight illusions occupy 14% of all flight

accidents and among these, major accidents caused by flight

illusions occupy 6-9% of major accidents. Fatal accidents caused

by flight illusions reach as high as 15-26%.

Flight illusions are rather common phenomena that occur in

night flights, instrument flights, stunt flying and in complex

meteorological flights such as when flying in wind, clouds, rain,

snow or mist. Based on facts divulged in the investigative data

from many countries, 90-100% of fighter plane pilots have had

flight illusions. Because civil aircraft do not perform stunt

maneuvers, and training and flight is relatively level and stable,

there are fewer illusions yet about half of the pilots have had

flight illusions. The results of a past investigation of 51 civil

at'  -'- ts showed that more 14 e xcerenced f Tnt III-us *n

,:-at 27.4,o and there were a total of (4 illusions. The

i.. esigativeoreports of many foreign nations have disclosed

In the Last ten and some odd years, the new aircraft have

new equiprment, new technology and new developments but that the

types and rate of occurrence of flight illusions has bascially

not nanged. This signifies that flight illusions do not decline

... the development of new technology and new equipment -n

Ircraft. On _e corTrary, ew flight illusions occur because ,f

eve!-rment -f new types of planes. For examole ,the !llusions

.. .Cy te flash motion -f helicopter wings.
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Section Two Circumstances of the occurrences of Flight Illusions

Flight illusions are commonly named after the specific

circumstances that occur. For example, when the aircraft gradient

perceived by a pilot does not coincide with the aircraft's

actual gradient (exceeding the general range of perception error),

this is called inclination illusion and when the perceived air-

craft pitching angle does not coincide with reality, this is

called pitching illusion; when the position of the aircraft has

already changed and the pilot still cannot perceive it, this is

called non-perception of flight position change; and when one

type of object (for example, stars) is mistaken for another type

of object (for example, an aircraft), this is called recognition

illusion.

Inclination illusions occur most often and occupy over one-

half of all flight illusions. Second is non-perception of flight

position change which occupies about 10% of the total number.

Following these sequentially are pitching, rotational, distance

(including altitude), directional and recognition illusions. Some

civil aviation pilots have more distance illusions which is

verified by the data in table 2-22.
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# it 74 100 14 27.4

Table 2-22 Classification and Frequency of Flight Illusions by
51 Civil Aviation Pilots During a Given Year

1. Type of illusion
2. Number of occurrences
3. Number of times within total (%)
4. Number of persons who had the illusion
5. Number of people within total
6. Inclination illusions
7. Distance (including altitude) illusions
8. Non-perception of flight position change
9. Pitching illusions

10. Rotation and counter rotation illusions
11. Total

It is also necessary to point out that illusions in sea-

going aircraft are more numerous than those in land aircraft,

including altitude, time and distance recognition illusions. Each

type of illusion can occur among 60% of pilots.

Section Three Conditions that Produce Flight Illusions

The production of flight illusions is related to human and

environmental factors. The former can be viewed as the internal

cause while the latter is the external cause. The external
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causes arise from the actions of the internal causes.

I. The Major Factors of the Objective Environment are
Day and Night, Meteorological and Cabin Conditions
and the Geographical Environment

(1) Day and Night, Meteorological and Geographical

Environment

Complex meteorological and night or darkened cabin in-

strument flight illusions are relatively numerous. The occurrence

rate of night complex meteorological flight illusions is several

tens to several hundred times higher than those during common

daylight meteorological conditions. In comparing night and

complex meteorological factors, the latter often have a more

dominant effect on flight illusions. Furthermore, sea and desert

air easily cause illusions.

(2) Cabin Environment

An aircraft's cabin environment also affect illusions. In-

struments that are poorly dasigned, reflecting points and signal

lights that are excessively strong and powerful flashing lights

can all easily cause flight illusions. When aircraft instrument

and control arrangement is too decentralized, it is often nec-

essary for pilots to turn their heads and move their bodies to

a relatively high degree for observation and operation and this

easily causes illusions and aerial sickness. In an aircraft with

instruments, covered light in the cockpit, a pilot's binding

straps, poor equipment, uneven pressure, a bad seated posture and

an uneven seat cushion are also primary and secondary causes that
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bring about illusions.

II. The Pilot's Major Conditions are Jointly Called
Internal Causes

(1) Flight Experience

Pilots who have ample experience in complex meteorological,

stunt and night flying have relatively few flight illusions. If

they do occur, they can be controlled and overcome. A pilot

whose flight technique is lacking and moves carelessly easily

produces illusions.

(2) Health and Physical Exercise

Those whose health is poor and who incur motion sickness

(aerial sickness) easily produce flight illusions. Close to one

hundred percent of those with histories of cerebral oscillation,

light headaches, insomnia, unstable blood pressure, poor equi-

librium, unsatisfactory adaptation to darkness and epilepsy can

have flight illusions within one year. Those pilots who do not

undergo regular physical exercise have even more flight illusions.

Exhaustion, poor rest and defective vision easily bring on

illusions and initial period illusions a certain time after flight

has stopped are also relatively numerous.

(3) Subjective Activities

All those who encounter external causes that cause illusions

and bring the initiative of subjective activities into full play

can often control illusions which have already occurred and with

logical judgment overcome them.
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Flight illusion is a type of judgment perception error

and is due to incomplete data being transmitted to the cerebrum

from each peripheral receptor and the contradiction which

occurs between them cannot be unified; the function of the two

hemisheres of the cerebrum and the receptors is unbalanced; and

at the same time because the cerebrum is influenced by the past

experiences of life on the ground, it cannot distinguish

clearly present experiences with those of the past and thus has

errors in judgment. This is the mechanism of flight illusion.

When a pilot's flight technique is relatively mature and his

subjective activities are strong, there will be few flight

illusions and when they occur, he can overcome them. This is

because he can satisfactorily bring into play the comprehensive

and dynamic action of cerebral analysis, is not confused by

surface images and has correct judgment. This is not due to

any particular superiority in his sight and vestibular receptors

in his body.

Section Four The Causes for the Production of Flight Illusions

The mechanism of flight illusions has been detailed in the

previous section and below we will further discuss the causes

for its occurrence.

There are two categories of information sources for flight

illusions: one is visual and one is vestibulo-main body. In most

cases, vision occupies a dominant position because in man's daily
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activities and movements vision occupies a governing position

among the various organs. This is because its impressions of

environmental objects are the most meticulous and precise.

Although vestibulo-main body perception is not precise, yet it

is the source of information for the postures and movements of

the body and in this sphere it is essential and has special

functions. Because of this, from a diagnostic viewpoint, we

must recognize that they are mutually related, mutally contra-

dictory, mutually complementary, mutually influential and are

integrated. It is also necessary to emphasize that the reasons

for illusions of received signals and errors in cognition are

due to the inability to correctly integrate the contradictions

of various types of signals. How is it that they cannot be cor-

rectly integrated and thus create errors in judgment? This is

because there is a discrepancy between the signals in flight and

the experiences of life on the ground or because few or more of

these mutually related signals have been experienced so that the

cerebrum cannot correctly discriminate the primary and secondary

and takes the inaccurate signals as leading signals. Aside from

this, imbalance of the receptors and the mechanism of the two

hemispheres of the cerebrum can sometimes cause errors in com-

prehensive analysis. Based on the above principles, we will sep-

arately narrate in detail the sources of these two categories of

illusions.

I. Visual Causes

There are many visual causes that bring about flight
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illusion and several major types are listed below.

(1) The Effect of Field of Vision

In man's life on the ground, the state of the field of

vision of the surrounding environment is important information

for determining the state of the human body. When field of

vision inclines to the left, one feels the body is inclining to

the right; when the field of vision is reversed, one feels the

body is suspended upside down. Actually, on the ground very few

people encounter inclined field of vision and thus the head or

body do not bend toward reverse inclination. Because of this,

people can accurately judge the field of vision and vestibulo-

main body signals. In flight, one can sometimes encounter non-

homologous fields of vision and aircraft conditions which run

counter to the customary relation of experience and signals

and this causes errors in signal conformity. For example, some-

times when an aircraft is flying in or under clouds, a person

feels that their field of vision is not straight because the

clouds are oblique. This creates the illusion that the aircraft

is in lateral inclination towards the clouds, yet in reality

the aircraft is in level flight. Further, if an aircraft is in

sea-going flight, because of the blurriness caused by the mist

over the sea, a pilot sometimes feels as if the sky and ground

line is shifting up or down wherein he mistakenly thinks that

the aircraft nose is diving or ascending which produces pitch-

ing illusions. These types of flight illusions are too numerous

to mention individually.
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(2) The Effect of Light Rays

During flight, when on one side the light rays are very

bright and the other side is very dark, for example a high

illumination light, sunlight, moonlight or a strong light shin-

ing in from one side, or when the cockpit in an instrumental

aircraft covers the light on one side, these situations can

cause the illusion that the body (of the aircraft) is laterally

inclined or pitched toward the strong light. This is because in

most situations on the ground light rays radiate from above the

human body or are usually stronger above the field of vision so

that when the light below the field of vision is relatively

weak, the direction of the strong light becomes the signal of

vertical judgment (the zenith). Pilots called this the "comfort

of wearing light on top of the head". During night flights,

when the ground target lights are relatively concentrated (as

in a city) and on the other side the lights are sparse (as in

the suburbs), these types of situations can cause a person to

feel that the aircraft is inclining to the side where the lights

are concentrated. This is because the denser lights and clearer

ground targets cause the judgment that the altitude is on the

low side.

(3) Illusions in Depth (Distance and Altitude) of Vision

Our visual judgment of the distance (or altitude) of ob-

jects is determined by many physical and physiological clues.

The important clues of distance judgment are the size, shape,

brightness, color and moving speed of the object. These physical
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factors all make impressions on the retina and from this there

is coding which transforms into nerve impulse signals. After the

signals are transmitted to the cerebrum, they undergo analysis

and finally there is distance judgment. Objects that are large

in size, clear in shape, bright, radiant in color and move

quickly are generally perceived as being close. How do flight

depth of vision illusions occur? We think that they are errors

in judgment because the physical and physiological clues that

appear during flight are not completely identical to those on

the ground and when using ground experiences to judge conditions

in the air, mistakes cannot be avoided. Below we give several

examples to prove this.

a. When an object (ground target) becomes visibly clear

and the area of the image increases, this causes the illusion of

the object as being close in distance, otherwise there is the

illusion of the object being far away. Snowy or water surfaces,

illuminated ground targets as well as very strong runway lights

at night in an airport can easily cause very low estimations of

altitude and thus produce illusions in landing an aircraft at

too high a level. On the contrary, when the lights are dark and

visib-lity is lacking, altitude judgments tend to be high.

During formation flight or when tracking targets, if the lead

aircraft or target aircraft changes position and causes the

7isual image to become suddenly larger, then it is easy to have

the feeling of sudden closeness. On the contrary, when the vis-

ual image suddenly shrinks, then there is the feeling that the
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distance has suddenly become greater. The main causes of these

types of visual illusions are because during most daily living

situations on the ground, when visual clarity of an object be-

comes distinct or the visualized image becomes larger, this

means that the distance of the object has become closer. These

two types of signals often become important signals for depth

perception. In the air, depth perception signals are scarce and

when the data changes and the actual distance change of an ob-

ject do not correspond, distance illusions easily occur.

b. Depth illusions are also often caused by visual habits

(visual constants). One example is after a long high altitude

flight, if a person suddenly descends to land, altitude judg-

ment often tends to be low. This is because the further the

object is from the eyes, the smaller the visual impression formed

on the retina. A person in daily life has already made a firm

connection concerning the above mentioned corresponding changes

of the object's distance and the size of the visual image so that

when in high altitude flight, although the visual image of the

object on the ground is very small, yet because of the effect of

visual constancy the object on the ground is said to be close to

its actual size. When an aircraft descends quickly, this type of

visual constancy is difficult to eliminate all at once, and

therefore it is easy to take the object on the ground as relat-

ively large and, moreover, the appraisal of the distance of the

aircraft from the ground tends to be low.
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c. Contrast illusion is also a common type of visual

illusion. For example, when there is a small object next to a

large object, the large one is perceived to be even larger and

the small one is perceived to be even smaller. When a bright

object is on a dark background, it seems even brighter than

it actually is. In the same way, while flying over level ground

-or a relatively long time, when an aircraft rapidly approaches

a high mountain, the mountain can easily be taken as being

higher than it actually is.

(4) Visually Imagined Movements

After a not very large object is looked at for 30 seconds

in an empty field of vision (an empty structureless field of

vision such as a cloudless clear sky and a black night sky),

most people feel as if it is making irregular movements. The

speed and range of this type of movement can be very large, can

occur in any place, speed and distance and can cause one to mis-

take targets for stars or stars for targets during fighting.

(5) Relative Movement Illusions

The fixed position of visual relative movements depend

on a great many physical and physiological clues. The correct

analysis and arrangement of clue signals is the basis of correct

perceptual judgment. During flight, because there are few

clues and because the contradictions of the clues (signals)

cannot be unified, illusions are produced. When in formation

flight, the speed and directional changes of the movements of

the lead and one's own aircraft are easily confused and judg-
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ment is not accurate. Furthermore, when an aircraft comes near

to a high mountain, a cloud or the earth's surface, a pilot

sometimes feels the high mountain, cloud or earth's surface is

shifting closer to the aircraft. When flying in clouds or at

night, one sometimes feels as if the aircraft is not moving or

conversely, when flying in clouds one sometimes feels the air-

craft speed is excessively fast. The various illusions mentioned

above mainly occur when clues for the judgment of an object's

movements are very few and when there is no static object to act

as a reference point. Therefore, this type of illusion easily

occurs in an empty field of vision.

II Vestibulo-Main Body Causes

There are many vestibulo-main body factors which cause the

production of flight illusions and the major types are discus-

sed below.

(1) Rotation and Counter Rotation Illusions

When rotation begins and as soon as it ends, a person can

have rotation and counter rotation illusions that last for a few

seconds to a few minutes. When an aircraft turns, pitches or

rolls and there is fixed angular acceleration, it can also

bring about these types of rotation and counter rotation illus-

ions, thus causing the pilot's perceived aircraft altitude not

to coincide with the actual altitude.

(2) Threshold Acceleration Illusions

When an object makes a linear movement in a rotating space,
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because it simultaneously changes it rotational radius, its

linear movement speed changes and because of this acceleration is

produced which is called threshold acceleration. When an aircraft

turns or has inclined and pitching angular acceleration, if the

pilot moves his body or head, such as raising his head to look

outside the cabin or lowering his head to see the instruments,

this will cause threshold acceleration. Threshold acceleration

stimulates the vestibular labyrinth receptors and thus causes the

illusion of the body falling, doing somersaults and tumbling, and

finally causes motion sickness.

(3) Illusions Produced by Overweightness

When an aircraft is in rectilinear or radial acceleration

(the centrifugal force produced by an aircraft spiraling or making

a large turn), the overweightness produced by the centrifugal

force of acceleration and the earth's gravitational force form a

resultant forc . The direction of this resultant force and the

direction of the earth's gravitational force form an angle. At

this time, the direction of this resultant force's vector acts in

the direction of the earth's gravitational force and becomes

major data for vertical judgment. This produces inclination

illusions or the inclined aircraft is perceived to be in level

fl1ight.

(4) Vestibulo-main body analyzers are not very sensitive to

and accurate in experiencing altitude changes and there can often

be errors and delays. Moreover, after a specific time of altitude

change there can be adaptation and various illusions are created
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from this.

For example, sometimes when the inclination of an aircraft

is not yet perceived and when the aircraft turns to level flight,

the pilot often feels as if the aircraft is inclining in the

opposite direction.

(5) Vision and vestibulo-main body analyzers*can produce

high tendency excitability phenomena on one side of the body be-

cause of a mechanism imbalance on two sides of the human body, and

this also causes illusions. Some pilots are very stubborn about

illusions and this is possibly one reason for it.

The contradiction of vision and vestibulo-main body per-

ception is an important cause of flight illusions. Vestibulo-

main body perceptions are not very precise, as mentioned previously.

This is determined by the physiological characteristics of this

systen's receptors. During daylight, when the weather is good,

people usually use relatively precise vision to judge the dis-

tance, size, speed and direction of a substance and vestibulo-

main body perception acts to identify the position of one's own

body which often occupies a leading position. Yet, when a per-

ception signal is produced that is different than usual, another

signal can rise to occupy a dominant position. When vision

irregularity occurs, help can be sought in vestibulo-main body

* The term analyzer is used by the Pavlov School and it indicates

the activities of related peripheral receptors and a nuclei
group of the central nervous system.
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perception. If the actions of various accelerations cause

vestibulo-main body perceptions not to coincide with the objec-

tive real environment and thus are mutually contradictory with

visual signals, this causes space direction to be complex and

confused, correct judgments are difficult and it is ultimately

difficult to avoid illusions. Conversely, if vision and vestibulo-

main body signals are mutually contradictory, a pilot who has a

great deal of air experience and is accustomed to depending on the

information read on the instruments for data on space direction,

can overcome this type of contradiction. Therefore, when the

contradiction of visual signals of the natural environment outside

the cabin and the vestibulo-main body perceptions of one's own

body cannot be coordinated, the pilot must believe the instru-

ment signals.

Although it is difficult to use will to control and over-

come illusions caused by vestibulo-main body receptors, this is

only relative and not absolute. Subjective activity cannot be

overlooked in the area of overcoming illusions.

Section Five Methods for the Prevention and Overcoming of

Illusions

To decrease flight illusions, pilots, space navigation

physicians and medical workers have proposed many medical pre-

ventative measures. Below we will only mention the principal ones.

1) The adoption of various methods for educating pilots to

correctly recognize the characteristics, causes and certainty of
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flight illusions, break free from all misgivings, master all

possible techniques for their prevention and elimination, and

raise ability to read instruments and their confidence in the

instruments.

2) The strengthening of technical training in instrument

flights, night flights and complex meteorological flights in-

cluding ground practice and flight training.

3) Persevering in physical exercise, especially physical

exercises to strengthen and raise endurance to motion sickness.

4) Paying attention to tying the safety straps well,

arranging the seat cushion evenly, avoiding uneven left and right

pressure on the body and avoiding non-upright postures during

flight. When moving during angular acceleration, it is necessary

to avoid fast and large movements of the head and body and as far

as possible avoid excessive brightness from shining on one side

of the cabin.

5) Know exactly all the possible situations that produce

illusions and prepare well for them. Peruse the instruments often

and judge flight conditions based on instrument readings. If one

becomes dubious of the instruments because of illusions, the pilot

can use the mutual check in the instruments and carry out suitable

operations to test the accuracy of instrument reactions so as to

strengthen his confidence in the instruments.

6) Strengthen the sanitary safeguards and medical tests for

pilots and make sure that the pilot has a strong constitution and

healthy physique. It is usually necessary to pay attention to
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rest and avoid liquor, overwork, insufficiency of sleep or in-

somnia.

7) When selecting pilots, it is necessary to pay attention

to the problem of endurance to motion sickness, because a person

who easily gets motion sickness, easily produces illusions.

8) Excellent political character and distinctive proletariat

revolutionary will are important for controlling and eliminating

flight illusions. Therefore, it is necessary to continuously

carry out political and ideological education.

When illusions occur, the following measures can be adopted

to eliminate them.

1) Analyze and clearly recognize the causes of illusions

and act to negate them. Have firm confidence in the instruments

and correctly determine the aircraft's condition according to the

instruments. In this way, illusions can be eliminated.

2) After illusions appear, the pilot should avoid con-

fusedly applying large corrective operations. He should be sure

to calmly and resolutely discriminate the aircraft's position based

on the instruemnts and as far as possible use gentle movements to

correct the aircraft's conditions.

3) Keep clear of illusion-related information, for example,

avoid staring at the sky-ground line when over the sea and the

inclination of clouds.

4) When necessary, the attention can be shifted. For example,

moving the body, gritting the teeth, tensing the muscles, looking

at unrelated scenery, shouting loudly several times and conversing
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with ground connections. This shifting of attention is sometimes

beneficial to weakening or eliminating illusions.

5) After illusions occur, a pilot should immediately re-

port to the leading aircraft and the control tower. The commander

should verbally instruct the pilot to have confidence in the

instruments and how to eliminate illusions.

Finally, it must be emphasized that although the above

mentioned measures for preventing and eliminating flight illusions

are effective and cannot be neglected yet it cannot be denied

that they are still not the fundamental means for preventing and

eliminating flight illusions. In order for the pilot to clearly

recognize the causes, characteristics and mechanisms of flight

illusions and through his own personal experiences and practice

eliminate them, the best method is training wherein flight illu-

sions are produced and eliminated in ground practice aircraft

and various environmental factors are simulated to produce illu-

sions in an aircraft. The adoption of this type of training can

raise a pilot's recognition of flight illusions and raise his

ability to control and eliminate them. This is the most basic and

effective channel for preventing and eliminating illusions.
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CHAPTER NINE

MAN'S ADAPTATION TO WEIGHTLESSNESS AND LOW WEIGHT

Section One Preface

I. Fundamental Concepts

Weightlessness and low weight are relatively particular

types of physical conditions in space navigation. Weightlessness

is when there is a complete lack of gravity wherein an object

(including the human body) is totally without weight and low

weight is when the earth's gravitational force is low so that the

weight of an object is lighter than on earth.

When an object moves freely (powerless movement) in a

vacuum, even if it is in a gravitational sphere, it never has

weight and is then weightless. When a fighter plane is in para-

bolic flight and when a spaceship is in powerless, free flight in

outer space, weightlessness occurs. When a person jumps out of

an aircraft, before the parachute opens, he is a free falling

body in the air and thus experiences weightlessness. In the same

way, when a person descends in an elevator, he also experiences

weightlessness for a very short time. It can be seen that weight-

lessness can also occur on the earth's surface but the time is

very short and often is not even noticed. Because weightlessness

is quite long during space navigation, it has a more outstanding

effect on the human body and thus catches people's attention.
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Besides the existence of weightlessness during free flight,

when an airship orbits the earth or another celestial body, for

example the earth orbital flight of a man-made satellite type

spaceship or a spaceship orbiting the moon, weightlessness can

also occur because its centrifugal force corresponds to the

gravity of the earth or moon and furthermore they counteract

each other (because the directions of the two are opposite).

The gravity of certain celestial bodies is smaller than

that on earth. For example, the gravity on the moon is one-sixth

that of earth's and because of this, after a spaceship lands on

the moon, low weight is encountered.

Weightlessness or low weight are not only encountered in

space navigation but astronauts must remain in this state for

long periods of time. Because the human body is not accustomed

to this type of state, a series of mechanical disorders cannot

be avoided. It is necessary to go through a period of adjustment

after which one is able to completely adapt. However, after com-

plete adaptation, there can also be a period of non-adaption

when returning to earth and thus it is necessary to again adjust

mechanism to adapt to life on earth. This process of adaptation

and return adaptation is an important problem for special envir-

onment medical science.

II The General Situation of the Human Body in Weightlessness

Weightlessness is an outstanding problem in space naviga-

tion as long time weightlessness is generally not encounted on
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on the earth's surface. Because of a lack of learning through

practice, very early people made many conjectures and hypo-

thesized that weightlessness could possibly cause sleep and

serious blockage of the cardiac blood vessels and the digest-

ive and excretory systems. In recent years, actual experience

in space navigation has shown that when a person lived in a

weightless state for 3 months, no serious physiological impedi-

ments occured and that the effect of weightlessness on the human

body was actually not very serious. After appropriate protection,

training and adaptation, a person could completely adapt to

weightlessness for several months.

In light of actual experience in space navigation, the

major effects of weightlessness on the human body are included

in three general areas.

1) weightlessness causes the gravity load of the cardiac

blood vessels, muscles and skeletal system to lighten and after

a long period of time, it possibly causes the load capacity of

these tissues and organs to weaken. Thus, there is an obvious

decrease in the human body's endurance to earth gravity and over-

weightness. Weightlessness is quite similar to lying on a bed

for a long time without moving. The major method for elimin-

ating these types of effects is suitable and regular physical

exercise which causes the load of cardiac blood vessels, muscles

and the skeletal system to be suitable and this avoids the

weakening or decline of load capacity.

2) Weightlessness causes the human body to lose water and
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calcium. The latter is possibly directly related to decreasing

the gravity load on the musculo-skeletal system. After there

is an excessive loss of calcium, the bones become loose and

weak and moreover this further lowers the human body's endur-

ance to the earth's gravity and overweightness. Because of this,

besides appropriate and regular physical exercise, it is also

necessary to coordinate this with protective measures of food

nutrition and when needed, specific drugs can also be utilized.

3) Weightlessness has specific effects on flight capabil-

ity but the effects are mostly temporary and thus, after a spec-

ific amount of adaptation time, there can be recovery or elimin-

ation. When in a weightless state, there is difficulty in space

direction and some people produce flight illusions and space

sickness (also called weightlessness motion sickness). This is

especially evident during the initial period of weightlessness.

For example, operation efficiency declines and operation errors

increase. The special feature of weightlessness is that the

human body is not stable and so as soon as a person is swayed by

a very small outside force or the body makes a small movement by

itself, there is excessive swaying and shifting. Since actions

;:: t.:tns are very uncustomary, strength is either too great

or too small. After undergoing training in aircraft with weight-

lessness and simulated weightlessness, the human body's ability

to adapt to weightlessness is greatly strengthened. To help

actions and operations in weightlessness, human body engineering

measures such as equipment to assist actions can also be used

(see later section for details).
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Section Two The Physiological Effects of Weightlessness

I. The Effects of Orbital Flight on Cardiac Blood Vessels and
the Respiratory System

When a spaceship is in orbital flight around the earth,

the basic course of cardiac blood vessel and respiratory system

changes is: when there is overweightness during the lift-off of

a spaceship, the heart rate, respiration rate and blood pressure

usually rise and when there is weightlessness, they quickly re-

gain their normal level prior to flight. During the initial

period of weightlessness, fluctuations can be seen in the heart

rate, blood pressure and respiration rate. These fluctuations

are possibly related to nerve tension and when there is weight-

lessness for several hours to one day they can return to normal.

After over one month of space navigation, fluctuations can also

appear in the cardiac blood vessel and respiration indices, yet

these do not exceed the normal fluctuation ranges of the human

body. This point is verified by the data presented in charts

2-61 and 2-62. During the course of weightlessness, the heart

rate and respiration rate drop slightly yet, after continuous

orbital flight, they gradually rise again. It can be seen from

this that there is possibly an adaptation process of cardiac

blood -essels and the respiratory system to weightlessness.
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Chart 2-61 Relative Pulse of an Astronaut When Asleep and

Awake

Numbers 2-6 separately represent 6 astronauts; I - 4

hours before navigation; II - 5 minutes before navigation;

III - period when navigation begins (the powered flight period);

the long and wide empty lines represent the sleeping period.

1. Relative pulse (relative value)
2. Number of orbits
3. Return begins
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Chart 2-62 Respiration Rate (a) and Heart Rate (b) during
Space Navigation (the Three Curves Separately
Represent Three Astronauts)

1. Respiration rate (times/minute)
2. Days
3. Hours
4. Minutes
5. Before flight
6. Powered flight period
7. Number of orbits
8. Return period
9. Heart rate (times/minute)

10. Hours
ii. Minutes
12. Minutes
13. Minutes
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14. Before flight
15. Powered flight period
16. Number of orbits
17. Return period

When astronauts in navigation leave the cabin and move

about, carry out tense operation activities as well as just be-

-ore returning to earth, their heart rate, blood pressure and

respiration rate indices often rise and a minority of astro-

nauts show changes in their electrocardiograms such as ventric-

ular extra systole and premature pulse. This is also possibly

related to operation activities and nerve tensions which is

not necessarily caused by weightlessness. When in space naviga-

tion, the heart rate and respiration rate drop during sleep and

the tendencies are the same as those during normal sleep on

earth. It can be said that up until the present, from the re-

sults of actual observations of space navigation for 3 months,

when suitable protective measures were taken, the effects of

weightlessness on cardiac blood vessels and the respiratory

system were actually very slight and were without any danger.

Under weightlessness, because the lungs lose weight, the

diaphragm shifts upwards and the force of respiration lightens

and there is a tendency for respiration volume and pulmonary

breathing to increase. Furthermore, because the blood loses

weight and goes up towards the head and upper half of the body,

the head and nose fill up with a certain amount of blood and

this causes the chief complaints of a feeling of blood filling

the head and stuffy nose. However, after several days of weight-

lessness, these complaints gradually decline which shows that
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the respiratory effects on the human body caused by weiqhtless-

ness can be adapted to and regulated.

The manifestation of the effects of weightlessness on the

blood were contradictory and different for each astronaut. These

types of differences were certainly related to the fact that the

composition of their respirated gases were different and the cir-

cumstances of their water losses were different. Furthermore, it

cannot be overlooked that the sensitivity level of each astro-

naut was different. Water loss causes blood volume to decrease

and navigation for several days to several tens of days can cause

clasma volume to drop 7-13%. However, there are many reasons for

water loss such as work and mental tension, forgetting to drink

water and high temperatures. After medical inspection which stress

a system for drinking water and drinking water until full, water

loss is greatly decreased or is eliminated.

II Drinking, Eating and Excretion Under Weightlessness

The problem of takinq food under weightlessness has causec

people great anxiety. Some people fear that after small pieces of

food or dry powder enters the oral cavity, because of the swaying

brought on by weightlessness, it will fly into the nasal cavity

or wind pipe and cause choking. During the course of the food

decending from the esophagus, it is also possible for the food to

float up from the esophagus thus causing nausea and upper abdom-

inal discomfort. During the initial period of space naviqation,

people tended to think that astronauts should place half jellie:d

food in a flexible tube and squeeze the flexible tube into the
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mouth. However, actual experience has shown that under weight-

lessness there are no difficulties in taking food in pieces,

slices, liquid and jellied form. To prevent the food from

_floating away, it cannot be placed in a dish in unlimited

amounts but chopsticks or spoons must be used to place the food

in a specially made utensil such as a flexible tube or plastic

bag. tW.'hen taking food, one slice at a time should be placed or

squeezed in the mouth. This type of method requires that the food

first be prepared on the ground and stored in the spaceship. Under

weightlessness, when cutting the food into small pieces there is

the possibility of it floating away and so it is necessary to

cover the pot. Specially made utensils are necessary for frying

meat and vegetables and if they are not used, the meat and veg-

etables will float in the pot and not touch the bottom of the pot.

How is water taken under weightlessness? People have tried

three methods for taking water in short time weightless flights:

(1) the use of a cup; (2) sucking through a straw; (3) squeezing

a capsule into the mouth. Investigations have shown that the use

of a cup is unsuitable because when the water flows from the cup

it immediately floats into the air and splashes into the face or

is even sucked into the nose, thus causing blockage. Method (2)

which uses a straw also won't work because air and water are

easily suckedi into the moutn and since water easily congeals

into globular shapes, the sucked in air is greater than the

water that is taken in. Only method (3), the squeezing of a cap-

sule into the mouth is a good method for drinking. Results of
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experiments have been successful in space navigation and thus

this method has been used.

During the first two or three days of space navigation,

digestion disturbances are due to being unaccustomed to the

space environment and mental tension. During sleep, there is a

lowering of liquid secretion inhibition and stomach and trypsin

activity. It can be seen from this that a good method would be

to take a drink to promcte a desire for food, which is very

necessary. Even if the time of navigation is long, when an

astronaut becomes accustomed to the environment, digestion will

not be disturbed again but it is still necessary to maintain a

good method for taking food.

For the problem of urination under weightlessness, some

people have carried out tests in aircraft while in weightless

flight. Testees drank a large amount of water beforehand and were

ready to urinate prior to weightless flight. Test results showed

that individual reactions varied; some people when urinating

lost the pressing feeling; some people's urination was normal;

when some people urinated they had gastric disorders because of

abdominal tension and vomited; and some people who had no visual

aids found it difficult to guide the urine. The loss of the

pressing feeling of the urine was possibly due to the urine

losing weight which weakened the pressure on the triangular

muscle in the bladder and also possibly due to mental tension

during flight where the attention was focused on maneuvers which

inhibited the feeling of a desire to urinate. It should be known
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that not only was the duration of weightless flight very brief

but also before and after weightlessness there was overweiqhtness.

The alternation of weightlessness and overweightness cannot

completely represent the actual situation of space navigation

weightlessness. Therefore, these results can only act as a ref-

erence, The actual experience of astronauts has shown that their

pattern of excretion on the ground was often disrupted during the

initial period of navigation and feces and urine remain in the

body longer but that excretion was not felt to be especially

difficult. Naturally, in order to prevent feces and urine from

floating and decrease the stench, special bags or vessels must

be used to storage the excrement.

Space navigation observations and investigations have shown

the following few facts: during the first orbit, the amount of

urination generally increases, the number and quantity of bowel

movements decreases and after two orbits there are noticeable

improvements. This signifies that the disturbances to the ex-

cretion mechanism can be adapted to and restored.

During the course of space navigation, there are changes

in the composition of the urine, yet after navigation there are

no irregularities in the functions of the kidneys. Urine compo-

sition changes are related 'o the food composition and substance

metabolism at the time and are not created by changes in the

functioning of the kidneys.
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III. Mineral Metabolism, Osteoporosis and Lightening of Body

Weight

Osteoporosis brought about by weightlessness is a major

change in the structure of the human body that occurs during

space navigation and which cannot be foreseen. During the initial

period of space navigation, there is a lack of use of suitable

protective measures due the proportion of people who do not

understand the situation and as a result the occurence of osteo-

porosis after space navigation is very common and also quite

serious. For example, after 4-14 days of space navigation, the

thickness of finger bones decreases more than 8-24%. Animals in

spaceships and people in ground simulated weightlessness also

experienced this type of phenomenon. The following conclusion can

be drawn from these observed facts: osteoporosis is a physiological

effect of an organism to weightlessness.

There is no doubt that in metabolism, osteoporosis shows

changes in mineral metabolism primarily in the increased release

and discharge of calcium, sodium and potassium. When an astronaut

has navigated for less than one day and not taken suitable pre-

cautions, there is an increase in the amount of calcium discharged

in his urine. When navigating for a longer period of time, this

phenomenon continues to develop and there is a discharge increase

of both calcium and potassium. After over ten days of navigation,

the discharge rate of potassium, sodium and phosphorous tends to

increase for some astronauts.

During research on ground simulated weightlessness while
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lying on a bed, it was discovered that the amount of calcium dis-

charged in the urine increased. For example, when lying on a bed

for six cycles, the calcium loss in the whole body was 1-2% and

when lying on a bed for four cycles calcium loss was 0.5%. When

lying on a bed and not moving, the average rate of calcium loss

was 0.7-1.3% per month. However, calcium elimination while lying

on a bed was generally less than during space navigation.

Ground simulated weightlessness and actual experience in

space navigation have both shown that the increase in calcium

discharge is a temporary phenomenon. Following long time adap-

tation to the conditions, there is finally a tendency towards

stability. Generally speaking, the high point of organism

elimination of calcium occurs under weightlessness for about one

and a half months.

Osteoporosis and organism elimination of calcium under

weightlessness is possibly related to the lightening of the

skeletal load and decrease in activity. A rise in the rate of

mineral secretion not only effects the bones and muscles but can

also effect other physiological functions such as cardiac ex-

citation, blood coagulation and anticoagulation, lipase activity,

and adenosine triphosphate urinary nuclei and proteinase activity.

There are some people who think that it possibly causes kidney

stones. It goes without saying that a relatively important direct

aftereffect of osteoporosis is that bone load capability declines

and thus decreases body strength load capability and antiover-
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weightness capability. Decrease in endurance to overweightness

effects the safe return of an astronaut to earth.

After suitable physical exercise, calcium replenishing and

other measures, the elimination of calcium and osteoporosis caused

by weightlessness can be greatly decreased and improved. The

lowest limit can cause there not to be any effect of weightlessness

on bodily health and work ability and overweightness when the

spaceship returns will pose no danger to bodily safety.

When astronauts return to earth there is a certain lighten-

ing of body weight. Records concerning 55 foreign astronauts

show that after navigation, body weight decreased 0.5-4.5 kilo-

grams which occupied 0.7-9% of their total body weight. After

using a good menu to control food and seriously taking physical

exercise and rest time, body weight loss during navigation can

be improved and individual astronauts had insignificant weight

decreases. The reason for body weight decrease is partially due

to muscular atrophy and elimination of calcium from the bones.

For example, a minority of astronauts often have shrinkage in

the shank area during weightlessness which for some people

reaches 8-12%. After returning to earth and taking ample and

nutritious food, their body weights were quickly restored. It

can be seen that water loss is one major reason for body weight

decrease. Mineral loss and loosening r hie bones is also

certain. From animal and clinical observations on the ground it

was seen that long time non-activity and very little activity of

the muscles can also cause muscular atrophy. Fortunately, space
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navigatioci has already taken these problems into consideration

and required that astronauts undergo serious physical exercise

and thus these problems can be said to be solved.

!V. The Effect of Weightlessness on Body Power Load and Endurance
to Overweightness

Long time weightlessness can cause declines in body load

capability. This can be anticipated and thus scheduled medical

safeguards have eliminated this shortcoming. Before astronauts

return to earth or orbit the moon they necessarily sustain over-

weightness. If after a long period of weightless space navigation

endurance to overweightness declines, then when returning to earth,

operation capabilities can be poor which is a problem worthy of

attention for medical guarantees.

After a long period of weightlessness, there can be in-

adaptability to normal earth gravity which is especially noticeable

in the reactions of the cardiac blood vessel system. Tests in the

commonly used upright posture (the body position changes) have

shown this. During the test, the subject lies level on a flat

board, after a specific amount of time the flat board is turned

unwards 70% towards the head and in 10-20 minutes blood pressure

is measured. If systolic pressure drops and diastolic pressure

rises this shows that the blood cannot overcome the earth's gravity

and flow back into the heart and that the heart cannot push out

the blood returning to the heart. This reaction is quite sensitive.

This is a simple, effective method to test the physiological

reactions of astronauts to gravity. Besides this, the negative
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pressure in the lower half of the body can also be tested. In this

test, the lower half of the body is placed in a specially sealed

compartment and later the pressure in the compartment is decreased

10-80 millimeters on the mercury column. Within 15-30 minutes the

heart rate and blood pressure are measured. The results are

identical to the above method. During these two types of tests,

the stronger the blood pressure, the less the endurance to the

earth's gral-ity. After the astronaut returned to earth, results

of these types of measurements showed: after several days of

navigation, there was an evident decline of endurance to the

earth's gravity which explained that the physiological reaction

of accustomization to weightlessness was at its peak and thus

there was a strong and unstable reaction to the earth's gravity.

Chart 2-63 shows the cardiac blood vessel changes during a test

in an upright posture. Each chart, from left to right, uses

vertical lines to separate three stages: tests before an upright

posture, during an upright posture and after an upright posture.

IS. | I 7i o I " i1 60 N
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Chart 2-63 Comparison of the Results of Upright Posture Tests on
Astronauts Before and After Navigation

(K ey'-nex1, page )
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1. Heart rate (times/minute)
2,2a. Blood pressure
3. Pulse pressure (millimeters on mercury column)
4. Before flight (minutes)
5. After flight (minutes)

After relatively long navigation, upon returning to earth

and leaving the cabin, some astronauts show facial paleness, upper

respiratory tract mucosa hyperemia, sclera blood vessel hyperemia,

light swelling of the eyes, the pulse rate reaches 120 times/

minute, the pulse is full and uneven, arterial systolic pressure

is 140 millimeters on the mercury column, diastolic pressure is

90-100 millimeters on the mercury column, and standing and walking

are difficult. This shows a temporary inability to adapt when

changing from weightlessness to gravity upon returning to earth

and this causes physiological reactions similar to those of over-

weightness. The major complaints of astronauts are feelings

similar to those under 2-2.5 G positive overweightness and feelings

of exhaustion and weakness. When standing, there is dizziness and

when lying down they feel that their four limbs and internal

organs are heavy. These situations aften reauire several days of

readaptation before they can return to normal. Some astronauts

think that this type of readaptation is even more difficult than

adaptation to weightlessness. Generally speaking, the longer the

period of navigation, the lower the endurance to the earth's

gravity and the longer the time of readaptation.

Actual tests on astronauts have also shown that after a

long period of weightlessness there was a noticeable decline of
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endurance to overweightness. If there is a lack of suitable pro-

tection and training experience for weightlessness by an astro-

naut, the physiological reactions to overweightness during return

to earth will be stronger than before weightlessness and will be

difficult to endure; when weightlessness lasts for a relatively

long period of time, physiological reactions to overweightness

will be stronger. When endurance to overweightness decreases, some

ingenuity is needed for recovery. The major reasons for the above

mentioned phenomena are the temporary inabilities to adapt to

the changes of the environment and the most important is naturally

the change from weightlessness to overweightness. Yet, it is not

the sole reason because during navigation mental tension and lack

of physical power for activity are also related to it.

It goes without saying that because of the lack of physical

power for work during navigation, after the astronaut returns to

earth he cannot avoid certain declines. When working, the heart

rate, discharge of carbon dioxide and respiration quotient are all

higher than before navigation. Arterial systolic pressure and

average pressure are both higher than before navigation and

diastolic pressure drops. The time needed for restoring blood

pressure is lengthened and the amplitude of the electromyogram

becomes smaller. This series of changes requires several days to

over ten days before returning to normal.

After a long period of navigation, not only do upright

posture tests and physical power load endurance decrease but there

is a varying degree of defect maintained in a continued balanced
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position and steadiness of actions. This is because the astro-

naut is not accustomed to sudden changes in gravity and at the

same time this is closely related to osteoporosis, muscle weak-

ness and a decrease in endurance to the earth's gravity.

In order to avoid or decrease the above mentioned unhealthy

effects, it is necessary to strengthen physical training, pro-

vide suitable foods and thoroughly implement a system of work and

rest. In this way, after returning to earth, reactions to over-

weightness and the earth's gravity can be close to normal and

even if there are halting movements they will not be serious.

V, The Effect of Weightlessness on Sleep

Experiences of astronauts in space inform us that during

navigation sleep is relatively good; this is very important for

restoring vitality. Individual astronauts had space sickness but

after sleep, the symptoms usually took a turn for the better.

Generally, during the first few days of navigation, sleep time

was more or less the same as that on earth. However, during

longer navigation, the sleep time for some people gradually

shortened.

Although sleep time in space navigation gradually decreases,

.or example when it decreases from 7-8 hours before navigation to

5-6 hours, yet this does not cause any decline in energy. Most

astronauts and medical safeguard personnel think that it is not

good for an astronaut to sleep less than 6-7 hours, otherwise it

will to some extent effect that days energy and work efficiency.
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However, it should be pointed out that the depth of sleep and

sleep time are equally important; if sleep is not deep but the

astronaut sleeps a little longer, cerebral rest will possibly

be insufficient; on the other hand, if sleep is very deep but

sleep time is a little shorter, cerebral rest is actually

relatively fuller. In other words, when considering the problem

of sleep, time and depth must both be considered.

Section Three The General Feelings of Weightlessness and their

Effects on Flight Capabilities

I. The General Feelings of Weightlessness and Space Sickness

There are great individual differences of people's feelings

to weightlessness. Because up to now, the number of people who

have gone into space is not great, most research data in this

field comes from research on aircraft in weightless flight.

Aircraft weightless flight is also called parabolic flight.

The specific course is: the aircraft first has a climb accelera-

tion (the acceleration value is about 2.5 G) and after reaching

a specific rising speed, acceleration stops and the aircraft

enters a stage of powerless free flight wherein its locus becomes

a parabolic shape. Chart 2-64 is a figure of its locus.
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Chart 2-64 Locus of an Aircraft in Weightless Flight

A plane entering parabolic free flight is equivalent to

a free falling body and the aircraft and the objects in its cabin

enter a weightless state. When an aircraft falls to a specific

altitude and pulls out and changes to level fl'ight, during the

course of pulling out the aircraft sustains about 2.5 G accelera-

tion. After it enters level flight, deceleration stops and then

the aircraft enters normal flight. The use of this type of

weightless flight can produce several seconds to several tens of

seconds of weightlessness. Because the time of weightlessness is

short and because sustained acceleration and deceleration before

and after weightlessness is about 2.5 G, there is a certain

difference with the long time stability of space ravigation.

However, because at present manned space navigation is still

difficult to carry out on a large scale, aircraft in weightless

flight is still a relatively good method for studying weightless-
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ness and training for weightlessness. At least it is more real

than the simulated weightlessness of being immersed in water

lying on a bed.

Based on a series of studies on aircraft in weightless

flight, the general feelings of man in weightlessness can be

di-'iCed into the following three types.

i. People With Good Reactions

Under weightlessness, they feel rested, slow floating,

satisfied and comfortable, relaxed and happy. When they open

their eyes space direction is good and when they close their

eyes they have slight directional difficulty. Work ability does

not noticeably decline. In repeated weightlessness they contin-

'ally feel happy and there are no negative reactions. Some-

times these people have a slight feeling of unsettling or

itching in the abdominal area. There is slight vertigo and the

eves have feelings like those just mentioned.

2. People With Medium Reactions

When under weightlessness, they feel their bodies are

floating, falling or rising or turning over toward the front or

back. At the same time, they feel that they are suspended up-

side down. They do not feel happy but do not have any serious

iscomfcrt. Whey they open their eyes, direction is sliqhtly im-

paired and when they close their eyes it is even stronger. Res-

piration becomes quicker and is somewhat difficult. There is

slight vertigo and nausea and they feel hot or cold. After fly-

irg, they are exhausted and desire to sleep, they have no self

control and nervous disorders. After 12-15 occasions of weight-
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lessness flight training, the discomforting feelings can com-

pletely disappear.

3. People With Bad Reactions

Under weightlessness, they feel their bodies are floating,

are suspended upside down or tumbling forward and backward, their

heads are light or heavy and their abdomens are uncomfortable.

These feelings of discomfort are progressive. There is motion

sickness with autonomic nerve symptoms including skin, palepess,

sweating, dry throat, an increase of saliva, feelings of being

cold or hot, vertigo, nausea and vomiting. Some people think

that these types of gastric disorders which cause nausea and

vomiting are related to the fact that the internal organs do not

descend again and that substances are floating in the digestive

tract. Thus, they are called "weightlessness gastric disorders"

and are considered symptoms of "spacesickness". People who

suffer from this type of bad reaction often require 20-30 times

of weightlessness flight training whereupon the unhealthy re-

;rc are decreased or disappear. However, there are a minor-

;ty o4 people who continually find it difficult to eliminate the

symptoms of space sickness.

Based on statistics, the first type of person occupies

- -he total, the second type 23% and the third type 30%.

-rhe above mentioned classification, most testc ser data

~- i ] in weightless flight as the basis and there was a

. th weightlessness in space navigation. However,

._liyv show that some people's reactions to weight-
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lessness are relatively good and that some people's reactions

are deficient. These situations show that the selection of

astronauts who have suitable weightlessness reactions are

worthy of consideration.

Actual experience in space navigation has shown that dur-

ing the initial period of navigation there tends to be many

astronauts who have space sickness but the symptoms are gener-

ally light. Among the symptoms, the most numerous are stomach

discomforts and secondary are feelings of the head filling with

blood, nausea and vomiting. Besides these, there are also those

who have space direction illusions, yet, after a specific time

of adaptation, the symptoms can disappear. In reality, all

those who undergo aircraft weightlessness training can avoid

the above mentioned discomfort reactions. However, some people

require more training while some people only require a small

amount of training.

II The Problem of Perception Under Weightlessness

Verbal reports by astronauts show: when most are in orbit,

perception ability is still gocd; instrument reading, ship oper-

ations, writing, taking photos, radio communications and machine

examinatlon and repair ar:e all normal, and the ahilities to see,

hear, smell and taste do not show any irregularities. However,

these reports can only act as references. Below we will introduce

tests results as a means for comparison.

I. Vision Changes Under Weightlessness

Measured results during orbital flights of the visual
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sensitivity of astronauts in different brightness contrasts

have shown that under high brightness contrasts, when an

astronaut only occupied a 1.4 rectangle of a 0.2 inch arc, he

could clearly recognize his position but he could not do so on

the ground. A spaceship that carries out visual, hand control

air rendezvous maneuvers is required to land on the moon be-

cause the lunar module is launched by its mother module (command

module) and the mother module continually orbits around the moon,

waits for the lunar module to make a return rendezvous and after-

wards returns to earth. Besides this, air rendezvous also re-

quires space laboratories and long term space stations to provide

air supplies, astronauts to shift duties and the carrying out of

air maintenance. For example, a 14.6 centimeter diameter balloon is

launched from a spaceship, the balloon has two neon lights which

alternately flash each second at a 1 radian angular speed. In

orbital flight, the balloon moves back and forth, sometimes to-

wards the spaceship and sometimes away from it. Tests results

show that the flashing lights on this balloon can be seen clearly

at a distance of about 13-22 kilometers and at a distance of

26-27 kilometers they are dark and difficult to see clearly. In

order to test people's visual capabilities, a bright orange

balloon with a 76 centimeter diameter was launched from a space-

ship and at a distance of 30 meters the astronaut was not only

able to find it but was also able to take a moving picture of it.

Based on the above observed data it can be seen that under weight-

lessness vision is generally normal.
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2. Brightness Discrimination and Visual Illusions

Under weightlessness, the brightness discrimination thresh-

old seems to be better than on earth. Studies done on aircraft in

weightless flight show that the low light brightness discrimination

threshold is 12.6% F 'N 'I under weightlessness and 15.1% during

level flight. The brightness discrimination threshold of medium

brightness is 6.5% under weightlessness and 7.05% in level flight.

Under high brightness the numerical values are separately 3.39%

and 4.45%.

When there is weightlessness, people feel discomfort and

during the initial period of weightlessness there can also be

illusions including figure enlargement, figure illusory movements,

changes in the strengths of color and luster and the shining of a

brilliant light on the periphery of a figure. A subject can some-

times have illusions for several minutes.

3. Hearing, Taste and Smell

Changes in hearing under weightlessness are not great. There

are slow reactions in taste and smell and rises in the taste

threshold such as the tastes of sweet and sour becoming bland.

F.N. 1 The brightness discrimination threshold % is calculated

by the following formula:

Brightness discrimination threshold % -

the numerical value of the smallest brightness
change that can be distinguished
numerical value of basic brightness
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This is possibly related to the contact between the food and

taste buds under weightlessness and signifies that an astronaut's

flavoring of his food should be different than on earth.

4. Perception of Time

When carrying out activity under weightlessness, some people

have a tendency to have a low estimation of activity time while

others give it a high estimation. How does this discrepency occur?

The great majority of people who estimate low are those who have

health reactions to weightlessness and most of the people who

estimate high are those who have discomfort reactions.

5. Space Direction

Under weightlessness, the vestibulo-main body receptors lose

their normal state of receptivity to a great extent and therefore

when closing the eyes an astronaut finds difficulty or is even

unable to discriminate between the vertical and the oblique. Very

great difficulties occur in space direction and because of this,

when an astronaut performs activities outside the module, if

the spaceship is not within a person's peripheral vision, solely

relying on memory to determine the relative position of the

spaceship and individual is not very possible or totally inac-

curate because the spaceship has moved and time has already

passed, and past recall cannot substitute for the present. During

the initial period of weightlessness, it is easy to have space

direction illusions because there is more blood flowing to the

head and there is a feeling of a lack of lower body pressure.

Sometimes this can even cause the illusion of being suspended

upsidedown. Actual experiences of astronauts confirm this. When
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there is weightlessness and the human body floats in the air,

an astronaut who closes his eyes cannot carry out space dir-

ection very well. Yet, if the body is fixed in a chair and the

eyes are closed, an astronaut can accurately carry out fixed

position activities with his hands and there is no difficulty in

motor coordination. Astronauts who do not have vestibulo-auto-

nomic reactions - do not generally have position illusions and

those who do have these reactions possibly produce position

illusions. For example, one astronaut reported that during the

first night of orbiting around the earth, when he raised his head

to look out of the module, he seemed to be able to see the sky

but was unable to see the horizon so that he thought the space-

ship was suspended upsidedown and later, after careful observa-

tion, he realized this was incorrect. Another astronaut reported

that during the initial period of entering weightlessness, he

felt that some of the furniture had changed position; even

though his body was tied in a chair he still had the feeling that

he was going to float up; although he was lying on his back, he

felt he was sitting vertically and another time he felt his body

was suspended upsidedown.

III Movements and Activities Outside the Module Under Weight-

lessness

The major difficulties of movements under weightlessness

are: the body floating and loss of support; besides this, when

changing from being accustomed to weight to weightlessness, 'Tmb
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movements often have excessive strength which causes the astro-

naut to be unable to maintain his normal body position and state

and this promotes floating and toppling over. In order to improve

this situation and overcome these difficulties, whether movina

about inside or outside the module, certain implements and de-

vices are needed to aid movements. We will first introduce the

observed difficulties in movement of astronauts in weightless

orbital flight without the aid of special implements and devices

and afterwards will introduce several types of devices used for

aiding movements.

1. Major Complaints Reported During Movements in a Module

Below we will only mention several cases. For example,

some said: "After leaving the module, we felt the spaceship was

floating to one side and our body was floating to the other side.

To sum up in a word, there were no differences in reaction to

weightlessness inside and outside of the module". They said:

"Movements were easier outside the module than inside the module

and actions returning into the module wefe more difficult than

those needed to get out of the module". They pointed out that

when pulling on a rope (safety rope) in outer space to move nearer

the module, the strength needed to pull with the hands was dif-

ficult to accurately control and if greater strength was used,

they collided with the spaceship. When the body was stabilized a

great deal of effort was required. When they first left the module,

if their bodies collided with the module, this caused their bodies

to to turn on their longitudinal and latitudinal axes. Afterwards,
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the body's turning speed was slowed down by reversing the

safety rope. When the body was rotating, although they could not

see the spaceship, still the bearing of the spaceship was basic-

ally maintained. However, when the spaceship was not within per-

iphe-ral vision, space direction was definitely difficult or in-

accurate. Yet, they still mainly relied on the relative position

between their bodies and the spaceship. In order to help space

direction, some people proposed that different parts of the

spaceship should have different colors or marks as a means of dis-

tinguishing them.

When astronauts leave the module to do work, their body

positions are unable to be stable because their bodies are float-

ing in the air and therefore work is difficult and strenuous. For

example, once when an astronaut was given a tas to do outside

the module, he had to join the air duct on the module wall out-

side the spaceship with the tube on his space suit so as to re-

F.N.1ceive air feed . Yet, after leaving the module, he found it

difficult to become fixed because of body floating and thus had

to expend a large amount of energy to join the tubes. It can be

seen from this example that joining tubes, which is easily done

on earth, can also present major difficulties. This also signif-

,es that if no suitable device aids or other measures are used for

F.N.I There is no oxygen in outer space and therefore people
must take oxygen from a tube connected to the inside
of the spaceship so as to maintain air pressure and
temperature inside the space suit.
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work done under weightlessness outside the module, the work will

be very inconvenient. A further example is when an astronaut's

F.N.2task outside the module is completing ship docking After

leaving the module he felt movement along the spaceship was dif-

ficult. In completing the assigned task, it was difficult for him

to maintain his position. The specific task was to join the stop

rope (ship cable) of the target spaceship with the docking equip-

ment of the mother ship and afterwards twist the rope tight with

the hands to bring the two ships close. Although the task was com-

pleted, he felt it was very difficult so that he seemed to ex-

haust all his energy. Because of this, improvements were made in

later spaceships. When working under weightlessness, great results

are attained if ways are found to use binding straps and foot

clamps to fix the body.

It can be seen from the several examples mentioned above

that if no implements are used to aid movements and work operations

under weightlessness, it is difficult to complete tasks. Below we

will introduce several types of devices for aiding movements under

weightlessness.

1. Safety Ropes

This was the earliest used and is the simplest type of de-

vice. Strictly speaking, it is a solid long rope which connects

an astronaut's body with the bod, of the spaceship. This can

F.N.2 Docking is the bringing close and joining of two spaceships.
This is required for most navigation, aerial 3upply, sub-
stituting people, maintenance and rescue,all of which has
already been discussed previously
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prevent the human body from floating too far from the spaceship

If by chance an astronaut has difficulty in space direction he

can rely on the rope to return to the spaceship. An astronaut

can also pull the safety rope to help his movements in outer

space and it can also be used to steady the body when it turns.

Safety ropes are generally joined from the space suit to the

spaceship's gas duct.

2. Foot Clamps and Handgrips

In order to help the astronaut affix his body and thus aid

in operations when servicing the spaceship, some spaceships

arranged "foot clamps" in work places. Before astronauts start

work in work places, they first clamp their feet tightly in

'foot clamps" and thus stop the body from floating. Handgrips

are also devices for affixing the body which can be used when

the body is moving. After using these auxiliary devices the body

will not float again when an astronaut is in operations outside

the spaceship module and he will make good use of his energy.

Foot clamps and handgrips can also be installed inside the space-

ship module as devices for the astronaut's movements inside the

cabin and for affixing the body.

3. Magnetic Shoes

For movements within the spaceship module the use of

electromagnetic soles fitted on the bottom of shoes can be con-

sidered. The floor of a spaceship is made of iron sheets so

that an astronaut wearing this type of shoe under weightlessness
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can walk on the floor. However, it is necessary to undergo pre-

vious training before being able to walk well.

Chart 2-65 Devices for an Astronaut's Movement Under Weight-

lessness

4. Jet Module and Back Binded Movement Accessory

See chart 2-65 for the back binded movement accessory.

An astronaut uses his hand to pull the controller which allows

his body to have free movement in all directions within space

(including shifting and turning). The device is moved by com-

pressed gas and the spherical ball that the astronaut wears on

his back is a gas case.

Besides this, if under weightlessness there is no rope or

handgrip, then an astronaut can only use his own body movement

to turn. Generally speaking, a person under weightlessness can

rely on waving the arms and legs to shift or turn the body.
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Waving the legs is more effective than wavinq the arms. When

the hand is holding a heavy object then there is a noticeable

raise in efficiency for movinq the body. Charts 2-66 and 2-67

are pictures of using waving arms and legs to move the body

under weightlessness. All of these require preliminary training

before a person can control their use.

4 IjS

() 4 5

Chart 2-66 Examples of Waving the Limbs for Movement Under
Weightlessness

Charts a and b are examples of two series of
movements
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Chart 2-67 Pictures of a Series of Movements Using the Spinning
Rotation Body Method to Change the Body from beinq
Bent to being Level and Straight under Weightlessness

in the chart, 01 and 02 separately indicate the directions

of two body axes.

Chart 2-68 shows figures of an astronaut standing on the

ground in a disc with an arc shaped bottom training to wave his

limbs in order to move his body. In the chart, two rows of pic-

tures have the body leaping in the air to carry out the above

mentioned training positions. In chart 2-68, a1 and a 2 separ-

ately show a person standing on discs with arc shaped bottoms

carryinc out two -,eries of movements. b and b. separately show

two series of movements using waving limbs for movement in the

air after a body jump off the ground.
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,7hart 2-68 Methods of Ground Training Under Weightlessness
Using Waving Limbs for Movement

SMovements on the Surface of the 2oon

The major problem of movements on the moon's surface is

low welqht because ,he moon's gravity is only one-sixth that

of the earth's. The effect of low weight on the human body is

generally not large yet movements can have their special features.
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When standing on the moon's surface with low weight, the

range of body swaying enlarges7 the bend angle of leg joints can

increase about 10 and when walking the body inclines forward a

little - see chart 2-69. The left side of the chart is the stance

when on the earth's surface (normal gravity) and the right half

of the chart is the stance on the moon's surface. The numbers

under the charts indicate walking speed (meters/second).

'(b)

Chart 2-69 Schematic Drawing of Walking Positions on the Moon's
Surface

a. Walking
b. Jumping
c. Running
1. 1.2 meters/second
2. 1.25 meters/second
3. 3 meters/second
4. 3.2 meters/second
5. 6 meters/second
6. 4 meters/second

The rhythm of leg movements is relatively slow which is
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possibly related to the body's center of gravity falling after

shifting upwards when walking under low gravity. When walking,

the steps are relatively small and the speed is quite slow. How-

ever, jumping is easier than under normal gravity; the heinht

and distance of jumps increases. Jumping on the moon can be six

times higher than on earth and distance is about double. Because

of this, a better method of walking on the moon is taking jump

type steps. This is fast, saves energy and forward advance can

be quicker than on earth. With the use of these types of steps

metabolism is generally lower than when running. The difficulty

of I:wer gravity walking under low weiqht is less than on

earth and after the load is increased, steps can be more normal

and convenient. Under the gravity of the moon, when jumping

with a heavy object, the resulting steps can be similar to walk-

ing and running on the earth's surface. The difficulty of walk-

ing while wearing a pressurized space suit is also less than on

earth and the difficulty completely disappears.

The major complaints of astronauts walking on the moon

basically correspond to the above mentioned conditions. Some say:

"The gravity of the moon is one-sixth that of the earth's yet

the weight of objects 3eems to be only one-tenth its weight on

earth ..... When a person is walking on the moon, their subjective

feelings seem to be similar to those while walking on earth.

When wearing a space suit on the moon walking is not any more

difficult than normal walking on earth". They felt walking on the

moon was more relaxed than walking on the earth. If the hand
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held or the back sustained a heavy object of 74-78 kilograms

when wearing a pressurized space suit, walking was still very

relaxed.

Incidentally, the moon's surface has a very thick layer

of dust which is about 10-20 centimeters thick. Therefore,

when walking on the moon the feet can sink but because the moon's

gravity is one-sixth that of earth's a person does not sink very

deep and there is no excessive difficulty in walking.

V The Effect of Weightlessness on Operations

There is a noticeable effect of weightlessness on opera-

tions control and precision control because when people are

accustomed to operations activities under the earth's gravity,

as soon as they ente- a weightless environment, muscle strength

is temporarily difficult to control and people temporarily can-

not smoothly control their direction and ranae of movements.

Therefore, they must undergo a period of adaptation and suitable

training before being able to gradually overcome this. Below is

a simple introduction to some manifestations of these effects.

1. Muscle Strength

When people float under weightlessness, they find it dif-

ficult to exert strength and this exertion is often excessive

with the result that the body shifts position and floats. When

there is weightlessness, exerting strength for operations re-

quires the use of binding straps or foot clamps to affix the

body. However, after the body is affixed, muscle power in the
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hands is not as strong as on earth, position activities often

tend to be above the target and the control of exerted strength

*Or operations is frequently inaccurate.

2. .riting _

Actual experience in orbital flight has shown that if the

body is not stationary, a person cannot complete the task of

writing very well but, on the -ontrary , if the body is fixed to

a chair with binding straps there is no difficulty in writing

yet the writing speed will be slower. For example, the time

needed to write 6 words will be 11-12% longer and the time

needed for marking a table will increase 9%. During the initial

period, writing is quite poor and the major manifestations of

this are: (1) the written characters are not uniform in size,

slanted, divided, uneven at the tops and bottoms of the char-

acters and the lines are not neat; (2) the heaviness of the

strokes are twisted, angular, turned and form dotted lines. In

other words, the precision of five finger and wrist movements

drops.

3. Flight Operations

When a spaceship is in orbital flight, hand control time

is lengthened and the accuracy of operations lowers. Yet, gen-

erally speaking, spaceship hand control operations can be

completed. The results of tests on tracking operations have

shown that operation errors are 13-19'% more than those on earth

which occur at over 0.5 cycle/second high frequency signal
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control. The time needed by an astronaut to complete spaceship

angle direction control in orbital flight is also relatively

long. However, after an extended period of weightlessness, the

decrease in operation efficiency becomes progressively smaller.

This shows that the effects of weightlessness on operation ef-

ficiency can be eliminated after adaptation.

4. The Ability to Deal With Sudden Accidents

Can the ability to deal with sudden accidents under weight-

lessness be seriously effected? This can be answered by the

actual occurence of one accident. There was one occasion when a

spaceship was flying towards the moon and there was suddenly

an electronic breakdown 330 thousand kilometers from earth. At

this time, the astronaut quickly climbed into the lunar module

and cooperating with the earth control station rectified the

spaceship's return air line and finally safely returned to the

spaceship. This experience shows that a person under weightless-

ness can bring into full play his subjective activities to deal

with emergency accidents.

Section Four Protective Measures Against Weightlessness

I. Physical Exercise Under Weightlessness

One aspect of the effect of weightlessness on the function-

ing and organ quality of the human body is the lightening of the

load on the musculo-skeletal system causing weakness and possible

atrophy. In order to improve this situation, physical exercise

is one of the most effective protective methods. However, there
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are specific problems of doing physical exercise inside a space-

ship module:

(1) space is limited;

(2) the body floats under weightlessness and if there is

movement it will shift even more.

Because of this, they must carry out movements after affix-

ing the body as mentioned previously. In order to realize this

goal it is necessary to design a set of special physical exercises

which can be done when the body position is fixed. This is natu-

rally not difficult to accomplish.

Theoretically, a person's physical work capabilities are

conditioned by the following factors.

(1) The nervous system especially the control, conformity

and regulation of its higher places. The more this type of mecha-

nism of the nervous system is used the more active it is but when

not used it tends to decline.

(2) The strength, hardness and flexibility of muscle tendons

and joints. In order to maintain and strengthen these character-

istics, exercise is necessary.

(3) Reliance on muscle exercise can raise quality and it

also strengthens circulation, respiration, digestion, secretion

and metabolism.

(4) At the same time, we must also pay attention to the

auxiliary effects of other factors.

The problem is how to design appropriate physical exercises
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using the spaceships limited space and an astronaut's rest time.

In light of a spaceship's environment and characteristics, soft

gymnastics and local muscle concentrated exercises are possibly

the most appropriate because these types of gymnastics can be

done while seated and fixed in a chair and standing stationary

on the floor. In this way, the four limbs, neck and abdominal

area n all be separately exercised. It should be stressed that

it is best if there are many kinds of exercises. Exercise can be

done two or three times a day and each time should not be too

long, 30-40 minutes is enough.

It must also be pointed out that stationary gymnastics

easily cause lack of interest. The revolutionary will and sense

of pilitical responsibility are the most basic and essential

motivations for persisting in physical exercise. Without this

type of motivation an individual's interest cannot carry out

physical exercise very well. If he is able to form a type of

exercise beforehand on the ground this is even better because he

has already formed a habit which is not easy to change.

Space physicians from various nations have esi.Ted many

different exercises for astronauts to perform during navigation.

Some use rubber and springs on chairs to carry out strong physical

exercises and some are formulated for 18 days of navigation

wherein each person does the exercises twice daily and each time

lasts one hour. The exercises include four sets: the purpose of

the first set is to maintain muscle strength and muscle movement

speed; the second set is for strengthening muscle tension; the
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third set is for raising the human body's general endurance and

sustenance; the fourth set uses a specific load to measure

physiological parameters. Physical exercise is done wearing an

elastic exercise suit using a spring device with a pulling force

of several ten kilograms and work strength is medium. Each day

the total exercise time is in the range of 60-90 minutes. According

to results of investigations of astronauts after returning to

earth, physical exercise was very effective in lightening the

unhealthy effects of weightlessness. Besides this, the performing

of exercise when there was negative pressure on the lower half

of the body (-35 millimeters on the mercury column) each day in

the air for 6 hours starting 5 days before returning to earth

was very effective for raising the endurance of a person while

returning to earth to overweightness and the earth's gravity.

II. Selection, Training and Health Assurances

The regulating of an astronaut's food composition to eli-

minate water loss and decalcification caused by weightlessness

is a health safeguard measure which has already been practically

proven. An increase of potassium in food has a relatively good

effect on maintaining body fluid equilibrium; sometimes the effect

of an increase of calcium and phosphorous cannot compare to

potassium but an increase of these three components in the food

combined with appropriate exercise has proven to be effective in

eliminatinq or greatly decreasing decalcification, water loss and
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and body weight loss.

Because the reactions of individuals to weightlessness are

very different, it is necessary to carry out physiological sel-

ection of astronauts beforehand. There are many methods of selec-

tion but one of the main ones is undergoing weightless flight

in an aircraft.

Training prior to navigation also requires undergoing

weightless flight in an aircraft. Besides this, training can also

be done under simulated weightlessness by being submerged and

floating in water.

In recent years, research results on some people have shown

that carrying out exercise 3 times a day wherein the body lies

level and the head is suspended 1 5 ' downwards and each time lasts

20 minutes can noticeably raise body endurance to weightlessness

after entering outer space.

III. Tentative Plans for Protective Equipment

Below we will introduce tentative plans for protection that

have still not been practically applied.

1. Pressurized Sleeves

In covering the arms, thighs and shanks with pressurized

sleeves, we put pressurized gas into the sleeves and each minute

or each specific amount of time gas is filled or placed in.

Continuing in this manner promotes blood flow in the lower limbs

and the muscles have rhythmic relaxation. This method has had
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protective effects under ground simulated weightlessness yet the

effects in space navigation are not ideal and its use is not

convenient.

2. The Swaying Bed and the Negative Pressurized Suit

A patient who has laid in oed for a long time has clini-

cally used a type of swaying bed. It is effective for the un-

healthy reactions of laying in bed for a long time such as low

blood pressure and dizziness. Yet, because its use is inconven-

ient there has not yet been agreement on its use in space navi-

gation. However, in recent years, some people have used the

principle of lower body negative pressure to make a protective

suit and this has had protective results (chart 2-70).

3. Elastic( Pressurized Suits

Some people have designed a type of whole body pressurized

suit made from elastic fabric which allows the different parts

of the whole body to sustain different amounts of pressure so as

to simulate the load on different parts of the body's muscles and

bones when a person is standing erect. However, tests conducted

on persons lying in bed for 3 orbits did not show any protective

effects of this type of pressurized suit. Moreover, the structure

of the suit is complex and it is inconvenient and uncomfortable

to wear. Yet, in recent years, some people have designed an

elastic protective suit that produces pressure when the body

moves and it has been said that it has protective effects against

weightlessness (chart 2-71).
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Chart 2-70 In this Negative Pressurized Suit Worn on the Lower
Half of the Body, the Lower Half of the Body Forms
Negative Pressure by Means of a Vacuum Method

Chart 2-71 Elastic Protective Suit
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4. Artificial Gravity

The most ideal method for avoiding the effects of weiqht-

lessness is artificial gravity. This is a problem that can be

considered for long term space observation stations. However,

at present, many difficulties remain in this area of development

and thus it has still not been realized. Yet, it is significant

for further developments in space navigation.

There are two plans in the basic idea of artificial Gravity.

One plan is the use of continuous linear acceleration to produce

artificial gravity. For example, when flying towards a certain

celestial body, at the very beginning continuous acceleration is

used for linear flight which causes the spaceship to produce

Gravity equal to 1 G. After flying halfway through the course

there is then continuous deceleration which causes the spaceship

to produce 1 G gravity in the opposite direction. At this time,

the spaceship can turn over causing the artificial gravity to be

equal to that of the human body in the head - foot direction.

When the spaceship reaches its target, speed can be reduced to 0.

Theoretically, this type of plan is ideal. Based on calculations,

when a spaceship uses steady linear acceleration of 2 0 and

continuously flies for 24 hours, it can fly 72 million kilometers

and the final speed reaches 6 million kilometers/hour. If there

is half time acceleration flight, half time deceleration fliqht

and a steady production of 2 G gravity, then it can fly to the

noon in 3.5 hours and fly to Mars in 42 hours. However, at present,
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there are still many difficulties in engineering technology for

realizing this type of linear acceleration and it is not appli-

cable for spaceships orbiting the earth.

Another design plan for artificial gravity has continuously

been the center of discussion. It uses the centrifugal force pro-

duced from the turning of the aircraft to create artificial

gravity. There are also several different ideas for this type of

plan.

(1) The most common is the cannular space station as shown

in chart 2-72.

Chart 2-72 Picture of Cannular Space Station

In the chart, D is the diameter and the center
vertical line is the rotating axis.

1. Rotating axis

This type of space station resembles a large circular tube

and the cannular body is the spaceship's cabin. When this type

of space station turns around on its own cannular center, gravity

is produced towards the circular tube's outer wall by the centri-

fugal force. When a person in the circular tube stands with their
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feet facing the outer wall of the circular tube, the circular

tube wall acts as the floor and the person feels as if he is

standing on the earth's surface.

(2) Two spaceships are joined by a steel rope and the rope

is tied around one common center of rotation as if a centrifuge

with a two sided (or two ended) cabin. Artificial gravity is

produced in the spaceship modules away from the rotating center

by the centrifugal force.

Based on calculations, the cannular space station has a

diameter of 12 meters, rotates at a speed of 6 cycles/minute

and can attain 0.25 G artificial gravity. Space stations with

diameters of 61 meters and which have rotating speeds of 5-6

cycles/minute can produce 0.1 G gravity.

The lowest limit of gravity needed for people to have

normal movements and activity is about 0.3 G, yet in 0.14-0.16 G

gravity people can manage movements and activities with great

effort. Although from the point of view of engineering technology

rotating artificial gravity is a satisfactory plan, unfortunately,

in light of human physiology, there still exist many problems.

For example:

(1) When people live in a rotating environment they have

1-2 ;7;- %:"non-adaptation. During this period, vestibulo-vegetative

reactions such as vertigo and nausea as well as symptoms of

motion sickness are difficult to avoid. Without a doubt, adapta-

tion slowly comes later. However, when returning to earth there

again appear sysmptoms of adaptation.
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(2) In a rotating environment, visual illusions can be

caused by rotation and thus result in space direction disorder.

(3) In a rotating artificial gravity environment, there

will no doubt be various illusions and uncomfortable autonomic

nerve reactions due to threshold acceleration.

In order to decrease these unhealthy physiological reactions

produced by rotation to a level. on which no serious effects on

the human body will be produced, the rotating speed of the

rotatina artificial gravity station must be greatly limited.

In summary, the designs for rotating artificial gravity

have still not reached a satisfactory level and therefore are

not able to be accepted for use but await further research and

investigation.
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CHAPTER TEN

NOISE AND SENSE OF HEARING

Section One Preface

I. Noise is a Type of Environmental Pollution

Noise is a disturbing as well as a harmful factor to people.

Due to advances in aviation, industry and communications, noise has

become one of the environmental pollutions in cities. rhese problems

are even more serious in industrialized capitalist nations. For

example, taking the United States as an example, 80 million people

are effected by noise. The effect of noise on children is especially

worthy of serious attention. For example, a large city of mostly

pedestrians with busy traffic sometimes has noise intensity which

F.N. 1reaches 90-110 decibels 'N  Among the children living in this type

of environment for a long time (for example, all day), about 40%

will have permanent reduction in hearing.

It is worthy to note that in recent years city and industrial

noise has gradually increased. According to reports, environmental

noise has doubled every ten years in the United States. In the last

F..i. I A decibel is the unit of relative intensity for sound:

intensity of sound sound pressureOecibel value= 10 log = 20 log bscsadr
basic intensity basic standard

sound pressure
Generally, the lowest sound audible to the human ear is used
as e basic standard which 2is C.00002 newton/meter 2 or
10 microwatts/centimeter2 .
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ten years, environmental noise in large cities in the Soviet Union

has also increased 8-12 decibels. During the last several years, the

number of people in the United States seeking compensation because

of injuries to hearing has increased nine fold. Recently, an in-

vestigation in Sweden of youths applying for work indicated that

about 20% of them had different degrees of hearing loss due to the

effects of environmental noise and this was a two fold increase as

compared to 1956.

-ioise is also relatively serious in aviation and space navi-

gation especially modernized aviation aircraft where noise intensity

is very great. It not only effects pilots but also effect ground

personnel and citizens living in the surrounding areas.

II. Spaceship and Aircraft Noise

There are two categories of noise which are quite easily

perceived in space navigation. One category is noise from the space-

ship's power system which is mainly in wide frequency bands and in

low frequency sections where sound pressure is high. The other

category is aerodynamic noise produced from border eddies of air

when a spaceship passes through dense atmosphere. This category of

noise is also in a wide frequency band yet its high frequency

section is dominant. These two categories of noise are produced when

a spaceship is launched, ascends, returns and is in powered flight.

See charts 2-73 to 2-75 for its intensity.
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Chart 2-73 Estimated Noise of Different Rocket Thrusts

The numbers on the curves indicate thrust (1,000 pounds)
1. Multipll frequency range power level (decibels), (refers

to 10-1 watts)
2. Frequency band (cycles/second)
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Chart 2-74 Noise (Estimated Value) at Different Times After Rocket
is Launched (Powered Flight Stage)

1. Stationary time
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2. Lift-off time
3. Greatest noise
4. Boudary area noise 2
5. Sound pressure level (refers to 0.00002 newton/meter
6. Time after lift-off

f*150•
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1010 IS

1 20o0 1h 80 TAI
.*IMM. ( )

Chart 2-75 Noise on Boundary Layer Outside Spaceship Module During
Return

1. Sound pressure level (refers to 0.00002 newton/meter2)
2. Time during return (seconds)

Chart 2-76 also lists the noise changes of a spaceship during

lift-off and return. For the most part, during the 120 second period

when a spaceship is launched and lift-off, the total sound pressure

of noise reaches its peak during the 60 seconds after lift-off. The

sound pressure of the outside of the spaceship can reach 158 decibels

and the sound pressure inside the spaceship module can reach 125

decibels. Phe sound pressure on the ears when an astronaut is wear-

ing a helmet is 108 decibels. Sound pressure on the abdominal area

inside a spacesuit is 120 decibels. Consideration of protection

against noise during this period is especially needed. After a

spaceship flies out of the dense atmospheric layer, because the
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surroundings have no air to carry sound, therefore not only do the

surroundings have no noise but it actually changes into cosmic

stillness.

150q

130

IN( O a , .

75 150 3 600 1200 2400 4800 9600

Chart 2-76 The Noise Inside and Outside of a Spaceship Module

1. Noise outside module
2. Noise inside module
3. Loise inside module calculated according to the law of mass
4. Sound pressure level (decibels)
5. Multiple frequency range (cycles/second)

For the general situation of aircraft noise see charts 2-77

and 2-78.

'10

0 00
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'0 600 1200 2400 46,00 6

Chart 2-77 Helicopter Noise (the Different Curves Indicate Different
Helicopters)
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1. (Decibels), (refers to 0.00002 newton/meter
2

2. Multiple frequency range frequency band (cycles/second)
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(b)

Chart 2-78 The Noise Inside the Cabin of a Common Single Engine
Aircraft at Different Altitudes (Dotted Lines in Chart)

1. Using V51R model earplug protection gives a 480 minute
safety limit

2. When no earplugs are used there is a 120 minute safety
limit

3. When no earplugs are used there is a 480 minute safety
limit

4. 1/3 multiple frequency range sound pressure level (decibels)
5. Frequency (cycles/second)
6. 1/3 multiple frequency range sound pressure level (decibels)
7. Frequency (cycles/second)
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Chart 2-79 lists the noise changes and distribution of

surrounding sound pressure in different places inside and outside

of the aircraft cabin. (a) is the noise in different places inside

a civil aviation aircraft passenger cabin (a piston engine aircraft).

The numerical values in the chart are at a low sound pressure level

(the unit is dyne/centimeter2). (b) is the noise field produced

when a jet enters static air and the wave section in the chart is

the equivalent sound intensity line.

Dhese noises not only effect pilots, flight personnel and

passengers but also do great harm to airfield workers and citizens

living in the surrounding areas.

3.6 4.04

110" 10 g 0o7 70 60

(b)

Chart 2-79 Noise of an Aircraft in Different Places

(Key-next pages
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1. Aircraft control cabin
2. 140 decibels
3. 3 meters
4. 15 meters
5. 30 meters
6. 110 decibels
7. 115 decibels
8. 120 decibels
9. 125 decibels

10. 130 decibels
11. 135 decibels

Section Two The Harm of Noise to Hearing

Besides interference, noises under 60 decibels do not gener-

ally harm the human body but stronger noises can. Generally speaking,

the harm of noises under 165 decibels are mainly to hearing and there

is only temporary interference to other physiological activities;

noises over 165 decibels create other injuries.

The harm of noise to hearing causes temporary or longer dis-

ruption of hearing and even permanent loss. The different lengths

of time of harm to hearing can be divided into three categories:

1. Hearing Reduction for a Short Time (the Auditory Threshold
Rises)

F.N.I1
This type of phenomenon is called auditory fatigue and

it can gradually disappear and return to normal 1-2 days after the

noise has stopped. rhe extent of hearing reduction and the length

of recovery time are both related to noise intensity, exposure time

and frequency range. For example, 12 seconds of exposure to 128

decibel noise is sufficient to reduce hearing 68 decibels for a

F.N. 1 Some people place auditory fatigue together with auditory
threshold shift which will be discussed later and jointly
call them auditory threshold shifts.
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short time, more than 1 minute of exposure to 90-100 decibel noise

can also noticeably reduce hearing, for 80-90 decibel noise to

cause temporary hearing reduction 5 minutes of exposure is needed

and 75-78 decibel noise requires several hours of exposure to caLse

a temporary reduction of 4-5 decibels. If the hearing reduction

index is fixed relatively low then 1 minute of exposure to 60 decibel

noise can create very slight hearing reduction. If the noise is not

very intense and if exposure time is long, its harm can reach a

relatively distinct level. For example, 8 hours of exposure to

74-76 decibel noise only causes 4-5 decibel hearing reduction but

when exposure is continued for 30 days, this not only causes some

people a 25-30 decibel hearing reduction but 2 days of recovery time

is needed.

2. Temporary Auditory Threshod Shifts

This indicates hearing loss that requires several days to

several months recovery time. Very intense noises that do not

necessarily have long exposure times can possibly cause this type

of harm. Jet aircraft noise of 110 decibels that lasts for 30 min-

utes at a distance of 4-5 meters can cause a person's hearing of

high frequency sounds (above 1,000 cycles/second) to drop 30-65

decibels and hearing of low frequency sounds (128-512 cycles/second)

to drop 5-10 decibels with a more than 6 day recovery period re-

quired. Lower intensity noises must have relatively long action

time to be able to create this type of harm.

People's auditory threshold irlue naze highs and lows in rela-

tion to sounds at different frequencies. Chart 2-80 shows the

auditory thresholds of a normal youth and an old person. The aud-cor
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threshold of the latter to high frequency is much higher than that

of the former (the higher the auditory threshold the more defective

the hearing).

12Gr

s.10

~o60-

SI°o0 10-oo . 1000 10000

Chart 2-80 A Person's Auditory Threshold

1. Auditory threshold of normal 20 year old
2. Auditory threshold of a 60 year old
3. Auditory threshold (sound pressure level in decibels),

(refers to 0.00002 newton/meter
2 )

4. Frequency (cycles/second)

An auditory shift indicates a phenomenon where the auditory

threshold rises and 2 days to several months are needed for recovery.

If recovery time is shorter than 2 days, then this belongs to the

category of "auditory fatigue." Yet, there are also some people who

jointly call the two auditory threshold shifts. If hearing can never

recover, this is called "permanent hearing loss" or "hearing damage."

Temporary auditory threshold shifts have the following

characteristics:

(1) the auditory threshold rise can reach 35 decibels or

more and nigh frequency section shifts are relatively large;

(2) most people's auditory threshold shifts occur in the area
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of 4,000-6,000 cycles/second and the auditory threshold of sounds

at these frequencies have their largest rise:

(3) the auditory threshold shifts caused by most industrial

noise are produced in the first 2 hours of exposure to the noise;

(4) when noise does not change, the auditory threshold shift

is the same each day. When ncise intensity increases, then auditory

threshold shifts increase;

(5) the larger the auditory threshold shift, the longer the

recovery time;

(6) the auditory threshold shift value measured 2 minutes

after to exposure to noise can correspond to the permanent hearing

damage caused by 10 years of industrial exposure to this type of

noise.

For the intensity threshold values of "auditory threshold

shifts" produced after less than 8 hours of continuous noise, see

table 2-23.
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107 111 O 3 1 2 91 5 3 25171 1 4 3122117; 13 9
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Table 2-23 Noise Intensity, Exposure Time and Temporary Threshold
Shifts
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1. Noise multiple frequency range sound pressure level
2. 2 kilocycles/second; number in temporary threshold shift

(decibels)
3. Exposure time (minutes)
4. 3 kilocycles/second; number in temporary threshold shift

(decibels)
5. Exposure time (minutes)
6. 4 kilocycles/second; number in temporary threshold shift

(decibels)
7. Exposure time (minutes)
8. 6 kilocycles/second; number in temporary threshold shift

(decibels)
9. Exposure time (minutes)

See table 2-24 for the relationship between the size of

auditory threshold shifts and the length of recovery times. It can

be seen from this table that the larger the auditory threshold

shift the longer the recovery time.

10 8

20 , 'J' "
30 10

40 30/1a
50 6 5./.s t

2able 2-24 The Relationship of Temporary Threshold Shifts and Mean
Recovery Time

1. Threshold shift (decibels)
2. Mean recovery time
3. 8 minutes
4. 1 hour
5. 4 hours
6. 30 hours
7. 65 hours

3. Permanent Hearing Loss

The action time of more intense noise is relatively long and

can cause permanent hearing loss. For example, 110-130 decibel noise
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with 1 month exposure will cause noticeable permanent hearing loss.

Repeated exposure to peak value intensity 140 decibel gun sounds on

the battlefield can cause permanent hearing loss. 160 decibel noise

can also cause perforation of the tympanic membrane and permanent

hearing loss is often seen in exposure to occupational noise. Their

hearing losses are mainly at frequencies above 24 cycles/second.

The course of exposure to industrial noise which causes

permanent hearing loss is progressive. At first, it occurs for sounds

in the 4,000 cycles/second range, then is extended to the 2,048-

4,096 cycles/second range and finally loss develops towards the two

ends; development in the high frequency section is relatively fast.

Chart 2-81 is a schematic diagram of this course of development. In

the chart, the 0 decibel horizontal line indicates normal hearing

and curves 1,2,3 and 4 separately represent the different develop-

:rent stages of occupational deafness.

zo-

1 25 , 0 1000 2000 4000 000

Chart 2-81 Schematic Chart of the Development Course of Occupational
Deafness

I. Hearing loss (decibels)
2. Frequency (cycles/second)
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Judging from the morphological changes of the auditory organs,

the development of occupational deafness can be divided into three

stages: in the first stage no harm to the hair cells in the inner ear

cochlea is observed; in the second stage, the outer layer hair cells

are completely lost, there is sustained tissue damage and there is

also harm done to the inner layer hair cells; in the third stage,

the auditory receptors are irreversibly and completely damaged. 3e-

cause hearing loss in occupational deafness is progressive, most

people do not become aware of it within a short period of time; they

usually become aware of it when hearing loss of 500-2,000 cycles/

second sounds reaches over 20 decibels. Then they use labor protec-

tion but by that time it is too late. iearing aids can usually not

be used to compensate for serious occupational hearing loss because

the inner ear auditory receptors already have organic atrophy and

damage so that they cannot be restored.

Permanent hearing loss caused by long term exposure to noise

(including occupational exposure) possesses the following charac-

teristics:

(1) The larger the total energy of the noise the shorter the

time needed to cause permanent hearing loss.

(2) Hearing loss is mainly above 2,000 cycles/second and

especially in the frequency spectrum of 4,000-6,000 cycles/second.

(3) One special feature of hearing loss is that when speaking

in a loud voice to a person with hearing loss, he usually says:

".jon't yell, I'm not deaf." In reality, however, even if one speaks

loudly, ae finds it difficult to hear clearly.
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(4) The course of the development of permanent hearing loss

is usually: after exposure to noise there is a relatively large

shift of the auditory threshold. During a later period, hearing

gradually recovers to a certain extent, yet a certain level of hear-

ing (a specific frequency spectrum range) loss cannot be restored

and this non-restorable part then becomes permanent hearing damage.

If after many years of working as a pilot or airfield worker

with poor protection against noise some people sustain occupational

hearing loss. Chart 2-82 shows the relationship of the flight times

of civil aviation pilots and hearing loss. It can be seen from this

chart that hearing loss is prolonged and increases according to

flight time. dhen considering the problem of hearing loss caused by

long time exposure to this type of occupational noise, it is also

necessary to consider the influence of age because the hearing of

an adult who has not been exposed to intense noise can also be pro-

longed according to age and be reduced to a certain extent.

r 5050*
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25*25275
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2hart 2-82 Harm to Pilot's Hearing With Different Flight Times
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'I'l indicates the percentage of people in this type of

audiogram with hearing deficiency. For example, the 50%
curve is the mid-value of the audiogram which is indicated
here by a thick line.

(a) Flight time 1-2 thousand hours
(b) Flight time 4-6 thousand hours
(c) Flight time 10-16 thousand hours
1. Hearing level (decibels), (refers to the 1951 United

States zero hearing level
2. Frequency (cycles/second)
3. Frequency (cycles/second)
4. Frequency (cycles/second)

In table 2-25, the numbers in brackets in the first line indicate

the number of people who have not yet been exposed to intense noise

(greater than 80 decibels) alnc hearing declines in accordance with

increase in age. The others separately show the percentage of people

with serious hearing loss after a certain number of years of

occupational exposure to different intensities of noise (the numeri-

cal values listed in the table have already deducted the percentage

of people who have hearing reduction due to age). This table uses

hearing losses greater than 25 decibels as the critical index of

serious hearing damage. Because hearing loss is above 25 decibels,

hearing of speech sounds is weakened which affects the ability of

the sufferer to hear people speak. This table is applicable for

continued occupational exposure to noise and the exposure time to

continuous noise is determined according to a five day week, 8 hours

each day. The data in this table are not applicable for exposure to

pulsating noise (for example, few and scattered gun sounds). A

certain conversion should be done for diconnected noise (for example,

noises that occur several minutes to several hours apart) so that

this table can be used after conversion to an equivalent of exposure
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to continuous noise intensity.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 36 o 5

4800 ,010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S (2) (3 (5) (7) (10) (14) (211) (33) (50)

85 0 1 3 5 6 7 8 9 1f, 7

O 0 1 10 14 16 16 18 20 21 is

95 0 7 17 24 28 29 31 32 29 23

100 0 12 29 37 42 43 44 44 41 33

145 0 18 42 53 SI 60 62 61 54 41

110 0 26 56 71 78 78 77 72 62 45

115 0 30 71 83 87 84 81 75 64 47
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Table 2-25 Exposure to Continuous Occupational Noise - The Percentage
of People with Serious Hearing Damage Created 8 Hours a
Day, 5 days a week (The Numerical Values in the Table
Have Already Deducted the Percentage of People with
Serious Hearing Damage Due to Age)

1. Noise sound pressure level (decibels)
2. rhe percentage of people with serious hearing damage
3. The number of years of exposure to noise

F.N. 1 Serious hearing damage mentioned in this table
points to pure sound auditory threshold rises over 25
decibels at 500 cycles/second, 1,000 cycles/second and
2,000 cycles/second frequencies.

F.N. 2 The values in brackets in this line are influenced
by age and make up the percentage of people with serious
hearing damage. 18 years is the starting point for age.
Therefore, 0 years indicates 18 years of age and 45 years
indicates 63 years of age.
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Section Three Other Physiological Effects of Noise

Besides bringing about hearing damage, noise also causes

certain disturbances and damage to the functioning of human organs,

mainly in the following areas.

1. Digestion and Nutrition

When a person resides in a noisy environment for a long

period of time, the occurrence rate of ulcers and enterogastritis is

relatively high. One reason for this is the inhibition of the normal

activities of the stomach due to noise: 60 decibel noise can pro-

duce inhibitory action of the stomach, 80-90 decibels can cause

stomach contractions to decrease 37% and 60 decibel noise can cause

a 44% decrease in saliva secretion. Under the action of noise, the

discharge of vitamin B1 can rise. Vitamin B1 in the heart, liver,

kidneys and intestines decreases and is especially profound in the

liver thus causing a vitamin B1 deficiency.

. Respiratory System

Sudden action of noise over 90 decibels causes the respira-

tion rate to rise. People who live in a noisy environment for a long

time have slow and deep respiration and their incidence of asthma

is relatively high.

3. Cardiac Blood Vessel System

Sudden intense noise causes heart rate and blood pressure to

drop. in 90-100 decibel low frequency noise, the heart rate slows

down, the diastolic period is extended, peripheral blood vessels

contract, arterial systolic pressure decreases and diastolic pressure

rises. Blood pressure reactions to intense noise differ with each
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individual; in some the pressure rises while for others it drops.

-ong term noise often causes the occurrence rate of cardiac blood

vessel system illnesses to rise.

4. Disturbance to Sleep

People easily fall asleep when there is weak and steady noise.

On the contrary, intense noise and especially noise that comes

suddenly causes disturbances to sleep. Under different degrees of

noise there appear various interfering waves to a normal electro-

encephalogram of sleep and its amplitude increases in accordance

with the loudness of the noise and thus shows a linear rise.

5. Internal Secretion

Under the effect of noise there are increases in the adrenal

cortex, marrow and thyroid gland secretion, the basic metabolism

rate rises and the sex glands are inhibited. There are also corre-

sponding changes in the biochemical composition of the blood.

6. Nervous System

Continuous intense noise inhibits the central nervous system

and sudden intense noise can even cause some sensitive people to

faint. Long term residence in a noisy environment can cause an

increase of slow waves in the electroencephalogram and a series of

central symptoms such as fatigue, dizziness, a desire for sleep, a

decrease in work efficiency, difficulty in concentration and poor

memory. The occurrence rate of vestibular symptoms such as balance

mechanism impairment and vestibular vegetative reactions also show

increases.
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Section Four The Effects of Noise on Auditory Signals and

Language Communication

Noise has a noticeable effect on auditory work efficiency.

This is due to the covering action of noise on audible signals, and

the largest actions are by those sounds which are close to its

frequency. The most common frequency of sounds used in language

communication are 500-2,000 cycles/second and therefore noise in

this frequency spectrum is the largest interference to language.

in order to raise the efficiency of auditory work signals in a

noisy work area it is best to choose sounds that are relatively

distant from the noise frequency as the auditory signals. Table

2-26 shows the dominant frequencies and intensities of several

common auditory signals.

O 0 65-77 75-83 1000
015P" ** 74-83 4.-94 600

I 5 t ' 85-90 95-100 300
In1r 90-100 100-110 5000

S100-110 110-121 7000

Jif50-60 70 200

I 60-70 70-80 I 400-1000

2.5L *e*) 60 70 100
5 9 ) 62 12 100

5 r 3 73 650
6 )891 500-1000

*M Al 5t5 l 0-0 A A R. 4EMATOM70-80*A,1 ItOETF ILDIFAM

&*xM90-I00ftj.

Table 2-26 The Dominant Frequencies and Intensities of Several
Commonly Used Auditory Signals (F.N. 1)

1. Category
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2. Auditory signal
3. ',ean intensity level (decibels)
4. Place at a distance of 3 meters
5. Place at a distance of 0.9 meters
6. Dominant audible frequency (cycles/second)
7. Large area, high intensity
8. Small area, low intensity
9. 10 centimeter bell

10. 15 centimeter bell
11. 25 centimeter bell
12. Horn
13. Siren
14. iieavy sounding buzzer
15. Light sounding buzzer
16. 2.3 centimeter bell sound
17. 5 centimeter bell sound
18. 7.5 centimeter bell sound
19. Bell sound

F.N. 1: Large area intense auditory signals use 50-60 decibel
intensity in a quiet place, use 50-60 decibels in an
open workshop and use 90-100 decibels in factories
with intense noise, machine shops or stamping workshops.

The relation of auditory signals and noise intensity is often

measured by the intensity ratio of the signals and noises and the

unit measurement is decibels. The formula for calculating this is

S/N(decibels) = 10 log S/N

In the formula, S/N is the signal-noise ratio (decibels), S is

signal intensity and N is noise intensity. The smaller the signal-

noise ratio the less understandable the language. Its general

relationship is shown in chart 2-83.
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Chart 2-83 The Effects of Noise on Language Communication

Line 1- The major complaints of listeners to normal speech
spoken at a distance of 3 meters in a private office
or conference room

Line 2- The major complaints of listeners at a distance of
1 meter from a high voiced conversation in a secretary's,
drawing, business or machine room

3. lajor classifications of noises
4. Very noisy, unendurable
5. Maximum noise
6. Irritating noise
7. Medium irritating noise
8. Quiet
9. Totally quiet

10. Satisfactory use of telephone
11. Difficulty in using telephone
12. Not able to use telephone satisfactorily
13. Language interference level (mean sound pressure levels

of 600-1,200, 1,200-2,400 and 2,400-4,800 frequency bands)

See charts 2-84 and 2-85 for the interference of language

when the noise frequency bands are relatively wide and the intensities

of each frequency component are more or less the same.
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Chart 2-84 The Comprehension Threshold of Sentences During Continuous
Speech Changes According to the Wide Frequency Band Noise
Level

Here, the meaning of comprehension threshold is the
language sound pressure level when the listener seems to
be able to comprehend all of the sentences.

1. Language sound pressure level (decibels)
2. -,oise sensation level (decibels)
3. No noise
4. ioise sound pressure level (decibels)

10

I8

-

-18 - 12 - 6 0 6 12 18

Chart 2-85 The Relationship Between Various Degrees of Comprehension

and the Signal-Joise Ratio
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The three curves in the chart measure the same communication
system and use the same group of subjects.

i. Percent of accurate listening comprehension
2. Signal/noise ratio

The voice intensity commonly used by most people in tele-

phone communications is in the 57-69 decibel range and if there is

noise interference it is necessary to raise the voice to be able to

effectively communicate. See chart 2-86 for the effects of different

signal/noise ratios on language comprehension. "Voice level" is a

measure for voice intensity.

€3110 30 50 7.0 0 11-'-'- - • "0 13,
-., ( .ni1

Chart 2-86 The Effects of the Signal-Noise Ratio on Language
Communication

The highest curve is the degree of voice (words) comp-
rehension heard in a quiet environment; each of the bottom
lines separately indicates the voice comprehension in noisy
environments with different signal-noise ratios - the num-
oers on each line indicate the signal-noise ratio.

1. Word comprehension (M)
2. Voice level Cdecibels)
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Generally speaking, noise levels of less than 60 decibels do

not affect telephone conversations. Noise levels that reach 60-75

decibels cause difficulty in telephone communications and when the

level is greater than 75 decibels telephone communications are

impossible. In order to guarantee effective oral communications when

the noise is under 150 cycles/second and at a distance of 1.8 meters

the noise cannot exceed 95-100 decibels and cannot exceed 85 decibels

at i0,U00 cycles/second.

The above effects all refer to continuous noise and in prac-

tice non-continuous noise is often encountered such as gun noise,

exploding bomb noise and auditory signal noise. During intervals of

diconnected noise there are also decreases in hearing. However, the

effects of equal intensity noise are relatively small. The inter-

ference of relatively continuous noise on language is also small. In

order to raise the efficiency of voice communications where there

are disconnected noises, a method of repeated speech can be used.

Section Five The Effects of Noise on Flight Capabilities

The general reactions of people to noise are feelings of

monotony, anxiety and increased fatigue. Noises below 100 decibels

have very little real effect on the efficiency of various types of

non-auditory work. If noise above 100 decibels has not yet reached

the auditory threshold (135-140 decibels), then it does not have a

large effect on the efficiency of non-auditory work. Aowever, some-

times 80-90 decibels intensity noise can affect precision monitoring

work operations as well as relatively complex intellectual activities
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requiring memory and discrimination. For the purpose of simplifying

narration, we summed up the general circumstances of the effects of

noise on work efficiency in table 2-27. The operations listed are

all closely related to flight capabilities.

IM %M-rIM 13- ) *t

v, ooA & B.

Lable 2-27 The Effects of Noise on Work Efficiency

1. Characteristic of work
2. ,'ork situation
3. Noise conditions
4. -Joise intensity (decibels)
5. £ffects on work efficiency
6. Warning monitoring work
7. Reaction times
8. Instrument reading

9. Writing
10. ChartiEg co*nunications

11. bse of pure sound for signal warning
12. Clock-face monitoring: three needles

one needle
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13. Monitoring tube work with 20 instruments
14. Aonitoring tube with 20 signal lights
15. Oscilloscope signal monitoring
16. Signals with three lights flashing ten times
17. Seeking a standard symbol in a series of figures appearing

continuously
18. Reaction time of 1,000 cycles/second pure sound signals
19. ieaction time of 1,000 cycles/second pure sound signals
20. Reaction time of wide frequency band white noise signals
21. .iscrimination reaction of five signal lights
22. Instrument reading for 8 hours, every 2 hours change off

work and rest
23. ,uickly write alphabet letters in 42 minutes
24. Simulated charting communications
25. White noise
26. White noise
27. White noise
28. qhite noise
29. White noise
30. .Thite noises appear disconnected
31. 4hite noise
32. White noise
33. Wide frequency band white noise
34. Pure sound
35. l'ide frequency band white noise
36. High noise
37. White noise
38. Noise enters telephone
39. rhe signal awareness efficiency and 2 x signal/noise ratio

form a direct proportion relation
40. signal missing increases
41. No noticeable effects
42. Noticeable drop in efficiency
43. .o noticeable effects
44. Effects appear when the signal interval time for complete

distance exceeds I minute
45. .4oticeable drop in efficiency
46. Noticeable drop in efficiency
47. When the signal/noise ratio is fixed at 30 decibels, stable

reaction time does not change according to the absolute
intensity of the signals

48. When the signal/noise ratio is fixed, reaction time in-
creases according to the increases of the absolute
intensity of the signals

49. Reaction time drops in accordance with the increases of
the absolute intensity of signals

50. 100 decibel noise has bad effects and when lighting is
deficient 90 decibel noise has bad effects

51. No noticeable effects
52. Noticeable drop in efficiency
53. Work efficiency and speed drop in accordance with work time
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F.N. 1 White noise exists at various frequencies and moreover
is noise with equal sound pressure.

It should be pointed out that if noise causes shock or di-

verts attention, for example sudden intense or disconnected noises,

when their intensity is low they can sometimes cause a decrease in

work efficiency and their effect on complex intellectual activities,

high degrees of attention and precision instrument reading is great.

Section Six Endurance to Noise and Safety Limits

Man's endurance to noise is divided and separately discussed

.below according to the differences of their endurance indices.

1. Ear Pain Threshold

Intense noise can cause pain in the ears which is called the

auditory pain threshold. The auditory pain threshold is more or less

at about 140 decibels. Yet, it differs in accordance with frequency

as shown in chart 2-87. The reason why intense sounds cause ear pain

is due to the excessive tension and vibrations of the tympanic

membrane. For example, the tympanic membrane vibrations caused by

2,000 cycles/second pure sounds at 0 decibel intensity are only
I -9

10 centimeters and at 140 decibel amplitude, vibrations can reach

as high as 10- 2 centimeters. Noise over 160 decibels can cause

tympanic membrane ruptures: ear pains are then portents of tympanic

membrane injury.
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Chart 2-87 Auditory Pain Threshold (1), Auditory Threshold (2) and
Different Environments of Noise

1. Frequency (cycles/second)
2. Auditory pain threshold
3. Train passes local railway station
4. Common factory
5. A large store or rffice in a city
6. Common residentiai area
7. A whisper (heard from a distance of 5 feet)

2. Hearing Damage Threshold

This uses hearing damage as the critical index. Based on this

index, man's endurance time to audible frequency range noise inten-

sity of 135 decibels is less than 10 seconds, endurance time to 125

decibels is 2 minutes and for 100 decibels it is 8 hours. During

even longer exposure, endurance to noise frequency below 300 cycles/

second does not exceed 90 decibels. Exposure of 1-2 months to 85

decibel noise generally does not cause permanent heerinq damace yet

when there is continuous exposure for over one year, there is the
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danger of permanent hearing loss. It is safe to say that the

limit of permanent hearing damage caused by long exposure is

less than 85 dec:ibels.

3. Discomfort Threshold

Noise causes the human body's discomfort physiological re-

action threshold value to be 125-226 decibels with 20 minutes

exposure. The subjective and objective manifestations of dis-

comfort when the auditory threshold rises 10-15 decibels are

headaches, clogged ears, decreases in pulse, rises in blood

pressure, extensions of visual reaction time, and vibrating

feelings in the limbs and abdominal area. Chart 2-88 is an ex-

ample of how noise in an aircraft cabin effects the physiolog-

ical discomfort reaction threshold value.

- -t- '-.
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Chart 2-88 Major Discomfort Limitations of Noise in an Air-
craft Cabin

1. Multiple frequency range sound pressure level (decibels)-
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!2

(refers to 0.00002 newton/meter
2

2. Multiple frequency range frequency band (cycles/second)

4. Safety Standards

International conferences have determined the safety pro-

tection standards to noise as: in an environment of noise for

8 hours each day noise should not exceed 90 decibels and mod-

ulated noise should not exceed 85 decibels.

Some people recommend that the permissable noise level in

aircraft and spaceship cabins should not exceed 40 decibels.

They considered the possibility of taking turns resting in a

spaceship cabin and therefore proposed that during powerless

flight, noise in the spaceship cabin should not exceed 35-40

decibels during daylight hours and should not exceed 25-30

decibels at night. This is beneficial to conversations, rest

and sleep. Naturally, during takeoff and return the permis-

sible level of noise must be relaxed for a short period of

time because it is impossible at this time to cause noise to

decrease to a level of powerless flight.

Charts 2-89 and 2-90 and table 2-28 sum up the data on

noise safety standards and endurance.
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Chart 2-89 Permissable Limit to Long Term Occupational Ex-
posure to Noise

In the chart, lines 1-8 separately represent exposure each

day of 8 hours, 4 hours, 2 hours, 1 hour, 30 minutes, 10 min-

utes and 1 minute; line 9, composed of dashes, represents the

highest total sound pressure level permissable to the ear

during a single exposure.

1. Sound pressure level (decibels
2. Multiple frequency range frequency band (cycles/second)
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Chart 2-90 Recommended Noise Limit in Spaceships

Line 1. Demanded noise sound pressure level
Line 2. Highest permissible noise sound level
Line 3. Auditory pains, fatigue and headaches; operation

efficiency seriously drops; long term exposure
causes auditory damage

4. Multiple frequency range sound pressure leyel
(decibels)-(refers to 0.00002 newton/meter

5. Multiple frequency range (cycles/second)
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Table 2-28 Longest Permissible Time of Exposure to Noise

1. Noise sound pressure level (decibels)
2 Protection conditions
3. Longest permissible time
4. Without ear protection
5. With ear protection
6. 1 hour
7. 5 minutes
8. 30 seconds
9. 10 seconds or less

10. 8 hours
11. 1 hour
12. 5 minutes
13. 30 seconds
14. 10 seconds

Section Seven Protection Against Noise

1. Technical Protection Against Weak Noise Sources

To decrease noise sources and the noise intensity produced

by them or to increase the distance between the noise source

and people are very important technical measures for protec-

tion against noise. Means to decrease noise intensity should

be taken as far as possible in the design of aircraft and

spaceship.
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2. Sound Insulation and Sound Absorption

The use of sound insulation and sound absorption equipment

in aircraft and spaceship cabins as well as in various struct-

ures are very effective types of protective measures against

noise.

3. Earplugs and Semi-Earplugs

Earplugs are a relatively good protective means for worksite,

inside cabin and room noise. Earplugs can obstruct the hearing

of language when there is no noise. However, in noisy environ-

ments, well designed earplugs not only do not effect language

communication but can raise to a certain degree language discrim-

ination when there is noise. In order to not obstruct telephone

communications, a type of earplug with an earphone can be used

(resembling an earphone in a hearing aid) which is called an

'ear cover" or "semi-earplug". Ear covers can possess the sound

insulation effects of earplugs and will not obstruct the ear-

phone's ability to relate messages. There is one danger in using

earplugs in aviation. After an aircraft enters a high altitude

the surrounding air pressure decreases considerably causing a

relatively large pressure gradient inside and outside the ear

with the earplug. If the earplug is suddenly taken away, this

can cause a rupture in the tympanic membrane. In order to pre-

vent this danger from occuring, a very small valve type slit can

be made beforehand in earplugs used in aviation. This type of

earplug can eliminate excessive differences in pressure on the
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inside and outside of the ear and will not effect sound insul-

ation. However, ear covers are generally used in aircraft and

spaceships. Perfect sound insulation ear covers can decrease

noise 20-30 decibels.

4. Training For Noise

Adaptation can occur after multiple or long time exposure

to noise. However, there is a certain amount of danqer in under-

going traLning as a protective means of reaching adaptation be-

cause hearing loss often occurs at the same time as adaptation.

Because of this, it is not beneficial to train against intense

noise. However, training can be used to raise communication

capabilities against disturbed speech communications and noise

that does not cause harm to hearing. This has already been used

to a large extent in military communications and it can also be

applied in aircraft and spaceships.

5. Preparation Noise

Several hundred microseconds before an intense noise occurs

there is a relatively intense preparatory noise which does not

cause harm and activation of the muscles in the inner ear, com-

pensation reactions in the human body and tension in the ear

bones can decrease the harmful effect of intense noise. When

these types of devices are installed on big guns, protection

effects equaling a 30-40 decibel decrease in noise intensity can

be obtained.

6. Simulated Cranial Sounds

People commonly use the difference in sound in the two ears
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to discriminate the location of sounds because the time and

intensity for sounds in different locations reaching the left

and right ears is different. Based on this difference, people

can differentiate the place of origins of sounds. The inter-

ference of sounds in different locations is smaller than sounds

in the same location. Some people designed a method using audio

amplifers to carry out language communications. This method

uses two audio amplifying forms arranged on the front part of

the head, 300 on the left side and 30'on the riaht side. The two

forms simultaneously transmit similar speech signals wherein

they complement and oppose eachother. When this is heard, a

person feels that the speech is being emitted from inside the

head and is different from any outside sounds. Thus, this type

of speech is more easily distinguished than any sounds coming

from the outside and furthermore there is less noise interfer-

ence. According to test results, the use of this type of method

for speech communications can cause speech comprehensibility

when the signal/noise ratio is 0 decibels and - 5 decibels to

rise 12-14% and a raise of about 35% when the signal/noise ratio

is -10 decibels. The auditory results caused by this type of

audio amplifier resembles the sounds produced in the cranium

and therefore some people call them "simulated cranial sounds".

Section Eight The Roaring Sounds of Supersonic Aircraft

When supersonic aircraft fly by, people on the ground feel a

tremendous noise like the sound of a bomb falling and this is
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called a 'roaring sound" or "sound wave explosion". This type

of sound is not only produced when an aircraft breaks the

sound barrier but is also continually produced in the places

on the ground passed during aircraft supersonic flight. The

reason for the production of a roaring sound is that when a

supersonic aircraft flies passed in the air, pressure waves are

formed which radiate out from the aircraft in all directions

according to the velocity of sound. When an aircraft's speed is

faster than the velocity of sound, pressure waves amass and

form shock waves. Shock waves revolve around the aircraft, are

dragged behind the aircraft and form a cone shape (see chart

2-91).

2

Chart 2-91 The Distribution of Aircraft Roaring Sounds (Also
Called Sound Wave Explosions)

1. Aircraft course
2. Figure of roaring sound pressure distribution (a cone)
3. Distribution range of roaring sound on the ground

When the shock waves come in contact with the ground a

roaring sound is produced. The intensity of the roaring sound

depends on many factors such as the length, weight, flight

altitude, speed and the angle of the flight path of an aircraft.

Cenerally speaking, the higher the flight altitude the lower the

intensity of the roaring sound and the wider the range occupied
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by the sound. According to statistics, when the flight speed of

a large transporter reaches 3 M (M is the velocity of sound),

continuous flight at an altitude of 22,500 meters, there can be

produced on the ground along the flight line a 5-7.5 kilogra./

meter peak value sound pressure roaring sound. If aircraft

weight is relatively great and altitude is relatively low the

peak value sound pressure can approach 10 kilograms/meter 2 which

is close to the human auditory pain threshold. When modern super-

sonic aircraft fly at a cruise altitude and its flight path is in

a 20,kilometer range, almost 98% of the ground pressure reaches

7.5-10 kilograms/meter 2 and the other 2% of the ground area's

sound pressure is greater than 20 or less than 5 kilograms/meter-.

This type of intense sound carrys a certain amount of danger for

people. However, the results of investigations have still not

found cases of harm to the human body by this roaring sound. This

is because the action time of the roaring sound is very short and

is not sufficient to cause harm to the human body. However, it

can interrupt work, conversations, television watching, radio

listening, cause a person to be startled and agitated as well as

disturb sleep.

As regards protection against roaring sounds, prior to the use

of protective technical measures to prevent roaring sounds, people

could only limit the flight altitude of supersonic aircraft. For

example, one effective protective measure was setting an air-

craft's flight altitude no lower than 9 kilometers. Flight design

requirements should stipulate that roaring sound pressure not
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exceed 10 kilocrams/meter so as to guarantee safety. For the

aeneral situation of aircraft roaring sound pressure and the harm

threshold of the human body, see table 2-29.

C LD ~ ~ 10.3 1.033 - 10

3.5 I 3,45 - 10

1 5 742 x 10'

sI~~± ~ a0.024-0.24f~ 239-2392

Table 2-29 The Roaring Sound of Supersonic Aircraft and the Harm
Threshold of the Human Body (Sound Pressure)

1. Item
1,000 kilograms meter

2

3. Dyne/centimeter
4. Estimated pulmonary damage threshold (peak value of sound

pressure)
5. Estimated tympanic membrane damage threshold (peak value

of sound pressure)
6. The roaring sound attained on the ground when an aircraft

flies at the lowest altitude (no harm to man but ear
pains are possible

7. The roaring sound measured on the ground when an aircraft
is at a normal operating altitude (typical aviation
traffic conditions)

8. (Very rarely greater than 0.01)
9. (Very rarely exceeds 957)
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A III ATOSP'HERIC ENVIRCNE::T .EDI-IiE

INTRODUCTION

Human beings cannot survive without air. The atmosphere

we ,e in is a mixture of various kinds cf --ases. Each :as

exerts its own pressure in proportion to the percentape of

occurrence in the total volume of the air, and also the

-otal air pressure. The total air pressure equals the sum of

all of the partial pressures. Since the composition of air

varies insignificantly from ground to high altitude, the par-

tial pressure of individual elements mainly depends on the

iora! air pressure.

:"itrozen, comnrising more than 3/ of the air, has nc

'rect relation to maintaining 'C, xysel, con-
rSin.- more than 1/5 of the air, is essential for human

metabolism. Since human beings have lived constantly under

norma" air pressure and composition for a long period of time,

-hey can only adapt to a small degree of change of partial

-xy_'en pressure, either higher or lower. Exceeding the limit

,,,,. cs e some harmful effects. The reduced total air oress-

e e to increase in altitude will result in lower oxycen

cressure. The higher the altitude is, the lower the total air

oressure. Therefore, a human being has to be kept in a man-

made environment of constant air and oxyoen pressure while

travellino at high altitudes. ,lot only excessively low oxyoen

7ressure will cause harmful results, overly high oxygen ores-

sure is detrimental to human health, namely, o:,yen pcisnirnR,

as ..;ell Although excessive total air pressure is harmfl, ,its

rare ccmrrence has not caused a orobpm to us yet. H oweiver, e r

the rapid drop of air pressure will cause caisson disease, even

ecmpression exrlosion, which has been a serious problem in

aeromed n e .
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The studies of the atmospheric environment in aero-

medicine can be summarized into four different directions:

low-air-pressure anoxia, oxygen poisoning, caisson disease,

and the danger cf decompression explosion. These problems

will be extensively discussed in this chapter. Since air

rollution is more related to ecology, it will be discussed in

chapter 6.

Chapter 11 The Physiological Effect of

low-air-oressure anoxia

I. Basic Concepts of Low-pressure Anoxia

The low-air-oressure anoxia discussed in this chanter

refers only to excessively low oxygen pressure Jue to extremely

low air pressure, not due to insufficient oxygen content in

the resciratory air. Anoxia can be simulated in the labora-

tory by decreasing the oxygen content of the respiratory air

and also in a closed cabin with low oxygen content. However,

according to the physiological mechanism of anoxia, the pre-

ceding factors (low partial pressure and low oxygen content)

are both categorized as environmental causes of anoxia.

::aturally, anoxia can be caused by many other factors, namely,

anemia, the malfunction of oxygenation of hemoglobin (in case

of the presence of carbamino hemoglobin and ferrihemoglobin),

.stotoxlcation (e.-. by cyanic acid, respiratory or circu-

latory function impairment, which will not be discussed in

this chapter. The discussion in this chapter will be only

i_.Ited to the nhysiolcgical study of anoxia caused by low

air pressure. Anoxia caused by low partial pressure of oxygen

is called anaerobic anoxia.

On the surface of the earth at sea level, the oxygen

content of the atmosphere is 20.91, and its partial pressure



is 159 mm ?E. The density of air drops according to the

increase in elevation. The more the atmospheric pressure

irops, the lower the partial pressure of oxygen is. The

relationship between atmospheric pressure, air density and

elevation is shown in Figure 3-1.
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iure 3-1. The correlation between elevation and atmos-

pheric pressure (also applicable to 02 partial pressure'.

Key: I - atmospheric pressure (including 02 partial pressure,

2 - atmospheric pressure at sea level, 2 - elevation( in 1000 in,

14 - atmospheric pressure (mm Hg) , 5 - elevation (in 1000 ft.)

Anoxia will usually cause changes in electroencephalo-

-aims and mild vision disturbances when people stay above an

altitude of 2000 m. The symptoms of anoxia become obvious

for people staying at altitudes above 3000-4000 m. At an

altitude above 4000-5000 m, the supply of oxynen is essential

for the safety of newcomers and the efficiency of their work.

At the altitude above 7000-8000 m, most people will show

abnormal physiological reactions iithout a supply of oxygen. At
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elevations above 9000 m, most of people will be threatened by

death if no supply of oxyzen is provided. The elevation of

!0,00C m is probably the highest altitude people can survive

without the supply of oxygen (including those people who are

adapted to high altitudes). At an altitude above 12,000m,

pure oxygen has to be provided in order to meet the need of

histological respiration, since atmospheric pressure at that

elevation Is detrimentally low. At an altitude of 13,000m,

the provision of oxygen will not relieve serious symptoms of

anoxia. Under this circumstance, compressed pure oxygen has

to be provided in order to meet the physiological needs. At

an elevation above 10,000m, a closed cabin (or closed outfit,

helmet) is necessary for the safety of human beings. At this

altitude, the atmospheric pressure inside the closed cabLn con be

maintained by compressing the air around it into the cabin,

which is also referred to as ventilatory or compressed closed

-abin. While flying at an altitude over 21,000-24,000m, com-
pressing the surrounding air into the cabin to keep a comfort-

able pressure will cause an overload of the equipment and

elevation of cabin temperature, which results in unbearable

high temperatures. Besides, it is not economical. Therefore,

the airplane cabin has to be completely isolated from its

surrounding, and its atmospheric pressure and content have tc

be maintained by artificial supply of oxygen.

iI. Gas Exchange and Transport in the Human Body

The activitlies of human beings depend on the oxidation

trocess. Therefore, the inhalation of oxygen and exhalation

cf carbon dioxide can guarantee smooth physiological activi-

ties in the human body. in order to fully understand the

mechanism of C2- inhalation and C0, - exhalation, it is necess-

ary to review the human physiology of gas exchange and Ras

transport.
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For human beings, gas exchange occurs in the lungs.

Respiration is just a process to refresh continuously the gas

in the lungs. We inhale 02 from the atmosphere, and exhale

CO out into the atmosphere. The nitrogen and other gases in
2 C

the atmosphere do not have any significant physiological

function, but, like 0 they are also is;:'be' into the blood

and tissues, carried to the lung by blood and exhaled from

there. The exchange of gas takes place mainly at the pulmonary

alveolus, which is composed of 2 layers of thin walls and the

abundant capillaries between them. There are approximately

several million alveoli in the human lungs. The total cross

sectional area of 'he alveoli approximates 100 in2, which shows

us how big the area of air exchange can be. The structures of

alveolus and respiratory passage and air exchange route are

shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2. The structure of air passage and alveolus.
Key: 1. trachea, 2. bronchus, 3. bronchiole, 4. terminal
bronchiole, 5. pulmonary alveolus, 6. alveolar bronchiole,
7. alveolar duct.
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A schematic diagram (Figure 3-3) shcws the exchange of 0

and CC2 in the pulmonary alveolus. Oxygen diffuses into the

blood as it rasses through the alveolus, and CO in the ono-
2')

site direction, is released from the blood, and into the

alveolar wall, then air sac. Due to this mechanical function,

the alveolus exchanges the air with the atmosphere surrounding

the body, namely, inhaling fresh air and exhaling dirty air.

(+130)0, CO,(40)

0 "o, ". 
q 6(105)(42 ft

(0,401 C0,45 (0,100 CO,40)

,,ure 3-3. A schematic diagram of air exchange in pulmonary
anveolus: the figures in the parentheses indicate the partial
pressure. 02 - oxygen CO 2 - carbon dioxide.

Key: 1. pulmonary alveolus, 2. pulmonary capillary, 3. oxygen-
ated blood, L. deoxygenated blood.

The basic :as law also applies to gas exchange in the human

body. it simply says that any gas will diffuse from a high

nartial pressure to a low partial pressure area until equili-

brium is reached. On the surface of the earth at sea level,

the partial pressure of oxygen is 159 mm Hq. The partial

7ressures of 02 and CO 2 in a pulmonary alveolus average from

103 to 105 mm Hg, and 40 to 42 mrm Hg, respectively. The 02

partial pressure in arterial blood is close to that of the

alveolus. The 02 and CO 2 partial pressures in venous blood

are 35-45 mm Hg and 42-45 mr Hg, respectively. The occurrence

of lower 02 pressure and higher C0 2 pressure in venous blood
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is due to the fact that the 02 is used up by all the tissues

and CO2 is released into the venous blood from the tissues.

The basic diffusion law and our data of partial pressures can

easily explain why the 02 will diffuse into venous blood and

C02 will be released into the alveolus. The arterial blood,
saturated with 02 and depleted of C02, will circulate from

the lungs through the whole body, then back to the left atrium.

Although there is only a minor difference in the CO2 partial

pressure between venous blood and pulmonary alveolus, the

diffusion rate of CO2 is approximately 30 times that of 02.

Therefore, CO2 can be released, in time, from venous blood into

pulmonary alveolus.

After oxygen diffuses into blood, it circulates with the

blood through the whole body. There are two ways of transport-
ing oxygen. Oxygen can either dissolve directly into the blood

or combine loosely with the hemoglobin in the blood. The

former, physical dissolution, plays a minor role in 02 trans-

Port. Most of the oxygen will combine chemically with hemo-

-lobin to form oxyhemoglobin. The tissue metabolism keeps on

consuming 02. Therefore, the 02 partial pressure in the

;issues is always lower than that in the arterial blood, which

causes 02 to leave oxyhemoglobin and diffuse into tissues.

After releasing the 02 (reduction), the oxyhemoglobin becomes

ferro-hemoglobin which is ready for transport. The oxidation

and reduction of hemoglobin depends on the concentration diff-

erence of 02 in blood and tissues, and also sometimes the

acidity of blood (Figure 3-4). The degree of 02 saturation in

arterial blood refers to the ratio of oxyhemoglcbin to the

total hemoglobin in the blood, which is an indicator of the

extent of oxidation of hemoglobin, namely the degree of 0

saturation in arterial blood. it can be found in Figure 3-4

that the degree of 02 saturation of hemoglobin at altitudes

below 2,500 m (02 partial pressure in pulmonary alveolus is



higher than 65 mm Hg) is greater than 900, which will not

affect human health. However, the degree of 02 saturation of

hem lobin will drop drastically as the 02 partial pressure in

alveoli drops below 60 mm Hg. Therefore, at altitudes above

2,500m, the symptoms of anoxia will become apparent and severe

as the elevation increases.

10

: L
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FIiure 3-4. The effect of blood acidity on the 0 saturation

of the arterial blood.
Key: 1. the degree of 02 saturation in arterial blood,
2. 0, partial pressure in pulmonary alveoli (mm Hg)

711 The Physiological Effect of Anoxia

A. Major Symptoms

t an altitude above 30Cm, fatigue easily appears, but

night vision may be improved. After a longer period of stay,

some individuals will have headaches and fatigue as symptoms.

At this elevation, most of the people will suffer mild discom-

fort. At the altitude above 4000m, the symptoms of anoxia
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will become more significant. Shortness of breath and

strength will appear while exercising, and over-excitment,

talkativeness and impulsiveness will appear while resting.

Some individuals will show symptoms of purple lips, inusuai

chill, mild headache, nagging, uneasiness, loss of appetite,

nausea, vomiting, pressure in the chest, loss of muscle

strength, melancholy. With higher elevation, more serious

symptoms will develop until fainting or losing consciousness:

feeling of heavy head, trembling temples, blurred vision,

retrogress in hearing, inefficiency of work, feeling of heavy

limbs, trembling, cramps, dizziness. If no emergency treat-

ment is carried out, the patients' lives may be in danger.

Table 3-1 lists the acute symptoms of anoxia at various eleva-

tions among individuals who are not adapted to high altitude.

:t can be concluded from Table 3-1 that it is safe, averapely

speaking, under 2599 m; symptoms of anoxia become more signi-

ficant above 3000m; severe symptoms of anoxia will appear

above 6000-7000m; mortality will occur above 7500m.

TABSLE 3-1 The correlation between elevation and acute anoxia

symptoms among individuals who are not adapted to

high altitude

Elevation
(above sea
level, 1000m) Symptoms

1.5 .'7ormal, but fatigue after a period of time.

No significant reactions within 3C min, but
headache, fatigue appear if the stay is longer.

2.4 - 3.3 Significant change in sensation and reflex
resronse after 1 hr., and headache and fatigue
appear if the stay is longer.
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TABLE 3 (7ontinued)

Elevation
(above sea
level, 1000m) Symptoms

3.3 - 6.0 Significant physiological impairment after 15

min., esp. above 5000m; Fatigue, headache,
dizziness, vision disturbance, loss of judging
ability, impairment in coordination, increased
pulse and respiratory rate, and purple lips
appear as early symptoms. The symptoms will be
aggravated if the stay is longer.

6 -7.5 Al the preceding symptoms develop drastically,
and reach their serious stages in 3 - 10 min.

'.5 - 9.0 Acute shock appears in 3 min. Death occurs

if the stay is longer.

9 - 12 Acute shock appears in 1 min. Death occurs
if the stay is longer.

There is a high correlation between the occurrence cf anoxia

symt ctms and the rate of elevation gain. For example, 105 of

the individuals who gain 4800m in altitude in a rather short

ceriod of time show major symptoms of anoxia, but only 59 in

the case of slow elevation gain. A close relationship also

exists between the duration of stay at high altitude and the

occurrence of symptoms. The occurrence of symptoms prevails,

and symptoms are aggravated as the duration prolongs. However,

This trend will level off and stabilize after a few hours, and

s,-ptoms start of improve. This is due to the build up of

adacta on abilitv to anoxia.

The major symptoms of anoxia are simply reflections of

physiological reaction to its occurrence. The effect of anoxia

on physiological functions is discussed in the following text.



B. 02 partial pressure in alveolus and degree of

0 saturation of clo-.d during anoxia

Anoxia occurs as a result of the drop of 02 partial press-

ure in pulmonary alveolus and blood. Therefore, this topic

has to be extensively discussed.

(1) The trachea, bronchus, and bronchiole do not have a func-

tion of gas exchange, namely, both the inhaled and exhaled gas

will partially remain in these areas. Therefore, these areas

are called a "physiological residual zone". The size of the

"residual zone" varies according to the respiratory function,

but, oenerally speaking, the tidal air includes 150 ml. of

residual volume for adults at rest. This cbservation implies

that -he 02 partial pressure of inhaled air is higher than

that of the pulmonary alveolus, and the CO2 concentration is

higher in alveolus than that in the inhaled air. Even if there

is no air exchange in the alveolus, this difference of partial

Pressure still exists.

(2 The water content of pulmonary alveoli does not vary with

that of the atmosphere because the pulmonary alveoli are always

saturated with water at the normal body temperature (37 0 C).

The ?iO partial pressure stays constantly at 47 mm Hg. Based

on this theory, the 02 partial pressure in the bronchi can be

calculated as follows:

P : P - 47 , X F ' ,
T02 .... > 2~

P ; the partial pressure of 0, in bronchusTO 2

P B :the surroundinq atmospherfc pressure
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47 mm Hg: saturated partial pressure of water

F : the partial pressure of 02 in dry air

From this equation, it can be postulated that the 0 partial

2-
pressure in the bronchi drops more than expected as the atmos-

pheric pressure drops. For example, the atmospheric pressure

at an elevation of 9000m is 1l7 mm Hg, 19% of that at sea level,

but the 0- partial pressure in the bronchi is 21 mm Hg, only

I/7 of that at sea level. This difference becomes more sini-

flcant as the altitude increases.

According to the residual volume theory, it is impossible

for the 0, partial pressure in the pulmonary alveoli to be

the same as that of the bronchi. This difference will become

more obvious as the oxygen is continuously absorbed into the

pulImonary alveoli and C0 is continuously expelled out. The

_art ial cressure of 0, can be calculated from the following

e uation:

PAOI Frol( - 17 )- PACO( F,02 + I--Fj'-j

DR

the partial pressure of 0 in pulmonary

alveolus

respiratory quotient

P the partial pressure of CO, in pulmonary

alveolus

the nartial cressure of 0, In y ?4-

the surrounding atmospheric pressure

':o matter whether it is an air mixture or single element

air, the gas always diffuses from h-gher concentration to

Lower concentration. 2ince tissues continued to consume 0,
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and croduce C0, the 02 partial pressure in venous blood is

always lower and the CO2 partial pressure is always higher

than that in arterial blood. This can be observed both in the

blood of pulmonary capillaries and pulmonary arteries. Oxygen

leaves the alveolus and diffuses into the blood to make it

oxygenated. Carbon dioxide leaves the blood and is expelled

from the lungs. The drop of 02 partial pressure in inhaled

air will cause a corresponding drop of 02 partial pressure in

tronchi, pulmonary alveoli and arterial blood. it then leads

to a decrease in the degree of 02 saturation and, indirectly,

the drop of C02 content in venous blood. As a result, the

exhalation of CO will decrease, and the respiratory quotient

will increase (the decrease in 0 intake is greater than that

in the C02 outgo). Table 3-2 shows the relationshic between

these factors.



-A= 3 The C2 partial pressure, in bronchus and pulmonary

alveolus, 270, partial pressure in pulmonary alveo-

lus, 02 saturation degree in arterial blood, an.

respiratory quotient at various altitudes

Elevation Atmospheric 02 partial 0 partial 0 partial
(0 ) pressure 2 p

(mm p) pressure in pressure in pressure in
inhaled dry bronchi pulmonary
{'mm i) (mm V ) alveoli

760 159 149 -150 101- 107

674 lal 131 90- 92

596 125 115 70- 75

526 110 i00 61- 69

462 97 57 0 -56
L05 '

75
35L 74

308 E5 55 2

267 56 6 26

230 48 38 21

4 198 41 31 17
- - 169 35 25 1

l5 30 20 -

18 0 0

--- a- trend +



TADLE 3-2 (Continued)

Elevation p partial 02 saturation Respiratory
!00 m) quotient

pressure !n degree in art- u
pulmonary erial blood
alveoli ( )
(Mm Hg)

0 3-4~ 9 15 - 99 0.3

1 3 9 - L 94 0.85

2 37 92 0.86- 0.37
3 36 85 - 90 0.90

35 85 0.92

5 32 74 0.98

6 30 67 - 70 1.00

7 25 60 1.30

3 - 30

- 21

10

11 - 5-10
12 -

0

Sindicates decrease, "4" indicates increase

The degree of C2 saturation in arterial blood (shown in

Table 303), which is directly related to tissue anoxia, indi-

sates how the blood supplies the tissues with oxygen. Table

3-3 further indicates the relaticnshi.: between ancxia symptoms

and the degree of 02 saturation in arterial blood. It Is

shcwn in the Table that no significant symptoms will appear

1" the 0 2esaturaton deree in arterial blood is above 90'

(which is approximately at an altitude under 2500m). The

passenger airplane usually maintains the atmospheric pressure
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in the cabin to this level. 2onsiderinq older people and

passengers with heart or restiratory problems, the air pressure

is usually maintained above 67O mm i in the cabin of passen-

oer airolanes. compressed oxygen is used to increase the

, concentration I the air, the total atmosrheric pressure

-an be correspondingiy.y e.werec_ .

_A3L- - The cc .re -at-on between anoxia synotoms, I-it;de,
and saturatlcn ieoree

.a..e At=spher' c Jepree of C .'or symptcms
altitude saturation

(100 m) in arterial

Inhaled inhaled

air pure 0

no
s77 t..m 0 3 10.2-1_ R -0 :c s 4n...cant svm.-

toms e ,ert rezressed
night vision and
chanFze in electroen-
cephalogram

Compen-
satcry 3 4 .5 11.7-12.6 90 80 jo sI-nificant symp-

to7. shown due to the
compensatory effect
of body functions

impaired . - 6 12.6-13.2 80 - 70 Serious symptoms

serious 6 - 7 13.-13.5 7c- 60 Loss of conscious-
ness, risk of
mortality.

. The gas exchange volume during anoxia and effect

of exercise

There is no doubt about the fact that anoxia will enhance

The air exchange volume of respir'iticn. According to our

observations, the followinx ronclusions can be reached:

251
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At altitudes above 3000m, the air exchange volume of

!ngs is enhanced approximately 5 - 10%; 20-25% increase for

altitudes above 5000m; 50% increase above 6000m altitude;

IO'S increase above 7000-8000m. Violent exercise under an

environment of thin air will enhance even more the air

exchange volume of the lungs.

The enhancement of air exchange by anoxia is purely a

cmpensatory reflex which mainly functions to compensate for

insufficient 02 intake. Its mechanism is: The drop of oxygen

concentration in the blood stimulates the chemical sensors

in sinus jugularis and arcus aortae. This nerve impulse

travels to the respiratory center of the medulla and respira-

tion regulatory center of the midbrain to cause deeper breaths.

As a result, the ... partial pressure in pulmonary alveoli will

be increased, and the symptoms of tissue anoxia will then be

relieved. The increase of tidal air volume under anoxia is

shown in Figure 3-5.

The vital capacity decreases as the elevation increases.

At altitudes above 40C0-5000m, the vital capacity of an average

person will decrease 10-151. Therefore, individuals have

a certain difficulty in breathing at an altitude above 3000m.

As for elevations above 5700m, even a small effort will cause

panting. As the elevation increases, the time between breaths

is shortened and pantinr is more serious.

Under anoxia, the so called "periodic respiratory

symptoms" will appear. The depth of breath will change per-

iodically from shallow to deep and then deep to shallow, or

periodically a sudden deer breath chan es graduaily to shallow

creaths, or a pericdic alternate cccurrence of deep breath and

recess. Figure 3-6 shows a model case of this respiratory

symptom.
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.4 ure 3-5. The effect of anoxia on tidal volume (The
cerod between the two arrows in the x-axis is called "stage
of anoxia"). Two curves indicate the results from the exoeri-
ments.
?Key: 1. tidal volume (mm), 2. Time (min)
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Figure 3.6. Periodic respiration.
Key: 1. time (5 second interval), 2. vital capacity (ml).

The occurrence of periodic respiration is a result of

Impairment of Hayward's reflex. Under normal circumstances,

treathing is rhythmic. The mechanism of this rhythmic breath-

ing is that the inhalation will expand the alveola wall to its

limit and then the resilience reflex of the thoracic wall
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forces exhalation to occur. Another possible mechanism is that

the expansion of the thoracic wall stimulates the elongation

sensors in it, and further inhibits the function of the

inhalation center, which will, on the other hand, stimulate

the exhalation center and induce active exhalation. When

exhalation is very deep, it will stimulate another elongation

sensor in the lung. This nerve impulse will travel along the

vagus nerve to the medulla and induce inhalation. The normal

rhythmic breathing is mainly a result of this Hayward's reflex.

When anoxia occurs, the regulatory mechanism between the res-

piratory center in medulla and the elongation sensor of the

lung is disturbed. Therefore, the normal rhythm and depth of

breathing are destroyed, which results in periodic respiration.

D. The effect of anoxia on the cardiac circulatory

system

There is a multiple effect of low-air-pressure anoxia on

the cardiac circulatory system, which includes the heart beat,

cardiac output, electrocardiogram, coronary circulation,

capIllary circulation, blood composition, 02 transportation,

etc. Several items are discussed as follows:

1. The change of heart rate and cardiac output

Under the circumstance of low-pressure anoxia (about 4C0Om

elevation), the change of heart rate is not significant. How-

ever, as the elevation increases, the .a_'t beat speeds up, as

shown in Figure 3-7.



id 90
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zgure 3-7. Increase in pulse rate as elevation increases.
1.2.3: results from 3 experiments.
?:ey: 1. pulse rate (times/min), 2. elevation (1000m)

Cne important well-known fact is that exercise will sig-
nificantly increase the pulse rate. As for the effect of

exercise on cardiac output per heart beat or per minute, it
is still a controversial issue. Some grcups observe a negative
effect and some cbserve a positive effect. This contradiction

may be caused by different experimental conditions (e.g.,
difference in altitude and duration). Generally speaking,
exercise will increase the cardiac output per minute, because

the heart rate will speed up no matter whether the output

volume per beat will increase or not. if the duration of stay
at high altitude prolongs, even the heart rate is still faster

than that at sea level, but the output volume per minute will
decrease mainly due to the smaller output volume per beat.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the output volume per beat
may increase or does not change at the early stage of mild

anoxia, but it will decrease as the duration of anoxia is pro-
longed. The speed-up of heart rate and minor change of output
volume per beat at the early stage may be due to the effects
of excited sympathetic nerve and secretions from adrenal

medulla. Acute anoxia will increase the concentration of meta-



bolism products of epinephrine or adrenalin-like substance in

urine and bl:od plasma, and further increase the rate of heart

beat and strength of contraction.

It has to be pointed out that the heart beat rate will

only rise to a certain limit, beyond which even exercise cannot

increase, and may even decrease the heart rate. Therefore,

this mechanism explains why the speed and extent of exercise

are limited during anoxia, and sometimes it may even be forced

to stop.

2. Blood pressure of whole body and coronary circulaticn.

The effect of low-pressure anoxia on blood pressure of the

whole body is not definite. There is a great variation among

individuals and different elevations. Generally speaking, the

blood pressure rises at elevations of 4000-5000m and drops at

elevations above 6000m. For plateau (elevation above 4000m)

residents, the arterial pressure is lower than that of plains

residents. Under mild anoxia, the peripheral blood vessels will

constrict, but the blood flow in the coronary artery has an

increasing trend. Some animal studies show that the blood flow

in the coronary artery increases 53% at an altitude of 3000-

C000m, and 65% at 450m elevation. From this result, it is

indicated that the coronary branch circulation enhanced by

chronic anoxia is a topic which deserves more extensive study.

3. Change in pulmonary circulation

It is concluded from all our research investigations that

the pulmonary artery pressure of plateau residents is higher

than that of plains residents. The pulmonary artery pressure

will increase, especially more drastically during violent

exercise, when an average individual suffers from intermediate



anoxia. This increase of pressure is caused by the constriction

of pulmonary arterioles. After a long period of chronic ancxia,

pulmonary arteriole walls will show morphological change (thick-

enlng of the walls), which is also the other factor to cause

the pulmonary artery pressure increase. The elevated pulmonary

artery pressure is an important factor for causing plateau

pulmcnary emphysema, which will be more extensively discussed

in Chapter 6. Among local plateau residents, 20% suffer

hypertrophy of the right ventricle. The same symptoms are found

in the plain adults suffering pulmonary emphysema, which might

be a response of the right ventricle to the prolonged effect of

high altitude on pulmonary artery pressure.

The effect of altitude on other circulations remains unknown.

4. Blood composition

The most significant changes are the increase of red blocd

ceils and hemoglobin. At 4000m elevation over 1-2 weeks, red

blood cells increase as the duration prolongs until they reach

a maximum value of 7-8 million per cu. mm (normal value: 5

million per cu. mm). The increase of red blood cells and hemo-

globin results from the hemocytoblast proliferation in red blood

marrow stimulated by anoxia. This is a compensatory reaction

of organisms to the insufficiency of 02 supply from blood. The

increase in number of red cells increases the blood ratio volume

and further the blood viscosity and peripheral resistance, which

may te '_ supplementary factor for causing elevated blood press-

ure which results from intermediate anoxia.

Z. Electrocardiogram (ECG)

The effect of anoxia on the electrocardiograms (ECG) can be

summarized as follows: No significant change can be observed
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at elevations under 4000m. The effect of intermediate anoxia

on ECG appears to be the drop of R wave and T wave, and fast

heart beat. In the case of serious anoxia, changes include:

EC shows flat or reverse T wave and faster heart rate: -T

peraiod drops below normal range; QRS compound wave drops;

interval between P and Q is shortened; very slow heart rate

appears after the occurrence of serious symptoms of heart pro-

blem; the sinoatrial node moves forward into the atrioventri-

i'lar node. The reversion of T wave is an objective indication

.alfunction of the heart. All the symptoms can be improved

f oxygen is supplemented.

Ylost of the preceding symptoms occur in the circulatory

system during acute intermediate anoxia. When anoxia reaches

,:e critical stage (patient is almost in shock), usually at the

altitude above 6000-7000m, symptoms such as significant drop

:.f systemic circulation pressure and pulse rate, weak heart

beat, weak pulse, and abnormal ECG, will occur.

it has to be emphasized that the endurance to anoxia varies

greatly among individuals. Although some individuals seem to

be strong, their endurance to high altitudes is worse than for

those who seem to be weaker. There is no evidence to verify

whether endurance is associated with certain kinds of nervous-

type people. However, whether the individual is active seems

tc be an important factor in deciding his endurance to anoxia.

7- Change fn metabolism under anoxia

Metabclism included processes from the ingestion, absorp-

tion, oxidation, and utilization of food to the excretion of

the metabolc. produots. The anaerobic metabolism of -

hydrates, lpids, proteins and salt is discussed as follows:
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1. Carbohydrate metabolism:

Carbohydrate catabolism can take place under either aero-

blc or anaerobic conditions. The catabolism products of pro-

teins and lipids will join the aerobic metabolism of carby-

hydrates. The energy produced in the aerobic cycle is 19 times

that in the anaerobic cycle. Under the normal circumstance,

the energy for daily activities mainly comes from aerobic meta-

*c;lsm. Aerobic metabolism requires the catalytic involvement

of enzymes. Therefore, the change of enzyme activity under

anaerobic conditions deserves some attention because:

a. The activities of some aerobic enzymes, such as cytochrome

oxidase, cytochrome C, transaminase, increase un er anaerobic

conditions. The increased enzyme activity indicates th-

improved efficiency of energy production, which is helpful in

improving the anaerobic situation. Under the same condition,

the activities of some anaerobic enzymes (such as pyruvic

kinase) decrease, and some (gluccze-6-phosphate dehydrogenase

and lactic dehydrogenase) increase.

b. Glycogen, especially in heart muscle, is consumed very fast,

but the situation can soon be reversed by the supplement of

oxygen.

c. The concentration of high-energy phosphate (such as glycer-

aldehyde-3-phosphate) in cardiac muscle, brain, and liver

tissue lecreases under anaerobic conditions. However, it is

indicated in other reports that the concentration of high-energ y

phosphate increases during the early stage of anaerobic condi-

tions, and then drops below the normal value later. All the

results are obtained from small laboratory animals, which may

not be able to be applied to human beings.
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2. Lipid metatolism:

Low-pressure anoxia will decrease the total lipid content

in blood, but gradually increases the concentration of choles-

terol and phospholipid in blood. Under the condition of low

0, oartial pressure, the lipid metabolism will be enhanced.

7f the chronic anoxia is continued, the body fat will be lost

and so will the body weight.

7. Metabolism of rrotein:

According to recent renorts, it is indicated that chronic

0, shortage will enhance 7he synthesis of protein and nucleic

acid in brain tissue and cardiac muscle, which is helpful in

0 compensation and adautation to anoxia. On the contrary,

the synthesis of the former compounds is decreased in liver,

spleen, duodenum.

. Metabolism of water and salt:

As for the physiological responses to anoxia, the symptom

of respiratory alkali toxication (tremendous loss of CO 2 due

to deep breath) has long been reported and verified. Under the

circumstance of insufficient 02 supply, the C0 2 content in

blood appears to decrease, and so does the CH0 3 concentration

in plasma. However, this can be compensated by increasing

the supply of Cl, positively-charged protein molecules and

inoroanic phosphate. The diffusion of water into cells results

inthe iecrease of extra-cellular fluid and corresponding

1e'rease of electrolytes, such as 'a+, 'I-, and HCO 3 It has

teen renorted that sudden exposure to an J"_-insufficIent envir-

onment caused by low atmospherec pressure will result in,

first, increased excretion, then retention of sodium and pot-

assium, and elevation of potassium level in blood plasma.



Under the circumstance of serious 0 2 shortage, the potassium
in nerve cells will gradually disappear and sodium will be

retained; therefore, the nerve cell will lose its ability of

polarization, which will inhibit the transfer of nerve im-

pulses. Cold and 02 shortage will both inhibit the transfer

cf sodium ions, which has been indicated as a causin factor

of plateau pulmonary emphysema.

F. The Effect of Anoxia on the Nervous System

1. The response of the central nervous system and hypothala-

mus adrenals system to anoxia:

The response of nervous-endocrine system to anoxia,

especially the interaction between the nervous system and the

anterior lobe of the hypothalamus and adrenals, is discussed

in this section. At the early stage of anoxia, sympathetic

nerves and adrenal medulla are stimulated, which results In a

faster heart beat, deep breaths, elevated blood pressure and

enhanced energy metabolism. Then, the anterior lobe of the

hypothalamus activated by nerve center will excrete cortioco-

tropin-releasing hormone (CRH), which will stimulate the

adrenal cortex to release corticosterone and then induce the

compensatory and adaptation function in the body. However,

over-active adrenal cortex will result in a harmful effect,

namely, insufficient adaptation syndrome. The nervous and

hypothalamus-adrenals systems can regulate each other's func-

.ions. During anoxia, the trigger of adaptation mechanism is

located in the central nervous system, the function of the

anterior lobe of the hypothalamus, and the adrenal cortex will

respond accordingly. The secreted hormones exert feedback

reactions on the corresponding part in the central nerve sys-

tem and endocrine secretion itself.



2. Electroencephalogram (EEC)

During anoxia, the typical EEG changes include the occurr-

ence of increased amplitude, and low-frequency waves (frequency

lower than 7 cycles/sec). If individuals stay at the elevaticn

above 5000m for a prolonged period of time, low-frequency

.... cycles/sec), high amplitude waves can be seen. As the

anoxla is zetting more serious, frequency continues to decrease

radually. The occurrence of low-frequency waves of 2--' cycles/

sec is an indicator of losing consciousness. EE, will disappear

completely during unconsciousness, but can be recovered grad-

ually with adequate supply of 02' The occurrence of low-

frequency waves and loss of pattern indicate that the normal

function of brain cells is inhibited due to the inadaptability

to oxygen shortage. ',Iost well-adapted individuals show normal

E-, with dominant a-pattern when they are seated quietly with

the r eyes closed. Tf the basic pattern of EEG is about to

disappear, it implies that the adaptation is not very successful.

. Functi2nal change:

, shortage generally shows inhibitory effect on both con-

diltioned and unconditioned reflexes, but occasionally Jemon-

strates stimulated and anti-inhibitory effects on certain

reflexes. For example, the inhalation of air containing 6%

2 fr mln. can speed up the spinal reflex of lower limbs.

The ?arotid sinus reflex is excited when the 02 partial press-

ure :n venous cdrops below 19 mm Hp.

It should be indicated that the histo-patholorical exami-

nations show the followin, results when an individual suffers

anoxia for a long period of time: capillary hemorrhage; edema;

r.roilferation of lymphocytes and monocytes; different ierrees

-f functional changes of nerve cells ar cerebral and cerebellum



cortexes, thalamus, white nucleus, red nucleus, etc; corm l e

loss of function of the central nervous system due to more

serious anoxia.

-he reasons why the central nervous system is so sensitive
?c shortage are as follows: () The storage of nutrients

6

-oe nervous system is very limited, and the brain metatclism

mainly .eTends on the aerobic oxidation of carbohydrates

The storage amount of high-enermy organic phosphate is.

-he train is less than half of that in muscle. Tessation

imcediate supply of nutrients will cause the storage to be

depieted in a short period of time, even during mild exercise.

The stcorage can be restored only under the aerobic environment.

Therefore, the brain activities need continuous supply of

and even short interruption will cause -,he malfunction of brain

tissue.

". . Working ability under 0 shortage

2"

A. Thysical strength

.A.bove OC0m elevation, the average individual

wil show weaker physical strength. When the atmoscheric

pressure orops telow 5;5mmHg, the walking ability decreases

an averag-e f At ain atoszheric pressure of 464mmHg,

-..tensle exercise wll decrease the maximum 0 inhalation b';
2

-,mr~are to that at sea level. The physical strenzth
3 r,-'r a' sho e is hihly correlated to the 0, volume

- r.. e:.amr , the maximum walking ability at sea3

,and C Inhaled ner minute is
2

.... . t the elaion - 4 600m, the maxi.-um physical

. .. : ":~ -.-../in. and the 0,) inha:Pd .er minute is onlv



The decrease of physical strength also appears as a si7-

nifilcant increase in respiration rate, heart rate, blood

oressure and sweating, which also occurs during intensive

athletic exercises.

(2). Effect on sensation

The effect of anoxia on sensation is more sl'2=fant,

esneclally vision Impairment. From the elevation of 2CYm,

visual function starts to change gradually, especially niigh

vision. Brightness threshold value and the duration of after-

image (usually lengthened in the case of anoxia) will change

a-gravatingly as the elevation increases. The retrogression

night vision at elevations above 2000m becomes very signi-

-- cant. As for brightness threshold and the duration of after-

_:.age, the aggravating change will not become significant until

the elevation reaches 3000-4000m. As a wfhole, the degeneration

visual functions including poor dark adaptation, eye muscle

ft....e, color blindness, vision insensitivity, smaller vision

.-eld and study inefficiency, starts to show from 2000-3000m

eievation and becomes significant at Lt000-5000m elevation.

ye movement, internal pressure and pupil contracti r are
insensitive to 0 shortage. 'o functional change will accear

2
until the elevation reaches 4000-5000m, and not until 5000-

0OC0m elevation will the aggravating effect becomes signif cant.

The effect of anoxia on the taste sense ancears to be 'he

or favorite flvor, e . toe sudden interest in sour

food, !orned beef and loss of interest in sweet drinks. A

e eval:ons above 500m, some penole- cannot differentiate the

-aste of zreen onion from that of black eo(ner. These changes

indicate the change in f.nctions of all the sensory syste!-,

_nc ud!ng the sensors and corresrondln7 central nervous system.



The effect of anoxia on hearinv and balance will not show

below 4000m elevation. The cutaneous sensations appear to be

over-sensitive at 2.4-4.5Km elevation, and start to be dull

a t elevations above 4800m.

(C). The effect on maneuverability

Trembling of hands, as the first symptom, appears

a- 200Cm elevation, and becomes prevailing above 3000m eleva-

tion. For example, a writing test shows that handwriting

starts to change above 2400m elevation, and becomes siznifi-

cantly worse above an elevation of 3300m, and becomes unread-

able for most of the individuals who are not adapted to high

altitudes above 5000m.

lost of the hand operations, such as drafting, perfcraticn,

and decoding, and efficiency of visual selection, start to

degenerate at altitudes of 3000-4000m, and become significantly

worse at 5000m elevation.

*'uscle strength, tracing, balance, instant memory, sense

inz and alertness start to degenerate above LOOO-50Orm,

and become significantly worse as the elevation increases.

7t can be calculated that, for most of the poorly-adaptpd

ind 'viduals, the termination of 0. supply above 6000m will

taue the degeneration of flying and working abilities to an

nSoafe derree.

,. Endurance to Anoxia

A>. Effective consciousness time and sub.jective

endurance limit



'Many different criteria can be applied to determine the

endurance to anoxia. The endurance threshold value depends

on the method being used. The most commonly used criterion

of anoxia endurance is called the effective consciousness time.

The effective consciousness time refers to the period between

the occurrence of anoxia to the complete loss of effective

working ability. Many different definitions are made aucut

the complete loss of effective working ability. The most

2ommcnly used criterion is writing ability. :n addition to

that, the loss of maneuverability and response ability are also

used as criteria to determine the loss of effective workin

ability. The complete loss of effective consciousness means

the loss of flying ability which will threaten the safety of

the pilot. In other words, the effective consciousness time

refers to the period from the occurrence of anoxia to the

iopairment of flying ability. This is still a problem in

aeronautics which deserves more research. Figure 3-8 summarizes

the results from different critical criteria and perspectives.

Curve no. 3 in this figure indicates that even with the inhala-

tion of uncompressed pure 029 the loss of effective conscious-

ness still occurs above 4700ft due to the 02 shortage resulted

frcm low-atmospheric-pressure.

if the anoxia is caused by gradual decrease of atiros-
pheric pressure, not by the sudden interruption of 0 supply,

2
the rate of pressure loss will make a great difference to the

effective consciousness time, as shown in Figure 3-9.
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The above ' curves indicate that the inhalation of only

surrounding air, not pure 0 will cause a pilot to lose

effective consciousness before the plane even descends to the

safe elevation. Curves 4 and 5 show the descending of planes

from !150 ft. and 40000 ft elevation. This kind of flight is

c)nsidered to be safe.

When major symptoms of anoxia reach an intolerable limit,

it is called the major tolerance limit. Accordinw to the

survey materials, most individuals reach this limit within one

hour at the elevation of 6000m, and have to use oxygen supply.

It has been suggested that the major tolerance limit is the

indication of the starting point of 02 supplementation. How-

ever, we think this criterion is too risky and not practical

because when pilot reaches this tolerance limit, he might have

already exceeded the safety limit of flying ability. For

safety reasons, the pilot should be allowed to use 02 in the

first hour at elevation of 3000- 4 000m. As for the passengers,

this criterion does not have to be followed strictly. Never-

theless, the 02 partial pressure and atmospheric pressure in

the cabins of modern passenger jet planes and military trans-

nort are constantly kept at those for physiological need.

nless an accident happens, the problem of anoxia should not

happer. Therefore, the major tolerance limit can be used only

as a reference for engineering design and the flight crew.

it does not have too much practical value any more.

B. ]'nconsciousness and collanse time

Some reports have suggested use o' the occurrence of

seriOus physiolozical symptoms as indicators of a safety

marqin, known as the unconsciousness or collapse time. But

we think it is too risky and imractical to use this criterion

as a safety margin. NIevertheless, in order to figure out the



cossible longest time for self-survival measures during air-

dlane and spaceship accidents, the designer can use the

collapse time as a reference in their safety design. Besides,

these data have practical meaning to the pilot in estimating

the escape time. The unconsciousness time and collapse time

are discussed in more detail as follows:

I. Unconsciousness time

It is commonly accepted in aeronautics that 02 supplemen-

tation is required at a certain elevation. it is necessary

to find out the time interval between interruption of the 02

supply and loss of consciousness when abrupt interruption cf

The 02 supply occurs. Therefore, emergency measures can be

adopted before the loss of consciousness. From this pcint of

v;iew, the study of the unconsciousness time seems to be more

-ractical and meaningful. Figure 3-10 indicates the unconscious-

ness time at different altitudes as the 02 surply is interrur-

ted. The effective consciousness time is also listed in the

fisure for comparison. Above 40,000ft, the 2 curves overlap,

'hi h indicates that the inhalation of the surrounding atmos-

there above this elevation will result in unconsciousness.

in the passenger flight, all the necessary procedures

required to recover the 0 supply should be adopted immediately
2

before the unconsciousness starts to occur. For most of 'e

ndlviduals, the time interval between interruption of the 02

supzip and loss of unconsciousness is about 1/3-1/15 of' that
before death occurs. From the physiological point cf view,

as the hemoxlobin saturation degree drors below 561 and 0.

partial pressure in pulmonary alveoli drops below 20 mmH, the

symptom of unconsciousness will appear within l' seconds.



When an individual loses his consciousness due to 02

shortage, emergency treatment, such as application of a

respirator, should be adopted within 3-4 seconds. Otherwise,

the victim will soon suffer shock. However, some exceptions

do exist. For example, if the individual is just on the criti-

cal margin of unconsciousness (hemoglobin saturation degree

about 65 and alveolus 02 pressure at 20 mmHg), consciousness

may be recovered after being unconscious for 17 seconds due to

the functioning compensatory mechanism in the individuals.

Under this circumstance, 02 still needs to be supplied immedia-

tely after the patient regains consciousness, otherwise other

symptoms of anoxia may still occur later on.

Unconsciousness time is generally longer than the effec-

tive consciousness time. Above 9000m elevation, the uncon-

sciousness time is about 25-30% longer than the effective

consciousness time. The higher the altitude, the less the

difference is. At altitudes above 10,500m, both values are

almost the same. Their relationship is shown in Table 3- .

4034-
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TABLT 3-4. The effective time and unconsciousness time
during anoxia

Elevation Effective consciousness )  Unconsciousness
(100Cm) time (sec) time (sec)

7.5 120 -180 20 -2 0

9.0 70 -90 120 - 180

10.5 45 -60 60

12 30 or below -

i3.8 15 15

15 15 15

B. Shock (or collapse)

The occurrence of shock is a dangerous symptom of

anoxia. An averake person will suffer shock as the 02 concen-

7ration in the atmosphere drops to 7?.3.

:or most people, staying at 7000-8000m elevation for more

thtan ten minutes will result in death. However, about 1/3

of the human beings with high endurance to high altitude will

not be threatened by death until 9000m elevation. On the con-

trary, 1/5 of the population with poor endurance will run into

the danger of mortality, even at the altitude of 6000-700Cm.

At 7000-8000m elevation, death usually occurs 11-60 min. after

the interruption of the 0, supply, but may be sooner (in 3 min)

or later (more than 1 hr) in some special cases.

All the -recreding laoa are only referred to those who are

not mountain inhabitants. The endurance to 02 shortage for

ountain residents will put them into another catevory tc dis-

-Degenerated handwritlno Is used as the crierion for effecti ve
consciousness time.



cuss.

The factors which affect the endurance to 02 shortage:

The endurance to 02 shortage depends on many differ-

ent factors, such as:

1. The slower the 02 shortage occurs (e.g. slower elevation

gan', the better the endurance is.

2. The endurance is better for healthy individuals.

;. The better the adaptation to altitude, the better the

endurance is.

. Endurance is better for non-nervous type individuals.

Z. Endurance is better for strong-willed, active individuals.

.Endurance is worse for smokers, alcoholics, and individuals

.ith zirculatory problems.

ether physical conditions, such as overweightness, fever,

fatigue, exhaustion, will decrease the ability of endurance,

but, electrolic dissociation radiation, on t he other hand,

wql improve the endurance.

Vi. Adaptation to Anoxia and Mountain Sickness

The training of adaptation to anoxia, namely, improvement

endurance to 0 2 shortage, is a good way to improve the

wcrkinp ability and relieve the symptoms during 02 shortage.

r-as important practical meaning in both aercnautics and

scace travel. The study of adaptation to anoxia resultino frcm

7ow atmospheric pressure is sually performed in mountain cr

niateau areas. herefo re, it is basically the same as the

traIlnIng of altitude adaptation, Yountain sickness actu-ai7

is Just an inadaptabiilt7i to hypobarometric anoxia. The

hnjipobarometrlc anoxia, - -- ',- -- t.....



instead of mountain sickness, will generally be used in this

ohapter.

A. 'General observations of adaptation to anoxia

A certain degree of adaptation can be built up if an

individual stays in anoxia conditions for a period of time.

The uncomfortable symptoms appearing at the early stage cf

anoxia can be relieved significantly, which is called adarta-

tion to anoxia. For example, the effective consciousness time

will be significantly prolonged in the 5th week of continuously

staying at 3000- 4 000m elevation. After this adaptation, all

the tested individuals can stay conscious for 30 min. in the

decompression chamber (simulating the altitude of and

their coordination effectiveness drops less than l0' ormoared

with that under normal atmospheric pressure. In the early

stage of mountain training, fatigue and decreased efficiency

. daily routine are easily found, but not after the gan .nn- of

adaptation.

The development of adaptation can also be easil-y- fcunJ

amcng mountain climbers. For example, if an indiviv Is ....

accustomed to high altitudes, his climbing activity will te

slowed down by 12.3% from 165C to 4100 m elevation due o 1-1k

of endurance to anoxia. On the contrary, the individuals with

well-developed adaptation to altitude will not be affected by.

change of elevation. After camping 20 days at 4 100m eleva-

tion, the endurance to anoxia will be improved by 2 f ir

individuals in both categories.

MTountain inhabitants and people who travel a l:o in moun-

tain areas have higher endurance to anoxia, which is so

a'_d "natuiral adaptatioIn". This kind of adaptaion oar. be
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shown by experiment: Both mountain and plains residents are

olacej In a decompression chamber hihwil simulate the

eleva-i-on zgain at a speed of 25m/sec. This experiment chamber

also simulates two 5-mmn stcns at elevations of 5000 and 6 000~m

and 3ne 20 min stop at 7000m elevation. The result sho-ws that

only 1%of the plainis residents can stand the 7000m eieval.ioCn

for 30 min, but 90% of the mountain residents can stand the

7Cm for more than 30 mmn.

The adaptation to altitude can be trained to improve

more as the elevation increases. However, if the elevation

ocain is not significant, the further improvement in adaptation

will no hwsgificant results.

The adaptation to lower altitudes will increase the endiur-

ance to anoxia at higher altitudes. For example, an individu-al

,who resides at 300Cm elevation for several months will! have a

lcnger effective consciousness time at an elevation oDf FOO0M

z-7arec to-I those who did not develop into ada-1.ation to 30Cm

1iur atio .- n to(- reach complete adaptation a-nd extent of

mcnraln a-.antation

ow !--o: !oes it taI.e to reach conclete, aoartati-n.

-7 all lepends on t-he arcproach vou use to gain adaptation.

70 the appropriate appro)ach is used, adaptatio4n can be reach-j

a father short -erioa of time , whichr will be discussed irn

ore -ietai iIn the foll ;wing text H;ow lo~a clains residen

oacctadiapt toD mcrtain living2- completely is slcown in

T7a t --% t is indicated Ir. 'he Table that h increase in

-i-ide will zrolon.- the duiratlor t~o reach ~mlt dra

~on : e .the d urat ion toi reai-!h cler acrtatlcn ,,ill be



r:J2-, weeks per 1000m elevation Pgain atove 3lC 7

e levat ion, and wilbe 11-12 wees lnmer atbove 5 000n m ea

o n.

Althou~ch it takes several months to rain co(mnile-e aiarta-

.io-n, the adaptation develops faster in the first 2 weeks of

m.ountain climbing. The development of adaptation slo-Iws down

after 2 weeks.

should te cointed 7out that the sc -aled omlete

adaptation, basically, has reached the maximum. limit of adapta-

ti on. Although this pcint 1_3 not the end of ad actatir on, no

sigifiantImprovement can te obtalned oe'iYond this ncint.

~'c'nta2 clmber with years :ff ex peri*ence willI never adact

Talti*tude as well as the mountain aborogo-nes. 7he

ao,-artatfon may still be able to imorove, but not sircni fioant ly.

an se~le e adapted to any'I ~ ,eer xrml

oalo'tu de2 :s there a limit t. at r__

:tsrra ma ,at altitudes abir_- ' 2C -1~"' C; ono

,:,-e a7as tay, the sy-ptoms t:aoz an e '"el-*%',_

itozsyi results indicate the an-'

r4- l4y inthe circulator': and ro

rr e and sple en congefstion and faf r . -

e e arenct si.7nificantly aff'ected4. m-

-s, s s1 postulated that, maybe, 000cm.7 --

* Q a nimal -Iill be able to adart to. -~.e S'
'liS? omilcate ~~that 730Cmi temxiu l oo

-xrerie,--t pe tls us that abo ve % :00Cm elevatl~on, moSt

h'~~e wI 1 chw mre o r less, some sym-rtoms :_' ar x-_

~te h~ lucgthey have been stayino- at that a' i:ue.

Is neceo sary to- -idarr. t( th~s altitude -inc a'Sc-



:Ic:4?e crecaut ionary treat-nrs. For some _m~ontain

e eva-4 on, lojhchIes no' mean they *2annct reside at t~h

il -stune, c~ ot nly indicates that the wcr~r -ffic iency wi*Ll

decrease. It has been reported that individu als residirio at

5-Q-m elevation fo-r 5 months show better adaptatilrn hut

sil ls e s ome -,eigt 'Whet~her this :eij-h- loss oar n

.2 ocvered by better -urbio r workincm schedIule -e7ma_-ns

un.%-nowr.

Aithocu-h adartao 4on to 000-6090m elev:ation -iS believed

--e rather d~fclit is 7ossible to improve --he adlarcta-

n b a t -'v e m cbil tty an d a-r or, r4-a Te treatme nti.s 'suc h a S

die t, w (.rk -*n c- s che d ule, ra -*n In. Th)en the lo'n -ter-m

-esi _atle_ altiltude may be rai-sed.

7h1-ini-e of adartatior. t o altiftude also acm>' to

- h7' an-l low t-emoerat ure there fore , -te will not, difs cus S

othr knds of adamoation in details.

echanism f Anoxia A~daptation

a-oarotation Is .,-ut cnt2 of the -'hys-c_- *c
~nct-_*ns. The results of the studiy are summarized in Table

- . he jat a li~~ e~care icssdi tef
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these indicate that all the pulmonary functions can easily

adjust to the tody requirements and locally compensate for

the decreased 02 partial pressure. Therefore, the 02 partial

pressure in the pulmonary alveolus and artery, C02 partial

pressure in the pulmonary alveolus and artery are very close

to those at sea level.

2. Circulation and metabolism

The major adaptation in the circulation appears to be

the elevation of red blood cell and hemoglobin level, increased

oxygenation, faster circulation, which will enhance the 02

transport in the blood. The adaptation in metabolism appears

to be an improved buffering function in the blood and improved

lactate and glucose metabolism, which will meet the metabolism

recuirements at the desired altitude. The enhanced pulmonary

and brain circulation will insure the normal functions of the

respiratory center, cerebrum, and other centers. However, the

symptoms of anoxia occur at the coronary artery, which can

cause cardiac and further cardiac failure under prolonged

anoxia. 7"f this happens, cardiac output and blood pressure

will decrease, and eventually result in non-adaptation. it

has been suggested that degeneration of cardiac functions dur-

inr anoxia is a weak point in anoxia adaptation. Overcoming

this weak point will certainly increase the adaptation ability.

3. 'entral nervous system

Pt ha3 been pointed out in the preceding text that anoxia

will affect the carbohydrate metabolism in cerebral cells,

release of hypothalamus-adrenal corticosterone and activities

controlled by the cerebrum. It is also shown in Table 3-6

that these symptoms are improved by the adaptation to anoxia.
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As we discuss the mechanism of anoxia adaptation, it is

necessary to emphasize once more the importance of an improve-

ment in the function of the central nervous system. The

improvement is based on the carbohydrate metabolism and nervous-

endocrine system, and results in the recovery of mental and

physical activities.

4. Other Factors

Adaptation also occurs in the muscle and endocrine system.

it occurs significantly in:

(1) The efficient consumption of 02 and enhanced storage

(faster synthesis) of the clycogen in muscles, which have a

significant effect on the improvement of physical activities

and endurance during 02 shortage.

(2) The hypothalamus-adrenal cortex regulating mechanism

which will be enhanced to reach a better balance between energy

and material metabolism.

Anoxia adaptation not only improves the endurance to

anoxia and the activity ability during 0 shortage, but also

improves physical strength, weight, endurance under normal

atmospheric pressure. It alsD has significant effect on the

training for physical strength and endurance of flight crews

and athletes.



TABLE 3-6 The physiological effect of anoxia and adaptation to anoxia

Physiological individual Changes at the Changes after
category items beginning of adaptation (com-

climbing (com- pared with the
pared with sea beginning of the
level) climb)

pulmonary air (rest) exchange t
vol. (exercise)

respiration rate t

depth of breath +

C vital capacity (recover to the
-value at sea level)

Ltidal volume & max.
.respiratory vol.

respiratory quotient

ability to hold breath +

thoracic cavity no change

diffusion ability of gases at
pulmonary alveoli no change or

3 2 partial pressure at pul-
oonary alveoli

- 02 partial pressure in artery
a2

02 saturation degree In arter-

ial blood 4

CO2 partial pressure at pul-

monary alveoli



TABLE 3-6 (Continued)

Physiological Individual Items Changes at the Changes after
category beginning of adaptation (com-

climbing (com- pared with the
pared with sea beginning of the
level) climb)

CO2 partial pressure in
arterial blood

heart beat and pulse rate +
(rest and exercise)

o cardiac output per hear beat

cardiac output per minuts t

arterial & venous blood pressure *4

02 partial pressure at coronary

'artery

0
pulse pressure +

blood flow at brain +

no. of red blood cells +

red cell formation enzyme +

red blood cell/white blood
cell ratio +



TABLE 3-6 (Continued)

Physiological Individual items Changes at the Changes after
category beginning of adaptation (com-

climbing (com- pared with the
pared with sea beginning of the
level) climb)

concentration of hemoglobin +

plasma and blood volume t

pulmonary blood flow 4

plasma protein conc. +

water content in blood 4

concentration of lactage

concentration of glucose

buffering mechanism in blood no change 4

metabolism basal metabolism +

regulation of body temp. n no change

body weight 4 +

endocrine adrenalin

noradrenaline

thyroxine
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TABLE 3-6 (Continued)

Physiological Changes at the Change- after
category Individual items beginning of adaptation (com-

climbing (com- pared with the
pared with sea beginning of the
level ) climb)

Immunology water retention indicator

immune system +

slow wave of EEG t no change

physical strength +
exercise

efficiency +

02 efficiency and storage

during exercise no change

endurance body endurance +

f increased activities

+ decreased activities



D. Approaches to develop adaptation to anoxia

How can the adaptation be developed without any

suffering? The resolution is especially important to the

transport of military supplies on plateaus. Unfortunately,

this problem has not been completely solved yet. Following

is a summary of study subjects in this area:

1. Adaptation to higher altitudes

In order to develop an adaptation to certain altitudes,

training should take place at 900-1500m higher than the

desired altitude. In this way, adaptation develops faster and

better. Table 3-7 shows the result of this training approach.

TABLE 3-7 The postulation of training altitude and duration

Altitude to
be adapted to
(m) Training altitude and duration of training

3050 4 100m, 2 weeks

4300 5800m, 2-3 weeks

5180 6700m, 3-4 weeks

5800 6700m, 5-6 weeks

2. rItermittent vs. continuous elevation gain

Both approaches of intermittent and continuous elevation

gain are compared as following. A continuous elevation gain

is to climb to 4300m elevation without any prolonged rest on

the way. Intermittent elevation gain is to stop at 1610m

elevation for one week, then at 3475m elevation for another
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week, before one reaches 4300m elevation. The results show

no significant difference in the change of maximum respira-

tory volume during exercise, total exercise capacity, pulse

rate, and cardiac output between these two groups. But the

anoxia symptoms occur less frequently in the intermittent

group. Therefore, it can be concluded that the adaptation can

be reached faster in the continuous approach, but more comfor-

table in the intermittent approach.

3. The effect of exercise training during adaptation

In the preceding study, the subjects are divided into

two .roups: One group just sits and rests all day long (con-

trol group). The other group does exercises for half the

day, and rests for the other half of the day (exercise group).

The results show no significant difference in maximum respira-

tory volume (either during exercise or rest), pulse rate, and

cardiac output between two groups. However, more individuals

in the exercise group show increased total exercise capacity

(exercise group, 6/8; control group, 3/8) and more individuals

in the control group show decreased exercise capacity (exercise

group, 2/8; control group, 5/8). Therefore, it can be con-

cluded that the appropriate exercises during adaptation can

increase exercise capability with a 0- shortage environment.

4. Natural adaptation vs. non-natural adaptation

Mountain inhabitants possess high endurance to anoxia due

to developed adaptation to high altitudes. Can plain residents

obtain the same degree of adaptation if they stay at this alti-

tude for a considerable period of time? It is indicated in

the early study that individuals who stay in the mountain for



a period of time can adapt to high altitude as well as mountain

inhabitants in many ways. However, recent studies contradict

these early reports. It is indicated in recent studies that

no matter how long plain inhabitants stay in the mountain,

some physiological functions, such as maximum pulmonary

exchange volume, maximum 02 intake, pulse rate, pulmonary and

venous CO2 concentration, can never reach the standard of

mountain residents. Why? According to our study, we have to

admit that how long has the mountain adaptation been developed

is an important factor, as shown in Figure 3-11.

CTJ 55-

- 5 d 50

CZ 35

a 4 6 8 1 12 14 16 2 4 6 81 12 14 16 18 20 22

The age to migrate from Years of residing in mountain
plain area to mountain (b)(a)

FiLre 3-11. The relationship between 02 intake and plateau
idaptation.

7t is shown in Figure 3-11 that the earlier does the

family move, the greater the maximum 02 intake is; the longer

one lives in the mountain, the greater the maximum 02 intake

is. This implies that, as far as the maximum 02 intake is

?oncerned, the longer you stay in the mountain, the better the



adaptation can be. However, it cannot be ignored that the

adaptation mechanism of mountain aborigines is not quite the

same as that of plain residents. For example, under the same

metabolic rate and activities, mountain aborigines who reside

at 4880m elevation have less pulmonary gas exchange than that

of plain residents who have been adapted to this altitude for

8 1/2 weeks, but the 02 inhaled volume is higher in the former.

Therefore, it is suggested that the adaptation of individuals

who are not well adapted yet depends mainly on the compensa-

tory function of respiration and circulation. The mountain

aborigines, on the other hand, depend mainly on the compensa-

tory functions at the cellular and molecular level. Besides,

it should be emphasized that adaptation is easier to develop

among youngsters, which is also lasts longer. it has been

renorted that if mountain-born children immigrate to plains

and stay there for a long period of time, their pulmonary gas
2exchange will not increase significantly (only 0.4+ 1.9 e/m

!,In, even when their arterial 02 pressure drops from 150 mm
-g to L0 LmHg under O shortage conditions. But for children

orown in the plains, the pulmonary gas exchange will increase
2significantly (9.7+7.0 e/m .min) under the same conditions.

The only explanation for this is that the immigrants from

mountain areas only reside at this high altitude for several

years. They already develop a stable and long-lasting adapta-

tion mechanism to anoxia, which cannot be found among plain

residents.

E. Degeneration of adaptation

The plain residents who are already adapted to high

altitudes will lose significantly their adaptation ability

after they return to plain areas for 3-4 weeks. If they

return to the high mountains at this time, the symptoms of
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anoxia will reappear, and sometimes even worsen, which indica-

tes that they already lose the developed adaptation ability

while staying at plain area for a period of time. It is

necessary to expose oneself regularly to an 02-shortage

environment in a decompressed cabin. This is a general prac-

tice in flight training.

individuals who have adapted well to high altitudes,

especially the mountain aborigines, will not easily or never

lose their adaptation ability. It has been reported that after

the mountain aborigines (residing at 54m elevation) immi-

grate to plain areas for 2 years, their heart rate slows down,

cardiac output drops during rest, the pulmonary arterial

pressure and the resistdnce in the pulmonary blood vessel

decreases significantly, but no significant change occurs in

the arterial blood pressure. When they exercise, the average

pulmonary arterial pressure is still higher than that of the

plain residents. However, their adaptation to anoxia can soon

be recovered as they return to the mountains, which indicates

that they still keep their adaptation ability when they stay

on the plains.

F. Mountain sickness

,ost people will adapt to, more or less, high altitu-

des after a period at 5000m. However, in some rare cases,

adaptation can never be developed and anoxia symptoms will be

even aggravated and result in mountain sickness as the dura-

tion of stay prclongs.

The occurrence of mountain sickness within one month is

referred to as acute mountain sickness, which is difficult to

differentiate from acute anoxia symptoms. The symptoms of
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patients suffering the mountain sickness will not disappear

or improve as the duration of stay prolongs; sometimes they

will even be worsened. Mountain sickness occurring after the

first month is called chronic mountain sickness In this

case, symptoms will appear on and off, and will aggravate if

no appropriate measures are taken.

'lot only is the disease mechanism of mountain sickness

still a subject of controversy, but the classifications of it

as well. It is accepted that the excessive amount of hemo-

globin cannot be the major cause of mountain sickness, because

these factors will only result in an increase of blood viscosity

and elevated blood pressure. But, in a 0 -shortage environ-
2

ment, the construction pressure of arteries in general circula-

tion will not increase significantly, and will not cause typi-

cal symptoms of mountain sickness.

7- has been suggested in many renorts that the primary

cause of mountain sickness is pulmonary arterial hypertension

resulting from the low 0 partial pressure in the pulmonary2
alveolus. This low 02 c oncentration will induce the pulmon-

ary arterioles to constrict, and further hypertrophy of right

ventricle, thickening of the pulmonary artery and arteriole

walls, increased resistance, the decreased diffusion ability of

oulmonary alveolus, and eventually pulmonary emphysema. These

physiological and pathological changes cause a virulent cycle

which will, in feedback, aggravate the symptoms of mountain

sickness. The autopsy examination and tissue slides of

deceased patients and animals all support the above hypothesis.

Accoring to the oreceding observations, it can be concluded

that culmonary emphysema is the most common symptom of acute

and -hronic mountain sickness, which, therefore, is also

referred to as a pulmonary emphysema type of sickness.



Another type of mountain sickness is characterized by

the occurrence of insufficient cardiac blood supply. The

incidence is rather rare, but the symptom is more severe.

It dsuaily occurs in the acute mountain sickness case. Moun-

tain residents seldom suffer from cardiac disease. The

coronary circulation is usually in a very healthy condition

and the anticoagulation system also functions very well. But

individual who is new to the altitude of 4000m does not have

this kind of physiological adaptation; therefore, the compli-

cation of insufficient blood supply of cardiac muscles occurs

frequently. The characteristics of this complication are the

occurrence of pain under the sternum, difficulty in breathing,

weakness, then dizziness, unconsciousness. if patients are not

treated in time, their lives may be in danger. The ECG and

autopsy report both verifies that the symptoms (of mountain

sickness) are caused by the insufficient blood supply of the

cardiac muscle.

The following is a summary of the general symptoms of moun-

,ain sickness:

Mild symptoms: The concentration of red blood cells reaches 7

million per cubic mm. The red blood cell/white blood cell

ratio is close or over 70%. Major symptoms are fatigue, purp-

lish skin color, headache, tiredness, waking up with suffoca-

tion during sleep, periodic breathing, mucosa congestion (lips,

nose, eyes, etc.), loss of voice, indigestion, constipation,

:csing weight. Symptoms, such as nausea, vomiting, dizziness,

dezenerated vision, abnormal sensation, will develop later.

Severe symptoms: Flushy skin color during rest, purplish skin

o!or lurin7 exercise (escecially on face, ears, nose and

hands), swollen and dark eye lids, nose bleeding, loss of
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voice; tongue congestion; protrusion of taste buds; dry skin;

sweating at forehead and hands; thick uneven finger nails,

pulmonary emphysema; dragging steps while walking, extreme

weakness, drowsiness; loss of appetite melancholy; indiffer-

ence toward other people; dizziness; decreased vital capacity;

unstable heart function; mild hypertrophy of liver (seldom);

etc. It should be pointed out that the symptom, s listed above

may affect the same patient individually or at various times.

Some of the symptoms are primary, some are induced by others,

and many of them result in a chain reaction. However, the

basic reason contributing to all the symptoms is the mal-

function of different important organs, especially the central

nervous system, the heart and the lung, due to anoxia.

The symptoms of pulmonary-emphysema-type mountain sickness:

Since pulmonary emphysema is the most common and serious symp-

tom of mountain sickness, it is necessary to discuss more

extensively this type of mountain sickness. Patients usually

suffer chronic trachitis and gangrene laryngitis. The major

symptoms are suffocation, purplish skin, pulmonary congestion,

coughing up blood, laryngitis, malfunction of the right heart,

the decrease of pulmonary air exchange volume, and the corres-

ponding increase of CO2 partial pressure in pulmonary alveoli,

the decrease of 02 saturation degree in the arterial blood.

The pulmonary emphysema usually occurs above 3000m elevation.

The early symptoms of pulmonary emphysema are prolonged

fatigue, difficulty in breathing (within 1-2 days), couohing

(within 1-2 days). The secondary symptoms are greater breath-

ing difficulty, coughing up blood, noise in the lung, low

blood pressure, increased heart beat, purplish color are

occasionally found among patients. All these described symp-

oms can be improved or completely relieved after the patients

return to the plains for a period of time, but will reoccur if
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the patient is exposed to high altitudes again. Patients are

especially prone to suffer pulmonary emphysema again when re-

exposed to high altitudes.

VTi. Prevention of anoxia

A. Adjustment of the inhaled air

The most basic and direct method to avoid anoxia

is to adjust the pressure and composition of inhaled air. One

of the basic measures is to supplement 02. In air or space

travel, the compressed air is either supplied alone or with

pure 02 together. For safety and comfort reasons, the 02 con-

tent and the pressure of the inhaled air above 300Cm elevation

should be maintained at the same level as those at sea level.

At an altitude above 12,000m, the compressed oxygen has to be

supplied in order to meet the physiological 02 need. It is

necessary to fully understand the required concentration and

pressure of 02 while supplying the 0 2' Two approaches are

introduced as follows:

(1) Table 3-8 shows the 02 concentration required to keen a

constant 02 partial pressure at various altitudes (from 3000 to

12,000m).

(2) Figure 3-12 indicates the inhaled air pressure reouired

to keep pulmonary 02 pressure between 120-141mmH at various

altitudes.
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Figure 3-12. At different altitudes, the inhaled air pressure
required to maintain certain level of absolute pressure in the
lung.
Key: 1. lung pressure 120mmHg, 2. lung pressure 130mmHg,
3. lung pressure 14lmmHg, 4. inhaled air pressure required (mmH-g),
5. Elevation (1000ft).

TABLE 3-8 The correlation between altitude and the requirement

of ')2 concentration

Flying Required equivalent altitude
altitude
(1000m) sea level 1Km 2Km 3Km 4Km 5Km

0 21

1 25 21

2 28 24 21
333 29 24 21

37 33 28 24 21

4 3 8 32 28 2 21

6 50 45 38 32 28 25
60 52 45 39 34 28

8 71 60 53 46 40 3I
9 '5 73 63 55 48 41
i 500 87 77 67 58 50

l (1Kin) (10.6KI) 98 83 72 63

12 ((m.21)0 ) (l.8Km) 90 78

13 (2K 8 ) 90Km) 00

(13Km)

..... 3...-



NJote: The figures in the parenthesis indicate the flying
altitude which requires a supplement of pure 0 Above this

altitude, compressed oxygen has to be used in order to keep
the 02 partial pressure of the inhaled air as required.

In order to prevent impairment of normal physiological

functions caused by inhalation of compressed air, certain

anti-compression measures should be taken. Even with these

measures, the application of compressed oxygen still causes

discomfort, let alone the unlimited toleration. The applica-

tion of compressed 02 will cause a faster heart beat, further

elevated pressure difference (pressure difference referred to

the difference between the inhaled air pressure and the

surrounding atmospheric pressure), and eventually shock or

fainting.

If the pressure difference is too large, the individual

will show discomfort and circulatory impairment during the early

stage of the application of compressed oxygen. The symptoms

of the respiratory system are uncomfortable and difficult

breathing (especially when the pressure difference is over

25mmHg), which can be overcome gradually by adaptation and

training. The pressure difference should be increased grad-

ually during the training. For example, in order to smoothly

reach the stage of a pressure difference greater then 25mnHg,

the training procedure should be divided into 5-7 stages,

each in 10-15 min. interval.

The best relief for the uncomfortable symptoms of anoxia

is to supply oxygen. But the "negative effect of 02 supple-

mentation", the aggravation of symptoms during emergency

treatments under serious anoxia, has to be carefully watched
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in the first few minutes. Symptoms of this "negative effect"

can be as serious as convulsions or loss of consciousness for

30 seconds, but fortunately these symptoms will soon be

relieved. It has been reported that at an altitude above

6000m, the sudden supply of 02 after the individuals inhale

the surrounding air for 4-5 min. will cause various symptoms

to individuals who are over 50 years old: 25% of them show

more mistakes in their writings, 15% of them show blur vision,

dizziness and nausea. The study of the coronary system indi-

cates decreased arterial blood pressure after 2-4 seconds

of 02 supply, which drops to the lowest level at 30 seconas,

and will not recover until 60-70 seconds. The blood flow

at the forearm speeds up accordingly.

If the duration of 02 supply lasts for several days. the

02 partial pressure should be kept under 160mmHg, unless the

surrounding atmospheric pressure is lower than 1 atm. The 02

partial pressure should be kept under 180mmHg, if pure oxygen

has to be supplied for more than 5 consecutive days. If the

duration of 02 supplementation is not too long, the 02 par-

tail pressure can be a little higher, but never over 1 atm.

In order to prevent mild 02 toxication, pure 02 pressure should

not be over 380mmHg if the exposure time is over 3 hours.

The increase of the CO2 content in inhaled air can also

relieve the symptoms of anoxia which is due to the stimulation

effect of higher CO concentration in the blood on the respira-

tory center. The increase of the CO 2 content can excite the

function of the respiratory center, further increase the

frequency and depth of respiration pulmonary air exchange

volume, the 02 partial pressure in pulmonary alveolus and 02

saturation degree of arterial blood, and eventually relieve

the symptoms of anoxia. The C02 concentration commonly used
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is- , or not over 35mmHg, to avoid C0 2 toxication. The

effect of increased CO. concentration (in inhaled air) on 02

saturation degree of arterial blood is shown in Figure 3-1 .

100-

S80-z so:-

0 20 40 60 80 100 Ao 14o

Figure 3-13. The effect of C02 partial pressure (values on
the curves, mmHg) in pulmonary alveolus on the 02 saturation

degree of hemoglobin.
Key: 1. 02 saturation degree of homoglobin (%), 2. 02
partial pressure (mmHg) in pulmonary alveolus.

:t is necessary to discuss more extensively the closed

cabins used in the air and space travel, which is the most

effective preventive measure against low pressure and anoxia.

The air pressure and 02 concentration can be kept at the

same level as at the sea level in a closed cabin. However,

the whole closed cabin system will add extra weight to the

airplane and spacecraft, and may cause even more dangers if

leakage ever happens.

Tn order to prevent the possible dangerous accident of

explosive decompression caused by the malfunction of a closed

cabin, the pressure inside the closed cabin should be kept

close to that outside the cabin within a tolerable range.



The astronaut suit can also be worn during the flight to

prevent danger resulting from leakage, but it will surely

cause inconvenience and discomfort.

B. Diet and drug prevention

It was discovered in the 30's that the increase of

blood sugar can improve the endurance to 02 shortage in animals.

It has also been reported in human beings. For example, the

elevation of blood sugar level due to the oral administration

of glucose can improve endurance ability to certain degree.

Further studies also indicate that a high-carbohydrate diet

will relieve physiological symptoms of anoxia. However, a

high-carbohydrate diet will increase the secretion of insulin

and speed up the consumption of carbohydrate, further lower the

blood sugar level, and result in a negative effect on endurance

ability, which is the disadvantage of this prevention method.

n addition to that, the intake of a high carbohydrate diet

may very well cut down the protein and lipid intake, which

will result in nutrition imbalance. It is suggested that the

high-carbohydrate diet can be used as an emergency treatment

for improving endurance ability, but the long-term effect of

this diet treatment still remains doubtful.

Adrenaline, diuretic and other central nervous system

drugs have been tested for preventing anoxia, but all the

results are not very positive.

The transfusion of a large quantity of saline solution

and other fluids to decrease the blood viscosity has also been

suggested, but it can only be used during the emergency meas-

ure of acute anoxia and its effect is only temporary.



C. Selection and Trainins

1. Selection

Selecting individuals with better endurance of 02 shortao-e

as pilot or astronaut is one of the preventive measures. Among

the selection criteria, it has to be emphasized that adapta-

tion ability and endurance ability to acute 02 shortage are

two different criteria. Therefore, different selection met-

hcds should be used for these two different criteria. The

test of endurance to acute 02 shortage can be performed in a

decompressed chamber, but there is no effective method for

determining the adaptation ability so far. Both the decom-

pressed chamber method and mountain climbing method are time-

consuming; therefore, there is not significance in using either

methcd in selection. Nevertheless, the adaptation ability to

0 shortage during flight and space training can help to make

the selection.

2. Physical training

Regular physical training, especially extensive exercise

training, can improve the endurance ability to 02 shortage.

It is reported that regular athletic training can improve

endurance to 1000 ft higher in altitude, but this improvement

will gradually disappear as the training is interrupted. A

better physical training is hiking which shows better and

more practlcal results than any other exercise.
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Chapter 12 CAISSON DISEASE

Introduction

Although the atmosphere exists as high as 1000,000

Km in altitude, 990 of the atmosphere centers within the 32

Km radius around the earth's surface. It has been discussed

in the previous chapter that the atmospheric pressure de-

creases as the elevation increases, and the atmospheric

pressure in outer space is close to a vacuum. The change of

atmospheric pressure at various elevations was shown in Figure

3-1, and the pressure difference and the comparison of the

air pressure inside and outside the cabin at various flying

altitudes is also shown in Figure 3-14.
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Fiue3-1)4. The atmospheric pressure difference and air
pressure ratio inside- and outside-the-cabin at various flying
altitudes.
Key: 1. the air pressure inside the cabin/the air pressure
outside the cabin, 2. flying height (1000 ft), 3. surrounding
atmospheric rressure (mmH-g), 4. air pressure inside the cabin
(mnHg), 5. corresponding altitude inside the cabin (1000 ft).

.he creSsure difference inside-and outsde- the cain ./

A drastic decrease of pressure is harmful to the human

body. if the pressure drops drastically to a certain degree,
't will cause Caisson Disease. Caisson disease and anoxi

are two completely different sicknesses. The latter has been

extensively discussed in the previous chapter. The causal

factor-s of caisson disease will be extensively discussed in

-he following chapter. In this section, we will only genera-

ally introduce caisson disease to give the readers a back-

2round for further study.

When the human body is suddenly exposed to an environ-

ment cf low atmospheric pressure, thp gases dissolved in the
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tissues and the body fluid will rapidly and massively leave

these tissues. If these released gased cannot be exhaled

from the lungs immediately, they will form bubbles inside the

body. These bubbles will aggregate at certain areas in the

tissues and the body fluid, which will press against the

nerve endings and cause pain. If the bubbles block the blood

vessels, it will cause local histological anoxia. If the

blocked areas happen to be vital organis, it may even cause

mortality. There are some other minor causal factors of

caisson disease, which will not be discussed in this section.

The disease mechanisms of caisson disease and hypobarometric

anoxia (anoxia caused by lOw atmospheric pressure) are com-

pletely different, as shown in the previous discussion.

The sudden exposure to 9000m elevation will inevitably

cause the incidence of caisson disease if no preventive meas-

ures are taken. Caisson disease usually occurs at altitudes

above 9000m. Therefore, it does not affect regular air travel,

but causes problems to space travel and outer-space flights.

Caisson disease can result from a drop of atmospheric

pressure from above a 1 atm to below 1 atm, and also from

several aoms to 1 atm. The former is called the high-altitude

type of caisson disease. The latter case happens more frequently

to divers if they do not follow the safe procedures of return-

ing to the water surface. Therefore, it is always called the

diver's caisson disease. Although the symptoms vary among

individuals, the diver's type is usually more serious. How-

ever, since the disease mechanism is basically the same for

both types, both are called together caisson disease. The

caisson disease discussed here is mainly the high-altitude

type, but we also refer to some medical data about the diver's
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type in order to make this topic more clear to the readers.

The most common and mild symptom is pain in the joints.

namely "the bends". Therefore, divers and outer-spaie pilot s

always call caisson disease the "bends". Mowever, the bends

is not the only symptom of the caisson disease: therefore,

it is not adequate to call the caisson disease the "bends".

*-aisson disease is first found "n divers, so it is also known

as the diver's sickness. However, since this sickness ?!so
,occurs in pilots, it is more adequate to use the term caisson

Jisease than diver's sickness.

The disease mechanism of caisson disease

The disease mechanism of caisson disease is not com-

pletely understood yet. But it is well accepted by most

research groups that the bubbles formed inside the body are

-he main cause of caisson disease. Cf rcurse, other reasons,

such as the body ras expansion, should also be considered.

-t was reported, even as early as in 1670, that a butble

uas :ound in the eyes of a viper uinder low atmospheric

pressure. Not until several centuries later was the tubble

2onsidered one of the main causes for caisson disease. Livi n_-

under 1 a.,,, an individual inhales the various gases in the

...mosphere, of which 70' is nitrogen. The inhaled gases then

dlssovle in the body fluId and tissue. When the atmospheri2

:ressure drops, cart of the aissolved gases will leave "he

blocd tnd be exnaled from the lung. if the cressure _rSn -'

suaden and drastic, the released as will not be innZ1,

time, from the lung, which will ac: torether to form tutbls.

_n order to understand why the bubble Is formed when



atmospheric pressure is changed, we should explore the bio-

hysical aspect of bubble formation in the body.

in which direction the idle gases move depends mainly on

the difference between the surrounding oressure (Ps) and the

-as tensile force inside the tissue (PT), namely P.

The pressure difference between the surroundings and tissue

P P) = surrounding pressure (Ps) - gas tensile force insifie

the tissue (P.) (3)

A P < 0, not saturated

A P > 0, over-saturated

The bubble can be formed as AP is greater than a certain

value.
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2,, n~~ otr ary, the- drastic J ecrea se D' niltro:cen content in t-,,

atooeewill not allow the nitroc en to escare fro-m th--- lur

-uruernre, t causes the bubbles to be formed in the tissue and

c. The fo-rmatio)n of the bubbles recults in caisson disease.

Th olwn7 fa1".~il accelerat-e the for-matio of r c. u'bL, s:

I~~ibuation,01 exrie feto ltrasound .

<Th eistence ofmlcro-butbles -n the body,, fluId and o t ben

.M esncials: the emulsified- birnd nart-icles.

ow sia tv ted-y fluid , whIch resu'lts in a s Icwe

--hr concentration. fzsolved caseouF cent ent ae~'

y z ohsooe:- ' efe of h frmatio 'of bbbtles I n0 1

bod cn bce catecrlzeA into two 1tnds: mehncland rhy,,s :o-

al-locemc al 0-. '- ~ a tw efet are rorrelated an



- . e rcinrleltwo d-iffer nte C'*>. t.h- er

me ~ ~ f;c Vhnar~'~~i-s acoorr::fnz t the: c ' ~- ~'
I .I bbbe 'u rs i.n sidE the P2ell It wIll -aufe ctosi tod

cufr~~ hf he --.el s. T he bubble 1 1s :'ouiind ~n te 7ss- r rlt,

hod, lid-an cause the "tendis", rela'7 -t'enyms rd 'mbcsi5.

t r bls 'i~rmed outsid-e the blood *vessel ay~' rress; 'he h 1o

*:osel rnd J nres to cause ra n. -h' bubbl es - me in-s1de4

-rue edma em ~crrh a-e, which- will r tra ten t he C at nt I

ii'~~ teesmrmsreva 1l to) the jjj--a§ 'or:_ns.

ci shysi* Clogical__- 'Ch~eMicsI react ins is ind u ed

me nthc 2ehrial effect of bubh le forrati*on. For example, the

surfac- 'nea'Lon between the 'cbbl 'ina the blood can ca use the

-latle~nc fb nnopen to be attachedJ to the surfac- o the. bubble.

achment o"he alIatelet to the sum: ace of the bubble w _ _

-l*s of te oautin factor and further the forma-

mO't CCSI .- :t will also trisse-r the releas-e of vascon-

7.a;i> ncrea se the res istance in the -erirheral circu-
.ar4 : urther cause car'_cul'.atory imr-aimment . ButbbIe S

7aas atc:ulaze arly coa,,u! -atio-*n and induci:e d is Semin 1 - ed it - ra-
.. ri3 ula-.icn and, also the lo<" aeo arA'e_-(relaxin

~heL r'~ ~~aot th~ it i cause a: charge of the

co-ent i-n the blood, and! the forma-tion of thromb-osis and

7Lcer;os e tblccka~es caused by), the formation o* bubbles, clot-

e r r, '.' -if7 e , cI 3 ofln

-hh'the fsr'rtion of the Ibbble is tema'n muse o"

r n e i r' : not s-'factor. 'he ex'-ar 4 (

af'r icm"~- >anhe cause f-r ies

t) c Ir--l th n - n. hfis-te

hIs -l-,as or sobdinside the inte-s-. e'xpands



cr e s ors . lhuhthe -Tas in the stomach and intestlne will

-~ .e is~r>~~rit~ is notle ma.-or sy-ncton of calsson ilsease-
a~e a - - -f r ,rut ices not th-re aten Tie hat

an',. 7:1r4 -'-,- 'yt.. e . .respiratory tract , lunra, etc. will a-'c

'-a -, t z. . ans Te exnansion Tfth u~monar,

sinon are mnainl c~aus!t hpCrori &! nlyt -

- ere" horo

1. Fair- :n 'he nnoirl

- ~ ~ ~ ~ -r 7z'1 -rt D.-4 c f' caisson ;fsease-

z c-, .saL ccrs a r -.. LI.: ,lE. -ati its first
excerience milaa:crrc r '~--n--'e sharT pain.ThTi'

ronmonly affected areas ore -n-- 'nt a I aer extrenitle i.

Panat the hI'oInt isz c .- r- xrerlencei. The :a;'<'

z''-W7 '--0r~ '. cc n''' ' -' 1 .-. t 7-1'-. ~
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T-he espiratcry symp-toms result from bubble formration and!

.-a- x7:ans *on. The bubbleps formed during d1ecompression travel

c-he lunizos through- the blood. At the be.cinnin,,7 th ulc.a

~can handlle most of the bubbles, but after lono2 duration,

ayci-rculatcry; impairment cccurs due to the lipid leposit,
-IiI euc ul-mnr *ro T-he intensit'y bu-Th up 'n

1 n ,, alonpg with the 7as expansion in the lunrs and the

-h sema, w,4ll- cause many clical svnnmtorns i-n the respirator,,,

-- 'em. 7Patients first feel cressure in th-e lower thojraci-c area

and- 'he urrer :abdomen area, and lifficulty In inhalation urlnj_

-;-en tr-ath. 7atierts occasionally suffer rain an,! 7ressure

uinrer the .. v.and :,eneral IscomPfort-. As. the jurat2lon nrolonzs,

cc:uihs will occ ur whenever patients try to take a deep breatl-, th-e

rr.under the sternum will ag~ravat- tr-athin _ will be short

-~ndhalzwandl the ratlents furt her -levelop difficulty in b-reath-



in thIe lunizs _!urln2P dc rsonis a dangrerouz

22 1y-, dr 1ng divin r. 7or example, when the Jiver

-m ,n-er the sea (ancoroxlmately "atm)O to-r sea level ,

lu-n.ms cannot be expeiled, the volume of' the 1 ur w-*ll

e~~ao_.,: tie the normal size. Thr'oe contl mucusz exha it-

J-,"mr~roslon --svery I'mportant to the safet.y of h

~.r. i cs imrortant in the caS e ofI d raz f, ot c li

7Ye symztomis in cardiovascular s'jstem.

Thrmbois ~lcause impairment in the circ-ulat-ion, slocw

hatteat, and dIecreased caradiac c utnut. -he imzrairrment of

v'" 7vasc,,;ar circulation will result in cardiac faiure c r- a

arteriLal blo p res sure, and elevate(d venous bloodj T'zure. I, oa

c~rculacrv n-rment will alsc cause local tissue darna- !ut

zshcrtao-e of :oxyg en and blood supply. L_ this occurs in the

central nervous ::stem, severe nervous symptoms will appear.f

SYb, 1 nth ,ymph system, itwill cause tiockage in the

arc swo1 17111vmyonodus.

7h most common symptoms are clotting2, vascular thrombosis,

elevae remolobin level, elevated linid acid level in th-e pla sma,

:7rolon,-,, r1 -thrcmbin time, Iecreasel4 71atelet count-, decreasec-I

_r occs"erne conent in the plasma, decreased_, serum lactat-e level,

-crtener enrlctulln lysis time, etc. It is also found that the

I aelt etiulr ells , thrombto ss index no. , the coapzulation

or.1-.o te ol-ate let are Increased. -he actlvI t:of the serum

soiu ccant-l ' actor 7T7 -Ircs s-- n fca ntv



- 7he ski::n.

'4feelin' -ccurs on the anin,'and te thirh durinz-

S~rreslon. 7-n7:r nr; rash, purple spot, i1chness are also

rirrne. ocal urticaria, swelllrc, elema, -ain especially

tiocrax are o(ccasionally fo)und. ifiutbreathinm and.

are -always asc'c__ared, with the above symptoms.

* -~toeoinitsIn the jiestivp sys:tem andJ the sinua" cv":.

-T-c _s expansio n in the dices t ive system aluarias results i

- .in which may be relieved by the release of 7as :o

1Y>?trli~aflC anus. Occasionally, the pressure exerted! on the

nW~tna.muscle by the gas expansion can cause a local shcrtoc-

z a , sp l 1y a nd impnair edc i nt es t in al a c t iv ity Meanwhile, the

t7 ntestinal tymranftes, elevated iiarhrac m, antd abdominal

e a:-Erevrated temp.orarily. _Cme pcatients suffera

triicon casc v asexpans ion ins ide the si-nus cavity.

eara., ves-ibule.

series of sy7'n*+--,s, suchi as the temporary loss of h7earinC,

-- * -h ersar iaced by the pressure imbralance outsloe

e----------------------m. :ome serious symptoms, such as brcen

-Ylr=ani trasti: ranr in the inner ear, may also occuar. The

e 0flee sa-cs as nausea, vom.i tting, dizsiness , :

nhese symptoms may be more serious and can occur reach;-y

- 'r- '~ h~toy f sinuslis an-d tymnranites. If an :nc:i'v

Voer2 on swallowing saliva tanins decompresso on, some o'hs

* j'ms ay not occur. That is the reason why rassenoers aire

<asencoDurawed to chew on some candies to avoid dicmfrIn

inner ear luring the cake-off and lan, n.

* . <con.

Futb les in the eves ill! cause blurred vision -ind! r&- rocres-

iAon of vision, which are usually accompanl-ed byheadaches.



* .~ , .... Tm" he nervous system.

The maj or s'mrtems are headache, insomnia, fCtirue and col!a-cse.

co7nC other symortsms, such as paralysis, abnormal sensations, sminal

s.vmrtoms caused by cerebral thrombosis, may ocoasiono'lly
:2.. "utr.

. rothaches at high e !vation.

:t is usually induced by the latent pulpitis, but also,

cccasionally, by some other factors. The characteristics of the

toothache are that the pain will oradually spread out to the

ueimsoonzteeth and J5aw.

"" Yi) " a- ility,.

-ntrol efficiency will be affected by caisson d isese at

irurudes above PC'? m, no matter whether the oxygen is sufficiently

.....iec or not ' hen descending to an altitude of 90C0 m, some

1_.- ,-".... iuals cannot hear the alarm and cannot manipulate the control
.... 7 7 i 4is occasionally reported that murmurinq, flush,

-se rate 0-o times,!minA, unconsciousness, cramps,

.' he head, an' . low-freuenc waves in the EEC may occur

-he correlation between atmospheric pressure and voice loudness

shcwn in Fiure 3-16. It indicates that, at high ql'irimdes, anj

-. .c.ure environment, the intensity of the voice wl! -ecrease

--e . .mosrherlc ressure drops, which can cause a ccmmuncarion

-!if~ic41t0
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-I .. e intensity of the voice decreases as the

atc.sher4c Tressure drors.

urund~nL- atmospheric pressure (mm H )

a- l t vt le e ic ,ency of voice ) (cororareal with that under

- .el...... Icency of voice (decibel) (compared with the
":alue iunder 1 atm)

An other i ortantphysioloocal effect of low atmospheric

rressure is a drastic increase in the water vaporization, which

.w~i 2use a tremendous loss Df body heat. For example, the

so ee-:- arorization at I atmi .' . . at rest, l7CF/hrs durin.o

m11 exerci e .c. l;-, imbino a ladder of I m hei-ht at a sneed of I1

-e sjl n for m' mln, me tab olic rate is 11C Kcal/hr). At an alti-

t ate so I kin, and a surroundinr+ temperature of 1?-2- C, the

-;arization rate at rest increases to 90-110 g/hr, and that durinz

7_24 exercise increases to 260 o/hr. The drastic increase of varcr-

aticn can cause the skin temperature to drop 1. - .- C in 2 hrs.,

,hich will result in a chilly feeling. The faster the decompressicn

occurs, ne more chilly one will feel. The rate of body heat loss

rc-eazes -+ini'f - an"-y from 12 km elevation up, and will increase
i//I



even more irastically as the elevation increases. If the rate o?

e.. los is kent under 1i00g per hour, or the total water o ss

maintained at less than l00 of the body wt., there will be nc

serious d-aner. Since the vaporization rate at high altitudes

below this value, there will be no threat caused by vapori-

t Fn. However, the chilly feeling and lower skin temperature

ca sed by vaporization do affect the efficiency of manipulation.

7 . -nck of fainting.

-here are two major types:

7 rimary shock.

'sually, there are no other serious symptoms for this kind of

zatient. Patients suffer discomfort, fever, chill, sweating at the

zalms and forehead, paleness, chill at distal ends of the extremi-

ties before the shcok. Nausea and a weak pulse rate frequently

occur. Within a few seconds, unconsciousness will appear.

Secondary shock.

Thi. t 'ype of shock is Induced14 by the further development of

other serious symptoms, such as the "bends", chocking, excessive

zas in the abdomen, and symptoms in the nervous system.

.any symptoms of caisson disease, including shock, will disar-
Teatafter the pressure increases. However, exceptions do exist.

The symptoms of some catients will not be relieved in a short period

of t lme or even be aggravated by the increase of atmospheric pressure.

-hr -, medical personnel have to closely watch the patient for

this zossility, although it seldom occurs.

n. add!Itlon to primary symptoms, patients will occasionally

cuffer some 2omplications and aftereffects. The most common after-



..... ts are: (1) the impairment o[ peripheral c"rculation which

rn few hours after the pressure is ele.vated (2) the

iu::en a ourrence of a weak pulse, low blood pressure, increased

-vscsl'y, shock, and even death if ratients are no' treated

. y. _after a few hours. (3) collapse accompanied by a nervous-

.'e- -ralysis, unconsciousness, or death. Patients always suffer

tke ofereffects, such as numbness or paralysis of the extremities.

- .atient has to be closely watched.  fcr I day after

e-v ratment.

"evera! typical symptoms, such as anxiety, headache, paleness,

at the extremities, will occur be-ore the after-decoomres-

S s:c. The ... eneral or intensive nervous symptoms, such as

-..:e, ness and cram-s, can occur significantly, and result in pro-

,n-ed dee. sl umber and collapse. T-hese patients suffer fever as

an early staze symptom.

I- has been reported in other countries that the incidence

-shock af-er Jrastic decompression is LCO cases/i million cases

'srious.ases: IP'i above 9C"0 m. elevation. For some rare cases,

'lots shewed no s~ymptoms of shock luring flight, but serious

z y m i ms afr - a ndin.

7a-szcn disease can be catecorized into two types accordin-
tc its clinical sy/mptoms :

_ 'oe -, sa-'-'!e cainful symptoms, namely the "bends":

pain _i.ually occurs at the joints. This tyce comprises

-. of the toItal caisson disease cases. !t represents a mili-

tse of caisson disease, and usually does not have aftereffects.

7yce -, Dver-all tyre:

Poan of the joints Is only one of the symptoms. Visual

sy,,mrtoms, occasionally accompanied by difficulty of breathing,

_ z paralySis, usually occur before the join4 nain. Ty!e

41/3



_,,e- represents the more serious cases. The symptoms usually

last for a ion: perio, after the decompression, and remain even

after the bubble disappears. 7n the more serious cases, patients

s' "
-~' sermanent aftereffects, such as numb limbs and paralysis.

Frecuently, there will be a latent period before the decompres-

n smtoms occur. The decompression symptoms usually occur

minutes after the critIcal elevation is reached. The correla-

between the exposure duratiorn and the ratient number can be

-rachej into a curve. The latent oeriod can be as long ts

-he short-term effect of the decompression has been described

as above. What about the long-term effect of the decompression?

'.c- "too many studies have been done on this subject. in the

f:lowin- - te*t, ' cases of the long-term effect of decompression

will be joscussed.

..... ayin : at an altitude of 3000' 5C00, 7000 m.(The C partial

ressure iS kept at 150-200 mm Hg):

-he rulse rate increases by 1?-15 times/min on the 1-lth day.

The function of the cardiovascular system is enhanced by 1C-i17,

- the i Cth-lth day, and even to 50 later. The concentration of

71as-,na albumin increases by !2U.

""; Staying for 02 days at an atmospheric pressure of 300 mm Hz

<normal .nartia! pressure):

The ma.*or symptoms are: the functions of the cerebral cortex

and the cardivascular system are inhibited.

The most common symptoms of caisson disease, summarized in

3 categories, are. show in Table 3-9. The Incidence rate of these

symptoms at high altitudes is listed in Table 3-10, which indicates

1-.e 'mpc-tance of preventing csisorn disease in aeromedical practice.



ne c~urene 2~ssondisease is more ra:et' fcl, on -

Ch2 oriz eJ clin ic a1 syno rins c osn osess

(1) Acute

n>- -ms.ness3 an paralaySis em

ab-normal sensation raznes

we, kness and -at i +ue er

res~rration -ervous system

n .:er sternum unconsciousness

c1 - ache
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O erent al it ude s
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sy-nrtoms o: central 1.0
rner'zo'- s system

cclase9.0 2., a
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-j Endurance op --ecomcression

Th-ree Well--ac cepted c ritI-eria are os cus ej E~

/ ,.--- a7 rce ara' -ce o f caIs s on -; S eas e as the indicator:

Ths r- teo Ca-n be used; as th e safety margin for Pilo-ts an,-

assore'n g is Jffi*cult to meet thiso criLterio"n under bottle

-he m. r m Z: tt cm of decontre,-sion, reachitoecc! 9CS

Mc 4nc hya:ial mnairment occurs. 2enerall: re akno,

The occurrene cf te pr evlu tw siutoswl ceait

:nan rh anJ tlity. __-e

C'a Us e it th eze cw ImiT -'t s are ex ceed. Te refoCre, These, cr;ateria

can tte cons'_J-red! as the mInimum fligsafety stand ard.
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-.~-Il Toclerance to iecompressico,

~~ Percenta,-e o" .ii du-s ueztfn-

retunrz tfl. --~ reScure

45

r 21

hrs .1.65

-' 5chrncr the t-;lerabie limit as indi4catar:

D os- neonle can tclIerae an alt-Itude below. 0 ?C m -'r at

~q purs.Abou 2ffo' the uolation cannot: stand l-I k

eevaion ven'or 1-2 hours. Almost half o-- the nn.osncno

stand C I., m for mnore than ors

K he azrea-rance of zohysiological d-isturbance as indcaor

C-Dme iaa n dhsoo~c2.isturbance caused by dcrceso

ar nw n r-u e-.- The nitrop~en bubble can appear when

.Z n he ressu-re c ror-s t o ibi rm -. (correszoondin,7 eievaticn:

7 ......the pressure calfference insidje and outsid4e the ears

exced K......I t.e e ar d rum will b e dam a'-e d

3 100L

0.1 1.0 10 10 1000 10000

time (min

* ~ve 3-3 Tdurac f' dlecomnress ton.

-'ective conscio-'--usness time
- stlmate1i reversib1le unconsciousness- tim7e
*-atm--snneric o-ressure (mm HP-)



~o if. >17 m for I hour Otlcas -lnc h

n-1vi duals rtD lose workin- ab ilitt. .71i~ tt ths t tu -1e

=2ur can cause 2C"' to lose their *..'oDrkin- ab i 11,:y. eal o:'r

r~ ruo c: 1  lo-se their workinm- ab ili -* the vo _-ay -at

Jlttue ur hrs. Therefore, in order to k the caf-tvy ar.d

manomum wor"zno ab ility of1 the ma, or ity , the atmcsrheri resr

*n -- e r'nas 'o be kep-t, at least, the same as that o -f,'

e" :a* r t- t:ravell1inf. t ime Is more than one ho;jr'. c,;

7: assengers will stil so some hiloia b t

.av at *nL- atkm focr mo~re th1an I hurs. 7or mcst c e

'1.htS, the cressure inside the cabin is aIwia y s k e t

-he-e.-e D 7C-30CC ft. elevatio:n to insure the -,aety the

a ecassenmerz.

-me mportant factors which aff ect th enduran~ce abi

_n'esaon are di4scussed as follows-:

Fla>t- -.f eomression:

The faster th-e decomress -on occurs, the hnioher ceinci'dence

ca sSn d11isease Ls. The seriousness of t.he sympto ms alsoc

de ans on ' ast the decompression happens. I' the decomnressicn.

'-accens mare lowly than th~at of the :as release in the tissue,

oar C aa lr71- I has been croven that an ind--ividual will not

uffer laso isease if the ra f' e~levation gain is less than

-/ Krn1min. -he most efflaent- c-eventlon for caisso disease

-~ ~r e~-ate of elevat-cn -an under t-his :i"'- n the-

fi--h7-r planes , it is eas3y toexcee-! thi-s limit. Therefo-re,

forthesafty of the fllzht crew, compressed air is always Supple-

-e r' nal atmosnheri: prezsure and istura tion i"n th1e boo',.,:

-',rinal atmosoherlo pressure before decompression decides

trr nesse of the d~ ssolved 7,as in the tissuie. 7he durat ion at
-. ~' ~nal '1 spei nressure lecides the satura tion dem:ree of'

e razes issolved In the bo ly . The h.irh-r ori-7inal atmos-



rheriocressur wilrsl'n a -ihr saturation degrc.e af

sc~c::tvand more serious over-saturation during~ decomnression.

4ee~e it is3 rep Ja ncero us to ascend from t-he -Jeep tha n fro

the hallwco the waters. For the same reason, an idvda

zc <e of r:n a Ia ne - r h a t er d iv ing *, wil Su ff er c aa zso n

at 1 we'r oltitudes than thoc7e who did not, dive before the~

'_'isscn 2iseases during flcight and diving are different

1" z. he ressure hne o lrt the treasure ohanrcQ

s-. :e-w-ral atms to I atm . Te re fore, the rate ofdcmres'

~ osnes o thle svmct'oms are different for each indi-

vca ICaS e. The occurrence of caisson disease durinr7 flig:2ht is

ysa> less serious and less egi-t

T-he research d~ata indica te that, between 1-?years of age,

toe relative sensItivity to caisson disease increases about72

f-r ev:ery, 3 year :nter-.al. iwlllevel off oDr even c.ecrease

afrter yasod

Winter the sam-rne decompression conditions,the bubbles are easier

'-.= a toe sv-.mrtons co caisson disease are more severe for

beSe :teorlje. The opressure resumred to relieve the symptoms of

'a sscn !.cae s also highr er for obese people.

Thos a- activit y:

z.. 1- 'a I it-_,v Ity -41_rlng decomares s ion w il f1ecreas e

~-'f1

(5 C~~a.~it of ' e cmpre, s!on:

Pope atlnc* the decompression several times in 24 hours will

j-.-cease th-e endurance to- tecompresslon. ODur date indicate that

th-Iterval betw.een 2 consecutIve d ecompress ions should be at

12covr hursin order -o aodthe accumulative eoffect.



.7ickness and injury:

-ndiividuals with a history o' arthritis or unhealed wounds

.wl suffer the "bends" more easily. individuals with a history

of dental croblems will easily suffer toothaches during decom-

rression. The physical weakness will cause a decrease of decom-

-ression endurance.

-n addit ion to the prev cus items, other factors, such as

-ncxia, high temperature, supersound, weight loss, drunkness,

-nscmnia, anf ftr,- e will all decrease the endurance, but adaptior.

an,, training, on the other hand, will improve the endurance.

7. Preventive measures against caisson di-ease

A. Prevention of caisson disease

b cest way to prevent caisson disease is to increasz the

sarrcuncng :r--essure by keeping a constant atmospheric cressure

th closed cabin, or by wearing an pressurized suit. -he

sec:nd -ffctive way is to decrease the dissolving of nitrogen,

..... bzdy . caisson disease occurs, the best treatment is

romoression over the whole body. Tatients can be claced in a

rcmtressed chamber first and then be decompressed according to

the. :.rocriate crocedures.

_. 1osed chamber and cressurized suit.

.e most effective prevention for caisson disease s to

mainta.n the surrounding pressure on the body surface in a tolerable

anre by *vsing a compressed chamber or by a pressurised suit.

Both equipments should be strictly checked to guarantee that there

Is no leakage. Any leakage will cause the danger ofe

-ecorpression. In order to avoid possible danger caused by the
leaka;e , the pressure inside the compressed chamber or the presur-

ized suit should be maintained in a tolerable range, as close to



'!e surrounding atmospheric pressure as possible. (Fef. Table 1-12)

- evat .n (I C 19 , 20 22 24 26 28 30

in-mur. pressure
r--,- rement (mm Hg) 0 7.0 is 26.2 32,1 36.4 395

I. 2 -intake denitrogeniation.

efcre eccmpression happens, t..e inhalation of > orer.an-

in pure-.? environment for a period of time (several hours)

can f rce tne nltrosen to be released massively from the body.

Therefore, this method is called ?5-intake denitroenizat!on.

This trsotment is very helpful in relieving symptmos caused ty

seccmcression. The duration of denitrogenization cannot 1e too

short. If denirogenization takes place at 1 atm, the concentra-

tin of 22 has to be very high. The most efficient Jentrooeniza-

-on is tc nut patients in a cabin filled with rure oxyTen. The

effect of' inhalating pure C, on denitrogenization is not as good

as -- at n the pure-oxymen environment. Decreasini7 the atmospheric

treossre at an a-proximate rate and appropriately elevating the

amoshr -.eperature (to induce nerspiration) can or t y !mOrove

_en i t rozenization for 4 hours under a pure-C, environment can

an c< of the dissolved nitroren in the body. If the dura-
Sof "n.tr ...ntion s ess than 2 hours, the effect is not

o-'nificant. How fast 'he denitroqenization can take place varies

oreatly monc individuals. The rates of denitroirenization in

v'or cus tissues are also i"f'erent: Denitrooenization in the iuno7

...e irculatory system occurs very fas . Tenii-"c-nlZation

' e ' .. t'ssue and bone is very slow. if the nilot is

Jenitrcoenlzed for 0-60 minutes under the pure-C, environment,

and then experiences the decompressed environment, corresponding

km elevation, before the flight, ("bends") will hardly

anr-ear nhalation of pure 0 for a while befre flying will



also bene'it denitrogenization. However, its effect is not as

od as That ,under the pure-Or environment. Denitorgenization

-e bene it_ 2d by lnh-.alation not only before, but also lurfn

and after t-e lecompression.

.he reulacement of nitrogen by other inert Eases.

igih atmos-herlc pressures (e.g. in The closed cabin of

rrne or air ship, or deec under t ea), nitro-en ra- c-an

le replaced by hard to-saturate inert :rases (e.g. helium-oxyzen

as mixtures). On the other hand, easily saturated gaseous mix-

t ares, such as nitroqen-oxygen, neon-oxygen, argon-oxygen, should

te used during decompression. From the theoretical point of view,

this will effectively relieve the symptoms caused by decompression

a morove the endurance, but the poisonous effect of these -ases

should be closely watched.

.iated cabin.

rn order to prevent leakage from affecting the entire cabin,

design engineers once tried to divide the whole cabin into several

s=all compartments and use gates to separate these compartments.

7 A rnrocriate decompression procedures.

Establishment of a set of standard decompression precedures

and reasonable safety criteria for decompression is also an effec-

-Ive creventIve measure against decompression.

:he maximum altitude that the modern supersonic jets fly is

.et.een l? and 22. km. For the safety of the passengers, the

racsenger flights are usually kept under the altitude of 7.- km

that the leakage of the closed cabin will not cause any danger.
. leakage occurs, the atmospheric pressure will suddenly drop

the pressure at 7. km altitude). If leakage happens, the plane

1 • 1 4413



I be forced to drop to the safety altitude of 4.5 km, an eleva-

tion tolerable for most passengers, in 2 minutes. If the flying

altitude is above 1C.. km, the emergency descent to j  km will

take more than ' minutes which might cause irreversible brain

lima -e to the nassenger. That is the reason why the regular

passenger flights are always kept below 7.7 km. After this acci-

dent happens, it is better to land or, at least, decend to 1.' km

elevaticn to guarantee the complete recovery of the crew members.
-' - ssmgn-rer plane is requested to fly above 7.5 kin, there should

Ce some technical guarantee that this plane can be brought down tc

km altitude within minutes and 20 seconds. Although atmos-

pheric pressure is kep at the level of -".17 km in the closed cabin

and cure C, is provided, flying at the altitude of 1T-21 km is

s nill not safe. The effectivc consciousness time at this altitude
is around 1I seconds, which may not even be long enough for the

7assengers to cut on the emergency respirator masks. Therefore,

-ne passengers may very well lose their consciousness even before

.m.sk is nut on. Any pilot flyIng above this altitude should be

od o guarantee -hat he can bring the plane down to 0 km

ronu-es and 21 seconds, to 6 km in .2 minutes, and to 4. km in

.minutes. in other wcrds, for the safety of the passengers,

everyone has to wear resuscitators and the crew members should

..ver-a or partially-covered cressurized suits while fly-atr I mr-als or . rt a
" above 12. km altitude. These kind of supersonic jets are

usually ecuced.. with the emergency air supply (e.g. oxygen bottles

for supplying emergency 02 or the air is taken from the surrounding

atmosphere) which will slow down the pressure drop as the leakage

The -ressure inside space ships is usually kept much higher

than outside the shi. Although the crew members put on the

astronauts' suIts, the pressure inside the suit is much lower

than inside the cabin. :n order to avoid the incidence of caisson

disease, it is necessary to design a set of decompression prrcedures.

Two effective decompression procedures are possible as follows:



- Th atssreric pressure )f the rur,= o>:y en envi ronment

n~r Th e ai -I L60 knrn -nd that Ir~i -he zu-

- - Th folowng decomeression rrocedure i ur-etd

rore :e z i:ace shipr takes off, the crew members w i7- be- enitrc-

.nzound er the s:ure oxvn,,en-l atm environment "'or 4 hours. The

~sur ~~teshi: will then bce maintained at- kr/O pure-
:xvzr> r hors. After that, the crew members are ready for

Cr>t - iis ahen crew,- m-embers alre wo rkinr-, outsid-e the

r, Thy re under the nressure below 22 NCs. f sym-rtom of
~ai I--- -aes wil -cerite stay und~er this pressure for

- cr s . -he only disadvantagre of this rorocedur-?e is that the

1- -rc2eniz-at-on for 4 hours under t:he pure- oxycgen environment

a- sea e ca-n easily-, ca,,use fire hazard. The way to compoensate

:cr ti isto let de-nitrogenisatior ta:ke olace anslde the ores-

Surised sut lnz-ead of inside the cabin, which can relieve the

Jang er causeJd by th h1.gh-pres sure, pure oxyg-en environment.

(3 f t eatm-ospheric nressure inside the shi*p is 7CC k-/m

T.~~xye ixture: NC = 2:1) before i4t takes off, sta-,,r~g

3e environment for 14 hours can exneli 3 of the dissolved;

.irrnIn the bIody. After the space ship takes off, the pressure

nsoete ainwill- be k1ept at ~60kg/m- (nitrogen-oxyren m4-x-

,ire, cx -7 oyn~ To w ino this procedure , a few individuals-

,,;" Z-11 still fer the caison disease-. However, the Increase of

tresureinsde-he pressurized suit to -f ll.,g2 (added to D 7

t' ressure i*nside the shipor make the total oressure of

~-~~~W< ill limnate calsson disease completely. Aftera

- f ad-artazio.n, the hih ressure Inside the suit can be

cl wi re le as ed utdoor activities cannot be al"lowe urtil

o : -urs after take-off.

Ad1antation and Traininz

The Incidence of the "bends" decreases as the -.wcrk~rnC hours

11'ver o r mine worker -are prolong-ed, whih indicates that the



"bends" can be adapted to. However, the training of developinp

,his k'ind of adaptation takes a long time and requires the super-

;is::n of exrerienced doctors and technical staff. Unless there

is"tsclute need for this training, it is usually not recommended.

However, occupational adaptation is a natural way of prevention.

3. -he nressurization treatment of caisson disease

T7he ressuriza-ion is an effective treatment of caisson disease

es-ceeally pressurized chambers. The bubbles formed by the

dissolved gases in the tissues can be reaosorbed during pressuriza-

tion, which is the theoretical basis of this treatment. The stan-

Ardi procedures of pressurization treatment are -s follows: The

-a~ienr is first moved into the chamber, and the oressure inside

chamter is rapidly increased until all the symptoms jissappear.

A he disappearance of all the symptoms, decompress c..refully

znolowly, following the standard procedures until the pressure

ir-cs t- normal. The oressure for treatment cannot exceed

M- in any case.



Cha1-ea c ~ lnrr o* Explosive 1'eccmpressicn

i. intihoduction

zXOcsive c~mression and Collision with M7eteors

:.xol osive decomression refers to Irastic decompression at

3OUOetrate ov:er km/sec. This drastic decomoreson makes

~OC -resue as _nsi e the cabin expand rapidl41y i-n the same

a-- -s he o-as exo.ansicn caused by an exclosion. 7xo,,os-ve decom-

,resSlon usually occurs w hen leaks suddenly appear in the cabi-n.

Txocsvedecomuression In airzlanes will only happen d uring

battles, r-.r-ly diuring- training. The explosive decompression

-_ sace shIns is ei-ther caused by the structure damaze or collision

loc arge meteor.

'rticles of different sizes existingz An outer-soace: Accord-

0estimates, -,here exist thousand of small particles per cubi-c

:entoimeter In outer-space: the smallest are radiation particles,

-he nex7 are -he smallest meteors (dust: diameter smaller than

CM; M= -omteor: diameter smaller than 1 mm assmaller

,..ansmall meteor: diameter around 1 cm to several centi-

All the dusts, small meteors and micrometeors are com-

:-e- of s-mall quantities of dust, sand, metal pieces and various

metal iarticles. They usually weigh less than 1 -m. However,

rmeteors Se:_veral meters in diameter and of several tons exist

th uniere. coe meteors become meteorites if they reach

toesufae f heearth. .Althou n the tcta. nurz.ber -f ree- _-.

tonlverse 2. astronomical, really massive and hug7e meteors onlyJ

-jm-ccse a small -oric n of the whole population. Therefore, the

rrobab~tliity ofcollis-ion bet., ieen a space ship and a massive meteor

is ery low. The relationshi-p between the size of meteors and

-r' iilty of collision is shown in Fit:ure3-.
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7i-ure -_9 The relationship between the mass of meteors and
-he frequencv o' collision ( ifferent curves represents

........ data sources).

K',: 1 - The frequency of collisien m surface area
- mass of the meteor(g)

The meteor passes throurh the atmosphere with great speed
-.;hich results in high temperature and burning due to the friction

cetweer the meteor and air particles. The micrometeors with a

diameter less tan 1rm are mostly consumed by burning up 70 1m above the

Eath's surface. Only small portions of the huge meteors -aill drop down

to ne Ear-,- to become meteorites. Less than 10% of the meteorites found

:n the artr_ are ionosed of iron or iron-niczel compounds. Statistically,

- orotedrop on tne E rth's surface every day.

eteor clusters and their debris always travel in regular

orbits in outer space. if the space ship has to rass through

this orbit, the chance of collision will be increased Treatly.

-h hi-h soeed of meteors can cause significant damage to

th space Shin during collision. It has been estimated that a

small 1CC g rock travelling at the speed of 7C km/sec can produce

fhe force of a 12-,on airplane travelling at the speed of C km,'

hr. Therere, it can be concluded that a 1-mg meteor can break

ohrouoh an aluminum sheet of 3-mm thickness without any difficulty.



T:~naely tm etecrz wohc are t-; ana, mass i'ie enou1 h

-::errte -he the~' -caoh -'.re not ver.,, numerous

T>. orb~mofcoll-isicn 1heor>-s a concern only when the .space

r -ravels asteo orbi.ts. --mall and .Lcrht meter=,

-cm~rme'eors with a mass less thar. IC and diameter

1--l-r -hr ? m, can only cause scratches to the surfae

tsoaoesn~-1 , hc wl nly affect the Shio 's optical sarfa c-e,

-- o sufc racnd th teomui1-n e-e

Ac h t-e met eors (mass o-reater tha n 12- 7-r and diameter

retr thnr 1CCm. coillsIons can cause (dents to the shin's

sr: ace an.3 croduce cress urit.ed impact wav.es. As this wave trasvel-

- e .ner-layer of the surface, it may cuase local- cracks and

7 truc ,tu, r al damacge. The s'loe of the crack Is usually several tlme s

-he thickness of t he surface, and the crack can reach to 11-/

h-'e surface dent-1i Veteors with g-reater mas will reert

t~r~ih te ur~oc. c'sever, thi's kind of dest ructive meteo-r is

The re fore, the meteor has not- yetl been a ser 4 _r. ccn-

-h- omtono Ex-losive D ecomression

4r~k n a !7ane or space shic can cause the

. :00. How fast the -7as rushes out

'-anly:n ~eso-~of'he hole, but also on the internal

'-_-r the oh n od h cabin volume. The fcllowln~r equa-

o~r s~cw te '' iotetween these factors:
1441 V pa

rn~~- log
c- p

'nitIal rores-ure inside the cabin

::res~at a. -ny t-ime

area of the hl

the time reqredp_, for the Internal pressure to drop
from Pto P

Csteed'1 of the -_z ru;shi..ng out $233r/sec at 2C
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i x r ansion

Tephysiooia e 1 ~ L of exnlsI -Iv e 'de conres io zerenuZ

Inte eree and the sreed! ofecomoressi on. lfn ryg.r

q.ase zre:t ciancer evenri not '< man r, r,,

a nr rec 1. trr the rcdacn

5 -,wihry ed ema of h er 'w r . h

e'lo ions; Leeen t h e ait udje and; exracic

4r4
r e:7ree :fthe internal -ac i r~e

l20-

601

<or e -2 -- The theoret ical exoans ion of inc e=no ti -h-
r~r~dffrec between insi*de and 3 1side the c at in

-- I:'e :e -ree of exransion

-fte otmnosrh-erf r~ressure dron to'hat of the bi'

ruin~ ~ t ftehdrfudrC1, it wil be eve-n more loncerous,

ce 2 ae n ocX effecl-t of' Kilina til e oie othat

"7 xi s -o n w -cuss ,

efe"oca xpansion. Te cronl Iem of Ioiir of te bA'fui

willhe dscused n th'e la e' text.
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-'7e~ re-- e c cm-,re s D

0 5 -360 2. -6S - '2 !ar

2.5 , .

60 )Y 0.005 i'rr s

_ r :--n e ao- s'-*

5250 0.2 a e -a ahc'le.

.7 7 e T:e :Z M P CM S of' eyplcs~ve Je.n =r-s:lc.

* * e~'ec~ i' 'ixn-ics~ve ciecorress - 'an ras a-

m D: -Y.: }e,.cnc res s .on l~e r':s sc me

orcn,: a-,7oa (Dr. ti-e -urf'ace D*' try' scsce shic7

_,D'me '-&z r - s ies anil mr. erers .-;hc

*,a a' -r .. e wi-hou- a'seninc- their -eat may~ ""e'

tecabin Dr be -ut bcy the bcroken el-es t e

experiments, it has been sh.own. that A on

abab" modlel ci' - . , sits --n 'a idc,-

~'~wirndow: lr7 cm- , volume )f '-,he cabln:

- 0'~ -~ V'f'r'ece insde n, -utside the catin) Is UI5tk~
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-' . -n r'FI rme 'r-uoc-.nz - 7

- has been ueste§ that no windows (or at lea"t zs :e as

-- . . .ul- Lnc"uded in. -I- les*7n cu :!w--v !

e~ s~- .. *;t t-~eZ to be r,~aC2QL Th n 7 racti-

...... ate th...e passenoer's " a er. "-ho' .- -'-

. -he e "u- msuts ,o br oken Ar Jndvus

-. *in c f the body fluI

In dai y convernr " a boilin n 'per '- re.<

e'- a*tqer S c coked to is bocIooIns soos LT

..i. .t of' at i ......Ib car --' ............

2 . es " b 0 r2. ,"Z U . . .... -The -

the z.... c o .. n....... .. ... .1*e ..n

_.'s on-- -- c_ .-. . .. .. .. .. .. -
e-eva2"'-' ',:,~.. -..... - rr... .... o . - -r .

-iew, th e wae r i nsiJe tbhe 0jo ' ':,-.. ,

:" th e , . is i s hither tn k '' . .

r-woures, body flu ,  boiling r e z Jy - . .../ "4>, n'r I'd. t' -c, ". .-

- ocoomnress ion :ocurs above 2km Ie -i an, .he

.... e. i e-threateninc.

e=lationshlo between altitude -mosrh~r, nrescure

(next a ,

rL°°



fl' ,i, te -Atmospheric pressure oiin r oi nt o f'An-tt-
(mm :g

695 9
3 525 90
4 462 87

5 405 83
6 353 8

7307 77

8 267 73
9 230 710

10 198 66
1169 C63

12 144 60
13 123 56
14 103 53
15 g0 so
16 7'?4

1765 43

1.0 480 37
20 41 35
,5 19 2
30 9 10

* -he at tiOwhch the tcy>jdwllbl.

-he body 2>dboiling can lead to mcrtalit in a very short

te r . The cause of' death is mainly due toc -he oPfowa the

cxy~en f'rom. hne tissue, which results in serious '- ' shortage in

*:aricus tissu--,es. f' ressuriz-ntion and 0- are surpled immedia:4elY,
--. uastion ayb- lmrvd Mwvn his ind e.f rndn

us!ly arrens rath-er suddenly and it Is always Letter 'Da prevent

By Ifli t c : 1 or,:u ce a !a r'e ~uan cv f. mtea

_czc Induce buttle fo)rmation in the b)lood and cause ctrcul a ory

r(n--blems. iIw'r, tes syr-rtcms lare no~t "re' cuses :af dea, !;

aueaainacut andr cras t ic ymt-om, Is the kler.

-. nflurar)ce o'_ Exr ios*.,e _ecompression

The endurance cf exclosive ieccmcressicn varies greatly depeno-

whc riterlon is used. The most commonly used crite-ri2



7 :'ec'i ye consciousness time, namely, the period from the

-,r nnin d~~o ne,,. o'resslon to the los of ,

- .. .- iolo~ial .olerable margin, namely,, from the heginnnr- o:

X • .e dec mp esston tD the margin of physiolovica 7 inury.

l vfective consciousness t-me:

The so called "effctve c=ns iousness " means the 7 ilitv

-c sense ans identify objects and react accordinr to one's will.

S...-he effective consciousness can direct individuals to deal
and survive these probiems. The effective consciousness

an altitude increase from !.. km to 7.7-Ia km is shcwn in

he. heeective consciousness time for explosive

:eompressn is shown in 7able 3-15. 7t is indicated in the table

at- 19 .m k, at which the body fluid is close to boiling, the

-------- ve consciousness time is the same for both exzlosive lecom-

-:son and hyobarcmetric nxia. This imolies that one acute

_Y fU booonc is anoxia which is the main factor

A i I I i j

a 20 40 so 100 10 It

i-ure :-2 Efectve consciousness time exolosive decomrression
1-he simulated altitude in the closed chamber is suddenly raised

(D k - km in I seconds)

- Time (s...c)

.----------- "ect-'-ve .c..nsciousness time -Iurine expl-ve deccmress' .

..... udden intu tion of 7 supply Exicsive decomrressi-n
r s' mild exercise rest -n

75 3 2 2 1

a 4 1.5 1 1 s0
9.0 1.25 45 45 20

10.5 45 S0 SO 15

12.0 30 is 23 is

19.5 12 12 12 12

411.



h PhysioloIIca! tolerable limit:

-he 2a h,,as been reported: in an accident, cn,- victtIm

was exrosed to a drastic decompression situation (from a pressure

eru~Vaient to . km to that of 0C km altitude). He stayed above

-. I (I-titude for body fluid boiling) for about seconds, and

s onsciousness immediately. Emergency measures were soon taken,

-e surrounding pressure was instantly raised to that of 1? km.

_e "tim reined his consciousness in a few seconds 'and did not

sncw serious aftereffects. However, this case ccnsidered to be

a t~rder case that man can take physiologically.

_I. Prevention of Explosive Decompression

The preventive measures of decompression basically can all

be arplied to the case of exrlosive decompression. However, the

fzocwin- measures seem to be more important for exolosive decom-

-ression.

-he csed-cabin and pressurized suit should be warranted

azainst explosive decompression. --his 1- the most fundamental

and inzoortant preventicn. However, the attacks by enemy planes

-rin .comtbat or the collision with meteors during space travelling

reievitable, therefore, other preventive measures should also be

:earing the clcsed pressurized suit: As the atmospheric

eure dcrns rastically, the oressurized suit can keepo the

-ressure surrounding the skin surface and the pressure of the

ear in a't: lerable range. The protection of thorax by

r.fuLer also has certain effect.

-1, .. ent _-intake denitrogenizat ion: ,-intake ienitrooen-

1-,':n before Jecompressicn and a sufficient supply of C, durinz

jecompression have certain preventive effects on exloosive deccm-

prsz i n.



(~~77 :' -ie e pressure difference inside D uts-de e

-n. . .clierable rangte pressure lifrneslouldJ

Ithsbeen suggested tnat the pressure difference

ah~i I ... aentto the oressure at ' .l km elevat-ion.

Z c : 7t caDi wi_ rt the cabin into several smleui
a n - ecab n withermer5-ncy air-supp ly devices. '-he n

leaka ccurs, the rassengers can either be moved to the -rood

ntC or te sOIrzlied with. C, o-mme'olately.

-. elect ad'eqate gas (which may leak slow. er) for replacing-

the reuaai r (such as C, mixture) inside the cabin.

_--1e~lop adaptation and training in a 0., deficient environment.



Chapter 14 OXYGEN TOXICATION

T. Introduction

It has been indicated in the previous chapter that

oxygen has to be supplied at an altitude above 3-5km, pure

oxygen has to be used above 10-12km, and compressed oxygen

has to be provided above 15-18km. Above 19km, an individual

has to stay in a closed-pressurized cabin to guarantee safety

because the atmospheric pressure is too low and it is close

to the altitude of body fluid boiling.

How to supply the 0 2? There are 2 common ways:

(1) Use of compressed 0 or liquid 02 2
(2) Reproduction of 02: using chemical methods to absorb

C 2  and produce 02'

The 02 pressure and percentage required at various alti-

,udes are shown in Table 3-16 and 3-17. No matter which met-

hod is used, 02 toxication will be induced if the 02 par-

tial pressure is over 176 mm Hg and the duration is too long.

:f the 02 partial pressure is kept under this level, toxica-

tion usually will not happen. Unfortunately, under some

special cases, the partial pressure has to be raised above

176 m Hg. For example, when an airplane has to fly at high

altitudes at a high speed, a high 02 partial pressure has to

be maintained inside the cabin to prevent the danger of

decompression caused by leakage. While flying above 15km

elevation, pure oxygen with a pressure of 429 mm Hg (equiva-

lent to the pressure at 4500m elevation) is usually used inside

the cabin. Keeping 1/2 atm of pure oxygen in the cabin has

also been taken into consideration in the design of space

ships to cut down the weight. If the atmospheric pressure
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inside the ship exceeds 360 mm Hg, the weight of the space

ship will increase almost linearly with atmospheric pressure.

f the internal pressure (pressure inside the cabin) is 1

atm, the thickness of the surface has to be 1.5 times that

for 360 mm Hg internal pressure. Based on the previous dis-

cussions, the internal pressure has to be maintained to meet

the body requirements of 0 but not high enough to cause 02

tcxication. At the same time, the extra 02 storage equipment

and weight of the shell can be cut down. ,owadays, pure

oxygen of 258-360 mm Hg, or slightly higher than 176 mm Hg,

is generally used inside space ships.

TABLE 3-16 The requirements for 02 supply at various altitu-

des (The 02 concentration (%) required in the

atmosphere to keep the 02 partial pressure the same

as at sea level and 1500m altitude).

Altitude The 02 concentration (%) The 02 concentration (W)

(1000m) in the atmosphere to keep required in the atmos-

the 02 partial pressure phere to keep the 02

the same as that at sea partial pressure the
level same as at sea level

0 21.0 17

1.5 25.5 21

3.0 31.3 26

3. 4 38.8 32

6.0 48.8 4o
7.5 62.4 51

9.0 81.2 67

10.5 108.7 89



TABLE 3-17 The N2 and 02 percentage required to keep the partial pressure the

same as at various elevations

Altitude Atmospheric 02 conc. (%) in N2 conc. (%) Max. 02 partial
(1000m) pressure the inhaled wet In the inhaled pressure in dry

(mm Hg) air wet air air (mm Hg)

Sea level 760 21 79 760

1 674 24 76 674

2 596 27 73 596

3 526 31 69 526

4 462 36 64 462

5 406 42 58 406

6 354 49 51 354

? 308 57 43 308

3 207 68 32 267

9 230 82 18 230

10 198 99 1 198



The 02 partial pressure is usualiy kept under 1 atm in

airplanes and space ships. However, prolonged inhalation of

this air still can cause 02 toxication. Therefore, it is

still necessary to consider 02 toxication occurring for 1 atm

0, partial pressure. 02 toxication occurring above 1 atm will

not be discussed here since it rarely happens in air or space

travel.

Physiological Effects and Clinical Symptoms of

0 2 Toxication

A. Physiological effects

The physiological effect of 02 toxication appears

mainly in the respiratory system, cardiovascular system and

blood composition. When 02 partial pressure exceeds 1 atm,

its effect on the central nervous system becomes very sinifl-

cant. As the oxygen pressure is under 1 atm, it usually does

not have a serious effect on the central nervous system.

1. Respiratory system

(1) Lung collapse and injury

One common symptom of inhaling pure 02 is lung collapse.

it is caused by the complete absorption of pure oxygen, collec-

ted in the pulmonary alveoli, by the lung tissue. The gases

're no- easily absorbed; therefore, the inhalation of the mixed

eases will always leave some gases in the lung and keep it

expanded. in this case, the incidence of lung collapse is

rare. The collapse will cause the neighboring alveoli to

stick together and collapse. As the collapse area in the lung

enlarges, the difficulty in breathing will be increased

zreatly. Tf the collapsed pulmonary alveolus is re-expanded,

it will stimulate the elongation sensor in the lung, and cause
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coughing thrcigh the nerve reflex. Pure oxygen car also

irritate the trachae and bronchial mucosa; therefore, serious

02 tcxication will always result in bronchitis, collapse of

the bronchial three, and pulmonary dropsy. The acute symptoms

are dropsy and thickening of the pulmonary artery. Fluid

collects around the blood vessels and inside the alveolus,

which will result in pulmonary dropsy. Occasionally, the

thrombus can be found in the pulmonary blood vessels and the

broken alveolus capillary membranes are also observed. Chronic

and late-stage symptoms are proliferation of alveolus fiber

which causes irreversible damage to the function of the pul-

monary alveolus.

(2) The accumulation of CO2 in the tissue

The high 0, content in the respiratory gas will increase

the dissolving of 02 in the blood, which exceeds the 02 require-

ment of the tissues. Therefore, the concentration of the

oxy7enated hemoglobin in the circulation will increase corre-

spondingly and, on the other hand, that of the deoxygenated

hemoglobin will decrease. Since the transport of CO 2s

seriously cut down, C02 will accumulate in the tissues. The

droin: of C0 partial pressure in the arterial blood will cause
-2

the blood vessels to constrict, and pulse rate, cardiac out-

out to decrease, and also a corresponding decrease of the

blood flow in the tissues. This will further enhance the

accumulation of CO 2 in tissues, and affect the release and

transport of idle gases in the tissues.

(3) The irre7ular breathing caused by diaphragm cramps

The symptoms, such as the pain under the sternum, cough,

pressure in chest, chest pain, irritated respiratory tract

ano lung, and difficulty in breathing, usually occur after the

inhalation of pure oxygen. Although some individuals show



mild symptoms (cough, difficulty in breathing, chest pain

due to resci ratory tract and lung irritation) after 6-7

hours of exposure to pure oxygen (1 atm), the majority of

the ocpulation will start to show symptoms only after 14

hours of exrosure and suffer more severely after 60 hours.

2. The cardiovascular system

inder - 'h 2 partial pressure, the heart beat and

pulse rate will drop, but no significant change can be otser-

ved in the blood pressure and cardiac output. If the toxica-

tlon is not serious, its effect on the cardiovascular system

usually is not very strong.

3 Blood

The effect of 02 toxication in the blood appears as

decrease in the erythrocyte numbers, hemozlobin concentration,

and erythrocyte/leukocyte ratio, and the increase in leuk-

ocyte numbers and reticular cells. Study results are summari-

zed in Table 3-18. These symptoms will occur under the

following conditions: (1) exposure to 1 atm pure oxygen for

several hours (2) exposure to pure oxygen less than 380 mm Hg

for more than l4 days. The erythrocyte/leukocyte ratio will

still drop slightly (3-60) after 17 days of excosure to an

environment where the 02 partial pressure is 176 mm Hg.

These hanZes in the blood are reversible.



TABLE 3-13 Changes of blood composition caused by 02 toxication

Total 0 par- no. of duration no. of hemo- eryth- no.of no. of Other
at-os- tial people of expos- erythr- glo- rocyte leuko- reticu- changes
pnerlc tested ure ocytes bin leuko- cyte lar
pr- pres-

sure cyte cell
sure ratio
(mm Hg) (mm Hg)

760 hrs. +

760 760 begin-
ning
then
recover

760 760 1 several
hours

760 760 normal, 4-14 inhibition of the
patient days combining of iron

molecules with
hen:glcIbn

760 o0d patient 5-20 life span of
days erythrocytes is

very short and
the reticular
cells are numer-
ous for these
patients

380 380 7 1i +
days

258 258 2 14 no
days change



Total 0 par- no. of duration no. of helo- eryth- no.of no. of Other
atmos- 2 people of expos- erythr- glo- rocyte leuko- reticu- changes
herc pres- tested ure ocytes bin leuko- cyte lar

pres- cyte cellre- sure
sure ratio
(mm Hg)

258 258 6 14
(pilot) days + + no significant

change for
platelet. All
the :rlteria
are tacZ to

258 253 (pilot) 20 days no no no no no normal value
change change change change change after 3 months.

25d dyd 7 i4 the diameter of
days aerythrccytes

chanpes. The
erythrccytes
appear to be flat
and wider

258 258 7 21 4 tne concentration
days (90%) of Latlc Dehydro-

genase drops
17.2-

258 254 4 >14 + The 02 partial
days (90%) pressure in the

arteries is
169.7 rm Hg.

-00 233 4 >14 + The 02 partial
days (7&1 pressure In the

arteries Is
177.7 amm Hg.



TABLE 3-19 (Continued)

Total C2 par- no. of duration no. of hemo- eryth- no.of no. of Other

Itros- tial people of expos- erythr- glo- rocyte leuko- reticul- changes

oher~ t tested ure ocytes bin leuko- cyte lar

Pres- pres- cyte cell

sre- sure ratio
(rm Hg) (m Hg)

196 196 1i + + the nu. of

days lymphocytes
increases. The

diameter of eryth-
cocyte changes,
and it appears
to be flat and
wide.

181 181 1 - no no no no no
change change change change change

176 176 2 17 + blood volume
days (3 - decreases.

6%)

360 150 2 30 + blood volume

days decreases

Note: + indicates "increase".

i indicates "decrease".



4. The urine composition

The excretion of adrenaline and noradrenaline in the
urine is inversely proportional to the 02 partial pressure

!_:ter 4 hours of exposure to 760, 456, 160, 114 mm Hg of 02

partial pressure (total atmospheric pressure: 1 atm). The

ncradrenaline/adrenaline ratio drops with the decrease in 02

ccncentration (from 2:1 to 6:1). Under 1 atm of pure oxygen,

The phosphorus concentration in the urine may appear to be

below normal.

5. Vision and hearing

After inhalation of 1 atm pure oxygen for 5-30 minutes,

the diameter of the retinal artery decreases 17%,, and that of

retinal vein decreases 20%. These changes are reversible.

Under the same circumstance, the hearing ability will degener-

ate after 20 min., but it can be recovered after a period of

time.

B. The Clinical Symptoms and Disease Mechanism of 02

Toxication

The inhalation of the air, in which 02 partial pres-

sure is slightly higher than 176 mm Hg, for a long period of

time will cause some abnormal responses and clinical symptoms

which mainly appear in the respiratory system, cardiovascular

.,,tem and blood composition. The clinical symptoms indicate

the direct correlation between the 02 partial pressure and

the luration of exposure.

If the 02 partial pressure is maintained under 176 mm Hg

(not including the lack of 02), the symptoms usually will not

.. . . . 7 . .



occur. Exposure to 02 partial pressure of 176 mm Hg for more

than 17 days will cause some malignant effects, mainly dis-

comfort under the sternum. Exposure to the same environment

for more than 1 month will cause more symptoms and the degener-

ation of the cardiovascular function. Exposure to the 02

partial pressure of 180-300 mm Hg for more than 14 days, more

symptoms occur, such as irritated nasal and laryngeal mucosa,

irritated respiratory tract and lung, slight decrease in the

vital capacity, decreased body weight, decreased working

efficiency, increase of reticular cells in blood, decrease in

the number of erythrocytes, and degenerated dark adaptation,

etc.

After exposure to the 02 partial pressure of 320 mm Hg for

1 day, the pulse rate will drop significantly. After expos-

ure to 380 mm Hg (02 partial pressure) for 3 hours, half of

the population will suffer chest pain, cough, and incomplete

lung expansion, which are the indications of the beginning of

lung collapse. Individuals exposed to 02 partial pressure

under 760 mm Hg for 4 days will usually suffer symptoms in

the respiratory and circulatory systems as described above,

but, some will occasionally suffer abnormal sensation, decreased

efficiency, fatigue and vomiting, which indicates the toxica-

tion of central nervous system.

The disease mechanism of 02 toxication still remains a

subject of controversy. There are two different theories:

(1) The functional change of respiratory and circulatory

system, esp. lung collapse and the increase of oxygenated hemo-

globin which decreases the -ransport of CO 2. (2) The

anesthetic effect of higI. 2 partial pressure on the central

nervous system.



Since most of the 02 toxication cases which occurred

under ! atm do not show any symptoms of toxioation of the

central nervous system, it seems the exploration of the

lisease mechanism should be concentrated on the respiratory

and circulatory systems.

III. Safety and Prevention

A. Prevention of 02 toxication

The most effective way to prevent 02 toxication is
to control the 02 concentration and 02 partial pressure of

the surrounding atmosphere. The 02 partial pressure can be

controlled within a tolerable range by adding idle gases into

the inhaled air. If the 02 partial pressure cannot be main-

tained within this range for some reasons, the duration of

exposure has to be limited. If necessary, the 02 and air

can be supplied in turn to avoid the danger of 0 toxication.
2

If the toxication has already occurred, the high-concen-

tration 0 has to be replaced by other breathing air.
2

Clinical treatments are necessary in the case of chronic

toxication.

Since pure oxygen is commonly used in the clinical treat-

ment, the prevention and treatment of 02 toxication has been

well developed.

B. Safety Problems

Oxygen can help combustion. The high concentration of

0- or pure oxygen can easily include fire in a high 02 press-

,ire environment. Some studies indicate that the chance the

textile catching fire under an 02 pressure of 258 mm Hg (pure



oxyg-en) is 3.5 times that for an atmospheric pressure of 560

mTm Eg. The flamability of the textiles and the increase of

temperature caused by fire, in addition to the unique effect

of the oxygen, will cause the fire to spread even faster.

'his combining effect will be more significant if the 02 (pure)

pressure exceeds 258 mm Hg. On January 27, 1967, an accident

caused the death of three crew members of Apollo-13 even before

it took off. A spark in the electronic system set the space

ship on fire which was filled with pure oxygen. In only 12

seconds, all the crew lost their lives. The plastic equip-

ment inside the cabin and the astronauts' suits were all bur-

ned out. Not only sparks, but also collisions with meteors

(which can cause high heat and strong impact waves as the

meteor penetrates the surface) can set such a space ship

(with high 02 concentration inside the cabin) on fire. It has

been demonstrated that: A small aluminum bullet travelling

at the speed of 6-7 km/sec hits a model space ship. If the

cabin is filled with pure oxygen, the intensity of the spark

can reach 3-20 million candle-powers. A large quantity of

AI2o is deposited on the surface and experimental animals
-3

(rats) are instantaneously killed in the cabin. The skin and

lung of the deceased animals are seriously burned. On the

contrary, if the cabin is filled with regular air, the rats

can survive with different degrees of burn injury. The rela-

tionship between the fire hazard and the gas content inside

the cabin is demonstrated in Table 3-19 and 3-20.



TABLE 3-19 The fire hazard index no. of various space ships
with different air composition inside the cabin.

Air Total atmospheric 02 partial Fire hazardcomposi- pressure 2 index no.tion (1000kg/rn )pressureineno
tion (1000kg/m )(1000kg/m

Pure 02 3.6 3.6 8
Pure 02 12 12 7

60% 2,

40% 02 12 7 11

Regular
air 11 2 33

Revular
air 43 9 17

Regular
air 216 45 7

60% 02,' 1 2 12 7 10
1% 2' >2 12 2 44
2' 0° 0 ... 40 11 12

2% 1), 97%He 216 6.1 29
2% 2 2 3e 216 4 55

2% 32, 44



ABLE 3-20 The relationship of the fire hazard index no.
and the seriousness of the fire

Fire hazard Seriousness of The specification of mater-
index no. the fire ial for preventing the fire

>50 flame will not no special specification
spread around

40 50 marginal selection of less-flamable
material

-fl 40 intermediate- use the material which can
similar to the fire either stop or delay the
in ordinary atmnos- fire
phere

20 30 increased danger same as above, even this
material should be used as
little as possible

10 20 extremely dangerous use non-flamable materials

!0

'n order to avoid fire hazards, not only the prevention

and fire fighting measures, but also the control of 0- concen-

tratlon in the cabin should be considered. The 0 partial2 - 2
pressure inside the cabin should be kept under 2500kg/m , if

2
not possible, at least under 3600kg/m. Pure oxygen should be

prohibited inside the space ship. Should it (pure oxygen) be

used for technical or other reasons, the following preventive

measures should be taken:

(1) Before the take-off, the cabin can be supplied with I atm

(or less) air, or a gaseous mixture of 60% 02 and 40% N 2.

After the take-off, the internal pressure can be dropped to

7000kg/2 (including inside the astronaut's suit), and the air

composition can be changed to a mixture of 33% 02 and 67% N2 .



"ot until 4 hours later can the pure oxygen of 3600kg/
2 be

used. After ten hours or 1 day, the pressure of pure oxygen

inside the cabin is dropped to the minimum tolerable limit,
m 2 "

2500 kg/.

(2) Replace the flammable materials with less-flamable mater-

ials.

(9 Improve the insulation of circuits.

(4) Install emergency exits and fire fighting equipment. An

escape device which can eject the crew out of the cabin in 3

seconds has been suggested.

(5) Use ncr-flammable coolant, replace all the materials which

will disintegrate under 200-4000C by those which can stand

3000C.

(6) Replace the nylon in the astronaut's suit by 8-type

fiber glass. Use less-flammable material for wires, helmets,

shoe soles, cushions, etc.

(7) Cut down the tube connections as much as possible. Flam-

able materials, such as rubber, should all be replaced in the

ventilation system.

(3) Use less-flammable materials for notebooks and belts, and

keen them in the fire resistant boxes.

(9) Conductor should be changed to nickel thread, for which

the melting point can reach 870C. Experiments can be conduc-

ted under the pressure of 4600kg/m in this case.

(10) Fire-resistant material should be used for the cabin.



(11) Fire extinguishers should be placed near the crew or

inside the cabin. Fire fighting and emereency training

should be given to the crews.

(12) One effective way of fire-fighting: as the fire occurs,

open a hole on the cabin surface and let the air rush out in

a few seconds to make a vacuum inside the cabin. The space

ship using pure oxygen should have this fire-fightinF device.



.ART IV Thermo-environmental Medicine

nt roduction

Body, temperature remains at a constant value, but not that

of the environment. Body temperature is regulated by a series

-f physiological processes that can keep it constant and prevent

its "fiuctuating with surrounding temperatures. Human beings can

also use their wisdom to change surrounding temperatures to make

more areas suitable for habitation.

In outer space the surrounding temperature is not quite the

same as that on the earth's surface, e.g., the temperature at

high altitudes is much lower. Space ships or airplanes are

also exposed to relatively high temperatures as they return

from outer space to the earth's surface; during take-off and

return to earth, friction between the air and a space ship

rcoduces high intensity of heat, which will increase the cabin

temperature considerably despite the space ship's insulation and

heat-dissipatinR devices. Fluctuation of environmental tempera-

tures Is still an unsolved problem in aeronautics and space travel.

Environmental temperature requirements will be discussed in

this part, namely optimal and tolerable temperatures, the damage

4cne to the human body by cold and heat, and its prevention.

'hapter 15 The Relationship of Body Temperature

to Environmental Temperature

I Body Temperature and Environmental Temperature

The internal temperature of the human body is commonly

referreu to as "body temperature." Body temperature, usually

-&en ;rallv or rectally, is very constant. Normal body tem-

:erature 1s around ]7 with one degree of variation. If it

i- above C, individuals will feel fever and discomfort; on



the other hand, individuals will feel chilly and uncomfortable

when it is under 360C. This indicates that the human being can

Tiuust to only a small range of body temperature. Fortunately,

-ne regulatcry mechanism in the human body can maintain body

emperature in a normal range if the environmental temperature

oes not change drastically.

Hody temperature is very stable, but not so that of the

envircnment humans live in. The temperature at the earth's

surface ranges from +900C to -7.%C. The average annual tempera-

ture in most areas is about +200C. The average annual tempera-

ture of China is from L to 23°C, with extremes of t45°C. The
temperature changes greatly as the elevation increases, and

,t-mperatures of different atmospheric layers are also different.

The changes of temperature in different seasons at varicus ee-
vaticns and atmospheric layers are shown in Figure 4-1 and Figure

2. indLviduals will experience different temperature e.v-ron-

ments during space and air travel. The temperature change will

te even more drastic if the destination is another planet. The

temperature change on the moon's surface can be 100 C from day

to night. For this reason, the study of temperature changes In

mhe envircnment can be a very extensive subject in aeromedicine.

TI The Temcerature of Airplanes and Sca-e Shins

A. The Temperature of Airplanes

As airnlanes travel at lifferent altitudes, they encounter

different temperature environments. From the point of view of

Kinetics, the speed of the airplane will cause friction between

Ltseif and the surrounding atmosohere. For example, a supersonic

plane will produce large amounts of neat on its surface while

traveling. ThIs heat is the result of energy consumed by t e air-

plane in overcoming the drag force of the surrounding atmosphere.
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temperature, causing cabin temperature to be lower ohan te2red to

that heating may be required. Requirement of heating ars cooling

in the cabin at various altitudes is shown in Table .1.

Other factors such as latitude, geographic factor (above

desert or ocean), season and other meteorolo i~ai 20r:iti will

also affect cabin temperature. Without temperature regulation,

cabin temperature can reach 700C while flying above the tropical

desert and can drop beneath -20°C while flying over the North or

Scouth Pole.

B. Temperature of Space Ships

The heat resources of the satellite-type space ship as it

travels in its orbit are: 1) solar radiation from the sun;

2,- solar radiation reflected from the earth's surface; 3) heat

radiation from the earth; 4) heat radiation from outer space;

5) heat radiation from the power supply of the space ship (includ-

ing the devices inside the cabin); and 6) heat dissipated from the

.uman body inside the cabin. The absolute temperature of outer

space is 40K, and therefore the heat radiation from it can be

ignored. The same is true for heat conduction from outer space

c the space ship. In other words, the heat resources of the

zpace ship are masnly from categories 1" 2), 3), 4), and 6)

Above 200 Km, although the atmospheric temperature can be as

h.igh at -C--200C, the real surface temperature of the space ship

s r.o very high, Aue to the effect of thin air. The space ship

traveling around the earth can receive 1.94 ca'/rin. :m- of solar

radiation on the siQe that faces the sun. Therefore, the surface

t-mperat, re on thit side can reach several hundred degrees centi-

rde. "ut the surface temperature of the side which is in the

o-haow .of the earth can drop to lower than -29OC. The data in

Tab> '4-
7 can be used as reference.



TABLE "-2 SUFACE IviRATURE OF THE SPACE S1MP

FIAT FR4 COPLETELY !NSULATED OU BOTH SIDES
SLFACE (at 192 Km altitude)

OF .-
SPACE
SHIP SIDE FACING SUN SIDE FACING BRIGHP SIDE OF EARTH SIDE FACING CARK SIDE OF EARM

White 51
0

C - 13
0

C - 290C

Black 122'C 680c - 29°C

amth
Alginum 3urface -2C 2950 - 290C

SURFACE GLOBE (AT 192 Km ELEVATION)
OF

:pACE

SHIP DATME NIMfIT

White 42
0
C - 28°C

Black 630C - 680 C

Nick l 2930C - 68
0

C



On its way back to earth, the space ship will receive 5500 Kcal!
at eesitude oo 6

Kg of heat as it passes through the atmospnere1 .e speed of 6.4

Kmisec. Theoretically, the temperature of the space ship can

.eac . 8000-10000 0 K under this circumstance if there is no cooling

system available. However, the actual surface temperature can never
_e so high f-r the following reasons: I) the returning speed has

Ceen reduced greatly; and 2) the nitrogen and oxygen in the atmos-

chere will be ionized into free ions as the ship surface contacts

-e atmosphere at high speed. This process of ionization will

consume energy and decrease the surface temperature of the ship.

_n fact, the surface temperature of the space ship can still reach

X00-30000 C. Not Dnly can human beings not withstand so high

o :-e.cerature, some of the surface materials will be burned out,

aso. Therefore, the appropriate heat-dissipation measures should

ce taken. Even then, the surface and cabin temperatures will

~ill be raised tc a very high level during the return trip. The

:emperature increase rate can be as high as 28 0 C/min, and the

surface temperature can be kept at the maximum value of 138-205 0 C

-3r twelve minutes and then drops. If the cooling system inside

:he cabin is out of order at this time, the surface temperature

3an reach as high as 4270C. No danger will be caused if appropri-

aze emergency measures can be taken promptly.

ialai:ion to the solar energy and the heat produced by

:ss:sn, numan beings, themselves, are a heat source. The

overage 'eat production of human beings is 125 Kcal/hr or 146

wa:ss fthere are no appropriate heat-dissipation devices, the

ao.:smu~atn of This heat can raise the cabin temperature to a

ehh level. _n any case, the heat-dissipation device is

e:ential the space ship. For dissipating she heat produced

*,, heh.uman tcdy, te requirements for surface radiation area

sun:isg the surface area is 4 C) and air flow rate in the cabin

ore snown in Figure -

ii i i I ii 1 ii
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Figure 4-3. The requirement of the cooling system
of the space ship: 1) air flow rate; 2) surface area
of the radiator, power of cooling system 1250W, power
consumed per radiation plate 1/5 of that of space
ship; 3) minimum aiLr flow rate, eet -/rin; 4) surface
area of the radiator, 440 C, feet'; 5) number of crew.

In order to guarantee a comfortable temperature inside the

zahin under differing conditions (i.e. high temperature caused

ty solar radiation and friction, low temperatures in outer

snace, gccd insulation, heat-dissipation, heating and cooling

systems are essential. In addition to this, a certain temperature-

re>ulatlng air flow system should also be installed because the

air flo,-w has to be maintained by this regulating system (fan)

unser -he weightless situation.

IIl Regulation of Body Tempe iture

Except for some pathological situations (e.g. fever), the

tody te.perature of the human being is cuite constant. Temporary

Increase (e.g. while exercising) or drop (e.g. while taking a ccl,

shower) of body temperature will soon be recovered from, indicating

ne exisoence of the regulatory system in the body. Heat produc-

tion i mainly a chemical reaction, the oxidation of material.

neat dissipation is a physical process which functions through

radiation, convection, conduction, vaporization, respiration,

excretion and urination. About three-quarters of the oxidation

products transfrm into heat. An adult will produce 2000 Kcal

every day under normal conditions, and any strenuous activity



will add hundreds of thousands of cel per hour to this figure.

in order to maintain constant body temperature, our bodies must

continue to lose heat. In temperate climates, 75% of body heat

loss is through radiation, convection and conduction, 15% through

sweating and vaporization, 7% through respiration and 3% throug.

excretion and spitting. The temperature difference between body

surface and surrounding environment decides direction of radiation,

conduction and convection as heat moves from high temperature areas

to low temperature areas. The greater the temperature difference,

the faster heat is dissipated. Heat conduction refers to heat

loss through direct contact of body surface with solid material,

liquid or gas. Convection refers to heat loss through circulation

:f air or water. For example, layers of warmed air next to the

-in are constantly replaced by cooler air as lighter warm air

ris:e. Sweating can be categorized into conscicui. and unconscious

-ersoiration. In the former, sweat can be seen on the body surface,

ana itS vaporization removes heat from the body surface. The latter

refers to the direct vaporization of water through skin surface,

"ncluding in part that from the sweat glands. Vaporization of 1 gm

water will consume 0.58 Kcal heat, including heat loss from warmer

areas of the skin. The temperature and water content of inhaled

air are very similar to those of the surrounding atmosnhere, which

are usually lower than those of the body. Exhaled air is saturated

with water, and its temperature is the same as the body temperature.

Vaporization of CO2 absorbs heat, ana heat and vapor can also be

lost from the mouth through conversation. All of these are indica-

tions of heat loss through respiration. In addition to these forms

cf heat loss, a small portion of heat is also removed thrcugh

excretion, urination, spitting and tears.

Within a short period of time, heat production and heat losses

must be brought into balance in order to main ain body temperature

at a constant level. If heat production exceeds heat loss, it

implies that some of -he heat will be stored in the body, called



"cold debt". When heat is accumulated to a certain level, body

temperature will rise. The more heat the body stores, the

higher the temperature will be. On the contrary, if heat pro-

duction is less than heat loss, "heat debt" will be built up in

the body. Body temperature will drop when "heat debt" reaches a

certain level. Under normal conditions, the heat storage or

heat debt is just a temporary process. For example, strenuous

exercise will temporarily cause high body temperature when the

environmental temperature is very high, and extremely low environ-

mental temperature will cause temporary low body temperature.

Once the environmental conditions are back to normal, this tem-

porary change of body temperature will be adjusted, indicating

that heat production and loss are always in kinetic balance.

The regulatory mechanism of heat loss can be either physical

or physiological. The physiological type can also be classified

into two categories: reflex and voluntary. Both will be dis-

cussed:

I. Voluntary regulatory mechanism: This refers to the case

where individuals take temperature-regulating measures consciously

according to their feeling, e.g. changing clothes as the weather

changes, avoiding heat sources intentionally.

2. Reflex regulatory mechanism: This refers to the uncon-

scious temperature-regulating reflex. When environmental tem-

perature stimulates the cold or heat receptors in the skin, the

excited receptor will send out a nerve impulse which travels

through the motor nerve to the effectors, which will respond

to the message and cause the reflex. The effectors can be

organs or tissues which show different responses. The effectors

in muscles can cause the constriction or relaxation of the muscle,

and in the blood vessels they can cause them to constrict or dilate.

The temperature receptors of the human body are mainly located in
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the inner layers of the skin. The temperature receptors can

also ne found in the thalamus. The temperature receptors in

the skin can sense the degree and direction of the temperature

oierence, but not the absolute environmental temperature. in

other words, it can sense the temperature difference between the

inner layer and outer layer of the skin and send messages to the

central nervous system.

The temperature sensor in the thalamus will sense the tem-

perature change inside the body. Two temperature-sensor centers,

one sensitive to cold and the other sensitive to heat, are located

in different areas of the thalamus. These two centers are extremely

sensitive to the temperature change of their surroundings and the

central nervous system. The change of only O.01°C can stimulate

both centers. The cold-sensitive center can sense the temperature

change in the lower range (33-36 0 C), and the heat-sensitive center

is sensitive to the change in the higher range (37-390 C). The

excited central nervous system can initiate a series of reflexes

to regulate the body temperature. These two centers (or receptors.:

are located very close to the sympathetic nerve center of the

thalamus and have abundant nerve fibers connected to them.

This sympathetic nerve center in the thalamus is also connected

to the sympathetic nerve center of the cerebrum, the medulla and

the spine. Therefore, the temperature receptors in the thalamus

serve not only as temperature receptors but also as the reflex

nerve center. Their function of temperature regulation is

-losely related to the function of the sympathetic nerve center.

Sseries of the regulatory mechanisms are controlled by the sym-

pathe-ic nerve center. The response of body temperature regula-

ticn can be categorized as follows:

1) Arterioles and capillaries (together as blood vessels)

This ic an important effector for the temperature difference



in the skin, especially the blood vessels in the skin. Blood ves-

sels of internal organs function oppositely but complementarily to

those of the skin. Function of the blood vessels is regulated by

.he sympathetic nerve, which is controlled by the sympathetic nerve

center in the brain. When environmental temperature increases to

a 'certain level, the temperature receptors in the skin can sense

the difference between the internal (body) and environmental tempera-

tures and form a heat stimulus, causing the individual to feel hot.

A series of reflexes can also be triggered, including dilation o:

blo vessels in the skin and muscle and constriction of blood

vessels of the internal organs, especially the liver, spleen and

digestive tract. A large quantity of blood will then floq frm the

internal organs toward the skin and muscle, bringing warmer blood

to the cooler skin surface and increasing heat loss by radiation,

conduction and convection. A minor increase in body temperature

will stimulate the heat receptor in the anterior thalamus and further

enhance regulatory reflexes of the blood vessels. This regulatory

-echanism works especially effectively when environmental or skin

x:tperature is lower than internal body temperature. When skin

- :merature is higher than internal body temperature, this regu-

atory mechanism of the blood vessels will lose its function, and

heat must be lost by vaporization of perspiration on the skin

surface.

On the contrary, when environmental and skin temperatures drop

to a certain level or the body temperature drops slightly, the cold

receptor in the posterior thalamus will be stimulated, and other

related reflex centers will also be excited by the cold-message

sent in by the skin receptor. At this time, the function of

-he sympathetic nerve is to cause constriction of blood vessels

in the skin and muscle and dilation of blood vessels in internal

organs. In this way, heat can be stored, heat dissipation can

be reduced, and the feeling of chill can be relieved. When the

drop in body temperature is drastic, not only the cut-down of heat

!,: s but lso qn increased heat production are necessary to main-

.... , i I



tain constant body temperature. The most effective means of

heat production is voluntary contraction of the striated muscle.

In extremely cold weather, increase of the reflex tension of

rhe striated muscle and shivering of the body are also helpful

for heat production.

2) Heartbeat rate and respiraticn

increase of body temperature will cause an increase of

heartbeat rate, which has a high correlation with rectal tem-

peratusre. The increase in rate of tle heartbeat will not exceed

that of body temperature until it is over 120 times per minute.

ocst individuals cannot stand a neartbeat rate of higher than

-40 times per minute. Increase of th-- heartbeat rate is a result

of the excited function of the sympathetic nerve and a direct

effect of warmer blood in the heart. Increase of the heartbeat

will cause an increase in cardiac output per minute and wi'l

further improve clocd circulation, which is beneficial to heat

dsspation. Hcwever, when the heartbeat reaches more than 120

.imes per minute, cardiac output per minute will begin to decrease

as the heartbeat increases. Drop of body temperature will decrease

the pulse rate, but a drop of more than 2°C is necessary for sig-

-ificant re-ult s to be seen.

3) Secretion of the sweat glands

Secretion and vaporization of sweat is one of .he important

mechanisms cf heat loss, especially when environmental tempera-

ture Is higher than body temperature. Sweat glands are controlled

sy the sympathetic nerve. When the heat receptor cf the thalamus is

excited, it sends out an impulse to the sweating center, which

will then send a message to the sweat glands through the sym-

pathetic nerve, to cause perspiration. The heat loss for

sweat production is not significant when environmental tempera-

ture is higher than body temperature, but vaporization of the
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sweat p js an imporrant role in heat loss. For every gram of

.er %apcriz, d, ,3.8 Kcal of heat will be consumed. in extremely

dr. weather, a person can sweat 4-5 Kg, namely losing

D- .Kal through vaporization which is almost the total

2, . if the weatner is humid, the vaporization will not be

.. ient as in dry, hot weather. Therefore, even if the tody

r 'es the same amount of sweat, the heat loss through vapori-

--,:r will still not reach 2320-29CC Kcal. it should also be

out that the secretion of the sweat glands has its chysi-

__l,_ial limit. When this limit is reached, no matter how mucn water

.nd alt are supplied, no sweat will be produced. Besides, the

secreton of the sweat glands will be inhibited while the skin is

wet.

The speed of sweat vaporization also depends on the water con-

Ient cn -.e air and the air convection. When the humidity is high,

the vacorization is very slow and vice versa. If the air flow cr

air conIvection is fast, the vaporization can be very fast. Thv-

reascn why a fan can cool people down is that it improves the

air convecticn and further increases the sweat vaporization.

7- rvfuals will feel discomfort in high humidity and high tem-

.erature weather but not in dry, hot weather. This is due to the

ifference in sweat vaporization. There is no wa-er content or

air conduct ion or convection. in outer space; therefore, the

imcranc of vaporization of sweat becomes more significant.

Th s subject deserves more concern.

~, Striated muscles

Striated muscles make up half the body's weight. The con-

traction and tension of the striated muscles produce a large

Tancit y of !-,eat which comprises 70% of the heat orcoduced Dy the

metab, ism. The contractiunsof the striated muscles are voun-

tar,, and the tension and some other activities are reflex-criented.



Unier normal conditions, -,he involvement of the striated

7nuscles :n t.'emperature regulatlfon is voluntary, but some ofI

-neor functions cnange gradua-lly from voluntary to automatic.

.ve tne environmnental temperature Is _lOeolenaei l

.sonos of muscle activities to produce heat. When body temperature

Arops bow36 loashvrn or gcosepiplez can be observed.

Sivering is a reflex, not a voluntary response. From the physlo-

r-apoint of' view, this is a compensatory res3p~nse which tries

,c :1ocp the decrease of body temperature. The shiveringfit

ccurs only -*:s local muscles, starting with. the Jaws, then the

limbS. During this stage, the shivering can still be controiLed

by ne' wil. he odytemperature will =radually recover, and

* ni'vering will. s-oc. niowever , i f aniovdaehsO co

wa- er § -r a t-no sf tim:7e , -a lwi ni a ;ra z -, -ea

tomes faster than in a Tis il

.eea-'u r D an low lev;eI -.s suc h a S ItuatI on,

c n Z-an s-,r eaa tnr c u g:u t T he G od - andl caqnn ot b e con.3I

led. This type of shivering is usually intermittent. The

ore .3rious the Shivering, the shorter the intermittence will be.

-h':.1-nd of Shiveringr is- not purely a reflex; it may very well1

cut not; vet certainly, be triggered by the imeulse sent cut from

too nclei nervorum cerebralium so the low-level motor cell.

z-±coth e '2ld stimulus will directly cause the muscle --c

_ ,tract an tc 2ramp.

Eindocrine land4 and cell metabolism

we'kncwn that appeti'-e and caloriereuemn

_,e-i nwinoer. It has been croven __n anoima etrtco. a

_h- thyr_- o-and and the adrenal medulla w_',1 fucos -r,

a~cinl o. 11i wea-.Ther, anld the metabolic rate wll t n_ eae:

hearnceri r p~ itIar7 iglan r -ureeI ves he m ~e frm 7h 1,

r~erurano esrycn e n releasez, r>- im nto

I-1as me ic f'clcr -'r Li ut.g o'ue ucesrseeri~nIn et.
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crmones which stimulates the secretion of the thyroid gland.

mhe results of these animal experiments can offer an explanation

for enhanced metabolism in cold weather.

The secretion of the adrenal medulla, adrenaline and noradrena-

line, can increase heat production. It is obvious that cold stimu-

lates not only the secretion of the thyroid gland but also that of

the adrenal medulla (through the reflex of the sympathetic nerve).

The heat is produced through the tension of the striated muscle,

contraction of the smooth muscle of the internal organs and

increased carbohydrate metabolism.

The adrenal cortex usually shows a series of responses to cold

and heat stimuli, but whether it is related to temperature regula-

tion remains unknown.

IV Physiological Heat Indicator

Degrees are the heat unit used in physics, for direct reflec-

tion of the temperature of the environment. However, the effect

of temperature on the human body depends not only on the environ-

mental temperature but also on other factors such as the flow

rate and temperature of the atmosphere. We have to take all the

factors into account when we study the effect of temperature on

human beings. Some temperature indicators used in medical physi-

ology can reflect the combining function of temperature, air flow

rate and humidity, as a whole, which can indicate the real effect

zf temperature indicators on human beings. Unfortunately, these

indicators will only work within a certain temperature range.

These indicators are often called "physiological heat indicators".

More than ten are commonly used, but we will introduce only four:

1. E~fective temperature (ET)

This iz a temperature Indicator set up according to the



individual's experience with temperature. It combines the effects

nf temperature, hu.vidity and air flow rate and is an equivalent

temperature at the lowest air flow and saturated humidity. The

environmental temperature can be converted to effective temperature

by using Figure 4-4 and Table 4-3. For example, draw a straight

line between 400 C dry bulb temperature and 300 C wet bulb temperature,

and its intersection with the curve of the air flow of 3 m/sec is

the corresponding Effective Temperature.

'A 4 0 40

3T--

3

Figure 4-4. Effective Temperature under

different air flow rate, research subjects
wearing norma; indoor clothing: 1) dry bulb
temperature, C; 9) air flow, m/sec; 3) wet

bulb temperature, C; 4) Effective Temperature.
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34 36 38 40

Figire 4 - 5. Relationship between Effec-

tive Temperature and P4SR: 1) exposed to

wet, hot weather; 2) exposed to dry, hot
weater; 3) P4SR, 1; 4) Effective Termera-

ture, 0 C.

TABLE 4-3. EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE (ET)

RELATIVE HUMIDITY %)

DRY BUL3 TEMPERATURE
60 70 80 90 100

10 50 s5 50 50
16 58 so 5 60 60

21 67 67 68 69 70

24 71 72 73 74 75

26 75 76 T7 679 0

29 79 so 82 63 85

32 63 as 96 8 90

35 17 89 91 93 95
37 90 93 96 96 100

-. Perspiration rate per four hours. (P4SR)

Using the perspiration rate/4 hours under different hot environ-

ments as an indicator, effective temperature can be converted into

P4S, usino Figure 4-5.

3. Dry-wet-black bulb temperature.

Temperatures are taken respectively by the dry, wet and black

'/2 "



bulb thermometers. The weighted average of these temperature

values can be used as a physiological heat indicator. Three

main types are discussed:

1) Wet-black-dry bulb temperature (WGBT):

WGBT=-0.7 T'.+.2 T,+O.1 T. ()

Tv :b Temperature taken by a wet bulbwb

thermometer which is not placed in

artificial ventilation conditions.

T Temperature taken by a black bulb

thermometer.

T Temperature taken by a dry bulba

thermometer.

2) Wet-black bulb temperature (WBGT):

WBGT-0.7 T.,&+0.3 T, (2)

: Wet bulb temperature.wb

T : Black bulb temperature.
g

3) Wet-dry bulb temperature (WD):

WD-0.85 T. +O. 15 T. (3)

The maximum endurance to heat can be calculated as follows:

WD-0.9T,6+0.i T. 4

This physiological heat indicator can be used under various con-
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ditions, such as different air flow rate, degree of exercise and

clothing.

4) Operating temperature (OT or To)

The operating temperature can be calculated as follows:

h,T.+h.T (5)
h,+h.

T w: Wall temperature.

Ta: Atmospheric temperature (dry-bulb

temperature).

hr and hc  : Coefficient of heat radiation

and heat convection.

Chapter 16 Comfortable Temperature

and Tolerable Temperature

I Introduction

What range of temperatures will make people feel comfortable?

During passenger flights or space travel, the cabin temperature is

kept in a range comfortable for the crew and passengers. However,

this "comfortable" temperature range cannot always be maintained

due to accidents or some special research needs. Fighters always

have to sacrifice comfort for speed, since any complicated tempera-

ture regulation facilities can add extra weight and volume to the

plane, which will slow it down. The comfortable temperature range

required to maintain flying ability and operational efficiency

is called the "acceptable temperature". The comfortable, tolerable

and acceptable temperatures will all be discussed in this chapter.

~I1?



II Comfortable Temperature

A. Range

"Comfortable temperature" refers to the temperature range

within which an individual will subjectively feel comfortable.

Not only the environmental temperature but also other factors

contribute to this subjective feeling. Within a certain tem-

perature range, the lower the environmental temperature and

higher the air flow rate, the higher the comfortable temperature

can be. Individuals with heavy clothing, strong physical

strength and good adaptation ability to cold will need lower

comfortable temperatures. The above factors have to be taken

into account in order to get reasonable upper and lower limits

of the comfortable temperature range.

While determining the comfortable temperature range, the

factors which may affect the comfortable temperature range have

been well defined in physiology: clothing, one layer of clothes

(equivalent to one insulation unit ): relative humidity, 50%;

wind speed, 100 cm/sec; gravitation, 1 G;atmospheric pressure, sea

level; no experience of heat or cold adaptation, etc. Under these

defined conditions, the comfortable temperature is usually around

210 C, which is equivalent to the skin temperature2 of 33-340 C.

the range of comfortable temperatures is shown in Figure 4-6.

linsulation unit is a way to measure the heat capacity of clothes. One insula-

tion unit is defined, in physics, as the resistant ability of heat conduction
of 1 Kcal/m2 .hr.0.18°C. Its physiological meaning is: 1) when a seated,
resting man with average-weight underwear, shirt, pants, socks and shoes
feels comfortable with his surrounding temperature; or 2) when a seated,
resting individual feels comfortable at 21°C (relative humidity of 50%, air
flow of 100 cm/sec); the insulation value of his clothes is defined as one
insulation unit.
Skin temperature is the temperature of skin. Skin temperature varies among

different parts of the body. Skin temperatures are usually taken at the
forehead, arms, the backs of the feet and neck, with the average of these
figures considered to be the "skin temperature."

- - - ~ .- -- - __ _ __ __-
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Figure 4-6: Comfortable temperature and tolerable temperature:
1) air flow, 15-25 /min; 2) individual being seated, with one in-
sulation-unit clothes, mild hand movements. ET (effective tempera-
ture) %, on the top of the curve, indicates the relative humidity -

one-half hour, one hour,two hours, four hours, 12 hours indicate the
duration of the stay; 3) atmospheric pressure, OF; 4) cold-tolerable
range; 5) comfortable; 6) heat-tolerable range; 7) vapor pressure, mmHg.

TABLE 4-4. EFFECT OF VAPORIZATION HEAT LOSS
ON COMFORT

PERCENTAGE OF TTAL VAPORIZATION DEGREE OF CCORT

HEAT LOSS (%)

0 - 10 Feeling chilly

10 - 25 Feeling comfortable

- 70 Tolerable

70 - 100 Too hot

> 100 Dangerous

n- - n-



TABLE 4-5. COMFORTABLE SKIN TEMVPERATURE

AT DIFFEN T PARTS OF THE BODY

PART OF THE BODY COMFORTABLE TEIPERATURE (°C)

1) Head, chest, abdonen, back, hip 34.6

2) Thigh, upper arm 33.0

3) Calf, forearm 30.8

4) Hand, feet 28.6

For a comfortable temperature, the skin temperature of head and

feet can have a 60 C difference.

i. Latent heat loss through vaporization

Heat loss by vaporization will increase in hot weather and

decrease or be close to zero in the cold weather. Even within

the comfortable temperature range, a small amount of vaporization

still exists though not easy to detect. This is called latent

heat loss through vaporization and also unconscious perspiration.

This heat loss makes up approximately 10-25% of the maximum -heat

loss through vaporization. This can be used as an objective basis

for determining a comfortable temperature (Table 4-4). Heat loss

by vaporization varies among different parts of the body; there-

fore, the comfortable temperature will be different for each part.

The difference is shown ih Table 4-5.

2. Energy balance indicator

When the environmental temperature is too high or too low,

it is difficult to keep the balance between the internal (body)

temperature and the external (environmental) temperature. There-

fore, the cold-debt (excessive storage of heat) and heat debt

(excessive heat loss) will occur. On the other hand, if the body

~7O



temperature can be regulated to zero cold- and heat-debt, the

environmental temperature can then be considered as the comfor-

table temperature. As the energy is balanced, an equation can

be set up as follows:

H,-(R+C+D+E)= 0 (6)

H : Heat production.p

R : Radiation heat.

C : Heat loss through convection.

D Heat loss through conduction.

E :Heat loss through vaporization (at

comfortable temperature, E is latent

vaporization heat)

unit : Watt/m
2

It can be concluded from our experience that the energy

balance under operational conditions at 25-290 C and the physical

working condition at 19-210 C is equivalent to that of being naked.

B. Effect of Individual Background

or Comfortable Temperature

This is a rather complicated topic. There is no regular

pattern which can be followed. Here, we will only briefly intro-

duce these factors.

1. Activity

The comfortable temperature range while resting is very

IV/



similar to that of carrying out mild activities while seated.

Heavy physical activities will cause the comfortable tempera-

ture range to drop (Table 4-6).

TABLE 4-6

COMFORTABLE TEMPERATURE 1 RANGE FOR RESIDENTS
IN NORTHERN TEMPERATE ZONE WHO DRESS IN WINTER
CLOING AND ENGAGE IN VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES

OPERATING DRY BULB
ACTIVITIES TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE

CC) (OC, taken from wet wall)

Complete rest 25.6 26.1 - 26.7

Mild activities 23.3 23.9 - 24.4

Fast typing, etc. 20.0 20.6 - 21.1

ih-nidity was not ccnsidered, because its effect at this tempera-
ture is nonsigiificant.

. Ithin

As shown in Table 4-7, a lower comfortable temperature is

required for individuals who wear heavy clothes. It is also

indicated in this Table that the comfortable temperature at zero

gravity is similar or slightly lower than at 1G.

Zoning

Requirements for a comfortable temperature is different for

inivijuals from different areas and with different adaptations.

-. Sex and age

Generally speaking, the comfortable temperature for females

is 0.550 higher than that for males. It is 0.550C higher for

people over 40 than for youngsters. The comfortable temperature

for older people is even higher.
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TABLE 4-7. COMFORTABLE TEMPERATURE FOR DIFFERENT CLOTHING AND ACTIVITIES

INSU.ATION INSULATION
VALUE OF VALUE OF

METABOLIC CLOTING THE AIR COInRABLE
Ar3PHRIC GRAVITATION RATE (INSUIATION (INSL-.ATION Ta-PATURE

PrMSSURE WIM SPEED (G) (Kcal/t) UIT) UNIT) (-C)

90 1.0 0.4 25
T60 With venti- 7lat ion 13005041

system 90 1.2 0.5 24

(100 cm/sec) 270 0.6 0.5 .1

90 2.4 0.5 18
0

270 0.6 0.5 II380 ..
90 1.2 0.8 23

No venti- 1
latlon 270 0.6 0.5 12
system

90 .((?C)

270 0.6 0.5 11

tabolic rate of 90 Kcal/hr is equivalent to being seated and resting; 270 KctI/hW Is equivalent to
7-ted prWsical activity.
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III. Endurance of High Temperatures

The limit of heat endurance can be shown as two types: 1) skii

type: the occurrence of intolerable pain by the skin until the

skin burns. This limit of heat endurance is called skin heat

endurance; 2) overall type: occurrence of discomfort over the

whole body, due to high temperature, until cramps and collapse

,ccur.

If the individual is exposed locally to intensive heat for

less than 10-30 minutes, only skin-type endurance will be involved.

in this situation, the pain of skin burn will cause tne individual

to take escape measures even before the overall type symptoms

occur, such as discomfort, cramp and collapse. If the heat

exposure area is more than half the body surface, the duration is

longer than 10-30 minutes and the heat is not intense enough to

cause skin pain, we are dealing with overall type heat endurance.

-he relationship between skin type and overall type under different

conditions is shown in Figure 4-7.

So0
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Figure i 4-7. Conarison of skin type and overall
type heat endurance: a) skin type heat endurance;
b) curve on left is reduction of "a" and curve on
right is overall type heat endurance; "- " in-
dicates intersection area of both curves; 1) tempera-
ture of cabin surface, OF; 2) tire, minute.



A. Skin Heat Endurance

When the skin is heated to a certain temperature (by heat

radiation or heat conduction) it will start to suffer pain.

The point after which heat will cause pain is called the skin

burning pain threshold. The pain will be aggravated as the

temperature continues to increase until it cannot be tolerated

further, which is the point called subjective tolerable limit

of burning pain. Beyond this limit, the skin will start to show

burning wounds. The temperature at which burns will appear is

called the burning limit or burning injury threshold of the skin.

I. Skin burning pain threshold

The skin burning pain threshold of the hand varies greatly

among individuals as it also does in different parts of one's

body. The pain is a subjective feeling and depends on timing

and on the background of the individual. The lowest threshold

can be 360 C (skin temperature) and the highest 47°C. The reason

for such a wide range is that the skin is sensitive to heat stimu-

lus and can easily adapt to it. The endurance of pain varies

greatly among individuals, as well.

:he skin burning pain threshold is highly correlated with

parts of the body. As shown in Table 4-8, endurance of pain is

best on the forehead, less on the arms and varies greatly for

palms. The difference is generally within 1-20 C. The skin

burning threshold for heat radiation over the entire body is

usually lower than that for local heat radiation.

Eurning pain will to a certain degree cause voluntary response;

e.g., burning pain in the hand will cause the hand to retract. The

response varies among individuals and under different situations.

While one person may retract his hand just as he feels the pain,

another may not react at all to the same stimulus. The number

of individuals who start to feel pain and retract their hands at

a certain level is shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4-8. Threshold at which pain will cause
hands to retract: a) skin not darkened; b) skin
darkened; c) tolerable limit; d) number of indi-
viduals who retract their hands; e) duration of
exposure, sec.

2. Subjective tolerable limit of skin burning pain

The subjective tolerable limits of burning pain caused by

radiation heat or contact heat on palms, forearm and forehead

are listed in Table 4-9 and Table 4-10. The subjective toler-

able limit of pain while the whole body is exposed to heat

radiation is shown in Figure 4-9.

VC) I OF)

250 
0

j 1501 300

I 100-200
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0 2 4 .2!l W8 30 12__". If

Figure 4-9. Subjective tolerable limit of
skin burning pain while suddenly exposed to
certain cabin temperatures: 1) temperature
of cabin surface; 2) duration of exposure,
rain.



TABLE 4-8

PAIN THRESHOLD FOR VARIOUS PARTS OF THE BODY
WHILE EXPOSED TO HEAT

PARTS OF THE BODY FAIN THRESHOLD (SKIN TEMPERATURE 0C)

Palm 41- 44

Am. 42 - 43

Undarkened arm 42 - 43

Forehead 42 - 45

Darkened arm 43 - 44
(using India ink)

NOTE: :4IJ pain and no injury under 440 C skin terrperature, feeling of

serious and intolerable pain at 45°C; occurrence of skin burn at

500C (10 seconds).

TABLE 4-9

PAIN THRESHOLD OF FOREARM UNDER HEAT RADIATION
(TOLERABLE Lf= OF SKIN BURNING PAIN)

"'EAT ITENSITY 2.0 2.33 2.66 3.33 4.0 8.0 16.0)

:RATION OF EXPOSURE >io0 >103k 225Rsj 115 722 5 - I -

ERATURE OF FOREARM 41 43.9 45.6 45.1 43.8 44.1 45.5

.KEY: l) minutes; 2) seconds.

[ . .. _ -- = .. . 2 . _.,. _ . . .. . i il' 4i I =



TABLE 4-10

TOLERABLE PAIN THRESHOLD OF THE BACK
FOR DIFFERENT EXPOSURE (HEAT RADIATION) AREAS

DURATION OF

: mT R EX Sa7EAT EXPOSURE
LNSITY (NMN)
'-cai/cm'-rnin)

EXPOSURE 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0
AREAc
(cm2 )

35 >240 -- 38.4 17.5 11.7 7.5

105 180 - 37.1 15.0 8.1 5.9

210 188 46 25.7 13.4 7.5 5.1

-he relationship between the subjective tolerable limit of skin

turning pain and the temperature increase rate and clothing is

shown in Figure 4 - 10.

The dryness of the skin has a certain effect on the tolerable

limit. As the cabin is exposed to heat radiation and the tempera-

ture increase rate of the cabin wall is 28-56°C/min, dry skin

(skin temperature 44-450 C) cannot stand the pain caused by the

60-70 C environmental temperature for even one minute, but wet

skin can stand the environmental temperature of 144 0 C for 2-3

minutes while suffering pain.

3. Threshold of skin burn damage

The threshold for causing burn blisters is much higher than

the pain threshold and the subjective tolerable limit. The

development of burn injury at different stages is shown in Figure

4-11.
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Figure 4-10. Effect of temperature increase rate of cabin wall and
clothing on subjective tolerable limit: a) temperature increase
rate of cabin wall is 80-95°F/min; b) temperature increase rate of
cabin wall is 50-60OF/min; 1) with heavy pilot's suit; 2) with alumi-
num-coated jacket, helmet and boots; 3) with light pilot's suit;
4) with cotton underwear; 5) naked, control; 6) temperature of cabin
wall. 7) duration of exposure ( ::inutes'

The intensities of causing blister and burning pain are shown

In Figure 4-12. 400

2 \ ...

0 8 16 2ih 32 I

5UBIM (V)

Figure 4-11. Intensity threshold for causing
burning pain and blisters: 1) threshold of
burning pain; 2) blisters start to appear;
3) blisters alive over skin surface; 4) inten-
sity of heat radiation, mcal/cm2see); 5) dura-
tion of exposure, seconds.

A skin burning injury possesses the following characteristics:

i) when the skin temperature is higher than 44°C, injury, of the

basic skin structure will appear, no matter how long the duration



of exposure; 2) incidence of injury increases logarithmically

with rise of skin temperature; and 3) overall injury includes

the injury occurring both during the heating period and the

cooling period.

I

100 200 300 4"

Figure 4-12. Intensity threshold for causing
blisters (heat radiation): 1) heat radiation
x duration of exposure, mcal/cm2; 2) heat
radiation, mcal/cm2 sec.

B. Subjective Tolerable Limit of the Whole Body Heating

(overall type heat endurance)

This is the limit one can tolerate while being exposed to a

high-temperature environment. Relationships between clothing,

activity, dryness of skin and this tolerable limit are shown in

the :111 :. figures:

1) Tolerable limits to high temperature while resting,

naked or half naked, are shown in Figure 4-13.

2) Endurance of high temperature while resting, with

different clothing on, is shown in Figure 4-14.



3) Dryness of skin, wind speed, environmental temperatures,

humidity and atmospheric pressure also have certain

effects on temperature endurance.

4) Physical activity also affects the endurance of heat,

as shown in 4-15 and 4-16.

200

I

33 40 42 44 46

Figure 4-13. Endurance of high temperature while
resting (seated): 1) tolerable duration, mi;
2) 88% wet bulb temperature + 12% dry bulb tempera-
ture, oC.

90r 1 2 3

90 110 130 ISOanttlrabTe

Figure 4-14. Endurance of high temperature while
resting, for Individuals with underwear, cotton
flying suit and socks: 1) tolerable; 2) between

"tolerable" and "Intolerable"; 3) intolerable;
4) relative humidity, %; 5) temperature, F.
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Figure 4-15. Endurances of heat while resting, standing and
exercising: 1) endurance at rest, seated (weighted temperature
is 0.88 wet bulb temperature +0.12 dry bulb temperature); 2) en-
durance at resting, standing (weighted temperature is 0.95 wet
bulb temperature + 0.05 dry bulb temperature); 3) endurance at
exercising (heat production during exercise is 280 Kcal/hr,
weighted temperature is 0.9 wet bulb temperature +0.1 dry bulb
temperature); 4) teolerable duration, min; 5) weighted temper-
ature, 01.

t 23
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Figure 4-16. Working efficiency during deployment as the indicator
of the heat endurance: 1) good working efficiency; 2) difficulty in
working; 3) non-workable condition (deployment for 4 hours load, 9.1
Kg - speed, 4.8 Km/hr); 4) relative humidity, %; 5) dry bulb
temperature, OF.

The subjective tolerable limit to heat is different under

different conditions. For example, the cabin temperature of a

passenger flight should not exceed the tolerable limit (at rest)

when the temperature regulatory system is out of order. Under

the same accident condition, the temperature should not be

higher than the tolerable limit during exercise for crew members.

- --.---_-..----.---------- - - ~ -. ---



C. Physiological Endurance of High Temperature

The physiological endurance is the limit over which some

abnormal physiological reactions will occur. The criteria used

as indicators of physiological endurance of high temperature are

discussed as follows:

1. Heart beat rate:

The subjective tolerable limit to heat, in terms of heartbeat,

is 120-140 times/min. The physiological endurance is 160

times/min.

2. Internal body temperature:

Rectal temperature usually represents internal body temper-

ature. The subjective tolerable high temperature limit is

38.4-38.6°C in terms of rectal temperature while at rest and

38.5-38.80 C during exercise. The marginal value of physiol-

ogical endurance is 39.1-39.4 C. As the rectal temperature

goes above 39.4°C, it indicates that the perspiration rate

and heat conduction on the skin may stop increasing and

serious physiological symptoms will start to appear. Clini-

cal high fever cases have confirmed the above predictions.

In addition to the rectal temperature, the increase of rectal

temperature of 1.1 C in four hours has also been suggested as

the 7' Jective tolerable limit. If the latter criterion is

used, the atmospheric temperatures of 42-48°c, 410 C and 380 C

are, respectively, the subjective tolerable limits under

different relative humidity (>60%, >70%, >90%).

3. Skin temperature:

Skin temperature is a reliable physiological indicator for

Alf



burning pain and burning injury. The :urning pain threshold

is "41°C (skin temperature). The subjective tolerable limit

of skin burning pain is 45°C (skin temperature). The burn--

ing injury threshold is 580 C (skin temperature).

4. Heat storage:

The total heat storage in the human body can be calculated

as follows:

Q,.1 - W,, x o. 3AT./A (6)

Q,.-O.83 X AT. (7)

Qsm2 : total heat storage for every m 2 body

surface (Kcal/m2 )

A : body surface area

c : increase of internal body temperature (0

C.33 : specific heat of the human body

W.. : body weight (Kg)

qsKg : total heat storage per kg body weight (Kcal/Kg)

(Qsm2 is more commonly used than QsK1

Total heat storage at the tolerable limit is shown in Table
a-ll.

5. Perspiration rate and evaporation

Individuals will lose the ability to exercise if body water



loss reaches 10-15% of the body weight. Death will occur

if dehydration reaches 20% of body weight.

6. Uncomfortable responses at physiological limit:

Symptoms such as dizziness, headache, nausea, vomiting,

difficult respiration, heartbeat, extremely high rectal

temperature and weakness will occur. The critical limit

of these criteria are listed in Tables 4-12, 4-13 and

Figure 4-17. Over these limits, certain damage will result.

TABLE 4-11. TOTAL HEAT STORAGE AT TOLERABLE LIIT

REST, EXERCISE A ND

ADAPTATION TOTAL HEAT STORAGE FEELING AND RESPONSE
(Kcal/m2 )

Sleep 44 Wake up during sleep
Unadapted Rest 55-85 2 Subjective tolerable limit

Exercise 320 (KJoule/m "hr) Heat collapse

Mild 84 Subjective tolerable limitAct ivit y

Adapted
Strenuous 113 Subjective tolerable limit
Activity

450 225- 115

400 200 110-

350 175 105

300 150 100

250 125 95

204 _-....L -
0 .10 20 0 10 20 0 10 20

C') (b) (c)

Figure 4-17: Tolerable limites of high temperature expressed in
different physiological criteria: a) tolerable limit of skin burn-
ing pain; b) tolerable limit using heat storage as indicator; c) occur-
rence of discomfort (headache, nausea) as the indicator of tolerable
limit; d) temperature, OF; e) tolerable duration, min.
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Fi gure 4-18. Temperature at which fainting
occurs. (The wet-dry-temperature WD is 0.85
wet bulb temperature +0.15 dry bulb tempera-
t.ure-): 1) incidence rate of fainting, %1;
2) WD temperature, OF.

TAEBLPE 4-12. PHYSIOLOGICAL ENDURANCE OF IGH TEMPERATURE AT REST*

i' EATh'RE CONDTION TOLERABLE DURATION PERCENTAGE OF INDIVIDUALS WHO
(W4D, 0C-) (min) CANNOT TOLERATE THIS

36.7 142 '0
37.8 78 36

38.3 78 25

33.9 72 30

39.4 67 30

40.0 60 22

40.5 46 4 0

41.1 44 90

41.6 41 53

42.1 23 5

42.7 20 100

43.8 27 89

46.2 19 so

C'riteria used as indicators of physiological tolerable limits are: high
heartbeat, excessive pulmonary gas exchange, nausea, vomiting. It is
inodicated in this Table that about 50 % of the individuals cannot stand
WD 45 0 C for more than 41 minutes.



TABLE 4-13

PHYSIOLOGICAL ENDURANCE OF HIGH TEMPERATURE WHILE EXERCISING

7-MFERATUREE TEMPERATURE TOLERABLE DURATION FOR
(WD, Q) (WBGT,°C) HALF OF TESTED POPULATION

32.7 33.1 180

33 9 35.5 97

34 9 34. 81

35.8 36.6 45

36.3 37.5 44

36.7 3.8 36

38.1 38.9 28

37.8 39.0 26

* 0
:ested individuals are first exposed to DB 49 C (dry bulb temperature)
and WB 27-320C (wet bulb temperature) for five days. Activity per-
formed during the tolerance test is walking under th, following con-

-itons: speed, 5.6 Km/hr; slope, 3%; duraticn of exposure to heat,
hours; rest for 5 minutes after walking for 25 minutes. The

physiological endurance indicator is 180 times/min. for heartbeat
and 39.2 0 C for rectal temperature.

7. Dangerous symptoms

Fainting and collapse are dangerous signs which may cause

mortality. Temperature limits which may cause fainting and

collapse are listed in Figure 4-18 and Tables 4-14 and 4-15.

Most of the people will die in one hour after their internal

body temperature reaches 43.30C and total heat storage is
2

100 Kcal/m



TABLE 4-14. INCIDENCE RATE OF FAINTLNG CAUSED BY HEAT

7IPERATURE AVERAGE TOLERABLE

(dr-; bulb/wet bulb) AIR FLOW DURATIONI  iflCIDENCE OF FArE IJG
'oc) (Km/hr) (min) (%)

41.1/36.7 4.8 173 20

10.6/37.8 4.8 96 30

40.6/38.3 4.8 71 30

C6.!/37.8 4.8 67 30
,1.7/40.6 4.8 49 50

54.4/38.9 4.8 46 50

54.4/38.9 4.8 37 60
5 .4/40.6 16 29 90

46.1/3-.9 4.8 27 89

TABLE 4-15. DURATION OF EXPOSURE BEFt)RE COLLAPSE

TOTAL AVERAGE DURATION
TEERAUJRE NU1BER AVERAGE DURATION OF EXPOSURE BEFORE

(dr ] bulb/wet bulb) OF TESTED2  OF EXPOSURE HALF OF TESTED
(PC) INDIVIDUALS BEFORE COLLAPSE POPULATION COLLAPSE

37.5/33.9 31 87 53

38.0/35.3 31 54 33

40.0/36.7 31 44 30

40.0/41.0 31 26 18

53.0/48.3 31 12 9

43.0/35.0 8 55 35

50.0/37.C 8 31 21

53.0/40.0 8 20 16

56.0/43.0 8 15 11

63.0/47.0 8 10 6

kolerable duration rLeans tiire taken to reach rectal enperature of 39.20C,
and heartbeat rate of 180 times/min.

All test sublects have never developed adaptation and keeo exercising
(280 Kcal/hr) through the whole high-temperature period until they collapse.

-



1V. Endurance of Low Temnaratures

A. Endurance of Low Temperatures :n The Skin

The occurrence of injuries as a result of cold weather is an

indicator of being over the limit of cold endurance. When

freezing is felt by the skin, constriction of peripheral blood

vessels can sometimes cause pain. Drastic constriction of periph-

era tlood vessels will cut off local blood supply and cause oxy-

gen shortage, which will stimulate the nerves surrounding the

vessels and cause pain. This pain is similar to that caused by

a tourniquet. Soaking in 6°C cold water when naked will soon

cause skin pain all over the body. This temperature limit is

higher than that causing injury; therefore, the occurrence of

cain can be considered a precursor of skin injury.

Freezing temperature Ls much lower than temperatures causing

skin pain, blood vessel constriction or freezing injury. The

average ical freezing temperature of the body is -5.20 C _ l.1cC.

The temnerature beyond which injury and pain are suffered is

cetween 5 and 10 C of skin temperature.

There is a certain correlation between the duration of ex-

posure to cold and the temperature that will cause skin injuries.

if duration of exposure to cold is prolonged, the temperature of

causing freezing injury is higher. Exposure when naked to 5-100 C

,no air flow) for ten days will cause injuries to peripheral

tissues.

B. Physiological Endurance

While the Whole Body is Exposed to Low Temperatures

A cold environment not only causes pain and injuries, but

also induces a series of detrimental reactions:



l) Heat loss as an indicator of endurance to cold

it has been generally accepted that mild symptoms will occur

when total heat loss reaches 90 Kcal; intermediate symptoms occur

when the loss exceeds 125 Kcal, and serious symptoms occur after

the loss reaches 180 Kcal. It seems that using heat loss as an

indicator of low temperature limit is practical. The temperature

cf this kind of endurance is shown in Figure 4-19.

0.3 0.3

05 1 or 0.5

7 . . 741.0

50.-
.2.0
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40i

10 0 4300

-) 12 14 s 1)

te -per-ur , - -a-n

2.

0 10 20 300 400 > 12,s

(C)

Figure 4-19. Body heat loss as indicator of endurance
limit (inwirsed in cold water): a) heat loss 90 Kcal;
10) heat loss 125 Kcal; c) heat loss 180 Kcal; 1) water
temp~erature, OF; 2) tirre, min.

2) The other criterion is the internal body temperature.

-aricus symptoms which occur at different internal body tempera-

tures are shown in Table 4-16. As the internal body temperature

reaches 34UC, no severe symptoms can be observed. If the tem-

perature drops below 320 C, it might cause mortality. Symptoms of

different degrees of seriousness appear while the internal body

temperature falls to between 320 and 340 C.



The endurance of cold can be affected by many factors, for

example, mental condition, clothing and activities. Endurance

-lcw temp ratures during mild exercise with different clothing

is shown in Figure 4-20. 1,75

*

11

-50 40 -30 -20 -10 0 -10
Figure 4-20. Tolerable duration of cold during mild
activity with different clothing, using 40 Kcal/m2 of
heat loss as indicator: 1) min. tolerable duration, nr;
2) temperature, 0 C). The figures on the curve indicate
insulation units of clothing.

TABLE 4-16. CLNICAL SYMPTOMS AT DFERENT iNTERNAL BODY TEMPERATURES

SyM=MZ DTIERNAL BODY TEMP (°C) REVARKS

Surviving >34. 5

7orgetful i 3

Ntnb limbs 32 Naked, irnersed in
6oc water

Malfunction of heart 30-32

Loss of consciousness 30-3 Naked, inrrrsed in
and death of 50% of -1.1 -6.60C water
test subjects

Loss of voluntary
movabiiity, pupil 27

reflex, sin reflex
and muscle tendon
reflex:

ma. ority of 24-26

people die

100% die



The upper limit and lower limit of tolerable temperature

range is shown in Figure 4-21. Figure 4-22 shows the design

requirement of cabin temperatures of the airplane, which also

indicates tolerable temperature of the human body.
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Figure 4-21. Tolerable duration of cold and heat under normal
neaithy conditi-ns (no ventilation or radiation heat, at rest):
i) with 1 rm thick clothing; 2) naked or partially naked; 3) tem-
perature, oc; 4) skin burning pain; 5) injury by freezing; 6) frozen
7-1ff; 7' collapse; 8) wet; 9) dry; 10) slumber; 11) torturing heat;

functional failure; 13) trembling; 14) tine, sec.

VI. Acceptable Temperature

na. been indicated in the introduction that a comfortable

-emerature cannot be guaranteed under some special conditions

ario.g ir and space travel. However, for the safety of the

a.seng~ers and crew members, acceptable temperature range should

at -east be assured. This temperature is defined in two different

wa-., as shown in Figures 4-23 and 4-24.

The acceptable temperature range will change if an individual

puts on a protective outfit, as shown in Figure 4-25.
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Figure 4-23. Tolerable limits of heat for different
criteria: 1) efficiency of complicated jobs not
affected; 2) intelligence not affected; 3) suggested
physiological tolerable limit; 4) physiological toler-
able limit close to sudden occurrence of collapse;
5) effective temperature; 6) duration of exposure, min.

We are more interested in the upper and lower limits of accept-

able temperature range than in the range itself. As for working



efficiency, finger manipulation is first and most significantly

affected by a cold environment. Therefore, the accuracy of work

and flexibility of the fingers can be used as the marginal indi-

cator of the effect of cold temperature on work efficiency. It

has been demonstrated in a series of studies that when skin tem-

perature (of the hand) drops below 15.5 0 C, manipulating efficiency

of the hand decreases significantly. Similar results can be found

at 10 C environmental temperature. It has been suggested that the
2.hr

tcrturing heat which will cause the heat storage to be 42 Kcal/m 2 "

approximately 75% of maximum heat storage) can be considered as

the upper limit of the tolerable temperature range.

2 , I

IW-1'00,

0 0 SO 1'6 '200 250 300 )
Figure 4-24. Acceptable temperature range and
subjective tolerable limit under conditions which
will not affect working efficiency: 1) mar-gin
beyond which working efficiency will be affected;
2) minimum sutjective tolerable limit; 3) average
tolerable limit; 4) duration of exposure, min;
5) heat accumulation of human body, Kcai/m 2-hr.

Temperature specification cannot be met necessarily if an

ac'ient occurs during air and space travel. However, the

physiological functions, at least, should not be endangered under

any circumstances. The temperature range that maintains normal

physiological functions of the body is called the "safety zone".

It is indicated in Figure 4-27 that when the incidence of heat

collapse is lower than 5%, it can be used as indicator of the upper



zj ht e safety zone of heat exposure. It can be used as a ref-

erence in 'e:.iivn the upper limit of the safety zone.
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Figure 4-25. Acceptable temperature range while
protective outfit is put on or taken off: 1) no
protection; 2) high-temperature environment space
ship is exposed to; 3) duration of exposure, 3-130
an; 4) limit beyond which working efficiency is
affected with ventilated preventive outfit on;
5) tolerable limit with ventilated preventive out-
fit; 6) cabin temperature, OF; 7) time, main.

I:0
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Figure 4-26. Temperature safety zone during rest, with
adequate clothing: 1) temperature zone in which injury to
extremities can result from cold environment; 2-5) max.
tolerable temperature at relative humidity of 100%, 50%,

J% and 10%; over 5) temperature zone at which injury can
be caused by high temperature; 6) surrounding temperature,

r, bulb temperature, OF; 7) duration of exposure (10 min.,
hr., 10 hrs., 1 day, 10 days, 100 days, 1 yr.).

The fety zone and tolerable limit are correlated. The

safety zone 1S set up on the basis of tolevable limit and certain

safety coeffic~ents. The choice of safety coefficients depends

upon actual situations. The safety zone introduced in this section

can be used only as a general reference.
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Figure 4-27. Limit of safe heat exposure (unadapted
youngsters), incidence rate of collapse lower than 5%:
1) duration of safe exposure, min; 2) 0.3 dry buib
temperature + 0.7 wet bulb temperature, oc.



Chapter 17 The Physiological Effect of Heat and its Prevention

I. The ohysiological effect of heat

One significant effect is a hot feeling and perspira-

tion. Other effects, such as the change of heart beat and

respiration rate, are not easy to detect. The internal body

temperature will increase gradually if the exposure to heat is

prclonged, especially while the body starts to lose water and

the scorching sun is high up in the sky. If no appropriate

treatments are taken, individuals will soon suffer heat-stroke.

Extremely hot temperature will decrease the physical strength,

and direct sunlight (especially shone on the head) will cause

dizziness, nausea, heat-stroke and collapse, and even sunburn.

The actual physiological effects of heat and preventive meas-

ures are discussed as follows:

A. The change of skin temperature and internal body

temperature

The skin temperature responds rapidly to the temperature

change in the environment. It increases rapidly as the

surrounding temperature increases. It shows a linear corre-

lation with the perspiration rate and the heart beat. On the

other hand, the internal body temperature acts differently.

Within a certain range of high temperature, no change will be

observed for internal body temperature. Its response to the

cold is also slow. This is Just a natural protective mechan-

Ism fcr the internal organs, which has been described in

detail in Chapter 15.

The elevation of skin temperature is associated with the

heat intake of the skin, and its relationship is shown in

Figure 4-28.
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Figure 4-28. The relationship between the heat intake and
the elevation of skin temperature.
Key: 1. winter, 2. summer, 3. heat intake of forearm
(cal/min. 100cm 2), 4. The skin temp. of forearm (oC).

It is indicated in the figure that the skin temperature of

the forearm is 37-40C and the heat conductivity f the hand is
5 cal/min. 100cm 2 °C.. As the skin temperature raises above

40C, the heat conductivity of the forearm is 15 ca!/min.
!00cm 2 o and that of the hand increases to 24 cal/min.100cm 2

"'. he skin temperature changes corresponding to the fluctua-

tion of the blood flow in the skin.

in contrast to the skin temperature, the internal body

temperature responds slowly to the environment. For example,

when the environmental temperature raises from 25°C to 60C,

the skin temperature will increase rapidly, but the cranial

temperature will not respond until 8 minutes later. If the

environmental temperature drops back to 370C after 30 minutes,

the skin temperature will soon decrease at the rate of 0.5°C/

min and the drop will gradually level off until the skin temp.

comes back to 36.1C. As for the cranial temperature, it

will not respnd until 8-9 minutes after the environmental

temperature drops back to 370C. When the environmental temp-

erature is raised to 60C after 30 minutes at 37°C, the same
result will be observed.

35 37 39 41 43 4



Under the heat stress, the internal body temperature

depends mainly on the heat storage in the hody which is

affected by the heat balance. The internal body temperature

will increase gradually only when the environmental tempera-

ture increases to a certain level and stays at that tempera-

ture for a considerable time. The higher the environmental

temperature is, the higher the internal body temperature will

be. In other words, under the heat stress, the internal body

temperature will not respond to the change in the environ-

mental temperature immediately, it will only increase gradually

with time. The increase of internal body temperature will be

faster and more significant during exercise. How fast the

internal body temperature increases depends on the intensity

of the activity.

B. Perspiration rate

Perspiration is a physiological response to heat. Its

function is to increase the heat loss through vaporization

and this keeps the body temperature in a constant range.

Therefore, perspiration can increase the heat endurance. As

the environmental temperature increases, perspiration rate

will increase correspondingly, and so does the heat loss

through perspiration. In addition to the perspiration over

the whole body, local temperature increases on the skin will

also cause local perspiration.

Perspiration is the result of a nerve reflex. The func-

tions of the sweat glands over the whole body are regulated

by the temperature center in the thalamus. But the perspira-

tion on the forehead can also be affected by the emotions.

As the thalamus temperature increases, the heat center will

send out a message to the perspiration nucleus in the medulla

and the impulse will cause the perspiration over the whole



body through the functioning of the sympathetic nerve. The

body starts to perspire when the cranial temperature goes

above 37.1'C. For every 0.01'C increase of the cranial temp-

erature, the vaporization rate will increase by 2 cal/sec

(The normal heat production is 20 cal/sec). The increase of

skin temperature will also induce perspiration through a

reflex, but the response is slower and less significant. The

heat stimulus on the skin has to travel through the cerebrum

before it can reach the thalamus. Therefore, it takes more

time and a longer passage for the stimulus on the skin to

function the same way (induce perspriation) as the stimulus in

the central nerve system.

It was discovered 30 years ago that the perspiration will

first increase due to heat, but level off or even decrease

after a certain duration. The early scientists suspected that

the leveling-off or decrease might result from the exhaustion

of the sweat glands. This phenomenon was correlated to the

temperature, humidity, and the duration of exposure. After

the sweat glands stopped functioning, the correlation between

rectal temperature and perspiration rate was destroyed. The

latest studies do not agree with this early hypothesis. It is

suggested in the latest studies that the inhibition of per-

spiration is due to the moisture on the skin, not the exhaus-

tion of sweat glands. The sweating will be inhibited as soon

as the skin is wet. Therefore, wiping of the sweat will always

give one a cooler feeling. As the environmental temperature

increases, the vaporization of sweat will decrease, and the

sweat w11 accumulate on the skin and causes the decrease in

the perspiration rate and heat loss. The reason why people

suffer from heat is not only because of the high temperature,

but also due to the inhibition of vaporization because of

high humidity in the environment.
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The persoiration rate also derends on the water content

and the concentration of sodium ion decrease in the blood.

inadequate water supply, and low permeability electrolites

will decrease the perspiration rate.

Profuse perspiration under heat stress will result in

excessive loss of the body water and salt, which is one of

the Important reasons why heat causes severe symptoms. There-

fore, adequate water supply and salt supply in hot weather

is a very efficient way to prevent accidents.

C. The change of cardiovascular system, respiration, and

metabolism

it is well known that heat stress will increase the heart

beat. The increase of the heart beat is more significant when

the effective temperature exceeds 30'C. When the heart beat

is under 120 beats/min, there exists a linear correlation

between the increase in the heart beat rate and the rectal

temperature. When the heart beat rate is over 120 beats/min,

the heart beat will increase faster than the rectal temperature.

Therefore, the increase of heart beat rate becomes the bottle-

neck factor to the endurance of heat when it is over 120 beats/

min.

Heat stress will also increase the cardiac output. The

cardiac output is 2.5 k/min. at 22. 'C, 3.5 ZA/min at 30 C,

and 5-6 /min. at 40 C. The longer the exposure duration,

the more the cardiac output increases. This increase in car-

diac output is due to the increase in heart beat, not the

increase of cardiac output volume per minuts. When the heart

beat exceeds 120 beats/min, the dilation period of heart will

be shortened, and the venous blood which flows back to heart

will also decrease. Therefore, the cardiac output per minute

will not continue to increase. When the heart beat reaches



140 beats/min., the cardiac output per minute will even

decrease.

Heat will cause the peripheral blood vessels to dilate,

and the resistance in the blood vessels to drop, and eventu-

ally a drcp of the blood temperature. However, the increase

of the heart beat and the cardiac output per minute will

increase the pulse pressure, and compensate partially for the

drop of the resistance in the peripheral blood vessels. There-

fore, the blood pressure will not drop too much during the

early stages of the heat stress, but it will drop signifi-

cantly as the cardiac output decreases significantly.

Heat will cause the blood vessels in the skin and in the

muscles to expand greatly. But it will cause the blood vessels

in the internal organs to c ~ns~ria:, and force the blood to

flow from the internal organs to the skin and muscles. This

is an emergency physiological response, which is regulated

by a series of nervous and body fluid functions.

The effect of heat on the respiration rate is not signi-

ficant if the exposure duration is too short (e.g. 10 min),

the temperature is not extremely high (e.g. 600 C room temp.),

and the activity is not very strenuous (e.g. climbing up and

down I5 s3tairs per minute). However, the respiration rate,

exchange volume and the zotal volume do increase drastically

when the environmental temperature is high, the duration of

exposure is long and the activity is strenuous. But the

permeability of the lung will decrease as the environmental

temperature increases. The excessive heat can cause the max.

02 intake to drop 25% among individuals who are not yet

adapted to a hot environment, but this will not be found in

an adapted group. The 02 utilization rate of the blood and

tissues will drop from 23% (normal) to 10-151 during the

exnosure to heat.



The blcod composition also chanwes in the hot environment.

The specific albumin volume of plasma, red blcod cell counts,

acidity and the concentration of lactate all increase durinw

the hct season, which may result from water loss through

perspiration. The loss of water and salt in the blood, and

the after effects of the water loss through perspiration, are

characteristic responses of the blood to the heat stress.

It is also suggested that heat may also cause decalcification.

When living in a 50'C environment for 5 days, the decalcifica-

tion can reach 19%. The increase in nitrogen excretion and

the decrease in sodium and chlorine excretion can also be

observed.

D. Other Effects of Heat

1. The effect on general endurances

Heat affects various endurances in many different ways.

-or example, heat can reduce the load endurance which will

~r 1G below 71'C. As the cranial temDerature raises to 38.50C,

the load endurance will drop 0.9G. As the cranial temperature

raises to 37.8C, the load endurance will drop 0.5G. if the

internal body temperature is normal and the peripheral blood

-iessels dilate, the load endurance will drop 0.3G. Heat will

also reduce the shaking endurance. Heat aggravates the physio-

logical reactions to 02 shortage, decreases the physical

strength, and reduces the posture change endurance.

2. The effect on flying endurance

The general working efficiency will not be affected by

the environmental temperature below 29-300 C, but more compli-

cated operations and alertness will be affected by prolonged

excosure to 30-350 C. Above 600 C, the efficiency of any kind



of oceration will decrease.

E. Sensitivity to Temperature

The distribution of the temperature sensors varies

among different parts of skin. For example, the cold- and

warm sensors are distributed more densely around the nose

tip and less densely on the inner side of the arm. The skin

can adapt to the temperature change rather rapidly. UJsing a

metal needle to stimulate the warm sensor on the skin for 1

minute, the feeling of warmth will almost disappear completely

at the end of 1 minute. This is called the "sensory adapta-

tion" in physiology. It takes a considerable period to reach

complete adaptation. Because the skin can easily adapt to

the local temperature change, it cannot easily detect slow

changes of temperature. For example, individuals will not be

able to sense a temperature change at the rate of +!00C/35-45

min. (equivalent to 0.2 0 C/min). The local adaptation to

temperature cannot represent the adaptation abflity of the

whole body. It has been reported that the skin can easily

adapt to 20-a0OC locally, but as far as the whole body is

concerned, the adaptation is only limited to 32-350C of skin

temnerature.

People show different responses to radiation heat and con-

tact heat. If the radiation heat (surface area is less than

700 mm 2 ) can cause feeling, it will only cause pain, not the

war- feeling. On the contrary, only 1 mm 2 (or less) of con-

tact heat will be able to cause the feeling of warmth in a

certain temperature range and duration.

The feeling of warmth in a large area is different in

many ways from that within a small area. From the adapta-

tion point of view, the former is slower and difficult to

respond to. For example, the warm threshold of the upper



part of the body will not be affected by the environmental

te erature, which means no adaptation is necessary. C n The

other hand, the adaptable range of the whole body (heating

causes the feeling of warmth ) is between 320 and 35'C.

When the skin temperature is above 35°C, even in adapted indi-

vidual will have a hot feeling. If the whole body is exposed

to heat, the'temperature sensitivity varies among different

parts of the body, which depends on the perspiration rate in

each individual part.

The exposure to long periods of extreme heat will result

in dizziness, headache, vision impairment, nausea, cramp,

paleness, sweating, weakness, fatigue, worry, unstable emot-

ions, loss of self-control. Under extreme conditions, coll-

apse, fatigue, dizziness, unconsciousness, and even death may

occur. The general physiologocal responses to heat stress are

listed in Table 4-17.

7t should be pointed out that the adaptation of skin sen-

sors cannot be confused with the adaptation of the whole body

to a specific environment. The former is a local response

and happens rather rapidly. The latter is the result of the

various regulatory and compensatory responses, which will take

a longer time to develop and will not disappear rapidly.

F. Heat Stroke

Heat stroke can result when long-term exposure to heat

exceeds the tolerable limit. From its pathological character-

istics, heat stroke can be divided into the following categor-

ies:



TABLE 4-17 The objective and subjective responses to

different environmental temperatures

Symptoms Objec- Requirement
(Subjec- tive of

Temp. Results Duration tive Response Protection

120 0 C burn 1 sec - pain subject- keeping
(burn- 1 min ive cool
ing hot) tolerable

limit

950 C collapse 1 min - dizzi- keeping
(burn- 1 hr ness cool
ing hot)

500C fatigue 1 hr - fatigue dilation permeability
1 day of blood required by

vessels vaporization
and
sweating

21 comfort- unlimited none insulation
able

-7 fatigue 1 day - feeling tremor insulation
1 hr. cold

+5 (in frozen 1 hr - frozen tremor
the stiff 1 min. stiff
water)

-55 uncon- 1 min - pain subjec- keeping
(in- scious- 1 sec tive warm
side ness toler-
the able
metal limit
sur-
face



I. Symrtoms of over-heating:

This s'mptom is mainly attributed to excessive heat stor-

age which cannot be dissipated in time. The diagnostic

....ar.eristics are: a drastic increase of internal body

temrerature (rectal temperatrue can reach 40-44 0c); stoppage

of perspiration (almost completely): dry and sticky skin.

The stoppage of perspiration cannot be attributed to the loss

-f body water, but scme reflex responses. The subjective

symptoms are headache, dizziness, nausea, v;omitinPg, palpita-

i fatijgue, staggering steps, fast heart beat, increase of

leukocytes. If the severe symptoms, such as unconsciousness,

insanity, are not treated imnediately, the brain may be dam-

a-ed.

Emergency procedures in dealing with the over-heating are:

(1) Move the patient from the hot environment to a

cooler, shady location.

:2) Use a cold bath or cold towel to bring down the body

temperature. Massage the victim in the cold water

bath. Towels have to be changed frequently. Both

measures will bring down the body temperature grad-

ually until it is below 38°C.

3) The body intravenous injection of some medications

also shows good results.

2. Heat collapse:

The heart beat and blood flow will increase rapidly under

nea_. Therefore, the cardiovascular system is over-loaded

and results in cardiovascular failure which is the main factor

which causes heat collapse. Heat collapse will be triggered

by the change of posture when the cardiovascular system is

over-loaded. Therefore, the internal body temperature usually

is not very high, but the circulatory failure, such as weak

and fast pulse and drop of the cardiac output and cardiac



output/min. is very significant. Abnormal perspiration is

another diagnostic manifestation. Patients first suffer head-

ache, dizziness, palpitation, nausea, vomiting, paleness, cold

perspiration. If no emergency treatment is taken, the patient

will soon suffer collapse, with fainting accompanied by

dilated pupils, vague consciousness. These are the indica-

tions of severe condition. One emergency treatment is to move

the patient to a shady place, loosen the clothes, and place

ammonia under patient's nose to wake up the patient. The

general supportive treatment should also be taken. If the

emergency treatment is taken in time, patients will not

suffer after effects. It should be pointed out here that there

is no basic difference between the over-heating and heat

collapse, the only difference is just the individual difference.

3. Heat cramp:

:uscle cramp is one of the characteristics. The intolerable

pain suffered during cramp is the diagnostic criterion. Cramp

usually occurs at the extremities, and is due to the loss of

body salt during excessive perspiration. In this case, the

ion concentration in the plasma will drop to 90 mN/(normal

value is 96-105 mN/Z). As an emergency treatment, move the

patient to a shady location, and intravenously inject the 500-

1000 ml of physiological saline immediately. The patient will

usually fully recover, but the muscles will still feel sore

even after a few days.

". Sunstroke

It rarely occurs during air and space travel, but occa-

sionally happens in an extremely hot environment. The main

cause of sunstroke is the overexposure of the head to strong

sunlixht. The early-stage symptoms are dizziness, headache,

buzzing in the ears, discomfort over the whole body, nausea,

vomiting, which may develop into severe symptoms, like cramp



and the loss of consciousness. The diagnostic manifestations

are reasonable internal body temperature, continuous perspira-

tion, and the symptoms of the central nervous system. The

emergency treatments are:

(1) Move patient to shady location.

(2) Immediately cover patient's forehead with a cold

towel to drop the body temperature.

(3) Apply ice bag on the patient's forehead or cool down

the whole body with cold water.

Damage can be caused to the central nervous system if emer-

gency treatment is not taken in time.

Ti. Adaptation to Heat

it is well known that people will get adapted to the

hot environment if they reside or work in such an environment

for a long period of time. The adapted persons have higher

heat endurance and retain normal working ability under the hot

environment.

A. The physiological change during the heat adaptation.

After the individual adapts to heat, a series of physio-

logical responses to heat are changed, which indicates the

compensatory function of body temperature regulation. The

actual changes are described as follows:

1. Perspiration rate, heart beat and internal body temperature.

The most significant physiological change after adaptation

is increased perspiration rate. The increase of heart beat

and rectal temperature will gradually slow down after the

adaptation to heat develops. These changes are more significant

during exercise, especially the increase of the internal body

temperature and the pulse rate. This indicates that equilibrium



is reached between heat production and dissipation. The heat

loss through radiation and convection is reduced in the

extremely hot environment, therefore, the heat loss has to be

compensated for by the vaporization of sweat. It this still

cannot balance out the heat storage completely, the metabolic

rate will be gradually reduced.

2. Skin temperature and peripheral blood flow.

The increase of the skin temperature of individuals who

have adapted to heat is less significant than that of unadap-

ted persons. Therefore, the difference between the rectal

temperature and the skin temperature is reduced. One impor-

tant reason why the skin temperature does not fluctua!e

greater after adaptation is that the perioheral arteriole

dilates relatively slowly and the veins constrict to enhance

the blood flow back to the heart which further improves the

systemic circulation. Its effect is to force body heat to

the body surface, and inhibit the conduction of heat from the

surface towards the center of the body.

The change of cardiovascular function occurs in the first

few days of the adaptation. This is the most significant

physiological characteristic during the early stage of adap-

tation to heat. The increase of cardiac output and the drop

of blood pressure will also benefit the blood circulation when

the heart beat is relatively slow. This will prevent the

heart from overworking, but will, on the other hand, acceler-

ate the conduction of heat from the center of the body towards

the surface.

3. The change of metabolism

The basal metabolic rate will drop after the adaptation

develops. For example, if a male from subtropical area lives

in tropical climate for a long period of time, the basal meta-
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bolic rate will drop from 39.7 Kcal/m .hr to 31 Kcal/m .hr.

it has been suggested that the drop of the basal metabolic

rate results from the relaxation of the straited muscle, esp-

ecially while lying down to rest. However, this still remains

as a controversial subject.

The increase in the metabolic rate during exercise is also

less significant after adaptation. The metabolic rate usually

starts to decrease gradually several weeks after adaptation.

The decreased metabolic rate implies that consumption and heat

prcduction are more efficient. Since the requirement for

niacin is doubled with exercise in hot areas, people suspect

that efficient metabolism may be related to some vitamins.

What the actual situation is remains unknown.

I. The composition change of blood and urine.

The concentration of sodium and potassium in the urine

decreases after adaptation, which means the retention of

sodium is increased. The concentration of hemoglobin and

erythrocytes also increases. The results of isotope experi-

ments indicate that plasma volume, total body water volume,

and extracellular space increase in the first 5 days of adap-

tation, and gradually drops back to normal after 5-17 days.

The characteristics of adaptation to heat can be summarized

as follows:

(1) Individuals can adapt to heat completely in 4-7 days.

(2) Individuals can adapt to heat to a certain degree in few

hours of exposure to heat.

(3) Physical training and good physical condition will benefit

adaptation.

(4) Inadequate water and salt intake will impair the develop-

ment of adaptation.



(5) The adaptation can last from one to several weeks even

after the environmental temperature is switched back to nor-

mal.

The following four criteria have been suggested to be used

as indicators of developed adaptation to heat.

(1) While exercising in extremely hot weather, the skin

temperature and the pulse rate of adapted are lower than those

of unadapted subjects.

(2) When changing posture in hot environment, the cardio-

vascular system is more stable in adapted subjects.

(3) While exercising in hot environment, the perspiration

rate increases more for adapted persons.

(4) The same amount of exercise will consume less energy in

adapted subjects in the hot environment.

B. Inadaptability to high temperature.

Although individuals can improve heat endurance through

adaptation training, the adaptation to heat has its limits.

For the majority of the population, the upper limit of heat

adaptation is 490C (dry bulb tem.). However, 6% of the pop-

ulation can never adapt to the hot environment completely,

and these will suffer a series of inadaptability symptoms.

This is the so-called "heat inadaptability" or "heat feeble-

ness". The symptoms can be classified into 3 categories:

1. Unstable-autonomic-nerve type

The most significant change appears to be the function of

the cardiovascular system. The heart beat increases from 72

to 90-110 beats/min and systolic pressure increases by 10-20

mn Hg. The change of diastolic pressure is less significant.



The experiment of posture change indicates that the response

tf the ardiovascular system is more drastic, the general

endurances degenerate, and loss of weight, insomnia, sympath-

etic-nerve type tremors also occur.

2. Water-and-salt-imbalance type:

After water loss through perspiration reaches 2.5-3.2 Kg,

individuals will suffer fatigue, drowziness, and even cramps.

These patients should be supplied with a sufficient amount of

water and salt, and usually will recover after several hours

of rest.

3. Visual-symptom type:

(1) The vision degenerates: The individuals with normal

vision will see crooked images, and those who wear glasses may

need a new pair.

(2) Healthy, young people will find that they are losing

their regulatory mechanism of vision; therefore, they may have

problems in prolonged reading and precision work.

(3) The early stages of presbyopia are aggravated rapidly.

:t should be pointed out that the symptoms in each category

may overlap and the classification is just based on the major

symptoms.

C. How to build up the adaptation to heat.

There is no best way to speed up heat adaptation.

Here, we can only provide some experimental results for

reference.

(1) Heat adaptation training should be performed in hotter

environments. If the environmental temperature for training

is not high enough, the result usually turns out to be unsat-



isfacotry. During training, the internal body temnerature

must be kept at a higher level.

(2) Adequate exercise during training will benefit the

development of adaptation. The intensity of exercise should

be lower than the maximum physical strength, but higher than

the minimum physical strength.

(3) The duration of training, training temperature and the

amount of exercise should gradually increase as adaptation

progresses. All these items should not exceed the subjective

tolerable limit or the physiological endurance.

(4) Training under dry and hot environments shows much better

results than that under wet, hot conditions. If the humidity

is too high, heat adaptation may never develop.

(5) The increased intake of vit-B complex and vitamin C seems

to benefit the development of heat adaptation because these

nutrients have certain favorable effects on the regulation of

metabolism, especially water, salt, and carboyhdrate meta-

bolisms.

(6) Using exercise alone to keep a higher internal body

temperature will also improve heat adaptation, but its effect

is still not as good as a hot training environment.

The data in Table 4-18 and 4-19 can be used as reference.

The following factors have significant effects on heat

adaptation:

(1) Heat adaptation develops faster for those who have

adapted to heat before.



(2) Males adapt to heat faster than females.

(3) Heat adaptation will start to disappear gradually several

days after the stoppage of heat exposure or training, and

disappear completely in several weeks. The disappearance of

heat adaptation tends to be faster in the winter than in the

summer.

it should also be pointed out that heat adaptation may

hinder the development of cold adaptation. Their mechanisms

are contradictory, but their functions are complementary.

Therefore, heat and cold adaptation training can take place at

the same time.

TABLE 4-18 Duration of exercise during the development of

heat adaptation

reasonably hot extremely hot

desert(temp. < 4luC) desert (temp. > 41 C)

forest(temp. < 300 C) forest (temp. > 30 C)

duration of exercise (hrs.) duration of exercise (hrs.)

AM PM AM PM

1st day 1 1 1st day 1 1

2nd day 1.5 1.5 2nd day 1.5 1.5

3rd day 2 2 3rd day 2 2

4th day 3 3 4th day 2.5 2.5

5th day routine work 5th day 3 3

6th day routine work
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TABLE 4-19 The water requirement in a hot environment
(Kg/person/day)

Intensity desert (temp. desert (temp.
of <41 0 C) >41 0 C)

Exercise Example forest (temp. forest (temp.
<300 C) >30°C)

mild cooking,
office work 0.7 1.1

intermediate marching on 0.8 1.2
level ground,
operation of
the tank

strenuous long march- 1.0 1.4
ing, digging

1
7t is better to add 1% salt to the drinking water.

I!l. Preventions

The most efficient way for preventing heat damage to

the human body is to prevent the cabin temperature of planes

and space ships to rise too high. in designing and manu-

facturing the planes and space ships, the cabin temperature

must be kept under the tolerable limit and as comfortable

(to passengers and crews) as possible.

Adaptation is one way to protect the human body from damage

caused by heat. However, there is a limit for heat adaptation.

For extremely hot environment, we have to rely on protective

equipment and measures.

Among the protective equipment, the protective outfit is

the first one to be considered. The protective suit usually

combines the design of flying and astronaut's suit. All the

624



protective measures, including the protective suit, are des-

cribed below:

A. Protective suit

There are several kinds of protective suits, described

as follows:

7. Protection against skin burns: (including gloves, helmets

and boots)

This kind of suit, made of low-heat-conductivity and low-

heat-absorption material, possesses the fire-resistant and

insulation characteristics. The outer 2 layers are usually

made of fire-resistant material, and inner one is made of

heat-insulation material. The fire-resistant material can

stop the heat conduction, and the heat-insulation material can

orotect the skin against burning. There should be a reason-

able gap (4-5 mm is the best distance) between these two

materials.

The helmet can be made of fiber glass. In order to retain

normal vision, the front side of the helmet has to be made

of transparent plastic material. Since the plastic is flamm-

able, it has to be plated with a thin metal layer to increase

its heat-resistance.

The protective suit is always covered with a layer of

aluminum on the surface to reflect the radiation heat, which

will improve one's endurance to heat exposure. However, the

aluminum layer will also inhibit the heat loss (by radiation)

from the body. Therefore, the coating of aluminum on the

surface is not necessarily beneficial if the protective suit

has to be used for a long period, but it is definitely help-

ful if the suit is used for a short period.



2. Cover-all cooling suit

There are two kinds: (1) air-cooled suit: Cool air is

circulated inside the suit, which will force the hot air to

move out of the suit more rapidly. (2) water-cooled suit:

There is a small waterpipe system inside the suit which can

remove heat on the skin surface while the cool water is flow-

ing.

The air-cooled suit is very effective for increasing

endurance to high temperature. With this kind of suit (air

temp.: 70C; air flow rate: 27 m 2/min. inside the suit),

perspiration and respiration are decreased greatly, the

fluctuation of body temperature is also reduced and the heat

endurance is greatly improved. Therefore, one can remain

comfortable in a 710 C environment, if the skin temperature

can be kept in the comfortable temperature range (around

32.5 0 C). With the aid of the air-cooled suit, one can tolerate

the cabin temperature of 125'C for 4 hours. The comparison

between the air-cooled suit and other similar protective

suits is shown in Figure 4-29 and 4-30. 9s shown in Figure

4-29, it seems that the working hours can be extended if the

air-cooled suit is used.

1
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Figure 4-29. The relationship between protective suits and
heat under the condition that working efficiency is not affected.

Key: 1. with optimal normal clothing, 2. with air-cooled suit,

3. temp ('Fl, 4. time(hr).
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Figure 4-30. The effect of ventilation in the protective
suit on the heat endurance.
1. with thin, non-ventilated protective suit.
2. with thick, non-ventilated protective suit.

with thick, semi-ventilated protective suit.
with thick, ventilated protective suit.

5. with thin, ventilated protective suit.

6. tolerable duration (min).

7. cabin temp. (OF).

The air-cooled suit should be comfortable, light, durable,

and easy to use with the flying or astronaut's suit. In

,.er to get the best result, the flow of cool air should be

kept as close as possible to the body surface.

in the water-cooled suit, air is replaced by water as

coolant. The heat conductivity of water is ten times that of

air. Therefore, the heat dissipation efficiency in the water-

cooled suit is much better than that of the air-cooled suit.

However, the water-cooled suit also has its disadvantages.

ne of the disadvantages is that the contact area between the

body surface and the water pipe is very limited, therefore,

the temperature of the water has to be kept very low in order

to get better results, which, on the other hand, will cause

discomfort to the contacted surface area. A thin layer of

cotton can be placed between the human body and pipe system

to overcome the discomfort that may be caused by the cold

water. Experimental results prove this arrangement to be

very satisfactory.

............



The other disadvantage of the water-cooled suit is that

cold water will cause the blood vessels at the contacted

area to constrict, and result in hematoma. Therefore, the

air-cooled suit is still recommended under the conditions

that exercise is not too strenuous and the environmental

temperature is not very high. When the environmental temp-

erature is high and exercise is very strenuous, it is better

to use the water-cooled suit.

Since the heat loss varies among different parts of the

body, the distribution of water pipes should also be differ-

ent at different parts. A distribution of the pipelines is

suggested in Table 4-20.

TABLE 4-20 A suggested distribution of the water pipe system.

Parts of Distribution of the water pipe(local pipelines,/
the body pipelines over the whole body) (%)

head and neck 25

upper 3r 15

fcrearm 5

trunk 30

thigh 17

calf 8

total 100

3. Local cooling

Heat regulation varies among different parts of the body

under hot conditions. The muscle which is involved in exer-

cise will usually show higher temperature. Therefore, when one

puts on the water-cooled suit, he may feel cool as a over-all

feeling, but feel hot at some special locations. The cooling



of the head and the skeletal muscles plays an important role

in maintaining comfort. However, the cooling of the skeletal

muscle will not improve its efficiency, and, may even impair

the efficiency of delicate operations if it is cooled down

too much. We all agree that the surface areas which have high

perspiration rate, dense blood vessel distribution and less

muscle attachment should be cooled down more, but the skeletal

muscle should be maintained at a certain temperature level in

order to retain normal working efficiency.

The cooling of head and lower-level central nervous system

(e.g., spine) can significantly improve one's heat endurance.

For example, the cooling of the head and spine 1-1 1/2 minutes

before reaching the tolerable limit (to heat) can improve

one's working efficiency, mental status and heat endurance.

In other words, keeping the central nervous system in a cooler

ccndition has significant effect on the improvement of heat

endurance, and, of course, a more significant effect on the

efficiency of mental work.

7. Cther preventive measures against high temperature

1. Cooling of the cabin

The methods involved are very similar to the methods of

bringing down the room temperature. For equipment and prc-

cedures, one can consult engineering technical books.

2. Cooling of the cabin wall

This is one way of cooling down the cabin temperature.

For supersonic jets and space ships, the excessive heat

usually comes from the cabin wall, therefore, the cooling of

the cabin wall should be discussed more extensively.
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The friction and the compression of the air will oroduce

a great amount of heat during the take-off and return of the

space ship. Special measures should be taken to dissipate

this heat. Otherwise, not only the crews cannot tolerate this

heat, but also the space ship may be burned out (during the

returning trip). The following measures are suggested:

(1) Carefully select the appropriate kinetic coefficients

of the space ship to minimize the temperature increase of the

cabin wall.

(2) Use effective heat dissipation devices or insulation to

keep the surface or cabin temperature as low as possible.

(3) Through good insulation, minimize heat conduction from

the surface to the cabin.

The high surface temperature of the space ship is usually

attributed to solar radiation. The selection of the right

color coating on the surface will affect the cabin wall tempera-

ture.

3. ncrease the ventilation

Use of a ventilation system (e.g., fan) can increase the

air flow and improve the heat dissipation. However, the

ventilation may have a negative effect when the environmental

temnerature is much higher than the body temperature.

. Heat which does not exceed the tolerable and safe limit

is usually safe. To set up a safety limit is just a protec-

tive measure. It has been reported in a foreign country

that: In 1952, an army of 10,000 soldiers were stationed at

a tropical area and the average incidence of heat stroke was

39.5 per summer. A safety rule was set up on 1956. When the



WBGT temperature reached 26.7'C, the newcomers had to take

protective measures. W.ihen the WBGT temperature reached 29.4 0 C,

unadapted individuals had to cut down physical activities.

When the WBGT temperature reached 31.1 0 C, all the soldiers who

had been there less than 10 weeks had to stop physical train-

ing completely. While WBGT was between 31.1 and 32.21C, even

the adapted soldiers had to limit their physical training to

a maximum of 6 hours per day. Physical training had to be

cut down more If WBGT was above 32.20C. Following this rule,

the incidence of heat stroke dropped to 0.52-4.7 cases/10,000

soldiers. Another group of paratroopers were transferred from

the temperate zone to tropical area. They took the training

the day after their arrival. The incidence rate of the heat-

stroke was 100 on the 1st day of the training, 29% on the

second day of the training. Later, all the newcomers were

forced to take the first day off, and the incidence rate of

heat stroke dropped to 1%.

5. Pre-cooling before exposure to heat can greatly improve the

endurance

Soaking in 150C water for 90 minutes can decrease the

internal body temperature by 10C. This pre-cooling measure

before exposure to heat (710C) can postpone the occurrence

of collapse for i14 minutes. If the rectal temperature drops

!.10 C due to pre-soaking before heat exposure, then the toler-

able duration can be extended from 60 minutes to 120 minutes.

The air-cooled suit and the water-cooled suit can replace

water soaking as the pre-cooling method.

6. Sufficient supply of water will improve the heat-endurance

When the environmental temperature is between 48 and 500 C,

the water storage volume in the human body is about 3 liters
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which is sufficient to survival for 2-2.5 days. If the water

storage capacity is increased 10 fold, the survival time can

be doubled under the best conditions. The increase of water

intake will increase the vaporization heat loss of the body,

which will improve the heat endurance. When the body is in

need of water, it is better to drink a small amount of water

constantly than take in a large quantity of water once in a

while. However, the effect of water on the improvement of

endurance has its limit because an overload of heat can make

one reject water. It is better to add 0.1% of salt to all

drinking water or 0.5% salt to half of the daily drinking

water.

7. The composition of the inhaled air can affect the endurance.

Inhalation of pure oxygen and dry, cold air or increases

of the CO2 content in the inhaled air will improve the heat

endurance. However, these factors cannot play a significant

role in improving the endurance, and can only serve as

supplemental measures.

8. Regular physical activity can improve the endurance

Improved physical strength and a good health condition

will also improve the heat endurance. However, swimming has

a negative effect on improving endurance.



Chapter 18. The Effect of Cold and the Cold Prevention

1. The Physiological Effects and Damage of Cold

A. General Physiological Responses to Cold

In a cold environment, the maintenance of the internal

bcdy temperature in a stable range mainly depends on the

function of the temperature regulatory system. Therefore,

,he iectal temperature can be maintained at 37.21C even

though the skin temperature drops to 30'C. The rectal

temperature will not show any change until the skin

temperature drops below 21 0 C. In other words, the rectal

temperature will stay constant if the environmental

temperature is above 9.3 0 C. The internal body temperature

will drop only when the environmental temperature drops

below 9.3'C. The drop of the internal body temperature

inoicates that the temperature regulatory system cannot

satisfactorily compensate for the heat loss any more, and

the tolerable limit is reached after this point. The

major physiological responses to low temperature are as

----lows:

i. Response of the peripheral blood vessels:

The peripheral blood vessels constrict in a cold

environment, which minimizes the heat loss through the

peripheral circulation and maintains a constant internal body

temperature. The maximum effect of this physiological

response can only be equivalent to that of an 0.1-0.8

insulation unit. On the other hand, a mild, short cold

stimulus may cause the peripheral blood vessels to dilate in

order to recover skin temperature. This is another kind of

compensatory mechanism. Actually, the dilation response cf



the peripheral blood vessels will also occur while the

environmental temperature is very low, especially in windy,

extremely cold weather. When the peripheral tissues are

cooled down to a certain degree, the peripheral blood

vessels will lose their response to the constriction

impulse from the sympathetic nerve. Therefore, the blood

vessels may dilate either spontaneously or passively. In

a cold enviornment, physical activities will also cause a

certain degree of dilation of the peripheral blood vessels.

2. Trembling

Trembling can generate heat. The strongest trembling

can produce 350-400 Kcal of heat per hour. However, a

spontaneous trembling can only stop or minimize the drop in

body temperature, and cannot raise the body temperature

because it cannot compensate for the heat loss completely.

Naked and inactive individuals will start to tremble in the

first half hour under 101C. If naked subjects are exposed

to 40C (wind speed: 16 Km/Hr), the trembling will begin in

a few minutes.

Trembling usually starts locally, first at the upper

and lower palates. Trembling will then spread from the

face to limbs, breathing muscles, and eventually over the

whole body if the body temperature keeps on dropping. The

trembling usually occurs intermittently. The period becomes

shorter and the duration of the tremor lenghthens while

trembling is spreading over the whole body. The nerve

irpulse caused by intense trembling is irregular and

strong which causes an uncomfortable feeling when the

message is sent to the cerebrum. Trembling and stiffness of

hands together can increase the difficulty of manual

operations. Trembling resulted from the imbalance between

activation and inhibition mechanism of the cerebellum.



3. increased metabolic rate

The metabolic rate will be increased in a cold

environment. It is well accepted that tremor and

exercise will increase the metabolic rate. But how

about the direct effect of cold on the metabolic

rate? Yes. The cold environment can increase the

metabolic rate through a series of functions of the

nerve and body fluids. Cold weather will also increase

the 02 consumption and the food intake. The effect of

a cold enviornment on the amount of food intake is shown

in Table 4-21.

Table 4-21. Food requirements in different cold environments

Daily requirement Environmental Activity

(Kcal/person day) temperature
(Oc)

3800(3400) I  -18 marching
000(3600) -24 marching

4 i " OCO) -26 marching

44.(L000) -26 driving

42'0(300) -27 driving

3600(3600) -32 camping outside

3900(3800) -27 camping outside

. The response of the cardiovascular system

The heart beat usually increases in a cold environment.

The cardiac output and the blood pressure also show increa-

sing trends. However, if the rectal temperature drops

below 340C due to an extremely cold environment, the heart

1 The figure in the parentheses indicates the lowest value.
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beat will slow down. When the rectal temperature drops to

300C, the victim will suffer ventricular fibrillation.

When the rectal temperature drops to 27"C, fibrosis of the

blood vessels will appear. The blood will become extremely

viscous at 200 C rectal temperature, which will impair

circulation and cause great danger. The minimum rectal

temperature for survival (in clinical cases) is 30C.

People can seldom regain consciousness if the rectal

temperature drops to 280 C. Once can hardly survive in the

presence of viscous blood.

5. The response of breathing

The respiration rate and the pulmonary exchange volume

usually increase in a cold environment, which is comparable

to the increase of the metabolic rate and heat production.

However, in extremely cold weather, and while trembling, one

loses control of breathing.

Electromyogram (EMG) and electroencephalogram (EEG)

The electroencephalogram (EEG) does not show signifi-

2ant changes in an extremely cold environment. But some

ceople occasionally show a drowsy-type of EEG while awake.

By soaking the hands in 100 C water for 15 minutes, the

latent period and each stage in the EEG will be shortened.

The change of the latent period is due to the inhibition

:f cerebral function. The changes of the individual stages

L3 due to the direct effects of the cold stimulus on the

muscles.

7. The change of the functions of other systems

Staying under 14.5 0 C for consecutive 2 days will cause



a decrease in the concentration of plasma adrenocorticoster-

one, tryptophan, tyrosine and the increase uroxanthin con-

tent in the urine. The change of blood composition after

being exposed to +2 - -5'C for 3 hours (rest, with 1-

insulation unit clothes) is shown in Table 4-22. The

increase of plasma adrenocorticosterone content is most

significant among all the changes, which indicates that the

nerve-anterior pituitary gland-adrenal cortex system is

snfIcantly affected by a cold environment. This has been

proven in animal experiments, but its physiological

significance still remains controversial.

Table 4-22. The change of blood composition after cold
exposure.

items Control After exposure to cold
(normal temp., for 3 hrs.
rest)

hemoglobin i4.2 15.3g/l0C ml)

blood volume (as 100 92.3
percentage cf
oontrol)

plasma volume 100 37.9
(as percentage
of control)

Conc. of serum 0.99 0.92
creatine
(mg/100 m7)

Conc. of plasma 0.02 13.3
adrenocorticosterone
(mg/loml)



The function of the central nervous system will be

severely disturbed if the temperature drops to an extremely

low level. Forgetfulness, disorientation will occur if the

rectal temperature drops below 341C. Below 300 C, an indi-

vidual will suffer sharp pain over the whole body and

inconsclousness. Below 271C, an individual will lose the

ability of voluntary movement, pupil reflex, tendon reflex

And skin reflex, which indicates a mortal risk. When

extreme cold causes the internal body temperature to drop

to the level of unconsciousness, all the physiological

mechanisms will slow down, and approach a full stop. The

metabolic rate at 30"C rectal temperature is only half of

the normal value. The decrease of the pulmonary exchange

<.rlume is even more drastic than the metabolic rate drop.

The ifmfairment of circulation is also significant. When

the rectal temperature drops below 30-320C, the cardiac

function will be impaired.

B. Local Frostbite and In.jury Caused by Cold

The most common effect of low temperature is Icca!

,-st:te and injury caused by cold. Local frostbite

suull;/ occurs after exposure to the environmental

;emcerature below 0°C for a long period of time. The hands

and feet suffer frostbite more easily, while the humidity

is high. Frostbite may occur on the face in 12 sectnds

if the individual is exposed to -730C. It takes a little

icn'er for frostbite to appear at -230 C.

There are two kinds of local frostbites:

(1) wet-type: Small blisters appear on the skin surface.

Fluid comes out of the blisters. Bleeding under the nails,

which is similar to the damage caused by pressure.



(2) dry-type: Limbs are frozen like ice cubes. The skin

feels like a piece of glass. The clinical development of

frostbite can be classified into 3 stages:

(i) the occurrence of rashes: Patients can fully recover.

(2) the occurence of blisters: The after-effects depend

on the treatment.

(3) the occurrence of gangrene: Tissues are dead, usually

Dccuring on nose tip, ear lobes and extremity ends.

,lost of the frostbite cases appear from 5 to C . The

tissues which have suffered frostbites before are more

susceptible to it. 02 shortage and cold body are supple-

mentary factors for frostbite.

Under extremely cold conditions, the skin will stick to

a metal surface if they contact each other. This is one

characteristic of injury caused by cold, which may occur

ouring soace travel. If the environmental temperature is

below -200C, any skin surface with slight moisture on it

;ill adhere to the metal, especially oxidized aluminum and

iron. it is more difficult for skin to adhere to shiny

metal surface, such as copper and silver. The skin can hard-

ly adhere to a metal surface which is covered by snow, dust,

rust or design patterns.

The mechanism of tissue damage due to cold deserves

more study. There are two hypotheses about the mechanism:

(I) extreme cold causes the extracellular fluid to freeze;

therefore, the water inside the cell diffuses out of the

-ell and results in a dehydrated cell. The development of

frostbite is rashes - blisters - water in a blister,

resulting in tissue gangrene. This seems to be a

valid hypothesis.



(2) Circulatory impairment is a decisive factor. It can

be observed that the blood in the capillaries will stop

flowing after freezing for 3 minutes, and the thrombus will

gradually form large blood vessels. This hypothesis assumes

that gangrene is caused in the . sequence: ld

Jistribution of the vessel epithelium serum diffusion

coagulation of platelet and blood cells , blockave

of tle blood vessels - O shorta ve in the tissue

-issue gangrene.

The purpose of the emergency treatment is to regain body

temperature. If the rashes and blisters have already appeared,

it is not necessary to reheat the body. The procedures for

recovering body temperature are: raise the temperature to

30'C in two hours, then rapidly to 400C, and then immerse

victim in a warm bath. If necessary, medication can be

used. Some antibiotics, diuretics and tonics can be adminis-

tere d depending on the overall symptoms and local ccndition.

First degree freezing injury can mend without any

treatment. For second degree freezing injury (e.g. blisters

on palms and feet), the blisters should be broken and

antibiotics ointment should be applied to the blister area.

The treatment of third degree freezing injury, including

closed-treatment, CO shower, compressed 0o treatment, and

surgical treatment, must depend on the condition of the

patient.

There are two kinds of frozen-stiffness: chronic type,

:aused by rrolonged exposure to cold (but not extreme cold)

and the acute type, caused by sudden exposure to ccld and

racid freezing. The chronic-type victim will experience

a series of chysiological changes during the early staves

of cold exposure, and then suffer the pathological symptoms.



A\ this time, the body! temperatur,_ cannot bti maintained

sonstant and starts to drop rapidly, and stiffness will

raduaiiy apjear. For the acute-type ratient, the body

-emcera ture drops rapidly which gives op time for the

tody to defend itself Dr compensate f~r the irastic change.

Therefore, in a very short period, the body will lose its

ontrol of the body temperature, and victims will soon

suffer severe symptoms. if the Datient cannot rezain

___ iusness right away, he may lose his life. Even

t othe catients can recover, they osually suffer from

aftereffects.

C. The Effect of Cold on the Flying Ability

The effect of cold on sensation and flying ability is

shown in Table 4-23.

The effect on the sense of touch appears first at
I:-20% . This may result from the impairment of the

sensory and message-delivering mechanism of the sensors

:ntnhe ski:n. When the skin temperature drops to 15-15.6°C,

tr: efioiency of delicate hand-work (e.g. knitting) and

trac3ing operations is not affected until the skin

-emerature dross below +50C. The effect of cold on the

iear n and time-consciousness is non-sig_ nificant. The

effect on conditioned reflexes and unconditioned reflexes

usually will not show unless severe symptoms start to

a: tear.

D. Factors which Affect the Fhysioioical
Resronses to Cold

The physiological responses to cold are affected by

many factors, such as clothing, subjective mobility,

duration of exposure, area of exposure, exposed parts,



Table 4-23. The Effect of Cold on Working Efficiency _

Temperature Identifying Ability Supervision Tube Typewriting
by Sense of Touch Assembling & Knitting

30 skin temp. slightly degenerate

25 environ- significantly
mental degenerate
temp.

22 in the significantly

water degenerate

15-15.6 skin temp.

10 environ-
mental
temp.

4.4 environ-
mental
temp.

-1.1 wind
speed
(16-48Km/hr)

-45.5 with protec-
tive suit

Table 4-23 (Continued)

Tracing Visual Writing and Hearing
Temp. Grasping Ability Response Assembling of Response

Ia Cogwheel

30

25

22

15-15.6

-1.1 _ _ _ _

-45.5

"V" indicates detrimental effect.



health condition, adaptation, race, age, sex, season, wind

speed and humidity, etc. It makes no sense to discuss all

these factors in detail. The readers only have to remember

-hat all these factors are correlated and complementary.

All the factors should be considered as a whole, not indi-

vidually.

TT. Adaptation to Cold

A. Basic Conceots

One can adapt to a cold environment after a long

exposure. This is called the cold adaptation. Adaptation

to cold can develop either naturally or by training. After

the adaptation, the endurance of cold can be increased

significantly, and the physiological response to cold will

be reduced.

Adactation to cold does not occur suddenly; it takes

a series of physiological processes to develop it. During

the lst-2nd week, there is significant improvement in

adaptation. One can almost adapt to cold completely in

the 4th-6th week of exposure. Physical training will

improve the development of adaptation.

One can train for both cold and heat adaptation at

the same time. These two adaptation trainings can be

acoiied alternatively (e.g. one day for cold adaptation

and the next day for heat adaptation). This alternative

training can give better results than separate training.



B. The Mechanism of Cold Adaptation

What is the mechanism of cold adaptation? The adapta-

tion of pearl divers to cold sea water can serve as a .ood

example in explaining this mechanism.

A study was done on the "sea ladies", females who

dive to the depths of the sea to collect pearls in Korea

and Japan. They can dive in winter and funtion well

even though their body temperature is only 5'C. The main

mechanism of this cold adaptation is to decrease the heat

conduction on the "body surface", and increase the metabolic

rate (not from exercise or tremor) under cold conditions

(in cold water). The so-called "body surface" refers to

the area which is between the internal tissues and the skin

surface. This is to differentiate from the core of the body.

Cold can reduce the vclume of the "core" area and increase

that of the "surface" area. The expansion of the "surface"

area mainly occurs on the extremities, not the trunk and

head. Due to the reduction of the "core" area, the

effective surface area for heat conduction is reduced. in a

cold environment, the peripheral blood vessels of the "sea

lady" will constrict drastically, and the heat conduction of

the body "surface" will decrease accordingly, which results
in a decrease of heat loss. For the "sea lady", the heat

conduction of the "body surface" can drop by 20-90%, much

higher than for the average person.

it has been suspected that the increase of the hypoder-

mic adipose of the "sea lady" is another reason for the

decrease of heat conduct' n. However, the study shows

that the adipose tissue ._ not any thicker in the "sea

lady" than in averaze Korean women or obese persons. Al-

though the result contradicts this hypothesis, the correlation



between the adipose tissue and heat conduction still

cannot be ignored. The combining effect of the increased

adipose tissue and the decreased peripheral blood Olow can

reduce the heat conduction 5 fold. The insulation of

7issues other than the adipose tissue also plays an

important role in the reduction of heat conduction.

Although the "sea lady" has the same amount of adipose

as the average Korean woman, their tissue insulation is

much better than that of the average woman. The water

ccntent in the tissues may contribute to the difference

of the tissue insulation value, because the heat conduc-

tivity coefficient is 0.36-0. 52 Kcal/m 2 . hr. 'C for water,

but 0.16 Kcal/m 2 . hr. 0C for adipose.

The higher metabolic rate of the "sea lady" is

another important factor which contributes to their strong

endurance of cold. Their food intake reflects their

metabolic rate. The calorie intake of the "sea lady" Is

1000 Kcal more per day than that of a non-diver woman.

The "sea ladies" seldom tremble in cold water which is

supposed to help prevent heat loss in water. They can

work in 29'C water for 3 hours and will not tremble, even

though their body temperature drops to 10C. Only trained

long-distance swimmers have this ability. In other words,

for the "sea lady" the metabolic mechanism of cold

adaptation is attributed to the increased metabolic rate,

not the heat increase due to trembling or exercise while

they are working. This indicates that the "sea ladies"

already developed a series of nerve-endocrine compensatory

compensatory mechanisms: The cold stimulates the nerve

and, through the nerve-anterior pituitary gland-adrenal

cortex-adrenal medulla-thyroid function, there is an

increase in the metabolic rate, and appetite (especially

for meat), and a decrease in heat loss frrm the skin.



Protein has a special effect on heat production. The "sea

ladies" are fond of fish and the Eskimos are fond of

animal meat, which all indicate a natural defense mechanism

against the cold.

It can be concluded that the improved endurance of

cold after immersion in cold water is mainly attributed to

the increased insulation value of the body surface, de-

creased heat conduction and increased metabolic rate.

For the further understanding of the mechanism of

the cold adaptation, another experiment can be introduced

here: Three amateur divers put on rubber diver's suits

(6-mm thickness) and rubber shoes (4-mm thickness), and

were immersed in water (30 cm under the water surface)

for 30 minutes without moving. The environmental temper-

ature is 3.8-5.51C; wind chill factor is 2-3 degree.

The same routine is repeated every day for 45 consecutive

days. The results show that there are 3 stages of cold

adaptation: (1) first stage, unadapted stage: Cold

triggers a series of physiological responses, especially

the increase of the metabolic rate to compensate for the

heat loss. (2) second stage: The heat loss and the

decrease of the internal body temperature cannot be

compensated for by the increase of the metabolic rate.

No trembling occurs yet. It is believed ti-at the brain

has already adapted to the cold. (3) third stage, close

to complete adaptation: During this stage, the internal

body temperature is more stable, and the metabolic rate

will increase slightly. These are the results of the

enhanced constriction of the peripheral blood vessels and

the accumulation of the adipose tissue under the skin,

whi2h decreases the heat conduction through the blood

towards the body surface and minimizes the heat loss to

prevent the internal body temperature from dropping.
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How long can the cold adaptation last? It depends

on the degree of the adaptation. For the previous case

(30 min. training for 45 days), the adaptation ability

disappears completely 17 days after the training stops.

However, the adaptation ability can last for a half a

year if it was developed under natural conditions and

the duration of cold exposure was about one month.

Cold adaptation shows negative effects on the decom-

pression and 02 shortage training. It will affect the

developed heat adaptation, but it will not cause the heat

adaptation to disappear completely.

III. Prevention

If the environmental temperature drops below 15-5'C,

simple preventive measures should be taken to prevent

frostbite on the extremity ends. When the temperature

drops below -6.7 - -12.1 0 C, preventive measures for the

ihole body should be taken. All the preventive measures,

including clothing, will be discussed as follows:

1. Clothing

Comfortable clothing should have 1 insulation unit

at 2i0C, 2 insulation units at 120 C, 3 insulation units

at 3.31C, 8 units at -6.71C, and 11 units at -12 0 C.

Clothing of 2.5 mm thickness is equivalent to 3 insulation

units. An army heavy coat can reach 4.8 insulation units

maximum. Clothes with higher insulation units will be

oc bulky and heavy tc wear and lose their practical value.

The insulation values for comfortable clothing during

different outdoor activities are shown in Table 4-24. The

insulation of the clothes is closely associated with the

Z/



Iryness of the clothes, wind speed, and the compactness

of the clothes. When the clothes are wet and compressed,

and the wind speed is high, the insulation effect of the

clothes will drop significantly. The insulation of dry

socks and shoes is double that of wet ones. The insula-

tion value of the different materials can also be expressed

in terms of the heat conductivity value. The faster the

heat conducts, the worse the insulation will be.

From the physiological point of view, the temperatures

of various parts of the body are correlated. Maintenance

of the trunk temperature can significantly improve one's

endurance to the cold. Since the extremities easily

suffer freezing injury, they should also be kept warm.

Double layers of socks are better than a single layer of

the same thickness.

Table LI-24 Insulation requirement of clothes during
different outdoor activities (to feel
comfortable).

Temp. Seated,rest Walking on Level Ground
Slowly Average Fast

2i 1.5 0.7 0.4 0.3

10 3.1 1.5 0.9 0.7

1. 4 4.7 2.3 1.5 1.1

-17.6 7.2 3.5 2.3



Heatiniz inside the clothes

In an extremely cold environment, we cannot just count

on regular clothing to keep us warm enough. For example,

in extremely cold water, we need a 2.5 mm thick diver's

suit to keep our body temperature constant. But this

causes a great deal of inconvenience and still cannot

avid the freezing injury on the toes and fingers. On the

Niorth Pole, in order to keep the hands warm, during 6 hours

of rest, one has to wear gloves as thick as 1/6 of the body

height. If the duration of rest is prolonged without

limit, the gloves have to be as thick as 1/3 of body height.

This is impossible to do. Therefore, under extremely cold

conditions, the clothes have to be heated. The clothes can

be heated either by air or water, and the gloves and boots

can be heated by batteries. The structure of the air-heated

suit is shown in Fig. 4-31. One economic and efficient way

is to put on PolarGuard-type (foamy synthetic material

which can insulate very well) clothes. Boots and gloves

are heated by batteries.
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4. Physical activity

Strenous physical activities can increase heat produc-

tion by 1400 Kcal/hr. which is 20 times the normal meta-

tolic rate (70 Kcal/hr). Therefore, the physical activities

can serve as a defense against cold. However, the duration

of the physical activities has to be limited. In a -20 0 C

envtrcnment, one will not feel comfortably warm without

any exercise even with clothes on. However, exercising

under water does not have the same effect because exercise

in the water will increase the heat loss and further

decrease the body temperature. Only those who are used

to the training in cold water can use swimming to retain

body temperature a few hours. For the majority of people,

exercise should be minimized in cold water.

5. Pre-heating of the body

Pre-heating before being exposed to the cold environ-

ment can improve cold endurance. However, heating by warm

water immediately after the victim is rescued from cold

water may cause the internal body temperature to drop

under 300 C. Therefore, gradully heating is necessary

in this case.

6. Inhalation of oxygen and medication

inhalation of pu-'e oxygen can improve the efficiency

manual operations in a 51 + 1C environment. Some

heat-produciton stimulants show the same effect, but

they are not recommended for use on the victims.

In addition, the complementary effects of nutrition,

selection, and physical training have long been well known.
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Part V The Biological Effect of Radiation

Introduction

Radiation is an important environmental factor in sDace /207

travel. Radiation is electromegnetic waves. Photon energy

decreases with increased wave length. Therefore, its biolo-

,ical effects decrease with an increase of wavelength. For

radiaticn of wavelength less than 1800A , the energy of

each photon can be higher than 3 eV 2 ). This can have not only

a thermal effect, but also an ionization effect. It is harm-

ful to the human body. At the present time, it is very diffi-

cult to prevent this type of high energy radiation and it is

one of the major obstacles to space travelling. Radiation
0

at a wavelength between 1800-4000A is called ultra-violet.

The energy per photon is between 7-3.1 eV. Its effect on

the human body is mostly thermal. Radiation with the wave-
0

length between 3800-7800A is normal visible light. its effect

on the human body is simply vision. Extremely strong visible

light, such as a laser, can do much harm to people. Radiation
60with a wavelength between 7800-1.25X10 A is called infrared.

The energy per photon is between 1.5-0.008 eV. Its effect on

the human body is purely thermal. Radiation with a wavelength

between 1.25x10 A-769cm is called microwave. It is used in

radar, microwave communications and heating. Its pioton

energy is between 4x0 -4-1.2xl006eV. Its effect on the human

bcdy is mostly thermal. Radiation with longer wavelengths is

used in 71 and radio. Its effect on the human body is minimum

and is not important to space travel. It will not be discussed

here.

S126
1 eV - 1.6018xl0 - 2 erg 1 MeV = 1,6018x1C - erg

1 BeV = 109eV - 1.6018x10 - 3 erg = 3.83xl0-11 cal

1 eV is the energy an electron acquires as it travels through
an electric potential of 1 volt.
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The objective of this part is to discuss the radiation

effect on the human body and how to prevent it. For the con-

venience of discussion, we will include the biological effects

of the atmospheric ions also.

e.



-hapter 19 7onizin; Radiation and its Elolo~ical Effects

i. >troduton

A. Some basic concents of ionizing radiation

Any atom is composed of the nucleus (neutron and pro-

ton, and the electrons, The total no. of the neutrons and the

rrotons in the nucleus is called the atmoic weight () of this

a:Cm. The number of protons is called its atomic number (Z).

The atoms with the same atomic number, but different atomic

weight, are called "isotopes". The atomic number is always

written on the lower left corner of the element, and the

atomic weight is always on the upper right corner of the ele-
018

ment. For example, 80 is an isotcoe Df the oxygen atom.

the structure of the atom changes, energy will either be

absorbed or emitted. The emission of the particles durinF This
I al radiation. the radiation can cause the

ionization- of the material, it is called the ionizing radia-

oion. Fc!lowing arp the different types of radiatior;

hoton radiation

A photon is an electromagnetic wave. X-rays and y-rays

?.73sess the characteristics of ionizing radiation. The wave-

__n rth of x-rays is lonoer than that of the y-ray. X-rays

-aused by the bombardment of outside particles, which for-

-he electrons in the inner orbit to emit. As the ele-trons

-uer orbit fill up the vacant space In the inner orbi-,

-s emitted and x-rays are formed. The wavelength of

S: shorter. 7t is created as the nucleus structure

: e extra energy is radiated.

- e .. .mation of ions from atoms.



2. 3-rays

3-rays are caused by the change of a neutron or proton in

the nucleus. When the neutron changes into a proton, it will

emit an electron (B-). When th proton changes into a neutron,

it will emit the positively-charged particle ( R+). Both are

called S-rays, but the former kind is more commonly seen.

3. a-rays

a-particles includes 2 neutrons and 2 protons. Only an

element with atomic number greater than 83 can emit this kind

of radiation.

4. Neutron radiation

Neutron radiation usually occurs when the nucleus is split.

According to the energy level, the neutron can be classified

as a slow neutron (energy less than 1 KeV), intermediate neu-

tron (energy between 1-500 KeV), and fast neutron (energy

between 0.5-10 MeV). The neutron is not charged.

Various types of radiation cause different changes in the

atoms depending on the charges, the mass and the energy levels.

come radiation can only affect the electrons to cause ioniza-

tion. Some can affect the nucleus and cause a nuclear reaction.

..ince the final result of the nuclear reactions is still
cnization, thereore, both kinds of radiation together are

?alled ionizing radiation.

B. The units of ionizing radiation

The number of atoms undergoing the transformation per

unit time indicates the intensity of the radiation source. One



of the units for radiation intensity of he Curie (C or Cu).

Cne Curie is equal to the number of y-particles emitted by 1

gm of radium. per second. IC = 3.7x10 particles/sec.

Another unit is the Rutherford (Ru). lRu = 10 y-particles/
4

sec. and iC = 3.7x10 Ru.

The intensity of radiation is often expressed in terms of

roentzen(r). One r is defined as the auantity of incident

photons (x-rays or y-rays) that will produce one electrostatic

unit of electricity in 1 cm 3 of dry air at 01C, 1 atm. In

other words, lr - 1 cm 3 air to produce 2.083xi0 9 ion pairs =

lg air to produce 1.61xlO 1 2 ion pairs = 1 cm 3 air to absorb
105.x13e= gart

6.77x10 eV = 1 g air to absorb 5.2x10 l3 eV = lg air to

absorb 83 erg. Every gram of biological tissue will absorb

93 erg of energy per unit of r- of x-ray incidence.

When the same intensity of radiation passes through higher

Jesnity material, it produces more ionization. In order tc

have equal ionization quantitites on different materials,
1another unit, rep , is introduced. One rep is the radiation

intensity that can cause 83 erg of energy absorption per cm 3

of material. For biological applications, 1 rep is the radia-

tion intensity that produces 93 erg absorption per gram of

tissues. in 195L, the International Radiation Unit Committee

defined the unit "rad", which is the energy absrobed from ion-

izing radiation equal to 100 ergs per gram of radiated mater-

ial. Cne rad approximately equals one rep.

ic different radiations have different biological

effects, other units, such as "reb" and "rem", are also used in

biology. One "rem" is the amount of ionizing railation

i! renL 1 rep = 1 biological tissue intensity protected by

lg/cm , lead plate.
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required to produce che same biological effect as one roentgen

of high-penetrating x-rays. Since different animal and diff-

erent tissues have different sensitivity to different radia-

tion, it is impossible to have an exact definition for "reb"

and "rem". Roughly speaking, "rem" is related to "r" and
"rep", as shown in Table 5-1.

TABLE 5-1 Relative radiation units for different ionizing

radiations (approximation)

radiation r rep rem

x-ray, y-ray 1 1 1

6 particles 1 1 1

protons (<lOMeV) 1 1 1

protons 1 1 10

protons (10-100 MeV) 1 14

protons (>100MeV) 1 10l

hot neutrons 1 1 5

fast neutrons 1 1 4 - 10

slow neutrons 1 1 4

a particles 1 1 10

disintegrated particles 1 1 27

electrons (<30 KeV) 1 1 1.7

II. Radiation environment in space travel

A. Radiation in the Milky Way

Two types of ionizing radiations may be encountered

during space travel: the natural cosmic radiation and the arti-

ficial radiation. Cosmic radiation includes: (1) Milky Way

radiation (2) radiation from the sun. (3) Radiation from the

galaxy (the radiation around the earth). Table 5-2 shows

. .m



the general radiation. In addition to the primary radiatica

mentioned above, secondary radiation may be generated when

the particles interact with the atmosphere, the space ship,

and the human body.

TABLE 5-2 Radiation in the universe

Radiation Space
source range reb Remarks

600Km above the dosage in the central

milkyway tissue
radiation inter-galaxy 0.13 max. solar activity

0.26 max. solar activity

moon surface 0.13 max. zoaar activity

600Km above the proton intensity on the
earth 0.12 surface of organisms.

earth electron intensity on the

radiation 2.0 surface of organisms.

150Km elevation reaches proton dosage in central
5 tissue

reaches electron dosage on the
3000 surface of organisms.

1500-1800Km reaches proton intensity in the
elevation 100 central tissues

reaches electron intensity on the
50000 :,irface of organisms

date of
solar
explosion

1956,2,23 280

1959, 5,10 outside the 5400 intensity on the surface

1960,3,9 earth's 2.5 of the organisms after
1960,11,12 magnetic field 1000 the explosion



The Milky Way cosmic rays come from the high-energy

charged particles in all the directions of the Milky Way. It

includes cosmic rays from outside the Milky Way. Cosmic-

ray particles are mostly atomic nuclei: 85% (79-93%) are pro-

tons, 14% (6.3-20%) are a-particles (he-nucleus), and 1% (0.7-

2%) are heavy nucleus. Each particle contains 0.1xl0
9 eV-101 9

eV of energy (ave: 3.5xlO9 eV).

The average number of particles involved in the Milky Way
2

cosmic radiation is around 4-4.5 particles/cm .sec during the
2

years which the sun is inactive and 1.8-2.5 particles/cm .sec

during the active years. The dosage of Milky Way cosmic radia-

tion can reach 100 Reb/year in the interstellar space, but

will drop to 50 reb/year during the years of maximum solar

activity. The average intensity of cosmic-rays in interstellar

space is 60-70 reb/year. The average intensity of cosmic rays

which are close to the earths surface is 5-10 rad/year during

maximum solar activity, and 10-20 rad/year during minimum

solar activity, and the typical value is 10 rad/year.

The primary Milky Way cosmic-rays usually interfere with

the magnetic field of the earth, and are absorbed by the

atmosphere around the earth. Therefore, it can rarely reach

12Km above the earth's surface. The atmosphere layers around

the earth are equivalent to a protective layer with a thick-

ness of liO ,g/cm2 . and its protective effect is equivalent to a

10-m thick layer of water and 0.9m thick layer of lead. After

the primary cosmic-rays enter the atmosphere and interacts with

the atoms in the atmosphere (nuclear reaction), secondary cosmic-

rays are produced. Due to the effec,: of the atmosphere on the

formation of the secondary cosmic-rays and its effect on the

absorption of primary cosmic-rays, the cosmic-ray intensity in

the upper layers of the atmosphere, will increase as the

altitude decreases.



The intensity of cosmic-rays reaches its maximum value

at 15-24Km and drops gradually after this altitude. Roughly,

cosmic-ray intensity at sea level is about 1.Bxl0 - 2 particles/

cm .sec, which is lower than in the upper layer of the atmos-
2phere (2 particles/cm .sec.cubic angular degree).

The particles of the Milky Way cosmic-ray possess a very

high energy and have a high penetration ability. Therefore,

protection must be provided. The radiation intensity due to the

protection of space ship's surface of 2 g/cm , does not drop

significantly in the space ship. No significant change can be

observed in cosmic-ray intensity even though the density of
2

the shell increases to 10-15 g/cm 2
. The cosmic rays will drop

off 1.5-2 times only after the thickness of the ship surface

is increased to 70-100 g/cm2 . Due to the effect of secondary

cosmic-rays, damage caused by the ionization will tend to

increase in the "core" part of the body (compared with skin

surface). However, if the density of the shell is increased

to a certain level, the intensity absorbed by the human body

will decrease in regions closer to the center of the body.

B. Solar cosmic radiation

Solar radiation includes two types: (1) solar

cosmic-rays which comes from the solar explosion or the solar

wind (the low-energy particles ejected from the sun). (2)

Solar magnetic radiation, including light and heat radiation.

Solar cosmic-ray causes more danger of ionizing radiation

in space travel. "Solar explosion" means the sudden release

of a great deal of energy from a small area on the solar sur-

face. One typical explosion can reach its maximum power

within 1 minute. A short flash will appear at the climax, and

the energy will level off after this point. A large quantity



of radiation particles will be emitted during this process,

which is composed of solar cosmic-rays. There is a close

correlation between the frequency of the solar explosion and

sun spot activity. Explosions will occur more frequently at

the times of increased sun spot activity. The average fre-

qeuncy of explosion in a month is used as an indication of

solar activity. One cycle varies from 7 to l4 years (average

11 years). The number of sun spots can reach 50-200 during

the years of maximum solar activity. The explosion frequency

can reach 100 times per year during the years that the sun is

rather active, and will drop to 1-3 times/year during inactive

years. The average frequency is about 1-16 times/year.

Solar explosions are usually accompanied by the ejection

of the high-energy particles among which the protons are in

the majority. Therefore, solar explosion incidence is also

called solar proton incidence. According to the energy level

of the protons, solar explosion can be classified into 3 stages:

(1) high-energy explosion incidence: If the energy of pro-

tons is higher than 20-50x10 9eV, the duration is longer than 10

hrs, and frequency is 1 time/4-5 years, then, the explosion is

classified as B-type explosion. The integral energy spectrum

can be expressed as (l+E) - 6 (E is the particle energy, 109eV).

The solar explosion which occurred on Feb. 23, 1956 belongs

to this type.

(2) intermediate-energy explosion incidence: The energy of

protons is between one to several 109 eV. The frequency can

be 2-4 times as high during years when the sun is active.

(3) Low-energy explosion incidence: If the energy of protons

is 30xl0 -400xl06eV, frequency is 10-12 times, then, it is class-

ified as an A-type explosion. Its integral energy spectrum is

Na



close to E - , and the proton intensity can reach 108 protons/

cm. The intensity of A-type explosions with a protection of

0.1 g/cm 2 , 1 g/cm 2 and 10 g/cm 2 lead shell are, respectively,

230, 85, and 20 rads. The intensity for the same kind of

protection, are, respectively, 110, 80, and 35 rads for B-type

explosions intensities. All these did not take the secondary

radiation into account. The intensity of the secondary radia-

tion is about 5-10% of that of the primary radiation. For a

shielding of 10 g/cm 2 in thickness, the proton dosage of the

secondary radiation can be equivalent to that of primary rad-

iation for an A-type explosion. The various types of the

solar explosions, which may be encountered during a 7-day

space travel, is shown in Table 5-3.

TABLE 5-3 The incidence of the solar explosions during 7-day
space travel

Various types Average 1 The probability of en-
of Frequency countering explosions
explosions (in one year) during 7-day space

travel (%)

lcw-energy particles,
high intensity
(min. type) 9 16

low-energy particles,
extremely high inten-
sity (intermediate
type) 5.8

high-energy particles,
high intensity
Cmax. type) 0.25 0.3

iThe intermediate-intensity and high-intensity solar explosions,
which may affect the unprotected astronauts detrimentally,
occur, at least, 3 times a year and 100 times at most.



A large-scale solar explosion can last for several hours,

and a small-scale explosion can last for several days. The

particles ejected from the explosion usually can reach the

earth's vicinity in one hour, first at the polar areas. Its

intensity can reach to the maximum value in 10 minutes to

several hours.

The particles ejected in the solar explosion are composed

of protons (about 90/o), a-particles and some Z>6 heavy atoms

(less than 0.5%), including C, N, 0. The solar explosion is

sometimes accompanied by high-energy electrons. The energy

level of the ejected high-energy electrons is 40-150xl0 3 eV.

Its instantaneous intensity can reach several thousand times

that of normal Milky Way cosmic rays. Its low energy-level

contributes to its low penetrating ability. Therefore, it

is easy to counteract, and less alarming.

The maximum instantaneous intensity of solar proton

incidence can exceed the normal Milky Way radiation by 3-4

times. With no protection, the tissue dose of protons out-

side the earth's magnetic field can reach to several rads,

but this rarely occurs. The radiation dose which can pene-

trate through the space ship during two typical solar high-

energy proton incidences is shown in Figure 5-10. The radia-

tion energy spectrum, collected for one typical solar proton

event and which can penetrate into body in different depths,

is shown in Figure 5-20. Even under the protection of the

thiok materials, the radiation does caused by a solar explo-

sion can still reach intolerable levels. Therefore, the

surface of the space ship has to be at least, 3 g/(m2 in thick-

ness in order to protect against the lowest-level ,olar

explosion.
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Figure 5-1. The radiation dose that the cabin may be exposed
to during a solar explosion.

1. the solar explosion on May 10, 1959. 2. the solar
explosion on Feb. 23, 1956. 3. radiation dose (reb),
4. thickness of the cabin wall (cm).
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Figure 5-2. Proton spectrum of the solar explosion (Nov. 15,
1960) and its penetrating ability through the human body.
(The four figures indicate the penetrating ability of the pro-
tons at different energy levels).
1. through the skin , 2. into the bone rarrow and the digestive
tract, 3. through half of the body's width, 4. through the
whole bcdy, 5. radiation intensity (particles/cm2 . cubic
an;,ular degree.sec), 6. proton/energy (1012 eV).



In addition to the solar explosion, the sun continually
ej'ects low-energy ions, which is called the "solar wind".
Although the solar wind occurs continuously, its low-energy

makes it less harmful than other radiations.

The sun continually sends out the electromagnetic radia-
tion. Its radiation spectrum and the absorption spectrum by
03, H20, and CO2 are shown in Figure 5-3.

0 25

Uo.2(-HO, 0.0 .

I 3

0.1 j H 10 1

spectr by 0, H20 , and H 2 i h topee

*0.05.9%41 I

Os !4I~I~ Y !~/140 Cot

0. 0.2 0.4 0.6 oa 1.0 1.2 1.4 2.6 1.5 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2

Fi'gure 5-.Solar radiation spectrum and its absorption
spectra by 0 )H 2O0, an C2in the atmosphere.

dotted line 1 - energy curve of the 6000 0 K sun spot.
solid line 2 - solar radiation curve outside the earth's
atmosphere.
solid line 3 - solar radiation curve at sea level.
(The percentages above the x-axis indicate the energy level of
each as a percentage of the total solar radiation).
1. spectrum radiation intensity (watt/cm2 .wm), 2. wavelength
(um), 3. ultraviolet 0.05-9%, 4. visible 40%, 5. ultrared 51%.

C. The terrestrial radiation zones

There are two radiation zones around the earth. One is
called the inner radiation zone, and the other is called the



outer radiation zone. The intensity of the radiation is higher

in these two zones. The location and the particle distribu-

tion of these twc zones are shown ir. Fig,'' -*,. The figures

at 30 latitude, such as 1/1.0, 1/2.0, etc, indicate the dis-

tance away from the earth: 1/2.0 means 2r(r; earth's

radius) away from the earth; 1/3.0 means 3r away from the

earth, etc. The proton zone is to the left of the earth and

the electron zone is to the right of the earth. The number

of black dots in Figure 5-4 indicates the density of protons

,or electrons).

-0 10 1

10.10' 0 ' :' z o ' 20x10

, 2 •1 .' '' -  " -..".., "', ', 3 .. . 0 50. . "

".10
3 .. 20 .0o, o

6'um 10 -'-

Figure 5-4. Proton and the electron distribution in the
r-adIation --ones around the earth. 12
1. proton zone (proton energy >3LIll eV) 2, inner radiation
zone, 3. earth, 4. utEr-rad a -ion zone, 5. earth's radius,

electron zone (electron energy >0.5x1 12 eV).
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The radiation zone closer to the earth is called the

inner radiation zone (I-radiation zone). The lower limit

of the !-radiation zone is at 350-1500Km altitude, which is

different for the western and eastern hemisphere. For

example, the lower limit at 450W is at 500-600Km altitude

and that at 450 E is at 1500Km. The upper limit of the I-

radiation zone is at 4500-10,000Km, and the highest-intensilty

zone is around 3000-4000Km. The high-energy particles are

more densely distributed closer to the earth's surface, con-

trary to the distribution of low-energy particles. Their

distribution are shown in Table 5-4. The inner radiatlon

zone is distributed between 400-450 latitude.

TABLE 5-4 The radiation intensity and the center (highest-
intensity zone) of the inner radiation zone.

Types of Energy range Max. intensity Altitude of the
particles (10o eV) particles/cm 2 . center area

see) (Kin)

Protons >4 >108 about 5000

>15 >105 about 4C00

>34 >2.0 x 10 about ?500

>50 >4.0 x 10 about 30CC

Electron >0.5 >108 about 300

Outside the inner radiation zone, there is an outer radia-

"ion zone (hI-radiation zone). its lower limit is usually at

10-30Km *_-.. 15,000Km), but, at the latitudes of 55'-70',

the lower limit can drop to 300Km, even 200Km. Therefore, any

orbit near the earth's surface wfth an inclinat n angle

greater than 500 will pass throurh the cuter radiation zcne.

The upper limit of the outer radiation zone is at 50,000-

70,0007m, and its center is 15,00-25,000Km above the earth's
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surface. The intensity peaks at 17000Km and 23000Km, as shown

in Table 5-5. The outer radiation zone is located between 550

and 700 latitude.

TABLE 5-5. The maximum intensity and the center of the outer
radiation zone.

Types of Energy range Max. intensity Elevation of the
articles (10 6 eV) particles/cm2 . center area

sec) (Kin)

Electron >0.045 2 x 108 about 2100

>0.5 2 x 107

>100 <10

Proton >30 <10

It has been suggested that there is another radiation

zone, outside the outer radiation zone, the II-radiation zone.

It is located 50,000-60,000 Km above the earth's center. It

is composed of low-energy particles (especially the electrons).

Its intensity is 10 particles/cm .sec. cubic angular degree,

and will not cause any danger to space travel. Whether there

is a IV-radiation zone outside the 1II-radiation zone still

remains doubtful. All these radiation zones (I, II, III, IV-

radiation zones) are called the terrestrial radiation zones.

They are distributed symmetrically along the 0 latitude,

and form an angle of ll°-15' with the equator.

Among all the terrestrial radiation zones, the inner zone

is the strongest in radiation intensity, which is mainly com-

posed of electrons and high-energy protons (energy can reach

10-10OxJl0 1 2 eV). The radiation dosage of the inner radiation

zone, is 5-10/hr for electron and x-ray, and 100r/hr. for

protons. Without any protection, the intensity received in

the center of the inner radiation zone will be 20 rem/hr. The

energy of the electron in the inner zone ranges from 100,000

-- 9



to 500,000 eV. The average intensity received under a 1 g/cm-

thick protective device is 0.1 r/hr. The intensity can reach

a maximum of 120 rads/hr in the inner radiation zone if pro-

tection of 2 g/cm 2 is provided. The penetration is weaker

for the electrons in the outer radiation zone, therefore, under

the 5 g/cm 2 shielding, it will not cause mortality. If an

aluminum plate is used for shielding, it only has to be 4.5mm

thick. The penetrating ability is stronger for the protons

in the inner radiation zone. Therefore, the intensity can

2
still reach to 5 reb/hr, even under the 1 g/cm 2 shielding.

Sixty percent of the radiation of 3000 particles/cm .sec can

penetrate through the 2.5 g/cm 2 protective layer. The proton

intensity can still penetrate the 5 g/cm 2 shielding. A lead

plate of 10 g/cm 2 is required to protect against the radiation

of 100x10 1 2 eV protons. The intensity can reach a maximum of

8-10 rads/hr. in the inner radiation zone even under the 5-10

g/cm shielding. It takes about 15 minutes to fly across the

inner radiation zone. The total intensity can reach 2-3 rads
2

even under the 10 g/cm -thick shielding which can be threaten-
Tng. Therefore, it is better to fly out from the polar areas

to avoid the radiation zone. Under various thickness of lead

zhieldings, the tissue absorption intensity of the protons in

the inner radiation zone is shown in Table 5-6.
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TABLE 5-6 The tissue absorption dosage of the protons in
the inner radiation zone under different lead
shielding

Thickness 2 2  2

of 1 g/cm 7.5 g/cm 20 g/cm
lead
surface mrad/sec reb/sec mrad/sec mrem/sec mrad/sec mreb/sec

unit of
the
dosage 0.88 1.11 0.56 0.68 0.31 0.38

average
tissue 2.81 3.26 1.09 1.33 0.50 0.57

skin
surface
local
tissue 4.42 5.6 1.71 2.12 0.72 0.84

1At the center of the inner-radiation zone, the intensity
shielding can reach 8-10 rads/hr. under the 5-108/cm 2-thick

and 3xl04 rads/hr. during solar explosions. The relative
biological effects for thest two situations are 0.5 and 0.6-
1.4, respectively

The outer radiation zone is mainly composed of electrons

and low-energy particles. These particles possess lower pene-

tration ability, and are easy to protect against. The average

intensity is 200 rad/hr. under no protection, and it will drop

rapidly under any protection. In the outer radiation zone,

the radiation of 104 r/hr. will drop to 200 r/hr under a

shielding 1 g/cm 2 in thickness. If the thickness of the
2

shielding increases to 4 g/cm , the radiation will keep on

dropping to 2 r/hr. It takes a space ship about 2 hours to

pass through the outer radiation zone. The total dosage under

the 1 g/cm 2 shielding is only 0.2-0.3r. Therefore, this

does not cause too much risk.

During solar explosions, the radiation intensity will
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temporarily increase in the inner and outer radiation zones.

The radiation intensity will be enhanced 5-fold in the upper

layer of the earth's atmosphere, 2-3 fold in the outer radia-

tion zone, 2 fold in the inner radiation zone, and several

times under extreme situations. The inner and outer radia-

tion zones are the result of capture of the cosmic-ray parti-

cles by the magnetic field of the earth.

D. Other sources of ionizing radiation

1. Other radiation sources and zones in aerospace

In addition to the sun, many other planets send out

radiation. Any planet with the magnetic field around it is

surrounded by the radiation zone. For example, a radiation

zone has been found around Jupiter. Its energy level is

about 10 times that of the terrestrial radiation zone and its

intensity is 200 times that of the terrestrial zone. However,

other radiation sources cannot be explored extensively due

to technical difficulty.

2. Radiation pollution from nuclear equipment in the space ship.

If nuclear energy or nuclear weapons are used in the

space ship, radiation pollution will become an important sub-

ject. Since they are not used yet, we will not discuss this

issue.

3. Artificial radiation caused by the nuclear explosion tests.

The high-speed electrons ejected from the nuclear explo-

sion tests in the atmosphere can be captured by the magnetic

field to form an artificial radiation zone. Its intensity

can exceed that of the natural radiation zone by several degrees.



In 1958, an artificial radiation zone of 150Km in width

appeared at 450-500Km altitude after 3 nuclear explosion

tests. Its electron energy can be several million eV, and

the radiation lasts for 1 month. Under a 4.5 g/cm2-thick

shielding, the nuclear explosion test on July 9, 1962, still

has an intensity of 3r/hr. after 2 months. The nuclear

explosion tests done by various countries already form an

artificial radiation zone around the earth. Its center is

located at 3000-6000 Km, and the maximum radiation intensity

is 2xl9 electrons/cm .sec. Its radiation intensity is l07

electrons/cm2.sec at 2500Km above the equator, and 105 elec-
2trons/cm .sec at 1500Km altitude. The dose received by the

space ship while it travels through the artificial radiation
2_zone is 2-3 reb under 1-2 g/cm -thick shilding.

4. Secondary radiation

Secondary radiation can be caused by the interaction of

the primary radiation particles with the space ship, atmos-

phere and the human body. It can cause the ionization of

the air, production of 03, and the radiation of contaminated food

and water. There is a close correlation between the secondary

radiation and the thickness of the space ship surface. As

shown in Figure 5-5, the radiation intensity inside the cabin

will increase in proportion to the thickness of the ship's

surface. This is due to the increase of secondary radiation

induced by the ship's surface. The primary radiation parti-

cles can interact with the body tissues to produce secondary

radiation. Therefore, the radiation intensity inside the

tissues may be higher than on the skin surface. Sometimes,

the dose inside the tissues can be double that on the skin sur-

face, and the local tissue intensity can be 10 times the aver-

age tissue intensity.
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Figure 5-5 Secondary radiation caused by the ship surface
1. 2 hours after the solar explosion, 2. 4 hours after the
solar explosion, 3. 16 hours after the solar explosion, 4. 48

hours after the solar explosion, 5. radiation dosage (on the
surface, %), 6. thickness of the ship's surface.

The radiations which may be encountered in space travel

are summarized in Table 5-7.

TABLE 5-7. The source and the intensity of the various
radiations in space.

Radiation Basic Energy Intensity 2 Dosage
source Particles (1012eV) (Particles/cm (rad/hr)

sec)

Milky Way 35% pro- 103 jL014 2 %4.5 5xl004
cosmis ton
radiation

solar lCO5xlO 4  103 I1 1010 3 - 10
explo-
sion proton
inner proton 0.12,7xl0 2  2)I0t \103 100
radia- elec- 6 8
tion tron 0.04 -0.6 2xi0o 10
zone

outer proton 0.1 >7.5 0.1 -108
radia- elec- 4
tion tron 0.01 >5 10 109 104
zone

st



TABLE 5-7 (Continued)

Radiation Basic Energy Intensity 2 Dosage
source Particles (lOl2eV) (Particles/cm2 . (rad/hr)sec)

8 8 1 2artifi- electron 0.05 >5 3xlO8 3xlO8  -90 , 0
cial
radia-
tion zone
caused by
nuclear
explo-
sion
texts

second- x-ray 0.55
ary
x-ray

nuclear
powered
equip-
ment neutron >0.05 1012 0.473

>1.0 (12 1016 117 reb

21. under 2 g/cm -thick lead shielding

2. under 6 g/cm 2-thick lead shielding

3. the maximum dosage under mercury layer shielding while

flying.

III. The radiation intensity during air and space travel

A. Estimation and measurement of the radiation intensity

during space travel

There are various estimates of the radiation intensity

which may be received during space travel. Since the condi-

tions are different, these estimations can only be used as a

reference. (1) The intensity received in different orbits

(different elevation, 1/2 different angles) are shown in Table

• - _ ii - ' _ ,- i a i r



5-8 and Figure 5-6. The relationship between the detected

intensity (at various elevations) and the latitude is shown

in Figure 5-7 and Table 5-8.

TABLE 5-8 The radiation intensity on the surface of the space

ship in different orbits

elevation

the radiation
intensity on
the surface

angles of the
orbit (degree) 0.2 N0.6 1-1.5 2.5-3.5 7.5

0 3.2 3.5 9.7 38.1

45 8.1 13.2 24.5 47.2

65 14.5 21.2 32.5 49.6

90 17.4 23.8 34.5 50.2

10':

so
.

10-2 _________

0 10 20 30 40 50 40 70 8O'

Figure 5.6. The intensity of the Milky Way cosmic-radiation on
the ship's surface in different orbits (during the year of
min. solar activity).
1. intensity (rad), 2. angles of the orbits, 3. orbit eleva-
tlion.
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Figure 5-7. The radiation intensity received inside the cabin.
1. intensity (rad/hr), 2. altitude (earth's radius).
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Figure 5-8. The relationship between the geographical loca-
tion and the radiation intensity received inside the cabin.
(Each curve indicates one radiation unit. The figure on the
curve is the intensity in rad/day).
1. latitude, 2. longitude.

(2) The radiation intensity on the space ship while it travels

through the terrestrial radiation zones is shown in Figure 5-

9a.

(3) The radiation intensity that the space ship will be exposed

to during a solar explosion is shown in Figure 5-11, 5-12, and

5-9(b), (c).
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Figure 5-9. The radiation intensity inside the cabin under
different shieldings while the space ship travels through the
terrestrial radiation zones and during solar explosions.

a. while the space ship travels through the terrestrial
radiation zones.

b. during the solar explosion (for the space ship in high
orbit).

c. during the solar explosion (for the space ship in the lower
orbit).

1. the intensity of the primary proton radiation, 2. the
inhibited radiation intensity, 3, 4, 5-3 different solar explo-
sions, 6. intensity (rad), 7. the thickness of the cabin
surface.
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Figure 5-10. The ratio of the primary radiation to secondary
radiation during the solar explosion (May 10, 1959).
a. the radiation intensity at 23 hours after the explosion.
b. the proton intensity in the inner radiation zone.
1. primary proton radiation
2. secondary proton radiation

secondary neutron radiation
4. radiation intensity (rad/year)
5. the thickness of the cabin surface

(4) Using the solar explosion on May 10, 1959, for study, the

estimation of the intensity of secondary radiation is shown

in figure 5-10. As shown in Figure 5-10, it seems that the

secondary radiation intensity increases as the thickness of

the ship's surface increases.

Under the most favorable conditions, the space ship

travelling on an equational orbit will receive 7xl08 rads

of electron intensity and 2xl0 7 rads proton intensity from the

primary cosmic radiation. After the radiation particles pass

through the 0.25 mm-thick aluminum surface, the electron
8intensity drops to 3xl0 rads/year and the proton intensity

5 LI
drops to 3xl0 rads/year, but secondary x-rays of 3.7x10

rads/year in intensity appear. Therefore, it seems that the

astronauts will be exposed to a total radiation intensity of

100 rads/year, which is beyond the safe limit.



From the observations of 18 space travel cases, it can be

concluded that, under the shielding of the ship's surface,

human beings will be exposed to the average cosmic-radiation

intensity of 22 rads/day.

B. The problem of cosmic radiation in supersonic jets

The speed of the supersonic jet (passenger or air

force) may be 2 or 3 times that of the sound. It can fly

between an altitude of 15-22.5Km, carry 100-300 passengers or

23-27 tons with the range of 3000-4000 nautical miles. The

terrestrial radiation zones will not cause any problem to the

supersonic jets at the altitude they are flying. However,

the effect of the Milky Way cosmic radiation and solar cosmic

radiation should not be ignored completely.

The distribution of the Milky Way cosmic radiation, within

the altitude range which the supersonic jets are flying, is

shown in Figure 5-11. The intensity of the cosmic radiation

can reach 15 mr/day at 24 Kn, and 6 mr/day at 10.5 Km. The

intensity of the Milky Way cosmic radiation can reach to 240

mrem/hr. at 9Km, and 102mrem/hr at 20 Km (about 100-200 times

the value at sea level). The experimental (the plane flies

above 12,000m for 2 hours and 9 min. -- 9 hrs. 25 min. The

total flying time is 4 hrs. 17 min.-- 23 hrs. 45 min.) results

indicate that the radiation intensity inside the cabin (tes-

ted at the pilot's and passenger's seat) is between 0.1 and

2.5 mrad( ave. 1 mrad). At the same time, the intensity of

cosmic radiation on the ground is found to be 0.2-0.3 mrad.

Based on the above data, it can be postulated that the crew

members in the supersonic jets will receive 0.5-1 rem of the

Milky Way cosmic radiation every year. When working in the

polar areas, the total intensity can reach 2 rem/year. The

safety limit is 5 rem/year for each crew member and 500 mrem

SRO



for the passengers. Therefore, it is obvious that normal

cosmic radiation intensity will not exceed the safety limit.

3

1 '2

30000 40000 S0000 60000 70000 80000

Figure 5-11. The relationship between radiation intensity,
flying altitude and cruise speed of supersonic jets.
1. cruise speed, 2. the radiation intensity of the Milky Way
cosmic radiation, 3. radiation intensity (mrem/hr), 4. flying
altitude (feet), 5. cruise speed(M).

The cosmic radiation intensity will be greatly increased

a solar explosion. At the regular flying altitude of

the supersonic jets, the radiation intensity for a solar pro-

ton accident can reach 2-3 rem/hr which already exceeds the

safety limit by 20-800.

For protection against the solar proton accidents, super-

sonic Jet planes can neither be equipped with heavy shielding

nor can medication be administered to the crew members. The

best way is to stop the flight or return to the ground as soon

as the incident is detected. Right now, the incident can be

predicted 7 days before it actually happens and only 6% of

the predictions prove to be wrong. After the solar explosion,

it will take more than 20 minutes for the development from a

solar optical change until protons reach the earth's atmos-

phere. Therefore, by using the solar optical changes to

predict the occurrence of solar proton incidents, sufficient

time is available to send out the warning. The plane has to

lower its altitude at the moment it receives the warning. The



airplane should be equipped with a radiation alarm device

which can indicate the radiation intensity in case the pre-

dictions cannot be made or delivered on time. When the radia-

tion intensity is lower than 10 mrem/hr, it is safe to fly

around. When the radiation intensity is between 10 and 100

rerr/hr, the alarm device should send out a signal. if the

intensity is above 500 rem/hr, the alarm device should send

cut a sound warning to remind the pilot to bring the plane

down to a safe altitude.

According to the statistics, the solar explosion almost

never happens from December to mid-January, and only occurs on

small scale between May and July. Therefore, it is pretty

safe to fly the supersonic jets during these two periods.

IV. The mechanism of the radiation biological effect

A. The energy transfer of basic particle radiation

The biological effect of radiation depends on two

factors: (1) How the radiation energy transfers from the

basin particles to the tissues of the organisms. (2) The

change or damage of the tissue resulting from the energy trans-

fer. The interaction between these two factors decides the

intensity and quality of the biological effect. Here, we will

start with the discussion of the first factor.

When the radiation particles penetrate the cells and

tissues, it will consume energy just like any other material

does. The energy is consumed during ionization while the

particles penetrate through organic substance, cells, and

the tissue. Energy is transferred from the radiation particles

to the cells and tissues. The particle travels through the

tissue in a straight line. Therefore, this energy loss of the

radiation is also called the straight-line energy transfer.



In other words, the straight-line energy transfer is used to

describe the ionizing path and condition while the particles

penetrate through the organic material. The straight-line

energy transfer depends on the mass, charge, and speed of the

particles, which will be discussed.

1. The mass of the particle:

The greater the mass, the faster will be the energy trans-

fer. The particle with greater mass may lose all its energy

during its passage through the tissues. The greater the mass,

the faster the energy will be lost, and the denser the ioniza-

tion will be. This corresponds to densely populated black

dots on photographs and tissue sections.

2. The particle charge:

The straight-line energy transfer is proportional to the

square of the particle's charge. The greater the charge, the

denser the ionization appears and the greater the damage to

the tissues. The dense ionizing path will disturb the recovery

of the ionized atom or molecule. Under the radiation condi-

tion of the high-energy transfer, these ions or new molecules

will be closer to each other, which will tend to break more

chemical bonds in the later formation of the new molecules.

The breaking-down of the chemical bonds will cause secondary

ionization of the surrounding tissues and result in permanent

damage. In the case of certain high-energy transfer, the ion-

izing path is not dense. Therefore, the affected tissues can

have better chance to recover. If the energy is even higher,

even though the ionizing path route is denser, less tissue will

be affected due to the shorter passage. Therefore, as a whole,

the total biological effect is still smaller than for low-

energy transfer. It has been shown in experiment that: A

heavy-water beam of 22.5xi0 1 2 eV is reduced in width to 25-100um,



but its straight-line energy transfer is enhanced. As a

result, the endurance to radiation of rat brain tissue is

improved 4-fold. The higher the energy transfer, the denser

the ionizing paths, and the more damage the radiation will

cause. However, as mentioned earlier, if the energy transfer

is beyond a certain level, the ionizing path will be shorter

and less tissues will be damaged.

3. Low-energy particles:

Every cell or tissue, not just particularly sensitive

p arts, can be the target of radiation of low-energy primary

cosmic particles. For high-energy particles, it will penetrate

through the whole animal body without losing its energy com-

pletely. The low-energy cosmic radiation particles will cause

a high density of ionization and high straight-line energy

transfer. The local effect will show as soon as the particles

enter the cell. From the observations of the ionization den-

sity and the range of its passage, it seems that the distance

of penetration is short and the black dots are densely distri-

buted. As the particle travels deeper, the passage will grad-

ually enlarge and spread out, and the biological effect will

diminish until it disappears completely. As shown in Figure

5-12, when the primary cosmic radiation particles first enter

the cell, the passage is narrow and dense, but it becomes wider

and less dense after the particle travels 36mm, and a star-

shape figure appears, as shown in Figure 5-12(b). The spread-

ing out causes a higher intensity of local ionization because

of the increase in ionization area. The experimental results

show that, for the calcium molecule, the ionization intensity

is 100Cr when the radius of the passage is 0.51um, and it will

increase by 100r if the passage radius increases to 4pm. The

ionizing passage, mainly caused by low-energy electrons, was

recorded while the space ship travelled in an earth orbit, as

shown in Figure 5-13. The passage of a low-energy primary



cosmic radiation particle is shown in Figure 5-13(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 5-12. The change in ionizing path of the primary cosmic
particles (atomic no. zm23+3).
a. dense path
b. spread-out path of the same particle after 36mm of travel.

*, " .:" .. . ..
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(a) (b)

Figure 5-13. Ionizing path record taken during travel in
earth's orbit.

The energy transfer is higher for the a-particles than

for B-particles with the same energy, therefore, the former is

easier to protect against. The naked nuclei of the primary

cosmic radiation particles have higher straight-line energy

transfer. For example, the straight-line energy transfer of

Fe + 2 6 nucleus is 676 times higher than for cosmic radiation

protons.
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4. The speed of the particle

The straight-line energy transfer is in inverse propor-

tion to the speed of the particle. The higher the speed, the

lower the energy-transfer. If the particle moves slower, it

can stay in a certain area for longer duration. Therefore,

more changes can be induced by the slow particle because it

loses more energy per unit area. The particle will slow down

as it passes through the tissue. When the particle reaches

close to the end of the passage, where the particle stops

moving, the energy-transfer will reach its climax. This phe-

nomenon will not occur in the case of high-energy heavy parti-

cles because its speed can force it to pass through the whole

target without stopping. Even though stopping occurs, it will

only cause elastic or non-elastic nuclear collisions.

The damage caused by radiation particles in biological

tissues depends not only on the straight-line energy transfer,

but also on the penetrating ability of the radiation particle.

7f the particles does not have strong penetrating ability, the

damage will be only limited to the surface of the organism even

though the particle is very destructive. Both x-ray and y-ray

possess a very strong penetrating ability and can penetrate the

tissues for several feet. As far as the electromagnetic waves

are concerned, the shorter the wavelength, the stronger the

penetrating ability and the biological effect. The radiation

particle with greater mass will stop suddenly, therefore, it

cannot penetrate deep into the tissue. The penetrating ability

of highly-charged particles is extremely low, therefore, its

effect is only limited to the body surface even though its

straight-line energy transfer is very fast. For example, the

y-particle is highly charged and the energy-transfer is very

fast, but its penetrating ability is very low. Therefore, only

a piece of paper, a single layer of clothing, one pressurized

suit, or a very thin layer of cabin surface made of low atomic-



weight material can block the movement of a-particles. On

the contrary, low-mass, low-charge B-particles possess a very

high penetrating ability, which can penetrate through the skin

and cause burning injury on the body. The cosmic-ray particles

move with very high speed, therefore, possess great penetrating

ability even though they have a high charge and large mass.

These high-energy particles can pass through the whole body

without stopping. Even the low-energy primary cosmic-radiation

particles can extend 10mm under the skin surface. Protons in

the inner radiation zone which surrounds the earth !-e in the

above category. Hence, they can pass through the metal cabin

surface and affect the crew members in the cabin. The samples

taken from the clothes or helmets of the crews indicate that

most of the passenger damage was caused by protons with energies

less than 40xl01 2 eV from outside the space ship.

The neutral particle possesses greater penetrating ability

than the charged particle. The neutron can travel deeper into

tissue than the protons with the same energy.

B. The biological-target theory

The other factor deciding the biological effect of the

radiation is the mechanism which describes how the radiation

energy affects the biological tissues. There are two hypo-

theses: (1) direct effect on the target, the sensitive mole-

cules (RNA, or protein, etc.) or sensitive parts of the cell

(chromosome, etc.) (2) indirect effects on the cell: the

radiation first affects the extracellular and intracellular mole-

cules, which induces the release of toxin. As the toxin spreads

over the cell body, damage is caused to the cells. The first

hypothesis suggests that the radiation directly attacks the

target and causes primary ionization which results in the damage

of the cell. The second hypothesis suggests that the primary

_____ ____ _ -----.



ionization which occurred in the extra- or intra-cellular

water molecules induces the release of free ions. The

spreading-out of the free ions results in secondary damage to

the cells. There is various evidence and reasons backing up

both theories. The supporting evidences for the 2nd hypo-

thesis are mainly collected from the laboratory: pure ingred-

ients, such as enzymes, protein, nucleic acid, hormone, and

isolated cells or tissue are used as study material. And

radiation will cause the water to release the hydrogen peroxide

base which is toxic to the cell. Since all the organisms and

cells have water, it is very possible for the cells to release

the H2 02 base (also OH, 02, and H). If we inject H2 02, pro-

duced in vitro, into barley seeds, abnormal changes are

observed in the chronosomes which are similar to those caused

by ionizing radiation. Evidence proves that many substances,

such as protein, amino acid and some hormones, release some

free ions-after exposure to radiation. These free ions, just

like the free ions of water, show the characteristics of

stereoisomerism. In addition, some parts of the protein or

amino acid molecules are more sensitive to radiation (e.g. the

-sh and glycine in the protein) than other components in the
same molecule. All these evidences indicate that ionizing
radiation may cause the release of some organic free ions which

can damage cells and organisms.

The direct-effect theory (the first hypothesis) can hardly

explain the radiation damage caused under some conditions (e.g.

how the chemicals, oxygenation, freezing influences the radia-

tion effect on cells, tissue and experimental animals). The

effect of these factors are easier understood if the secondary

theory is used as interpretation. For example, oxygenation

will induce the change of free ions, freezing will prevent the

free ions from reaching the target, dehydration and dryness

will diminish the quantity of free ions.
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From the previous discussion and evidence, it can be con-

cluded that both direct and indirect effects exist, and both

effects are correlated and complementary. As a matter of

fact, the biological effect of the ionizing radiation is the

result of many complementary reactions which cannot be isolated

from each other. From the medical point of view, the character-

istic of the target is more important in deciding the effect

than the mechanism. For example, a large quantity of radia-

tion is required to cause damage to the massive cell population

of the liver and straited muscle. On the contrary, if the

radiation is aimed at the genes of dividing cells, only a

small amount of the radiation will cause significant damage.

Before we accept the co-existence of the direct and the

indirect theories, we have to admit that the radiation effect

on the biological tissue will involve the following mechanisms:

(1) The ionized particles or photons penetrates the large

molecules of the organism, and directly cause mechanical damage

to the cell.

(2) The energy of the ionized particles is converted to heat

in a small area which will result in heat damage to part of

the body.

(3) The ionization, caused by radiation, will cause chemical

changes in the body fluid. The products (free ion) of these

chemical reactions can spread to the neighboring tissues, even

to the whole body and cause damage.

(4) The compensatory reaction and recovery process can be

observed in the organism after radiation damage has resulted.

Another kind of the biological effect of the radiation

is also indirect. For example, if the radiation destroys the



parasites in animals or plants (but not the animal or plant

itself), it will, on the other hand, enhance the growth of

the animal or plant. Radiation therapy of tumors is one of

these examples: The radiation can cause the cells surrounding

the tumor to proliferate.

V. Relative Biological Effect

1. The Significance of Relative Biological Effects

Biological effects are different for ionizing radiations

with different charactersitcs. In radiation biology the

biological effects of X-rays (X-rays with a peak value of

200-250 kV) or y-rays are normally used as the standard, and

when the biological effects are compared to one of these two

rays: if the biological effects of the latter are greater

than the former the standard relative biological effectss

RBE > 1; if vice versa the standard RBE < 1; if the two are

equal the standard RBE is equal to 1. This is expressed as

the intensity (rads) of X-rays (or y-rays which
RBE = produce the same biological effects

the intensity (rads) of a certain radiation
which produces the same biological effects

the biological effects of a certain radiation
the biological effects of X-rays (or y-rays)

The Relative Biological Effect is affected by the energy,

the intensity, and the duration of t'e -diation, species,

tissue, exposed area, and the quality of the biological effects

(e.g. 50% lethal dosage or 100% lethal dosage; reversible damage

or irreversible damage). Rough estimates of the RBE of various
rediations are listed in Table 5-9 and 5-10. Taking the above
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factors into consideration, the adjusted RBE are listed in

Table 5-11 and 5-12.

TABLE 5-9 The RBE of various radiations

Type of radiation Relative biological effect (RBE)

Material (1) Material (2)

x-rays 1 1

y-rays 1 0.8 , 1

electron, 8-ray 1 1

y-rays 15 20(10-25) 1 (RBE=l over
y-rays(l0 eV) 20 the whole body)

hot neutrons 2 ,5 51 (--G.025x10 1 2 eV)

slow neutrons 2 , 5 20 1 (--220x10 1 2 eV)

fast neutrons (l-10xl0 1 2 ) 10

fast neutrons (--20xlO
1 2 eV) 101

protons (8.5xlO12 eV) 10 (8-12) (RBE =1.3,
over the whole body)

1. Maybe, it is the effect on skin.

Aote: If the energy of the a-particle is 3.4x101 2 eV, the RBE

is 6.9 while the intensity is 14.5 rad, the RBE is 2.98 while

the intensity is 344 rad. The RBE of the high-energy particle

.1 12is usually greater than 1. But for protons of 20-60x10 eV,

the RBE is between 0.6 and 0.9.
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TABLE 5-10 The RBE, rep, and the rem of various radiation

Type
of
radiation Rad RBE rep rem

x-ray or r-ray 0.05 1 0.05 0.05

electron 1 0.05 0.05

a-particle 20 0.0025 0.05

hot neutrons 5 0.010 0.05

fast neutron 10 0.005 0.05

(20xlO1 2 eV)

fast neutron 20 0.0025 0.05

(>20xlO12 eV)

protons 10 0.005 0.05



TABLE 5-11 The RBE of hot neutrons under different biological

conditions

The biological effect
of the radiation Animal RBE

LD3 0 (lethal dosage for 50% mortality
50

in 30 days) mouse 2.2

spleen impairment mouse 2.2

impairment of the thyroid gland mouse 2.5

decreased motosis of skin cells mouse 2.2

testis impairment mouse 1.7% 3.2

lentitis mouse 6-,8

the duration of survival is affected mouse 2

appearance of tumors mouse 2
LD3 0 (lethal dosage for 50% mortality

50

in 30 days) rat 1.5

impairment of the small intensine rat 1.7

destruction of Fe5 9-hemoglobin rat 1.3



TABLE 5-12 The RBE of various radiations (compared with y-ray)
60

(Co ))

Type Infection of Peeling
of the ciliary off of
radiation muscle Rashes Epilepsy skin Glaucoma

Co6 0r 1 1 1 1 1

neutron of

14x!0 1 2eV 14 2 2.3 2.3 1.2

hot neutron 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.3 0.4

electron of

730x10 1 2 eV 1 1.0 2.0 2.0

a-particles of

(910x10 1 2 eV 2.0 0.5 2.0 0.7



2. Relative Biological Effects of Cosmic Radiation

Cosmic radiation is composed of a mixture of various basic

particles and the question as to the extent its mean relative

biological effect is of practical significance in aviation and

space navigation. Naturally, the approximate number can be cal-

culated from charts 5-9 and 5-10, yet the numbers in these charts

are not complete and await further supplementation. In the outer

radiation zone encircling the earth, the kiloelectron-volt elec-

trons are RBE=l as recorded in the tables. The protons of the

inner radiation zone should then be divided into four categories:

(1) 0.15 rnegaelectron-volts are RBE=l; (2) 5 megaelectron volts

are RBE=2; (3) 700 megaelectron-volts are RBE=l; (4) over 700-900

megaelectron-volts whose number is still not exact.

The low energy primary cosmic radiation particle RBE is

estimated to be within 2.5 - 9.0. Only one percent of primary

cosmic radiation rays are heavy particles (atomic weight A=4),

yet they cause 40-85% of all biological damage. Its importance can

be known but up until the present its RBE value has still not been

corcluded. Generally speaking, the relative biological effect RBE

of cosmic radiation is close to the following numbers: Milky Way

primary cosmic radiation, RBE _ 10-20; inner radiation zone rad-

iation and solar flare radiation, RBE=-.5; outer radiation zone

radiation secondary radiation (X rays), RBE=l.

3. Factors Influencing Radiation Biological Effects

The biological effects of ion radiation include many fact-

ors; the following are several of the more important among them:



1. Dosage Rate

This points to the speed of radiation activity.
With a large dosage, for example higher than a
fatal dosage, when there is the same dosage of
radiation, the greater the dosage rate the
greater its biological effect, as is illus-
trated in chart 5-14.
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Chart 5-14 The Relationship of Dosage Rate and Fatality

Line 1 - White mouse
Line 2 - Person
3. 50% fatal dosage (rad) in 30 days
4. Dosage rate (rad/hour)

2. Stage Irradiation Time Distribution and an Organism's
Recovery Abilities

If a similar dosage of radiation is given separately on

several occasions, then the larger the time interval between each

occasion the smaller its biological effect. For example, if it is

arranged that on a certain occasion of several days of space nav-

igation a 500 r6 ntgen dosage is received, this will cause over

90% human fatality. If flying time is 120 days each time and each

time the flight dosage is 100 r6ntgen, then a person can endure

this 5-6 times. This type of flight then is not harmful. The dis-

tribution of irradiation time causes the harmful effect of radia-

tion to diminish because: (1) after each occasion of irradiation



the organism can recover to some extent; (2) many occasions of

irradiation promote an organism's adaptation and compensation.

3. Age of Receiving Radiation

When a living being is in the womb or is being born, its

sensitivity to radiation is relatively high, but on the other

hand, a mature organism's endurance to radiation is relatively

high.

4. Local or Total Body-Irradiation

The biological effect of total body irradiation is more

severe than local irradiation and the organ damage caused by

local irradiation of a specific organ often has a stronger re-

action than total body irradiation. For example, after a similar

dosage of radiation irradiates the ear, the vestibular reaction

is stronger than after the whole body is irradiated with the same

dosage. Radiation sensitivity is different for different parts of

the body; the chest-abdominal area is quite sensitive while the

limbs and head are less so.

5. Biological Variety

The radiation sensitivity, endurance and ability of dif-

ferent biological varieties to recover are different. Chart 5-15

shows the sensitivity of animal varieties to radiation. For the

half recovery time of animals to radiation damages, different var-

ieties have discrepancies: the mouse is 3-8 days, the house mouse

is 6-9 days, the dog is 14-18 days, the donkey is 20-28 days and

a person is 20-35 days. Half recovery time is obviously related

to their metabolic rate.
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Chart 5-15 The Relation of Animal Variety Metabolic Rate and
Half Recovery Time to Radiation Damage

1. Metabolic rate (log calorie/kilogram days)
2. Half recovery time (days)
3 Small white mouse

4. Mouse
5. Large white mouse
6. Monkey
7 Dog
2. Herson ?
9. Small mule

6. The Different Sensitivities of Different Tissues to Radiation

For example, the sensitivity of the organs in/theaboil

area appears in the following sequence: the upper Il -entary

canal ', lower alimentary canal peripheral ,ymph >. spleen

kidneys liver. Total body organsshow the followin

: order: hands, feet, shoulders, neck '> skin -'4sblood forming organ,

eyes, gonad > embryo tissue. The function of the brain is very

sensitive to radiation; the endurance of the nervous system to
radiation is relatively high. The sensitivity of various tissues

to radiation is different and is related to their depths.

7. Organism Functions



Whether it is a local tissue or the whole organism, when

there is violent activity, sensitivity to radiation is relatively

high. When moisture content is excessively large or excessively

small (loss of water), this can also influence sensitivity. Hiber-

nation causes metabolism to drop and thus radiation sensitivity

accordingly decreases. Oxygenation (such as the intake of pure

oxygen and the increase of the amount of pulmonary breathing)

raises radiation sensitivity and lack pf oxygen lowers radiation

sensitivity. The general rule is the higher the tissue metabolism,

the higher its sensitivity to radiation.

8. Tissue Types and the Various States of the Disintegration

Cycle

Various tissues show different radiation sensitivity which

is generally related to its differentiation level and stage. For

example, the high level tissue disintegration of the testes

epithelia is relatively sensitive and thus the mature red blood

cells and sperm have a specific resistance to radiation. The re-

sistance power of cells is higher when in a normal state than

when in a disintegrating state. Moreover, during the course of

disintegration, radiation sensitivity is higher during the early

and intermediary states than in the final states.

4. The Combined Effect of Radiation and Other Conditions

Below we introduce several relatively noticeable conditions:

1) The Combined Effect of Radiation and Overweightness

This has two effects: on the one hand, the combined effect
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influences the organism's endurance to radiation; on the other

hand, it influences endurance to overweightness. The combined

effect of radiation and overweightness raises the level of an

animal's endurance to radiation; however, in a small number of

situations, on the contrary it causes a decrease of endurance to

radiation. Long term continuous overweightness brings about a

decrease of endurance to radiation. There is a relation between

the influence of the combined effect of radiation and overweight-

ness on endurance to overweightness and radiation dosage. When

the radiation dosage is not large, it is possible that the in-

fluence on endurance to overweightness will not be large but when

the radiation dosage exceeds a critical value, endurance to over-

weightness can be specifically influenced.

2) The Combined Effect of Radiation and Vibration

When there is vertical vibration of 70 cycles/second fre-

quency and 0.4-0.5 millimeter double amplitude within 4 days,

prior to radiation, this can cause an organism 's endurance to

radiation to improve. If the action is stopped in an interval

period of over 5 days, this can decrease endurance to radiation.

If similar vibration is brought forth after radiation, this can

generally cause a decrease in endurance to radiation. If the

vibration frequency is relatively high, for example 70 cycles/

second (double amplitude is 0.05 millimeters), there is an un-

stable influence on endurance to radiation.

3) The Combined Effect of Radiation and Temperature
Conditions

Cold and high temperatures both bring about severe radiation
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sickness. Not very high temperatures such as 240C as well as

low temperatures during hibernation can be beneficial to raising

endurance to radiation.

4) The Combined Effect of Radiation and Gas Conditions

When the oxygen component is lower than normal (lack of

oxygen), endurance to radiation can be raised. When the oxygen

component is higher than normal, this decreases endurance to

radiation.

5) The Combined Effect of Ionizing Radiation and Other
Radiation

If microwaves or magnetic fields are exerted prior to or

during radiation, this can cause endurance to radiation to rise

but if this is done after radiation, this can often produce an

adverse influence.

6) The Combined Effect of a Wound and Radiation

This generally causes radiation symptoms to worsen.

7) The effects of the combined action of radiation and

vibration, overweightness, decompression, noise etc. can be seen

in table 5-13.
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Table 5-13 The Combined Effect of Radiation and Certain Harmful
Factors
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1. Harmful factor
2. Test animal
3. Harmful factor exerted prior to or after radiation
4. Radiation
5. Type
6. Dosage (r6ntgen)
7. Influence on endurance to radiation
8. Remarks
9. Vibration plus overweightness

10. Vibration plus decompression
11. Vibration, noise and decompression
12. Mouse, pig, mouse
13. Rabbit
14. Dog
15. 4 hours and 24 hours prior to radiation
16. Same as above
17. Same as above
18. X ray
19. X ray
20. 200 (9 r5ntgen each day)
21. No noticeable influence
22. Endurance lowered
23. Endurance raised
24. Marrow damage appears early
25. Vestibular function obstruction improves

Section Six Radiation Damage and Other Symptoms

i. General Symptoms

The clinical symptoms of people harmed by radiation can be

divided into the two major categories of acute radiation sickness

and chronic radiation sickness.

Acute radiation sickness is produced by one large dosage of

radiation. Although its initial period symptoms are different for

each person yet generally speaking they are: exhaustion, weakness,

nausea, vomiting, loss of appetite, headaches, localized itching,

burning of the skin, lack of concentration, easy excitability,

vertigo, poor sleep and a decrease in white blood cells. The

initial symptoms generally last 1-4 days yet they can be as short

- ,.
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as several hours and as long as two weeks (see table 5-14).
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Table 5-14 Beginning Time, Ending Time and Occurrence Rate of
Initial Symptoms of Radiation Damage

1. Dosage (rad)
2. Beginning time of symptoms (hours)
3. Ending time of symptoms
4. Time of greatest occurrence (hours)
5. Occurrence rate (%) of symptoms (approximate value)

Thtre is a relation between the continuous time of the initial

symptoms and the radiation dosage. Clinical observation: when the

dosage is 100-250 biological equivalent rontgen (reb) , the contin-

uous time of the initial symptoms is 1-3 days. When 250-400 bio-

logical equivalent r6ntgen lasted 2-3 days, after some youths

received a large dosage of 2,000-13,000 r*ntgen radiation (the

dosage in the abdominal area was 150-160 rad), the continuous time

of the initial symptoms was 4 hours. There is an important rela-

tion between the occurrence of initial symptoms and the abdominal

area dosage. If the occurrence rate of radiation on the abdominal

area during the initial period of symptoms id 50%, then the occur-

rence rate with the same dosage on the chest area during the

initial period of symptoms is 33%. When there is irradiation on

the head area it is 2.' but if there is irradiation on the four

limbs, then besides skin symptoms no other initial symptoms will
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occur. Chart 5-16 shows the relation between the occurrence

rate of initial symptoms and the radiation dosage.
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Chart 5-16 The Relation of the Occurrence Rate and Dosage of
Premonitory Symptoms After Acute Radiation and the
Time After Radiation

1. Dosage of 100 r6ntgen
2. 150 r6ntgen
3. 200 r6ntgen
4. 250 r6ntgen
5. Occurrence rate (%) of premonitory symptoms
6. Time after radiation (hours)

After the initial symptoms continue for a certain time,

many patients were relieved for several days and the majority of

symptoms disappear which showed the illness seemed to be taking

a turn for the better. When the time is 1-7 days this is called

the interval. After passing through this stage the condition often

quickly worsens and then enters an attack.

The attack continues for about 2-4 weeks and the initial

symptoms are very severe: white and red blood cells decrease

drastically, there is obvious anemia, the function of the gastro-

intestinal tract is disordered, there is diarrhea, blood in the

stool, blood oozing from the mucous membrane, hemorrhaging, oedema,
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a rise in body temperature, loss of hair, cataracts, iritis and

swelling of the gums. Sometimes there are complications which can

even cause death.

Total body acute radiation harm indicates harm over the

total body but the harm suffered by the various cells and tissues

varies in severity. The several damaged cells below are the most

evident: spermatogenic cells, lymph mother cells and lymphocytes,

red mother cells, epithelial cells of the small intestines' gland

pit, various cells of the ovaries and lower cells of the skin

connective tissues. Harm to brain tissue requires a very large

dosage which is possibly related to the head's skull protection.

The lymph mother cells are the most sensitive to rays and with

only 15 r6ntgen (X ray dosage), changes can appear within several

hours. This is especially the case because when the lymph cells

are destroyed, within several hours after radiation the lymph-

ocytes in the blood will then decrease. The white mother cells

and red mother cells of the marrow as well as the spermotogenic

cells of the testes are also very sensiitive and are only second-

ary to the lymph mother cells.

After the human body sustains 300-600 rontgen radiation

once, if there is no treatment death generally occurs within 4-6

days. The cause of death is very complex but is very possibly a

combination of many factors. With the most common fatal sysmptoms.

one is unable to prevent diarrhea and this causes dehydration,

electrolyte loss of equilibrium and infection. When the dosage is

smaller, life can sometimes be lengthened up to 9-15 days. Some

patients possibly die from obstruction to the marrow's hemopoietic

blood function. Its symptoms are: at the beginning the lymphocytes

- ,,- 'a -
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and blood platelets decrease, then there is a decline of neutral

white blood cells, followed by a large amount of hemorrhaging,

anemia and infection. The life of the patient is also extended

4-6 weeks; there are also those who are partially treated and

protected and thus are saved. It is only necessary that the med-

ical personnel work hard and then the most seriously ill patients

can possibly be saved.

If the attacked patient does not die, there is then a re-

covery period. The recovery period for severe and medium radia-

tion sickness usually begins in the fifth or sixth week after

radiation. Its special feature is that the clinical symptoms of

radiation sickness gradually decline or disappear. After a

patient's symptoms have become stable this signifies that recov-

ery is basically completed. Sometimes certain remaining symptoms

that have not disappeared becomne long term sequelae or perhaps

the patient will cross over to chronic radiation sickness symptoms.

Medium radiation sickness can generally be restored to health 4-5

months after radiation; if treatment is effective, then recovery

can be attained within 1-1.5 months. However, the recovery time

for some cases has lasted as long as 1-2 years. The most commonly

seen sequelae of Ladiation sickness are: anemia, a deficiency of

white blood cells and obstruction of the alimentary canal.

Aside from the above mentiond symptoms, if the acute radia-

tion dosage sustained is excessively high, the skin can produce

radiation burns. The lightest is loss of hair (350-500 rontgenl,

next is erythema (500-700 r6ntgen), following this are blisters

(750-1,000 r6ntgen) and most severe is the production of skin ulcers
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Chart 5-17 Acute Radiation Dosage
and Symptom Appearance Time

1 - to be disgusted with eating; 2 -

nausea; 3 - decrease in lymph corpuscles;
4 - vomiting; 5 decrease in platelets;
6 - cataracts; 7 - skin rash; 8 -
decrease in neutral cells; 9 - epilation;
10 - epidermal peeling; 11 - oedema;
12 - symptoms of harm to central nervous
system; 13 - dosage (rad); 14 - (days);
15 (weeks)



and necrosis (over 1,000 r6ntgen). One time of exposure to acute

radiation illness can possibly shorten the lifespan, cause gene-

tic variation and cause the occurrence rate of tumors to rise.

Based on the analysis of clinical data, chronic radiation

sickness can be listed in three types:

1. The Extremely Light Type

When the total radiation dosage is 70-100 r6ntgen and the

dosage rate is less than 0.05 rbntgen per day, it generally does

not reach the level of clinical radiation sickness. When com-

paring its clinical symptoms with a normal person, changes in

physiological functions are not clearly seen. However, the oc-

currence rates of some symptoms are 2-2.5 times that of a normal

person and the symptoms generally appear when a person has an un-

healthy body, is old and weak and lives in an unhealthy environ-

ment.

The radiation dosage accumulation under threshold can

sometimes cause a little radiation sickness wherein there is

nausea, exhaustion, loss of appetite, shock, tempera+-ure, diarrhea,

temporary loss of hair and irregularity in heart blood vessel

functioning.

2. Light Type

When the total radiation dosage is 100-150 r6ntgen, the

dosage rate is less than 30-50 rontgen per year. The formation of

radiation sickness beginning from sustaining radiation is calcul-

ated at about 2-5 years. The number of people who incur symptoms

is about 20-30% of those irradiated. The symptoms are generally
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light and commonly appear in an organ or system. Nerve control

disorders are often quite noticeable.

3.Heavy Type

When the total radiation dosage is greater than 150-400

r6ntgen, the dosage rate is greater than 100 rontgen per year.

When the total dosage is 150-400 r6ntgen, about 80-90% of those

sustaining radiation manifest this type of chronic radiation

sickness. When the dosage is greater than the above mentioned

value, the symptom's occurrence rate reaches 100%. The sickness

is calculated to be 1-2 years from the beginning of radiation.

In general, the symptoms occur in the hemopoietic system, the

nervous system, the alimentary system and endocrine systems.

Yet, when the total dosage does not exceed 400 r6ntgen, the num-

ber of people who enter the hospital with symptoms is few. For

people who sustain a 400 rbntgen dosage it is only necessary to

halt the continuous reception of radiation. Within 1-3 years

after stopping radiation or even when the dosage rate drops

below 5 r~ntgen per year or 0.01 per day, an organism can show

apparent recovery. However, if the dosage rate is still maintained

above 10 reb per year, even if it is localized irradiation, this

can cause an unstable recovery of health.

2. The Relation of Radiation Dosage and Symptoms

The harm of sustained symptoms brought on by radiation

to the human body is closely related to the radiation dosage.

In order to clarify the relation between them a very important

problem is safety and protection. When treating radiation sickness,
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it is sometimes necessary to estimate the radiation dosage sus-

tained by the patient from their clinical symptoms which is bene-

ficial in determining a course of treatment. Below we introduce

data and materials as reference for this field.

1) The Relation of Acute Radiation Dosage and Symptoms

In order to simplify narration, we have summarized related

materials in table 5-15.
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Table 5-15 The Clinical Symptoms of People to Acute Radiation
Dosages

1. Dosage (r6ntgen)
2. Symptom
3. No noticeable harm
4. The majority of people can endure this, yet functional

changes occur in the blood and central nervous systemrs.
For example, a decrease in white blood cells.

5. Within 1 day, 5-10% of the people have nausea, vomiting,
decrease in white blood cells and vestibular function
disorders.

6. This does not generally cause great harm yet at over 100
rbntgen there is light harm and the occurrence of nausea,
vomiting, exhaustion and decline of work ability.

7. Within 1 day, 25% of the people have nausea, vomiting,
fatigue, a decrease in white blood cells and vestibular
function disorders.



8. There is medium radiation harm but there can be recovery
9. In 50% of the people, there appear typical acute radia-

tion sickness symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, and de-
cline in work ability.

10. Within 1 day, among 50% of the people there appeers nausea,
vomiting, occasional diarrhea, loss of appetite and de-
cline in throat work ability. Recovery is within 3 months.

11. There are initial period symptoms of acute radiation
sickness among 100% of the people; 20% of the people die
within 2-6 weeks.

12. 50% of the people die within 30 days
13. 100% fatality
14. Within 1-2 hours, all of the people show symptoms of acute

radiation sickness. All die within 1-2 weeks.
15. People are incapacitated within 30 minutes and rarely re-

cover after several hours. All die within 1 week.
16. Immediate incapacity. All die within 1 week.
17. F.N.l When the acute radiation dosage in the marrow is

sufficiently deep and reaches 200 rad there is a 0.1-
3.0% death rate.

It can be seen from this table that when the radiation dos-

age is less than 100 r6ntgen the symptoms are generally light;

when over 150 r6ntgen there is reversible medium harm; 200 r6ntgen

can cause half of the people to show symptoms of acute radiation

sickness; with a 400-500 r6ntgen threshold dosage there is a 50%

death rate within 30 days; and when over 600 rbntgen all of the

people die.

Tables 5-16 and 5-17 list the symptoms treatment required

and future treatment after different radiation dosages. It can be

seen from the data listed in the tables that when there is less

than 200 rbntgen radiation, the symptoms are not serious and most

people need not be hospitalized; when there is 200-600 r6ntgen

the symptoms are relatively serious; one mainly suffers organ

injuries such as in the hemopoietic tissue and especially notice-

able is a decrease in white blood cells. After conscientious

treatment and care there is generally recovery within 2 months.



When radiation is 600-1,000 rontgen, the symptoms are serious

and 100% of the people require hospitalization. The organ that

mainly suffers harm is the alimentary canal and after conscien-

tious treatment there is hope if there is itching. When radia-

tion is above 1,000 rbntgen the nervous system mainly suffers

harm and the major symptoms are also in the nervous system. After

treatment, the symptoms can be alleviated but there is generally

an unfavorable prognosis.
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I Acute Systemic Radiat ion Harm

1. Dosage (r~ntgen)9 2. Treatment Action

S3. Leading organ
4. Characteristic symptoms
5. Reason for death
6. Time of death
7. None

8. None9. Clinical care
10. Hemopoietic tissue
51. Decrease in white blood cells

12. None
13. None
14. Clinical Care
15. Hemopoietic tissue
16. Decrease in white blood cells

17. Blood infection
18. 2 months
19. There is hope



20. Gastrointestinal tract
21. Diarrhea
22. Obstruction to circulation
23. 2 weeks
24. Alleviated
25. Gastrointestinal tract, central nervous system
26. Diarrhea, tic
27. Obstruction to circulation and stoppage of respiration
28. _/week
Z °; Alleviated

--. Central nervous system
31. Tic
32. Stoppage of respiration
33. 2 days
34. F.N.I Below 100 rontgen is "below critical", 100-1,000

is the "treatment area" and above 1,000 rbntgen is the
"death zone".

Protons occupy a large proportion of cosmic radiation and

therefore space medicine must understand the relation of proton

dosage and clinical symptoms (see table 5-17).
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Table 5-17 The Dosage Threshold of Clinical Symptoms Brought
on by 55-250 Megaelectron Volts of Energy

1. Organ and tissue
2. Dosage (rad) causing clinical harm
3. 50% fatality (rad)
4. Marrow
5. Gastrointestinal tract
6. Skin
7. Eyes and crystalline lens
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Table 5-18 Critical Dosage of Human Chronic Radiation Injury



i. Total time (years)
2. Total dosage (rad)
3. Deficiency of white blood cells (increase multiple of

of occurrence rate)
4. Lifespan shrinkage (years)
5. Sterility
6. Cataracts (occurrences)
7. Genetic variations (increase multiple of occurrence rate)

2) The Relation of Chronic Radiation Dosage and Symptoms

The major conditions are shown in table 5-18. It can be

seen from this table that the major symptoms of chronic radiation

are a decrease in white blood cells, a shortening of the lifespan,

sterility, cataracts and genetic variations. When the total dos-

age reached 200 rad in 10 years most of the symptoms reached a

noticeable level.

The tissue changes of the nervous system generally had

little sensitivity to radiation and therefore the acute radiation

dosage needed to reach above 1,000 rontgen to be able to cause

harm to the nervous system. Yet, the function changes of the

central nervous system were relatively sensitive to radiation.

This is shown in table 5-19. For example, a 0.0007 rontgen/

second dosage rate of radiation can cause light changes in be-

havior; with an 0.05 r6ntgen/second dosage there are conditioned

reflex changes. This is very important to pay attention to for

guaranteeing flight capabilities and flight safety.
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Table 5-19 The Chronic Radiation Dosage Rates Causing Nerve
Symptoms

1. Nervous system reactions
2. Dosage rate (rontgen/second)
3. Behavior changes
4. Conditioned reflex changes
5. Disynchronization or excited rise in electroen-

cephalogram
6. Increase of B rhythm in electroencephalogram
7. Functional changel in nervous system
8. 17 erg/millimeter

3) Radiation safety protection and clinical treatment

often require relatively detailed understanding of the radiation

dosage threshold values of the various symptoms that occur but

detailed discussion of these problems are beyond the scope of

this book.

Section Seven The Limitations of Radiation Safety

Research on the limitations of radiation safety has import-

ant practical significance because the standard of radiation

safety must be considered for airship design and the safety and

protection of various radiation workers. If the radiation safety

standard numerical value instability is 10% then the airship'§

weight design instability reaches 0.43-1.75 tons which occupies



10-35% of the airship's total weight. Therefore, when formu-

lating the radiation safety standard, accuracy should be con-

sidered for power so as to avoid creating unnecessary waste and

loss in space navigation and industrial radiation standard and

protection.

Below we introduce three types of materials for refer-

ence.

1) The recommended constitutional radiation dosage safety

limits are shown in table 5-20 and charts 5-18 and 5-20.
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Table 5-20 Permissible Radiation Dosage for Human Bodies

1. Average natural dosage sustained by a human in 30 years
2. The average dosage of equivalent rntgen for 3 people

given x-ray treatment3. The maximum permissible dosage per day
4. The maximum permissible dosage per week
5. The maximum permissible dosage per year
6. The maximum permissible dosage before the age of 30
7. The maximum permissible dosage in a lifetime
8. Permissible accident dosage (one time exposure in

emergency accident)
9. The smallest dosage of acute radiation resulting in

sickness
10. The dosage threshold value of acute radiation with a

50% death rate in 30 days

-!



11. Incapacitating dosage of acute radiation
12. Estimated lifespan shrinkage (the equivalent r6ntgen

per person)
13. Estimated decrease in white blood cells (the equivalent

r6ntgen per person)
14. Genetic variation 2 times the dosage for most people
15. 5-10 days6
16. 1-2 x 10
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Chart 5-18 Safety Limit for Acute Radiation

1. Radiation dosage rate (r6ntgen/hour)
2. Exposure time (minutes)
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Chart 5-19 Chronic Radiation Dosage Permissible for a Person

1. Total radiation dosage (r~ntgen)
2. Days
3. Exposure time
4. Years
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Chart 5-20 Human Radiation Safety Limit and Death Threshold

Dotted line 1: normal permissible dosage (equivalent
r6ntgen for 5 people); dotted line 2: permissible dos-
age (equivalent r6ntgen for 25 people) under accident
conditions; dotted line 3: safety limit (equivalent
r6ntgen for 150 people); solid line 4: LD5 0 (which is
a 50% threshold). ab section: brain damage causing
death (equivalent r6ntgen for 6,000 people); bc section:
alimentary canal damage causing death (equivalent rontqen
for 900 people); cd section: hematological reasons
causing death (equivalent r6ntgen for 450 people).

5. Radiation dosage (human equivalent r6ntgen)
6. Average survival time after radiation (hours)

2) The recommended constitutional and local radiation safety

limits are shown in table 5-21. It can be seen from this table that

the hemopoietic organ and sex glands are the most sensitive.
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1. Part of the body

2. Average dosage per year (rem)
3. Greatest annual dosage (rem)
4. Greatest seasonal dosage (rem)
5. Sex glands, hemopoietic organ, eyes, trunk
6. Skin
7. Hands, feet, forearms, knees

3) The recommended radiation safety limits in space nav-

igation are shown in table 5-22.
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Table 5-22 The Maximum Permissible Radiation Dosage (All Pro-
posals) for Space Navigation

1. Proposal
2. Maximum permissible amount
3. The greatest permissible dosage for guaranteeing normal

work efficiency in one orbital flight
4. The maximum permissible dosage for short term space

navigation with no occurrence of radiation sickness
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5. The maximum permissible dosage rate for over one year's
space navigation with no occurrence of radiation
sickness

6. Proposed airship safety design standard used for long
term space navigation

7. Danger dosage of short term space naviqation and one
time of acute radiation

8. The maximum permissible dosage for close space naviga-
tion with a sudden radiation accident

9. The maximum permissible dosage rate for long term space
navigation

10. 15 (reb/year)
11. 5 (reb/year)
12. 100-150 (reb/year)

The various safety limit proposals mentioned above are all

formulated from a general principle. When practically applied,

the radiation quality, its biological effects, whether it is acute

or chronic and whether it has other joining functions must be con-

sidered. Furthermore, its regulation and transport to avoid blind-

ness must all be considered.

Section Eight. The Prevention and Cure of Radiation Sickness

1. Screen Protection

A screen is the most basic and essential protective measure

against radiation. Astronauts most often rely on the airship's

cabin wall as a radiation screen and secondary are their space-

suits. In order to deal with sudden high strength radiation (for

example, solar explosions), it is sometimes necessary to tempor-

arily use specially screened small cabins and partially screened

protective equipment as shown in chart 5-21.

Based on statistics, screened cabins are needed as pro-

tection against solar explosions when in flight for 600 days -

the proton dosage encountered by humans exceeds 50 and the bio-

equivalent rontgen is only 10%, the thickness of the protective

(|.2



2small cabin wall should be 30 grams/centimer . If we hope to

surpass and shrink the above mentioned dosage to 1% then the

2thickness of the wall should be 55 grams/centimer

In recent years, 20 types of related screen materials have

been utilized and now there are over 100. Including water, there

are organic materials (such as sand, glass and concrete , metal

alloys (such as steel, nickel, lithium, aluminum, lead and other

alloys), minerals (such as carbon and boride) as well as hydrogen

and metal compounds. The more commonly used are water, cement,

aluminum, steel, lead, paraffin wax and borax, yet because the

weights and volumes of some of the materails are excessively

large they cannot be used in aircraft and airships. Aluminum,

lead and plastic are used most often in aircraft. Because some

of the easily produced secondary radiation materials have too

great a weight and volume, they cannot be used in aircraft and

airships.

Stored water and food can be considered as protective in

aircraft, yet no matter how it is concretely applied this design

has still not yet been seen. Recently, some people have researched

a type of screen material called plastic A which is a two layered

specially made plastic with metal in it. The inside is inserted

with peanut shells, rice husk and soy bean shells which are fin-

shaped radiation absorbent materials and on the outside is a layer

of metal. The protective quality of this produce is excellent, its

weight is light and it is possibly adaptable for airships. Chart

5-22 shows the protective characteristics of these radiation

screen materials.
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Chart 5-21 Radiation Protection Cabin

1. Folding hinge
2. Anti-radiation wind screen
3. Anti-radiation water trough
4. Polyethylene plate
5. Aluminum plate
6. Head box
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Chart 5-22 Radiation Protection Results of Different Materials

Line 1 - Lead
Line 2 - Aluminum

Line 3 - Carbon
Line 4 - Polyethylene
5. Radiation dosage rate (human equivalent rbtgen/hour)
6. Thickness of outer shell (grams/centimeter
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In order to decrease the volume and weight of the screens

and increase their flexibility a partial screen method can be

utilized. The protective effects of screens for the head and ab-

dominal areas is better than for other areas and the screen

effects for the abdominal area are better. Although there are some

who think that head screens are superior to abdominal screens,

still the majority of data shows that the screen effects for the

abdominal area are twice that of the head area. When using a dog

for testing, under conditions of 250 megaelectron volts and 350

rad dosage irradiation, for the abdominal area under the screen

(occupying 15% of the body marrow) the symptoms were lighter and

deaths fewer than when the abdominal area was above the screen

(occupying 5% of the body marrow).

2. Medicinal Prevention and Cure

Medicinal prevention and cure is another important method

for radiation sickness. There has already been research done on

many drugs and these can be generally listed in three categories:

1. Hydrosulfides

This category includes cystamine, cystine and amino-ethyl-

isothiouronium bromide hydrobromide (AET). The last mentioned has

been researched extensively and is also the most effective. It

can double the number of half mortalities (D30) of x-rays on mice.50) ox-aso ie

2.Poisonous Compounds

This category includes potassium cyanate, propiodinitrile,

colchiceine and various depressants and stimulants of the central

nervous system (for example, phenylahanine, reserpine, chlororo-

mazine, phenobarbital and pentahydroxyl tryptamine).



3. Enzymes and Hormones

The actions of this class of substances is very weak and

most require a very large dosage. Yet there are also some that

do not need large dosages such as adrenaline, histamines and

sterol hormones,only their actions are brief and their effects

small.

When tested in animals, there were not many drugs that were

effective for prevention and cure of radiation harms and thus they

are omitted here.

Yet, it must be emphasized that the drugs that are effective

for animals do not necessarily have an equivalent effect on humans.

In general clinical testing, the majority of the most effective

drugs can be listed among several types. All of them are effective

in treatment and most are also effective for prevention. In order

to bring the drugs into full play, the time the drugs are taken is

very important and it is best not long before irradiation.

A serious shortcoming of radiation drug prevention and cure

is that the effective drugs have a certain amount of toxicity and

moreover the effect of treatment is limited. Because of this, the

use of drug prevention and cure for radiation sickness is limited

within a certain sphere.

The prevention and cure effects of radiation prevention

drugs are related to other environmental factors. For example, the

radiation prevention and cure effects of AET drugs is noticeably

low in a pure oxygen environment but the action of cystamine is

not effected.



If in space navigation it is necessary to use radiation

prevention drugs, they must be handled carefully because many of

these types of drugs can have a negative effect on a person's en-

durance to overweightness, vibration, temperature and anoxia and

can also negatively effect on work efficiency.

Aside from drugs, the adoption of proper nutrition can

also raise a person's endurance to and ability to recover from

radiation. For example, the joint use of vitamins BI,B 6, C, P

and other radiation preventatives can strengthen prevention

effects.

The following principles should be followed when using rad-

iation prevention drugs in space navigation:

1) the drug should be completely effective and not cause
side effects;

2) the drug should act quickly and have a relatively long
effective time; the effective time of supplementary
drugs should, at the least, be 5-8 hours;

3) the drug must have low toxicity or be non-poisonous;
4) it cannot have a negative effect on work efficiency

especially control efficiency; even a temporary effect
cannot be allowed;

5) the means of using-the drug should be convenient, for
example, the oral dosage as well as volume of injection
should not be greater than 2 milliliters;

6) its repeated use should not produce a harmful or accum-
ulated effect on the organism;

7) it should not lower a person's endurance to space navig-
ation environmental factors (such as overweightness,
vibration and weightlessness).

It is very difficult to fulfil all of the listed reauirements

yet they must be accomplished as best as possible.

Some drugs are effective for the mechanism of radiation

prevention and cure which is possibly necause they emit oxygen

causing the cells to have no means of using oxygen. For example,

adrenaline and histamines have a reducing effect on the substance



while hydrocyanic acid and propiodinitrile cause cells to lose

their ability to use oxygen, Other drugs compete for intake of

water and have organic free radical abilities. For example, the

actions of AET decreased the indirect effect of radiation. There

are still theories which suppose that the protective drug

screened the radiation sensitive structure in the molecules and

thus caused the target not to be sensitive to radiation. If we

take a sulphydryl compound as an example, it produces a double

sulphur bond internally and thus it is assumed that the reaction

of the drugs hydrosulphide and the target's hydrosulphide would

create a double sulphur bond. The double sulphur bond is the

final source for repairing radiation damage. In other words, the

hydrosulphide of the protective drug absorbs the damaging sub-

stance allowing the hydrosulphide of the original target to again

act to restore the damage. Aside from this, there are also some

drugs that produce preventative effects because of their inhib-

ition of metabolism or nervous sensitivity or their stimulation

of cell recovery or secondary cell repair. Generally, the radia-

tion protection of the drugs is miltifaceted and complex.

3. Safeguards Carried Out Based on Solar Explosion Warnings

The threat of solar explosion is quite large for high alt-

itude flight and space navigation. Because of this, it is nec-

essary to adopt timely protective plans after calculations, fore-

casts and warnings. Calculations and forecasting are indispens-

able protective measures. Since they can cancel, halt and dis-

continue flight they can be avoided temporarily.



1) Solar activities have a certain periodicity, generally

one period every 11 years. The strongest solar activity time can

be predicted based on this cyclic pattern.

2) Based on the statistics of historical data, there

seems to be no solar explosions from November to the middle of

January each year and there are only a few explosions from the

middle of May to the first week in July (see chart 5-23).

2100

Chart 5-23 The Occurrence Rate of Solar Explosions Each Meonth

En the chart: the concentric circle shows the range of
radiation strength, their numerical values are noted on
the circular lines of each concentric, circle inside the
oblique line areas (unit: protons/cm() ; the ob-
lique line areas are the smallest monthly solar explos-
ions; "0" indicates the radiation strength of each solar
explosion; their adjacent numbers are the year of the
explosion, for example, "57" is the year 1957.

1. January
2. February
3. March



4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September

10. October
11. November
12. December

3) Some signs usually appear several days prior to solar

flares and forecasting can be carried out according to them.

4) Prior to the solar protons, optical events usually

appear. The delayed time from optical events to solar flare rad-

iation particles to reaching the earth's atmosphereic layer is

approximately 20 minutes to 20 hours. Because of this, the proton

situation can be forecast from the optical events.

5) The installation of a radiation surveyor is also very

necessary to make quick forecasts when the dosage exceeds the

safety regulation.

4. Other Protective Methods

1) The Use of Appropriate Flight Paths and Navigation

Lines

Flights close to earth can adopt altitudes higher than the

dense atmospheric layer (altitude of 200 kilometers) and lower

than the internal radiation zone (450 kilometers) or use flight

paths between the internal and external radiation zones or in an

area outside the external radiation zone. The radiation dangers

in these paths is relatively small. When flying out of the earth's

navigation line the method of flying out from the earth's magnetic



pole area can be employed. For example, first there is close

earth orbital flight and afterwards an appropriate course is

chosen to fly out from the earth's magnetic pole so as to avoid

passing through the internal and external radiation zones. When

returning, the ship can enter an earth orbital flight path from

this navigation line and then return to the earth's surface.

According to statistics, there is a determined significance of

the earth's internal and external radiation zones for any dip

angle path long term satellite flight with an altitude of 1,000

kilometer to several earth radii. When the dip angle is less

than 500 the altitude of the orbiting satellite is less than

several thousand kilometers and the effect of the solar protons

is relatively small. Yet, for the large dip angle paths, espec-

ially the space navigation outside the earth's magnetic field,

the solar protons pose a serious threat. In radiation protection,

these links must be grasped in order to formulate plans.

2) The Use of Freezing Hibernation (Eauivalent to Animal

Hibernation) to Raise Human Endurance to Radiation.

3) Selection and Training

At present, there is still a lack of effective method for

selecting endurance to radiation. Because training for endurance

to radiation is injurious to the human body it is still not ahle

to he applied. The adoption of physical exercise to strenqthen a

person's physique is the most practical method for raisinq endur-

ance to radiation.

4) Space Clear Path and Electromagnetic Screen

Some people propose the use of a "space clear path" rocket
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wherein the radiation of the path passed by the airship is ab-

sorbed. There are also others who advocate the use of a qtronq

magnetic field formed around the airship to block the high

energy particles of cosmic radiation. The strength of this type

of "screen magnetic field" possibly requires 10,000 gauss. In

reality this is not easy to accomplish and some suggest the use

cf the plasma screen (also called magneto-electric screen) method.

Its specific installations are: a magnetic field is established

around the airship and this magnetic field is used to catch and

control the absorbed electrons aside from the high energy rad-

iation particles. If the airship maintains an electric potential

greater than the surrounding environment reaching several hundred

million volts this causes the high energy cosmic radiation part-

icles to pass around and be unable to collide with the airship.

According to statistics, a 100-10,000 gauss magnetic field is

needed for the magneto-electric screen plan. The strength of the

magnetic field in the airship cabin will not reach 100 gauss.

At present, the above mentioned protective measures 2, 3

and 4 are all still in the investigative stage.
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CHAPTER Twenty

OTHER BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PADIATION

Section 1 Lasers

1. The Laser and Laser Instrument

The laser is a new optical technology discovered in 1960

or it can also be called light stimulated radiation technology.

Lasers are a special light produced by a laser instrument. This

type of light is produced when stimulated atoms, ions or mole-

cules under the action of photons form stimulated radiation.

This type of light possesses the special characteristics of

"collimation" and "coherency" and thus its light pressure and

destructive power is much greater than common light.

There are various types of lasers - solid gas, chemical,

semiconductor and their light waves have several thousand dif-

ferent wave-lengths from ultraviolet to infrared. The use of

laser technology in industrial health and scientific research

fields is daily expanding. In recent years, it has especially

caught the attention of people to use it in the areas of mil-

itary affairs and national defense. In military affairs, lasers

have not only become effective measures in communications, aim-

ing, reconnaissance, observations, night vision and navigation

but also they can be directly used as deadly weapons. Thus,

the problem of laser harm and protection must also be given great



attention. The use of the laser in aviation and space technology

is daily expanding and therefore their biological effects and

protective measures have accordingly become a problem that must

be resolved by aviation and space medical science.

2. The Harm of Lasers to the Eyes

The harm of lasers to the human body is multifaceted and

include the eyes, nerve center and internal organs. Harm to the

eyes and effects on vision, however, occupy a major position.

The eyes are an optical system and after a light with a wave-
-7

length of 4,000-9000 angstrom (equal to 10 millimeters, in-

dicated by A) passes the cornea of the eye it goes through the

eye's crystalline lens to be focused; the strength of the light

falling on the retina at the eye bottom is several quantity

levels higher than the light falling on the cornea. Because of

this, this laser wave band is more harmful to the retina than

to any other organ. Aside from the 4,000-9,000 angstrom laser,

the penetration rate of spectrum lasers on the retina is re-

latively low and moreover the cornea is more sensitive to these

spectrum lasers so that they easily create cornea blurring. The

laser harm threshold value on the cornea is much lower than for

the other organs (see later discussion). Whether there is harm

to the retina or to the cornea, both are sufficient to cause

partial or total loss of vision. Because of this, the harm of

lasers to the eyes is a problem that should be seriously consid-

ered in laser protection.

Lasers are much more dangerous than common light as their

rays are more "collimated" . The divergences of the light beams

_ __ _



only have a 0.1-10 milliradian. The more collimated the rays,

the smaller the visual image reflected on the retina, and the

stronger the energy density of the rays falling on the retina.

Therefore, when there is the same strength of light irradiation,

the irradiation strength of the laser beam on the retina will

be several quantity levels stronger than common light. Under the

worst circumstances, the irradiation strength of laser beams on

the retina can be 5x10 5 times greater than that entering the

cornea.

Another special feature of lasers is that they possess a

relatively single spectrum. The absorption rate and sensitivity

of different spectrums is different for each part of the human

eye. For example, a 4,000-9,000 angstrom wave-length light

penetration rate is relatively large for the human eve medium

yet the absorption rate in the human retina of a 5,000-5,500

angstrom light can reach to about 80%. Therefore a laser with a

wave-length of 5,000-5,500 angstrom is the most dangerous for

the human retina.

Another reason why lasers are more harmful to the retina

than ordinary light is that laser pulse widths can be extremely

short. The pulse width of the Q switch pulse laser can be as

small as l0- 9 - 10-12 seconds quantity level. The shorter the

pulse width the greater the accumulation of laser heat energy on

the retina and the stronger the harmful effect. A laser with a

pulse width smaller than 10-7 seconds not only has heat damage

effects but its mechanical damage factors can also reach a

level that cannot be ignored. The danger of a laser with a very

__ . . .. . .. .. . . ... . . -- ; ,! I I



short width is also shown in its being relatively difficult to

guard against. A person's immediate reaction is to turn the

head to avoid the reflection and the natural defense reaction

time of the pupil dilation reaction is much longer than 10
- 9

seconds. Therefore, often when a person observes a Q switch pulse

laser and cannot avoid it in time, the harm has already been

created. Some lasers cannot be seen by the naked eye such as

infrared and ultraviolet light so that as people cannot see it,

it is even easier for them to be harmed by it.

Another problem that is worthy of attention regarding the

harm of lasers to the human eye is that there is generally no

pain at the time of irradiation. This is proven by cases of laser

accidents in which there is burning of the retina. Because there

is no pain at the time of retina injury it is especially import-

ant to watch out for this.

The harm of lasers to the retina is mainly limitd by the

receptor cells. Harm to the nerve fiber layer only occurs when

there is great strength. The harm is possibly due to the heat

effect of light absorption. When there ir a Q switch pulse, the

pulse width is very short and the power is very high. Under

these conditions, besides the heat effect, the harm created by

the laser's mechanical effect (tearing or perforation of the

retina) cannot be overlooked.

As regards the area of laser harm to the retina, when harm

is light it is limited to the irradiated section, medium harm

generally does not exceed twice the irradiated area and when heavy,

the harm area enlarges. The greater the laser's radiation (or



absorption) energy, the greater the linear increase of the

damaged section's diameter.

Laser harm commonly causes a limited bruise or scar on

the retina. Before recovery, there is a complete loss of vision

in the damaged area. If a permanent scar forms the vision will

be completely lost in this area. Yet, if the harm is just in

the most visually sensitive area (the yellow spot or central

depression) of the retina, then although the area of this type

of limited focus is not large, it can also cause serious loss

of visiion. For example, in all of the laser accidents which re-

sulted in retina burning, vision dropped from 20/20 to 20/100-

20/200.

The smallest visible laser strength needed to cause harm

to the retina is called the laser retina harm threshold. The

measurement of the laser retina harm threshold is very import-

ant for determining the human's safety limit to lasers. Yet,

there is very little data on people who have been directly

measured which is possibly different from the situation in China.

The data presented in tables 5-23 to 5-25 can only act as refer-

ences. The relation between the laser and the retina harm thresh-

old value is generally as follows.

i) Lasers of different wave-lenqths are different for the

retina's harm threshold value. Generally speaking, a 5,000-5,500

angstrom laser (such an an argon laser) is the most serious for

retina harm (the harm threshold value is lowest) but a laser out-

side 4,000-9,0.00 angstrom has a relatively high retina harm

threshold value. The retina harm threshold value of a neodymium

-



glass laser (working wavelength is 10,600 angstrom) is 5 to 8

times that of a ruby laser (working wavelength is 6,943 angstrom).

This is mainly due to the fact that the eye's medium light pene-

tration rate and retina light absorption rate change with the

differences of the light's wavelength.

2) When exposure time to lasers is different, then the

retina harm threshold value is different. When exposure time is

about 100-400 milliseconds there is a critical point. When ex-

posure time is greater than this critical point, the retina harm

threshold value tends to be a constant. When exposure time is

shorter than this critical point, the retina harm threshold value

increases according to the shortening of the exposure time. This

critical point is then the heat equilibrium point of the retina.

When exposure time is shorter than this critical point, the

threshold value strength of the laser has an accumulated effect

on the retina's heat action. When exposure time is longer than

this critical point, the accumulated effect of the heat is offset

by the retina's heat diffusion.

3) The numerical values listed in tables 5-23 to 5-25 are

all harm threshold values of single pulse lasers. At present,

there are very few reference materials on the harmful effects

of repetition frequency pulse lasers. Based on these materials,

the harm threshold value of a repetition frequency pulse laser

(calculated by the mean energy of a single pulse) is lower than

a single pulse laser. Yet, when the time interval between two

pulses of the repetition frequency pulse laser is greater than

the above mentioned critical point (100-400 milliseconds), the



harm threshold value of the repetition frequency pulse laser

is basically the same as the single pulse laser. This is mainly

because when the interval time of the two pulses suroasses the

heat equilibrium point of the retina, the heat effect accumula-

tion between the two pulses is offset by the retina's heat dif-

fusion.

See next page for Table 5-23
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-able 5-23 ContInued.
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I Test animal
2. Laser instrument
3. Diameter of retina image (microns)
4. Exposure time (milliseconds)
5. Rabbit
6. Monkey
7. Argon
8. Helium - neon
9. Ruby (neodymium used for part of the tes ). (All of

the tests used a retina temperature of 10'C as the
harm threshold and the highest temperature reached
90% of the time was taken as the exposure time).

10. Argon
11. Helium - neon
12. Below 115
13. 9 inside yellow spots, 10 outside yellow spots
14. 12 inside yellow snots, 13.2-15.6 outside yellow spots
15. 6 inside yellow spots, 7-9 outside yellow spots
16. 8 inside yellow spots, 13 outside yellow spots
F.N. 1 Exposare time of original text not precise enough
F.N. 2 Observation period lengthened to 48 hours. The

other observation periods generally within 1 hour.



Table 3-24. The effect of the long pulse laser on the retinaI ..ar .reshcld value (corner incident energy: microJoule).
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1. Test object
2. Grey rabbit
3. Monkey
4. Person (white)
5. Laser instrument
6. Helium - neon
7. Ruby
8. Neodymium
9. Ruby

10. Neodymium
11. Ruby
12. Neodymium
13. Diameter of retina image (microns)
14. Pulse width (microseconds)
15. 1,100 inside yellow spots, 2,700 outside yellow soots
16. 420 inside yellow spots, 500 outside yellow snots
F.N. 1 Observation period lengthened to 48 hours (other

observation periods generally within 1 hour)

See next page for table 2-25



Table 5-25. The effect of the Q switch pulse laser on the retina
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1. Test object
2. Grey rabbit
3. Monkey (Ganges monkey)
4. Person (white)
5. Laser instrument
6. Ruby
7. Ruby
8. NIeodymium
9. Ruby

10. Neodymium
11. Pulse width (mil' 4microseconds)
12. 9-13 inside yellow spots, 18-26 outside yellow spots
13. 16.9-24.7 outside yellow spots
F.N. 1 Energy sustained on retina irradiation point
F.M. 2 Another type of monkey was used as test object,

not the Ganges monkey

4) The laser harm threshold value of the retina yellow spot

section (the most sensitive vision area) was lower than the area

outside the yellow spots.

5) When exposure time was greater than the critical point

(greeter than 100-400 milliseconds), the laser retina harm thresh-

old value calculated by the energy density or power densitv de-

creased in accordance with the enlargement of the retina image.

This is because when the diameter of the visual image increased,

there was a certain level of change in the retina's heat equili-

brium process. If the exposure time was smaller than the critical

point, the effect of the size of the retina image was not great

on the retina harm threshold value which was calculated by the

power density or energy density.

The above narration was limited to the acute harm of

lasers. The chronic harm of lasers is also a problem worthy of

serious attention. Laser workers often feel their vision is ab-

normal, eye discomfort, drowsiness and dizziness.



Besides being able to harm the retina, lasers can also

cause harm to the cornea, crystalline lens and iris. The harm

of infrared rays is relatively great in this area, especially

in its burning effect. The infrared spectrum absorption rate of

over 14,000 angstrom on the cornea is high and the infrared

spectrum absorption rate of over 10,000 angstrom on the

crystalline lens is also high. Light laser burns cause the cornea

to form ashen spots or white blurry spots. Medium laser burns

cause the cornea to form thick circular white injury soots.

Relatively heavy harm causes the cornea to form ulcer injury

spots or perforations. There are burns surrounding the injured

section. When the burned section of the cornea is more profound,

later there are formed radiation lines, lime changes and scars.

Lasers can also cause the eye fluid protein component to rise

and this effect can last several days. Relatively strong infra-

red and ultraviolet lasers can cause the pressure and tempera-

ture in the eyes to rise, create crystalline disclarity and

even cause the development of cataracts. Even stronger lasers

can cause boiling of the liquid in the eyes, the appearance of

many air bubbles and the pressure in the eyes can rise to a

level of explosive harm. Whether thereis light or heavy cornea

harm or crystalline disclarity, all of these are sufficient to

weaken the transparency of the cornea and crystalline lens and

thus seriously affect vision. Lasers can also cause burning and

tearing of the iris. After scars are formed the pupil becomes

misshapen.

In recent years, because the use of infrared and ultra-



violet lasers have been given more and more serious attention

for weapons, more attention has been given to the problem of

the harm threshold values of infrared and ultraviolet lasers as

well as protection against them.

1) There has already been some research done on infrared

laser cornea damage and the carbon dioxide gas laser (106,000

angstrom) was mainly used. With large area (up to 0.86 centi-

meter 2) and long time (up to 30 minutes) exposure, the threshold

value cornea incident energy is 150 milliwatts. When the irrad-

iation area is relatively small (the diameter of the light beam

is 1.5 millimeters) and exposure time 3 seconds, the rabbit's

cornea damage threshold value is 68 milliwatts. When there is a

pulse laser, an irradiation area of 12.6 millimeters 2and a oulse

width of 55 milliseconds, the harm threshold value is 1.2 joule/
2

centimeter . When the irradiation area is relatively large and

the pulse width is 1 second, the rabbit's cornea harm threshold

value is 1.3 joule/centimeter2 ; with a pulse width of 100 milli-

2
seconds, harm threshold value is 0.4 joule/centimeter . When the

pulse width is 10 milliseconds, the harm threshold value is 0.13

2
joule/centimeter2 . Using a monkey for testing, when the Q switch

erbium laser (working wavelength is 15,400 angstrom) pulse width

is 50 millimicroseconds, the cornea harm threshold value is 21

joule/centimeter2.

2) Ultraviolet lasers also damage the cornea. An ultra-

violet light of 2,400-3,200 angstrom creates the smallest cornea

harm threshold value in a rabbit's eye lying in the area of 0.005-

2
0.7 joule/centimeter2 . The eye is most sensitive to an ultraviolet

-t



light of 2,880 angstrom. Chart 5-24 shows the relation between

ultraviolet rays and harm threshold values.
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Chart 5-24 The Ultraviolet Ray Harm Sustained by a Rabbit's
Eye

1. Irradiation threshold value of harm to a rabbit's eye

2. Wavelength (millimicrometers)

Each point on the curves indicates the peak value wavelength of

each 10 millimicrometer wave band. The two curves in the chart

are taken from two different sources.

Yet, there have been some people in recent years who think

that the cornea is even more sensitive to ultraviolet light with

a wavelength of 2,650-2,750 angstrom. Aside from this, relatively

strong ultraviolet lasers, besides creating cornea harm can also

cause cataracts. For example, ultraviolet laser irradiation with

a wavelength of 3,250 angstrom and a strength of 0.85 watts/

2
centimeter used on a rabbit's eye, can cause disclarity in the

rabbit's crystalline lens.

3. The Effect of Lasers on Vision Power

It goes without saying that retina and eye light trans-



mitting medium damage are naturally able to cause blurriness

and obstruction to vision and this is completely organic.

Aside from this, lasers can also bring about functional impair-

ment and this is the topic for discussion in this section. The

effect of lasers on the function of vision is a relatively sudden

phenomena which cannot be seen clearly by the eye in a short

time after irradiation. It is like the appearance of "a flash of

light causing blindness" which is also called "flash of light

blindness" in aviation.

Lasers and rays of similar light waves can cause the

adaptation of the eyes to darkness to be destroyed and visual

afterimages. Investigation of laser workers have shown this type

of blurred afterimage and the phenomena of adapting to temporary

darkness. This is a very important problem in modern supersonic

flight (3M). This type of aircraft can fly a distance of 10 kilo-

meters in 10 seconds and descend in altitude at several thousand

meters per second; if at this moment the pilot cannot see the

instruments clearly and loses control abilities then the danger

created is very serious.

4. The Laser Harm to Other Organs

The harmful effect of lasers to the skin was noticed early

by researchers. Test results have shown that when the pulse width

of a ruby laser is 0.2 milliseconds and the irradiation area is
2. .4i-3 cetmtr2

2.4 - 3.4x10 centimeters , the skin's minimal reaction threshold

was 14-20 joule/centimeter 2 and when the Q switch pulse had a

width of 10-12 millimicroseconds and an irradiation area of



2
0.33-1.0 centimeters , the threshold was 0.5-1.5 joule/centi-

2
meter . When the argon ion laser's time was 6 seconds and its

irradiation area was 95x10 - 3 centimeters 2 , the threshold was

213-17 joule/centimeter . When the carbon dioxide gas laser's

exposure time was 4-6 seconds and its irradiation area was 1
22

centimeter , the threshold was 4-6 joule/centimeter 2 . Further-

more, when a 0.5 joule ruby laser was used to irradiate the

left forearm a total of 161 times within 6 months and the ir-

radiated area had a 2 millimeter diameter, the area was fixed

and results showed that on the irradiated skin area there seemed

to be a decrease in skin pigmentation after inflammation.

At present, a nitrogen gas laser which works in the wave-

length range of 3,371 angstrom is used for ultraviolet laser

harm. The maximum harmful effect on the skin by the ultraviolet

laser is a light of 2,970 angstrom. There are already materials

which have shown that when in a wavelength of 2,400-3,100 ang-

strom, it produces a minimal skin red rash threshold value dosage

2which usually lies in the range of 0.003-0.05 joule/centimeter

Larger energy is usually required for laser to affect

organs. Using animals as research subjects has shown that irrad-

iation on the body of the subject generally requires laser

strength over several tens of joule to cause harm to the liver

and stomach. The damage is mostly in burns. The damage to the

liver, heart blood vessel system, digestive system, lungs and

spleen are basically similar. When there is serious damage there

appear crater shaped hollow and solid ulcers. With light damage

there is swelling and hyperemia. The damaged area generally has

• i



clearly demarcated burns. It is significant that after one time

of laser irradiation, the damage of the various tissues of the

irradiated area can be very different. For example, sometimes

when the irradiated skin area is lightly damaged, the internal

organs are greatly damaged; sometimes when the skin and liver

are noticeably damaged, the peritonaeum between the two is still

basically normal. These situations are possibly related to the

different absorption rates of the various tissues to different

wavelengths. Laser irradiation is very dangerous to the heart

and blood vessel system and it can especially cause localized

blood vessel embolisms.

Another problem worthy of attention is that repeated low

dose total body irradiation causes endocrine changes, especially

functional changes in the adrenal gland. Laser irradiation

causes blood picture changes. Many small doses of laser irrad-

iation also cause certain enzyme activity changes in the human

body.

Lasers have a certain harmful effect on the central nervous

system but the threshold value strength must be much higher than

the eye harm threshold. Tests on mice showed that when a light

beam was focused inside the brain, the mouse had very little

activity after irradiation, its condition was abnormal, it stared

blankly, was lethargic and trembled but did not die. Under the

same conditions, a monkey showed no harm to its central nervous
2 .2

system. When 75-300 joule/centimeter and 10,000 joule/centimeter

ruby ion lasers were used separately on a person's forehead and

head, besides harm to the skin and head hair, there was no harm
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to the central nervous system. Most of the threshold value data

on laser harm to the central nervous system was attained when

there was continuous wave and long pulse lasers and the pulse

widths ranged from seconds to microseconds. The results were

that laser energy of generally several tens of joule (after

focusing) created serious damage to the central tissues before

the mouse's head was opened. The larger the mouse the more energy

needed to cause damage.

5. Laser Safety Standards

At present, there are already several tens of proposals

for safety limits to prevent laser harm to the retina. In the

proposals prior to 1972, the maximum safety limit (all used cornea

radiation power density as the standard) for continuous wave
-2 2.Tesalsws

lasers was 2.5 x 10 watts/centimeter2 . The smallest was

-7 2 -
4x10 watts/centimeter and the mode was i-5xlO watts/centi-

2meter Themaxmurr safety limit for long pulse lasers was

-4 2 -82.5x10 joule/centimeter , the smallest was 1xl0 joule/centi-

2 -7 2meter and the mode was l-5xlO joule/centimeter .The maximum

safety limit for the Q switch pulse laser was 4x10 - 6 joule/centi-

2 -9 2meter2 the smallest was lxlO joule/centimeter and the mode

was l-5x10 - 8 joule/centimeter
2

There are also 20 types of safety limit proposals for

infrared laser damage to the skin and cornea. Prior to 1972, the

maximum safety limit established for the continuous wave laser

was 8 watts/centimeter2 , the minimum was 0.1 watts/centimeter2

2
and the mode was 0.1 and 1.0 watts/centimeter . The maximum

.. . ..-



safety limit for the long pulse laser was 0.1 joule/centimeter
2

the minimum was 0.01 joule/centimeter2 and the mode was 0.1 joule/

2
centimeter . The maximum safety limit for the Q switch laser was

2 2
1 joule/centimeter , the minimum was 0.005 joule/centimeter and

2
the mode was 0.1 joule/centimeter

-7
The safety limit of the ultraviolet laser was: 5x10 watts/

centimeter 2 (7 hours) and lxlO - 7 watts/centimeter2 (24 hours) for

eye protection; 1 watt/centimeter 2 (continuous wave) or 1 joule/

centimeter 2 (pulse laser) for skin protection.

On the one hand, the large amplitude of these safety stand-

ards are due to the different safety factors used by each unit

(in the 10-1,000 range the mode is 10-100), and on the other hand

are because the disparity of the damage threshold are very 111qe.

When a comprehensive standard is used in industry and any laser

exposure time is less than 1 millisecond, the maximum permiss-

able limit of power output is 4x10 -6 watts.

Table 5-26 lists several examples of laser safety standards.
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1. Proposing unit
2. International Laser Safety Conference (1969)
3. West Germany (1972)
4. England (calculated value)
5. British Electronic Engineering Society (1966)
6. American Air Force (1970) 2
7. Continuous wave (watts/centiteter
8. (10 mlliseconds-1 second)
9. 5x10 watts

10. ( -iLmilliseconds)
11. lxl0 (watts) -2
12. (< 1 millisecond) 2x10 2 (wtts)
13. Long pulse (joule/centimeter
14. (< 1 millisecond) 5x10 7
15. (1-10R milliseconds) 5x10
16. ixl0-4 (joule)
17. 5x10 (joule) 2
18. Q switc pulse (joule/centimeter
19. 7.5x105l(joule)
20. 4.5x10 (joule)
21. Remarks
22. Pupil diameter, 7 millimeters
23. Pupil diameter, 3 millimeters
24. Ruby laser
25. Ruby laser
26. Ruby laser
27. Helium - neon laser
28. Argon laser
29. Argon laser
30. Argon laser

Notes: 1. The continuous wave lasers include the argon
laser, pulse laser and ruby laser

2.1f the diameter of the light beam is smaller than
the pupil diameter, the safety limit can be higher
than that listed in this table.

3.Because different safety coefficients are used,
there are great disparities in the standards es-
tablished by each unit.

4.There are discrepancies of the standards within
the same unit reported by each author and this
table lists them.

6. Laser Safety and Protection

Laser workers should adopt safety and protection measures

so as to reduce unnecessary damage as much as possible. Safety

measures are determined according to the concrete conditions of

laser work. Below we list some of the more commonly used



stipulations.

1) When a person directly or indirectly comes in contact

with lasers, the sustained dosage must not exceed the stipulated

safety limit. In laser work situations which exceed the safety

limit, one should pay attention to avoid light beams and es-

pecially should not gaze at and observe the axis surrounding

light beams and other reflecting lights.

2) Avoid contact with reflecting lasers from lenses, walls,

furniture, controllers and instruments or have their contact

strength be lower than the safety limit. There have been reports

of cases of serious eye damage due to reflecting lasers from

glass buttons and glass cups.

3) Prevent unrelated personnel from entering the laser

work area.

4) The laser light beams must end in an unreflecting sub-

stance and no one should be in that area. As far as possible.

people should be prevented from passing through an area with light

beams.

5) The laser work area must be lit as best as possible so

as to dilate the pupils.

6) When protective glasses and equipment are used, people

must pay attention to their method of use and sphere of applic-

ation. Many protective glasses can only be used for relatively

narrow wavelengths and moreover, when the light beams are obli-

que, the protective effect is tremendously lowered. Some pro-

tective lenses produce absorption saturation for the Q switch

pulse laser and thus lose their protective effect. This should

be given attention to.



7) The laser instrument uses a high voltage power supply,

high strength lamp (such as a xenon lamp); there is a certain

contamination surrounding the instruments including x-ray, gas

and chemical contamination and for all of these appropriate

measures should be adopted.

8) High voltage rectifier tubes (over 15 kilovolts) can

produce x-rays and this must be guarded against.

The above mentioned safety measures are only applicable in

general laser work areas but in many specifial laser work condi-

tions it is difficult to accomplish absolute safety. For example,

it is often difficult to accomplish the above safety conditions

in military aviation and air defense because work demands should

be considered first in military affairs. For example, when using

the laser distance surveyor and tracker, an aircraft can use very

high speed and precision for tracking targets. This type of

laser, however, can very possibly produce a sufficiently high

energy density incident light thus causing temporary "flash

blindness" or long term loss of vision. A high powered laser used

by an enemy can cause vision damage to air defense personnel.

This is especially the case when using optical observing in-

struments because there is great danger in the gain effects of

optical systems. Therefore, an effective protective means must

be adopted to avoid having excessively strong lasers shine

on the eyes.

There is a reflex protective reaction by the eyes against

strong light, for example, ligtirradiation causes the pupils to

quickly dilate. Yet, this type of protective effect is limited



because the pupils cannot close completely and at the same time

pupil reflex requires a certain reflex time; about 0.2 seconds

up to 0.4-1 second for complete pupil dilation. Strong light can

also cause an instantaneous reflex reaction and this reaction

time is about 50- 150 milliseconds. These reactions are obviously

too long for laser pulses below the millisecond level and cannot

offer protective effects. Therefore, it is necessary to use worker

shields.

Masks or cabin covers are one type of shield. Yet they are

in contradiction with fully guaranteeing vision. In order to

screen lasers and protect workers' vision or effect their ob-

servation clarity this should not be used in many military sit-

uations. The resolution of the contradiction lies in seeking a

type that can screen lasers and also fully guarantee a vision

protective lens material.

Among the laser protective lenses there ara the reflec-

tion type, absorption type, photochemical reaction type, photo-

electric type, explosion type and variable color microlite glass

type. Each has their advantages and shortcomings and up to the

present there is still not an ideal type. The reflection type

lens affects the reflection rate because of the changes in the

deflection angle and the lens deflection (strabismus or oblique

fire) then affects the quality of protection. When colored glass

materials are used to make the absorption type protective lens,

this easily produces absorption saturation which causes a drop

in the protective effect of a high powered laser. There is a

relatively larger effect on vision when chemical materials are



used to construct the absorption type lens and the effect is

even greater when simultaneous protection is needed for several

types of lasers with different wavelengths. The reflection time

of explosion type protective lenses is often longer than the

pulse width of the Q switch pulse laser. Moreover, after using

it once it must be discarded, its protective effect is not very

ideal, it is too heavy, its structure is complex and it is not

convenient to use. The reaction speeds of the photochemical

reaction type, photoelectric type and variable color microlite

glass type protective lenses might also be raised so that the

pulse width of the Q switch pulse laser is only 10- 9-10 - 12

seconds. At the same time, it is also necessary that it quickly

restore its luminosity after laser irradiation so as to avoid

its negative influence on vision. Care must be taken that all of

these lenses improve their affect on night vision. It is also

necessary to pay attention to other related problems when sel-

ecting a protective lens. For example, when using a reflection

type or absorption type lens for protection against the ruby

laser (red light) and argon ion laser (green light), it is nec-

essary to have a greater effect on red and green light vision.

Yet, red and green lights are the most important in aircraft

cabin lights, signal lamps as well as for airfield and commun-

ications signals. Because the use of the above mentioned pro-

tective lenses influence these two types of light vision, there

can be some trouble which can even cause the need for larger

improvements of aircraft cabin lighting and siqnal lamps system.

It is mandatory to totally consider these problems when selecting



the protective lens. Aside from this, for the design of the

protective lens, a wider laser protection wavelength range should

be considered because new model lasers are continuously emerging

and moreover the wavelengths of some lasers are changeable under

certain conditions. Therefore, if the protective range is too

narrow then it cannot but have limited application so that it

will totally lose its protective capabilities in certain situations.

In order to adopt proper protective measures for the laser,

the use of a warning system is also necessary.

What happens when there actually is flash blindness? In

order to shorten the time in which the pilot cannot see the in-

struments, some people propose the use of temporary regulating

instruments for stronger intensity lighting or the improved use

of the white light lighting method. These methods can without a

doubt cause earlier visual clarity of the instruments. Their

shortcomings are that they destroy a pilot's adaptation to

darkness to some extent and are not advantageous to seeing

targets in the dark outside the cabin during night navigation.

It should be mentioned that the quality of clarity re-

adability and cabin lighting of aircraft instruments have

significant effects on the time of flash blindness. Instruments

that are easily seen and read can cause a 2-10 fold decrease in

the time after the flashing light. The use of red and white

lighting can be considered and regulation is increased by needs

of the pilots' actual visual situation.

The essence of the above narration is the problem of

---------------------------------



visual protection against lasers. The harmful effect of lasers

on the skin and other organs generally depends on the effective

protection of clothes, hat and the cabin shell. Yet, from the

perspective of future development, after high powered carbon

dioxide gas lasers are used in vibration amplification technol-

ogy the destructive affect on the human central nervous system

and aircraft instruments and gas tank is still worthy of

attention.

Section Two The Effect of Microwaves on the Human Body

1. The Thermal and Non-Thermal Effects of Microwaves

Some of the effects of microwave energy on organisms are

reflected and some are absorbed. Most of the absorbed energy

transforms into molecular kinetic energy which causes a rise in

temperature. The biological effect and harm caused by heating

and the microwave heating of organisms are jointly called thermal

effects. Aside from these, other effects are jointly called non-

thermal effects. Thermal effects occupy a superior position

among all of the microwave biological effects.

The absorption energy of biotissues is different at

different frequencies of microwaves. When the microwave energy

frequency is lower than 1,000 megacycles and higher than 3,000

megacycles, the ratio absorbed by the biotissue is about 40%.

When the frequency energy lies within 1,000-3,000 megacycles

the absorption ratio is 20-100% (see table 5-27).
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Table 5-27 The Relative Ratio of Biotissues to Microwave Energy

1. Microwave frequency (megacycles)
2. Wavelength (centimeters)
3. Quantum energy approximate value (electron volts)
4. Relative absorption rate (%) of effective section
5. Fat thickness,l-3 centimeters; skin thickness

0.2-0.4 centimeters
6. Body
7. Human safety limit (incident power intensity, unit is

watts/centimeter-)

See table 5-28 for the reflection rate of the biotissues

different and separate interfaces to different frequency micro-

waves. In other words, there is a disparity in the thermal effect

of different frequency microwaves on organisms. The higher the

energy absorption rate, the greater the thermal effect. The dif-

ferent ratio of energy absorbed by the organism at different

frequency microwaves is related to the different permittivity and

electric conduction of biotissues under different frequencies.
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5 I t- A 0.758 0.684 0.623 0.57 o.ss 0.53 0.47

I. qz - 0.340 0.277 0.231 0.19 0.2 0.22

f t-RO 0.355 0.352 0.300 0.281

Table 5-28 The Reflection Coefficient of Biotissues Separate
Interfaces to Microwaves

1. Microwave frequency (megacycles)
2. Interface
3. Air - skin
4. Skin - fat
5. Fat - muscle

Research tests have already verified the therma-l effect of

microwaves. Starting from this point, microwave harm and high

temperature harm are similar. At present, there is still debate

on whether a non-thermal effect of microwaves exists and what

its mecnanism is. Those who advocate the existence of micro-

wave non-thermal effects suggest various mechanism such aF the

field force effect, photochemical reaction and electromagnetic

resonance effect.

2. The Penetration Force and Deep Thermal Effect of Microwaves

The ability of microwaves to be absorbed by biotissues
-I

can be used as an absorption coefficient (centimeters ) for

measurement and can also be used as the absorption rate (%)

for measurement. The absorption rate represents the percentage

of incident microwave energy absorbed by the tissue. Thus, the

absorption coefficient shows the ability of microwaves to

cause tissue heating. The formula for calculating the absorption
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coefficient is:

the heating rate
(micr~calories/centi--
meter . seconds) of
each unit volume of

absorption coefficient (centimeters-) biotissue

microwave strength
(micrgcalorie/centi-
meter . seconds)

The absorption coefficient changes in accordance with the micro-

wave frequency. For example, the skin absorption coefficient for
-i

a 10,000 megacycle microwave is 2.5 (centimeters ) and the ab-
-i

sorption coefficient is 0.6 (centimeters ) for a 3,000 megacycle

microwave. The reciprocal of the absorption coefficient is called

the penetration depth and its unit is centimeters. The penetration

depth indicates that with this depth, the microwave strength

lowers to l/e of the incident strength and e is the base of the

natural logarithm. Thus, at this depth, the microwave strength

drops to 1/3 the weakness of the incident strength. The penetra-

tion depth of a 10,000 megacycle microwave on the skin is 4

millimeters and the penetration depth of a 3,000 megacycle micro-

wave is approximately 16 millimeters. The penetration depths of

different tissues is different for varying frequency microwaves.

Generally speaking, in the over 100 megacycle frequency range,

the shorter the microwave wavelength (the higher the frequency),

the lower the penetration force. The thermal effect of microwaves

below ,000 megacycle is relatively great on deep tissues. Most

of the microwaves above 3,000 megacycles are absorbed by the

skin and rarely penetrate the deep. r tissues.

This special phenomenon of microwave heating is called the



deep thermal effect and its specific manifestations are:

(1) When microwaves with frequencies lower than 3,000

megacycles (especially microwaves below 1,000 megacycles) were

used for heating tissues, it was discovered that their thermal

effect on deep tissues such as muscles had better heating

effects than the use of infrared and other methods and this was

especially evident for people with relatively thin subcutaneous

fat.

(2) The lower the microwave frequeiicy the better the heat-

ing effect of deep tissues such as muscles; the effect of micro-

waves with frequencies below 1,000 megacycles on muscles often

exceeded the heating of fat although the fat is closer to the

surface of the skin than the muscles. Most of the microwave

energy can penetrate fat and enter deep tissues such as the

muscles.

(3) When human skin and tissue is heated to a certain level,

there occurs a compensation reaction in the human body and within

this reaction most outstanding is the acceleration of the peri-

pheral blood flow. After the blood flow accelerates, the heat

of the heated tissue is quickly moved away thus causing the

temperature of the heated tissue to drop again. This type of

effect generally occurs after the skin is heated for 10-20 min-

utes. This type of blood flow acceleration reaction of the skin

is greater than the subcutaneous tissue and therefore similar

heating causes the temperature drop of the skin due to the blood

flow reaction to be greater than the subcutaneous tissue. As a



result, after 10-20 minutes of irradiation, skin temperature is

lower than that of deep tissues. Because the penetration force

of infrared ray irradiation and other methods is low, the great

majority of energy is absorbed by the skin and does not reach

the deep tissues. Therefore, the deep thermal effect does not

occur. It is reasonable to say that the special feature of the

deep thermal effect is microwave heating. This type of effect

often causes surface skin temperature not to be too high, and

not to reach the level of the pain threshold but it does cause

subcutaneous tissue temperature to reach a level which creates

harm. This is to say, it is possible that prior to realizing

heat pain deep tissue harm has already been created. This has

a certain danger for tissues with slower blood flow or body

fluid circulation such as the testes and crystalline lenses. For

example, when there is an artificially caused rise in tested

temperature of 10-20C but there is still no acute pain felt on

the surface skin. In this way, when a person does not yet feel

pain in the scrotum, harm has already been done to the repro-

ductive function.

From the point of view of medical treatment, this special

characteristic of microwaves is suitable for carrying out heat-

ing physiotherapy for deep tissues. In the past, the frequency

of the microwave heaters used in physiotherapy was about 2,450

megacycles. Based on the above mentioned reasons, microwaves

below 1,000 megacycles can be proposed for revised use, for

example 900 megacycles, so as to increase the physiothera-

peutical effects on deep tissues.



3. Some Factors Influencing the Microwave Thermal Effect

The thermal effect of microwaves is influenced by many

factors. We have already discussed the important influences of

microwave strength, exposure time, frequency, the quality of

biotissues and the depth of irradiation on the microwave thermal

effect and below we will further discuss several problems that

cannot be overlooked.

1. Skin Depth and the Level of Tissue Moisture

Generally speaking, dry tissues absorb more energy than

wet tissues. When the skin depth is relatively great, 0-0.4

centimeters, the heat absorption rate of the adipose layer is

relatively high.

2. Interval of Time

If the time interval between each two pulses of the pulse

microwave is shorter than the heat loss time (about 0.3 seconds),

then a heat accumulated effect is produced. If it does not pro-

duce a heat accumulated effect then its effect can only be

equal to the effect of a single pulse.

3. Microwave Irradiation Effect

The effect of one time of acute microwave irradiation is

greater than the effect of irradiation in stages. When the in-

terval time is 2 times of radiation in 4 days, not very strong

microwave irradiation in stages can possibly have a certain ac-

cumulated effect. When the time interval is longer than 7 days,

the accumulated affect can be overlooked. This means that the

harm of chronic microwave irradiation can be recovered within
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4-7 days. However, if the microwaves are very strong, each time

of irradiation can cause noticeable harm. Therefore, the inter-

val period must be longer than the harm and after complete re-

covery the accumulated effects can be eliminated.

4. Anaesthesia, Drinking and Scattering of Heat

Anaesthetics such as pentobarbital sodium, chloroform

and morphine cause microwave irradiation thermal reaction to

increase.

5. Tissue Initial Temperatures and Environmental Tem-
peratures

The lower the tissue initial and environmental tempera-

tures, the lighter the harm created by the microwave thermal

effects. This situation is similar to that of high temperature

thermal irradiation.

6. The Influence of Humidity and Air Flow Speed

When the humidity in the environment is relatively great,

the microwave effect is also great; when the air flow speed in

the environment is relatively fast, the microwave thermal effect

drops.

7. The Irradiation Area and Position

There are sometimes great disparities in the thermal

effects of different irradiation areas.

8. The Reflex Effect of Tissues on Microwaves

Some separate tissue interfaces have relatively large

reflex effects on microwaves and thus influence the thermal

effect of microwaves. The reflex effect of some tissues in

certain areas is especially strong on certain frequency micro-



waves and thus produce "heat points" on certain areas close to

the tissue.

9. An Organism's Compensation Reaction

If there is a blood flow acceleration reaction, a body

temperature regulation reaction and muscle contraction (evasion),

all of these can cause a weakening of the microwave thermal effect.

10. The Combined Effect of Microwaves and Radiation

The following cases are further explained for situations

that are more complex. Several months up to one year ago living

dogs were again given microwave irradiation (165 milliwatts/

centimeter2 , 3,800 megacycles) after sustaining 30 days of 50%

and 80% fatal dosages of ion radiation. These dogs had rises in

their anal temperatures, their blood cells rose above tolerance

and their body weight dropped. All of these reactions were

greater than before sustaining radiation. Yet, before the dogs

sustained 2,800 megacycle pulse microwave irradiation, their

lifetimes were often longer than before microwave irradiation

when under x-ray irradiation. With the simultaneous use of

2,800 megacycle microwaves (100 milliwatts/centimeter 2 ) and peak

value voltage 250 kilovolt x-rays (the dosage was 720 rontgen,

the dosage rate was 2 r6ntgen/minute), it was also seen that

these dogs had relatively early recoveries from deficiencies of

white blood cells caused by ion radiation. Yet, if the radiation

dosage rate was relatively high (4.6 rontgen/minute), this

condition was not seen. Generally, the combined effect of micro-

wave and ion radiation is very complex and still awaits further

research and clarification.



4. The Body Temperature Rises and Fatality Caused by Microwaves

The main effect on the whole body by microwave irradia-

tion is the thermal effects which has already been explained

above. If heating surpasses the organism's temperature regula-

tion ability limit then the normal temperature balance will be

destroyed and that will create burns. If high temperature re-

actions of the whole body including acid poisoning, excessive

breathing, tears, perspiring, heart blood vessel reactions, tics

and respiration obstruction are not properly treated, this can

endanger life safety. Autopsies on animals have shown that

their pathological changes were similar to high temperature

deaths.

Whole body high temperature reactions of microwave thermal

effects can be divided into two stages. The first stage is the

thermal reaction period in which there is a rise in the respir-

ation rate, a drop in the respiration depth and gasping for

breath. This stage generally lasts for 20-25 minutes. Following

this, the organism undergoes a noticeable compensation reaction

wherein heat balance occurs. This is the heat balance period.

Generally, at the 60th minute after continuous exposure, if

microwave exposure continues the organism's heat storage ex-

ceeds its permissable limit and thus the heat equilibrium is

destroyed and the organism collapses or even dies. This is the

heat imbalance period.

5. The Harmful Effects of Microwaves on the Eyes

The harmful effects of microwaves on the eyes is an im-

portant aspect of microwave harm. Microwaves can cause blurri-
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ness and cataracts in the eye's crystalline lens and stronger

microwaves can also create harm to the cornea, iris and the

eye's anterior chamber. Serious harm to the eye by microwaves

causes crystalline lens blurriness and cataracts. There are two

types of major harmful situations. One is acute harm caused by

high strength microwaves. This type of harm is commonly ac-

companied by harm to the cornea, iris and anterior chamber and

blurriness mainly appears immediately under the crystalline

lens. This develops and dissolves and even causes complete

blurriness. The other type occurs when there is relatively low

strength microwave irradiation. For example, with relatively

2longer irradiation of 100 milliwatts/centimeter microwaves, a

dormancy period of several days to several weeks, is needed for

the development of crystalline lens blurriness. The harm is

chiefly seen in the crystalline lens posterior cortex area in-

cluding granular or small bubble harm. Cataracts can also be

produced from the accumulated effects of many times of micro-

wave irradiation with strengths below the threshold value. If

the level of crystalline lens blurriness caused by the micro-

waves is not serious then it often dissipates after appearing

and completely disappears within several weeks or only a scar

remains. Serious crystalline lens harm is irreversible.

The harmful effect of microwaves on the eyes is related

to its frequency. Microwaves within the frequency range of
9

0.8 - 65x10 cycles can cause crystalline lens blurriness. The

lower the microwave frequencies within this range the lighter



the harm (see chart 5-25). The numerical values on the curves

in the chart indicate the microwave frequency (kilomegacycles/

second) and the dotted lines are taken from a multiple of

sources.

0.8

5.45.5 5.4
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Chart 5-25 The Threshold Values of a Single Time of Microwave
Exposure Producing Crystalline Lens Blurriness
(Cataracts)

i. Average power (watts)

2. Exposure time (minutes)

The harmful effect of the pulse microwave is similar to

that of the continuous microwave. From the test results shown

in chart 5-26, the harm of an over 7x109 cycle frequency micro-

wave on the eye is mainly to the cornea, iris and anterior

chamber; harm to the crystalline lens is rarely seen. This is

because the penetration force of this type of frequency micro-

wave is relatively low and therefore harm is generally limited

to the surface of the eye.

The earliest appearance of crystalline lens harm after

acute microwave irradiation is the crystalline lens oedema which



is irreversible and this does not necessarily cause crystalline

lens blurriness. Oedema can sometimes last as long as several

days to several weeks before disappearing. Yet, if the harm is

relatively serious or if another dose of microwave harm is

added during the oedema period, the harmful effect can accumulate

and cause crystalline lens blurriness. This explains why repeated

microwave irradiation with strengths below the threshold value

can cause crystalline lens blurriness.

100

Chart 5-26 Comparison of the Threshold Values of Pulse and
Continuous Microwaves Which Produce Crystalline
Lens Blurriness (Cataracts) - (Microwave Fre-
quency of 5.5 Megacycles/Second)

Line 1 - Continuous microwave
Line 2 - Pulse microwave
3. Average power (milliwatts)
4. Exposure time (minutes)

6. The Influence of Microwaves on the Senses

1. Vision

Besides causing visual organ harm (cataracts) and thus

influencing vision, microwaves can cause after effects that pro-

duce changes, the light field of vision to increase and the color
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perception reception area to shrink. These effects, however, are

not very steady.

2. Hearing

Microwaves can cause the auditory threshold to shift

(temporary threshold shift). For example, when a 50 megacycle

radio wave went through an electrode and was passed on to a per-

son, it was discovered that the person's pure sound auditory

threshold of 1,000 cycles/second rose 4-6 decibels and the pure

sound auditory threshold of 4,000 cycles/second rose 6-10

decibels. The higher the sound frequency the longer the auditory

recovery time. Microwaves can not only cause human hearing to

decline but can also cause auditory reaction time to lengthen.

The effect of microwaves with wavelengths of 10 centimeters was

stronger than those of 30 centimeters. Microwaves can also cause

changes in auditory space perception.

3. Smell

Based on investigations of 358 people working in a 10-100

centimeter wavelength range, it was discovered that the smell

threshold distribution curve became bimodal (the smell thresh-

old distribution curve of most people is unimodal) and moveover

tended towards the low value extreme. For people who were ex-

posed to power density microwaves of several milliwatts/centi-

meter , the longer their work time the more deficient their sense

of smell. It was practically shown that for people who were con-

tinually exposed to 1 milliwatt/centimeter 2 microwaves, when the

work period was greater than 1 year and less than 6 years, the



change in sense of smell was relatively great but the reason

for this is still not clear.

4. Skin Sensations

Microwaves can cause the skin to feel hot. The fingers

are more sensitive than the face. The higher the microwave

strength, the greater the irradiation area and the shorter the

time of heat sensation. Higher strength microwaves can cause

heat pain or burning pain on the skin. See table 5-29 for the

threshold values of microwave strengths which cause human skin

to feel heat and burning pain.

(MRW*3oo0J, RM*E9.5E #)
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3.1 20

2.5 30

1.8 60

1.0 120
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Table 5-29 Human Skin Non-Endurance Burning Pain Threshold
to Microwaves (Microwave Frequency 3,000 2
Megacycles, Irradiation Area 9.5 Centimeters

21. Threshold value power density (watts/centimeter
2. Exposure time (seconds)
Notes: 1. When the irradiation area is 53 centimeters

and exposure time is 3 minutes, the non-endgr-
ance threshold is 560 milliwatts/centimeter

2. Irradiation with 2,456 megacycle frequency
microwave will cause the non-endurance pain2
threshold value to be 0.11 watts/centimeter
when the microwave frequency is 900 megacycles
the above mentioed threshold value is 0.22
watts/centimeter-.



7. The Influence of Microwaves on the Nervous System

1. The Penetration Force of Microwaves on Head Tissue

The peripheral tissues of the skull (skin, fat, muscles,

skeleton etc.) have a noticeable attenuating effect on the

electromagnetic field. 1,000 megacycle (300-1,500 megacycle)

microwaves have the greatest penetration force on head tissues.

The reflection rate of low frequency microwaves is relatively

high for head tissue. The absorption of high frequency micro-

waves by tissues outside the brain is relatively strong and

therefore microwaves in the area of 1,000 megacycles are quite

dangerous to the brain.

2. The Effect of Peripheral Nerve Stimulation

Microwave irradiation of the peripheral nerve causes bio-

tonic reactions in animals including: (1) rises in blood pres-

sure and respiration rate; (2) lowering of the electric poten-

tial amplitude of the electroencephalogram; (3) defense re-

actions such as the escape reaction.

3. Tissue Pathological Manifestations of the Nervous
System

Brain damage caused by stronger microwaves includes white

and grey substance brain damage, brain stem damage, as well as

nerve axon and dendron damage. The dendron tips thicken and the

nodes disappear. Besides this, there is also nerve tract, spinal

cord and autonomic nerve damage.

4. Changes in the Electric Activity of the Central
Nervous System

Research on the electroencephalograms of 120 persons
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working for a long period of time in a centimeter wave envir-

onment showed that there were many subnormal changes in these

people's electroencephalograms. People who used drugs to induce

microwave work for over 3 years had higher positive reactions

on their electroencephalograms than normal people.

5. Vegetative Reactions and the Influence of Uncondi-
tioned Reflexes

Low strength microwave irradiation causes the skeletal

reflex dormancy period to shorten and high strength microwaves

cause its dormancy period to lengthen. Microwave irradiation

can also inhibit the tics of mice when they are in noisy con-

ditions. Microwaves can also cause vestibular and vagus nerve

vegetative reactions. Microwave irradiation of peripheral nerves

can also cause changes in the conductioi rate, excitability,

refraction period and latent period of these nerve reflexes.

6. Major Symptoms

People who do microwave work for a relatively long period

of time often have central discomfort symptoms, mainly exhaus-

tion, headaches, drowsiness, memory deficiency loss of appetite,

pain in the eyes, hand quivering, a lowering of work efficiency

and heating of the skin and limbs. Clinical investigations have

also discovered that some people have various different symptoms.

Generally speaking, they are heart expansion, heart murmurs,

changes in electrocardiograms, an increase of the thyroid gland

1(3) absorption, an increase of serum albumin, a lowering of

the sense of smell, trichomadesis, function attenuation and

some nerve symptoms. These symptoms are generally reversible and



disappear some time after leaving the microwave work area. Yet,

those who recover from microwave work can later have relapses.

8. Other Physiological Effects of Microwaves

The physiological effects of microwaves are multifaceted

and complex; some seem to be protopathic but most symptoms are

derived or induced thermal effects. This problem is only dis-

cussed below in general.

1. General Physiological Changes

Body temperature rises brought on by microwaves can cause

a series of high temperature physiological reactions in the

human body and among them respiration, digestion and circulation

reactions are quite evident. These are manifested in the accel-

eration of the pulse and blood flow, an initial rise in blood

pressure which gradually drops; respiration quickens and there

is development to the stage of respiration obstruction. There are

also rises in the metabolism rate, blood sugar rises, the com-

position of phosphorus in the blood changes, the specific volume

of blood rises, there is an increase of red blood cells and

granular cells and there is a decrease in the number of erythro-

blasts, lymphoid cells, white blood cells and neutrophil cells,

there is a rise in thyroid gland activity, body weight drops,

there is an increase of gastrointestinal peristalsis and saliva

secretion, an increase of potassium chloride and calcium and the

amount of glucose drops. Whether this series of changes is com-

pletely a side effect of the microwave thermal effect or is

partially due to direct stimulation by the microwaves is very
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difficult to distinguish clearly.

2. The Effect of Harm Done to Sperm Production in the
Testes

The effect of microwaves on the testes is quite noticeable

and certain. Besides causing oedema of the testes tissues and

degeneration of the epithelial cells, the most noticeable

changes are a decrease in the spermatid, the primary spermato-

cytes cannot further split and reproduce and under normal con-
0

ditions the temperature in the scrotum is maintained below 37 C.

When a person has cryptorchidism, their testes are unable to

come down from their abdominal cavity so that their testes do

not have mature sperm. Artificial heating of the scrotum to over
0

37 C can stop spermatocyte cell division. Based on the above facts,

microwave irradiation causes changes in the seminal duct epith-

elium and the loss of the ability of sperm production which is

an after effect caused by the microwave thermal effect.

9. Microwave Safety Standards

There are many views on the problem of microwave safety

standards. Some, based on the tissue harm threshold value

caused by microwaves, consider that microwaves below 100 milli-

watts/centimeter2 generally do not create noticeable irrevers-

ible tissue harm. Because of this, after selecting a safety

coefficient of 10, the safety limit is fixed in the area of 10

2milliwatts/centimeter . The safety standards now employed by

some nations are basically founded on this view. Each nation

formulates their own standards based on work conditions and



living situations. Because of this, safety standards cannot he

borrowed indiscriminately by other nations. Table 5-30 summar-

izes some of the conclusions of foreign materials.

Table 5-30 Microwave Safety Standards

(M)

A. Occupational and Environmental Protection Stipulations

1. Under normal environmental conditions, when the electro-
magnetic frequency rate is 10-100,000 megacycles and the exposure
time is longer than 6 minutes, within any 6 minutes thl average
power density does not exceed 10 milliwatts/centimeter

2. When the exposure time is shorter than 6 minutes, the
average power density does not exceed 1 milliwatt /centi-
meter

The above mentioned safety standards are suitable for whole
body or localized exposure as well as occupational exposure but
is not suitable for special environments such as hiqh tempera-
tures. Under high temperature conditions, the safety limit must
be lower. In a low temperature environment, the safety limit can
be appropriately raised.

B. Stipulations for Military Use

The permissible exposure time for 300-300,000 megacycle
frequency microwaves is

=p 6,000Tp=
X 2

In the formula Tp is the permissible exposure time (minutes) in
any 1 hour 2 and X is the microwaves power density (milliwatts/
centimeter

This formula is only suitable for power densities below
100 milliwatts/centimeter . Therefore, when exposure time is
less than 2 minutes there is little practical significance.

C. Proposals by the Health Department

When the microwave frequency is 10 8-1011 cycles/second,
the safety limit is:

1. The average power density does not exceed 10 milliwatts/



centimeter 2 and each day the exposure time does not exceed 8hours (continuous exposure).

2. The average pcwer density does not exceed 10-25 milli-
watts/centimeter , the exposure time in any 1 hour of an 8 hour
work day does not exceed 10 minutes (uncontinuous exposure).

3. The average power is not allowed to exceed 25 milli-
watts/centimeter in any situation.

IT

1. Irradiation strength cannot exceed 0.01 milliwatts/
centimeter during a whole work day.

2. Irradiation strength of 0.1 milliwatts/centimeter
2

cannot exceed 2 hours during any given work day.

3. Irradiation strength of 1.0 milliwatts/centimeter
2

cannot exceed 15-20 minutes during any given work day. More-
over, protective glasses must be worn.

Note: Based on c~iculations, microwave strength of 10 milliwatts/
centimeter is equal to the electrical field strength of
radio waves with continuous radiation strength of 200 volts/
meter.

10. Protective Measures Against Microwaves

The important feature of protective measures against micro-

waves should be shields. Besides the shields and protective

screens used in work areas, the use of protective clothing by

each person is also an effective measure. The fundamental design

is the use of a metallic reflex material as the middle layer which

will reflect away the microwave energy. A layer of electrolytic

insulation material (such as chloroprene rubber nylon fabric) is

'dded on to the outside of this shield. The innermost layer is

a relatively strong cotton layer. The shortcoming of this type of

clothing is that it is cumbersome, activity is not convenient and

it does not breathe freely so that it can only be used under cold



conditions. The major harmful effect of microwaves on the human

body is the thermal effect and because of this high temperature

protective measures should be employed. Besides the whole body

protective clothing, the use of partial shields can be consid-

ered. Protective glasses are mainly used for protection of the

eyes. After people compared the metal coated glass protective

glasses and the metal woven protective eyeshades, it was dis-

covered that the protective effects of the latter were better

and that its effect on vision was not very great.

The proper lowering of temperature in microwave work areas

is also an effective protective measure. In order to avoid un-

necessary danger, a warning sign must be made in the microwave

radiation unsafe area prohibiting people from entering. The

direction of antenna radiation must as far as possible avoid

places where there are people.

Section Three Ultraviolet Rays

Ultraviolet rays include wavelengths in the spectrum

range of 20-4,000 angstrom and their quantum energy is 3-130

electron volts. In their short wave band (wavelengths below

1,000 angstrom) spectrum some of the quantum energy reaches a

level sufficient to cause biotissue to produce ions and there-

fore they can be said to be of an ion radiation charachter.

Generally, however, some of those above the 1,000 angstrom

wavelength are unable to cause the tissues to produce ions.

Ultraviolet light with wavelengths above 1,000 angstrom can be
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divided into three sections:

(1) Vacuum section: when the wavelength is 1,000-1,900

angstrom, they can be absorbed by air and water;

(2) Far ultraviolet section: when the wavelength is

1,900-3,000 angstrom, most can be absorbed by strong biomole-

cules;

(3) Near ultraviolet section: when the wavelength is 3,000-

3,800 angstrom, they can be absorbed by biomolecules.

In solar electromagnetic radiation, when the wavelength

of ultraviolet radiation energy is shorter than 3,000 angstrom,

it only occupies about 1% of the total energy. However, most of

this ultraviolet radiation is absorbed by the earth's atmosphere,

especially its ozonosphere, and is able to reach the earth's

surface, mainly the wavelength section greater than 2,900 ang-

strom. The penetration depths of the various wavelength ultra-

violet rays in the earth's atmosphere as well as the strengths of

ultraviolet rays at different altitudes are recorded in table 5-31.

When an airship leaves the earth's atmosphere and travels towards

the sun, the strength of the ultraviolet rays will be much

stronger than on the earth's surface. Therefore, the ,effect of

ultraviolet rays on the human body and protection against it

must be discussed in aerospace medical science.

(see next page for table 5-311
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3 0.515 65
6 0.592 74
9 0.654 82

12 0.705 89
15 0.738 93
18 0.763 96
22 0.800 101
25 0.8026 104
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Table 5-31 Ultraviolet Ray Strengths at Different Altitudes
(The Total Ultraviolet Ray Radiation Wavelength
of Solar Vertical lrradiation in Clear Weather
is 2,200-4,000 Angstrom)

1. Altitude (kilometers)
2. Atmosphere transparency (relative to ultraviole rays)
3. Ultraviolet ray radiation strength (watts/meter
4. Outer layer of atmosphere
5. (Strength of ultraviolet rays in solar radiation)
6. F.N. Indicates the level ultraviolet rays can penetrate

the atmosphere. For example, the strength of ultra-
violet rays at an altitude of 50 kilometers is 0.999 of
the ultraviolet ray's original strength in solar rad-
iation. However, ultraviolet ray strength on the
earth's surface (altitude is 0) only has 0.429 of its
original strength

1. The Biochemical Effects of Ultraviolet Rays

Some of the ultraviolet rays with wavelengths shorter than

1,000 angstrom can produce ion effects on biotissues. Most ultra-

violet rays in the wavelength spectrum longer than 1,000 angstrom

cannot cause ionization in the biotissues yet they can cause

photochemical reactions in the biotissues. The biological effects



of ultraviolet rays with wavelengths shorter than 1,800 angstrom

are the strongest. For example, ultraviolet rays with wave-

lengths of 1,300 angstrom can destroy organic compounds and

water molecules and thus form the -OH-CN-NH2 group. However, most

of these types of ultraviolet rays are absorbed by the oxygen in

the earth's atmosphere and rarely reach the earth's surface.

1,800-4,000 angstrom ultraviolet rays also have relatively

noticeable biological effects. Photochemical effects occupy a

dominant position in ultraviolet ray biological effects. Photo-

chemical effects include the following several types: latin

letters are used as symbols for the substances and their sep-

arate, combined and displacement forms are indicated in the

following formulas.

(1) Isomer AB*=BA(*indicate molecular excitation)
(2) Chemical combination AB*+C=ABC
(3) Replacement AB*+C=AC+B
(4) Decomposition AB*=A+B
(5) Sensitization (excited) AB*+C=AB+C*
(6) Polymerization AB+AB=ABAB etc.

Ultraviolet ray irradiation has living substances which

cause the two types of effects of photolysis and metamorphosis:

2,800-3,020 angstrom ultraviolet rays cause photolysis and

2,537-2,600 angstrom ultraviolet rays cause metamorphosis.

2. The Effects of Ultraviolet Rays on the Skin

When the penetration force of ultraviolet rays is not

strong, their harmful effect is limited to the eyes and skin.

When ultraviolet ray energy wavelength is less than 2,900

angstrom there is complete penetration of human skin. Less than



10% of 2,900-3,200 angstrom ultraviolet rays can penetrate into

the derma. Less than 50% of ultraviolet rays with wavelengths

less than 4,000 angstrom can penetrate into the derma. See

table 5-32 for the relation of ultraviolet wavelengths and their

penetration depths.
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Table 5-32 The Penetration Rates (%) of Different Wavelength
Ultraviolet Rays

1. Skin thickness (millimeters)
2. Energy that can penetrate (%)
3. Light wave wavelength (angstrom)

Long term repeated irradiation of small doses of 2,900-

3,100 angstrom ultraviolet rays cause human skin to produce

radiation chemical reactions. The skin becomes dry, brown

colored and wrinkled with no elasticity. The skin radiation

chemical reaction does not cause any danger but it is a sign of

advancing ultraviolet ray harm.

Acute irradiation of the skin by a large dosage of ultra-

violet rays, even for several minutes, can also cause erythema.

This type of erythema is mainly the result of certain light ray

component thermal effects in the light source. After 2-8 hours,



erythema appears again and is accompanied by burning and sting-

ing sensations. This is the after effect of ultraviolet acute

irradiation. Ultraviolet rays only have partial effects on the

skin and because of this there is serious localization. Gener-

ally, the first symptoms to appear are erythema and blisters

and later there are surface necrosis and shedding of skin.

Pleura and back skin are the most sensitive to ultraviolet rays?

next are the forehead, shoulders and buttocks and lastly are the

soles of the feet and backs of the hands. After 10-12 hours to

3-4 days of continuous burning sun exposure, the skin can turn

brown, begin to peel off and afterwards the skin turns black

(burned black). Ultraviolet ray harm is initially limited to the

epidermis (0.05 millimeters) and cuticles (0.03 millimeters).

The epidermis has a certain protective effect for the organism.

The shorter the ultraviolet ray wavelength the stronger the ab-

sorption of the epidermis. This causes the organism's deep tis-

sues to be little effected signifying the protective effect of

the epidermis.

The erythema effect of ultraviolet rays is closely re-

lated to nerve conditions. Sleep, fatigue, pain and mental dis-

orders all have an inhibitory effect on the ultraviolet ray

erythema effect. However, when an animal's cerebrum is excised,

during the menses of animals and humans, Jacksonian disease,

pregnancy, eczema and Basedow's disease can all cause sensit-

ivity to ultraviolet ray erythema. Skin color is also affected

The skin erythema threshold value of black skin to ultraviolet

rays is over 10 times greater than for white skin.



The skin erythema effects of different wavelength ultra-

violet rays are different. Charts 5-27 and 5-28 show the stand-

ard curves and relatively effects curves of the ultraviolet

skin erythema effects. It can be seen from chart 5-27 that

single color ultraviolet B radiation can penetrate deeper into

the skin than ultraviolet C and thus cause serious erythoedema.
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Chart 5-27 The Skin Erythema Effect of Ultraviolet Rays

The numerical values on the curves are the ultraviolet
ray wavelengths (millimicrometer).

1. Level of erythroedema
2. Relative Dosage
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Chart 5-28 The Relation Between Ultraviolet Ray Wavelengths
and Erythema Effect

1. Relative Erythema effect (%)
2. Wavelength (millimicrometers)

It can be seen from chart 5-28 that there are two peak

values on the ultraviolet skin erythema effect curve; one is

in the 2,800-3,200 angstrom area and the other is in the

2,500-2,600 area. This situation shows that the skin effects

of long wave ultraviolet rays are somewhat different from short

wave ultraviolet rays.

Individuals sensitive to ultraviolet rays can produce

old age skin keratosis, epidermoid carcinoma and basal-cell

epithelioma after acute or chronic ultraviolet ray irradiation.

Skin cancer is a pathological effect of ultraviolet rays. Ultra-

violet rays with wavelengths of 2,800-3,400 angstrom promote

cancer and within this range ultraviolet rays with wavelengths



less than 3,200 angstrom can cause serious skin cancer.

3. The Effects of Ultraviolet Rays on the Eyes

The effects of ultraviolet rays on the eyes can be dis-

cussed from two aspects. One is relatively weak ultraviolet ray

irradiation which causes a luminescent feeling in the eyes. When

the surrounding environment is very bright, this type of effect

is covered and not easily perceived. It causes people to lose

their ability to adapt to darkness. The other aspect is !,ihen

after relatively strong ultraviolet ray irradiation on the eyes

harm is done to the cornea and crystalline lens.

The harmful effect of ultraviolet rays to the cornea is

called photophobia ophthalmia extreme pain leukoma. Besides

acute pain, tearing, excitement, conjunctiva hyperemia and

ciliary muscle tics, the pathological change of the cornea is

manifested in leukoma. See table 5-33 for the minimum ultra-

violet ray threshold values that cause cornea harm.
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Table 5-33 The Minimum Ultraviolet Ray Threshold Values
Causing Cornea Harm and Skin Erythema

1. Harm
2. Corneitis
3. Skin erythema
4. Human or animal
5. Rabbit
6. Primate
7. Rabbit
8. Human
9. Human

10. Human
11. Human
12. Human
13. Human
14. Human
15. Human
16. Human
17. Ultraviolet wavelength (angstrom) 2
18. Threshoid value (microwgtts.seconds/centimeter
19. 0.05xi0 4 (erg/centimeter2 )
20. 0.04510 (erg/centimete-
21. lxlO (joule/centimeter
22. Remarks
23. Calculated according to a 2,537 angstrom wavelength

threshold value and materials on the relative effect
on rabbits (2,537 angstrom ultraviolet rays is the
commonly used ultraviolet ray wavelength of a ster-
ilization lamp).

24. Based on another source material
25. Normal skin threshold value prior to irradiation
26. Deep color skin threshold value of white people
27. Skin threshold values for the upper arm and back
28. Threshold value for abdominal area skin (the section

of the skin most sensitive to ultraviolet rays)
29. The very short time the skin becomes slightly red

8 hours after ultraviolet ray exposure within a
certain distance; in 24 hours the threshold value
disappears

30. The threshold value of formerly sustained ultraviolet
ray irradiation

31. F.N. Maximum effect wave table

Ulthaviolet cornea harm commonly occurs after 6-12 hours

of the exposure. The greater the ultraviolet ray strength, the

shorter the latency period. This type of harm often occurs in



personnel who work in sea, desert and snow sunshine and do not

pay attention to use protective glasses. According to histo-

logical research, ultraviolet irradiation of the cornea causes

photochemical deterioration and solidification of cell protein

in the cornea. Nucleoproteins are especially sensitive to ultra-

violet rays in the area of 2,650 angstrom and cell protein is

most sensitive to rays in the area of 2,800 angstrom. It was

formerly believed that the human cornea was most sensitive to

ultraviolet rays with wavelengths of 2,880 angstrom. Yet, re-

search in recent years has shown that the cornea is even more

sensitive to ultraviolet rays of 2,650-2,750 angstrom.Harm

caused to the eyes by the smallest dosage has no reaction to

irradiation but several hours after irradiation there is an un-

comfortable reaction and corneitis of the eyes with no other

visible harm. This type of very light corneitis can disappear

after a certain amount of time. However, large doses of acute

ultraviolet radiation not only cause cornea leukoma but can also

cause crystalline lens' blurriness and cataracts. Cornea harm

always appears prior to crystalline lens harm. The crystalline

lens ultraviolet ray harm threshold is about 2-3 times higher

than the cornea harm threshold.

Ultraviolet rays can generally only create cornea and

crystalline lens harm, yet, very powerful ultraviolet rays can

also create eye-ground harm. The eye-ground is most sensitive

to 2,700 angstrom wavelength ultraviolet rays.

4. The Beneficial Effects of Ultraviolet Rays to the Human Body
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Above we described the harmful effects of ultraviolet rays

to the skin and eyes, yet, on the other hand, appropriate doses

of ultraviolet rays can be of benefit to strengthening the

physique and maintaining health. Ultraviolet rays can speed up

the healing of wounds, strengthen white blood cell phagaytosis,

raise the ability to resist infectious diseases, reduce oversen-

sitive reactions, promote vitamin D synthesis and promote calcium

absorption and metabolism.Ultraviolet rays also have a certain

disinfectant effect which is already commonly used in sick

rooms, operating rooms, hospitals and laboratories. Table 5-34

lists several major effects of ultraviolet rays; some are harmful

and some are beneficial to the human body but this basically

depends on the wavelength and exposure time. Appropriate wave-

lengths and exposure times are useful and needed for human health.

We know that because infants and children have not looked

at the sun for very long they have deficiencies in vitamin D

which can cause rickets; if adults have deficiences of ultra-

violet radiation, this can cause mineral metabolism obstruction

and blood composition abnormalities. Ultraviolet ray irradiation

is desperately needed by pregnant women. If ultraviolet irrad-

iation becomes impossible in space navigation due to airship

cabin walls and space suit shield effects, then it is necessary

to provide a fixed amount of artificial ultraviolet rays in the

cabin and at a fixed time directly irradiate the screened surface

of the body.

40O
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Table 5-34 Several Types of Biological Effects of Ultra-
violet Radiation

1. Biological effect
2. Disinfecting
3. Cancer
4. Production of ozone
5. Light perception
6. Skin pigmentation
7. Thickening of cucicles and collagen denaturation
8. Cornea conjunctivitis
9. Anti-rickets

10. Skin erythema
11. Ultraviolet ray radiation condition
12. The disinfecting effect of a 2,600 angstrom wavelength

is greatest. When the wavelength shifts long or short,
the disinfecting efficiency drastically drops.

13. In the 2,000-4,000 angstrom wavelength range which
causes cancer, the 2,900-3,200 angstrom range is
greatest.

14. Similar to the disinfecting effect range
15. Changes according to the light absorption character-

istics of the chemical compound and because of this,
this type of effect is different at dissimilar wave-
lengths.

16. 2,800-3,200 angstrom wavelengths excite the formation
of melanin and light tanning. 3,000-6,500 angstrom
wavelengths promote the formation of melanin.

17. In solar electromagnetic radiation there are ultra-
violet rays with wavelengths of 3,000-4,000 angstrom.



18. In the short wave area, the effect is relatively large
and1 wavelengths of 2,880 angstrom energy with 0.15x
10 joule produce this effect.

19. Causes ergosterin conversion into vitamin D; when
2,49OS3,130 angstrom is absorbed by enerqy of
9x10 joule, ergosterin transforms into an interna-
tional unit of vitamin D.

20. 2,967 angstrom is the strongest producer of skin
erythema; the lowest power thrIshold value is 25
microwatts . second/centimeter . When longer or
shorter than this wavelength, there is produced a
relatively high threshold value of skin erythema.

5. Ultraviolet Ray Safety and Protection

Each nation formulates different safety standards for ultra-

violet rays and within one nation there are discrepancies in pro-

posed standards for a certain period. Table 5-35 are the published

safety standards of various nations during different periods.

Ultraviolet rays are generally not able to penetrate glass,

photo materials and thicker clothing and thus protection is not

difficult. Generally, both the outer shell of airships and space-

suits are effective protection. Protective glasses and face

guards are mainly used to protect the eyes. Because ultraviolet

rays do not easily penetrate glass, the manufacture of protective

lenses is not difficult. The use of medical detergents for

rinsing is also effective for protection.

See next page for Table 5-35
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Table 5-35 Safety Limit of Occupational Exposure of the
Eyes and Skin to Ultraviolet Rays

1. Source of material (the year reported is in
brackets)

2. Ultraviolet ray wavelength (angstrom)
3. Safety3 limit 2
4. 1.2x10 (microwatts . seconds centimeter days)

or 0.53 (microwatts/centimeter )2
5. 0.9x10 (microwatts.secondl/centimeter days) or

0.1 (microwatts/centi~eter
6. 0.1 (watts/centimeter-) 2
7. 100 (millijoule/centimeter )2
8. 1,000 (millijoule/centimeter-
9. 10-100 (milliwatts/centiTeter

10. 1 (milliwatts/centigeter
11, 1 (joule/centimeter
12. Remarks
13. 7 hours exposure per day on the eyes
14. 24 hour exposure per day on the eyes
15. Greater than non-protection of the skin and total

radiation value on the eyes
16. Greater than non-protection of the skin and total

radiation exposure value on the eyes
17. Greater than non-protection of the skin and total

radiation exposure value on the eyes
18. Safety limit of skin occupational exposure
19. Exposure time longer than 1,000 seconds
20. Exposure time shorter than 1,000 seconds
Note: The corresponding safety limits of "source mater-

ials" 1-5 are applicable in arc lamps, gas



lamps, steam lamps and fluorescent lamps but
are not suitable for lasers and sunshine or
people who are sensitive to ultraviolet rays.
When using these, it is necessary to notice
that the relative biological effects are dif-
ferent at different ultraviolet wavelengths.
The safety limits of different wavelength ultra-
violet rays should be properly regulated accord-
ing to the listed numerical values.

In order to avoid ultraviolet ray deficiency illness,

during long term navigation astronauts must have total body ultra-

violet irradiation at fixed times and when used in a sealed eco-

system, spacecraft cabin the problem of ultraviolet ray re-

quirements must be considered.

Section Four Infrared Rays

Infrared rays indicate electromagnetic radiation with

wavelengths of 7500 angstrom to lxlO7 angstrom; they include 3

wavebands: near infrared light with wavelengths of 7,500-30,000

angstrom, medium infrared light with wavelengths of 3x10 4

3x105 angstrom and far infrared light with wavelengths of 3x10 -

lxlO7 angstrom. The quantum energy of infrared rays is only about

1.5 electron volts and therefore cannot cause a photochemical

reaction in the biotissues and cannot even bring about material

ionization. Its action is mainly the thermal effect. What we

commonly call thermal radiation is actually infrared ray rad-

iation.

The effect of thermal radiation and protective meas-

ures against it have already been detailed above in the chapter

on high temperatures. Here we will only introduce the possible



skin and eye harm produced by an infrared device. Because the

use of infrared rays has been daily increasing in recent years

in military affairs, aviation, satellites, spaceships and sur-

veying technology the problem of its harm and protection

against it has been given more and more attention and it has

become a major problem in aerospace medical science.

1. The Effect of Infrared Rays on the Skin

The biological effects of infrared rays are mainly

thermal effects which is equivalent to burns under high temper-

atures. The energy of infrared rays with wavelengths greater

than 15000 angstrom can be completely absorbed by water. Bio-

tissues are full with fluid and thus infrared rays very easily

bring on temperature rises which cause protein solidification

harm. Infrared rays with wavelengths longer than 15,000 angstrom

can be totally absorbed by the skin's surface and therefore it

causes skin and eye burning or total body temperature rises

which form typical high temperature reactions. Infrared rays

with wavelengths shorter than 15000 angstrom possess a certain

permeating force. The maximum permeating force wavelength is in

the area of 11,000 angstrom. About 20% of the infrared ray

energy of this wave band can penetrate the skin's cuticles

reaching 5 millimeters into the derma area.This creates partial

blood vessel diastole thus causing the skin to fill with blood

and become red.

The heat receptors distributed on the skin's surface

are relatively sensitive to infrared radiation; when the skin



a

is within a temperature range of 32-37 C has an ascending rate
0

of 0.001-0.002 C, this can cause threshold heat sensations.

The strength of heat sensations changes in accordance with the

area strength and temperature change rates of skin heating; the

skin's absolute temperature only causes secondary effects. When

radiation strength is further raised and exposure time is length-

ened the strength of the heat sensation increases. When the skin

temperature rises to above 461C, this causes burning pain and

a scalding sensation. See chart 5-29 for the infrared ray ir-

radiation threshold values which cause skin burning pain. If

radiation strength is further raised, this causes skin burns.
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Chart 5-29 The Skin Burning Pain Threshold Value of Infrared
Rays

21. Excitation strength (calories/centimeter .seconds)
2. Exposure time (seconds)

The skin burn threshold value is influenced by the

following factors:

The threshold value of the burn's blackened skin,

temperature rise at 5.6 watts.second/centimeter2 infrared ray

(e1



strength is 56 C after 0.5 seconds of irradiation; and in in-

2trared ray strength of 13 watts second/centimeter , after 100

seconds it is 550C.

The degree of endurance of human skin to infrared ray rad-

iation is related to the localized and irradiated areas of the

skin. For example, the endurance strength of a 3.5 centimeter2

area of forehead skin is below 0.07-0.09 calories/centimeter
2

of infrared long term irradiation but a 144 centimeter2area of

upper abdomen and scapula skin can only sustain short wave in-

frared rays of under 0.04 calories/centimeter 2 seconds.

2. The Effects of Infrared Rays on the Eyes

The penetration rate of 7,500-13,000 angstrom wavelength

infrared rays is very high for the cornea and harm can be done

to the eyeground. Infrared rays in the area of 11,000 angstrom

will not cause harm to the cornea and crystalline lens but can

directly create eyeground retina burns. Infrared rays with wave-

lengths above 19,000 angstrom are completely absorbed by the

cornea and their effect can cause cornea blurring which is often

limited to the cornea's surface layer. The thermal effect of

infrared rays is related to the energy absorption rate of

various tissues. The penetration rate of the cornea by infrared

rays of 7,500-13,000 angstrom is relatively high and the ab-

sorption rate is relatively small. Therefore, the cornea harm

threshold value of infrared rays in this wavelength is relatively

high. Infrared rays of 8,800-11,000 angstrom cause the cornea

harm threshold value to be 7.5 watts second/centimeter but the



cornea harm threshold value of infrared rays with wavelengths

2of 12,000-17,000 angstrom is only 2.8 watts.second/centimeter

In daylight, the cornea sustains an infrared irradiation harm

threshold value of 1 milliwatt/centimeter2 (long time exposure).

The major manifestations of infrared ray cornea harm are con-

nective tissue blurriness and the formation of cornea leukoma

which affects vision. When cornea temperature reaches over 470C,

this can cause pain and therefore, infrared ray cornea harm is

commonly accompanied by acute pains.

The iris is a type of colored tissue which can absorb

all of the infrared ray energy. This signifies that the iris

has a certain sensitivity to infrared rays. However, the greater

portion of infrared ray energy with wavelengths greater than

14,000 angstrom will have already been absorbed by the cornea

and fluid and thus will not penetrate the iris. Therefore, there

is not much danger to the iris. Because the penetration rate of

the cornea and fluid is relatively high for infrared rays below

13,000 angstrom there is danger to the iris. In considering the

negative aspect, iris heat dispersion capability is much smaller

than for the cornea so that the same amount of heat absorp-ion

can cause harm to the iris to be more serious than to the cornea.

The direct increase of iris thermal radiation strength exceeding

24.2 watts-second/centimeter can cause harm to the iris. In re-

lation to infrared rays of 8,000-11,000 angstrom, this type of

dosage is equal to a cornea incident power density of 10.8 watts-
2

second/centimeter . An 8,000-11,000 angstrom infrared ray produces

an iris' minimal harm cornea incident strength threshold value.



It was known early that infrared rays produce cataracts.

For example occupational cataracts of glassblowers are due to

infrared ray harm. This type of cataract is different from old

age type cataracts. It appears as blurriness in the posterior

surface of the crystalline lens and is accompanied by sheet layer

cracking of the crystalline lens anterior membrane. It was proved

that not all of the glassblowers and steel rolling workers had

cataracts within a certain period; the greatest possibility is

that there was more blurriness appearing on the posterior mem-

branes of these peoples' crystalline lenses than for most people.

Blurriness starts in the crystalline lens' posterior membrane

and usually develops towards the posterior cortex. To sum up,

glass and steel workers exposed to 0.08-0.4 watts/centimeter
2

infrared rays for 10-15 years have a greater possibility of

manifesting crystalline lens' blurriness.

The crystalline lens is located in the eye, does not have

any blood cirulation and only has body fluid permeation and

distribution. Therefore, thermal dispersion is extremely slow

and it is easy for the accumulated heat to raise the temperature.

On the other hand, most of the infrared rays with wavelengths

greater than 13,000 angstrom will have already been absorbed by

the cornea, fluid and iris. Furthermore, when it does not reach

or only a small dosage reaches the crystalline lens, the penetra-

tion rate of infrared rays with wavelengths smaller than 13,000

angstrom is very large in the crystalline lens and thus not much

energy is actually absorbed by the crystalline lens. In view of

this, the anterior and middle part of the eye's tissue has a



shielding effect for the crystalline lens against infrared rays.

Unfortunately, the heat dispersion of the crystalline lens is

slow and as soon as the iris and fluid are heated to a certain

level by the infrared rays the thermal energy can be spread and

transmitted to the crystalline lens which causes it to be blurry.

The cataracts created by the infrared rays also bring

about the danger of glaucoma. However, this is conjecture, but

naturally is rational conjecture. Investigations of glassblower

cataract patients showed that many people had crystalline lens

membrane peeling. If the peeled membrane blocks the Stentonian

duct, vestibular fluid circulation is impeded, pressure in the

eyes rises and glaucoma develops.

The occurrence rate of cataracts caused by infrared rays

is related to age. This is because the penetration rate of

crystalline lens nuclei for infrared rays with wavelengths

under 25,000 angstrom change in accordance with age. The higher

the age, the higher the crystalline lens nuclei absorption rate

and the lower the penetration rate for infrared rays with wave-

lengths below 25,000 angstrom. Infrared rays with wavelengths

longer than 27,000 angstrom cannot penetrate the crystalline lens.

Retina absorption of very short wavelength infrared rays

(7,500-13,000 angstrom) is very strong and it's harm mechanism

is similar to that of visible light. The retina's uvea absorbs

the energy and transmits it to an adjacent area. When the

retina's harm threshold is 20-40 watts/centimeter 2 radiation

and exposure time is 0.1 seconds, this can produce harm with a

diameter of 1 millimeter. The harm threshold value of the retina



yellow spot area is lower than outside the yellow spot area.

Because retina harm can be produced within a fraction of a

second it can create harm prior to producing pain. Fortunately,

there are the light reflexes of the eyelids and pupils which in

an instant tlcck the light from entering the eyes. Therefore,

there are a very few cases of infrared ray harm to the retina.

The major protective method employed for infrared ray

harm to the eyes is protective glasses. High temperature protect-

ive methods should be used for infrared ray harm to other places.

There are still not enough materials on the problem of

safety standards for infrared rays. Based on some investigative

reports, incidents of acute harm to the eyes caused by indus-

trial red-hot substances are not rare. Further analysis has

shown that the minimum cornea incident dosage causing eye harm

is about 4-8 watts-second/centimeter 2 . The maximum allowable

dosage of whole body irradiation of infrared rays is considered

2to be 0.4-0.8 watts.second/centimeter . Yet, when this strength

infrared ray irradiates the eye, protective glasses must be

used. According to materials on the threshold value of infrared

ray cornea harm, it can be considered that the safety limit of

long time infrared ray irradiation of the eyes is 10 milliwatts/
2

centimeter and the safety limit of one time of several minutes

of acute irradiation should be 100 milliwatts/centimeter
2

Section Five Atmospheric Ions

The ion density in the normal atmosphere is 100-2,000 ion-

pairs/centimeter3 and there are more positive ions than negative

7)'



ions. Each minute the human body takes in 500-2,000 ion-pairs.

The ion density in the atmosphere changes according to the

weather and difference of location. Generally speaking, in the

early morning after a thunderstorm the number of negative ions of

of a nearby waterfall is greater; yet in places crowded with

people and areas where the air is polluted there are more posi-

tive ions; the number of positive ions near atomic energy plants

and high voltage equipment is higher than in most places. Because

of the use of sealed environments and the effects of ionization

radiation in high altitude flights and space navigation the num-

ber of atmospheric ions in the airship's cabin drastically in-

creases. Because of this, the problem of the effect of atmospheric

ions on humans necessarily becomes a problem for aerospace med-

ical science. When an airship uses nuclear power, this becomes an

outstanding problem. Using a nuclear submarine as an example,

after a long period of underwater navigation, the density of pos-

itive ions in the cabin can be 10 times that of a normal submar-

ine. This type of high density atmosphere of positive ions can

cause mental fatigue, work ability to drop and some respiration

tract reactions. In order to guarantee safety and comfort in

high altitude flights and space navigation, the atmospheric ion

density in aircraft and airship cabins becomes a problem neces-

sitating attention.

Atmospheric ions are different sized molecular groups

and they carry a positive or negative electric charge. Atmos-

pheric ions can be divided into 3 categories based on their

size and speed. F'N'IThe size and speed of atmospheric ions use



the rate of shift for measurement, their standard is calculated

by the unit of centimeter/seconds.volts.centimeters, which is

the distance (centimeters) moved each second in a standard

electric field of each centimeter-volt.

1. Small Ions

3-12 molecules. The shift rate is in the range of 1-2

centimeters/second.volts.centimeters, the diameter is about

5x10 -8 centimeters and the time is approximately 2 minutes. They

continuously combine and separate with the molecules. The shift

rate of small negative ions is 30% higher than small positive

ions. The activity of small ions is great and therefore biolog-

ical effects are relatively great. Small ions are commonly single

pole electric charges. Their static electric energy is equal to

1.4 electron volts or 2.3x10 - 12 erg. They also have chemical

energy. The total energy of the chemical energy and static
-11

electric energy is 6 electron volts or 10 erg.

2. Medium Ions

10 2-103 molecules. The shift rate is in the range of 0.01-

1 centimeter/second'volt-centimeter. The size of this type of

ion is relatively stable and is "non-hygroscopic".

3. Large Ions

10 3-106 molecules. The shift rate is slower than 0.01

centimeters/second volts-centimeters. They commonly have a

"hy~rosconic" core rod, are surrounded by water molecules,carry

a single electrical charge and their diameters reach to 5x10 6

centimeters. They have relatively great penetrability of the

upper respiratory tract.



The biological effects of atmospheric ions are related

to temperature, airflow speed, the microdust density in the

atmosphere and whether or not the ions are directly absorbed.

1. The Biological Effects of Atmospheric Ions

The biological effects of atmospheric ions are listed

within the following fields:

1. Effect on Growth Rate

Negative ion air can cause the growth of a small chicken to

accelerate and the growth of some field mice organs to accelerate.

This type of air can also promote the growth of cucumbers, corn

and oats. Positive ions do not have this effect. The effects on

humans are unknown.

2. Respiratory Tract Stimulation

Clinical materials show that increases of ion density to

a certain level can produce respiratory tract stimulation,

asthma and respiratory discomfort. When the human body is irrad-

iated with positive and negative ions for 10 minutes respiratory

tract stimulation occurs. Most people exposed to ion air for 30

minutes have upper respiratory tract and mucous membrane dry

reactions. The breathing of ion air for 5-10 minutes causes the

respiration quantity to drop about 30%. Negative ion irradiation

can cause the fiber movement rates in the upper respiratory

tracts of mice and rabbits to rise whereas positive ion irrad-

iation causes it to lower.

3. Sterilizing Effect

Positive ions all have a sterilizing effect. Beginning from
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a strength of 500 microcoulomb/centimeter2 , the death rate of

bacteria rises drastically; when the stren th is 1,600 micro-

coulomb/centimeter 2 , only about 5% of the bacteria survive. Ions

also have an inhibitory effect on bacterial growth but certain

suspended fluids which protect the bacteria must be eliminated.

4. Effect on Blood Pressure

When in high density negative ion air for 30-60 minutes,

human blood pressure falls 5-15 millimeters on the mercury column.

Clinical materials provide the following data: after 30 high

blood pressure patients underwent negative ion treatment, the

average arterial blood pressure of 29 of the people dropped 39

millimeters on the mercury column. On the contrary, positive ions

caused blood pressure to rise.

5. Digestion and Metabolism

Negative ion air can strengthen human secretion activity

but positive ion air can weaken secretion functions. Other ion

air causes the human metabolism rate to rise.

6. Effects on the Electroencephalogram

After 30 minutes of ion irradiation, the a rhythm of some

peoples electroencephalograms lowers; the a index of other

people rises and the amplitude increases; some people have rises

in their 9 index. These contradictory phenomena have still not

been rationally explained.

7. Adrenal Gland Activity

When an animal lives in a negative ion air environment

for a long time, the weight of their adrenal gland increases;

the weight of animals' adrenal gland lightens when living in
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positive ion air. For the most part, the effects of positive

ions coordinate with the glucose-adrenal cortex element and the

negative ion effect is similar to the mineral adrenal cortex

element.

8. The Effects of Clinical Treatment

Negative ions can cause hay fever, arthritis, pollenosis,

rheumatism, burning pains and respiration difficulty and tempor-

ary or long term improvement or elimination can be attained.

Negative ions have certain advantages for the treatment of cerebral

hypophesis illness, mesencephalon illness, migraines and general

fatigue. Some people have boldly proposed a very immature theory

that negative ions can inhibit the growth and shift of cancer

and weaken the shock of losing blood.

It can also be seen in the references that ions affect the

activities of certain enzymes, affect autonomic nerve activity,

affect thyroid gland secretion and affect the pulse rate and

electrocardiogram. Yet, many of the results have not been proven

to satisfaction. Generally speaking, negative ions can play a

beneficial role in human health but positive ions possibly have

disadvantageous effects. There is still a lack of materials to

explain this.

2. The Effects of Atmospheric Ions on Human Perception and

Activities

1. The General Perception of Atmospheric Ions

Positive ions generally bring about perceptions of discom-

fort such as headaches, stuffed nose, itchy nose, hoarseness, dry
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throat, dizziness. fatigue, drowsiness, nausea and weakness.

Negative ions, however, cause people to feel comfortable, ex-

cited, clearheaded and they raise work efficiency. When exposed

to 2000/centimeter' negative ions for 20 minutes, sometimes the

subject feels his nose is dry, his nose has sharp pains, has

eve pains and his throat is full of blood but the degree is lighter

than oositive ion exposure. It can be seen from this that negative

ion air can be perceived by most people, only positive ion air

cannot.

2. Effects on Sensations

Ions can affect the flash critical fusion frequency,

cause central vision myctinasty and cause visual purple recovery

to have wave motion. Atmospheric ions are also related to tinnitus.

3. Reaction Time

Negative ion air can cause reaction time to shorten while

positive ions can cause reaction time to lengthen.

4. Effects on General Movement Abilities

Negative ions can raise movement abilities. For example,

when an athelete breathes negative ion air for 15 minutes each day,

after 25 days, his maintained standard value time for gripping is

extended 46%. When negative ion air is breathed 25 minutes per

day, after 9 days, his endurance time for exercise on a bicycle

is extended 60%.
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CHAPTER Twenty-One

VISUAL PROBLEMS IN AVIATION AND SPACE NAVIGATION

Section One Preface

Vision depends on the stimulation of visible light for

realization and visible light is a type of electromagnetic

radiation. The wavelength of visible light is 3,800-7,500 ang-

strom and photon energy lies in the range of 3.1-16.5 electron

volts. Chart 5-30 shows the place occupied by visible light in

electromagnetic radiation. After a person enters a high alti-

tude or outer space, there appears many differences between the

visual environment and the situation on the earth's surface

thus presenting aerospace medical science with many special vis-

ual problems.

)7
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Chart 5-30 Schematic Chart of Electromagnetic Radiation

1. Wavilength
2. 10_2 angstrom
3. 10 angstrom
4. 1 Ingstrom
5. 10 angstrom
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6. 1 Ticrometer
7. 10 micrometer
8. 1 centimeter
9. 1 Teter

10. 10 meters
11. 10 kilometers
12. Y ray and x ray
13. Ultraviolet
14. Visible
15. Infrared
16. Microwave
17. Short wave radio wave
18. Long wave radio wave

Section Two Brightness - Darkness Contrast and Intense Light

Vision

1. Brightness-Darkness Contrast and Adaptation to Darkness

Generally, the background brightness received by the human

eye under normal sunlight on the earth's surface is 4.2nn milli-

lambert. Because of the earth atmosphere's scattering and re-

flection effect on light rays, the brightness-darkness contrast

is not very outstanding. High altitude air is very thin and the

brightness-darkness contrast then noticeably increases. Because

there is no air moisture and dust in outer space and there are

no light covering, scattering or reflection effects the intensity

of sunlight increases so that in the sky and places that do not

have direct sunlight, light intensity drops tremendously. In

this situation, the brightness-darkness contrast is very striking.

For example, at an altitude of 3-30 kilometers, the sunlight in-

tensity increases from 11,800 feet-watts to 13,500 feet-watts,

in outer space it increases to 13,600 feet-watts or 147,000 liAx.

Sky brightness, on the other hand, falls from 500 millilambert to

10 millilambert and the brightness of places without the shadow



of sunlight radiation is even lower. The numbers in table 5-36

show this problem.

* 015 10834 116574
S 0.80 11177 121341

* 0.917 11648 125332

9 0.938 11908 128130

12 0.952 12091 130099

is 0.961 12211 131390

18 0.967 12285 132186

20 0.970 12318 132542

40 0.9996 12695 138599

50 1 0.9999 12698 136641

60 0.9999 12700 136652

- * M 1.0000 12700 136652

Table 5-36 Direct Solar Brightness in Clear Air

1. Altitude (kilometers
2. Outer layer of the atmosphere
3. Visual transparency of air (total transparency: 1.0)
4. Solar brightness
5. Feet-watts
6. Lux

In this type of situation, the brightness contrast can

reach to over 60,000:1. At this time, it is only necessary for

the airship to change several degrees and within several seconds

the cabin brightness can descend from 104 millilambert to 10
- 6

millilambert. If it is necessary for the eyes to go from a sun-

light to a dark area then it is very difficult to adapt to dark-

ness and this causes temporary inability to see the instruments

and control equipment clearly. The occurence of this type of

phenomenon possibly creates control errors and thus cannot be

ignored.
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Human night vision is better during the winter than

during the summer. The vision non-adaptation caused by sudden

changes in summer brightness is possibly more serious than in

winter.

Because high altitude air is very thin, air scattering

and refection are greatly weakened, sky illumination, earth

surface brightness and sky tone accordingly change. Tables

5-37 to 5-39 show this situation.

/%p m(0 fl) .2 ;kM q I 3 

3 470- 1490
6 32 1018

9 210 668

12 140 446

15 82. 261

2 19 o61

21 12.5 40

31 6.9 22

38 2 2
so 6.0 10

100 4.0 18

Table 5-37 Maximum Brightness at Different Altitudes (Solar
Angle of Elevation 600)

1. Altitude (kilometers)
2. Solar brightness (millilamber )
3. Solar brightness (watts/meter

See next page for Table 5-38
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10 1080 4300
30 4760 7830 4
50 8060 6950

70 10250 4250

90 11050 6.6

Table 5-38 The Earth's Surface and Maximum Brightness

1. Solar angle of elevation (degrees)
2. Maximum brightness (feet-watts)
3. Earth surface brightness (feet-watts)

Table ~ ~ *-3 5-9 ig AtiudSyTneChange

4A16 klloe2 /( e

.Abou 4t X k lome s40

7 e%1~32 3 jts i
1± About It kil oA et290rI

9>1450 kioetr

Table 5-39. High Altitude Sky Tone Changes

1. Altitude
2. Sky tone
3. Surrounding objects
4. About 16 kilometers
5. About 32 kilometers
6. About 48 kilometers
7. About 89 kilometers
8. About 145 kilometers
9. > 145 kilometers

10. Blue

12. Deep blue

13. Deep blue-black
14. Black
15. Black
16. Upper edge altitude of a mushroom cloud of an atomic

explosion set off in water is about 40 kilometers
17. The altitude of a noctilucent cloud is about 80

kilometers



18. The altitude of a shooting star is about 129 kilometers

If space navigation is from the earth's surface towards

the sun, the closer to the sunj the greater the sunlight inten-

sity. On the contrary, if the sun is behind the ship, the further

from the sun the weaker the sunlight intensity. In order to pre-

vent the excessively strong sunlight in the former mentioned

situation from harming the eyes protective measures such as

wearing sunlight protective glass must be adopted. On the other

hand, in the latter mentioned situation, suitable artificial

lighting must be adopted in order to see objects clearly. When

the airship's distance from the sun is more than 10 times the

distance from the sun to Pluto, the airship seems to enter a

dark world totally devoid of color. At this time, if the air-

ship cabin does not have any artificial light then there are no

means to live and work.

With solar radiation strength, besides the distance de-

termined from the sun the shadows of celestial bodies also

have a certain effect. It can be seen from this that the special

realities confronting space navigation are visual problems

caused by very strong and very weak light rays %,hich medical

science cannot avoid.

3. Strong Light Causing Blindness, Flashing Light Causing Blind-

ness and High Altitude Subjective Fog

Because the sunlight in outer space has no air, its

strength is weakened much more than on earth. For example, when
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a satellite uses a light reflecting aluminum outer shell, if

the reflection rate is 0.55, solar brightness can reach 7,000

feet-watts. Under stronglight illumination brightness exceeds

1,000 feet-watts and when the eyes are opened to observe objects

they feel stimulated and uncomfortable. If the surrounding bright-

ness-darkness contrast is very large, this discomfort can become

even more intense. This is very disadvantageous to visual work

efficiency. Chart 5-31 shows this type of phenomenon. The curves

in the chart show the relationship of vision power, background

brightness, target and degree of background contrast; when the

degree of contrast is high, vision is good but when it is not,

vision is poor.

Very strong visible light can cause retina burns. However,

blinking and iris reflexes can avoid or decrease this type of

harm. So-called eclipse blindness or blindness caused by strong

light is this type of retina burn phenomenon and it was earliest

seen in people who observed eclipses with the naked eye. Its

major symptom is a permanent blind spot in the field of vision.

The critical time for creating this type of harm by looking at

an eclipse from the earth's surface is 1 minute or a little less.

Because the strength of sunlight is about 50% higher in the

upper layer of the atmosphere than on the earth's surface, this

critical time shrinks to within 10 seconds for this layer and

if flying towards the sun with no protective glasses , this type

of visual harm will naturally be even more dangerous. In real-

ity, people cannot endure this type of strong light and there-

fore must adopt effective protective measures. Chart 5-32



summarizes the critical strengths of visible light that cause

retina harm. Generally speaking, when visible light strength

exceeds 1 watt/centimeter 2 and exposure time is more than 1 sec-

ond, this can cause cornea pain and at this time protection

should be used.

1.0 10I.0 lo

R0." -0.50

I.0." - .. d- " 0

0. ----- -05

0.00 0.001 0.01. 0.1 .

Chart 5-31 The Relationship of Vision PDower to Background
Brightness and Degree of Contrast

. Vision power 22. Background brightness (lumen/feet

The numerical value on the curves is:

target brightness-
brightness contrast degree = background brightness

background brightness

See next page for chart 5-32
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Chart 5-22 Retina Harm Threshold of Visible Light

1. Retina harm threshold (joule/centimeter
2

2. Exposure time (seconds)
Line 1 - Diameter of visual object is 240 microns;
Line 2 - Diameter of visual object is 700 microns;
Line 3 - Diameter of visual object is 1,000 microns

When the strength of a strong light or strong flashing

light is lower than retina burning, although retina harm has

still not been created, yet sometimes this can cause visual

impairment and objects cannot be seen clearly within a short

period of time. This phenomenon often occurs with exposure to

sudden strong flashing light. For example, the instant of an

atomic bomb explosion is called flashing light blindness. If

in outer space the eyes look towards a shadowy area, when after

adaptation to the darkness there is sudden turning to a sun-

light area, the pupils cannot contract very small in time and

the pupil reflex is not complete, the strong light can part-

ially or totally fall on the retina with results similar to

facing the flash of an atomic bomb explosion. This type of

__________________________



flashing light is sufficient to cause an astronaut to have

visual impairment for several seconds to several tens of

seconds. For example, if the strength of the flashing light

is 50,000 lux and exposure time is 0.15 seconds, this can cause

flashing light blindness for as long as 0.2-0.8 minutes.

Besides the two above mentioned situations, strong light

can also cause other special visual phenomena such as the

following:

1) Changes in color perception. Under very strong illum-

ination an object's color seems to change. If the wavelength of

a red light is 6,150 angstrom and light strength continually

increases, the color appears to change from red to yellow and

finally changes to green. For example, when the wavelength of

a yellow light source is 5,750 angstrom and there is extreme

brightness, it can change from yellow to green. This type of

phenomenon is called strong light color change.

2) Perceptual changes of shape and size. Under strong

light, objects appear larger than their original size. If an

object occupies a 39 degree arc of the angle of vision and the

lighting is 2,602 feet-lambert, the perceived size can increase

the angle of vision about a 5 degree arc. Lighting of 7,897

feet-lambert can increase the angle of vision a 7-8 degree arc.

The shape of the object appears somewhat different than

normal under these conditions. These phenomena signify that

when a person is in a course towards the sun, extremely strong

sunlight causes a person to feel that there is a discrepancy in

the shape, size and color of the object as compared to under

77
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normal lighting conditions.

11 The so-called high altitude subjective fog phenomenon

occurs in high altitude flight especially when the oxygen supply

is deficient. The pilot feels that after looking outside the

cdbin at the sun shining on the clouds, there seeirs to be a

white cloud layer covering in front of his eyes so that he can-

not see the instruments and control equipment in the cabin

clearly. Without a doubt, this is caused by the visual after-

image of the strong light of the sun shrinking on the clouds.

When there is a lack of oxygen, this type of afterimage lasts

several times longer than normal. High altitude subjective fog

is eliminated by a sufficient supply of oxygen and by wearing

sunlight protection eyeshades.

4. Pencil Straight Light (Collimated Light) Vision

Outer space light rays do not have air, moisture scat-
F.N.I

tering and reflection and therefore are relatively collimated."

Under these conditions, not only is the brightness-darkness con-

trast of part of the object's lighting and part of the shadow

completely noticeable but the half shadow area commonly seen on

the earth's surface is also lacking. The half shadow area is very

significant for the perception and discrimination of an object's

three dimensional shape and distance. When approaching pencil

straight sunlight in outer space, the object appears to be some-

what unreal lacking in three dimensionality. For example, because

F.N.I Collimated is a physics term indicating pencil straight,
unscattered light.



of the strong brightness-darkness contrast and lack of half

shadow area, an airship's structure seems to be separated into

two sections.

When astronauts walk on the moon's surface, the lack of

a shadow area also causes them to feel that their three dimen-

sional and depth vision is inaccurate. When they walk on a sur-

face facing the sun and the strong sunlight penetrates their

face guards and shines on their eyes, this causes visual discom-

fort; yet this does not basically effect their walking. On the

contrary, when walking with their backs against the sun, various

objects are lit up brightly and half shadow area; most objects can

be seen yet not as clearly as on the earth's surface. Only if

the sunlight shines from the side is it easier to discriminate

the shape and size of objects. It is also possible that because

objects lack a half shadow area there are shape illusions created.

For example, when a spheroid is illuminated by light from one

side it appears to be hemispherical but when a certain part of

a cube is in the shadow it appears to be flat or trapezoidal.

Besides this, under pencil straight lighting; there is a tendency

to judge the size of object as being small.

Human vision control efficiency decreases when there is

pencil straight lighting. For example, under lighting,the com-

pletion time for button control according to a certain numerical

signal is 10-45% longer than under normal lighting and the rate of

errors increases 14-50%. The effect of light rays shining from the

back of a person is very small.
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5. Scotopic Vision

When an airship flies with its back to the sun and navig-

ates to the shadow of a celestial body scotopic vision usually

occurs. The general physiology of scotopic vision is not cover-

ed in this book but below we will simply introduce several

measures for raising scotopic vision.

1) The taking of vitamin A pills and foods abundant in

vitamin A

2) Prior to takeoff of night flights or prior to begin-

ning scotopic vision work, wear red colored glasses for 30

minutes.

3) Avoid strong light entering the eyes (such as seach-

lights and strong lights inside and outside of the cabin).

Lighting inside the cabin should be as low as possible so as to

guarantee the minimal work. If strong light cannot be avoided,

then red colored light filter glasses should be quickly put on.

4) When observing a target one must have the target 100

from the central line of vision because the sensitivity of the

retina's fovea centrabis to subdued light is lacking an edge of

100 compared to the retina. Because of this, a 100 visual line

of deflection is beneficial to seeing targets clearly in sub-

dued light. Night pilots should have a good deal of ground

training for this type of observation method.

5) Maintain continual movement in line of vision

6) Have the visual object or target as large as possible.

For example, when flying just above or just below an enemy plane,

the image of the enemy plane is largest.



7) Keep glasses and face guard clean

8) Have a full supply of oxygen

O) Maintain physical health and as far as possible avoid

effects of various bad environmental factors.

10. Undergo training in night vision, subdued light

searching and subdued light observation.

Section Three Empty Field of Vision and Aerial Blind Areas

The meaning of the term empty field of vision is the lack

of a structure or single substance in the field of vision. When

flying in a cloudless clear sky, in a dark field of vision or

in thick white clouds there is a strip of white in the field

of vision. This is a typical case of empty field of vision pro-

ducing unreal results in vision. Several major situations are

given below.

1. Empty Field of Vision Myopia

Under empty field of vision conditions, the human eye has

difficulty focusing on boundless distances. From this there is

produced the equivalent of 0.75D ( 0.5.-1.0D) myopia. For this

reason, a small object must be half the distance in empty field

of vision than normal field of vision to be seen or the visual

image must be twice the size in order to be seen.

2.Empty Field of Vision Color Changes

If there are colors in the empty field of vision, then

after a relatively long time of gazing the color gradually fades

and finally becomes a neutral ashen or light block color. This

type of phenomenon can be called empty field of vision color

changes.



3. Visual Illusory Movements

Single or not many solid objects in an empty field of

vision such as stars in a black sky or black spots (aircraft)

on a white background can cause illusions of movement after

gazing at them for several tens of seconds and this is called

visual illusory movements. These types of illusions are often

the cause of errors in astronomical observations, satellite ob-

servations and are the reason for errors in the discrimination

of the movements of the lead aircraft when flying in formation.

In night navigation, sometimes there can also be the perception

of a stationary star as an aircraft in movement due to this type

of illusion. In space flight, this type of illusion can also

affect the meeting of airships in space, aerial search and the

precision of visual astronomical navigation work.

4. Aerial Blind Areas

There is a latent period from when a person sees an object

to when he reacts and this is called the reaction time. The

lengths of reaction times differ in accordance with visual dis-

crimination and the complexity of control work. Visual reaction

time is at the least about 0.1-0.2 seconds. An aircraft traveling

at a speed of 1M (M is the speed of sound) flies about 70 meters

in 0.2 seconds. An aircraft traveling at a speed of 3M flies

200 meters in 0.2 seconds. If two aircraft fly toward each other

at speeds of 3M then the two aircraft can approach each other at

a distance of 400 meters in 0.2 seconds. In other words, when

two aircraft fly towards each other at speeds of 3M, if the air-

crafts have already approached the distance of 400 meters, the



pilots can then discover each other and after the pilot dis-

covers the other's plane he can immediately enact his evasion

controls. Yet, because reaction time is slow they cannot avoid

collision. It can be seen that vision at a distance of 400

meters actually does not have any affect on the after effects

of the control movements of these two aircraft. Therefore, this

distance is called the aerial blind area. Because in practice

control movements are complex, pilot reaction times are gener-

ally about 1-2 seconds. In this way, if an aircraft is trav-

eling at a speed of 1M towards a stationary object (such as a

high mountain), the aerial blindness area can be lengthened to

350-700 meters; if an aircraft is just coming out of clouds

at this distance and sees a high mountain, if the pilot immed-

iately inacts evasion control, the aircraft cannot avoid col-

liding with the mountain.

When the speed of an airship reaches over 8-11 kilometers

per second and if the astronaut's visual reaction time is 1

second, the airship's aerial blindness going toward a stationary

object is 8-11 kilometers. If the astronaut in the airship turns

from looking outside the cabin to look at the instruments be-

cause of the drastic brightness change from outside to inside

the cabin the temporarily poor adaptation by the eyes and the

time needed for moving the head and eyes again, the astronaut's

visual complex control reaction time often averages about 2

seconds. In this way, the airship's aerial blindness area can

reach 16-22 kilometers. If we further consider the factor of

empty field of vision myopia, then this distance would be twice
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as large. If the aerial blindness area is 8 kilometers in aerial

flight, then a 6.6x6.6 meter object has actually already fallen

into the aerial blind area when they are discovered by the

pilots in the empty field of vision. Based on this, when the

surface area is smaller than this object, the astronaut actually

has no means of using an effective visual reaction for it. The

method of resolving this is the use of instruments for spotting.

Section Four Visual Problems of High Speed Aircraft

There are a series of visual problems in high speed air-

craft. Here we are only able to summarize some of these.

1. Effective Field of Vision Widths

The fovea centralis of the human eye has the highest degree

of visual sensitivity, has the shortest reaction time and causes

effective long distance vision for high speed flights. In avia-

tion technical terminology, effective vision is the effective

distance from the time a pilot sees an object to when he reacts

without having the object collide with the aircraft. The visual

sensitivity of the peripheral field of vision is relatively de-

ficient so that when aircraft speed is increased its effective

vision is gradually lost. In other words, the range of effective

vision gradually shrinks in accordance with the increase of

aircraft speed. This type of change relation is identical to the

sensitivity of the human eye and the changes in reaction time.

Based on this type of change relation we can draw an effective

field of vision chart of a person in high speed flight as shown

in chart 5-33. In the chart, curve 1 is the visual axis line;



curve 2 is the field of vision limit created because of visual

reasons; M -M9 (not completely drawn in the chart) separately

indicate the limits of 1-9 speed of sound flight speeds on ef-

fective vision. Curve 2 and the area encompassed by the M

curves are the actual effective fields of vision during high

speed flights. Yet, the effective field of vision shrinks in

accordance with the increases in flight speed. Curve MI indic-

ates that when flight speed is 1M, after considering the eyes

focusing time and field of vision discrimination time, the ef-

fective field of vision further shrinks. Calculating according

to this mutual relationship, if we take a person as the stand-

ard for effective visual discrimination reaction, then when the

flight speed is 1M the effective field of vision is only 1/3 as

weak as normal field of vision. When flight speed is 6M, the

effective field of vision is limited to a several degree range

of the fovea centralis. When flight speed is above 9M, the ef-

fective field of vision approaches zero. In this type of situa-

tion, when the object is seen clearly the aircraft is already

unable to avoid colliding with it. It should be pointed out that

the effective field of vision is also related to the size of

the object so that the larger the object the larger the effect-

ive field of vision. Spacecraft speeds reach to over 25M and

the problem of their effective field of vision is even more

worthy of attention than for common aircraft.

See next page for Chart 5-33
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Chart 5-33 The Effective Field of Vision of High Speed Aircraft

1. Field of vision width
2. Visual distance (kilometers)

2. Perception of Object Movement Speed

People are affected by various factors in the perception

or discrimination of object movement speed including object

size, distance, brightness and movement speed. If the object is

small, far away, lacking in brightness and dark in color, this

will cause people to feel that its movement speed is slow,

otherwise it will cause them to feel that the movement is fast.

This reflects the rule of perceiving object movement speed on

the earth's surface. Since the discrimination of object size,

distance, color, brightness and movement direction are not

sufficiently accurate for airspace and outer space, then it can-

not be very accurate for the discrimination of movement speed

and how mich less so for aircrafts in movement. Problems related

to the effects of object and aircraft or airship's movement



direction are often told to us. The two, direction and speed

movement, cause people to be unable to perceive object move-

ment. Otherwise, if the movement direction of the two is op-

posite then they can feel the speed acceleration of the object

movement. This is a normal phenonemon; earth surface percep-

tions are the same, as well as airspace, and the two can be

explained by the same law.

3. Visual Perception of Air Vibration Waves

Airship and aircraft high altitude flights cause air to

produce vibration waves. At speeds below 1M this type of wave

is still not large and there are no noticeable visual effects.

When the speed exceeds 1M, this type of vibration wave is very

large and produces visual effects similar to the visual distor-

tion brought about by uneven transparent glass. The degree of

effect is related to aircraft and airship speed as well as at-

mospheric density. The greater the aircraft speed, the greater

the effect on vision.

4. The Effect of Oblique Optical Surfaces

In order to maintain aircraft and airship speed it is

often necessary to make the cabin streamline with the result

that porthole glass must be oblique or curved. When the glass

is oblique its bent light can affect vision. This is a visual

after effect directly created by high speed flight. Generally

speaking, when the incline of bulletproof glass is smaller than

70* this will not cause noticeable changes in power of vision

and depth perception but will only produce an incline smaller



than a 3' angle. When the glass incline is too great then a

certain amount of loss (shrinkage) is sustained in the field of

vision.

5. The Effects of Object Movement Speed and Direction
on Visual Discrimination

When looking from the air to the earth's surface, one can

sense the movement of surface objects; the faster the speed, the

shorter the perception time of object shift direction. At the

same time, this depends on the size of the object's displacement

direction angle; when the direction angle enlarges, the shorter

the time of object displacement direction discrimination.

6. The Effects of Object Motion Speed on Visual Discrim-
ination Efficiency

When object motion speed increases, the discrimination

efficiency of the object is deficient. When an aircraft goes for-

ward at a certain speed, there are great discrepancies of the

object's angles on the different angles to the left and right

of the aircraft's course. The larger the included angle of the

course and position occupied by the object, the larger the angular

speed. Because of this, the more the object inclines towards the

two sides of the course, the more difficult it is to see clearly;

on the contrary, the more towards the front of the course the

object is, the easier it is to discriminate.

Section Five. Problems in Aerial Observations

1. Satellite observation and aircraft search.

When observing a satellite or airship on a bright sky back-

ground from the earth's surface, its degree of visibility depends

on the brightness of the satellite and the brightness of the



background. See chart 5-34 for the relation of a 99% visible

threshold to object size, brightness-darkness contrast and back-

ground brightness.
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Chart 5-34 The Relation of Background Brightness, Degree of
Contrast and Visual Sensitivity

(The numerical values on the curves are the degrees of
brightness contrast).

1. Degree of visual sensitivity (log visual angle)
2. Background brightness (feet-lambert)

During the daytime, because the brightness of the sky

background is very great, even though the satellite is in rela-

tively bright sunlight, the brightness contrast on the sky back-

ground is often so small that it is not sufficient for people to

see. At night, because the satellite is in the shadow of the

earth, brightness is very weak; it is difficult for the naked eye

to see clearly. Because of this, the best opportunity for visual

observations of satellites is at dusk or at dawn. When the sun

is 10*-20* below the horizon, the brightness of the satellite is

equal to about 3.5-6.0 stars. If a telescope with a diameter

larger than 5 centimeters is used, when the sun is no less than

7 1 I . .



3 0-40 lower than the horizon satellites can be seen.

When observing from the earth's surface, if the satellite's

position is fixed and is known beforehand then it is easy to ob-

serve. On the contrary, if the satellite's position is changing

and not fixed, then it is more difficult to observe. For example,

see chart 5-35 for the observation efficiency when using a tele-

scope to observe a simulated satellite bright point. In the

chart, the short lines in the bottom right corner circle indic-

ate the possible position of the satellite in the telescope;

curve a is the 98% observable brightness threshold value when the

position of the satellite is fixed and known beforehand; curve b

is the 98% observable brightness threshold value when the sat-

ellite is moving and its position is not fixed. It can be seen

from this chart that the latter brightness threshold value is much

higher than that of the former. If the appearance time of the

satellite is not known beforehand and the appearance times of

each satellite have very long intervals and are very irregular

(for example, the interval time is greater than 30 minutes) then

satellite observation will be very difficult. Sometimes the ap-

pearance and observation time is as long as 20 seconds which is

still a phenomenon that cannot be observed within 15 minutes.

See chart 5-35 on next page
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Chart 5-35 The Relationship of a Satellite's Brightness
Threshold Value and Sky Background Brightness

1. Satellite brightness threshold 2value (stars)

2. log sky brightness (watts/feet-)

When a satellite appears in the field of vision, it is

easily observed by people. If it appears in the periphery of

the field of vision, observability is much lower. One reason

for difficulty in observing a satellite which appears in the

periphery of the field of vision position is changing and not

fixed, then it is more difficult to observe. For example, see

chart 5-35 for the observation efficiency when using a tele-

scope to observe a simulated satellite bright point. In the

chart, the short lines in the bottom right corner circle indic-

ate the possible position of the satellite in the telescope;

curve a is the 98% observable brightness threshold value when

the position of the satellite is fixed and known beforehand;

curve b is the 98% observable brightness threshold value when

the satellite is moving and its position is not fixed. It can be



seen from this chart that the latter brightness threshold value

is much higher than that of the former. If the appearance time

of the satellite is not known beforehand and the appearance

times of each satellite have very long intervals and are very

irregular (for example, the interval time is greater than 30

minutes), then satellite observation is that the various light

reception areas of the human retina are different so that the

closer to the periphery of the field of vision the more de-

ficient the power of vision and brightness contrast threshold.

Chart 5-36 shows this relationship.
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Chart 5-36 The Relative Power of Vision Curves of the Peripheral
Field of Vision

1. The relative power of vision (taking the fovea centralis
power of vision as 1)

2. The distance (degrees) of the peripheral field of vision
of the fovea centralis

Line 1. Target appearance time is 1/3 second
Line 2. Target appearance time is 1/100 second
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Besides this, when a target approaches the extreme peri-

phery of the field of vision, the eye's locating ability is very

deficient. Generally, precision locating is difficult in a 10*

range and locating errors can often occur to the point of

having false locating reactions.The observation ability of peri-

pheral field of vision is good for moving targets, yet it is

difficult to accurately distinguish a target's direction of

movement. Very fast and very slow movement directions are easily

mistaken. Peripheral field of vision has no color perception.

Moreover, the individual differences in peripheral field of vis-

ion visual ability are very great. Therefore, generally speaking,

the reliability of the peripheral field of vision is very low.

Because of this, when observing satellites, it is always neces-

sary for the observer's line of vision to continually inspect

each area of the field of vision so as to increase the probabil-

ity of the satellite falling in the center of the field of vision.

A type of inspection search work similar to satellite

observation is airship searching. When an airship is required to

meet or join in outer space as well as when searching is re-

quired after an airship returns to earth, there can be many pro-

blems in searching for the airship. The location of an airship

in space and its location after returning to earth is often only

generally known. Because of this, it is always necessary to under-

go search to be able to discover it. Search work for airship's

that have returned to earth can cause great eye fatigue. Fcr ex-

ample, when the searching range of each person on the ocean sur-

face is 20o-40' and the search time for each group is 30-60

fJ3?
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minutes, there is a 30 minute rest afterwards. After workers

are on duty their eyes can feel very tired and some people

cannot see things clearly for a long time. In order to make

searching more convenient, some people think that it is best

for the outside shell of the airship to be painted with bright

colors easily discriminated from the colors of the earth, sea

and forests. Flashing light signals on the airship is also a

relatively good method. Flashing lights are advantageous to

peripheral vision. The brightness on the outside shell of the

airship can reflect a relatively bright light when there is sun-

light irradiation and this is also a metbod that can be adopted.

When selecting colored signal lights, one problem should be con-

sidered; the efficiency of night for distance vision is dif-

ferent for different colored lights. Blue lights have the

farthest visible distance and their brightness is most outstand-

ing while red lights are relatively deficient. When similar

brightness red lights are viewed beyond 16 kilometers, their

brightness perception is only 1/1,000 that of the blue lights.

Moreover, peripheral vision cannot perceive red light.

When carrying out target search, the probability of the

tarqet falling in the center of the field of vision forms an

inverse ratio with the size of the search field of vision but

forms a direct ratio with the size of the target body (see

chart 5-37).

See next page for chart 5-37)
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Chart 5-37 The Probability (P) of a Target Falling in the Fovea
Centralis 10 Field of Vision Range When Searching
in Space
(The numerical values on the curves indicate
probability (P)j.

1. Size of the search field of vision (three dimensional
angle radian)

2. Visual angle (degrees) occupied by target
3. Plane angle (degrees) of search field of vision

2. Visual Problems in Aerial Rendezvous Docking and Airship Soft

Landing Control

In practice, airship rendezvous docking is very important.

For example, when two airships are meeting, docking or joining in

space it is necessary to have aerial rescue, cooperation and cap-

ture. Furthermore, if in lunar navigation the lunar capsule is

carried into a lunar orbit by the master module and later launched

to the moon, the master module continually orbits the moon and

waits for the lunar capsule to return to the lunar obit and rend-

ezvous dock with it. Afterwards, they return to earth together.

The rendezvous of the master module and target capsule (the lunar

- g



capsule) commonly adopts the orbital shift mode.

The tasks of the astronaut is to carry out visual dir-

ection when the target is in the range of vision and to con-

trol the airship's rendezvous and docking. Tests done in earth

simulators show that people can accomplish the control tasks of

rendezvous and docking visually. In reality, astronauts had

completed the tasks of rendezvous and docking many times in

space using visual control. The primary problem in airship

rendezvous and docking control is the searching and surveying for

the target. In order for the target to be easily seen, visual

rendezvous control must be carried out under solar illumination

(daylight). At the same time, it is also necessary to have the

best phase angle for observation. When the target is between the

airship and the sun and the phase angle (b) is 1800, observation

is not good because the astronaut must face the sun. When the

target is between the airship and the moon and is situated on a

very bright earth horizon, this is also not advantageous for

observation. The best observation conditions are when the airship

is between the sun and the target so that the target is not

blocked by the airship and shadow of the earth.

A black target with a diameter of 1.2 meters and a reflec-

tion rate of 10% makes an angle of 900 with the sun when at a

distance of 21.6 kilometers and this can be seen by the naked eye.

Generally, the diameters of astronomical targets are larger than

1.2 meters and their reflection rates are greater than 10%. Thus,

they can be observed in space by the naked eye and visual direc-

tion can be accomplished.



Space rendezvous not only requires searching for the

target but also observation and location of it. If placed in dis-

advantageous conditions, the errors of visual locating can be

very great. For example, when the target is between the airship

and the sun the astronaut must observe the target facing the

sun and thus target location error can be over a 6.1 visual angul-

ar arc. Under better conditions, the target location error will

undoubtedly be much smaller. The maximum permissable location

error for space rendezvous visual navigation is a 10-20 second

visual angular arc. Because of this, if visual location must be

done facing the sun then protective eyeshades and filter lens

must be used to greatly weaken the shine of the sun's light.

One part of the airship's orbit is in the earth's shadow

and the percentage of orbital flight time occupied by the

earth's shadow (night) changes in accordance with the orbit's

altitude. When the orbit is relatively low, the proportion of

time in the shadow area is very great and thus the problem of

night observation of targets must be considered. On a starry

sky background with a 100 field of vision, the discovery time

of a moving object (light source) changes in accordance with

the speed of the target's movement. When the target speed is

0-3.2 milliradian discovery time is generally within 4.0-2.5

seconds; the faster the target's movement, the shorter the

discovery time. In order to aid the astronaut in discovering

moving targets on a starry sky background, the use of a minute

grill vernier added on to the airship's telescopic lens can be

considered. When the target moves, it is blocked by the grill



for a while and then it leaks out (appears) in the gap thus

creating a twinkle. Stationary stars cannot create this type

of twinkle. This helps the astronaut to distinguish moving

targets on a starry sky background.

Another problem of target location in outer space is:

when the target is very bright, this can increase location errors.

Regarding the visual direction and location problems of

soft landings, in order to avoid the sun shining too brightly

on the surfaces of the earth and moon which make it difficult

to observe ground shapes, some people think that it is best to

soft land on the moon at a 70 and 200 solar altitude. Under

these conditions, the moon surface depends mainly on the earth's

illumination and not the sun's. The strength of solar light re-

flected by the earth is 50 times greater than that of the moon.

Because of this, the illumination sustained by the moon is much

stronger than the moonlight seen on the earth's surface at night.

Simulated tests for the minimum lighting required for

lunar soft landing using the manual control method (the selected

landing point and determined lunar surface approaching speed)

have been carried out by people using a helicopter landing from

an altitude of 300 meters. The results were: "le minimum permis-

sable earth surface brightness level was 0.04 feet-lambert;

when brightness was lower it was difficult to accurately complete

visual soft landing control.

When sunlight or light reflected from the earth shone

directly on the surface of the moon the moon surface ridges and

other three dimensional shapes appeared very bright and dazzling.



However, if a telescope was used for observation, only when a

certain angle of sunlight or earth light irradiated the moon

could the shadows of the ridges be used to discriminate three

dimensional shapes. When light rays shone vertically on the sur-

face of the moon, the moon's surface appeared flat and the pro-

trusions and hollows of the ridges were not very noticeable.

Thus, the selection of a landing point for lunar visual manual

control landing is not very advantageous.

The results gained from research on the problem of visual

astronomical navigation based on simulated visual astronomical

navigation carried out in an earth astroscope showed: using 4

known constellations as navigation targets, it was necessary to

quickly find the target, constellations in the astroscope's

zenithal projection so as to use vision to complete the task.

The discovery time of the navigation target constellations forms

a converse ratio with the size of the field of vision. When the

field of vision is greater than 300, the discovery time gener-

ally stabilizes in the range of 15-20 seconds.



SECTION SIX

HYGIENE AND MEDICAL GUARANTEES

GENERAL REMARKS

The previous chapters mainly discussed the effects of

the special conditions in aviation and space navigation on the

human body and the problems of protection against them. In order

to complete the tasks of space navigation, besides having to

carry out the necessary protection against the various special

conditions in navigation, it is also necessary to guarantee the

various supplies (food, water, gases etc.) needed for life and

to guarantee a close to normal living environment as well as the

necessary hygiene and medical safeguards. This will be the main

content of this chapter.

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

SPACE NAVIGATION LIFE GUARANTEES

Section One Human Metabolism

Each day people continually take in nutritional matter

from the outside environment and after it is processed it forms

needed matter for the tissues. At the same time, the old matter

decomposes and forms waste material which is excreted out of the

body and new metabolism takes place. Each day an individual takes

in an average total weight of 3-4 kilograms of matter as well as



about 2-3 kilograms of water. Generally, the weight of meta-

bolically excreted matter is equal to the weight of the absorbed

matter.

The existence of life is manifested in the continual act-

ivity of an organism; as soon as activity stops, life is consid-

ered ended. The activities of an organism are varied, yet no

matter what the activity all require energy consumption including

the supply of potential energy and the production of kinetic

energy. Potential energy comes from the nutrients in foods and

the oxidation of nutrients produces kinetic energy. These ener-

gies provide the necessities for human body activity.

The energy produced and consumed by the human body each

day is measured in kilocalories and is called the metabolic rate.

The minimum standard of the metabolic rate is called the basic

metabolic rate. The basic metabolic rate is the quantity of heat

emitted by each unit of body surface area after lying down for

20-30 minutes with an empty stomach; this is indicated by kilo-

2calories/meter .hour. The average for a normal adult is 40 kilo-

calories/meter hour. The total basic metabolic heat output of

a medium built adult male is about 1440 kilocalories/day. Act-

ually, each day people have varying degrees of physical activity.

The energy consumption of physical activity is great and in-

creases in accordance with the increase of the strength of the

activity. The increase of heavy labor is several hundred calor-

ies per hour. The increase of energy consumption for mental labor

and light muscle work is relatively small and the maximum increase

is only several tens of kilocalories per hour.
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The source of human body energy is the oxidation of food

after it is digested and absorbed. People also require a certain

amount of moisture to maintain their body liquids flow, matter

exchange and balance of liquid inside and outside of the tissues.

Therefore, food, oxygen and moisture are necessary provisions

for life.

Sometimes human body activities cannot avoid encountering

some type of harm such as skin peeling, hemorrhaging, sprained

joints and tendon injuries. Furthermore, tissues are always in a

degeneration and regeneration process, especially the mucous

membrane and epidermis. There are also some cells which contin-

ually grow and continually fall out such as hair and nails. Thus,

continual regeneration, total duplication and replenishing are

necessary. Recovery and repair require matter and the origin of

the matter is mainly food protein. Each day a person requires

20-30 calories of protein for this type of supply.

The human body also requires various inorganic salts and

vitamins. Their metabolism does not produce energy but only

maintains various body activities and the needs for normal met-

abolism. Fortunately, natural foods and moisture separately con-

tain an abundance of vitamins and minerals so that it is only

necessary to have proper distribution and then there will not

be anxiety about a lack of this type of supplementary vitamin.

Food heat energy production arises from the oxidation of

fats, carbohydrates and protein. On the average, complete oxida-

tion of 1 calorie of a carbohydrate can produce 4 kilocalories

of heat, 1 calorie of fat produces 9 kilocalories and 1 calorie



of protein produces 4 kilocalories.

Carbohydrates that exist in food are starch, various

carbohydrates and sugar. After digestion, they all become mono-

saccharides - mainly glucose, fructose and galactose which are

absorbed by the small intestines. After absorption it goes

through a series of intermediary metabolism and finally is ox-

idized to become carbon dioxide and water. The oxidation of car-

bohydrates which produces heat can be simplified and written in

the following formula:

C6H 2 0 6+606c2 +6H2 0+energy

It can be seen from this formula that 1 molecule of glucose

requires 6 molecules of oxygen for complete combustion and this

produces 6 molecules of carbon dioxide and 6 molecules of water.

The volume ratio of oxygen and carbon dioxide is equal to 1. The

ratio of carbon dioxide and oxygen (CO 2) is called the respiratory
(02)

quotient in physiology.

The oxygen in fat molecules is relatively small and there-

fore the produced carbon dioxide is less than its needed oxida-

tion. Its respiratory quotient is equal to 0.71.

Protein digestion, absorption and intermediary metabolism

are very complex. Its oxidation combustion is not thorough and

so it does not completely become water and carbon dioxide. After

it is digested in the gastrointestinal tract it becomes amino

acid and is absorbed by the small intestines. After the amino

acid goes through a series of chemical decomposition and syn-

thesis, besides producing carbon dioxide and water, it also pro-

duces urea, ammonia, creatinine etc. which are excreted in the
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urine. We will leave aside for the moment the series of inter-

mediary metabolism changes. The oxidation of protein can be

written in the following formula:

2RCHNH COOH+O - 2RCOCOOH+2NH2 2 3

About 0.97 liters of oxygen are needed for the oxidation

of each gram of protein in the body. This produces about 0.77

liters of carbon dioxide and the respiratory quotient is 0.8.

See table 6-1 for the oxygen needed to oxidize food in the body

and produce carbon dioxide and energy.
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Table 6-1 The Oxygen Needed to Oxidize Food in the Body and
Produce Carbon Dioxide and Heat Energy

1. Needed oxygen (liters)
2. Carbon dioxide produced (liters)
3. Respiratory quotient
4. Emitted heat energy (kilocalories)
5. Each gram of carbohydrate
6. Each gram of fat
7. Each gram of protein

The production of nutrition, digestion, absorption, syn-

thesis and energy do not embody all of the various aspects of

the human body metabolism. Another aspect of human body meta-

bolism is waste and the metabolized products that are eliminated.

The oxidation of nutrient matter produces carbon dioxide and

water. The former is eliminated by the lungs and the latter is



eliminated in urine, sweat, feces and exhalation. In a small

airtight environment, if the eliminated carbon dioxide and water

are not processed properly within a short period of time it can

accumulate to a level causing harm to the health. Aside from

carbon dioxide and water, the metabolism of protein also pro-

duces urea, uric acid, ammonia, creatinine etc. Most of it is

excreted by the kidneys. Minerals and vitamins are also excreted

in feces and urine. Furthermore, all foods are not digested and

absorbed. Among these, cellulose and tendon cannot be digested

and absorbed. Furthermore, after a great deal of digestive

juice enzymes, protein in food and other nutrient semi-digestive

matter which cannot be digested and absorbed reach the large

intestines, because of bacterial decay and fermenting there is

produced a large quantity of harmful matter. The large quantity

of various microorganisms existing in the large intestines make

use of the remaining food nutrients and propagate ; among these

the protein semi-digested matter undergoes bacterial decay and

then produces various harmful matter and gases. However, they

also produce nutrients that are beneficial to the human body

and which can be used for human body absorption. The hydrogen,

hydrogen sulphide, methane, carbon dioxide, skatole, phenol

and skatosin in urine, feces and emission of gas from the bowels

are all harmful. The microorganisms in feces can also become the

origin of infectious diseases. If the concentrations of some

volatized materials such as hydrogen sulphide, phenol, methane

and skatole are very low they can cause people to feel ill or
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bring about mucous membrane irritation. In short, these wastes,

whether they are gases, liquids or semi-solids, must be properly

dealt with and only then can an airship cabin's health environment

be maintained.

Section Two Food Supply

1. Food Required for Space Navigation

Which food ingredients does an astronaut require each day?

This is a question At must fir3t be resolved in order to

guarantee life in space navigation.

A healthy 35 year old astronaut is taken as an example.

Given that the body surface area is 2 square meters, each day's

basic metabolism produces an average of 1,750 kilocalories of

heat energy. The metabolism rate of work done while sitting is

20% higher than the basic metabolism rate. When performing light

work, the metabolism rate increases 1.8-2.6 kilocalories/minute.

When wearing a pressurized spacesuit, the metabolism rate

climbs 7 kilocalories/minute. Calculating from these facts, the

total metabolism rate of each astronaut per day is about 2,500

kilocalories; this includes a 500 kilocalorie metabolic heat

production during 7-8 hours of sleep, 1,080 kilocalories during

12 hours of sitting and doing very light work, 216 kilocalories

during 2 hours of instrument control, 310 kilocalories during 2

hours of complex work and 420 kilocalories during 1 hour of

physical exercise and medium work. If we add on a reserve of 300

kilocalories then the required heat by each astronaut per day

can be calculated at 2,800 kilocalories.



Based on the above mentioned metabolic standard and com-

bined with the nutritional needs of the human body, the food

standard for each astronaut per day can generally be planned as

follows: 100 grams of protein, 118 grams of fat and 308 grams of

carbohydrates. The total heat of these foods is 2,770 kilo-

calories. Besides this, the following vitamins should also be

supplemented: 200 milligrams of C, 100 milligrams of P, 10

milligrams of BI, 4 milligrams of B2, 100 milligrams of E, 20

milligrams of nicotinic acid and 30 milligrams of PP.

The food standard for people with smaller statures can be

less than the above mentioned quantities. For example, the

average body surface area of a Chinese adult male athlete is

2
approximately 1.7-1.8 meters . The amount of food required each

day is fixed at 2,410 kilocalories. His required amount of food

distribution and oxygen is shown in table 6-2.
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1. Food
2. Energy (kilocalories)
3. Weight (grams)
4. Oxygen required
5. (liters)
6. (grams)
7. Carbon dioxide eliminated (grams)
8. Carbohydrate
9. Protein

10. Fat
11. Total

In reality, the intake of food during space navigation often

does not reach the above mentioned standards. The average intake

of food for each person per day fluctuates within the range of

1,725-2,527 kilocalories. Why is this estimated standard not

attained? One reason is that under weightlessness the physical

strength load is lighter and so consumption is less than on earth;

secondly, the amount of physical activity during space navigation

is relatively small; thirdly, some astronauts incur space sickness

or become nervous which causes a loss of appetite.

Besides the metabolic requirements,an astronaut's food

supply should also be light in weight, small in size, tasty, able

to be stored for a long time, easy to absorb, have little

residue and be suitable for being packaged in a weightless en-

vironment. It is best if the food is edible without having to be

heated, that the moisturizing process of dehydrated food be quick

and that it be easy to carry. Based on the design requirements of

the American Apollo spaceship, the packaged weight of food was

0.0833 kilogram package/kilogram of food and the storer weight was

0.072 kilogram storer/kilogram of food. The total package and

storer weight was 0.1553 kilograms/kilogram of food (see table 6-3).



0.83 0.47 49

0.91 0.51 53

1.13 0.63 65

1.35 0.76 78

1.58 0.89 92

Table 6-3 One Example of a Design for an Astronaut's Food and
Package Weight

1. Oxygen consumed (kilograms/person • day)
2. Food consumed (kilograms/person • day)
3. The total weight (kilograms) of food for 3 people in

30 days (including the storer and package)
Note: If the heat of the frozen dehydrated food is 6.0

kilocalories/gram, the relati n of the body area and
weight is 500 kilograms/meter . The plan requires
that the package weight be 0.0833 kilogram package/
kilogram of food and the storer weight be 0.072
kilogram storer/kilogram of food. The total weight of
the package and storer is 0.15 kilograms/ kilogram
of food.

Based on the actual experiences of astronauts, an astro-

naut's food should be suitably increased with calcium, potassium,

phosphorous and vitamin D or these ingredients can be supplemented

by the oral digestion of a pill or tablet. The aim is to guard

against the loss of calcium and osteoporosis under weightlessness.

Table 6-4 is a proposal for minerals in an astronaut's food ration.
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Table 6-4 A Proposal for Mineral Ingedients in Each Astonaut's
Food Ration Per Day

1. Ingredient
2. Absolutely dry material
3. Sulphur
4. Phosphorous
5. Calcium
6. Magnesium
7. Sodium
8. Potassium
9. The average content of food in one day and night

10. 517.50 (grams)
11. 3.40 (grams)
12. 1.12 (grams)
13. 0.90 (grams)
14. 0.27 (grams)
15. 5.91 (grams)
16. 1.89 (grams)
17. Ingredient
18. Chlorine
19. Iron
20. Copper
21. Zinc
22. Cobalt
23. Boron
24. Silicon
25. The average content of food in one day and night
26. 4.29 (grams)
27. 79.97 (milligrams)
28. 5.92 (milligrams)
29. 25.23 (milligrams)
30. 10.23 (milligrams)
31. 2.0 (milligrams)
32. 103.47 (milligrams)



The use of food during space navigation should adapt to

the conditions of weightlessness. Based on the actual experiences

of astronauts, plastic tubes can be inserted into the mouth for

water and liquid substances; the other food can be eaten one

piece at a time in small strips or chunks. All of the food can

be put in plastic containers or soft tube packages. A special

heater can be used for heating. In considering the possible high

oxygen density in the airship cabin, the use of direct fire for

heating should be used so as to avoid the danger of catching fire.

2. Dehydrated Foods

In order for the food to be conveniently stored for a long

time and be light of weight, space navigation requires the use of

dehydrated foods. Formerly, the method for food dehydration was

high temperature dry roasting. This type of prepared food was

not only inferior in taste to fresh food but its nutritional value

was also noticeably lower. For example, in heated dry food the

protein deteriorates. The chemical activity of the protein molecules

rises causing the fermentation speed of the proteins and carbo-

hydrates in the stomach to be dissimilar. Therefore, the body's

use of protein is incomplete. Long term use of high temperature

dried food can also produce a loss of vitamin C. In other words,

roast dried food is not ideal as food for astronauts especially

for long term use.

In recent years, relatively advanced techniques have been

utilized such as food vacuum freezing dehydration to make so-

called sublimated dehydrated food. The preparation method is to
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first quickly freeze the food under a low temperature of -30 to

-400C and later to slowly heat it in a vacuum disiccator so that

the water in the food is directly sublimated from a frozen state

to be dehydrated. The advantages of this type of dehydrated food

are that the taste is close to that of fresh food and remoistening

is convenient and can be done at room temperature or under 30-45*C.

Experimental research has shown that in recent years there were

no major negative effects of long time use of sublimated de-

hydrated food.

Naturally, there is no denying that there is an adaptation

period for getting accustomed to eating sublimated food. Moreover,

some people can have reactions when eating this food for a long

time such as increases in gastric hydrochloric acid, blood free

hydrochloric acid, plasma protein and bile and a decline in blood

serum free amino acids. After the experiments, the phagocitic

activity in the white blood cells became active. Some people also

had a negative balance of calcium. The vast majority of writers

unanimously agree that even though there are the above mentioned and

other reactions, it is feasible to take this type of food for

several months. In order to prevent loss of calcium, each day

0.8-1.1 grams of calcium can be supplemented or the amount of

calcium in the food can be raised 1.2-1.5 grams. The taste of

sublimated food is close to that of fresh food,yet it is still a

little lacking. When eating in a low air pressure environment, the

differences in subjective perceptions are even greater than under

normal air pressure..



Another method for preparing for suitable for long term

storage has been developed in recent years. The method is that

the food sustains a certain dosage of ion radiation. This type

of radiated food is similar to fresh food in color, smell and taste

and can be kept for several months without spoiling. It appears

that this type is possibly a food preserving method that has a

future in space navigation. /
I

In order to prevent food from spoiling, some chemical agents

formerly used in households can be used. For example, acid

preservatives, borides, sulphur salicylate and citric acid; salt

preservatives such as sodium chloride, sodium citric acid; and

a broad spectrum of antibiotics such as penicillin and aureomycin.

3. Chlorella Foods

It is difficult to depend on eating stored food in long

term space navigation. On the one hand, it is difficult for food

to be preserved for a long time without deteriorating. On the other

hand, the longer the navigation time the more the stored food area

and weight must increase. This can possibly become a tremendous

and excessive burden for the airship and thus adds to the difficulty

of long term space navigation. In order to overcome this difficulty,

many biological workers and engineers have spent a great deal of

energy to foster growth to provide lower animals for food and set

up an ecosystem in an airtight environment. After years of re-

search by a great number of people, it was discovered that any

type of chlorella was relatively ideal. However, there were many



problems which were not easy to resolve. Therefore, it is possible

in the foreseeable future to set up a closed ecosystem in space

navigation but this is still envisioned and cannot be realized.

For this reason, we do not write in detail on this subject.

Instead we only present a general introduction about it.

Chlorella is a type of food with an abundance of nutritional

value; the protein component is over 50% and it has a great deal

of fat and carbohydrate. It grows quickly so that in 24 hours it can

grow 7-8 times its original amount. Yet there are still many

problems that exist for it to be used as a type of food. Here we

will argue several points from the negative side to make it even

more understandable.

First, chlorella has a special stench which is why people

detest it. In order to eliminate this stench, the methods of

volitization and dehydration must be used.

Second, in order to improve its taste some people propose to

mix it in with common foods. For example, to mix it in flour to

make cakes or cookies, mix it with sugar to make candy or chocolate

sweets. If done in this way, when chlorella is used as a food for

a long time it can also affect human health. For example, if a

dry weight of 10-15 grams of chlorella is eaten each day, after

a long time no noticeable effects are seen in the human body. Yet,

if even more is eaten each day, after a long period of time there

can be poor digestion manifested in belching, nausea, lack of

protein absorption, accur[:uation of intestinal gas, abdominal

distention, a change in the number of bacteria in the intestines,

an increase in defacation, drying up of urine and a loss of



appetite. When a dry weight of chlorella over 100 grams is eaten

each day some people even have symptoms of poisoning such as

limb extremity itching, cyanosis, chills darkenina of colors as

well as swellina of the toes and eyelids. It can be seen from this

thAt chlorella cannot be used a- a main food for a long timp. Fnr

this reason. most of the research on chlorella has been halted.

Section Three Gaseous Metabolism

1. The Gaseous Metabolic Rate of the Human Body

The gaseous metabolic rate is the most important cycle in

life activity as people continually inhale oxygen and eliminate

carbon dioxide and other gases. The human gaseous metabolic rate

is closely related to work, temperature and food. The data in

table 6-5 shows that the difference in oxygen consumption between

rest and heavy work can be as high as 10 times.

An astronaut's required oxygen can be fixed at 576-650

liters or 805-930 grams per day but this also depends on the amount

of work performed per day. Table 6-5 and chart 6-1 both present data

on this.
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Chart 6-1 Designed Requirements of Oxygen Consumed by Each
Person Per Day

1. Oxygen consumed (pounds/day)
2. The numbers shown below the line are the possible

oxygen consumption

L * £ f 6~15(21%$0 0.2-0.4

S 1" I 420-25(21% IA) 0.6-1.0
,, /0 30-40(21,I( ) 1.Z--1.6

,4 t I 91 40-60021%E) I)

£ 91 /,. 40-80(21% I) 2.5-3.0

Table 6-5 The Average Amount of Oxygen Consumed for Different
Amounts of Work

1. Amount and type of work
2. Rest
3. Light work
4. Middle degree work
5. Relatively heavy work



6. Heavy work
7. Normal air respiration (liters/minute)
8. 6-15 (21% oxygen)
9. 20-25 (21% oxygen)

10. 30-40 (21% oxygen)
11. 40-60 (21% oxygen)
12. 40-80 (21% oxygen)
13. Oxygen consumed (liters/minute)

2. Methods of Oxygen Supply

Based on existing technical data and practice reports,

oxygen can be supplied from two major sources: one is stored

oxygen and the other is regenerated oxygen. There are three types

of stored oxygen: compressed oxygen, liquid oxygen and chemically

released oxygen. There are many types of regenerated oxygen and

these can be divided into two major categories: the first is the

physical chemistry regeneration method and the other is the bio-

logical regeneration method. Stored oxygen is more reliable and

in the past was used in space navigation. It is suitable for short

term navigation of several days to several weeks. Here we will

separately write on the advantages and disadvantages of various

oxygen supply methods.

1. Stored Method

(1) Raising the Oxygen Pressure in the Cabin

This can be an easy oxygen storing method for short navi-

gation of less than 12 hours.

(2) Compressed Oxygen

Compress the stored oxygen and place it in a pressure en-

during container. Compression can reach 500 atmospheric pressure

yet 1 kilogram can generally only store 361 grams of oxygen.
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Because it is required to withstand this type of high pressure

the walls of the container must be very strong and tough and there-

fore the ratio of the weight of the container and the weight of the

oxygen is usually 7-10:1. When a plastic container is used for

the compressed oxygen, the ratio of the container and oxygen

weight can drop to 3.3:1. If an old style oxygen tank is used and

the oxygen consumed by each person per day is calculated to be

800 grams it needs a 6-8 kilogram container. When the problems in

short term navigation are not great and the navigation time be-

comes longer and longer, if it is calculated by the month or year

the use of this type of stored oxygen can involve the airship's

load ability; if 8 kilograms are needed each day, 240 kilograms

are needed in 1 month and 2,880 kilograms are needed in 1 year.

This weight is actually quite sizeable.

(3) Liquid Oxygen

Liquid oxygen is very economical as regards container

weight; each kilogram of oxygen only requires 2 kilograms of a

container yet it has other shortcomings. First, it easily

evaporates and leaks out so that it must be stored in a low

temperature tank and another device must be added to the airship;

second, under weightlessness the liquid oxygen jumps to the valve

so that the valve cannot open and close and it easily freezes and

blocks the valve; third, vaporization speed requires a set of

devices to regulate it. If these problems are solved, when used

for long term navigation the problems of weight and leaking gas

are still not thoroughly resolved.



When used for shorter navigation it is relatively econo-

mical for raising the oxygen pressure in the airship but there is

the danger of a fire breaking out. In order to decrease the danger

of fire, at the same time as raising the oxygen pressure always

lower the total air pressure in the cabin to the safety level.

When navigation is longer than 1 day only relying on raising

oxygen pressure in the cabin cannot satisfy the requirements. When

navigation is less than 14 days the use of the stored liquid or

gaseous oxygen method is relatively suitable.

2. Chemically Released Oxygen

There are mainly three types of chemical compounds:

(1) Hydrogen peroxide. This is a liquid which is easily

stored, has very little automatic decomposition and requires a

certain catalyst to be able to promote its fast decomposition.

Decomposition speed is easily controlled. It has no toxicity, no

irritation and does not cause fire. Under the promotion of a

catalyst the decomposition reaction arises accordinq t-

following formula:

H2 2 H20 + 1/2 02

Only this reaction produces heat and causes the moisture to co-

agulate and form vapor. The vapor and oxygen must be separated

in order to be able to be used. Under weightlessness it is rela-

tively difficult to separate them.

(2) Other peroxides: the first type are alkali metal and

alkaline-earth metal peroxides, superoxides and ozonide; for



example, potassium superoxide (K02), sodium peroxide (Na2 02

sodium superoxide (NaO2) and calcium superoxide (CaO4 ). After

this type of chemical compound acts with water and carbon dioxide,

oxygen is emitted. For example, after 1 gram of potassium peroxide

absorbs water and carbon dioxide, 224 milliliters of oxygen are I

given off and at the same time it also acts to eliminate the foul

Lrmell in the air. 1,700 grams of potassium peroxide is a one day

supply for one person. However, the respiration quotient for

potassium peroxide is 0.67. This does not meet the physiological

requirements of the human body (the body requirement is 0.82).

Therefore, it is necessary to supplement carbon dioxide or burn up

or absorb part of the oxygen so as to prevent the oxygen concentra-

tion from gradually rising and thus becoming a harmful high

concentration. This type of peroxide has similar problems. Potassium

peroxide also has shortcomings: first, the reaction is relati'vely

slow and non-homologous making it unsuitable for use as emergency

oxygen; second, when it decomposes to a certain level it loses

effectiveness and thus the produced amount of oxygen is inferior

to estimations; third, after the produced corrosive alkali (KOH)

becomes powder, if the filtering is not complete this will cause

irritation of the respiratory tract.

(3) Another type of chemical compound that acts as chemically

released oxygen are chlorates and perchlorates and chemical

compounds of types (1) and (2) such as sodium chlcrate (NaClO3 ).

When sodium chlorate uses the chlorine and the original iron and

barium oxide provides heat, oxygen is emitted. The product
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commonly used is candle shaped and its density of 2.4 holds 40%

oxygen. One cigar-sized candle can supply a person for 15 minutes.

The reaction is set off by matches or an electric spark and

resembles lighting a candle. The two above mentioned chemical

compounds can be used jointly and can be stored for an unlimited

amount of time. 200 kilograms of chemical compound can supply a

person for 1 month. They have the two important effects of

eliminating carbon dioxide and supplying regenerated oxygen for

respiration.

3. Regenerated Oxygen

(1) Physical Chemistry Method of Regenerating Oxygen

There are many kinds of physical chemistry methods for

regenerating oxygen. Yet, all appear to use water and carbon

dioxide to produce oxygen. The relatively successful ones are

high temperature decomposition of carbon dioxide, ultraviolet ray

decomposition of carbon dioxide, hydrogenation of carbon dioxide

and electrolysis of lithium carbonate; among these the most useful

in engineering which already have systematic design plans are

water electrolysis and the Salmon(?) reaction of hydrogen and

carbon dioxide.

Water electrolysis produces hydrogen and oxygen according

to the following formula:

H 20 -4 H2 + 1/2 02

The Salmon(?) reaction occurs with carbon dioxide and

hydrogen and produces methane and water. Afterwards, the methane
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undergoes high temperature decomposition and the water undergoes

electrolysis. The reactions are as follows:

CO2 + 4H2  CH4 + 2H20

CH4  -C + 2H2

2H20 2 2H0 + 02

The result of these three chemical reactions is:

CO2  2 C + 02

Under a high temperature of 260 0C, the Salmon(?) reaction can

reach a 95% conversion efficiency; when a suitable catalyst is

used the temperature drops and can reach a balanced conversion.

Methane high temperature decomposition provides some of the

needed hydrogen for the Salmon(?) reaction and the remaining

hydrogen comes from the water electrolysis. Very recently,

published materials have shown that the already developed systems

design for airships can cause the carbon dioxide pressure of the

airship cabin to be maintained at a level of 3.8 millimeters on

the mercury column for a long time without changing; each day

954 grams of carbon dioxide is absorbed and 828 grams of oxygen

is produced. This is equal to 485 liters of carbon dioxide and 591

liters of oxygen. The respiration quotient is 0.81 vhich approaches

human metabolism requirements.

It must be pointed out that this method requires the use of

a molecular sieve and carbonization pool to concentrate the carbon
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dioxide, high temperature and ionization equipment and a great

deal of equipment is needed for preventing hydrogen gas and

methane combustion explosions. Since power consumption is very great

it is not suitable for navigations of 2-3 weeks. However, this

method has a future for longer flights.

The use of ultraviolet rays (4,000 angstrom wavelength) to

decompose carbon dioxide into carbon and oxygen is another method.

Yet, in 90 minutes only 15% of the carbon dioxide is decomposed

into oxygen and moreover it cannot mix with the vapour; if carbon

dioxide is saturated by vapour and copper is used as a catalyst,

carbon monoxide, CH4 and ozone will be produced. These are harmful

to the human body and therefore this method still requires further

research and improvement. At present, its application has still

not been discussed.

(2) Biological Photosynthesis of Regenerated Oxygen

The photosynthesis of plants is a well known fact in biology.

Plants use light energy, synthesize carbohydrates from carbon

dioxide and water and produce oxygen. This can be shown in the

following formula; the chlorophyll in the photosynthesis gives

rise to catalysis.

6CO 2 + 6H2 0 clgh 602 + 6C6 H12 06

If we want to shift this action of the plant to a very

small airtight cabin then it is necessary to select a type of

plant which is small in size, that grows quickly, propagates
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easily under artificial conditions and is able to absorb a large

amount of carbon dioxide and produce a large amount of oxygen.

Lower species of aquatic plants are more suitable. Using chlorella

as an example, when it grows 1 gram dry weight of cells, 1 liter

of oxygen can be obtained. Along with other similar types of

plants (algae) it can use the carbon dioxide and nitrogen containing

matter to produce oxygen. Its assimilation quotient (CO2/02) is

close to the respiration quotient of the human body. However,

there remain many problems in breeding chlorella so that it still

cannot be used.

Below we will discuss the problem of the oxygen supply flow

needed in an oxygen storage system. Under open ring respiration

conditions, the exhaled gases are mixed with the surrounding gases

and later inhaled again. The required respiration gas flow can be

calculated according to the following formula:

In the formula,W is the respiration gas flow needed for open

ring respiration;W is the carbon dioxide elimination rate; c

is the carbon dioxide partial pressure; P is the total air pressure;

M is the carbon dioxide molecular weight; '1 is the total airc g

pressure and composition of the respirated gas. When the total

air p.-essure is I atmospheric pressure of air, the required

respiration air flow is 2.7 kilograms/person • hour. When the air

pressure is 1 atmospheric pressure of pure oxygen, then the

required respiration airflow is 0.7 kilograms/person • hour (the
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carbon dioxide partial pressure is assumed to be 7.6 millimeters

on the mercury column). When using a chemical reduction process

to remove the carbon dioxide regenerated oxygen, the required

respiration air flow can be lowered to 1.8 kilograms/person-day

of air. The permissable cabin gas leakage rate is 0.9 kilograms/

person-day.

During short navigation of less than 14 days the stored

oxygen method can be used to supply oxygen. When navigation is

longer than 14 days then the use of the gas regeneration system

is more suitable.

Does living in a gas regeneration system create negative

effects on the human body? Some people have lived for 90 days

in a simulated airship cabin with a gas regeneration system which

used a molecular sieve to collect the waste gas (carbon dioxide)

and electrolysis to decompose (regenerate) oxygen. The four

subjects lived well in the cabin and had no negative reactions.

When the experiment was over their subjective sensations were

good and there was no problem in regenerative living for 120 days.

3. The Elimination of Waste Gases

Humans not only inhale oxygen and eliminate carbon dioxide

but also at the same time eliminate carbon monoxide. These useless

and harmful gases must be eliminated at the proper time otherwise

if a lot accumulates in the airtight cabin over a long period of

time this can be harmful to the human body. For example, each day

one adult will produce close to 1 kilogram of carbon dioxide



equivalent to about 500 liters. Even if the concentration of the

original carbon dioxide in a narrow, airtight cabin is very low,

less than 0.04% which is similar to that on the earth's surface,

the astronaut continually exhales carbon dioxide. If it is not

eliminated, in only a short time this can cause the concentration

of carbon dioxide in the cabin to reach a level unendurable to the

human body.

A chemical absorbent can be used to absorb the carbon

dioxide and moisture exhaled by the human body and a filter can

be used to filter the foreign matter and bad odor. There is very

little carbon monoxide eliminated in the respirated gases. Its

effect on several days of navigation is not very great but it

must be eliminated in long term navigation. There is volatized

matter in the waste gases and active carbon can be used to absorb

it. Before active carbon powder or granules are placed in lithium

hydroxide and absorbs the carbon dioxide, its power is very great.

One container of active carbon can be used for several days up to

more than 10 days. When waste material is covered with a layer

of active carbon the stink can be eliminated. Yet, some relatively

small molecular materials cannot be absorbed by active carbon and

therefore other methods must be used. For example, silica gel or

manganese, copper and silver or cobalt oxide compounds can

satisfy these requirements. For example, it is unable to absorb

carbon monoxide and another method must be used to handle it. One

of the methods is to change it into carbon dioxide by means of an

oxidizer and then use a lithium hydroxide to absorb it. Superoxidized



potassium has destructive organic poisonous gas and toxic

mechanisms. Therefore, at the same time it absorbs carbon diox-

ide and moisture and releases oxygen it also absorbs many types

of organic poisonous gases.

See table 6-6 for the chemical absorbents used for the carbon

dioxide and moisture eliminated in respirated gases. Besides

chemical absorption the filter process can also be used, for

example the molecular sieve and compression method. The latter

stores or eliminates out of the cabin the atmospheric compression

with carbon dioxide and moisture and exchanges it for fresh air.

The molecular sieve is a gas molecule absorbing material (for

example, zeolite). It can absorb carbon dioxide and moisture

waste gases and afterwards undergo a reverse process to release them.

The released waste gases can be eliminated or decomposed by the

regeneration and use of a reduction process. The reverse process of

a molecular sieve (such as zeolite) can be completed by going

through a vacuum process, dry heat process or electronic system; the

weight of the latter is lightest.
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Li 325 400
.O 700 ?to

NkO 920 1030
Mg(OH)z 1335 I -

2. Na9V5 LANatCO, 1050 1250
NaCc#I NaHCO + N-CO4 750 i 900
CaO* a ra CaC03 1?90 1450

! CO i ASoCA(HCO,) 775 970

Table 6-6 The Amount of Absorbent Required for Each Person's
Carbon Dioxide and Moisture Per Day

1. Absorbent
2. Na2CO3 produced after Na absorption

3. NaHCO3 + Na2CO3 produced after Na absorption

4. CaCO3 produced after CaO absorption

5. 80% Ca (HCO3 )2 produced after CaO absorption

6. Carbon dioxide eliminating agent (grams)
7. Carbon dioxide and water eliminated (grams)

In order to guarantee that the unnecessary and poisonous

ingredients in the absorbed gas are eliminated there must be a

certain circulation of the cabin air especially under weightless-

ness when the air's free heat convection is lost and the circu-

lation of gas must be carried out artificially. The speed of the

gas circulation inside the cabin can be determined according to



the following formula.

aV >  a
C-Co

In the formula:

V is the required gas circulation speed;

a is the removal speed of human body metabolic products

with certain equipment;

C is the permissable limit of the concentration of these

metabolic products in the cabin air;

C0 is the concentration of these metabolic products in the

circulated air.

Section Four Water Supply

1. Human Body Water Equilibrium

Human body moisture is in a moving equilibrium, the amounts

taken in and eliminated are basically maintained equally; if a

large quantity 2s taken in then a large quantity is eliminated

and on the contrary if a little is taken in then a little is

eliminated. Generally speaking, body moisture is maintained at a

certain level and does not change within a given period of time;

if the water level is too low this can cause symptoms of water loss

so that tissue metabolism, blood circulation and kidney excretion

are abnormal and this can also cause the accumulation of waste

matter in the blood and cells. These types of phenomena are only

seen in some patients who have cardiac illnesses, kidney diseases

and patients who have an imbalance of electrolytes. Normal people
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cannot incur this and it only occurs temporarily. Naturally,

temporary dehydration can occur resembling the symptoms mentioned

above. There are astronauts who lose body weight during short time

navigation because of water loss yet after returning to earth and

given a supplement of water they can recover their body weight

within a short period of time.

See table 6-7 for the intake and output of water in the

human body. The numbers represent an adult male doing light work

for 8-10 hours. Chart 6-2 shows the effects of gas heat on the

amounts of water, food and oxygen required. In the table, the

mention of skin evaporation indicates the direct volitization by

the skin and externally contacted mucous membranes such as the

oral-nasal cavity and eye mucous membranes. However, it does not

indicate the sweat gland perspiration moisture (this is called

unconscious sweating in physiology). Natural foods contain a

large amount of moisture but frozen dried processed foods must

have water added in order to be swallowed. In the table the water

in the food indicates the moisture absorbed by the food.

2- 1300 7**1-"*K 1500
3 200 7 * 1000

9 %*m52 600
IR 400

2W 2600 a08 2506

Table 6-7 The Intake and Output of Water by an Adult Each Day

Key, next page
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1. Output channeled water (grams)
2. Urine
3. Feces
4. Sweat and skin evaporation
5. Respiration
6. Total
7. Intake channeled water (grams)
8. Water in food
9. Water consumed

10. Total

020

* 2
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Chart 6-2 The Effects of Air Temperature on the Amounts of
Water (1), Food (2) and Oxygen (3) Required Each Day
by a Human

1. Required amount of water, food and oxygen (pounds/
person • day).

2. Average air temperature (OF)

2. Methods for Supplying Water

Methods for the supply of water is a problem in space

navigation. The storage method can be used for short term navi-

gation. Water spoils when stored for a long time and only if water



permeated with organic matter and containing little salt is in a

sealed glass or plastic container can it be preserved for 6

months. If a silver seal is used then the permissable amount of

the above mentioned impurities must be less than 0.1-0.4 milligrams/

liter and if a silver nitrate seal is used then the permissable

amount of the above mentioned impurities must be less than 1.5-

2.0 milligrams/liter. When a pikromycin seal is used then the

permissable amount of the above mentioned impurities must be less

than 50-100 milligrams/liter. When it is necessary to preserve

water for a long time, the use of chlorine as a disinfecting and

purifying agent is not ideal because when stored for a very long

time the concentration of the needed chlorine is too great and is

harmful to the human body. The use of ionized silver is more

suitable. Aside from this, silver salt, copper salt, manganese

salt and hydrogen peroxide solution can also be used. Hydrogen

peroxide solution can also serve the dual purpose of storing

oxygen and storing water.

In order to navigate for a relatively long period of time

a regeneration method can be used for the water supply which is

using the moisture eliminated by humans again after it is reduced.

Based on the results of experiments, the regenerated water from

urine is not sufficient by itself to completely supply drinking

water for humans. Each person requires about 0.21 kilograms

(not including water for sanitary use) per day. If common food

is used instead of dehydrated food then 2.1 kilograms of water

can be obtained from the common food. If water in the feces is
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reduced and used by people then the use of dried fruit (non-

dehydrated food) can be made to satisfy human water needs. When

considering human work, physical excercise and possible temper-

ature rises in the cabin as well as the use of dehydrated food,

then besides the regenerated water from urine and feces, it is

also necessary to supplement the supply of water. The supple-

mental supply of water can be provided from the accumulated

moisture in the air exhaled by the human body and afterwards it

is condensed into water. However, this type of water often con-

tains impurities including a good deal of ethyl alcohol. After

the use of active carbon and chemical agent purifiers, this type

of water is not harmful to people and can be taken for a long

time. From the moisture collected in the exhaled gas, the chem-

ical agent absorption and molecular sieve methods (see earlier

discussion) can also be used.

There are many methods for the reaenerated clean water

from urine and feces: (1) the vacuum distillation method; (2)

the heating distillation method; (3) the catalysis method; (4)

the osmosis filter method; (5) the ion exchange method. In order

to avoid high temperatures and energy waste the outer space vac-

uum conditions are used to carry out vacuum distillation during

navigation and regenerate water from urine and feces. This is

a relatively good method. Yet, because of this, the regenerated

water can only be consumed after one more time of active carbon

and chemical agent purification.
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Section Five The Closed Ecology System

1. The Chlorella System

During navigation of more than one year, the use of the

storage method to guarantee human body life supplies is difficult.

Some people calculate the 2 month journey (according to theoret-

ical calculations it will take much longer) to and from Venus,

the weight of the supplies needed for one person is over 700

kilograms and adding on the weight of the packaging and storers

it approaches 1 ton. If a more than 2 year journey is taken to

and from Jupiter then the total weight of the needed supplies,

its packages and storers is about 20 tons. This is indeed a

tremendous burden for an airship. Moreover, whether the food and

water can be stored for 2-3 years and not deteriorate is another

matter. Therefore, longer navigations require improved means of

supply.

The first improved method to be mentioned is the so-called

half cycle method which uses the regeneration process to supply

the oxygen and water and uses nutrients and vitamin pills to sub-

stitute for and supplement part of the food. This method has al-

ready been partially realized in the most recent space navigation.

Nevertheless, each person required about 2 kilograms per day.

Adding on the weight of the equipment during 30 days of naviga-

tion one person required 90 kilograms. Generally, this type of

supply method had no problems for several months of space naviga-

tion; only for even longer navigation is it necessary to find an

even better method.
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In order to satisfy the requirements for relatively

long time space navigation and not have the airship burden be

too heavy, many people have proposed the use of a closed

ecology system which is the formation of a "small world " in-

side the airship. In this "small world" various material cycles

can attain self stabilization.

The existence of life on earth depends on the environment

and living things. The mutual relationship between living things

is the continual cycle of a mutually dependent ecology system.

If an airship's airtight cabin can artificially create a very

reduced closed ecology system then this is the most ideal. Al-

though, at present, we are far from realizing this ideal, yet

it signifies mankind's grand intention to conquer nature. There-

fore, a brief introduction must be written with the hope that

some day this intention can be realized.

The key link embodying the closed ecology system depends

on man's excrement and water to grow green plants. The advant-

ages of this type of plant are not only that it can absorb car-

bon dioxide and give off oxygen but it can also absorb the ex-

cretions of humans. Moreover, the plants can possibly supply

people with food. The most hopeful among this type of food is

chlorella. The photosynthesis of this type of plant has a high

efficiency, it grows quickly (in one day and night its weight

can increase about 7 fold) and its nutritional value is high.

The assimilation quotient of chlorella (carbon dioxide/oxygen)

is basically the same as the respiration quotient of humans.

If only the carbon dioxide and oxygen cycle are considered then
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2.3 kilograms of chlorella can provide the needs of one person.

Yet, the culture system of chlorella includes containers, a

lighting system and water all of which is relatively heavy;

theoretically the chlorella system weight required for the carbon

dioxide and oxygen cycle for one person is only about 70 kilo-

grams. Yet, the weight able to be accomplished in present tech-

nology requires about 500 kilograms. If this is applied to

human consumption then a dry weight of 1.1 kilograms is needed

by each person per day, the wet weight is calculated as 4.3

kilograms and the nurturing and processing systems must exceed

800 kilograms. If this is the case, the closed ecology system

is unsuitable for navigation of less than half a year let alone

the many unresolvable problems that still exist in using chlor-

ella as a major food. We will not repeat what has already been

discussed previously.

Furthermore, many problems still exist in the chlorella

closed ecology system itself. For example, the chlorella's

ageing, genetic variations and toxicity produced from bacterial

infection. Aside from this, the various special conditions in

space navigation such as radiation, overweightness and vibration

can all affect its growth. Moreover, the gas exchange between

chlorella and the human body is not absolutely balanced, it

produces a small amount of carbon monoxide which after a long

time can obstruct health. In brief, although the chlorella

closed ecology system is theoretically very ideal yet its

practical application is still very far off.



2. Other Closed Ecology Systems

Because of the existence of a series of problems in the

chlorella closed ecology system some people have considered and

tested other systems. Some people have tested bacteria. It is

said that certain types of bacteria with weights of 700-800

grams contain 90-100 grams of oxygen and 50-60 grams of nucleic

acid. The human body can digest 93% of the nitrogen of this type

of bacteria, only its fat is difficult for humans to absorb.

Yeast has also been considered but each day's food consumption

cannot exceed 5-7 grams and if more is consumed one is easily

poisoned. A large number of lower species organisms have been

tested but none were ideal..

Aside from this, other plants have also been tested, es-

pecially aquatic plants. Furthermore, small animals that can

feed off of aquatic plants as well as raising fish, chicken

and ducks have been examined. Yet, at present, there is still

not a conclusively established closed ecology system suitable

for space navigation.

Section Six Environmental Sanitation in the Cabin

1. Environmental Conditions in the Airship Cabin

In order to guarantee the life safety and work capabil-

ities of an astronaut, there should be certain requirements for

the environment inside the airship cabin. This problem involves

the airship's structure and weight as well as its technical

level of complexity. Thus, it cannot be considered solely from



the angle of medical science, Therefore, it is very necessary

to select the gas conditions inside the airship cabin. The

cabin gas environment can be divided into the following two

categories.

1) To basically maintain the air pressure and gas com-

ponents in the cabin the same as on the earth's surface. The

advantages of this method are that it allows people to be com-

fortable and there is no danger of fire. The shortcomings are

that the air pressure inside the cabin is high, airship weight

is great, there is a small percentage of leaked gas and there is

a great danger of depressurization sickness.

2) Use of low air pressure and highly concentrated oxygen

inside the cabin. Its advantages are that it can lighten the

weight of the airship to a suitable level, a very small percent-

age of the cabin leaks gas and the danger of decompression sick-

ness is relatively small. Its shortcomings are that fire easily

breaks out and before takeoff an astronaut must carry out oxygen-

breathing and denitrification. When taking off, 60% oxygen and

40% nitrogen can be used inside the cabin. After takeoff, the

first day's oxygen concentration rises to 80% and on the second

day it rises to 90%.

2. Sanitary Measures and Handling of Wastes

An airship is an airtight cabin and bad smells cannot

flow outside. If they are not eliminated then they will accum-

ulate. Cabin size is limited and therefore the various bad smells

and toxic gas pollution must be prevented. Dust inside the cabin
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is also a problem. Under weightlessness, dust flies everywhere

and cannot automatically fall on the floor. Therefore, attention

must be given to eliminating dust and preventing pollutants

from flying around in the airship cabin. In order to guarantee

the cleanliness of gases inside the airship cabin, the gases

inside the cabin must be taken out and replaced. The frequent

removal of smells and gas purification measures are also neces-

sary.

Regarding the problem of bacterial pollution, tests

carried out on living in an airtight cabin have discovered that

in a simulated 14 day lunar voyage bacterial pollution was not

severe. Only the urine and feces storers had a relatively large

amount of bacteria. Because of this, the sanitation of the ex-

crement storer must be given special attention so as to guarantee

that these bacteria are not diffused to the outside. An astro-

naut's individual hygiene is very important for preventing

bacterial pollution.

The most important problem in cabin sanitation is the

handling of excrement. During short term navigation, excrement

can be stored in a container and this container should be sealed.

In order to prevent bacterial pollution, there should be a germ-

icide inside the cabin. For example, tetrachloride, calcium

chloride and chlorophenylamine keep when the temperature is
0

below -7 C. Tetrachloride can also be used to eliminate matter

in the poison container and tablecloth. Throw measures must be

used during long term navigation to eliminate excrement from the
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cabin. The total volume of human excrement is about 0.004

meters 3 per day. Therefore, keeping excrement in the cabin when

navigating longer than 1 month is not convenient. A relatively

good method for handling urine and waste water during long term

navigation is to regenerate the usable pure water after recovery.

This can resolve the problem of the airship's supply of water

and to a large extent resolves the problem of handling excrement.

Another problem in cabin sanitation is the elimination of

human body metabolic heat. If metabolic heat is not eliminated

then the air temperature inside the cabin can gradually rise up

to a level of human non-endurance. A heat radiator can be used for

metabolic heat elimination.

Section Se,-en The Overall Plan of the Life Support System

We have already basically discussed the supply of needed

materials for supporting human life and handling excrement.

Here we will discuss the overall plan of an airship's life support

system.

Up until the present there is still no practical method

shat can produce food in an airship (space station), lunar

station or other celestial body, That is to say to live in an at-

mosphere far from earth it is necessary to carry food from earth,

Only the air and water can be replaced but the weight of the

needed equipment is still very heavy. Chart 6-3 shows a compre-

hensive replacement method of air and water under airtight con-

ditions. Because 2 tons of equipment are needed it still cannot
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be used for short term space navigation but it is very necessary

for long term navigation. It was developed for the oxygen and

water required by 4 astronauts living for 1 year under weight-

lessness. The exhaled carbon dioxide, moisture and air pollut-

ants, the water used for washing and urine can be used again as

pure oxygen and pure water after filtering, absorption, heating,

freezing, catalysis and electrolysis. The evaporation method is

used to recover water. The surplus vapour in the cabin air and

used water and urine collected in the water trough are sucked

up to another end by the action of the wick capillary, the hot

air flow causes it to evaporate into vapour and after cooling

and filtering it becomes pure water and flows into the storer.

The pollutants and dregs then remain on a replaceable wick.

Air recovery is relatively complex and requires a series

of physical and chemical purifying and replacing processes.

Generally speaking, it is first necessary to extract the surplus

water and carbon dioxide from the exhaled gas and eliminate the

pollutants in them. This developed equipment uses a demoistur-

izer, carbon dioxide collector and an active carbon filter with

a catalytic combustor to separate completely the above mentioned

tasks. Afterwards there is electrolysis of the water and reduc-

tion of the carbon dioxide to produce oxygen. This equipment has

a water electrolysis unit and carbon dioxide reduction unit;

their structures are relatively complex and the products are

oxygen and carbon. The air supply is reused but the carbon is

temporarily discarded.



Chart 6-3 The Overall Plan for A Manned Cabin Life Support
System

1. Food store
2. Solid and liquid wastes
3. Urine
4. Used water
5. Carbon dioxide + moisture
6. Carbon dioxide elimination
7. Water recovery
8. Handling of wastes
9. Solid waste store

10. Clean water
11. Moisture control
12. Oxygen recovery
13. Oxygen store
14. Water store
15. Water for washing
16. Cabin
17. Person

This equipment did not consider the food supply and the

handling of solid wastes. If the relationships of the various



parts of the airship's life system are conceptualized, we can

further draw a complete initial plan as shown in chart 6-3.

This schematic chart does not reveal the specific design method

and therefore table 6-8 is used to summarize the materials. In

the table some things that have not been discussed in detail or

problems that will not be discussed are also listed. Yet, in

order to have a complete view they are all placed together for

reference.

See next page for table 6-8
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Table 6-8 Each Subordinate System of the Airship Cabin's
Ecosystem (only offered as a reference; selection
should be made according to specific circumstances)

1. Item
2. Oxygen
3. Carbon dioxide control
4. Water supply and control
5. Food
6. Cabin sanitation and the handling of excrement and

urine
7. Individual hygiene
8. Pollutant
9. Temperature control

10. Auxiliary electric power
11. Instrument and control
12. Physical
13. High pressure tube: steel and glass fiber reinforced

plastic
14. Low pressure tube: steel, glass fiber reinforced

plastic and plastic
15. Liquid oxygen
16. Freezing makes ice; a radiation plate and a compressor
17. Molecular sieve
18. Filter coating
19. Active carbon
20. 1. Freezing 2. distillation 3. centrifugal
21. 4. Filter 5. molecular sieve
22. 6. Condensation
23. Storage: freezing process
24. Process: drying, canned, radiation, vacuum freezing,

packaging
25. Stored
26. Disposed of
27. Heat decomposition
28. Purification
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29. Distillation
30. Freezing
31. Filtering
32. Washing of body, clothes etc.
33. Supersonic wave processing
34. Dust, hair, peeling skin and others
35. Active control: compression and electric heat
36. Passive control: radiation plate and collant
37. Solar generator
38. Solar cell
39. Cabin pressure, temperature, leaked air and fire probe
40. Chemical
41. High oxides: KO NaO and LiO
42. Hydrogen peroxiaes: 0 2,NaO2 and LiO2
43. Others: NaCl0 and K0 2
44. Hydroxides: NaOH, KOH, LiOH and Ca(OH)2
45. High oxides: KO
46. Carbon barium
47. LiCl, KO , silica gel, Mg(ClO4 ) , CaSO4
48. SupplemeAtarv food: vitamins, minerals
49. Chemical decomposition: oxidation, urease
50. Ion exchange
51. Washing clothes and body:

1. Water and soap
2. Ethyl alcohol
3. Cleaning agent

52. Smelly and harmful gases and matter: NH , CH4 , H2,H2S,
smell of feces, amine, phenol and indola

53. Chemical cells
54. Fuel cells
55. Oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen control, temperature

indication and control
56. Other
57. Water electrolysis
58. Light decomposition
59. Hydrogenation
60. Living thing: green alga
61. Biopurification: green alga
62. Food regeneration:

1. Green alga
2. Other plants
3. Chemical synthesis

63. Biodecomposition: oxidation, protist, algae, bacteria
64. Part of clothing not needed: cheimical processing of

towels
65. Organic matter produced from bacteria, gemma and virus:

HgS, NH 4OH, CO , CH , lactic acid and acetic acid
66. Nuclear electric po$er (reQuires very good protection)
67. Pollution origin probe, warning system
68. Remarks



69. During short term navigation high pressure oxygen and
high oxidases are used and the use of water electrolysis
is promising for future long term navigation

70. LiOH and KO have already been used while others still
need furthe? research

71. Condensation is simplest especially in causing the
moisture in the air to condense into drinkable water

72. Food regeneration has still not been realized and so
must be carried from earth

73. Garbage storage: air exhauster and ashing oven.
Bioprocessing is not realized

74. It is necessary to consider the problem cf bathing when
navigation is longer than 2 weeks; dry cleaning is not
satisfactory

75. Filtering and absorption: active carbon
76. Electrostatic processing
77. Combustion
78. Water; chlorination and absorption
79. Heat source: sun, equipment, people. Aside from the sun

the others cannot be reduced and so must be used. Part
of the excess heat is removed by the radiation and
leaked gas

80. The chemical cell, fuel cell and solar energy cell have
already been used

81. Instrument board, indication, communication
82. Item
83. Radiation shield
84. Safety and subsistence equipment
85. Attitude control
86. Physical
87. Cabin structure and materials
88. Life bag, lifesaving cabin, launch equipment and repair

equipment
89. Automatic stabilization control and inertial cyclotron
90. Chemical
91. Food, fuel, oxygen, water
92. Emergency oxygen
93. Other
94. Equipment
95. Spacesuit
96. Manual control: jet reactor
97. Remarks
98. Redouble shield as much as possible
99. Even better predictions and equipment require strong

research

Section Eight The Spacesuit



In outer space there is no air or moisture and temperature

changes are very great. If a person does not have protection when

in outer space then he would not be able to survive. The space-

craft's airtight cabin is a sealed environment to protect human

body life safely. Yet sometimes it is necessary for people to leave

the spacecraft for movement and work. For example, when surveying

and carrying out maintenance outside the airship cabin as well as

observing while walking on the surface of the moon. In these types

of situations it is necessary to wear specially made clothing called

a spacesuit. In reality, the spacesuit is a movable airtight cabin.

The spacesuit itself is sealed and within the suit are gas, pressure

and temperature conditions to guarantee human body safety and

comfort. When there is a mishap in the airship's system and human

body safety is threatened the spacesuit is also a suitable life-

saving device. An astronaut can leave the airship by means of the

safeguard of a spacesuit.

The spacesuit is also called space airtight pressurized

clothing and its design, construction and effect are required in

the following situations: (1) when moving and working (including

other celestial body surfaces) outside the cabin; (2) when there

are breakdowns in the cabin's air regulation system or oxygen

supply system; (3) when there is explosion decompression in the

cabin; (4) when there is ejection lifesaving and falling into the

water. In order to satisfy the requirements in various different

situations the functions of the various spacesuits are not uniform.

Yet, generally speaking, all require complex multilayered structures



and large amounts of necessary equipment and parts. Chart 6-4

shows the outside of various spacesuits and helmets. Numbers (1)

and (2) have already been used and numbers (3) and (4) which use

ball bearings to help joint movement should be used outside the

cabin; another type uses aluminum foil for part of the outside to

guard against small stony meteorites. In is now being used for

experiments outside the cabin and movements on celestial body

bases.
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Chart 6-4 Airtight Spacesuit



Chart 6-5 shows the basic levels of this type of suit. The

most basic requirements for the spacesuit are: (1) sealed, pressuri-

zation and oxygen supply; (2) after pressurization,the important

moving parts of the body should not be too limited; (3) heat

insulation must maintain warmth; (4) ventilation should disperse

the heat; (5) anti-radiation and radiation heat; (6) guarantee

good vision; (7) convenient to put on and take off; (8) have various

types of equipment such as a communications system, oxygen supply

system and a ventilation cooling system. Due to the many complex

demands, the spacesuit has become a comprehensive specialized

technology which requires the close cooperation of the departments

of clothing material, sanitation, engineering, clothing technology

and medical science. It developed from the sealed pressurized suit

used in aviation and they still share a large number of common

points.

Chart 6-5 Schematic Chart of the Layers of an Airtight Spacesuit
Key, next page



1. Outermost layer, anti-radiation layer
2. Movement aid layer
3. Airtight pressurized limiting layer
4. Heat insulation layer
5. Circulation cooling layer
6. Layer next to the skin

1. The Spacesuit's Pressurization and Supply of Oxygen

The air pressure in outer space is close to zero. When a

person leaves the airship and enters outer space or the airship

cabin loses its airtightness the air pressure will quickly drop

and approach the vacuum conditions ot outer space. In these

situations, a person cannot maintain consciousness for more than

10 seconds and therefore must immediately pressurize the whole body

and supply oxygen. The most important aim in developing an airtight

suit is the resolution of this problem. The helmet and suit (includ-

ing gloves and boots) can be made airtight automatically. In this

airtight environment, the air pressure must be equal to the

pressure of the repirated gases and the pressurized supply of

oxygen is from the helmet. In order to decrease the air pressure

in the suit and helmet and not have it differ too greatly from the

outside pressure (the outside is nearly a vacuum and does not have

air pressure), it is only necessary that the pressurization be

limited to satisfying the oxygen pressure required by the human

body wherein pure oxygen respiration is used and the pressure

reaches to 152-160 millimeters on the mercury column. This type of

low pressure pure oxygen respiration is not harmful to the human

body and there is no great danger of fire. The larger the difference

in pressure between the inside and outside of the suit the more
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limited human joint movements are. When the difference reaches to

over 160 millimeters on the mercury column, the limitation of

joint movements can affect ejection lifesaving and other movements

necessary for work. Therefore, oxygen pressure must be used which

satisfies the needs of the human body, that is 152-160 millimeters

on the mercury column. Moreover, only pure oxygen can be used. If

the suit pressure and circulation make use of compressed air or

nitrogen and the helmet (which cannot be separated from the clothing)

uses compressed oxygen the problem of fire is greatly reduced.

However, in recent years there are those who think that the pressure

inside the spacesuit should generally be maintained above 200-380

millimeters on the mercury column.

The airtight suit's limited layer equipment cannot be

separated from pressurization and is designed so that after pressur-

ization there is excessive expansion of the limited airtight layer.

It is installed above the airtight layer or joined to the airtight

layer. Generally, it is the outermost layer of the entire suit.

However, in order to reflect the solar heat radiation, the space-

suit also requires a white glossy outer garment which is generally

made of titanium or aluminum wire and a blend of other materials;

the outer garment is either joined to the spacesuit or worn inde-

pendently. It is best for the airtight layer to be made of material

which moisture can penetrate but not air.

2. The Spacesuit's Heat Insulation and Ventilation

In order to prevent the encroachment of cold (in outer space

the stratosphere and two poles are shadowed by celestial bodies)



the spacesuit must have thermal insulation. The use of a layer

made of thermal insulation clothing material was originally able

to resolve this problem but a newly developed thermal material

is still needed. Based on the special demands of the space

navigation environment and emergency escape, the spacesuit's heat

insulation requires 2-3 heat insulation units. If cotton material

is used, the 2-3 heat insulation units are relatively thick and

heavy. Therefore, the selection and development of a better and

lighter heat insulation material is very essential. Titanium or

aluminum cloth or a coating have the ability to reflect solar

radiation heat but they can only be placed in the outermost layer

of the clothing. Moreover, this type of reflection layer can affect

the radiation heat diffusion of the human body and therefore

wearing it for a long time is not necessarily beneficial.

The purpose of ventilation is heat diffusion and exhaust

and it is in contradiction with heat insulation. Heat insulation

prevents or decreases the encroachment of cold from the outside

and at the same time also decreases the effects of the excessively

high outside temperatures (decreases heat conduction).

In a narrow airtight suit the heat produced by the human

body can raise the temperature under the clothing to an unendurable

level within a short period of time. At the same time, the air

moisture increases thus creating a high temperature, high moisture

environment. If there are no artificial convection and evaporation

measures taken,then human work efficiency and compensation will be

negatively affected.
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There are two methods of ventilation heat diffusion: one

is open ventilation and the other is closed ventilation. The air

of the former originates from an air blower or compressed air

bottle. It enters the ventilated sait through a tube and after it

circulates under the clothes it is sent out of the suit through

another tube.

The amount of ventilation is determined according to the

circumstances. For example, if the air that goes through the air-

tight pressurized suit reaches the body surface, the outside heat

load is not high and the temperature of the air ventilation is

260C then 100-200 liters of air is still required each minute.

This enables the skin temperature to be maintained at 330C and the

sweat not to remain in the clothing. If the outside temperature is

very high and there is a need for perceptual comfort then the

amount of ventilation must be raised. The amount of ventilation is

not only determined by the outside heat load but also differs

accordinq to air temperature, moisture, speed and body movement.

The problems are certainly not simple. Among them the most difficult

to resolve is the problem of the air source. This is not a great

problem on earth but in an airship cabin the problem of load is

substantial and if it is necessary for a person to bear it the

problem is very large; when there is weightlessness or low weight

the problem is not in weight but in volume.

Closed ventilation uses heat and water absorption equipment

and materials and the air is continually circulated under the

clothing towards this type of equipment by the ventilator. After the



air cools the water it flows back to the ventilated suit. At

present, there is already miniaturized ventilation heat diffusion

equipment which seems to have initially resolved the problems of

weight and volume yet the ventilation cooling ability still needs

to be further raised.

In order to further raise the heat diffusion abilities of

the spacesuit, circulating water can be used instead of circulating

air. Yet there are certain difficulties for the source of water

in an outer space environment.

3. Design Requirements for the Helmet

A. airtight helmet is a spacesuit component with a special

structure and function. It must satisfy the following basic

requirements:

1) It must be strong enough to endure pressure and cannot be

too heavy. The outer shell is usually made of glass fiber reinforced

plastic which can endure impact pressure and compression of 1.2

2
kilograms/centimeter;

2) After being filled with air the neck should be able to

move freely without strain;

3) The dead space in the helmet should be as small as

possible, the absorption dead area should not exceed 500 milliliters

and after closed air supply absorption the concentration of carbon

dioxide should never exceed 1%;

4) When respiration valve resistance is small there should

be no strain in resp.'ration and no leakage of air and when it is
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very cold outside there should be no freezing;

5) The telephone communication must have anti-noise dis-

turbance and the voice clarity must be raised;

6) The front transparent section should be able to roll open;

7) The soft pad under the outer shell should be convenient

for putting on and taking off the helmet;

8) The front must be transparent and guarantee the field of

vision.

The last item mentioned above is very important and will be

further explained below.

The helmet affects the amount of vision. For example, the

transparent plate in the front part of the helmet must be placed on

a frame and it is difficult for the edge of the frame not to limit

the field of vision. However, most of the transparent plates used

at present are very wide so that this type of effect is minimized.

The size, shape and tranparency of the transparent plate is

also related to the level of the limited field of vision. Here we

will use two types of tranparent plates for comparison. One is

"V" shaped and the other is cylindrical. The limited field of

vision of the former is greater. Chart 6-6 compares the original

field of vision without wearing a helmet with the field of vision

after wearing two types of helmets. After wearing the "V" shaped

transparent plate helmet the field of vision became much smaller.

This is naturally related to the diameter of the transparent plate.

The cylindrical transparent plate shown in the chart is relatively

large and therefore the field of vision is relatively larger.



The front transparent plates of present helmets have been greatly

expanded so that there is no shrinking of the field of vision.

This is not only the case when the head is stationary but it is

also so when the head and eyes move. There are not many problems

in wearing this type of helmet inside the cabin but we fear it is

not suitable for movements outside the cabin in outer space.

If head movement is not limited and the shrunken field of

vision can be compensated for then a dynamic field of vision can

be obtained; a dynamic field of vision is much larger than a

fixed field of vision. When the head turns and possibly sustains

the airtight spacesuit filling with air the neck air bag expands

and shoulder straps are limited by contraction. Therefore, the

freedom of head movement becomes an index for appraising an air-

tight spacesuit.
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1. Helmet is not worn
2. Cylindrical transparent plate
3. V shaped transparent plate

The transparency of the transparent plate has an important

effect on vision. On the one hand, the transparency of the

transparent plate must rely on the transparent plate material but

on the other hand it depends on the coarseness, density and

arrangement of the transparent plate's electric heating wires.

The former is generally no problem because at present a selection

can be made from various plastics with very good transparency. The

problems of the latter require further explanation. Because low

temperatures can be encountered when moving outside the airship

or during emergency escape, resistance wires are inserted between

the two layers of the transparent plate and electric heating is

prepared so as to prevent the exhaled vapour from freezing and

obstructing the line of vision. This has already been effectively

used in high altitude life saving. The space navigation emergency

escape helmet must have this type of structure. The problem is

selecting heating wires with the suitable thickness that can be

installed properly so that when necessary they can very quickly

raise the temperature of the transparent plate and thus avoid

clouding and reezing. They can also prevent the heating wires

themselves from obstructing the line of vision and lowering

transparency.

The tranparent plate's filtered light has a relatively large

effect on vision /especially color vision. There is a great deal of



reference data in aviation engineering on the problem of filtered

light which includes common filtered light and selected filtered

light. Based on aviation experiences, at an altitude of 3,000

meters the light strength is about 12,000 feet-candle. When the

astronaut has already sensed the need to decrease the light strength

and the light strength has increased to 13,000 feet-candle in

outer space,then it is even more necessary to decrease the light

strength. Aside from this, although infrared and ultraviolet rays

are invisible it is their strength that is too high. Since it is

possible that they can burn the cornea and other structures in the

eye,filtering must be used to weaken them. In order to realize

these two goals it is very important to select suitable filter

materials for the hood on the helmet's transparent plate. The hood

covers the upper half of the transparent plate and is generally

movable. When needed it can be pulled down with the hand and when

not needed is is rolled up.

There are many kinds of filter hoods but they can be divided

into two types: one is the color filter which filters various

colors. Among them, the green solar lens can be penetrated by 25%

of visible light, 5% of ultraviolet rays, less than 10% of infrared

rays and a superficial amount of green color. It is satisfactory

for use during high altitude flights. The other type is the

intermediate filter, grey or metal plated filter reflecting plate.

The amount of visible light, ultraviolet rays and infrared rays

absorbed by the former is suitable for weak light but is not

applicable for filtering large amounts of ultraviolet and infrared
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rays. Among the many types of filters there are differences in

performance so that the appropriate selection of a suitable filter

to satisfy the demands for movement in outer space is a task that

cannot be overlooked. Some people propose that the hood be con-

structed in two parts; the bottom part can be used for reading

instruments and looking at close objects and be made from a more

transparent filter while the upper part can be used to view distant

objects and a less transparent filter can be adopted. The abilities

of the two parts to absorb infrared and ultraviolet rays should

be uniform and they should be able to absorb the greater part of

these rays. The green solar lens seems to be able to satisfy most

of these requirements yet it is not ideal for instrument reading

and viewing close objects because it obstructs color discrimination.

Section Nine Medical Treatment and First Aid

1. The Medical Treatment of Illnesses

The resolution of the medical treatment of illnesses for

astronauts during long term and long distance navigation should be

an unshirkable duty for aviation medicine and therefore the de-

ployment of medical personnel, drugs and medical treatment health

equipment become necessary measures. The specifics must be deter-

mined by the number of persons, time and distance of the navigation.

The prevention of contagious diseases must be given special attention

especially during the period prior to takeoff. Astronauts carrying

contagious bacteria should not be allowed to board the airship.

If the airship has not traveled far from earth during shorter

navigation and an astronaut comes down with a serious illness the
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ship can be inward bound at any time and dependable sanitation

conditions can be increased inside the airship cabin. This can

simplify the problem of medicine. It is only necessary to prepare

medicines for common illnesses, medicines needed for emergency

treatment and special drugs for space navigation to be able to

satisfy the demands.

The following points are proposed based on the recommendations

of experienced space navigation physicians:

1) A careful examination of the astronauts must be carried

out prior to takeoff and those who are found to have problems are

not allowed to board. All small illnesses should be treated before-

hand and those carrying contagious diseases should absolutely not

be permitted to board the ship. The substitute medicines used for

those who are sensitive to certain drugs must be prepared before-

hand. This should be discovered during ground tests and ground

training. Preventative measures such as preventative inoculations

and taking preventative drugs can be administered before the illness

cccurs. Astronauts should have a general knowledge of first aid,

curing sickness and the use of drugs so that as soon as there is

an illness they can handle it properly.

2) Anti-overweightness drugs should be considered for takeoff

and return. There are three major types.

(A) There are three groups of blood vessel constricting

agents:

(1) Those that effect different parts of the brain in-

cluding blood vessel central stimulants such as pentazole,



strychnine, caffeine and phenacaine;

(2) Drugs that directly affect the adrenaline function

of the blood vessel wall muscles such as adrenaline, noradrenaline,

ephedrine and neo-synephrine;

(3) Drugs that directly affect the smooth muscles of the

blood vessels such as hypertensors and pressors.

Clinical tests showed that the second group of drugs was

better. Yet, in actuality, aidelong (?) is used more.

(B) Anti-anoxia agents: for example, glutelin (?).

(C) Drugs for when there is obstruction of the pulmonary

blood vessel.3 and blood pressure rises, there is decrease in

internal secretion and the trachea expands such as atabrine type

drugs. In recent years there are also people who have considered

the use of drugs to prevent lung collapse.

3) The following problems should be considered when in

weightlessness (during orbital flight):

(A) Drugs to prevent the cardiac blood vessel and hemato-

logical effects of weightlessness such as blood vessel contraction

agents and drugs to prevent cardiac muscle atrophy and promote

cardiac metabolism - for example, glucose, lactose, pyruvate,

digoxin and gaitai (?) ether; the latter two are good;

(B) Drugs for weightlessness that cause the metabc-lism rate

to decrease such as stimulation protein compound drugs;

(C) Drugs for the physiological effects created by the

destruction of the day and night rhythm;

(D) Drugs for raising work efficiency under weightlessness



such as miqidang (?) and amphetamine; among the two miqidang(?)

is good;

(E) Drugs for space sickness (see previous section on motion

sickness;

(F) Drugs for radiation injury (see previous section on

protection against radiation);

(G) The use of drugs for surgical injuries, first aid and

common illnesses.

Tables 6-9 to 6-11 give separate listings of the drug

contents of the medicine kits and the conditions of the astronauts

who became sick in the American Apollo 7-11 airships.
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5. Symptoms
6. Light urine abnormalities
7. Rhinitis and angina
8. Gastroenteritis
9. Gastroenteritis

10. Seat sores
11. Abdominal hair follicle inflammation
12. Ringworm of the arms
13. Ringworm of the shanks
14. Ringworm of the feet
15. Pulpitis
16. Flu symptoms
17. Rhinitis
18. Gastritis
19. Nausea and vomiting
20. Nausea and vomiting
21. Stomach discomfort
22. Ringworm of the face reoccurs
23. Absorption irritation
24. Eye irritation
25. Skin irritation
26. Gastroenteritis
27. Light urine abnormalities
28. Rhinitis and angina
29. Flu symptoms
30. Flu symptoms
31. Flu symptoms
32. Pulpitis
33. Hyperemia prostatitis
34. Nasal drip on one side
35. Media serosa
36. Condition of illness
37. Indefinite
38. Simple blister rash
39. Salmonella infection
40. Indefinite
41. Sebaceous overflow
42. Indefinite
43. Sporomycosis
44. Indefinite
45. Indefinite
46. Periodontosis and dental caries existed earlier
47. Indefinite
48. Indefinite
49. Thrush ulcer
50. Indefinite
51. Labyrinthine
52. Labyrinthine
53. Contact dermatitis
54. Glass fiber
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55. Glass fiber
56. Glass fiber
57. Possible food poisoning
58. Indefinite
59. Flu B
60. Flu B
61. Indefinite
62. Flu A
63. Periot ontitis and dental caries existed earlier
64. Indefinite
65. Indefinite
66. Indefinite
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Table 6-10 Contents of Command Module 114edicine Kit

1. Item
2. Eye drops (1/4 methylcellulose)
3. Compression bandage
4. wrapping article
5. Antibiotic ointment
6. Sebaceous
7. Sedative injection (100 milligrams of duridrine(?))
8. motion sickness tablets
9. Stimulants (amphetamine, 5 milligrams)

10. Injection for motion sickness
11. Analgesic capsules
12. Hypertension pill
13. Antidiarrheal pill
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14. Quantity
15. Item
16. Nasal lubricant
17. Aspirin
18. Antibiotic pills (250 milligrams of tetracycline)
19. Antibiotic capsules (250 milligrams of amino benzyl

penicillin
20. Sleeping capsules (100 milligrams of secanol)
21. Nasal spray
22. Antihistamine pills (50-100 milligrams of diphenhydramine)
23. Pain killers (325 milligrams of paracetamol)
24. Eye drops (1% methylcellulose)
25. The eye ointment bacitracin
26. Motion sickness pills
27. Millikan(?) tablets
28. Quantity
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Table 6-11 Contents of Lunar Module Medicine Kit

1. Item
2. Antidiarrheal pill
3. Stimulants (amphetamine, 5 milligrams)
4. Aspirin
5. Quantity
6. Item
7. Sleeping capsules (100 milligrams of secanol)
8. Eye drops (1% methylcellulose)
9. Compression bandage

10. Quantity

2. Problems of Escaping Danger in a Desert,Polar Region and the Sea

If by chance there is a situation that is difficult to
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overcome during space navigation then it is necessary to promptly

inward bound. If there is trouble in inward bound, then another

airship should be promptly sent to rescue it. During this process,

the spacesuit and lunar module can be used as critical lifeboats.

If the airship interior can no longer maintain life, then one can

only eject out of the airship and await the other ship to come to

the rescue. This type of rescue process is actually similar to

rendezvous docking of airships in space.

The problem of escaping danger when an airship returns and

falls into the ocean, barren hills, the desert as well as the north

and south poles is worthy of serious attention. Here we will

briefly discuss these situations in separate sections.

1. Escaping from Danger in a Desert

If an astronaut drops down in a torrid desert the main

dangers are thirst and high temperatures. Under the desert's

scorching sun the human body sustains about 300 kilocalories of

heat from the outside each hour. When the temperature is above

33 °C, the human body's conduction and radiation heat diffusion

no longer function; the heat diffusion can only have perspiration

evaporation. When the air temperature of the scorching desert is

37.8 0C people can sweat and lose as much as 1 liter/hour. When

stationary, water loss can be over 4 liters per day and when

performing hard work it can be 8-10 liters per day. The total amount

of water in the human body occupies 70% of its total weight. The

average total volume of water of an adult is about 45 liters. On
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the average a person drinks 1,200-1,500 milliliters of water per

day and 300-500 milliliters of water are metabolized. When in the

high temperatures of the desert there must be a large supply of

water so as to compensate for the water lost through perspiration.

Otherwise, there can be dehydration. When the human body water loss

reaches 1-5% of the body weight there will be feelings of thirst,

discomfort, nausea as well as a decrease in work efficiency; water

loss of 6-10% of the body weight causes dizziness, headaches,

respiration difficulties, a decrease in blood volume, a rise in

blood cell concentration, a deficiency of saliva, unclear speech

and an inability to walk. When water loss reaches 11-20% of the

body weight this can cause delerium, twitching, deafness, blurry

vision and finally result in death.

In order for a person weighing 70 kilograms to do effective

work,water loss cannot exceed 4.5 liters. The physiological

limitations of water loss are a 60% decrease of extracellular

fluid and a 30% decrease of intracellular fluid. In other words,

an insufficient supply of water in a desert area becomes a very

serious problem for escaping danger. The resolution of this pro-

blem can be initiated from several directions. Because there is

difficulty in the source of water the supply of water is not easily

resolved. Below we bring forth several supplementary and auxiliary

methods:

(1) Think of a way of placing the body in a shadow so as to

greatly decrease the loss of water;

(2) Decrease activity as much as possible;



(3) Economize on the use of water;

(4) Eat less solids and semi-solids;

(5) As far as possible move about during the evening;

We will further explain these auxiliary methods below. When

a person is stationary in a shaded air temperature environment of

37-40 0 C and drinks 1-1.5 liters of water per day, within 2-3 days

water loss can be maintained at 7-8%. If the air temperature is

above 440C and no activity is done while in a shaded area, water

loss can reach 3.5 liters/day. When there is a lack of water, the

amount of body water noticeably decreases and the urine concentra-

tion greatly increases. Therefore, in a very hot desert, water is

an extremely important lifesaving material. However, when there

is a water source deficiency, the only method is economizing on

the use of water whereby the most scientific method for drinking

water can be used. For example, if 1 liter of water is taken at

one time 380 milliliters of it is excreted by the kidneys but if

each time 83 milliliters is taken and each time is distributed in

intervals over a certain period of time with the result that the

same 1 liter is consumed only 80-90 milliliters is excreted by

the kidneys. In this way the water can be fully utilized by the

body.

When living in a very hot desert the effect is determined

by water and not food. On the contrary, food can consume moisture

so that high proteins and highly fatty foods should especially

be eaten as little as possible and the consumption of food should

be as small as possible; if one is completely without water then

one should not eat at all; the more one eats the faster one dies.



If handled properly one can walk for two nights in the desert

when the temperature is 26.7-32.20C.

2. Escaping from Danger in a Tropical Ocean

Oricinally the huge waves of a tropical ocean were a serious

danger but the excellent airtight spacesuits or design imprcved

life rafts have made this danger secondary. Raising a tent on a

life raft for shade is a very good anti-heat measure. When on an

unshaded sunny high wind velocity ocean body, body water loss is

very subjective. For example, when the air temperature is 25-27*C,

the relative humidity is 76-65%, wind velocity is 0.5-1 meter/

second and the body is in sunlight, 1-1.8 kilograms of water is

lost through perspiration every 3 hours. Under the same condi-

tions but with a tent covering water loss is only 0.6-0.8 kilo-

grams. One of the advantageous conditions of the ocean's

surface is that the wind is great, a second advantage is that

ocean water can be used to moisten the body and clothes, and a

third advantage is one can drink the water distilled by the

scorching sun as well as the collected rain water. The fourth

advantage is one can fish to allay one's hunger. Historically,

it has been recorded that those who had accidents in aircraft,

submarines and steamboats and fell into the water were able to

float on the ocean for several tens of days in a lifeboat before

being rescued. This signifies that with strong will, certain life-

saving equipment and a grasp of certain lifesaving techniques

there is the possibility of maintaining life and successfully

returning to land.



When on the ocean it is also necessary to be careful

not to drink the ocean water. People who drink ocean water

usually die earlier than those who do not. This is because the

salt content of ocean water is very high and this causes an un-

bearable load on the urinary system. The kidneys can only bear

electrolyte concentration that do not exceed 2%. In order to

excrete the salt from 100 grams of consumed ocean water, it is

not only necessary to excrete all of the moisture in the consumed

ocean water but one must also lose 50 milligrams of body water.

Because of this, the more ocean water consumed the faster the body

dehydrates. If too much is consumed the kidneys will be unable to

carry out acid salt equilibrium which will destroy the physio-

chemical balance in the body and cause damage to the central

nervous system.

3. Lifesaving in Polar Regions

If an astronaut falls in a north or south pole region the

main danger is low temperature. The emergency measures and main

points for attention at this time are:

(1) Build a covered shelter as fast and as best as possible.

Trees, ice and snow blocks can be used as building materials; a

large snow drift can be dug into a dwelling. Furthermore, pieces

of wood, dry moss and objects floating to the shore can be

gathered and used for keeping warm.

(2) In order to keep warm one must prevent the clothes from

getting damp. When working, one should take care to loosen their

collar and appropriately wear less clothing so as to avoid per-

spiration moisture; if the clothes are too thick then an increased

amount of energy will be used when working. When there is severe
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cold the limb extremities are most susceptible to frostbite and

thus ways must be thought of to keep them warm.

(3) One must avoid snow blindness when working in a

snowy region. Snow blindness can not only occur during a clear

sunny day but can also occur on a cloudy day. Sun protection

glasses are used to overcome this. If one does not have protect-

ive glasses then cloth can be temporarily used to cover the eyes

and only a small hole is made for seeing things.

3. The Life Bag

In order to prevent accidents from occuring, an astronaut

should carry a life bag on his person. It is best for the life

bag to include as many articles as possible, yet it cannot be

excessively cumbersome. Generally, a life bag can only contain

necessities to maintain life for 3-5 days. Principal among them

are: (1) food; (2) water; (3) gathering or storage equipment;

(4) ventilation equipment; (5) a small emergency case; (6) swim

equipment; (7) articles needed for camping; (8) other necessary

articles; (9) necessary equipment for self defense.

The water in the life bag must be disinfected and be able

to be used for at least several days. A small amount of salt

should also be packed so that it is convenient to drink weak

salt water in the desert.

The small emergency case should have drugs and instruments

for emergency injuries including commonly used drugs and drugs

with wide curative effects such as wide spectrum antibiotics.
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Communications equipment is extremely important and should

include a miniature radio transmitter-receiver, a multipurpose

plug, an electric source, signal lamp, signal reflector, a

fluorescent light bulb, a radio navigation mark, an alarm and a

signal flare.

The fishing, hunting and cutting equipment include fishing

and hunting utensils as well as apparatus for climbing and cutting

down trees (a saw and an ax).

The camping equipment includes wind resistant matches,

highly effective fuel, sewing scissors as well as various types of

all purpose small knives which can be used when going through a

dense jungle. They can also be used as small shovels for digging

out a dwelling. The parachute can have many uses such as material

for a tent, a sleeping bag and clothing as well as for fishing and

hunting apparatus.

Swim equipment is generally an inflatable float. It is best

that it be a device that can resist cold when in cold water such

the cold water life raft that protects against low temperatures.

Generally, the spacesuit should be able to float on water and be

water tight.

Food used for lifesaving should be able to be kept for a

long time, at least several days without becoming spoiled and pro-

ducing toxicit and it should be portable. Its food ration must

be able to guarantee energy for 25-40% of human metabolic consumr-

tion, be enough for 3-5 days and be able to sustain certain work

capabilities. Body weight will of course drop yet after several days

after escaping danger it can be restored. The standard food ration
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for lifesaving food is fixed at 1,500 kilocalories/day. In order

to make allowances for possible water supply difficulties a good

deal of carbohydrates should be included in the food. The food

ration for maintaining life for 7 days can be lowered to only

4,000 kilocalories with a total weight of 800 qrams wherein an

averaqe of less than 600 kilocalories are consumed each day. Table

6-12 is a desianed plan for this type of lifesavinq food ration.
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Table 6-12 A Design Plan of Lifesaving Food Ration

1. Dav
2. First day
3. Total
4. Supplementary electrolyte (millieauivalent)
5. Sodium chloride 150
6. Sodium bicarbonate 150
7. Sodium bicarbonate 150
8. Sodium bicarbonate 100
9. Sodium bicarbonate 75

10. Sodium bicarbonate 50
11. None
12. Sodium 675
13. Carbohydrate (kilocalories)
14. None

Section Ten The Night and Day Rhythm and the Biological Clock

The life activities of living organisms have a certain



periodic rhythm. Some of this periodic rhythm uses day and

night as a period and is called day and night rhythm. For example,

mice have strong activity at night and rest more during the day.

Because of this, their various life activities are stronger at

night than during the daytime; generally animals which come out

during the daytime have stronger life activity during the daytime

than at night. Other life activities use years or months as the

period. For example, the menstrual cycle and the migration of

birds. The periodic rhythm of life activities is similar to a

clock and therefore some people call it the biological clock.

Charts 6-7 to 6-9 show some examples of biological clock phen-

omena. It can be seen from these examples that the biological

clock is a rather common phenomenon and is manifested in many

forms.
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Chart 6-7 The Day and Night Rhythm of Some Biological Activities
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Chart 6-8 The Annual Rhythm of the Daily Oxygen Consumption
of Potatoes During Three Years of Steady Growth

1. Oxygen consumption
2. January
3. March
4. May
5. July
6. September
7. November
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Chart 6-9 The Day and Night Rhythm of Dog (1) and Wolf (2)
Movement Activities

1. Amount of movement
2. Hours
3. Amount of Movement
4. Hours



The various life activities of man also have periodic

rhythms which are concretely manifested by the biological clock

in the human body. Among them the day and night rhythm is the

most obviois. For example, the pulse, respiration rate, body

telLperature, blood pressure, metabolism, skin electricity, blood

and urine composition and even hair growth, changes in immunity

and the biochemical process all have certain day and night

rhythms. Charts 6-10 to 6-12 are several examples of the day and

night rhythms of human body physiological functions. It can be

seen from these examples that daytime activities are stronger

than night activities. Although this is related to the living

habit of more activity during the daytime, yet it is even more im-

portant that the biological clock of mankind gradually evolved

over the last million years.

The biological clock and day and night rhythm are problems

worthy of attention in aviation and space navigation because

changes in the day and night rhvthm of the natural world can be

encountered in aviation and space navigation. For example, the

night and day period of an airship in earth orbital flight changes

according to its orbital altitude. For the orbital altitude of

most earth orbiting airships which orbit the earth once every two

hcurs. there is a great discrepancy with the normal 24 hour day

and night rhythm. If flying toward tho moon the day and night

rhythm is also different than on earth. Thus an astronaut should

understand that while living in an airship under artificial light

the sense of day and night is lost but the day and night rhythm

of the physiological functions do not change for a short time or

only partially shift.
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Chart 6-10 The Day and Night Rhythm of Man's Body Temperature

1. Oral temperature (OF)
2. Hour
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Chart 6-i2 fay and Night Rhythm of a Human Hemogram

Line 1 - Lymphoid cells
lAne 2 - Eosinophil
Line 3 - Mononuclear cells
Line 4 - Multinucleate cells
a - % in blood serum
b - % in comparison to red blood cells
5. Average relative change (%)
6. Hour
7. Hour

The intercontinental flights of modern supersonic passenger

planes can have time shifts. For example, when flying from Peking

to London the time goes back over 7 hours so that when Peking

time is 7:45 A.M. London time is midnight; on the contrary, when

flying the other day the time goes forward over 7 hours so that

when London time is 12 o'clock noon Peking time is 7:45 P.M. If

the naviqation course is north-south then seasonal shifts are

encountered. For example, when flying from Harbin to Canton in



February it was as if one goes quickly from winter to the end

of spring and beginning of summer; on the contrary, when flying

from Canton to Harbin it is like going from spring's end to a

severe winter.

Without a doubt the chances in the day and night rhythm and

seasonal shifts can cause the rhythm of the human body's physio-

logical functions to be lost or become disordered thus affecting

work efficiency and bodily health. This cannot be overlooked for

the safety and work efficiency of aviation and space navigation.

This can only be overcome by adapting in advance, arranging more

proper rest during flight and providing certain stimulants and

sleeping when necessary.



CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

CABIN POLLUTION

Section One Preface

There is the possibility of various pollutions existing

in airctaft and airship cabins which include those from the

fuel, waste gases, electrical equipment, armaments, paint,

furniture as well as plastic and rubber articles. Excrements

from the human body including gases, perspiration, feces,

urine and gastrointestinal tract gases are also sources of pol-

lution. High altitude, high speed aircraft and airships util-

ize airtight cabins and the pollutants in the cabin are gener-

ally unable to escape outside. When they accumulate in the

cabin these pollutions must be handled and resolved.

We will now separately explain the sources of pollution

in aircraft and airships cabins within three fields:

1) That from high altitudes and outer space; for exam-

ple, high altitude ozone, cosmic space radiation etc. The pro-

blem of radiation has already been discussed in part five and

thus is omitted from this chapter.

2) That from aircraft and airships articles for use and

equipment; including electrical equipment, armaments, fuel

and waste gas.

3) That from the human body; including human body meta-



bolized gases, excrement and bacteria.

Among the harmful gases, ozone, carbon dioxide and carbon

monoxide are the most important. Therefore, the following

sections will separately discuss their harm to the human body

and their mechanisms. The other pollutants will only be briefly

introduced.

Section Two Ozone

Ozone (03) is formed by oxygen being affected by solar

ultraviolet rays and at the same time it is decomposed by the

action of the ultraviolet rays and reduced to oxygen (02). The

concentration of ozone on the earth's surface is only 0.01 ppm

(0.000001) and its greatest concentration can reach to about

11 ppm at an altitude of 27-30 kilometers. At altitudes higher

and lower than this, ozone concentration gradually decreases.

Its distribution is shown in chakt 6-13. The Aistribution of
J

ozone is also related to the earth's latitude and seasons (see

chart 6-14).

See next page for chart 6-13
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Chart 14 The Relationship of Ozone Concentration to Geo-
graphical Latitudes and Seasons (Northern Hemisphere)

Line 1 - Autumn medium latitude
Line 2 - Spring high latitude
The two oblique line areas between the curves are:
A - The cruise altitude of modern jet aircraft;
B - The cruise altitude of supersonic transporters
3. Altitude (1,000 feet)
4. Ozone concentration (ppm-volume)

From chart 6-13 it can be seen that the ozone concentration

reaches 8 ppm at an altitude of 18-21 kilometers which is about

20 times the allowable dose for continuous exposure for 2-3

hours. This type of concentrated ozone has certain danger for

supersonic aircraft (flying at an altitude of 15-21 kilometers)

and airships if cabin airtightness is not good or if compression

of the surrounding atmosphere is used for the air supply. Chart

6-14 also lists the ozone concentrations encountered by modern

fast aircraft cruising at high altitudes. It can be seen from

this chart that aircraft cruising at high altitudes must pay

special attention to ozone pollution. The corroding affect of

ozone on rubber is very great and therefore has a destructive

affect on rubber equipment in aircraft and airships. Ozone is

the main pollutant at high altitudes and therefore it is nec-

essary to explain its physiological and pathological effects.

1. Oxone Poisoning of the Respiratory System and Ceneral

Clinical Symptoms

Ozone poisoning affects the respiratory organs and is

most noticeable in the lungs. Research done on animals since

1857 has shown that when there is long exposure to ozone
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concentrations exceeding 1-2 ppm this can cause serious pul-

monary damage and even greater concentrations can cause death.

Long time exposure of the human body to an ozone con-

centration of 0.2 ppm can cause light pulmonary damage. Long

time occupational exposure to 0.3-9.2 ppm ozone concentration

can bring about pulmonum oedema, headaches and respiratory

difficulties. Nine months after stopping exposure, fatigue and

breathing difficulties are still not extricated but later there

will be gradual recovery. Short time exposure to ozone (con-

centration is 0.6 ppm, exposure for 30 minutes) can produce

respiratory tract irritation and exposure of 60 minutes causes

a decline in the amount of respiration activity. With exposure

of 120 minutes, the lung's ability to distribute carbon monoxide

declines. Exposure of 60-150 minutes to 1.5-2.0 ppm causes the

surplus air in the lungs to increase and the total lung volume,

maximum quantity of breathing and amount of respiration activity

to decrease. 120 minutes of exposure to 1.5-2.0 ppm produces

mouth and throat dryness, localized pains below the thoracic

cavity, a decrease in pulmonary activity and a lowering of con-

centration. Within 2 weeks after stopping exposure there is

still fatigue, drowsiness, uncoordination in movements and dis-

orderly speech. Exposure of 60 minutes produces noticeable

pulmonum oedema. The threshold value of pulmonum oedema is in

the concentration range of 4-5 ppm. Greater concentrations and

longer exposure cause pulmonary alveolus permeability damage

which is manifested in a decline of the oxygen distribution
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coefficient. Further exposure to ozone causes serious pulmonum

oedema, pulmonary damage and even threatens life.

The basic mechanism of ozone pulmonary damage is the

action of ozone with pulmonary tissue protein which produces

serious cell damage and causes changes in the permeability of

cell membranes. This causes serious pulmonum oedema. Repeated

use of ozone can also cause chemical pathological changes in

the trachea and pulmonary alveolus ibers and a decline in the

lung's ability to store air.

Chart 6-15 shows the concentration-time curves of ozone

harm to the human body and illustrates that the higher the

concentration and the longer the time the more serious the harm

sustained by the human body. However, in airtight aircraft and

airship cabins even though the ozone concentration outside the

cabin reaches a level that can cause damage, the interior of

the cabin is still perfectly safe, Naturally, if the cabin

leaks gas or has a mechanical breakdown this is an entirely

other matter.

See next page for chart 6-15
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Chart 6-15 Ozone Damage to the Human Body

1. No symptoms area
2. Symptoms exist
3. Non-toxic area
4. Irritation reactions
5. Temporary damage area
6. Permanent damage area
7. Fatal area
8. Ozone concentration (ppm-weight)
9. Exposure time (minutes)

2. The Effect on the Eyes and the Sense of Taste

Ozone has noticeable negative effects on vision, sense

of taste and sense of smell.

l.The Eyes and Vision

Ozone irritation of the eyes causes changes of the pressure

in the eyes. After 28 subjects were exposed to 20,30 and 50 ppm

ozone concentrations for 3 and 6 hours, it was discovered that

their fields of vision widened, night vision became poor and

eye regulation and convergence weakened. After 6 hours of expos-

ure there was eye inflammation and cornea dryness; this caused

people to feel that their eyeballs were protruding out of their
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sockets and there was also surface skin tension, fatigue and

difficulty in concentrating their attention.

2. The Senses of Taste and Smell

1-2.5 hours of exposure to 1.2-6.0 ppm of ozone can

cause impairment to the sense of smell. Ozone can also cause the

human sense of taste to weaken.

3. Endurance to and Protection Against Ozone

1. Endurance

When resting or doing medium work, most people who are

exposed to 0.75 ppm of ozone for 2 hours will have pains below

the thoracic cavity, coughing and respiratory difficulties

while a minority of people will suffocate. These symptoms can

act as an endurance index for humans (see previous discussion

of chart 6-15).

2. Safety Standards

Some foreigners have proposed that the maximum permis-

sable concentration of ozone exposure during an 8 hour per day

5 day work week be 0.1 ppm. Because the exposure time of super-

sonic passenger planes is not long, the longest time for most

passengers is 6-7 hours and the total annual exposure of a

pilot is about 500 hours, the maximum permissable concentration

of ozone is recommended as 0.2 ppm. When there is a minor

breakdown of parts which causes the ozone concentration in the

cabin to rise it is best that the permissable limit not exceed

0.3 ppm in 30 minutes. If there is a large breakdown the maxim-

um concentration should not exceed 0.7 ppm in 60 minutes; or
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1.0 ppm in 30 minutes; or 2.0 ppm in 10 minutes. Within the

above mentioned time ranges the troubled aircraft must elimin-

ate the breakdown or descend to a safe altitude so that the

ozone concentration will decline to below 0.2 ppm.

3. Protective Measures

Although the toxicity of ozone is relatively great,

protective measures are not very difficult. This is because:

(a) The airtight cabins of most aircraft and airships

can prevent ozone from entering.

(b) Ozone easily decomposes under relatively high temper-

atures. For example, at an altitude of 24 kilometers a gas com-

pressor is used to supply air in the cabin by compressing the

surrounding air. At this time, because the air can reach to

several hundred degrees after passing through the aircraft's

engine compression within 1 second most of the ozone can be de-

composed. Tests have shown that when compressed air is 240 C

0

and 150 C, ozone decomposes to a level which does not harm the

human body.

(c) Ozone can be made to decompose faster by using a

catalyst;, ram air is brought in front of the cabin and an

ozone transformer can be added. If a nickel plated blade is

used in the aircraft's or airship's transformer this can cause

95% of the ozone to disintegrate.

(d) A nickel or platinum filter can be used to filter the

remaining ozone so that it is neutralized and does not have a

toxic affect on humans. These measures are generally not dif-



ficult to realize.

Section Three Carbon Dioxide

1. General Symptoms

Carbon dioxide is a gas produced by the combustion of

organic material and is also a product of human metabolism.

Carbon dioxide partial pressure and concentration is maintained

at a certain level in human body respiration movement, the acid-

base equilbrium of the blood serum and tissues. Its harmful

effect is limited to when it is in very high partial pressure

or concentration. If there is no carbon dioxide in the blood

serum then normal human respiration and the acid-base equili-

brium of the blood serum cannot be maintained. On the other

hand, if the carbon dioxide concentration is too high then there

can be a toxic effect. The carbon dioxide concentration in blood

serum and tissues depends on the strength of the matter's

metabolism, the carbon dioxide partial pressure in the air and

the speed of pulmonary elimination. Common fresh air seems to

have no carbon dioxide as the carbon dioxide mainly comes from

tissue oxidation. One of the physiological functions of the

lungs is the discharge of carbon dioxide; carbon dioxide can be

quickly diffused by the pulmonary alveolus. Because of this, if

the carbon dioxide concentration in the air exceeds the carbon

dioxide concentration in the blood then it quickly enters the

blood and raises the carbon dioxide concentration in the blood.

When raised to a certain level this can cause symptoms of

poisoning.
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Generally speaking, the performance of medium work in

an atmosphere where the carbon dioxide partial pressure is 8-15

millimeters on the mercury column does not cause any noticeable

physiological obstructions. When medium and laborious work is

done under a partial pressure of 21 millimeters on the mercury

column some people have suffocation and chest pains (inter-

costal pains). Most people who do medium work for 15 minutes

when the pressure is 30 millimeters on the mercury column get

headaches.

The symptoms brought on by exposure to different concen-

trations of carbon dioxide are shown in tables 6-13 and 6-14.

It can be seen from the tables that breathing abnormalities

occupy a leading position among the symptoms and that many of

the symptoms are caused by hyperventilation. We will discuss

these separately below.
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Table 6-13 Symptoms of Carbon Dioxide Poisoning (Total Air
Pressure is 1 Atmospheric Pressure)
(Key on next page)



1. Carbon dioxide concentration (%)
2. Major Symptoms
3. No Negative effects under normal atmospheric pressure
4. Respiration deepens and the moisture content increases

.30% which does not have any noticeable affects on
work efficiency.

5. Respiration deepens', the respiration frequency rises,
there is respiration difficulty, discomfort, a feel-
ing of carrying a load, occasional headaches and
drowsiness

6. Respiration quickness, rises in the pulse and arterial
pressure, sleepiness, general weakness and intense
headaches

7. Respiration difficulty and a noticeable decrease in
conscious activity and work efficiency

8. The major symptoms are unendurable
9. Respiration difficulty, pressing, intense headaches,

nausea, vomiting and possible temperature
10. Even more difficulty in respiration, mental disorders

and the appearance of going mad
11. Movements uncoordinated and mental confusion within

10 minutes
12. The condition is serious. Most people do not die

within 1 minute yet it can cause death in some indiv-
uals within 3 minutes

13. Respiration weakens, blood pressure drops, coma and
reflexes are lost

14. Feelings of deletion and death within several hours
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Table 6-14 Symptoms Under Different Exposure Time to Different
Concentrations of Carbon Dioxide

1. Symptoms
2. Light physiological hyperfunction, changes in percep-

tion, light hearing loss and quickening of respiration



3. Strained breathing, a decrease in mental work ability,
nausea, headaches and a decline of visual discrimin-
ation

4. Vertigo, coma and loss of will
5. Exposure time (minutes) and concentration (%)
6. 10 minutes
7. 40 minutes
8. 80 minutes

2. Effects on Respiration

The respiratory reactions caused by carbon dioxide are

mainly in respiration rate and moisture increases. This causes

pulmonary respiration to sharply increase and corresponding

rises of the carbon dioxide concentration in the pulmonary

alveolus and arterial blood as well as the oxygen concentration

(see table 6-15).

1 (M~ ~ _%) m 6'm 1.ZL.
2 1 4

3 56

3.3 62

4 120 116 55 40 13 20

5 200 8 60 14

5.4 216

0 300 105 90 28

7.5 446 123 142 '. 42

Table 6-15 The Effects of "arbon Dioxide on Respiration
Functions

1. Concentration of carbon dioxide (%)
2. Increase in pulmonary breathing %)
3. increase in pulmonary activity (%)
4. Increase of moisture (%)
5. Rise of respiration rate (%)
6. Rise of pulmonary alveolus carbon dioxide concentra-

tion (%)
7. Rise of arterial carbon dioxide partial pressure (%)



3. The Effects on the Central Nervous System and Flight
Capabilities

When the arterial carbon dioxide partial pressure rises,

the thoracic blood vessels expand and resistance drops. When

the carbon dioxide concentration in the air is less than 2.5%,

the increase of the carbon dioxide concentration is helpful in

overcoming the central nervous system symptoms caused by anoxia.

Yet, excessively high carbon dioxide is not beneficial. Gener-

ally speaking, when the carbon dioxide concentration under one

atmospheric pressure does not exceed 2%, it does not produce

central nervous system symptoms and a decrease in work effic-

iency. When the concentration exceeds 3%, work efficiencv be-

gins to decline. Under a 3.3% concentration, a person's flash

light critical fusion frequency lowers; the concentration in-

creases to 4.5% and warning work efficiency noticeably worsens;

when the concentration reaches 5% tracking control work effic-

iency begins to decline; when the concentration is over 7.2%,

the tracking control work efficiency declines to a certain level.

If the total air pressure is greater than one atmospheric

pressure, the carbon dioxide poisoning symptoms are mainly

created by the carbon dioxide partial pressure. When the carbon

dioxide partial pressure exceeds 25 millimeters on the mercury

column, changes occur in the human electroencephalogram and

work efficiency begins to decline. When the carbon dioxide

partial pressure reaches 22 millimeters on the mercury column,

endurance to physical work and overweiqhtness weakens. For

example, after living for several days in an environment where



the carbon dioxide partial pressure is 22-38 millimeters on

the mercury column, human endurance to horizontal overweight-

ness decreases by one-half.

4. Endurance and Safety Limits

Chart 6-16 shows the effects of carbon dioxide on work

efficiency and man's exposure time endurance limit to carbon

dioxide. Many of the curves of the former fall below that of

the latter which shows that concentrations which are much

lower than the carbon dioxide endurance limit have a noticeable

negative effect on man's work efficiency. Therefore, in order

to guarantee good work efficiency and fighting ability, the

carbon dioxide concentration should be maintained below curve

(1) in the chart. It can also be seen from the chart that under

one atmospheric pressure, man's endurance limit to carbon diox-

ide is in the area below 5% concentration. When in 6% carbon
0

dioxide air (22 C) for 48 hours the main symptoms are anxiety,

especially at night, an inability to concentrate on any work,

easy excitability and restlessness. When working in 5-8% carbon

dioxide air environment there were cases of individual fatal-

ities. Chart 6-17 is a proposal for the limits and safety

standards of human body discomfort reactions caused by carbon

dioxide.

Generally, if working

for 90 days the permissible limit of exposure to carbon dioxide

concentration is 1%. In occupational exposure (working 8 hours

per day), the maximum permissible limit of carbon dioxide is
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proposed as 0.5%. During the Second World War the carbon dioxide

maximum permissible limit for short time exposure under fighting

conditions was fixed at 3%. However, in order to guarantee

normal work efficiency, it is not beneficial for the carbon

dioxide concentration inside the airship cabin to exceed 0.5-1%.

All of the above are situations under one atmospheric

pressure conditions. Under different air pressure conditions,

the carbon dioxide partial pressure for long time exposure

should not exceed 4 millimeters on the mercury column. It is

not beneficial for short time exposure to exceed 7 millimeters

on the mercury column.
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Chart 6-16 The Work Efficiency Limit (1) and Endurance Limit
(2) to Carbon Dioxide (Key below)

When the carbon dioxide partial pressure is lower than

curve 1ithere are no noticeable effects on human work efficiency;

when lower than curve 2 this can be endured by the human body.

1. Carbon dioxide partial pressure (millimeters on the
mercury column)

2. Exposure time
3. Seconds
4. Minutes
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5. Hours
6. Carbon dioxide (%) in standard air
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Chart 6.-17 Endurance to Carbon Dicxide

Line 1 - Carbon dioxide anaesthesized area
Line 2 - Carbon dioxide endurance line
Line 3 - Safety area
Line 4 - Maximum permissible limit of long time exposure

to carbon dioxide
1. The carbon dioxide partial pressure (millimeters on

the mercury column) in inhaled gases
2. Seconds
3. Seconds
4. Minutes
5. Exposure time
6. Minutes
7. Hours
8. Hours
9. Days

10. Equivalent concentration (%) of carbon dioxide on
the ocean's surface

5. Factors Affecting Endurance to Carbon Dioxide

Human endurance to carbon dioxide is affected by many

factors. Here we will only introduce ,.he major ones:

1. Habituation

For example, subjects are allowed to live for 3-6 days



in air with 21% oxygen and 3% carbon dioxide and later their

reactions are tested to even higher concentrations. Because of

habituation, the respiration reactions of the subjects caused

by carbon dioxide are lighter, so the main symptoms such as

the stabilization of hand movements, alphabet letter drawing

and changes in the electroencephalogram are lighter. According

to reports, when humans live for 42 days in an environment with

1.5% carbon dioxide after the 23rd day there can be produced

a compensatory acid-base equilibrium reaction. Because of this

compensation reaction the physiological effects caused by the

carbon dioxide gradually stabilize or decrease.

2. Ascension Rate of the Carbon Dioxide Concentration

When the carbon dioxide concentration ascends slowly

endurance is high. For example, if someone suddenly enters air

that contains carbon dioxide that registers 35 millimeters on

the mercury column they can only endure this for several min-

utes. However, when a method is adopted to gradually raise the

carbon dioxide partial pressure, for example, a rise of 7-10

millimeters on the mercury column per hour then the person can

endure this for 3-4 hours doing medium work and even longer

when resting. Another example is when the carbon dioxide is

gradually increased to 5% within 32-37 hours the oxygen is

gradually decreased to 12% and the total exposure time is

50-72 hours there are no noticeable effects observed on work

efficiency. On the contrary, when the carbon dioxide concentra-

tion suddenly rises to 5% within a short period of time work

efficiency noticeably declines.
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3. Oxygen

Under high pressure oxygen conditions, if accompanied

by a relatively high carbon dioxide concentration then there

is a stronger tendency for oxygen poisoning.

4. Cold

Cold can cause endurance to carbon dioxide to decrease.
0

For example, if a subject remains for 75 minutes in a 5 C en-

vironment within a 30-60 minute period 6% carbon dioxide is

inhaled. This results in a decrease in shivering caused by the

cold, an inhibition of the rising of the metabolism rate and

a substantial drop in anal temperature. The pulse rate rises

and increased in respiration caused by carbon dioxide are even

more noticeable than under normal temperatures. At this time,

subjective perceptions are warmer than not having inhaled

carbon dioxide. When 4.5% carbon dioxide is inhaled the above

mentioned effects are smaller and when 2.5% the above mentioned

physiological reactions are minute.

Section Four Carbon Monoxide

Carbon monoxide commonly called "gas" is the toxic gas

often seen in propeller aircraft, airships and jet planes.

In daily life, carbon inonoxide comes mainly from coal furnaces,

gasoline internal combustion engines and gasoline powered

equipment.

A normal human body continually produces and eliminates

small amounts of carbon monoxide. It is produced from the de-

composition of glucose; each hour about 0.5-1.5 milliliters
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is eliminated or about 10-30 milliliters per day. If on the

average each person occupies 1-2 meters of space then after

living in an airtight cabin for 5 days the carbon monoxide con-

centration inside the cabin can reach to over 50 ppm. This is

the maximum permissible concentration for 90 days of constant

exposure. It can be seen from this that human body elimination

of carbon monoxide and its accumulation in the airship is a

problem which cannot be overlooked for cabin sanitation.

The effect of carbon monoxide on the human body is mainly

in the decrease of the blood's ability to transport oxygen.

When there is severe poisoning central symptoms are prominent.

These will be discussed below.

1. Carbon Monoxide Weakening of the Blood's Ability to Transport

Oxygen

Carbon monoxides affinity to haemoglobin is 240 times

greater than towards oxygen and moreover it is very difficult

to separate it from haemoglobin. After carbon monoxide is in-

haled, the haemoglobin is immediately combined with the carbon

monoxide and thus oxygenation ability is lost. At the same

time, they join very closely unlike when oxygen and haemoglobin

combined wherein the oxygen is easily separated. In this way it

occupies the haemoglobin which can send oxygen. In other words,

this decreases the blood's ability to send oxygen. It also

hinders the blood's ability to send out carbon dioxide from the

tissues. Serious carbon monoxide poisoning can be determined

from the concentration of carbon monoxide haemoglobin (HbCO is

an abbreviation for carbon monoxide haemoglobin). The higher
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the concentration o4 carbon monoxide haemoglobin the lower the

blood's ability to transport oxygen and carbon dioxide. This

causes anoxia and an imbalance of the acid-base equilibrium.

The concentration of carbon monoxide haemoglobin in the

blood is determined by the concentration of carbon monoxide,

exposure time, pulmonary breathing ability and air pressure of

the inhaled air as well as the concentration of carbon monoxide

haemoglobin originally in the human body. The only major contra-

diction is in the weight of the inhaled carbon monoxide.

Normal people produce a small amount of carbon monoxide

from the normal metabolic process in the human body. The carbon

monoxide concentration in a male's blood reaches 0.38%, a

female's 0.30% and the carbon monoxide haemoglobin content is

0.8%. The carbon monoxide content among smokers can reach 4%

and a minority of people can have a bit higher. When the con-

centration of carbon monoxide in the 3urrounding air is lower

than the balanced concentration of carbon monoxide in the blood

the human body eliminates carbon monoxide through exhaled gases

which causes the carbon monoxide and carbon monoxide haemoglobin

in the body to decrease but the action is relatively slow. For

example, when a smoker breathes pure oxygen for 6 hours under

7,000 meter altitude air pressure the carbon monoxide haemo-

globin in his body decreases from 5.8% to 0.8%. On the contrary,

when the carbon monoxide concentration in the surrounding air

exceeds the carbon monoxide balanced concentration in the human

body, the carbon monoxide in the air can be diffused in the body

VS,



and thus the carbon monoxide concentration and carbon a

haemoglobin in the body will gradually rise to a new pc

equilibrium. The time the carbon monoxide is inhaled fr

air and reaches a certain concentration in the body der

the initial concentration of carbon monoxide in the blc

the concentration in the air as well as the person's ac

and amount of pulmonary breathing. When stationary the

required for a 50% equilibrium concentration of carbon

haemoglobin in the blood is about 3 hours. The time the

monoxide is eliminated from the body generally also de

on the same factors mentioned above but the level is or

The relationship between the concentration, air pressur

exposure time of carbon monoxide in the air and the car

monoxide haemoglobin in the blood is shown in table -l

(a q/*3) (PPm M)3 ''t 14 * s~

12 10 0.4 1.4

23 20 0.8 2.9

35 30 1.3 4.0

70 60 2.5 8.7
117 100 3.6 12.9
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6-16 The Relationship of the Concentration'and
Time to Carbon Monoxide and the Carbon Mor
Haemoglobin Content

-centration of carbon monoxide in the surrc
-:illgqram3/meter )

, -. onoxide haemoglobin content (%)
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3. Exposure for 1 hour
4. Exposure for 8 hourHN
5. Equilibrium value
6. F.N. The numerical value under an unlimited length of

time. After attaining this value even if the exposure
time is long again the percentage of carbon monoxide
will not increase again.

2. General Symptoms and Their Efffects on Flight Capabilities

The main symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning are head-

aches, nausea, vertigo, paleness, unclear consciousness, col-

lapse and even death. Generally speaking, the volume of carbon

monoxide in the air is 0.02% and after 2-3 hours of exposure

this can cause light symptoris of poisoning. See tables 6-17 and

6-18 for the relation of carbon monoxide concentration and

poison symptoms. Clinically, the appearange of a "cherry red"

color in the oral mucous membrane indicates that the carbon

monoxide haemoglobin concentration has reached 40%.
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Table 6-17 General Symptoms of Carbon Monoxide Poisoning

1. Volume of carbon monoxide in the inhaled gases (%)
2. Poison symptoms
3. Slight frontal headaches can arise after 2-3 hours
4. Frontal headaches and nausea can occur after 1-2

hours and occipital headaches after 2 1/3-3 1/2 hours



5. Headaches and nausea after 1 hour of exposure
6. In 3/4 hour there appear headaches, vertigo and

nausea. Collapse and unclear consciousness occur within
2 hours

7. Headaches, vertigo and nausea appear within 20 minutes
Collapse, unclear consciousness and possible death occur
within 2 hours

8. Headaches and vertigo appear within 5-10 minutes. Un-
clear consciousness and the danger of death occur
within 30 minutes

9. Headaches and vertigo occur within 1-2 minutes. Unclear
consciousness and danger of death occur within 10-15
minutes

10. Instantaneous effects. Unclear consciousness and danger
of death occur within 1-3 minutes

1 - ff-41ta ,2 0a*rNO 3
(ppm) • (0)
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Table 6-18 Chronic Symptoms of One Hour Exposure to High Con-
centrations of Carbon Monoxide

1. Concentration of carbon monoxide under 1 atmospheric
pressure

2. Carbon monoxide haemoglobin (%)
3. Effects
4. Minute
5. Headaches, respiration stops when exerting oneself
6. Blurriness, collapse when exerting oneself
7. Loss of consciousness
8. Deep coma
9. Instant death

The effects of carbon monoxide on flight capabilities

appear early in affecting mental calculations and certain complex

intellectual activities. When carbon monoxide poisoning reaches

2-5% carbon monoxide haemoglobin in the blood there begins to



appear a decrease in work efficiency. When the carbon monoxide

haemoglobin reaches 4%, visual discrimination ability begins

to decline. Other visual effects generally begin when the car-

bon monoxide haemoglobin is above 5%. When the carbon monoxide

haemoglobin is above 15-20% there are headaches, obstruction to

motor coordination and a decline in visual work efficiency. This

can be considered the critical numerical value of the serious

effects on flight capabilities.

3. Endurance and Safety Limits

1. Endurance

Three minutes of exposure to a 1.28% carbon monoxide

concentration is fatal to humans and 3 minutes of exposure to a

0.64% concentration causes incapacitation. The threshold value

of carbon monoxide poisoning which results in blurriness and

collapse is a 30% concentration of carbon monoxide haemoglobin.

The general symptoms of endurance to carbon monoxide poisoning

and the safety levels shown in tables 6-19 to 6-21 exceed this

level. Therefore, these numerical values can only act as refer-

ence.

1 - t S 3

2 W % ] IM*
20 2 X 10 I 0.5

10 1,C10' 1

1 104 10

0.33 3300 30

0.17 J1700 60

Table 6-19 The Time Exposure to Carbon Monoxide Causes Blurry
Consciousness and Collapse (The final concentra-
tion of carbon monoxide haemoglobin reaches 30%
and the surrounding air pressure is 1 atmospheric
pressure). (Key on next page)
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1. Carbon monoxide concentration
2. Percentage (%)
3. Exposure time (minutes) resulting in collapse

La )y 5 1! 4 p* (Ppm)

2 am s quft~E 6
3 stftRE(,'/o. , ~ ) 50

4 ±*~U 20

Table 6-20 Safety Limit of Carbon Monoxide Under One Atmos-
pheric Pressure

1. Type of exposure
2. Occupational exposure (8 hours/day, 5 days per week)
3. Occupational exposure (8 hours per day, 5 days per week)
4. Social exposure
5. Content in air (ppm)
6. 100 (highest permissable limit)

1lE • 6 am1 t fi A i o 7 i 7o 8
6~

2 alI t 0.60 0.15

S3~ A 4 , 1' Xc. 0.20 0.045

~4 Ent .. tla v m ) n 0.06 0.01
5 x ta -ft witE(* i 2 v t a) 0.015 OA

Table 6-21 Carbon Monoxide Poison Symptoms and Safety Limits

1. Symptoms and limits
2. Coliapse and dange of death
3. Headaches, vertigo, nausea
4. Maximum permissable limit on an aircraft (U.S. Air

Force stipulations)
5. Maximum permissable limit on an aircraft (British

Air Force stipulations)
6. Exposure time (minutes) and concentration (%)
7. 10 minutes
8. 60 minutes



2. Safety Standards

The maximum permissable concentration of carbon monoxide

for occupational exposure 8 hours per day is 0.01% (see table

6-20). In fighter planes it is not good for the carbon monoxide

haemoglobin in the blood to exceed 12%. In 90 days of contin-

uous exposure, the maximum permissable dose is 50 ppm. All of

the above are safety standards under one atmospheric pressure.

It has been proposed that under different air pressures the

safety standard for the carbon monoxide haemoglobin concentra-

tion not exceed 4%. Yet, under normal conditions smokers ex-

ceed this level and thus these numerical values only provide

a reference.

Section Five Aircraft and Airship Cabin Pollution

There are many types of aircraft and airship toxic sub-

stances and their origins are complex. Here we will only in-

troduce those closely related to cabin sanitation.

1. Those Produced from Electrical Equipment

Electrical equipment can produce ozone and carbon monoxide.

Aside from these, if the equipment and insulating materials

sustain too much heat then the surface material volatization,

combustion or explosion can all produce harmful substances and

gases such as halogen, sulphur and nitrides. It is said that

over 56% of the poisonous substances and gases in an aircraft

come from the radio equipment.

2. Fire-Extinguishing Agents

The most common is carbon tetrachloride and when heated



it produces toxic phosgene. At present, there are already other

improved substances such chlorobromo-methane, trichlorobromo-

methane, difluorodibromomethane or anydrous sodium carbonate.

However, the heat decomposition substances of these materials are

also very harmful (see table 6-22).
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Table 6-22 The Toxic Substances and Decomposition Products in
a Fire Extinguisher

1. Substances produced by toxic materials
2. Carbon tetrachloride
3. Chlorobromomethane
4. Methyl bromide
5. Decomposition products
6. Hydrogen chloride, hydrogen and halogen
7. Besides the above mentioned substances, there are

also hydrogen bromide, bromine and carbon bromate
8. Hydrogen bromide, bromine and carbonyl bromide

3. Lubricants and Cleansers

The lubricant's heat oil vapour contains formaldehyde,

acetaldehyde, panaldehyde, acrolein and cleaning agents used

to clean the oxygen bottles and the trichloro ethylene in the

air all of which are harmful.

4. Refrigerants

At present, the most commonly used are several types of

freon (freon 12 and freon 114). Although they are not poison-

ous themselves yet many of the decomposed products are very

harmful. Ethylene glycol is also harmful.



5. Batteries

If the lead piece used is not pure and contains arsenic

and antimony then because of the effect of the hydrogen this

can separately produce very strong toxic arsine and stibine.

6. Rocket Propellants and Waste Gases

This includes many types of harmful substances a,- ' gases;

because there are so many types of propellants many kinds of

harmful substances and gases can be produced. Fortunately, the

airtightness of the airship cabin is excellent and it is not

likely to allow large amounts of these types of harmful sub-

stances and gases into the cabin. For this reason, we will not

list them individually but only the waste gases eliminated by

a propeller aircraft are listed in table 6-23 as an example.

1 5* 6 1 0* a E

2-wt 2.8 7&13.8
3 - t 10. B A 1.2
4 0.7 9 a 0.7

Table 6-23 Composition of Waste Gases Eliminated From a
Propeller Aircraft

1. Composition
2. Carbon monoxide
3. Carbon dioxide
4. Hydrocarbon
5. Contents %
6. Composition
7. Nitrogen
8. Oxygen
9. Hydrogen

10. Contents %

7. Rubber and Plastic

Among the more than 100 types of commonly used chemical

fS)



compound products, plastic produces the most substances with

toxic gases under high temperatures.

8. Paint

Acrylic ester paint produces fewer poisonous gases than

polyvinyl acetal and epoxy. Phenol formaldehyde resin can pro-

duce large amounts of formaldehyde and sometimes the concentra-

tion can reach 2 ppm.

9. Armaments

Armaments are also one of the main origins of toxic gases.

Table 6-24 lists some of these toxic gases.

1 4r * .a AK I2* a U -
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Table 6-24 Examples of Aircraft Armaments that Produce Toxic
Gases

1. Composition of toxic gases
2. Carbon dioxide
3. Ammonia
4. Nitrogen dioxide
5. Hydrogen cyanide
6. Cyanogen
7. Acetic aldehyde
8. Hydrogen chloride
9. Sulphur dioxide

10. No. 50 machine gun
11. Average
12. Not yet discovered
13. Same as above



14. Maximum
15. 7.62 centimeter gun
16. Average
17. Maximum
18. Not yet discovered
19. Same as above
20. Rocket
21. Average
22. Maximum
23. Not yet discovered
24. Not yet discovered
25. Note: the unit values in the table are 1,000 times

that value. That is in a 1,000 ppm concentration
of carbon monoxide the ppm value of the compositions
gas concentration

The harmful gases and steam often seen in aircraft and

airships are summed up in table 6-25.
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Note: See page 256 for second part of Table 6-25

Table 6-25 The Harmful Gases and Steam that Frequently Appear
in Aircraft and Airship

1. Type of chemical compound
2. Alcohol type
3. Aldehyde and ketone type
4. Aromatic hydrocarbon
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Chart 6-25 (continued from page 255)



5. Carbon dioxide
6. Carbon monoxide
7. Carbon tetrachloride
8. Chlorobromomethane
9. Ethylene alcohol

10. Ethyl liquid
11. Source of poison
12. Anti-freezing liquid, fuel, high pressure liquid

component (ethyl alcohol, glycerine)
13. Slide decomposed products or in smoke formed under

the effects of high temperature and in high pressure
liquid compositions

14. The gas used in motors and heating equipment or other
fuels, in paint and in high pressure liquid pumps

15. In fire extinguishers, waste gases or smoke composi-
tions and from dry ice

16. In smoke and waste gases
17. In fire extinguisher compounds
18. In fire extinguisher compounds
19. Cooling liquids and high pressure liquid compositions
20. Fuel additives
21. Toxic effects
22. Inhibition effects, irritation of the eyes and respir-

atory tract; visual impairment
23. Irritation of eyes and throat; inhibitory effects
24. Inhibition caused by absorption through skin or

lungs, anemia, nausea, headaches, deficiency of
white blood cells

25. Respiration quickens, suffocation; loss of conscious-
ness when concentration in air reaches 10%

26. Headaches, dizziness, unclear consciousness, sudden
loss of consciousness

27. The sustaining of heat forms phosgene and causes
headaches, dizziness, shock and eye irritation

28. Inhibition and irritation
29. Slight irritation upon inhaling
30. Insomnia, restlessness, excessive talking, hallucina-

tions ancd uncoordination in movements
31. Characteristics of existing poisons
32. Odor of alcohol, eye and throat irritation
33. Odor of banana oil, irritation of throat
34. Odor of exhaust gas (gasoline)
35. No odor, suffocation, irritation of eyes and throat
36. No odor, there is waste gas or smoke in the cabin

which indirectly indicates its existence
37. Odor of newly cut grass, irritation to eyes and

respiratory tract
38. Slight odor of chloroform
39. No odor, yet certain decomposed products have the

odor of hot fat
40. Its existence is judged by its gasoline odor
41. Type of compound

ILI.



42. Biomomethane
43. Chloromethane
44. Nitrogen dichloride
45. Sulphur dioxide
46. Source of poison
47. From compounds of fire extinguisher
48. Coolant
49. From waste gases and fireworks (ammunition)
50. Coolant
51. Toxic effects
52. Inhibitory effects, vision ans speech impairment and

fuzzy consciousness
53. Headaches, dizziness and nausea, fuzzy consciousness

and convulsions
54. Irritation of eyes and respiratory tract
55. Irritation of eyes and respiratory tract, death due

to vocal cords of pulmonum oedema
56. Characteristics of existing poisons
57. A weak gratifying odor which forms an irritating

gas when it comes in contact with fire
58. Irritation, forms hydrochloric acid when it encounters

fire
59. Violently irritating odor, coughing, irritation of

eyes and throat

2. Permissible Concentration of Toxic Substances

The large majority of permissible concentrations of toxic

substances for aircraft and airships are discussed in terms of

industrial stipulations and we have still not seen a special

standard. This being the case, this book can only cite foreign

industrial regulations. Table 6-26 records data on this subject,

All of these safety standards are the maximum permissible con-

centration values of long time exposure. Generally, aviation

and space navigation exposure time cannot be as long as indus-

trial exposure. Therefore, it is only able to act as a general

reference. For the safety standards of short time exposure see

tables r-26 and 6-27.
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Table 6-26 The Maximumpermissible Concentration of Partially
Toxic Gases for 24 hours of Exposure

1. Toxic gases
2. Carbon monoxide, hydrogen, methane, polycresal
3. Hydrogen sulphide, indole, shatole, ammonia,

methyl mercaptan
4. Organic pollution
5. Inorganic pollution
6. Heavy metal
7. Salt compounds such as hydrogen fluoride and

hydrogen chloride
8. Maximum permissible concentration (ppm) in 24 hours

of exposure

*Mi+N'I (ppm) 5 ' IP .- (pm
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Table 6-27 The Maximum permissible Concentration of Decomposed
Products of Certain Materials Inside the Cabin Under
High Temperatures

1. Material
2. Carbon terachloride contained in weapons
3. Bromochloromethane
4. Methyl bromide
5. Engine oil
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6. Decomposed produce under high temperature
7. Hydrogen chloride
8. Chlorine
9. Phosgene

10. Hydrogen bromide
11. Bromine
12. Carbon bromide
13. Carbon monoxide
14. Maximum permissible concentration (ppm)
15. Material
16. Hydraulic liquid
17. Paint
18. Rubber
19. Plastic substance
20. Silicon rectifier
21. Decomposed product under high temperature
22. Carbon dioxide
23. Carbon monoxide
24. Carbon dioxide
25. Carbon monoxide
26. Carbon dioxide
27. Halogen
28. Carbon dioxide
29. Carbon monoxide
30. Ozone
31. Halogen
32. Hydrogen silicide
33. Maximum permissible concentration (ppm)

Section Six Human Body Pollutions

1. General Remarks

The human body is also a source of pollution. The meta-

bolic products of the human body include over 400 types of

chemical substances; 149 types are eliminated by respirated

gases, 229 types from the urine, 196 types in the feces, 151

types in the perspiration and 271 types are eliminated on the

surface of the skin. Aside from these, there are also the

bacterial pollutions of the human body and the gases eliminated

from the gastrointestinal tract. Under earth life conditions

the pollutions created by the human body easily attain a

harmful level. For example, a healthy person eliminates about

i = ii -[ ., i l __i/ 5Il



50 milliliters of methane per day and after 30-40 days of

navigation the methane concentration in a cabin with several

people can approach the danger of explosion. Further, if 3
3

subjects live in a 24 meter airtight cabin, on the eigth or

ninth day the carbon monoxide concentration in the cabin

reaches 0.016-0.038 milligrams/liter which has already reached

the irritation reaction threshold value (0.023-0.027 milligrams/

liter) caused by 8 hours of exposure.

When a person lives in an airtight cabin for 24 hours,

298 milligrams of ammonia, 278 milligrams (non-smokers) or 417

milligrams (smokers) of carbon monoxide, 505 milligrams of

hydrocarbon, 0.59 milligrams of aldehyde, 232 milligrams of

ketone, 4.95 milligrams of mercaptan and hydrogen sulphide and

89 milligrams of fatty acid are eliminated. The concentrations

of these substances can reach or exceed the maximum permissable

concentration of industrial air. The gas pollutions of a man

living in an airtight cabin are shown in tables 6-28 and 6-29.

The three charts in chart 6-18 represent the accumulation of

carbon monoxide, hydrogen and methyl allyl when there are people

and no people in an airtight cabin. Tables 6-28 and 6-29 show

the toxic compositions eliminated by humans inside an airtight

cabin.
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Table 6-28 The Toxic Substance 3ollutions After 1 Person
Remains in a 5 Meter Airtight Cabin for 5 hours

1. Substance
2. Ammonia and its chemical compounds
3. Aldehyde
4. Ketone
5. Hydrogen sulphide and mercaptan
6. Organic acid (calculated by acetic acid)
7. Carbon monoxide of a non-smoker
8. Carbon monoxide of a smoker
9. Hydrocarbon total (calculated by carbon)

10. Measured content in cabin
11. A trace
12. A trace
13. Maximum permissible concentration (milligrams/liter)

1 1 t9 uAX*E i0 I £ ii a . a
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HIS (ppm) 0 0 16
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Os (ppm) 0 0 0.016

6 a (ppm) 0.003 0 0.16
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Table 6-29 Gas Polluti~n of 4 Persons Living for 30 Days in
a 108 Meter Cabin

1. Gas
2. Carbon monoxide (ppm)
3. Carbon dioxide (%)



MW

4. Hydrocarbon (ppm)

5. Aldehyde
6. Chlorine (ppm)
7. Cyanide (ppm)
8. Carbon chloride (ppm)
9. Measured maximum value

10. Normal value
11. Warning value
12. 0.8 (in 50% nitrogen and 50% oxygen)

2. Exhaled Gases

Human exhaled gases include gases exhaled from the lungs

and respiratory tract, gases and substances exhaled from the

esophagus, saliva and oral cavity and there are more than 100

types of compositions. The amount of carbon dioxide in the ex-

haled gases is 0.011-0.003 milligrams/liter, the carbon monoxide

does not exceed 0.5-1.05 cm3 /hours and the average is 10 cubic

centimeters per day. The concentration of ammonia in a healthy

person's exhaled gases is very low; its total quantity is 0.02-

0.4 grams per day, there is also acetone in the exhaled gases

and 0.03-0.08 grams of this acetone is exhaled each day. The

various compositions and concentrations of exhaled gases are

listed in table 6-30. There are variations for different foods,

work, temperatures and noises, as shown in table 6-31 and chart

6-18.
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Table 6-30 The Speed (Milligrams/Hour) of Toxic Substance
Elimination When a erson is Resting and Working
(the average number-standard error)

1. Substance eliminated
2. Carbon dioxide
3. Oxygen
4. Hydrocarbon
5. Acetone
6. Benzene
7. Ammonia
8. Amine
9. Chloride

10. Aldehyde
11. Rest time
12. Using a fixed menu
13. Free intake of food
14. work time (energy consumption is 200 kilocalories/hour)
15. Using a fixed menu
16. Free intake of food
17. Work time (energy consumption is 400 kilocalories/hour)
18. Using a fixed menu
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Table 6-31 Foreign Substances in Exhaled Gases Per Person
Per Day Under Different Environmental Conditions

0

1. Average temperature ( C)
2. Environmental conditions
3. Other conditions
4. Normal
5. Normal
6. Normal
7. Normal
8. Normal
9. Noise is 105-110 decibels

10. Gamma ray dosage rate is 4.2 microroentgen/day
11. Noise is 105-110 decibels and gamma rays are 4.2

microroentgen/da
12. Quantity of toxic gases eliminated (kilograms)
13. Quantity of amino compound (grams)
14. Organic substance (grams of oxygen)
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Chart 6-18 The Ascending Process of Gas Composition Concentra-
tions in an Airtight Cabin (the gas pressure in the
cabin is 258 millimeters on the mercury column and
the temperature is 21.1 0C)

(a) Concentration of carbon monoxide
(b) Hydrogen concentration
(c) Methyl allyl concentration
1. No people
2. With people
3. People and fuel 3
4. Carbon monoxide (milligrams/meter
5. Time (hours)
6. No people
7. With people
8. People and fuel 3
9. Hydrogen (milligrams/meter

10. Time (hours)
11. No people



12. With People
13. People and fuel 3
14. Methyl allyl (milligrams/meter
15. Time (hours)

3. Skin Excrement

The surface of human skin continually excretes substances

including perspiration and substances excreted from the sebac-

eous glands and in cutaneous respiration. For the main ingred-

ients of perspiration see table 6-32. Each week the sebaceous

glands excrete about 100 grams and sometimes as much as 200-300

grams. The main ingredients of a healthy person's sebaceous

glands are: 30% free fatty acid, 38% volatile fatty acid and

other substances that cannot be saponified such as protein, in-

organic acids, glycerine, palmitin, salt and other substances.

Respiration is also carried out on the surface of the skin and

within this respiration process there are also pollution gases

eliminated.
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Table 6-32 Substance Content in Human Respiration

1. Substance
2. Water (%)
3. Solid substances (%)
4. Organic solid substances



5. Ash
6. Iron
7. Iodine, fluorine, bromine
8. Lactic acid (Mohr equivalent)
9. Glucose (Mohr equivalent)

10. Contents
11. Traces
12. Substance
13. Nitrogen (milligrams %)
14. Sodium chloride (Mohr equivalent)
15. Potassium (Mohr equivalent)
16. Calcium (Mohr equivalent)
17. Magnesium (milligrams %)
18. Copper (milligrams %)
19. Manganese (milligrams %)
20. Sulphate (milligrams %)
21. Contents
22. Substance
23. Urea nitrogen (milligrams %)
24. Ammonia (milligrams %)
25. Creatine (milligrams %)
26. Uric acid (milligrams %)
27. Nitrogen amino acid
28. Phenol
29. Histamine
30. Contents
31. Traces
32. Traces
33. Traces

4. Intestinal Tract Gases

The gases formed in the intestinal tract by one person

each day is about 800-1,000 milliliters, the average is 1.47

milliliters/minute and about 50-200 milliliters are eliminated

each time with an average of 100 milliliters. The gases formed

in the gastrointestinal tract are mainly decomposed by chemical

compounds in the intestines which results in gas discharge

(mainly nitrogen) and bacterial activity. Air can also be

swallowed into the stomach by swallowing. The air in the stomach

is generally only 50 milliliters and the majority is either

belched out or enters the intestines. The air composition in the



stomach is basically egual to the outside air. However, there

is relatively more carbon dioxide (occupying 5-9%). Within

this, part of the oxygen is absorbed by the tissues and the

larger part of the remaining is nitrogen which enters the in-

testinal tract. The upper and middle part of the small intestines

usually do not have gas and the large intestines usually have

about 100 milliliters of gas. The gas compositions of the gastro-

intestinal tract differ according to the quality of the food and

bacterial activity. For example, after eating legumes and raw

cucumbers, the gases in the intestines increase 10-20 times. In

order to avoid abdominal distension astronauts and high altitude

pilots must eat less legumes, bean products and raw cucumbers.

See table 6-33 for the main compositions of intestinal gases

under normal conditions. The table also shows that when the ac-

cumulation of these gases reaches a certain level there are

physiological effects.
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Table 6-33 The Contents of the Main Pollutants, the Maximum
Permissable Concentration in the Cabin and the
the Physiological Reactions of the Gases in the
Large Intestines

1. Substance
2. Hydrogen sulphide

6P- mim mD~ = •.



3. Hydrogen
4. Methyl allyl
5. Carbon dioxide
6. Carbon dioxide
7. Nitrogen
8. Oxygen
9. Contents of gas in large intestines (molecules %)

10. Maximum permissible concentration in cabin
11. Milligrams/liter
12. The standard number of days of accumulation in the

cabin reaching the maximum permissible concentration
13. Physiological effects when exceeding the maximum

permissible concentration
14. Eye irritation, nausea
15. Explosion (explosion concentration is 4.1%)
16. Explosion (explosion concentration is 5.3%)
17. Slight increase in pulmonary breathing
18. Respiration difficulties
19. Two different types of safety standards were used and

therefore there are two values for the maximum per-
missible concentration and two different types of
situations for the physiological effects

5. Urine and Feces

1. Urine

Each day a healthy person eliminates 1,000-1,600 milli-

liters of urine which is 95% moisture and 5% organic and inor-

ganic substances. There are 229 types of chemical compounds in

urine including 103 types of nitrides, 30 types of electro-

lytes, 38 types of emdocrines, 10 types of enzymes as well as

vitamin fatty hydrocarbons and organic acids. See table 6-33

for the main compositions of urine. A certain period after

urine is eliminated, the volatized gas pollution undergoes

certain changes due to the joint action of bacteria and

preservatives with the container substances. Table 6-34 lists

these changes.

.1 
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Table 6-34 The Gas Composition of Excreted Human Urine
Preserved for 3-10 Days (milligrams/10 milliliters)

1. Substance
2. Ammonia and a-amine
3. Ketone
4. Organic acids (calculated by the acetic acid)
5. Hydrocarbons (calculated by the carbon)
6. Phenol
7. Nitric acid (calculated by the N2 05)
8. Hydrogen sulphide and mercaptan
9. Sulphur gas

10. Carbon monoxide
11. Urine preserved for 3 days and nights
12. Urine preserved for 5 days and nights
13. Urine preserved for 10 days and nights

2. Feces

Human elimination of feces depends on food, the digestive

functions, the special characteristics of metabolism and living

habits. The average quantity eliminated per day is 250-300

grams. Feces contains 75% water and 25-30% other substances

(calculated by weight) which includes bacteria, undigested sub-

stances and other substances. Feces contain a large amount of

protein and fatty metabolized substances (nearly 2 grams/day)

including amino acid, fats, neutral fats and free fatty acids.

It also contains bile (feces bile pigment), other decomposed



substances (nearly 0.5 grams/day) and certain minerals such as

potassium, phosphorous, magnesium, iron, phosphate, aluminum,

nickel, copper, mercury, sulphur, zinc and sodium. Human feces

contains 0.02-0.16% ammonia and 0.36-1.2 milligrams/kilogram

body weight of ammonia nitric acid. The main gas pollutions of

human feces are listed in table 6-35.
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Table 6-35 Gas Pollution and Their Changes in Human Feces

1. Toxic substance
2. Ammonia and a-amine
3. Mercaptan and hydrogen sulphide
4. Phenol
5. Indole and skatole
6. Organic acids (calculated by the acetic acid)
7. Nitric acid (calculated by the N2 05)

8. Hydrocarbons (calculated by the CH4)
9. Carbon monoxide

10. Aldehyde
11. Ketone
12. Sulphur gas
13. Fresh feces (milligrams/100 milligrams of feces)
14. Traces - 0.113
15. Traces - 0.013



16. Feces preserved for 5 days (milligrams/100 milligrams
of feces)

17. Maximum permissable concentration (milligrams/meter3
cabin)

18. Note: 100 grams of human feces is placed in an 8 liter
airtight glass bottle, the gases in the bottle are
absorbed by an absorbent and exchanged for fresh
purified air. In 2 hours, it is determined by the
pollution substances in the feces that entered the air.
The numerical values in the table are all the concen-
trations of the pollution substances

6. Bacterial Pollution

There are about 1014 intestinal bacteria in the human body.

Most intestinal bacteria are not only harmless but they also

form a closed ecosystem with the human body which is a symbiotic

system. These bacteria are mainly transmitted from the outside

yet only a minority self-reproduce and transmit. If they are not

continually transmitted in through the food the bacteria in the

intestines become less and finally there is only one type of

master bacteria and sacchar-omycete remaining. This conclusion

is the results attained after long term intake of food without

bacteria. However, this does not explain that the bacteria cannot

emerge and perish of itself in the intestinal tract because the

reproduction and death of one type of bacteria- is related to

other bacteria.

After people live in an airtight cabin for a long time,

the number of skin and mucous membrane bacteria nearly double.

This signifies that humans are a very important source of

bacterial pollution and it also indicates that before an air-

ship cabin has reached a level of perfection for control of

. - ' "~~~~. ... . .. .. . .



bacterial pollution we must await further research and attempts

at controlling this pollution by medical personnel.

7. The Physiological Effects Threshold Value of Human Body

Pollution Substances

The minimum concentration of several types of major human

body pollution substances which cause physiological effects is

called the physiological effects threshold value. Table 6-36

lists the safety limits for some of these types of harmful

substances.

See next page for Table 6-36
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Table 6-36 The Physiological Effects Threshold Value of Certain
Products on Human Body Life Activity

1. Substance
2. Ammonia
3. Ketone
4. Meta-amine
5. Phenol
6. Hydrogen sulphide
7. Anhydride
8. Carbon monoxide gas
9. Slatole

10. Acetic acid 3
11. Smell threshold (milligrams/meter



12, 1-2 times of defecation are not suitable to storage
13. Physiological effects threshold (milligrams/meter
14. Type of physiological reaction
15. Skin electricity reaction
16. Electroencephalogram
17. Visual light sensitivity
18. Electroencephalogram
19. Visual light sensitivity
20. Cochlea electricity reaction
21. Skin electricity reaction
22. Visual light sensitivity
23. Visual light sensitivity
24. Electroencephalogram
25. Visual light sensitivity
26. Cochlea electricity reaction
27. Visual light sensitivity
28. Cochlea electricity reaction
29. Electroencephalogram
30. Skin electricity reaction, electroencephalogram alpha

rhythm inhibition
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

AVIATION MEDICAL GUARANTEES

Section One Characteristics of Various Aircraft Work

It was already stated in Chapter One that the main content

of aerospace medical science is the study of the effects of the

various special environmental conditions in aviation and space

navigation on the human body and the methods of protection

against them. This chapter as well as the next separately dis-

cuss what medical requirements are needed for pilots and astro-

nauts and how to guarantee their safety, work capabilities and

physical health in space. Below we will first introduce the

various characteristics of flight work.

Flight work is a relatively special type of work and the

special features of work in various types of flight are not the

same. There are many factors which constitute the special fea-

tures of flight work and among them the most important are:

flight tasks; flight environmental (meteorological phenomena,

region etc) ; aircraft type (related to flight altitutde, speed

and cabin type); flight course (cruising, stunt flyinQ).

1. Flight Tasks

Since flight tasks are different there are great discrep-

ancies in flight requirements. For example, civil aviation in-

cludes transport flights, specialized flights and also training



flights. Transport planes include scheduled domestic and inter-

national flights transporting passengers, goods and mail as well

as special and chartered plane tasks. Generally speaking, these

types of flights possess many special requirements for safety,

comfort and flight normalcy. Modern high altitude, high speed

large jet passenger planes can seat several hundred people and

the guarantee of flight safety is the primary task of the air

crew and is an even greater responsibility for leading flight

personnel on special planes and chartered planes. In flights

where energy is concentrated, there is mental tenseness and

for long distance and long time flight fatigue is easily pro-

duced. The life, as well as eating, work, and rest system of

the air crew must change in accordance with the changes of

scheduled flight time and produced tasks. Because of this, there

is often irregular lifestyle in flight and empty or full stom-

ach flights are common; when making international flights the

time difference changes are greater and moreover this not only

changes the night and day rhythm but there are also seasonal

shifts. Under these conditions people often do not eat or sleep

well. In special flights non-airtight medium and small scale

transporters and helicopters are used for seeding, spreading

fertilizer, spreading agricultural chemicals, forest fire pre-

vention, scouting for schools of fish, emergency disaster

relief, aerial photography and aerial prospecting. The main

features of these types of flights are complex tasks, sometimes

there are low and extremely low altitude (5-10 meters) flights,



work fluidity is great, field operation conditions are relat-

ively lacking and sometimes one cannot but be affected by

chemical drugs.

Military transporters and bombers have many points of

similarity with civil aviation planes yet they have more problems

in load, fighting task, and mobile flight than civil aviation

planes but less than fighters. Aside from pilots, there are also

navigators, radio operators, mechanics and shooting personnel

on these types of aircraft. Furthermore, these types of aircraft

often fly under poor weather conditions and because of this the

flight personnel (especially the pilot) on these types of air-

craft must have appropriate flight ability for flying under com-

plex weather conditions.

Fighter planes have great mobility, many stunt courses,

great acceleration and in stunt flight Coriolis acceleration

is produced. Aside from these, in complex weather conditions,

night flights and fighting there is the possibility of being

wounded, parachuting and escaping from danger. Based on these

factors, the requirements for fighter plane pilots are even

stricter.

2. Flight Environment

Flight environment mainly points to the two fields of

weather and region. The technical demands for pilots under most

weather conditions during day flights are not very high. Dur-

ing the flights there is visual flying but during the night

flights one must depend on the instruments. The technical
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demands of instrument flights are relatively high and moreover

this demands that the pilots have relatively good night vision.

Night flights under complex weather conditions also require

that the pilot have a certain ability to adapt to bumping,

vibration flight illusions and motion sickness. Regionally,

ocean flights, desert flights and mountain flights are much

more difficult than continental flights. During ocean flights

the horizon is not easily discriminated and there are the

effects of mirages. At night, it is difficult to discriminate

the ocean and sky and thus flight illusions easily occur.

In desert flights, the differences between the ground and aerial

temperatures are great and the air's violent convection can

cause aircraft bumping. During flights over high mountain areas,

the thin dry air and low air temperatures easily cause mountain

non-adaptation and upper respiratory tract infection; further-

more, high mountain air changes are sudden and the air flow

disturbances are fierce which cause fatigue and airsickness.

After the flight, fatigue is slowly eliminated. When flying

under scorching temperature conditions astronauts generally lose

their appetites, do not sleep enough and easily become sick;

further, because of the scorching temperature conditions the

temperature in the cabin increases causing the regulation load

of human body temperature to become heavier which causes

flight ability to decrease. When flying in very cold weather,

flight personnel easily get frostbite and respiratory tract

infection; snow blindness easily occurs when flying over a

fill'-



polar region the danger of cosmic rays is much greater than

over the region of the equator. Thus, at this time, one must

consider protection against radiation.

3. Types of Aircraft

The flight conditions for different types of aircraft

are different and each has its special features. For example,

a jet, a propeller aircraft and a helicopter have differences

in pollution. Furthermore, a helicopter's propeller forms

flashing lights in the cabin (shadows of the rotary wing) which

often causes illusions and blurred vision. The differences in

flight labor on different types of aircraft are mainly in

flight altitude, speed and conditions in the cabin. For example,

when an aircraft is flying at an altitude of 2-3 kilometers it

generally does not require a supply of oxygen; oxygen supply is

required at 4 kilometers; above 10,000 meters an airtight cabin

is required;for flights above 20,000 meters it is necessary to

consider the effects of cosmic radiation and ozone. The pro-

blems of trembling at low altitude high speed flights and re-

action flexibility of vision during high speed flights cannot

be overlooked. The effects of cabin conditions on flight work

are also very great and in cabins that are not airtight the

ventilation inside and outside the cabin, and the temperature

and moisture inside the cabin all change in accordance with the

altitude. Moreover, the effects of noise, vibration, bumping

and harmful gases are great. Thus, the number of people who

suffer from airsickness is greater in cabins that are not



airtight. The temperature and moisture in an airtight cabin

can be regulated automatically and its environmental conditions

are better.

4. Flight Course

The different flight courses and flight stages have a

very large affect on flight work. For example, the control act-

ivities for takeoff and landing are generally more complex and

intense than when cruising. During landing a pilot must perform

over 300 movements within 5 minutes. Moreover, the discrimin-

ation demands for altitude, speed and flight conditions are re-

latively high and the feelings of acceleration, impact, pressur-

ization and decompression are also more noticeable. Aside from

these, during instrument flights passing through clouds often

creates flight illusions; when turning the effect of revolving

is often produced; during reconnaissance, photographing, inter-

ception, attack and mobile flight there are special demands on

flight technology; yet, when stunt flying these types of de-

mands are even higher. All of these flight courses require

certain aerial vision abilities, visual searching abilities

and observation abilities.

Section Two The Medical Selection of Student Pilots

The medical selection of student pilots is an important

responsibility of the health department. They must select

students with qualified physiques and flying fitness to study

flying so that they can undertake the task of takeoff after

the training period. Selection should decrease the elimination



rate of students and raise the quality and fighting ability of

the pilots. Thus, it goes without saying that selection is very

significant. Beginning from this point, it can be said that

selection is a key link in guaranteeing aviation medicine.

The medical selection of student pilots can be divided

into two types: one stage selection and multiple stage selec-

tion. It can also be divided into two major categories: the

medical selection in the narrow sense which takes the physical

examination as the basis and the so-called physio-psychological

selection which takes the characteristics of perception and

nervous system reactions as the basis.

So-called one stage selection is the direct selection

into aviation school for training from among suitably aged

youths. This method can save manpower, material resources and

time,yet, because of the limitations of the method and later

physical body changes, the rate of error in one time selection

is relatively high. Therefore, in peace time it is rarely used.

So-called multistage selection is the optimum seeking method

with gradual investigation and repeated screening to complete

the method of selecting qualified students to study flying.

Whether it is one stage or many,both necessitate medical exam-

inations and physio-psychological selection but unfortunately

there is still no uniform perfect internationally standard.

Therefore, the development and improvement of selection exam-

ination methods and the raising of the selection coincidence

rate are key links for guaranteeing the quality of selection.
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Medical selection which takes the physical health exam-

ination as the basis uses the examination methods of each

department in a medical clinic and completes the selection of

a student pilot's physical condition based on certain standards.

Its aim is to require that the selected students possess the

physical conditions needed by a pilot. Medical selection

standards differ in accordance with task requirements such as

aircraft type, fighting requirements etc. At the same time, it

is also based on the time of actual flight experience including

observations of flight capabilities, surveyinq flight mishaps

and research and discussion of experience and traininq derived

from among the student pilots that were eliminated. In other

words, it should not be unalterable but should accord with the

advancement of flight technology, the demands of medical

practice as well as the continually revised and renewed pro-

gress of modern medical science. Moreover, there are different

physical selection standards for each type of pilot. The care-

ful introduction of selection standards is the responsibility

of aviation clinical medicine. This book will not go into

detail on this subject.

The physio-psychological selection which takes percep-

tion and nervous system reaction characteristics as the basis

is also in principle a component part of medical selection.

Yet, because it utilizes an observation method of a general

physical examination of many perceptions and nerve reactions

which are not used or not often used, it is generally listed
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in the physio-psychological test category. Although this be

the case, it should not be viewed independent of the medical

examination. Because this section of the examination is rela-

tively new we will give a brief introduction to it below.

Physio-psychological selection has gradually been recog-

nized and promoted in the historical development of medical

selection. During the initial period of flight development,

flight technology was relatively simple and the significance

of physio-psychological selection was not fully exposed. During

World War One, people began to feel that the simple physical

and health examination was unable to fulfil the demands for

selecting student pilots, but at the time the physio-psych-

ological selection system had not yet been formulated. During

World War Two, the rapid development of flight task frequency

and flight technology and the drastic rise in the elimination

rate of student pilots seriously affected the replenishing of

pilots and directly obstructed the development of air force

fighting capabilities. Under these conditions, many nations

organized a considerable amount of manpower and material re-

sources to develop physio-psychological selection. A funda-

mental basis was also formulated at this time for physio-

psychological selection. Although it was still in an initial

stage at that time yet it had a noticeable effect in decreasing

the elimination rate of student pilots. Therefore, physio-

psychological selection has gradually been recognized as a

necessary component in Selecting student pilots. From that time

on, physio-psychological selection was not only applied in
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practice but it also became an important research topic in

aviation medicine. It has been continually improved, raised

and renewed. Yet, the obtained results are still very far from

the requirements. For example, according to recent foreign

reports, the coincidence of physio-psychological selection

only fluctuates in the area of 0.4-0.6 and the problem of how

to futther raise it is still being researched by many nations.

Theoretically, flying is a type of special profession

which requires much more stringent perceptual ability,

memory, attention, calculating ability, reaction flexibility

and motor coordination than most work. In selecting student

pilots it is necessary to consider these related qualities.

This is the theoretical basis required for physio-psychological

selection; the more precise these are shown to be the higher

the coincidence of selection.

Below is a brief summary of the general principles im-

plemented for flight student medicine (including medical

physical examination and physio-psychological examinations).

1) The examiner must be serious and conscientious in

control accuracy, testing instruments and equipment and the

environmental conditions must coincide with the scientific

requirements. When testing at different times, places and dif-

ferent subjects there must be a unified standard.

2) The examinee must be serious, conscientious, cooper-

ative and prevent the effects of negative factors such as

fatigue, tension, insomnia and hunger.



3) The recording of examination results must be close,

thoughtful and complete.

4) The analysis and arrangement of examination results

must be scientific. When using comprehensive calculations one

should utilize appropriate mathematical statistics so that

the comprehensive calculations will be able to accurately re-

flect objective characteristics.

Section Three Medical Problems in Flight Training

Flight training is basically composed of three fields:

1. Training in Flight Theory and Knowledge

This includes flight technology, maintenance knowledge,

physical meteorological and other technical and scientific

knowledge related to aviation, and common knowledge of aero-

nautical medical science.

2. Simulated Flight Training

This includes glide technical training and various types

of ground practice equipment training. In this training a

student must study instrument reading, flight control, the use

of flight equipment (including the flight suit), emergency

escape, ejection, parachuting, rescue techniques as well as

adaptation to vibration.

3. Flight Training

In this training the problems of how to implement medical

principles and raise training effects have special significance

in guaranteeing aviation medical work. The implementation of
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medical principles in flight training did not receive the at-

tention it should have in the initial period of aircraft

development so that afterwards the more complex the aircraft

control technology requirements and the more strikinq the

man-aircraft relations, the more important this problem became.

In recent years, following the development of high altitude

and high speed aircraft, pilots are not only required to have

excellent operating abilities but must also have the ability

and endurance to withstand the various special conditions that

occur during high altitude, high speed flight. Thus, the im-

plementation of medical principles in flight- training has not

only gained people's attention but has become absolutely

necessary.

Piloting an aircraft is not only an operating process but

is also a process which struggles with the various special

aircraft conditions. It is also a process which brings the human

body's strain capabilities into full play so that in the in-

stant of fighting this point is even more outstanding. There-

fore, flight training cannot be simply viewed as a type of com-

plex operations technique training but it should be integrated

with the pilot's subjective activity, cultivation of a political

sense of responsibility, endurance to special harmful factors

in the environment and strain capabilities. The medical prin-

ciples should play an important role in these areas. These

have already been discussed in previous chapters and sections.

Here it is necessary to stress them again:
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1) During flight training it is necessary to fully con-

sider how to raise the human body's ability to withstand the

various special flight conditions. Using the equipment as an

example, in the past revolving endurance training was consid-

ered. Endurance training for overweightness, anoxia, pres-

surized oxygen supply, high temperatures and low temperatures

were adopted by many nations under different circumstances.

Some of these types of traning were carried out in special

ground equipment such as in a centrifuge, a low pressure

cabin or a temperature cabin. Yet, they could also be carried

out together with aerial training. In implementing the various

training processes mentioned above an aviation physician must

formulate a rational balance between work and rest as well as

between nutritional health and safety measures.

2) Implement medical principles so as to raise the

effects and quality of flight technique training. For example,

use medical principles to direct the design of effective ground

training equipment including clothing equipment operation

techniques, instrument reading, aerial direction, simulated

operations, target searching, aiming and firing, night vision

training, balance judgement, and training to overcome airsick-

ness and flight illusions. Aside from these, when designing

aerial training items, medical principles should be implemented

to raise the effect and quality of training.

Section Four Medical Sanitation Safeguards for Pilots



Flight activities are a complex and tense type of work

and many harmful special conditions can be encountered in space.

Thus, an aviation physician not only must undertake to guarantee

that pilots have healthy physiques so as to engage in complex

and tense flight work but also should allow the pilots to de-

velop excellent abilities so as to withstand the negative factors

in flight. What is especially unable to be neglected is: an

aviation physician must at all times pay attention to whether or

not the various flight conditions can have negative effects on

a pilot's work and health and at all times use effective pre-

ventative measures. Specifically, the contents of a pilot's

sanitation cuarantees should include the following:

1) Based on the actual requirements of body power and en-

ergy consumption for flight work, guarantee the necessary nutri-

tion, rest and sanitary conditions, have physical examinations

at fixed times and inquire into the examination.

2) Based on the actual needs of flight work, adopt ef-

fective physical training including endurance training to guar-

antee that the pilot has a healthy physique and good endurance.

3) Carry out health protection for the pilot by promptly

discovering latent illnesses and declines in flight capabilities,

and promptly adopt effective preventative measures.

4) Adopt effective protective measures and prevent the

organism from producing pathological processes for the negative

factors of flight. An aviation physician must often examine the

the implementation of these protective measures, examine the



safety and reliability of the protection equipment (such as the

air supply, cabin airtightness, environmental maintenance,

ejection, rescue parachute high altitude clothing etc.). As

soon as a flow or problem is disoovered ideas should promptly be

brought forth for improvements so as to raise its effectiveness.

5) When a flight mishap or air incapacity occurs, then

a detailed medical examination should be carried out and the

reasons should be ascertained so that a lesson can be learned

from the experience and accidents can be prevented from happen-

ing in the future.

6) In aircraft engineering technical design, the aviation

medical personnel aid the engineers in implementing human body

engineering principles so that an aircraft system appropriate

for humans is used. In this way, man's operational usefulness

can be brought into full play and the effects of flight negative

factors can be decreased.

Medica 1 sanitation safeguards for pilots not only require

aviation medical personnel to have a high political sense of

responsibility and conscientiously implement the safeguard but

they must also often carry out intellectual propaganda of

aviation medicine and aviation medical sanitation safeguards to

the pilots, flying instructors, ground crew, maintenance per-

sonnel and engineering technology personnel. They must also

arouse related personnel to coordinate, mutually supervise and

urge, and implement the safeguards together. Only in this way

can aviation medical sanitation safeguard work have the broad

basis of the masses and fully and effectively develop the func-

tions that they should have. Naturally, the serious attention
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and support of the administrative leadership is also very

important.



CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

SPACE NAVIGATION MEDICAL GUARANTEES AND MEDICAL SUPERVISION

Section One Preface

When compared to aviation, space navigation medical

guarantees and medical supervision have their own particular-

ities. For example, space navigation is generally few in number

andlong in time and the number of people during each time of

navigation is relatively few. Most astronauts are selected from

among pilots. There are many differences between the special

conditions and environmental factors that they endure in space

navigation and those they encounter in an aircraft. Besides

these, there are also great differences between an airship's

structure, performance, equipment, instruments, individual pro-

tective devices, emergency escape, safety measures, operations

techniques and maintenance with that of an aircraft. Based on

the above mentioned circumstances and reasons, although space

navigation medical guarantees and medical supervision requires

drawing experience from aviation medical guarantees yet is is

necessary for space navigation to set up its own independent

system so as to satisfy the actual conditions and needs of

space navigation.

Briefly, space navigation medical guarantees and medical

supervision should include the following five fields:
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1) Medical selection of astronauts

2) Medical guarantees and supervision of astronauts
during training

3) Medical guarantees and supervision prior to navigation

4) Medical guarantees and supervision during navigation

5) Medical observations and supervision after navigation

Later we will briefly discuss these fields in separate sections.

Before beginning to discuss the contents of these fields

we must use a little space to review the main work tasks of

astronauts during navigation. This will be beneficial for under-

standing the aims and significance of the various specific

measures of medical guarantees and medical supervision. Astro-

nauts are responsible for the following tasks during space

navigation:

1) Spaceship Operations and Management

Spaceships generally have two sets of independent opera-

tions system: one is an automatic or semi-automatic control

system; the other is a "manual operations system" controlled

by the astronaut. These two systems are usually independent of

each other. Under most situations, spaceships work on an

automatic or semi-automatic control system and astronauts need

only supervise, manage and pay attention to whether there is a

breakdown or places where it does not meet demands. Yet, some-

times astronauts must also carry out necessary procedual

arrangements and data regulations. For example, when it is nec-

eccary for the b-aceship to return or draw close to another

spaceship astronauts must issue appropriate orders. Sometimes
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these types of orders can also be given by the ground command

system. A spaceship's manual control system generally uses an

automatic control system as a type of reserve when there is

a breakdown. Yet, in certain situations when it is necessary

for people to carry out precision operations or mobile flight

there is also the need for the manual control system. For ex-

ample, when spaceships rendezvous, dock and soft land on the

surface of the moon it is often necessary for astronauts to

have a hand in part of the operations.

2) Fixed Position and Navigation

Airship navigation is usually automatically controlled

or ground controlled yet when necessary astronauts must also

participate in part of the work. In many situations when an

airship is in a fixed position in space it is necessary for the

astronaut to make a report to earth based on space observations

and instrument indications. Navigation is generally carried out

through communications between the astronaut and ground control

center and by referring to the parameters of the star position.

When there is a breakdown in the automatic control system and

communications system the navigator must judge and deal with

the situation based on his own astronavigation knowledge and

space observations.

3) Report various circumstances with ground communications

4) Complete appoint ed air observations and scientific

research tasks as well as other special tasks.

5) Examine and repair the various spaceship systems as well



as handle air breakdowns and mishaps including escape and

rescue.

6) Deal with living, sanitation and resting during space

navigation.

Section Two The Medical Selection of Astronauts

Being an astronaut is a special type of work. They sustain

the effects of various special conditions during space naviga-

tion and carry out special work tasks and operations techniques

during space navigation. This type of work requires relatively

good physique, endurance and work ability. The task of selecting

suitable people is very significant for raising astronaut qual-

ity, guaranteeing the completion of space navigation tasks and

decreasing the astronaut elimination rate. The concrete selec.-

tion of astronauts should be determined in terms of space nav-

igation equipment, tasks and specific requirements yet the

major fields can be summed up as follows:

1) Relatively good ideological consciousness and political

character.

2) Routine Physical Examinations

The general age of astronauts should be between 25-35 years

of age and the maximum should not exceed 45 years of age. Astro-

nauts are usually selected from among fighter pilots and there-

fore at least routine physical examinations for fighter pilots

should be given.

3) Examination of an astronaut's endurance to various



special conditons including overweightness, weightlessness,

vibration, anoxia, decompression, high temperatures and low

temperatures as well as testing endurance to motion sickness.

4) Test and appraise the cultural level (university or

equivalent to university) and ability for theoretical study.

5) The appraisal of flight ability is generally carried

out by a proper unit through investigation, testing and

appraisal during actual fighter plane flight.

Aside from these, it should be pointed out that the train-

ing process of astronauts is itself a selection process. Those

people who are not able to meet training requirements during

the training period and are found not to be able to complete

the necessary tasks for space navigation are eliminated and

given other work.

Section Three Medical Supervision of the Training Period

The primary task of the medical supervision during the

training period is the maintenance of an astronaut's physical

health and work abilities as well as the effects and progress

of training.

1. General Medical and Aerospace Medical Knowledge Education

1. General Medical Knowledge Education

Astronauts should know and pay attention to how to correctly

protect their own bodies, improve their own health and discover

their own illnesses; they must accurately and with assurance

report their subjective feelings and objective symptoms to the



medical personnel. This requires that the astronaut have a

high political sense of responsibility. At the same time, they

should also be educated in basic medical knowledge and besides

holding classes and providing self study material physicians

should offer a great deal of knowledge on medicine and sanita-

tion to astronauts. If a navigator already has certain medical

knowledge and sanitary habits then systematic classes are not

totally necessary; if classes are given then they should be few

and precise. Class time and style should be determined according

to the specific conditions. We think that the distribution of

class time can be set up as follows: 2-3 hours on preventing

infectious diseases; 1-2 hours on food nutrition; 1-2 hours on

sleep, motion physiology and stress physiology; 1-2 hours on

emergency wounds.

2. Basic Knowledge of Aerospace Medicine

This basic knowledge allows an astronaut to understand the

human body's reactions, adaptation, endurance and methods for

overcoming stress factors in space navigation and can integrate

an astronaut's practice for cabin equipment conditions and in-

dividual protective measures; classes and discussions go to-

gether and if well printed books are prepared then discussions

can be primary and classes secondary. Moreover, practice and

training should be integrated. Here we will sum up in the fol-

lowing several fields:

(1) General high altitude physiology which is the study of

the effects of a high altitude environment on the human body;
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(2) The mechanical and physiological basis of cabin

pressurization, decompression and air supply;

(3) The structure, quality and other physiohygienic basis

of an airtight space suit and helmet;

(4) The basic theories of vision and the visual problems

in outer space;

(5) The physiological effects and methods of overcoming

acceleration (overweightness);

(6) Auditory functions, equilibrium functions and vestib-

ular autonomic nerve reactions and methods for overcoming them;

(7) Escape and rescue measures;

(8) The effects of extreme temperatures;

(9) The effects of toxic gases and waste gases;

(10) Cabin sanitation including ventilation, temperature,

moisture, handling of wastes, sterilization etc.

Whether or not it is necessary to discuss these topics and

how much time is to be used in discussing them should be deter-

mined by the actual needs. In short, it is necessary to inte-

grate the principles of practice and training which can gener-

ally be carried out in 20 hours.

2. Regular Physical Examinations and Special Physical Examina-
tions

1. Regular General Medical Examination

Here, the so-called general medical examination is not

equivalent to the common examination as it has a specific aim



and focal point. Regular examinations can be carried out

seasonally, semi-annually or annually. Their aim is to promptly

discover any latent illnesses or unwell feelings that the exam-

inee might have.At the time of the regular examination, the

examinee should tell the physician his actual condition of

health from defecation and urination, eating and drinking, sleep

and work to all of the abnormal feelings that might occur.

Generally, an astronaut must cooperate closely with the physician

and speak truthfully about his own physical condition so that

bodily changes can be promptly discovered. If an examinee con-

sciously hides symptoms then some latent illnesses and hidden

troubles might go unnoticed. Naturally, besides listening to the

major complaints, a physician must also carry out a related

objective target examination. For example:

(1) A chest x-ray examination;

(2) An examination of urine protein; urine haemoglobin
and urine sugar;

(3) Blood pressure and pulse and the recovery speed of
blood pressure and pulse after exercise;

(4) Examination of the electrocardiogram and the electro-
cardiogram after an exercise load;

(5) Examination of the heart rate and blood pressure
(systolic and diastolic pressure) in a positive
position from lying flat to standing erect;

(6) Hearing test;

(7) Vision test including an examination of vision power,
depth perception and heterophoria;

(8) Balance functions: an examination using a revolving
chair, two swings and four swings;



(9) An examination of the nerves and limbs;

(10) If progressive changes are founda deeper specialized
medical exam should be given; if no abnormalities
are found then the specialized exam can be omitted

2. Preventative Diagnosis and Treatment of Illnesses

If a hidden illness or the beginnings of an illness are

discovered during a regular medical examination then it is nec-

essary to carry out definite diagnosis and treatment. When there

is a surgical wound or other emergency accident (such as toxic

gas poisoning) besides administering temporary first aid, the

person should immediately be sent to the hospital for treatment.

Astronauts should understand how to perform simple ster-

ilization, disinfecting, stop bleeding, tie bandages and tempor-

arily handle fractures, dislocations, joint sprains etc. Pre-

vention of illness is multifaceted and besides the physician

looking at the situation and carrying out the required immunity

innoculations and epidemic injection, it is very important that

the navigator himself pay attention to individual hygiene.

3. Medical Supervision of Daily Life and Physical Exercise

The medical supervision of daily life includes three

areas of problems :

1. Drinking, Eating and Nutritional Hygiene

This area of medical supervision is handled by a nutri-

tionist. Firstly, they are responsible for supervising the

sanitation of the kitchen and dining area. Secondly, all of
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the physician's arrangements and orders concerning the navig-

ator's food nutrition, cooking and nutritional distribution

must be followed. The general requirements are: if individual

eating habits are considered then it is also necessary to pay

attention to nutritional hygiene. During the regular training

period, there is generally only medium not very long physical

activity so that the daily food heat need not exceed 3,000

kilocalories. It is not necessary to have special requirements

for minerals and vitamins but they can be distributed accord-

ing to general flight nutritional principles.

Yet, during space navigation life certainly has special

characteristics and so work, rest and sleep time are not the

same as on earth. Therefore, the amount of food consumed at

one time, the time of the meals and the number of times per day

one eats cannot be like the three meals per day on earth.

Therefore, it is necessary on earth to establish new eating

times and habits. For short time navigation (one or two days)

it is naturally not necessary to become accustomed beforehand.

Yet, if navigation time is long, for example in weeks, months

or even years it is necessary to form new eating habits. By

forming eating habits for space navigation on the ground one

can avoid being unaccustomed to eating and drinking during the

initial period of navigation as well as loss of body weight

or bad digestion. Eating habits are not only eating time,

number of times and amount, but even more important are the

changes in food quality because during space navigation there



is a great discrepancy between the newly distributed food and

the food in daily living. There is a process of getting ac-

customed to this type of food.

Airship food is all artificially concentrated and stored

in packages. Nutrition doctors are responsible for supervising

and appraising the processing, packaging and storing of food

and ensuring that prior to the completion of navigation duties

the food's nutrition, hygiene and flavor do not change and meet

required standards. The quality sterilization and storage of

drinking water is also examined and appraised by the nutrition

doctor.

2. Sleep and Sleep Habits

Sleep is the best rest and proper sleep can raise work

efficiency. Short time lack of sleep or insomnia does not have

a great effect on work ability. If it exceeds 3 days this type

of effect becomes noticeable, mainly in feelings of fatigue,

work exhaustion and a cesire for sleep. Normal people sleep

about 8 hours per day at one time. Yet, it is not necessary to

sleep 8 hours per day at one time. The use of other forms such

as sleeping many times for short periods or sleeping during

the day and working at night are fine but the problem lies in

adaptation and habit. During the process of not being accus-

tomed to becoming accustomed, there can occur the loss of

physiological rhythm and disturbance of sleep.

Many astronauts do not follow the earth habit of sleeping

8 hours during a 24 hour day at one time but sleep short periods



many times wherein a total sleep time of only 5-6 hours/24

hours can satisfy requirements. The problem is whether or not

forming the habit of sleeping many times for short periods

beforehand on earth is advantageous to adapting to space nav-

igation. According to foreign reports, there is a tendency

to use this type of preparation and training for several days

of space navigation. Further, sleeping while wearing a space-

suit and helmet can also be included in this type of training.

3. Medical Supervision for General Physical Exercise

First is the arrangement of the type of exercise, method

of exercise and time of exercise; second is medical supervision

and the giving of first aid. As far as possible use various

conditions, seasons and weather to arrange exercise. For example,

swimming in the summer, ice skating and skiing in the winter,

and camping and mountain climbing in the spring and autumn. It

is even more important that it coordinate with other exercises

and they be arranged together. It is best that during a certain

period there is a unified exercise plan for each stage and that

each item of training and exercise can be done in alternation.

It must be remembered that work exercise and physical exercise

are only one area of many types of training. There must be a

focal point in the time distribution but the importance of this

item cannot be overly emphasized while overlooking other exer-

cises. The manpower work and physical exercise of an astronaut

while on earth should not exceed medium strength so as to avoid

obstructing other training items.
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Physical exercise requires leading personnel medical

supervision and medical guarantees. It must be carried out

based on practical experience or exercise physiology and the

guiding principles of exercise medicine so as to avoid danger-

ous accidents from occuring and causing unnecessary injuries.

Physicians must also formulate under what circumstances it is

not permissable for selected astronauts to do physical work

and exercise so as to avoid excesses in training.

Section Four Medical Safeguards and Medical Supervision During

the Preparatory Period Prior to Navigation

The length of the preparatory stage prior to navigation

is difficult to accurately calculate. It should be determined

according to the entire navigation plan and here it is tenta-

tively assumed to be 3-6 months. During this period, besides

usual life and medical supervision of general exercise, there

is mainly the examination and appraisal of cabin equipment,

individual protection and rescue, the life guarantee system

and lifesaving measures as well as physical training for astro-

nauts to do practice harnessing and special endurance. Below

we will discuss these separately.

i. Medical Examination and Appraisal of Cabin Equipment

For the medical examination and appraisal of cabin equip-

ment, besides the final examination prior to takeoff, it is

also necessary to make a systematic examination to see whether

or not it is up to standard.



Aside from the necessity to measure ion radiation in

outer space, all of the other targets can be examined through

ground tests. The examination method is to place an airtight

cabin in an artificial environment and when the cabin environ-

ment regulating system is started it is best to have people to

carry out examinations and appraisals in the airtight cabin.

The environmental changes are measured for several hours or even

longer so as to infer the possible changes for an even longer

period of time. If the measuring time can be extended even

longer its accuracy and inference will naturally be more reliable.

This examination and appraisal of the hygiene environment

is the responsibility of the discipline of environmental hygiene.

Moreover, it requires large scale equipment and measuring instru-

ments and is carried out jointly by the engineering and technical

personnel.

The ideal environmental parameters for the human body are

a cabin medically appraised on a hygienic basis. Its specific

parameters are as follows:

(1) Temperature: generally 20-25C, it is best not to be

lower than 15°C or higher than 320C;

(2) Relative humidity: generally 40-45%, highest should not

exceed 75%;

(3) Air pressure: generally 760 millimeters on the mercury

column, the lowest should not be lower than 400 millimeters on

the mercury column;



(1) Oxygen partial pressure: generally 152-160 millimeters

on the mercury column, it is best not to be lower than this

number and not higher than 200 millimeters on the mercury column;

(5) Carbon dioxide partial pressure: generally 3-4 milli-

meters on the mercury column, it is best not to exceed 7.6

4millimeters on the mercury column;
(6) Amount of drinking water required: generally 2 kilo-

liters/day (not including food moisture);

(7) Amount of food required: generally 2,500 kilocalories/

day;

(8) Lighting: generally 5 millilambert;

(9) Noise level: generally 30 decibels; maximum does not

exceed 80 decibels;

(10) Air movement generally 2.8 cubic meters per minute yet

each minute should not be less than 2.5 cubic meters;

(11) Ion radiation: generally should be less than 40 milli-

r~ntgen per day;

(12) Harmful gases: required to be under the safety limit.

2. The Examination and Appraisal of the Individual Protective

Harness and Lifesaving Equipment

This type of examination includes the airtight suit,

ejection seat or life bag, parachute and life pack. The examin-

ation is a complex and difficult task and besides the above

mentioned high temperature cabin, vacuum cabin and airtiqht cabin

equipment, it is also necessary to carry out a complete examina-

tion.and appraisal of other special equipment and conditions and
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to cooperate with related specialists,

1. Airtight Spacesuit and Helmet

Its structure and requirements differ according to the

different aims for application. For example, the air supply of

some helmets are joined to the ventilation of the suits wherein

the pressure is completely identical to the gases (using pure

oxygen). Some are completely separate, the helmet uses pure

oxygen and a carbon dioxide absorbent and the suit ventilation

uses compressed air or nitrogen so that after circulating the

hot moist air leaks out of the suit. Some helmets have different

pressures in the front and back parts, the pressure of the back

part being higher. There are also some suits with ventilation

which use airtight circulation. In them, the hot moist air goes

through a cooler and water condenser which eliminates the heat

and water and afterwards is again circulated back into the suit.

Different designs are decided on the basis of the length of

time used at one time and the outside environmental conditions.

Yet, no matter what type it is, the human body requirements are

the same. Here we will only bring forward an appraisal standard

for the human body's general requirements. The detailed items

and specific targets should be discussed and handled by related

medical engineering departments. Below we introduce the basic

requirements for the airtight suit and helmet.

(1) Suit section - requirements after filling it with air

reaching 160-170 millimeters on the mercury column;

a. No leaking air or leaking gas does not exceed 20 milli-

meters per minute;



b. The wrist, elbow, knee and shoulder joints can move

freely, there is no feeling of strain, there are no obstruc-

tions to operations and ejection work inside the cabin and

there are no obstructions to various space activities and oper-

ations outside the cabin;

c. When there is a high temperature environment of 400C,

after wearing the suit and having ventilation for 1 hour the

temperature under the clothes does not exceed 320C, skin temper-

ature does not exceed 34*C, the air's relative humidity does

not exceed 60%; when doing medium muscle movement these numer-

ical values can be maintained.

d. The surface layer of the suit can reflect over 85% of

the radiation heat;

e. The heat insulation function is equal to 2.0 heat

insulation units and the glove heat insulation function is equal

to 1.5 heat insulation units;

f. The weight of the suit does not exceed 7 kilograms

and the lighter the better. This indicates that it is a life-

saving airtight suit. When the spacesuit is used under weight-

lessness or low weight conditions its weight is not limited

to this. For example, some of the present suits used for

leaving the cabin have weights over 15-16 kilograms (earth

weight);

g. It is convenient to put on and take off. With the help

of one person it can be completely put on in no more than 10

minutes (including the helmet and connecting tube); it is even



better if the astronaut were able to put it on himself.

(2) Helmet section - the partial air supplier as well as

the carbon dioxide and water eliminator are joined. After the

air is filled and there is airtightness the requirements are:

a. The pressure of the helmet's front section must be

able to be maintained at about 160 millimeters on the mercury

column and it is required that there be no leaking air;

b. The oxygen content can be maintained above 95% and

the carbon dioxide content below 1%;

c. Neck movement should not feel strenuous and should not

be too limited;

d. The field of vision on the left and right sides are 75* -

800 each and the upper and lower are 350 and 450 respectively

and cannot be any smaller;

e. The requirements for the function of the front light

penetration plate are: 1) over 95% transmittance; 2) filter over

75% of the ultraviolet rays; 3) the cover can filter most of the

infrared rays and ultraviolet rays and about 20% of the visible

light; 4) after one-half hour in a -48,C environment there is

still no mist or ice formation.

2. The Ejection Seat, Lifesaving Bag, Parachute and Life-
saving Pack

The examination and appraisal of these few items are

mainly the cooperative responsibility of the engineering depart-

ment and astronauts because the movements of these types of



equipment are completely automated. In the examination, then,

the essential point is to examine their reliability. Yet, the

medical personnel should also participate so that when there

are medical problems or problems that do not coincide with

human physiological demands, they can do consulting work or

propose ideas. Actually, when there is cabin practice or

individual protective harness practice they should be able to

discover problems.

3. Airship Cabin Practice and Simulator Training

This is a very important specialized training course and

part of the technical course study can be combined with it.

It is first of all necessary to get accustomed to the cabin in-

struments and instrument layout as well as the communications

system and connection, and later study control piloting and

course flights. After this type of study one is taken to fly by

the instructor and later makes a solo flight. If the astronaut

is selected from among the experienced aircraft pilots then they

are already familiar with aviation training and this it is not

necessary for them to repeat it. Nevertheless, there are notice-

able differences between an airship's instrument layout, the

various environmental control equipment and individual protect-

ive equipment and that of an aircraft. Among them, the greatest

difference is in the control system. Because of this, prior to

entering simulated cabin practice it is first necessary to be

familiar with the airship's structure, cabin equipment, cabin
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instruments, flight orbits, posture control and operating

riethods.

The measurements and layout of the inside and outside of

the simulated cabin are identical to that of a real cabin.

Moreover, it can make 4-5 free angle (including shifts and

turns) movements and the pilot carries out operations to real-

ize these movements. The cabin's main instruments and other

indicators can all change in accordance with the flight orbit

and airship posture and thus indicate the reading. This type

of simulator is very close to an airship's real cabin. The con-

struction of a fixed non-moveable simulated cabin is not very

expensive, its construction time is not very long and this

type of fixed simulated cabin can satisfy astronaut practice

needs. Yet, it should be pointed out that it is not sufficient

to only use the fixed simulator for navigation training so that

an airtight airship environment and airship movement environ-

ment must also be constructed. These types of environments can

not only be used for training astronauts but can also be used to

appraise and test airship cabin equipment. Prior to takeoff the

single items of airship flight training must be carried out to-

gether so as to reach the goal of comprehensive training.

The problem lies in whether this type of cabin can be used

to train astronauts for weightlessness. In order to resolve this

problem a fast speed aircraft is used to make parabolic flight

(weightless flight) to carry out training. Moreover, the training

should be repeated many times. Equipment for training vestibular
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functions can be used for posture balance training. Special

machines can also be arranged so that the people and instruments

can both be tested for posture unsteadiness.

4. Practice and Physical Training for Individual Protective

Harnessing

This includes the putting on, taking off and use of the

spacesuit and helmet, and also involves ejection posture and

landing speed. After using the above mentioned equipment for

theoretical education in aerospace medical science, the use of

peripheral studies, education, work and changes are carried

out to allow the astronaut to control the main functions nf

these types of equipment as well as methods for its accurate

use.

Section Five The Medical Supervision of the Preparatory

Stage Prior to Launch

This stage lasts about 2 weeks to 1 month. In this stage,

the medical tasks include the following major items:

1. Life Management and Health Guarantees

During this period, the work can be tense because it is

close to launching. The physician's job should be to carry out

good ideological work for the astronaut, calm him as much as

possible, make sure he has enough sleep and when necessary a

suitable sedative can be used.

The physical training of astronauts allows them to get

accustomed to drinking, eating and sleeping in flight and it is

best started 2 weeks prior to takeoff. This is because a certain
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amount of time is required to form habits and so the earlier

one starts the better; prior to forming habits there can pos-

sibly also be an affect on normal appetite and sleep. Further,

excessive physical exercise and tense work should be avoided.

It is also necessary during this period to strengthen life san-

itation management so as to avoid the occurences of illnesses

such as coughs, colds, bad digestion and constipation.

2. Cabin Sanitation Examination and Epidemic Prevention Steril-

ization Prior to Takeoff

The area involved in the cabin sanitation examination is

very broad so that here we will only give an outline. The pro-

blem of epidemic prevention sterilization for short time naviga-

tion is not great because the source of the epidemic carried by

humans or in the equipment can only show effects after a

dormancy period in the human body. If navigation time is rela-

tively long then it is very necessary to administer immunity

inoculations.

1. The Problem of Epidemic Prevention Sterilization

It is relatively easy to administer epidemic prevention

inoculations to people but cabin sterilization is a more dif-

ficult matter. The use of aerosol spray to eliminate insects

and other arthropods is not difficult but certain bacteria,

gemma and viruses are not easy to thoroughly eliminate. This is

because the resistance of certain microorganisms to disinfect-

ants is especially strong and furthermore they are often stuck
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in the crevices of the equipment and instruments thus making them

hard tc_ reach with aerosol. Only by using high pressure steam can

a relatively high disinfectir rate be attained; yet high temper-

ature steam can also harm the equipment so that this is a contra-

diction. From a purely medical point of view, it is only neces-

sary to not cause the occurence of infectious diseases which can

be considered reaching the goal of disinfecting. It has been

practically proven that the use of preventative inoculations can

resolve this problem and if there is also spray disinfecting and

ultraviolet lamp irradiation (it cannot be used often because it

can change oxygen into ozone) this can even better meet the re-

quirements. The existence of non-contagious gemma and other

microorganisms need not be given overconsideration. The absolute

elimination of bacteria is not only not necessary but is actually

sometimes harmful.

2. The Examination of Harmful Gases and Harmful Steam

There are several hundred types of harmful gases and steam

but it is not necessary to appraise each type. It is possible

that various harmful gases gradually accumulate in the airtight

cabin and from the results of measurements several hours after

being sealed, inferences can be made. These obtained results

are not yet reliable and so there must be actual measurement

at all times. It is very difficult to carry out an independent

analysis of each type of harmful gas yet the common physical

chemistry properties of the various harmful gases can be sought

out, go through filtering and be absorbed. Afterwards, they can



again be separated out from the filtered and absorbed mater-

ials and be comprehensively appraised. In order to survey the

speed and effect of their long time accumulation, long time

monitoring or fixed time monitoring methods can be adopted.

Aside from the monitoring of instruments by the astronauts

themselves the telemetering method can also be used.

3. The Examination of Food Rations, Drinking Water and
the Handling of Wastes During Navigation

Navigation food rations require the use of special con-

centrating and drying processes. At present, food can still

not be produced on an airship and so all of it must be carried

from earth. The physician's responsibilities lie in appraising

a standard for food; at the time of examination, it is neces-

sary to cooperate with the scientific research and production

departments. Related physicians must also understand whether

or not the storage methods for food and drinking water on the

airship are rational so that they can present ideas for im-

provement when needed; they must also understand the source of

the drinking water. Drinking water is not convenient to keep

for a long time and even if it is stored in a low temperature

tank it still needs periodic disinfecting. It is necessary to

have chemical tests of samples for recovered drinking water

which is appraised according to the general requirements of

public sanitation. This is only possible when there are chem-

ical test equipment and physicians in the airship but gener-

ally speaking these tests can only be done in ground simulated

conditions.



The handling of pollutants is a problem which cannot be

neglected in airship sanitation engineering. Pollutants in-

clude human excrement as well as waste materials. The medical

personnel should appraise whether or not the handling of pol-

lutants meets the requirements.

3. The Preparation and Medical Requirements for the Medicine

Bag and First Aid Bag

In space navigation certain medicines should be prepared

because at present there is still not much experience in space

navigation and rarely are there mature plans. Generally, it can

be discussed according to specific circumstances by responsible

physicians and astronauts. If space and weight permit it, more

drugs can be taken. One day prior to airship launching the

physician talks with the astronauts and gives instructions on

certain medicines and sanitation. He emphasizes the need for

the astronauts to become aware of problems that occur in their

own bodies and the need to become familiar with the conditions

and methods of using emergency drugs. It is also necessary for

them to always report to earth so that they can handle matters

at the proper time.

Section Six Medical Guarantees and Medical Supervision During

Navigation

The medical guarantees and medical supervision during nav-

igation can only draw support from physiological functions, the

related physical target telemetering and radio communication
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for completion.

Biological functions and human subjective feelings can

be transmitted to earth by means of radio telemetering, radio

communications and television. The radio telemetering uses a

sensor to measure the body's biological electric changes or

uses a sensing transducer to measure the various life activities

of the body such as respiration, pulse, heart sounds, blood

pressure etc.; or uses resistance changes to measure the body

temperature, skin temperature, blood vessel expansions and con-

tractions, blood concentration etc. In the past, physiological

function telemetering always tested the above mentioned items

separately. To sum up, it can be said that not all targets are

needed for each time of navigation and selection should be done

according to the requirements of the tasks. Starting from the

subject's waking, sleeping, motor coordination and stimulation

reaction, the electrocardiogram, blood pressure, electro-

myogram, eye movement and respiration are all very useful, yet

not all of them are necessarily used at the same time so that

it is necessary to decide according to need.

At present, the physiological telemeter techniques are

already quite advanced, especially in the areas of micro-

miniaturization and the elimination of noise disturbances.

Physiological signs cannot be used independently as an antenna

but together with many physical signs they can act as an

antenna. Because of this, after the signs are received by earth



it is still necessary to undergo analysis procedure. Even if

the analysis procedure is completely electronic and automatic

yet because of the mutual relationship between the physiolog-

ical targets and the physical factors, in the end it is still

necessary for people to carry out analysis and make judgement.

An astronaut's expression and partial movements can be

seen from the television changes. This has great reference

value for discriminating an astronaut's movements at the time.

The most useful information for medical supervision is

direct radio communications. This is the most important method

of present telemeter supervision. Medical personnel gain in-

formation on the main complaints of astronauts through tele-

phone communications and furthermore they gain other related

information with the aid of telephone communication. The doctors

can issue orders based on this and inform the astronauts of re-

lated matters to pay attention to.

From the view of the physiological telemeter material

obtained in the past, none of the target changes during naviga-

tion had any excessive physiological stimulation reactions and

therefore one target could not be taken independently as a basis

for medical supervision. Even if several physiological targets

and physical targets are combined and displayed it is still

difficult to make a quick judgement and conclusion. From this,

we think that the key problem lies in electronic and automatic

diagnosis. Only if sufficiently fast diagnostic time is strived

for can they opportunely guide medical supervision without error.

.-.



At present, hospitals already have electronic diagnostic

instruments and so space navigation can also employ electronic

diagnostic equipment. If we make separate diagnosis before-

hand based on the highs and lows of the various physiological

targets, the related physical parameters of the cabin and the

possible quality of television and radio communications, and

sort them out in an electronic computer then after each item

of physiological and physical information reaches earth and

is put into the computer the physician can immediately make a

diagnosis and judgement. In this way the physician can carry

out medical supervision by giving oral commands to the astronauts

and so not miss the opportunity. The tasks of the physician

can then be greatly decreased and at the same time they can

have more time to consider the main complaints of the astro-

nauts and to report and discuss other situations. Even if the

material of the physiological functions telemeter cannot promptly

act as the basis for medical supervision during navigation it

is still very valuable for future medical guarantees.

Section Seven Medical Guarantees for Returning to Earth and

Observations on the After Effects of Navigation

Medical personnel must do well in all of the preparations

needed for meeting the triumphant return of the astronauts. It

is necessary to prepare effective rescue communication instru-

ments, rescue equipment and drugs in the recovery area so that

if by chance there is an accident they can quickly and
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effectively render first aid.

After landing, it is usually necessary to carry out a

medical examination so as to determine the needed treatment

and rest. Even more important are the physiological and physio-

chemical examinations to observe the after effects of naviga-

tion. This will provide an even more solid basis for future

navigation and medical guarantees. The problems discovered

based on past work are:

1) There was an 8-15% loss of bone calcium and other

minerals in several days of navigation;

2) A drop in body weight and a serious loss of water -

body weight loss was over 4 kilograms;

3) In positive posture tests there was an irregular

weakening of endurance which appeared in a drop of blood pres-

sure, quickening of heart rate and collapse in more serious

cases (the positive posture endurance decreased) after going

from a lying down to a standing position;

4) A decrease in red blood cells and blood volume

decreased;

5) A great deal of protein was destroyed and there was

much urine;

Although these symptoms can be eliminated after a short

period of rest yet whether it will be this way in future longer

navigation still awaits further research. Because of this, the

physiochemical and physiological examinations have practical

significance for navigation medical guarantees. At present,
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there are still not many materials on this field and thus

awaits further and deeper research.

If there are medical personnel who follow an airship's

flight and whenever necessary gather medical observation

materials and carry out medical supervision, then the situa-

tion will be even better. It can be imagined that the length

of future space navigation will be calculated in years and thus

it is even more necessary to set up airship chemical labor-

atories and provide specialized medical personnel.

Medical personnel must make medical conclusions based on

the experiences of each navigation including the work of each

ground preparatory period so as to search for training,

physical exercise and medical guarantees as well as patterns

for medical supervision.



APPENDIX

I. Commonly Used Measure Units and Their Conversions
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Table 1 (l) Standard Metric System Measure Unit

1. Category
2. Length
3. Weight (same as mass unit)
4. Volume
5. Name of unit used
6. Micron
7. 1/100000 meter
8. 1/10000 meter
9. Millimeter

10. Centimeter
11. Decimeter
12. Meter
13. 10 meters
14. 100 meters
15. Kilometer
16. Milligram
17. Centigram
18. Decigram
19. Gram
20. 10 grams
21. 100 grams
22. Kilogram
23. Quintal
24. Ton
25. Milliliter
26. Centiliter
27. Deciliter
28. Liter
29. 10 liters
30. 100 liters
31. Kiloliter
32. Name originally used
33. Micron
34. Millimeter
35. Centimeter
36. Decimeter
37. Meter
38. 10 meters
39. 100 meters
40. Kilometer
41. Milligram
42. Centigram
43. Gram
44. 10 grams
45. 100 grams
46. Kilogram
47. Quintal
48. Metric ton
49. Milliliter



50. Centiliter
51. Deciliter
52. Liter
53. 10 liters
54. 100 liters
55. Kiloliter
56. Symbol
57. Ratio of major unit
58. Major unit
59. Major unit
60. Major unit
61. Converted to Chinese market system
62. 3 li
63. 3 fen
64. 3 cun
65. 3 chi
66. 3 zhang
67. 2 li
68. 2 li
69. 2 fen
70. 2 qian
71. 2 liang
72. 2 jin
73. 2 dan
74. 1 he
75. 1 sheng
76. 1 dou
77. i. shi
78. Note: the above table is based on the "name

plans of the standard metric system measure
units" published by the State Council on
June 25, 1956.
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Table 2 (2) Table of Commonly Used Word Prefixes for Multiple
and Fractional Units

1. Prefix
2. International prefix
3. English prefix
4. Russian prefix
5. Chinese prefix
6. Micro-micro-micro
7. Milli-micro-micro
8. Micro-micro
9. Milli-micro

10. Micro-
11. Milli-
12. Centi-
13. Deci-
14. 10
15. 100
16. Kilo-
17. Mega-
18. Kilomega-
19. Mega-mega-
20. Multiple
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Table 3a continued on next page
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(3) Physical Unit Conversion Tables

Table 3a 1. English and Metric Unit Conversion Factor Table

1. Metric system converted to British System
2. Length
3. 1 centimeter=0.393701 inches
4. 1 ceritimeter=0.032808 feet
5. 1 meter=l.09361 yards
6. 1 kilometer=0.62137. miles
7. 1 kilometer=0.5396 nautical miles
8. Area 2 . 2
9. 1 centi~eter = 0.155000 2inches

10. 1 meter =1.19599 yards

11. 1 kilometer 2=0.386103 miles 
2



12. 1 hectare=2.47105 acres
13. Volume and Capacity

14. 1 centimeter 3=0.0610237 inches 3

15. 1 centimeter 3 =3.532 x 10- 5 feet 3

16. 1 meter 3=1.30795 yards
3

17. 1 liter=l.75980 pints (British)
18. 1 liter=0.2642 gallons (American)
19. 1 liter-0.22 fallons (British
20. Mass
21. 1 gram=0.0352740 ounces
22. 1 kilogram=2.20462 pounds

-3
23. 1 kilogram=0.984205 x 10 tons (British)

(long tons)
-3

24. 1 kilogram=l.1023 x 10 tons (American)
(short tons)

25. British system converted to metric system
26. 1 inch=2.54 centimeters
27. 1 foot=30.48 centimeters
28. 1 yard=0.9144 meters
29. 1 mile=l.60934 kilometers

30. 1 nautical mile =1.852 kilometers

31. 1 inch 2=6.4516 centimeters
2

32. 1 yard 2=0.836127 meters
2

2233. 1 mile 2=2.58999 kilometers 
2

33a.1 acre=4046.86 meters
2

34. 1 inch 3=16.3871 centimeters
2

343

35. 1 foot =2.832 x 10 4centimeters
3

36. 1 yard 3=0.764555 meters
3

37. 1 pint (British)=0.568 liters
38. 1 gallon (American)=3.7853 liters
39. 1 gallon (British)=4.546 liters
40. 1 ounce=28.3495 grams
41. 1 pound=0.45359237 kilograms
42. 1 long ton (British)=1016.05 kilograms
43. 1 short ton (American)=907.2 kilograms
44. Metric system converted to British System
45. System Force
46. 1 kilogram force=2.20462 pounds force=

70.9316 pounds
47. 1 kilogram force=9.80665 Newton
48. 1 Newton=0.224809 pounds force=7.23301 pounds
49. Power energy and heat
50. 1 joule=0.737562 feet-pounds force=23.7304

feet-pounds



51. 1 joule=0.9481 x 10
3  BtuFN 2

52. 1 kilocalorie = 3.968 Btu
53. 1 kilowatt'hour = 3413 Btu
54. Heat capacity
55. 1 calorie/gram.degree (*C)=1.000 Btu/pound-

degree (OF)
56. Heat conduction
57. 1 kilocalorie/meter.hour.degree (°C)=0.672

Btu/feet.hour.degree (OF)
58. Viscosity
59. 1 centipoise = 2.419 pounds/ hour-feet
60. Pressure 2
61. 1 atmospheric pressure=14.696 pounds/inch

62. 1 kilogram/centimeter =14.223 pounts/inch
2

63. 1 centimeter on mercury column = 0.1934

pounts/inch
2

64. Density

65. 1 gram/centimeter
3 = 62.43 pounds/feet

3

66. British system converted to metric system
67. 1 pound force = 0.453592 kilograms force

4.44822 Newton
68. 1 pound = 0.0140981 kilograms force

0.138255 Newton
69. 1 pound force = 32.1744 pounds
70. 1 foot-pound force = 1.35582 Newton-meter
71. 1 foot.pound = 0.0421401 Newton.meter

72. 1 Btu = 1.055 x 103 joule
73. 1 Btu = 0.252 kilocalories

74, 1 Btu = 2.930 x 10-4 kilowatts.hour
75. 1 Btu/pound'degree (°F) = 1.000 calories/

grams-degree (OC)
76. 1 Btu/feet.hour degree (OF) = 1.488 kilo-

calories/meter.hour degree (CC)
77. 1 pound/hour-feet = 0.4134 centipoise

78. 1 pound/inch 2 = 6.805 x 10- 2 atmospheric
pressure

79. 1 pound/inch 2 = 0.070307 kilograms/centimeter
2

80. 1 pound/inch 2 = 5.1715 centimers on mercury
column

3 3
81. 1 pound/inch = 0.01602 grams/centimeter
82. F.N. 1 - England uses 1.8532 kilometers as

1 nautical mile
83. F.N. 2 - Btu is a heat unit of the British

system

-
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Table 3b 2. Commonly Seen Unit Conversions

1. 1 metric mass engineering unit =9.80665
kilograms

2. 1 British system mass engineering unit (Slug)
= 32.1740 pounds -6

3. 1 micron Wc,=) 10 1  ters
4. 1 angstrom (A)=10 meters

-11
5. 1 X unit (XU)=l0 centimeters

6. 1 fermi (fm)=l0 13centimeters
7. 1 micro-inch (K.in.)-l0-6 inches

8. 1 milli-inch=l0- inches

9. 1 mil=l0- inches 12
10. 1 light year= 5.880x10 miles
11. 1 parsec=3.263 light years

12. 1 barn=l0 2 meters
13. 1 ton=l/760 standard atmospheric pressure=

1 millimeter on mercury column

14. 1 bar (b)=10 6 dyne/centimeter 
2

15. 1 millibar= 0. 750lton
16. Temperatures

17. F.N. 3 1 - even more accurate, lX unit-l.00201
xlO angstrom
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Table 3c 3. Energy Converstion Factors (the numbers in brackets
are the standard deviation)

1. Quantity
2. 1 kilogram
3. 1 atomic mass unit
4. Electron mass
5. Proton mass
6. Neutron mass
7. 1 electron-volt
8. Energy-wavelength conversion
9. Rydberg constant, R

10. Bohr magneton,A4B
11. Nuclear magneton,M
12. Gas constant, R0

or~



13. Ideal gas standard volume, V0
14. Numerical value
15. Unit

16 029 mgeeto-ot
16. 10 egaelectron-volts
17. Megaelectron-volts
18. Megaelectron-volts
19. Megaelectron-volts

21. 10-'1 joule

22. 10 12erg

23. 10 14hertz

24. 1035 meters-
25. 10 36centimeters -1

26. 10 electron-volts-meters

27. 10 18joule

28. 10 11erg
29. Electron-volts

30. 10 15hertz
-5

31. 10- electron-volts/tesla

32. 10 10hertz/tesla

33. Meter'- *tesla1

34. 10 -2centimeter-1 tesla-
35. 0K/tesla

36. 10- electron-volts/tesla

37. 10 6hertz/tesla

38. 10 -2meters- 1.tesla-

39. 10- centimeter-1 tesla-

40. 10-4 K/tesla

41. 10- meters 3.atmospheric pressure/kilomole-0 K

42. Meters 3/kilomole
43. Error, ppm

See next page for Table 3d
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Table 3d 4. Unit Conversion Table of Electromagnetics

1. Physical quan-4.v
2. Energy
3. Power
4. Quantity of electricity
5. Polarization strength
6. Electric potential
7. Electric field intensity
8. Dielectric constant



9. Electric capacity
10. Electric displacement
11. Electric flux
12. Electric current
13. Applied unit
14. Unit
15. Joule
16. Watts
17. Coulomb 2
18. Coulomb/centimeter2
19. Watts
20. Watts/centimeter
21. Farad
22. Amperes
23. Absolute unit system
24. Rationalized MKSA unit
25. Unit
26. Joule
27. Watts
28. Coulomb
29. Coulomb/meter2

30. Volts
31. Volts/meter
32. Farad/meter
33. Farad
34. Coulomb/meter
35. Coulomb
36. Amperes
37. Multiple
38. CGS electromagnetic unit
39. Unit
40. Erg
41. Erg/second
42. Absolute coulomb
43. Absolute coulomb/centimeter2
44. Absolute watts
45. Absolute watts/centimeter
46. Absolute farad
47. Absolute amperes
48. Physical quantity
49. CGS static electric unit
50. Unit
51. Erg
52. Erg/second
53. Static electric coulomb
54. Static electric coulomb/centimeter
55. Static electric volts
56. Static electric volts/centimeter
57. Centimeters or static electric farad
58. Static electric amperes
58a. Physical quantity

-~-.



59. Resistance
60. Resistivity
61. Inductance
62. Magnetic pole strength
63. Magnetic strength
64. Magnetic field strength
65. Permeability
66. Magnetic induction strength
67. Magnetic flux
68. Magnetic potential
69. Magnetic reluctance
70. Electric susceptibility
71. Magnetic susceptibility
72. Applied unit
73. Unit
74. Ohm
75. Ohm-meters
76. Henry
77. Oersted
78. Gauss/oersted
79. Gauss
80. Maxwell
81. Gilbert
82. Gilbert/maxwell
83. Measureless
84. Absolute unit system
85. Rationalized MKSA unit
86. Unit
87. Ohm
88. Ohm.meter
89. Henry
90. Weber
91. Weber/meter
92. Ampere-turns/meter
93. Henry/meter.
94. Weber/meter' (or tesla)
95. Weber
96. Ampere-turns
97. Ampere-turns/weber
97a.Multiple
98. CGS electromagnetic unit
99. Unit

100. Absolute ohm
101. Absolute ohm-centimeter
102. Absolute henry
103. Oersted
104. Gauss/oersted
105. Gauss
106. Maxwell
107. Gilbert
108. Gilbert/maxwell
108a.Unit



109. CGS static electric unit
110. Unit
ill. Static electric ohm
112. Static electric ohm-centimeter
113. Static electric henry
114. Multiple
115. Notes: 1) The multiple is the ratio of the

absolute unit and the applied unit. When converting the absol-

ute unit into the applied unit it is necessary to multiply by

the suitable multiple.

2) The ratio of the CGS absolute unit and KMSA

absolute unit is the multiple of the CGS item multiple divided

by the KMSA item multiple.

3) The conversion factor between the two CGS

system units is calculated according to the speed of the electro-

magnetic wave in free space as 3x10 centimeters/second.

4) The symbol G represents the gauss unit.

/& 14~ *kK* SI. Ak /.R I@ xx-s 1/0 2

1 0.0001 0.092# 0.2919 3.1416
Z A/E *2( ) 10000 1 929 2919 31416

3 /JR 10.76 0.001076 1 3.1416 33.82

4 - 3.426 0.0003416 0.3183 1 10.764
in* 0.3183 0.00003193 0.02957 0.0929 1

Table 3e 5. The Conversion of Various Lighting Units

1. Candle/meter 2 (ni)
2. Candle/centimeter (stilb)

3. Candle/feet
2

4. Feet-lambert
5. Sub-stilb 2
6. Candle/meter 2

7. Candle/centimeter2

8. Candle/feet
2

9. Feet - lambert
10. Sub-stilb
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II. Terminology and Symbols

Those Beginning With Foreign Letters

a rays A type of radiation which included 2 neutrons and
2 protons

b rays A type of radiation produced when changes occur in

the atomic nucleus protons or neutrons

e Base of natural logarithm, e = 2.718282

M Flight speed unit indicated speed of round. IM=1130
feet/second or 345 meters/second

ppm A unit of one millionth

Q . Switch Pulse Laser. A type of pulse laser which is
regulated by a Q switch. Its special feature is its
pulse width which is very short and its power very
high

x ray The bombardment by outside particles causes the
atomic inner layer orbit of electrons to be hit
and when the hole is filled by the outer layer
orbit electrons energy is emitted and radiation is
formed

Two Strokes (in the first Chinese character)

Artificial Habituation. Habituation attained through physical
training in an article environment.

Artifical Radiation Band. The radiation band created by arti-
ficial nuclear explosion in earth surroundings.

Human Body Equivalent Rontgen. The biological effects produced
by any ion radiation on the human body or mammal
with an equivalent dose of 1 r6ntgen of x rays or
gamma rays.

Human Body Heat Production Quantity. The quantity of heat pro-
duced by human body metabolism.

Human Body Heat Storage (Cold Debt, Heat Debt). The heat accum-
ulated. in the body when the human body metabolism
production of heat is greater than the heat loss
is called human body heat storage or cold debt.
When the human body production of heat is less than
the heat loss this is called negative human body
heat storage or heat debt.



Three Strokes

The Up and Down Step. The use of a stool or step that goes back
and forth and up and down which allows the testee
to perform a certain amount of movement. It is a
testing method used to measure the physiological
reactions and body load endurance under movement
conditions.

Atmospheric Ions. The different sized molecular groups carry-
ing positive or negative electric charges.

Kilocalorie. The quantity of heat needed to heat 1 kilogram of
distilled water from 19.5 0C to 20.50C.

Aircraft. Flight apparatus such as various types of gliders,
airplanes, rockets, guided missiles etc.

Aircraft Weightless Flight (Parabolic Flight). The method of
an aircraft to use parabolic flight to realize
short time (several seconds to several tens of
seconds) during flight.

Habituation.The physical training the human body undergoes
to acclimate (get accustomed to or adapt) to a
type of environmental condition.

Dry Bulb Temperature, Air Temperature. The temperature measured
by a common thermometer of the dryness maintained
outside a mercury bulb.

Four Strokes

Neutron Current. Commonly released during nuclear fission. Based
on the difference of neutron energy this can be
divided into slow neutrons (energy smaller than 1
electron volt), medium speed neutrons (energy is
1-500 kiloelectron volts) and fast neutrons
(energy is 0.5-10 mega-electron volts). Neutrons
do not carry an electric charge.

Molecular Sieve. A type of gas molecule absorbent. After absorp-
tion, the molecules can also go through reverse pro-
cessing whereby they are released. If they are
irreversible they cannot be recovered and are per-
manent (change or injure).

Partial Pressure. The pressure in each type of gas component in
mixed gases.



Air Pressure Cabin, Pressurized Cabin, Low Pressure Cabin. The
air pressure can be regulated in a test cabin. When
the inside air pressure is higher than 1 atmospheric
pressure this is called a pressurized cabin and
when it is lower than 1 atmospheric pressure it is
called a low pressure cabin.

Vapour Saturation. The level of water vapour composition in the
air when it cannot be further increased.

Reaction Time. The time from when a signal appears to when there
is a reaction.

Analyzer. Manages the sensory nervous system parts which is the
management of all of the sensory parts from the
sensors to the central nervous system.

Specific Heat. The quantity of heat required to raise the tem-
perature of a single substance 1C or lower it 10C.

Solar Flares. The release of a large amount of energy in a re-
latively small area on the sun's surface.

Solar Proton Event. This is a solar flare event. It is so named
because protons are the main component of the solar
flare radiation.

Solar Cosmic Radiation. Radiation that comes from the sun.

Five Strokes

Electron Volts (eV). The energy unit of radiation particles. 1
electron volt is equivalent to the energy attained
after electrons pass through an electric field
with a 1 v~lt potential difference. 1 electron volt =
1.6018xi0 erg.

Full Habituation. When habituation has already reached a com-
pleted or near maximum level. After this, there is
very little progress in habituation.

Strengthened Supply of Air or Pressurized Absorption, Absorption
gas pressure is higher than surrounding pressure.

2
Nit A light unit equal to candle/meter

Endurance Limit of Major Complaints. The maximum limit humans
can endure. When exceeding this limit by over 50%
humans cannot endure the major complaints.
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Biological Clock. The cycle rhythm of biological life activities.

Biological Equivalent R~ntgen. The biological effects produced
by any ion radiation on an organism (not counting
photoelectric effects) with a 1 r6ntgen x ray or
gamma ray dose.

Compensation Reaction. This is a type of compensatory physio-
logical reaction by an organism to negative factors
to strengthen the organism's endurance or decrease
the negative effects.

Rutherford (Ru). Unit ?f radiation source strength. 1 Ru is
equal to 10 nuclear decay per second (gamma

particles, photons), that is IC=3.7x10 4 Ru (C is
curie).

White Noise. Includes various types of audible frequencies and
equivalent noise pressure noise.

Positive Ions. Ions which carry a positive electric charge.

Ionization Radiation. Radiation which can cause substances to
produce ionization.

Six Strokes

Mega 1 million

Photon Radiation. Photons are a type of electromagnetic wave
and among them the ionization radiation properties
have x rays and gamma rays.

Letter Delineation. Delineate designated letters in a lettered
table.

Impulse. Also called nerve impulse - it is a type of nerve
conducted physiological electric signal.

Light Beam Divergency. The level of light beam divergence
towards the outside and it is measured by its
angle of divergence (J).

Secondary Radiation. The radiation produced after the original
radiation is added to the substance.

After Effects. After the physical effects of certain types of
environmental factors stop, certain physiological
effects continue to exist for a certain period of time.
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Effective Consciousness Time. The time from the beginning of
of anoxia to the loss of effective work ability.
The loss of effective work ability is usually taken
as a critical index.

After Effects Time. The time from after irritation stops to
the elimination of after effects.

Mitosis. The chromosome fission filiform reaction process that
occurs during cell fission is called mitosis.

Earth Radiation Zone. The radiation zone surrounding the earth.
The inner radiation zone and outer radiation zone
are delineated according to their distance from
earth.

Blood Cell Specific Volume. The percent the blood cell volume
occupies in the blood.

Red Vision. The appearance of red in the field of vision (seen
when there is hyperemia or hemorrhaging in the eye
and retina).

Grey Vision. Vision lost in peripheral field of vision.

Natural Habituation. Physical training in a natural environment
and the attainment of habituation.

Seven Strokes

Focus (of Infection or Excitation). Indicates the pathological
change positions or plysiological reaction (excita-
tion) concentrated position.

Hearing Loss (Permanent Threshold Shift). After the effects of
intense noise for a relatively long period of time
there is a degree of permanent decline in hearing
which cannot be recovered to normal. This type of
decline in hearing is called hearing loss or
permanent threshold shift.

Low Pressure Anoxia. Anoxia caused by extremely low oxygen
partial pressure.

Initial Conditions. The conditions prior to the beginning of
testing (or exposure).

Cold Point. The point of sensor distribution of cold sensed
on the skin.



Anal Temperature. Rectal temperature which represents the deeper
temperature of the human body.

Irritation, Irritation Reactions. A series of physiological
pathological reactions caused by outside negative
irritation.

Hearing Threshold Shifts, Hearing Fatigue and Temporary Threshold
Shifts. With a certain period of time after intense noise

there can be a certain decline in hearing and after
a period of time hearing can gradually be recovered.
This type of temporary hearing decline is called a
hearing threshold shift or temporary threshold shift.
The threshold shift whereby some people recover
hearing in less than 2 days is called hearing fatigue.

Eight Strokes

Seasonal Shifts. There are great discrepancies in the weather
at the same time at different earth latitudes. There
seems to be a seasonal change from one place to
another. This situation is called a seasonal shift.

Diopter (D). When used for the human eye it indicates the
number of degrees of inflexion sustained by the
eyes, 1 light transmission medium (eye medium) by
outside light rays.

Curie (C or Cu). The number of changes per second of 1 gram of
refined radium in balanced radon which is the
number of its released gamma particles. 1C =

3.7xlO1 0 particles/second.

British System Heat Unit (Btu). The amount of heat required to
heat 1 pound of water 1F.

Organelle. A general designation of the cell internal structure
(submicrostructure) including mitochondria endo-
plasmic reticulum, Golgis apparatus, microfilament
etc.

.ihtness Ratio. This is the following ratio:

target brightness-background brightness
background brightness

-.-ss :atio Threshold. The smallest brightness ratio dif-
ference able to be discriminated.



Track. The path of radiation particles when they penetrate
organism tissue.

Physical Equivalent R8ntgen (rep). The radiation 2energy absorp-
tion of 83 erg caused per centimeter of substance.
As regards biological tissue, each gram of tissue
absorbing 93 erg of radiation is 1 rep.

Empty Field of Vision. The empty non-structured field of
vision in high altitude flight such as a clear
cloudless sky and a black sky.

Space Direction. The judgement of posture conditions and the
determining of position in space.

Attention Range. The greatest number of targets able to be
mentioned after one glimpse.

Rad. At a given point, the energy absorbed in each gram
if substance is 100 erg of radiation.

Nine Strokes
0 -10

Angstrom (A).Wavelength unit, 1 angstrom=l 10  meters.

Phase, Time Phase, Position Phase. Development stage or time.

Coherent Mutual interference of light

Total Air Pressure. The sum total of various gas component
pressures in mixed gases.

Subnormal Less than normal yet not yet at a pathological level.

Relative Biological Effects. The ratio of various radiation
doses and x ray or gamma ray doses needed to pro-
duce similar biological effects.

Relative Humidity.

Actual moisture partial
pressure in the air

Relative humidity (%)= Moisture partial press r100

when there is moisture
saturation

Signal/Noise Ratio. The ratio of signal and noise intensity.

Chromosome A type of structure able to have color in the cell
nucleus which is related to heredity.

l,'



Negative Pressure Absorption. The absorption gas pressure
lower than the surrounding pressure.

Pulse Repeating Frequency. The number of times the pulse repeats
in each unit of time (seconds).

Vibration Resistance. It is calculated by the following formula:

Vibration resistance =force
displacement speed

Vibration Transmission Factor. The ratio of the actually measured
vibration resistance (Z) 1of a flexible system and the
vibration resistance (Z ) of a non-flexible system
of the same quality under similar conditions.

Vibration Transmission Coefficient. It is calculated by the
following formula: Particle peak value

ibration accelera-
Vibration transmission coefficient V a tqlon.

Vibration stage

peak value vibra-
tion acceleration

Coronary Circulation System. The blood vessel that supplies
blood to the heart.

Lumen (im). Light flux unit. An even light source point with a
1 candle light intensity which is the emitted light
flux in a unit solid angle.

Lumen/Feet 2 (or Feet-Candle). Unit of illumination. 1 lumen/
2

feet =10.764 lambert.

Clock Monitoring. Monitor whether or not the hands of the clock
are moving normally.

2Stilb. Unit of brightness equal to candles/centimeter

Shield. An apparatus which covers and isolates certain
radiation.

Ten Strokes

Candle (cd). Unit of light intensity. The total radiation light
source of the freezing point of platinum is equal

2
to 60 candle/centimeter.
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Rontgen (r). Radiated photon (x ray or gamma ray) energy causes
the air (100C, one atmospheric pressure dry air) of

each centimeter2 to produce positive electric
charges each with 1 static electric unit ion. In

lr=l centimeter 3 air there is formed 2.083x109 ion
pairs.

Mountain Aborigines. People who grew up in the mountains.

Atomic Number (Z). The number of protons in any atomic nucleus.

Atomic Weight (A). The total number of protons and neutrons in
any atomic nucleus.

Space Navigation. Navigation more than 100 kilometers from earth.

Spacesuit. Protective clothing worn by astronauts.

Space Sickness, Weightlessness Motion Sickness. A type of motion
sickness produced by weightlessness.

Heat Convection. Cold fluids (including gases and liquids)
shifts downwards while heated fluids shift upwards.
There is lost or gained heat due to the flow of
the fluids and this is called heat convection.

Candle Power. The specific upward light radiation intensity in
a light source.

Formication. A sensation on the skin like an ant crawling on it.

Flash Blindness. Temporary visual impairment or a decreased
vision caused by a strong flash of light.

Flash Critical Merging Frequency. The frequency when the flash-
ing light frequency is accelerated until there
appears to be a continual (solid) light ( a method
for measuring visual ability).

Language Comprehension. The percent (%) of the correct reaction
of the writer when words or sentences are read out.

Breaking the Sound Barrier. A type of kinetic reaction when
flight speed breaks the speed of sound.

Aviation. Navigation below 100 kilometers distance from the earth.

Collimated Light (Pencil Straight Light ). Light which is pencil
straight and not scattered.
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Time Difference (Time Shift). There are differences in time
at different points on earth called time differences.
The time changes which occur when navigating from one
place to another are called time shifts.

Oxygen Reverse Reaction. After serious anoxia, within a short
period of time (several tens of seconds) of a
scorching heat supply of oxygen the symptoms become
more acute or there is twitching and loss of
consciousness.

Supervisory Work. The supervision to see whether or not the
instruments and signals are normal and whether they
require processing signals.

Accumulated Effects. The accumulated effects of multiple ex-
posure to negative environmental conditions to the
human body.

Energy Absorption Rate. The percent of energy used in an organ-
ism and absorbed by the organism.

Oxygen Debt. The tissue oxygen deficiency created by violent
muscle movement. There is a gradual compensation
recovery period for this type of oxygen deficiency
and therefore it is called oxygen debt.

Heat Conduction. Because there is physical contact with dif-
ferent temperature heat conduction there is a
gain or loss of heat.

Heat Evaporation. Loss of heat due to moisture evaporation
(such as perspiring).

Selection Reaction Time. When there is no stopping on one sig-
nal, the time from the occurrence of a signal to
making a corresponding reaction.

Heat Radiation. The heat gain or loss due to radiation.

Tracking Control. A type of control work or control work
efficiency test method. After certain control
activities the indications on the indicator can over-
come disturbances and be maintained in a fixed pos-
ition (compensation tracking) or track a target with
a tracker (tail tracking)

Octave. When the noise frequency doubles this is called an
octave.



Eleven Strokes

2
Lux (lx). Illumination unit of lumen/meter

Lambert (L) Unit of brightness. The strength 2f an evenly
diffused light is lumen/centimeter

Milli (m). 1/1,000 which is 10
- 3

Dimension, Dimensional, Degree. The coordinate system in physics
such as three dimensional space. Six dimensional
space movements which are shown in the six types of
directional movements of up-down,left-right,
forward-backward, bending-lifting, rolling and
revolving.

Closed Ecosystem. The metabolic processes of life substances
in a closed environment complement each other,
realize equilibrium and do not require an outside
supply. It also does not require an ecosystem to
eliminate substances toward the outside.

Visual Angle. The size of the visual angle occupied by the
visual target.

Milky Way Cosmic Radiation. The high energy band of electric
particles from the various directions of the
Milky Way system.

Gradient. Quantity differential.

Millilambert (mL), Microlambert (PL) A millilambert is 1/1,000
of a lambert; a microlambert is one-millionth of a
lambert.

Deep Heat Effect. The heating effect of microwaves of less than
3,000 megacycles (especially less than 1,000 mega-
cycles) often go beyond the surface tissue and
affects the organism's deep tissues. Therefore, this
type of phenomenon is called the deep tissue heat
effect.

Denitrification. After a certain amount of time of breathing
mixed gas with a deficiency of nitrogen, the dis-
solved nitrogen in the body is released and this
acts as a measure of prevention against decompres-
sion sickness.

Visual Illusory Movement. When a fixed immobile target is viewed
at for more than 30 seconds on an empty field of



vision background most people feel as if it is
making irregular movements. This type of illusion
is called visual illusory movement.

Visual Afterimage. After looking at a bright, relatively
large object for some time there is still a re-
maining image before the eyes after the object is
lost.

Visual Afterimage Continuation Time. The time for when the
object is lost to when the afterimage is lost.

Visual Brightness Threshhold. The minumum brightness visible to
the human eye.

Visual Constancy (Visual Habits). Sometimes visual signals are
not identical to the objective thing. For example,
the visual image of an object shrinks according to
distance but this does not signify that the object-
ive has really shrunk. When people visually dis-
criminate, the conformity of the central nervous
system causes people's perception of the objective
thing to be close to the reality of the thing and
this is called visual constancy.

Dispersion. The physical phenomenon of a gas component dif-
fusing from a higher partial pressure area to a
lower partial pressure area.

Millimicro (mg) 10 -

Twelve STrokes

Maximum Oxygen Intake. The oxygen intake per minute when per-
forming the strongest physical load.

Hub. When a needle is inserted in a given hole, it is
maintained stable without running into the wall
(one type of behavioral test is to calculate the
number of times one runs into the wall within a
given amount of time.

Intense Light Blindness ( Eclipse Blindness). Retina harm caused
by intense light.

Inert Gas. A non-sensitive gas in a chemical reaction (espec-
ially in the human body).

Temperature Points. The sensor distribution points of the heat
felt on the skin.



Black Vision. The entire field of vision is lost and there is
a feeling of a strip of black before the eyes.

Visual Sensitivity. The size of the visual angle occupied by
the smallest target which can be discriminated by
the human eye.

Wet-Bulb Temperature. Using a corxccn thermometer, the measured
temperature of the moisture maintained outside the
mercury bulb.

Black-Bulb Temperature (Tg). Using a thin walled copper bulb
painted black on the outside with a diameter of
150 millimeters, the measured temperature of the
thermometer mercury bulb placed in the center of
the black bulb.

Thirteen Strokes

Micro (M). One-millionth, 106

Dark Light Field of Vision. The size of the field of vision
when viewing an object under dark light conditions.

Troland. A retina lighting unit equal to one photon illum-
ination on the retina.

Microwave Absorption Coefficient. This is calculated according
to the following formula;

Microwave absorption coefficient (centimeter) =

The heating rate of each unit volum2 of
biotissue (millicalories/centimeter .seconds

Microwave intensity (millicalories/centimeter
-seconds

Microwave Heat Effect and Non-Heat Effect. The heating effect
of microwaves on organisms as well as the physio-
logical and harmful effects created. by heating.
This is generally designated the microwave: heat
effect. Besides this, the other physiological
effects of microwaves are jointly called micro-
wave non-heat effects.

Scarcely Perceptible Pulse. A very weak pulse.

Critical Point, Critical Value. The turning point of physio-
logical effects. When this value is surpassed
certain physiological reactions or symptoms can occur.



Heat-Insulation Unit (clo). A male wears medium weight underwear,
jacket, socks, shoes and pants when the wind vel-
ocity is 100 centimeters/second; or for a person
sitting in a 21C environment, the clothing heat
insulation value required to wear to feel temper-
ature comfort (relative humidity 50%, airflow 20/
feet minute). lclo clothing heat conduction resist-

2
ance is 1 kilocalorie/meter .hour.0.180 C.

Fifteen Strokes

Latent Heat Evaporation (Unconscious Perspiring). The direct
evaporation of moisture from the skin or the
minute water evaporation of perspiration (people
cannot consciously sweat). There is a human body
heat loss caused by this.

Treadle. A type of simulation equipment for measuring the

physical load of walking.

Quantity Level. Each 10 fold is a quantity level.

Perception Time. The time from when a signal or stimulant
appears to when it is discovered by a person.

Sixteen Strokes

Laser. A special type of light produced by a laser. When
atoms, ions or molecules are in an excited state
under the effect of photons there is formed excited
radiation and a type of special light radiation is
produced. This type of light is straight ard
possesses coherent special features so that its
light pressure and power of destruction are much
greater than ordinary light.

Growth Rate. The speed of the value increase.

Radiation Energy Shift, Rectilinear Energy Shift. The shift of
radiation energy from basic particles to bio-
tissue is called a radiation energy shift. Because
particles penetrate tissues in a rectilinear
manner and the radiation energy shifts it is called
a rectilinear energy shift.

Irritation. An uncomfortable type of irritating feeling.

I
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Discrimination Threshold. The smallest excitation difference
able to be discriminated.

Below the Threshold Limit. Lower than the threshold value
strength.

Radiation. If there is a change in the structure of the atom
there is the possibility of the absorption or output
of energy. If particles or energy is emitted be-
cause of this it is called radiation.

Threshold Value, Threshold, Threshold Limit. The stimulation
strength which can produce certain types of physio-
logical phenomena.

Eighteeen Strokes

Instantaneous Memory. Extremely short memory.

Nineteen Strokes

Ion Shift Rate. The distance (centimeters) ions move per second

in each centimeter.volt 2 standard electrical field.

Eardrum Temperature. The temperature of the area of the tympanic
membrane. This can represent the human body's cranial
temperature and deep body temperature.

Twenty-One Strokes and Above

Roaring Sounds, Sound Wave Explosions. The shock sound waves pro-
duced by supersonic aircraft.

Dew Point. The temperature when there is slow freezing in the
atmosphere and dew begins to form. In this tempera-
ture, the moisture pressure is equal to the moisture
saturation pressure in the atmosphere.

Picking Up a Pellet With a Tweezers. Using a tweezers to place
a pellet from one place into a hole in another place
(a type of manual efficiency test).
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